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namely:— , . - 
(i) the assessee will apply its income, or accumulate for application, wholly and exclusively to the objects for 

which it is established; 

(U) the assess will not invest or deposit its fund (other than voluntary contributions received ^aintamed in 

the form of jewellery, furniture etc.) for any period during the previous years relevant to ^.assessment 

years mentioned above other wise than in any one or more of the forms or modes specified in 

Sub-section (5) of Section 11; 

Cm) this notification will not apply in relation to any income being profits and gains of businres, unless the 

business is incidental to the atainment of the objectives of the assessee and separate books of accounts are 

maintained in respect of such business; 

(iv) the assessee with regularly file its return of income before the Income-tax authority in accordance with :hv 

provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961; 

(V) that in the event of dissolution, its surplus and the assets will be given to an organization with similar 

objectives. 

This notification is applicable only to the recipients of income on behalf of the assessee and not toi any other 

receipt or income of such recipients. Taxability or, otherwise of the income of the assessee would be separately end 

as per the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
[F. No. CCIT/rrO(Tech)/Ju./10/(23C V2007-08/1338] 

VUAY RANJAN, Chief Commissioner of Income-tax 

*bnwi 

(TrsrwfintFT) 

(-eMta wm ) 

M 31 , 2007 

(3IT^T) 

tSTOT 2287_^WW3tWwi,1961 
*S™***> ^,1997^^^131^,2002 

WrT #1 31# 313f« #51133. «"• 193(31) ft3W 30 3T# 1999 ^ vtfttr 1 1997 3 ^ ^ 7* ^ 

20o6 # jpm srafa * ftp? mat. 354(31) * nftn tour, ^ & ^1 wi (ail«Wi* Kb m 

fspTPT) 3TfV^i^H13Tf £ITT 3^«4lPi«r» Hi«h ^ Mho 

fciiHte.fewi 19.^1 <*» 

ff f, tff x*fe * 76, 3bp, m, TOI.-^tat-560 010 ft H* T* m 7*) *; 

afa Urtfc fet tmtPR ft w * 3IJTO ft Tjffeffe f#3 aft ft ^ 

few 15-3-2004 ft33* ,5(271/2003-^ ft rri; ^ ft (fe, few 31-12-2004 ft3333lfeW >' "4'2007 * ™ 

ft. 15/104/2006-^ aft t# 33*ft 513 ftftffefen 3311) ft SRPfo 7WI aijllfe tfel ?; ^ 

sra 53ffe, -3^1 afttfftm ft 313 80 51 3t ftl 33313 (4) ft ft5 Oft sro Wl elinq/il 

feftffi tMt sqtfei 333 swifira 1ft? 31 ft ^33 wi ft sifejfei =e«tl i i 

tft ffe XR xra 5IWK * «nf Jm W ift wi W^fef^tg^qnfe 

y«\H THj^f i? I 

(i) ftftfef 33*3 33 313 : TTCFK 3lft fft ft?3W fifths 

(ii) « fefeu76,^I3brt,5^?ffem 

<*Hic3>-560 100 
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T^i ftofe oR^Vci 3T5R3T TT^f tfe^/cTT^- 

tfcroffi ^ wf^niwt ^ %q; sfizs r famfai 

^TZT ^ 

7#f7R 

^TT^nj T3^ W^R W7?krf ^rm-^TrfN 

(v) » 

m 

'T Hi«t> H 3T37R^FTT f^TR7 Tt ~*'^TcfM ft^YT ^cri TTtTzTt^RT FflOd 50% ^ cR "^TI I 3?lWtPi«ti ’tTT^ 

^ f^l ftffo tot ^rm i, ^ tttrh $ pw ^ l^for ^ ^ rfr tt%ct tem skt/hhi 

t •9ft^5R7 RFTcT ^ 60% ^ ^ T5f #H I 

7 T‘7Ff3F>‘ (TPFtf 7*5*77 Tfc), «T«7T Tlfafo, YTt«FT ^*77, t^RTO ^*T>, faspT <J^KH ^ 

^Tn, '^dT^cH| cT«7T ^ 3R afltilPl* <*74d>d!M 7TPTRT ‘39*^7 *£ %I71 ^ ■srTfa#*FF ^ f^ku[]i| 

rT,2002^^3TT. 354(37) 6 *£^7 ifrlTO (73) cTTf^l^^W (2) *f dfctifisld ^ 

klP 1^ fTO 8^^7 50%^ 3Tte%H7T ^TTfTd^^t I ^T fe*ft W\i 

^ 37fa*J> 7JR 37*737 <*^14 3R <R^T ^ TJ^R *£ %7Tl 3TR3 cf*77 f*R 'ftURl ^ f I 

FW fa^Yft MyT W-fa ^ ^ 5777 fTOft 3Tc*TS7 MyT 37*737 37froft *TT7dfa MyT 37*737 Wfa 

^ *ft Yufe t, y*fd itfa 3*it isfa3T3rt' *£ 3737777 
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ii ^---- N 

1961 (iii) 

3TrFfa ^1 ^ ^TT 3T^T #fT I , » 

^ fat* TBpqf it F*i**taK IFTT, ^ _ r .____ 

WTT ^ ft Tnf It I v u , _ __ 

(U) 

(3i«fo aafcft ^nam) »> w* *»" *> ^ f u<^ 

Aw, ^ftwft-ii 1 _ ,* 

flpnnHmifti? ^^w^^3npfg^w8in<i1^^f 

^aR W ^brte ijs spr^^R ftiR^s, siWr-i* -qraf win, 2002 if Wed Titff 3,sra> W 

4 id ^ 3 &&*& w 11 _ ft, -_ „ _ 

^ $ 3^ wi srtmi WJi, 3«lte W * ^ *&* *" *" 1 
[Slfa^HT U 211/2007m n 178/76/2007-3*1^. K-I] 

ftairnf, 

MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

(Department of Revenue) 

(CENTRAL BOARD OF DIRECT TAXES) 

New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

(INCOME-TAX) 

S O 2287 -Whereas the Central Government in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (iii) of sub-section 

(4) of Section 80-IA of the Income-tax Act 1961 <43 f'96J) "nT 1^“ Industry 

a scheme for industrial park, by the notifications of the ove 193(E) dated the 30th March, 1999, for the period 
(Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion) vide number S. 0_ 193©, tod fte 3«h . 

SKSt-SHiS- 
S^£n^5SS^:i=SC3S^ii-^p-‘« «^n—««—*—<»• 
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The tern 
an industrial park 

1. CO Nam' 

(ii) Propi 

(iii) Area 

(iv) Prop< 

ANNEXURE 

is and conditions of which the approval of the Government of India had been accorded for setting up of 
by M/s. Cyber Park Development & Construction Limited, Bangalore. 

: of the Industrial Undertaking Cyber Park Development & Construction Limited 

>sed location Plot No. 76, Dodda Thogur, Electronic City, Bangalore Rural, 
Kamataka-560100 

of Industrial Park ; 2.73 Acres 

>sed activities 

Nature of Industrial activity with NIC code 

NIC Code Description 

S. No. Sec :ion Division Group Class 

A 

B 

C 

D ! 

3 36 365 - Manufacture of apparatus for radio broadcasing, 
television transmission, radar apparatus and radio 
remote control apparatus and apparatus for radio/line 
telephony and line telegraphy. 

* 89 *®2 Data processing, software development and computer 
consultancy services. 

* 89 893 - Business and management consultancy activities. 

* '® 894 “ Architectural and engineering and other technical 
consultancy activities. 

(v) Percei 

earma 

(vi) Percei 
area a 
comm 

(vii) Minirr 
indust 

(viii) Total 

(Amoi 

(ix) Invest 
for Inc 
(Amoi 

(x) Invest! 
Devek 
invest! 
for ind 
(Amoi 

(xi) Propos 
comm< 
Industi 

2. The mi 
total project cost. In 
on infrastructure d 
project cost. 

3. Infrasti 
effluent treatment f; 
as are for common i 

itage of allocable area ; 96.54% 
rked for Industrial use 

itage of allocable : 3.46% 
Lrmarked for 
ercial use 

um number of : 7 Units 
'ial units 

investments proposed : 64.16 Crores 
int in Rupees) 

nent on built up space : 45.35 Crores 
ustrial use 
int in Rupees) 

nent on Infrastructure : 59.44 Crores 
(pment including 
nent on built up space 
ustrial use 
nt in Rupees) 

ed date of : 1-10-2005 
:ncementofthe 
ial Park 

nimum investment of infrastructure development in an Industrial Park shall not be less than 50% of the 
the case of an Industrial Park which provides built-up space for industrial use, the minimum expenditure 
jvelopment including cost of construction of industrial space, shall not be less than 60% of the total 

ucture development shall include, roads (including approach roads), water supply and sewerage, common 

tcility, telecom network, generation and distribution of power, air-conditioning and such other facilities, 
lse for industrial activity which are identifiable and are provided on commercial terms. 
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4. No single unit referred to tin columu (2) of the Table given in sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 6 of S.0.354(E) 
dated the 1st April, 2002, shall occupy more than fiftyy per cent of the allocable industrial area of an Industrial Park. For this 
purpose a unit means any separate and distinct entity for the pupose of one and more State or Central tax laws. 

5. Necessary approvals, including lhat for foreign direct investment or non resident Indian investment by the 
Foreign Investment Promotion Board or Reserve Bank of India or any authority specified under any law for the time being 
in force, shall be taken separately as per the policy and procedures in force. 

6. The tax benefits under the Act can be availed of only after the number of units indicated in para 1 (vii) of this 
Notification, are located in the Industrial Park. 

7. M/s. Cyber Park Development & Construction Limited, Bangalore, shall continue to operate the Industrial Park 
during the period in which the benefit under clause (iii).of sub-section (4) of Section 80LA of the Income-tax Act, 1961 are 
to be availed. 

8. In case the commencement of the Industrial Park is delayed by more than one year from the date indicated in 
Para 1 (xi) of this notification, fresh approval will be required under the Industrial Park Scheme, 2002, for availing benefits 
under sub-section 4 (iii) of Section 80IA of the Income Tax Act, 1961. 

9. The approval will be invalid and M/s. Cyber Park Development & Construction Limited, Bangalore, shall be 
solely responsible for any repercussions of such invalidity, if 

(i) the application on the basis of which the approval is accorded by the Central Government contains 
wrong information/misinformation or some material information has not been provided in it. 

(ii) it is for the location of the industrial park for which approval has already been accorded in the name of 

another undertaking. 

10. In case M/s. Cyber Park Development & Construction, Limited. Bangalore, transfers the operation and 
maintenance of the industrial park (i.e., tansferor undertaking) to another undertaking (i.e., the transferee undertaking), the 
transferor and transferee shall jointly intimate to the Entrepreneurial Assistance Unit of the Secretriat for Industrial Assistance, 
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi-11 along with a copy of the agreement executed 
between the transferor and transferee undertaking for the aforesaid transfer. 

11. The conditions mentioned in this notification as well as those included in the Industrial Park Scheme, 2002 
should be adhered to during the period for which benefits under this scheme are to be availed. The Central Government may 
withdraw the above approval in case M/s. Cyber Park Development & Construction Limited, Bangalore, fails to comply with 
any of the conditions. 

12. Any amendment of the project plan without the approval of the Central Government or detection in future, or 
failure on the part of the applicant to disclose any material fact, will invalidate the approval of the industrial park. 

[Notification No. 211/2007/F.No. 178/76/2007-ITA-I] 

DEEPAKGARG, Under Secy. 

*rffo?5ft,31 2007 

(sworn) 

W.3IT. 2288.—3TT*m 3Tf*rfWT, 1961 (1961 43) (WT 3TFl anfafoqq W wf) ^1 80 fl 

(4) (iii) SKT 'SKrT WPl ^ ^ 3 1 313^1, 1997 3 ^ 31^,2002 

^ 3Tcffa ^ TOTT ^TI. 3TT. 193(31) fiRRl 30 1999 ^ 1 3T^T, 1997 3 ^ rPfl 31 
2006 ^ 3{cffa ^ TOTT ^TF.arr. 354(31) To 4U+K, dlPuMl afo szfa] MatleM (3?lWlPl<* 3^ 

foWM) ^ 3tft|^HI3fy ski 3^alPi=b ^ ^ft^RT Pi (ha 3lfc 3lfbRjf^RT 1? 

3^ (^fe*n) u 5, fows its, «rrfefk-560 025 ^ i, tsrt r. 458, 

i5ggRT^ft ^ R. 133, HFlfoyi, ^ ^ 3ttw W ^Tf feRT 7FI t; 

afk ^ to i spjsfa 3 cifeRta Pftr 3ik wf ^ 3i#i ^Tfro ^ ssfo WsiTcB? ^ 

22-4-2004 ^ ■qsT U 15/07/04-30^ Trs 311^ 31-12-200415/07/04-30^'^ 3TTf^t 

STCT Tmtf^Tct f^U SPrPfcf -3^1 3l1^|p|4> W 3Pjqtf^cl feTOT t; 

m, ^Pdk., 330 Slfafm «IRT 80 fl 31 3?t Tqwn (4) ^ 735 (iii) SKI '5T^tT *fi«w«iT 34 3FTTH ^ ^ 

«<ohl< W.d^SHI 333 735 (iii) ^ ^^Pl=h 3T3?^^3 3u'lHldl (^331) PiPh^, wffr £13 

■fefecl 3«1T 3FJ7fsi3 Pcf IMlfeld 1373 7# 333 ^ 3lf37jf33 3iT3t i I 
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3 Tfcrtf •ntwr (^n) wfa srci sfteftfw W yfer fay £3 

<5H9h*H 

yfa tel 

^ftwr ygwrgaN (ftm) fafats 

; TUcfTR, 458, y. 133, F*T^T, 

2.0 

9ffT^ Tft titfjdl ^ 3fr?lTfW ehi4°h^1IH ^>1 ^BR^T 

iwi 

wi y^frn, TifqFs^p yi? 

cbw£$\ 

Wfa^ffa*3FRnfaT f 

Rt^riri 

‘wfa^fayfarffar ^ ^ 

fafa (TI% ^rqy F) 

wfa ^ fay fafa von m fafa 

y£') 

icqgr t^TP yr twi mtw 

wftn ^ fay fafa pih m 

^nfM^i t 

M) 

W ^ STlfa £fayft ywife 

4^2 

11.75 ^Fnte 

7.78 

10.28 

31-3-2005 

sftffar yfa £ aioimxHi f^rra yi Mtt mP^'I^hi w*ra ^ 50% ^ #n i ££ 

rrffar WlW ^ fay fafa ^TT t, ^ tht^ £ sffefep T*TR c£ faqfa ^pf yft RPR TT%3 

=^PPT ^T yfaf^RT RPR ^ 60% £fa I 

PFTRT £f T*5^F (TPfa" TTfal), '^TRiyfcT cM ^f^R *TR ^frtFT Tjfap, tf^faTC fa*fa, fa?pT 

fn^PT cT*TT faft 3RT Pjfa^Ty fa fafafe ^pfaRTT £cj WIHM Wfa fa fay t fa cHpu|farsF7 3 

I 

fata, 2002fat «jn.3P. 354(fa) fa tai** 6fa^y^mpp (r) £'fife c#r^ifaypRR (2) £' fafaiPoa 

fafllPlcfr Tffa fa fay f™ fafaffap afo cfcT 50% ^ fafap %RTT RfR ^ff I W TPTfarfa fafa 

t ^ 3*fcra> Ti^r ar?rm ^rc ^ ^ 3wi cT«tt P^=t ^crt ^ f i 

^^hkhI’ fjR^f fatrft wPi ^ ^ 372^1 srfrorcft wl4 M?r 3?^ 

tfr y^ ^ 3R=pfcr f^P^v yif^T^T *ft vsiPid t, ^ y^rT ^ ct«tt yf^o^n 

yT ■Jii^ti 1 

1 (vii) #n ^ ^ W3 3?cff^ ^ ^rft it srf^wr 

yi "f I 
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ftraarafe^sirasRsifWm, 1961 *> tiraso^r^^^wm (4) *-ss (Hi) «'' 

8 ^R1 afalPEE *rrei^ sot3 re arfv^Fn ^% l (xi) 3ffefifa3 ng* ^ 

i961^OT80?^^^MTO4(m)^^^^^^^W^W#5pn'2002 

^ STcPfa ^TT W<\ ^FPTI 3^RT FhT! t 

9. m aig-tet M»ti net wp A frrt M19U-IH ^iiisftra (ffret) v&z whr %ft ^ 

mUuiih ^ TW fa»feR #n, ^ 

(i) OT^4 re fre* OTVR <rc ^5 mzv sro siy^re to fa*n rei t, 3 rera ^-i^-ii =3*re 

cTSZTTO t^rt ^T ^ ^ Ft I 

^rait I 

10. Tfc. nliMH qrenpfr (jfrn) yiftz mis, M (sreffi ^ 

4i3qw’ift*fi<#re?re 
atmreref 4k smfeft» ^ ^ f-imifcd w ^ * ^w qgren wfaqiw, afeftffrF ^ta am w*mr, 

iatq xtq^j ^ (4^-11 ^ dSlH^Mcll «PIHHI <ipie «<i<Kl ?*9 ft ^tr|4 4.f‘l l 

11. ^3if^^^i!ft^^^4ira-4n«i3WwW 
I ^ R TRuft 

$ uft Titwr l^T^ST (^fean) 3H|^ -^T^ sffeftfw ^ 

fert «ft e£ 3PJ«71eH ■flf 3=R7^ Tm t I 

CTS2T 4<(MitH 37R 3 3H|oi<«6 3TCTW TfHT, 3?lalPM> Tflftf «£ ^1^<H 3^N Vfl ^TT t 

[sifa^Hi H 2i2/2007m u 178/82/2007-stt.^. ft-i] 

mt, 3^P TTfacf 

New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

(INCOME-TAX) 

S.O. 2288.—Whereas the Central Government in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (iii) of sub-section 
(41 of Section 80-IA of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961) (hereinafter referrd to as the said Act,), has framed and notified 
a scheme for industrial park, by the notifications of the Government of India in the Ministry of Commerces andl Industry 
(Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion) vide number S. O. 193(E), dated the 30th March 1999, for the peno 
begining on the 1st day of April, 1997 and ending on the 31st day of March, 2002 and vide number S.O 3^4(E) dated the 
1st day of April, 2002, for the period begining on the 1st day of April, 1997 and ending on the 31st day of March, 2006, 

And whereas M/s. Gopalan Enterprises (India) Private Limited, No. 5 Richmond Road, Bangalore-560 025, is 

developing an Industrial Park at Khata No. 458, Sy. No. 133 of Kundalahalli, Mahadevapura, Bangalore; 

And whereas the Central Government has approved the said Indistrial Park ^Ministry of 
Industry letter No, 15/07/04-IP & ID dated 22-4-2004 (as modified vide letter No. 15/07/04-IP & ID dated 31-12-2004) j 

to the terms and conditions mentioned in the annexure to this notification; 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (iii) of sub-section (4) of section 80-1A of the said 
Act, the Central Government hereby notifies the undertaking being developed and being maintained and operated by M/ . 
Gopalan Enterprises (India) Private Limited, Bangalore, as an industrial park for the purposes of the said clause, (m). 

ANNEXURE 

The terms and conditions of which the approval of the Government of India has been accorded for setting up of 

an industrial park by M/s. Gopalan Enterprises (India) Private Limited, Bangalore. 

1. (i) Name of the Industrial Undertaking : Gopalan Enterprises (India) Private Limited 

(ii) Proposed location : Khata No. 458, Sy, No. 133 of kundalahalli, Mahadevapura; 
Bangalore. 

3403 Gl/2007—2 
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(iii) A 

(iv) Pr 

*a of Industrial Park 2.0 Acres 

aposed activities 

Nature of Industrial activity with-NIC code 

NIC Code Description 

S.No. : lection Division Group Class 

D 

t - — 

* ® Data processing, software development and computer 
consultacny services. 

(v) Pe 
eai 

7 (vi) Pe: 
are 
COl 

(vii) Mi 
inc 

(viii) To 

(Ai 

(ix) Inv 
for 
(A 

(x) Inv 
De 
inv 
for 
(A 

(xi) Pro 
con 
Ind 

2. Th< 
total project cos 
on infrastructur 
project cost. 

3. Infr 
effluent treatme; 
as are for comm 

4. No 
dated the'1 st Ap 
purpose a unit n 

5. Nec 
Foreign Investm 
in force, shall be 

6. The 
Notification, are 

7. M/s 
during the perioc 
to be availed. 

8. Inc* 
Para 1 (xi) of this 
under sub-sectio; 

1 !l 1 

■centage of allocable area 73% 
marked for Industrial use 

■centage of allocable Nil 
a earmarked for 
nmercial use 

nimum number of : 4 Units 
ustrial units 

al investments proposed : 11.75 Crores 
nount in Rupees) 

estment of built up space 7.78 Crores 
Industrial use 
nount in Rupees) 

estment on Infrastructure : 10.28 Crores 
/elopment including 
estment on built up space 
industrial use 
nount in Rupees) 

posed-date of ; 31-3-2005 
imencement of the 
jstrial Park 

minimum investment on infrastructure development in an Industrial Park shall not be less than 50% of the 
. In the case of an Industrial Park which provides built-up space for industrial use, the minimum expenditure 
5 development including cost of construction of industrial space, shall not be less than 60% of the total 

istructure development shall include, roads (including approach roads), water supply and sewerage, common 
it facility, telecom network, generation and distribution of power, air-conditioning and such other facilities, 
>n use for industrial activity which are identifiable and are provided on commercial terms. 

jingle unit referred to in column 20 of the Table given in sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 6 of S.O. 354(E) 
ril, 2002, shall occupy more than fifty percent of the allocable industrial area of an Industrial Park, For this 
leans any separate and distinct entity for the pupose of one and more state or Central tax laws. 

essary approvals, including that for foreing direct investment or non resident Indian investment by the 
ent Promotion **oard or Reserve Bank of India or any authority specified under any law for the time being 
taken separately as per the policy and porcedures in force. 

tax benefits under the Act can be availed of only after the number of units indicated in para 1 (vii) of this 
located in the Industrial Park. 

Gopalan Enterprises (India) Private Limited, Bangalore, shall continue to operate the Industrial Park 
in which the benefits under clause (iii) of sub-section (4) of Section 801A of the Income-tax Act, 1961 are 

se the commencement of the Industrial Park is delayed by more than one year from the date indicated in 
notification, fresh approval will be required under the Industrial Park Scheme, 2002, for availing benefits 

14 (iii) of Section 80IA of the income Tax Act, 1961. 

! 
i i,,. .. 
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9. The approval will be invalid and MMJoprin Enterprises (India) Private Limited. Bangalore, shall be solely 

responsible for any repercussions of such invalidity, if „nfir ■„ 
the application on the basis of which the approval is accorded by the Central Government coma,ns 
wrongtoformation/misinformation or some material information has not been provided in i. 

© i, is for dte location of the industrial park for which approval has already been accorded in the name of 

another undertaking. 

transferor and transferee undertaking for the aforesaid transfer. 

11, The conditions mentioned in this notification as well as .hose included inthe 

of the conditions. . . 
12 Any amendment of the project plan without the approval of the Central Government ordetect.on.n future, 

failure; on die par, of dte applicant to disclose any material fact, will invalidate the approval of r P _ 
[Notification No. 212/2007/F.No. 178/82/2007-ITA 

DEEPAK GARG, Under Secy. 

3TT^?T 

ifri, 26 2007 

W 2289.-^3^ 1962 (1962 *1 33) 27 

m 19 ^ srt ^ ^ (3) ^ w 

_______ 
aifaefnft 3?«rar 'snftWKt mviR__ 

IF. U ^ ^ 

(1) (2) 
(3) 

0) 

(ii) fa+TT-HW 
*' ehl^cRT, 

•flfa^FTTS 628152. 

tjaf 3 : TpTR ^731^ 
-q-Rr^q ; 227, 253,259, 260, 261,262, 3?TT 510. 

: 277, 284, 288 sk 289 

: 317,547,550,551 3?fT 552 

4 ‘f^^rf^TZTR T^T^vEr^T,, 

?Ff^r, 628152. 

: 213,221,222,223,224 3*K 349. 

Tritqq 3 : 180, 181,193, 194,196 3fa 

Ttwf 

^rTt : 228, 526, 527 3flT 528 

: 349,358,359,361 3?K 383 ^ _ x ^ 

(ii) ftwfPPW 
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(1) (2) (3) 

if . : 264 

■qfT^R 3 : If^FTFf 

: 229, 238, 240, 244, 251,254 262 

: 228, 240, 242, 243,244, 252, 253 3fh[ 528. 

4. ‘T^TfH^H ^ ^ ^T1 (i) hR^Y^HI fT&FF, f^ffWT 3TK 

TTgx? -qpf TtT^pF, f^H, 628152. (ii) WF*, 

: 243,244,529 3^553 

^riwi 3 : 243 526 

^5tR -4' : 238, 

: 212 

[m U TrfiT/19( 5)/2005140 j 

tgl. ^FTT 3T^K ^TT, '?T^T 

DEPARTMENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

ORDER 

Mumbai, the 26th July, 2007 

S.O. 2289,—In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 27 of the Atomic Energy Act, 1962 (33 of 1962), the 
Central Government hereby directs that the powers conferred on it by Section 19 of the said Act shall, in respect of the areas 
Specified in column (2) of the Schedule annexed hereto, being prohibited areas, be exercisable also by all or any of the 
officers or authorities mentioned in the corresponding entries in column (3) of the said Schedule. 

SCHEDULE 

SI.No. Name of the prohibited areas Designation of the Officer or Authorit y 

(t) ,(2) (3) 

1. “ZIRCONIUM COMPLEX, PAZHAYAKAYAL”, 
Srivaikundam Taluk, Tuticorin District, 
Tamil Nadu-628 152 

(i) Project Director, Zirconium Complex, and 
(ii) Manager, Zirconium Complex 

On the East : Gulf of Mannar 
On the West : 227,253,259,260,261,262 & 510. 
On die North : 277,284,288 & 289 
On the South : 317,547,550,551 &552 

2, Township area of “ZIRCONIUM COMPLEX, 
PAZHAYAKAYALTSrivaikundam Taluk, 
Tuticorin District, Tamil Nadu-628 152 

(i) Project Director, Zirconium Complex, and 
(ii) Manager, Zirconium Complex 

On the East : 213,221 222,223,224 & 349 
On the West : 180,181,193,194,196 & 

Tuticorin-Tiruchendur Highway 
On the North : 228,526,527 &528 
On the South : 349,358,359,361 &383 

i i 

3. Main approach Road leading to “ZIRCONIUM COMPLEX, 
PAZHAYAKAYALTSrivaikundam Taluk, 
Tuticorin District, Tamil Nadu-628 152 

(i) Project Director, Zirconium Complex, and 
(ii) Manager, Zirconium Complex 

}** 

On the East : 264 
On the West : Tuticorin-Tiruchendur Highway 
On the North : 229,238,240,244,251,254 & 262 
On the South : 228,240,242,243,244,252,253 & 528. 
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(1) (2) (3) 

4. Approach Road leading to Township Area of 
“ZIRCONIUM COMPLEX, PAZHAYAKAYAL”, 

Srivaikundam Taluk, Tuticorin District, 

Tamil Nadu-628 152 

(i) Project Director, Zirconium Complex, and 
(ii) Manager, Zirconium Complex 

On the East : 243; 244,529 & 553 

On the West : 243 &526 

On the North : 238 

On the South : 212 
[F. No. AEA/19(5)/2005-ER/2140] 

DR. NANDHINI IYER KRISHNA, Jt. Secy. 

I4l4«q 3ftr uHrtt rrrrtt RRTOR 

M 27 2007 

cRT.37T. 2290.—RTRTCR 3TpRfTOR, 1956 (1956 TO 102) R?t RRI 11 TO RRI (2) ?RT H<tI 

eftj TRTtRT fRchK RTRTTR 3u<j|q*iid ^ H<T*ref ^ ^ 'QTT^RT TOd sifqfHRR TO RRR ^ 

PiMlciPaa sfk TOdt "t, 3TRfSr" 

TOR 3T3^t A- 

(•^.) “TO te^teRTR” 3lfo \RfRTOT^FT. ‘hi^ui TOR 3TT^f%H 3t£rt 

[^Riste(2)^iro3*^] ^ f^rq; 

Tcm (3) 
- 3 

T^iUSt. (TOtl fTO4T ten) _ 

(-^ tt^ HIAdl TOR RFjteFI 3T^R1 FPft Rfc RF 

SRI lRd*"«H, 2004 ■*¥ 3TRRT RTF TO R^ Ft) 

ttct.TTR. (UIHI^R TITO M*«ii) 

C^tt^T HMdl TOR 3TFjteH 3T#dT Ftft RfF RF ^-lcriMc^ ebic^l, 

4Jlcr1M<g SRI ^eTT^, 1997 ^ 3RTRT RR^ RTF TO ^ ^ Ft) 

(^fefTO) 

(^ ttttott tor srpjteR 3t#ti FWt RfF rf Ji444<£ nlsd <**hkhjicih 

Rite, ten SRI 3FRR, 2005 3 3TRRT ~3W& RTF WT FT) 

TO-1^- (^ tW) 

(US TT^T RFRRT TOR STFjteH 3T#cTT TOTt ^ ^ ^4fFTOT TOlte, 

6frjqiR^[ STR 3RRR, 2005 3 3TRRT FTO^ RTF WT ^ Ft) 

TFt.3lt. _ 

(W W TRTFTcTT TOR 311^teH 3T#T #ft SfF RFTOte^T 4P«+d TO^, 

SRI 3RRR, 2005 3 3TRRT TOn£ RTF Wd ^t ^ Ft) 

,11^1 v_iiv__i invi .. .." ^rM* HMdlTOR 3TT^f%FT 3T^Rl’ [RTFRTR (2) ^ 

^ tfW * 3RHf<l 3#<TO Ufefe 3^ ‘-q*IOT k ^ *EW (3) k 

-?w k 3^nfe 3TO ukfe k «IR, f=Fifefi3tl TJSI ^n, 3Wk :-__ 

‘•^to: 3TKRfefTO (TRklsRnteH) 

RRS7 3IFF R#(t (RTTOR ?TrS f^fSRRT) 

tfc&Z 3TTRT -^fefRF (TORT AfsHrlH ) 

HftR7 3TfRi' RTsfrt (TO fA?{R) 

to ten R tetei 

(13) “TOftRRT^ TOR82J' 

3to> A^Prh (^tet Mrt) TTR-Ft- (^teltet) ' 
(RS TO> RRTOT RTRT ^TT^f^TH 37^?fT stft rIf RF TO-RR- ^tqi 4fs«hei 

_i gnA j>rrt OAO^ T3f ' 1 •sto I -JI ■■ ■■ ■> ji MUIJ 
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2 3 

3# FR J 

WT3TfcR*ffi (3Tfw 

3TR 37f^T fEf^R ^ f^f 

37ft> RpiPfH (RF 

1q<j»Ri fRRR 3 f 

j 

3TFfT RfelTR (g# 

tifa'ZfgfSR (TRjf 

ISTFR7 3W TftsfRR (RTTp 

(TRf 

i 

R’<}<dlS<u| 3 fSRdim 

fefeldl FT.Rft.3R. 

C^tf RR7 Hi-qai hih orTT^lq?iii *4oi F^ft gfF rf RR.Trg. gW iip^^ 

RRdfa fir rt^, 2005 R amt ^ ^ ^ ^ ^) 

(atfwfRRTR) afogf^f^Rfer^ 

1 (^ ^ Hi-4di w<\ ou^fq^n <»H^d[ eVfl gfF rf RR.3TR. RfFRPd rrrtr, 

^ciq^if FIR ^R, 2005 R amrt IRFi RTF RFH Rft R^ Fl) 

IP? MW) RR^. (RTRPRMW) 

(^ RFi RERRi rtrt ag^^TR 3#rt #ft Rfc rf 1377.3717. xjp^d RRcfo, * 

u^1' uro *jr, 2005 "4' 3mt 3R^ rtf rfif Rft r^ f^) f 

ft. Tf[. Tft_ 

(^tf RRi RTHdi *ih gpjfqjiM g^tl $Vft Rfc rf RR.3TR. cHdd, 

iW'f 5RT P^d^u, 1998 R amt 3R*ft RTF RFTR ^ ^ FI) 

RR.iFt (r'Wftr) 

(^F rrt ^i-4di wr arr^fepT ar^RT fPt) RfF rf ?ft fes3«4 RfeoM rrcTf, 

3Hetl< SIR 3T^r, 2005 3 amt 3Rcft RTF RFFT Rft R^Tf) 

^MWl) FR.^. (^trf^M^TT) 

(■2TF RR7 RFRRT Rigf aRRf^RTR 3T#FT FRft RfF RF iftR RTFT 3TfRf%R 

RR#7 fir r$, 2005 3 ami 37# rtf rfh Rft r^ tf) 

MdM) TrgTgft. (~5hlf^4ldHl) 

(■ff ^ Trrmr w<t stt^th 3t^ft FEfl Rfx rf ^3 ^fN gfect,^ 

rTK-ll< "gRT RT^, 2005 ^ 37^ -^t) 

r^m) TTR.^t, (TRfHf^n) 

(rf ^ grmr w<\ att^m ar^FT FTft ^ rf gfe ^ffF gfe^d FFi^g. 

W?R ^RT amr, 2005 3?8^r gK 3tFH-^t F^) 

TI. 

(RF TT^7 grmt W<T 37T^f%H 3T&TT FTft RfR RF 37H-3RTh 

#sngr ^TT ^T, 2005 R‘ RRRI RK RRTF Rft R^ FI) 

(7T) "fF^ftfa 

3TRRfa 3?f 

RR5 RfRf 

^ ^ ^ ^l^cilWR 3Rf%R 3#FT> [W^RIFRF'R (2) ^3R^g^F] 

RR Mpqpxi afk^wWui ^ %R’ [FR^RK^fR (3) ^?R ^g^R] ^fH # 3TREfa 3R^ 

S ^ RTF, Pi Hid fed 7M ^TTFRI, 37Rf^ 

2 
3 

37far tirsPWH (^nfq 

3Tfqfr gsfft (gfgj f| 

P*i<U ^R-SR xf %RF)RT 

^ f^fRiOHl) y,H.5^. (•<||(qqi pqfqroHl) * 

(RF T1R7 RiHdl WR 3R^f%H ^R) RfF RF ~^fd'ctf|jR RR^R 3TPR 

^R^T ^1#ST, fFFrft FIR ^R, 1987 R 37RRT 3R^ RTF RFJF Rft R^ F^) 

^) RR.RR. (arfgrfR^R) 

(RF R^ RFRRT WR STRjf^TH 3T^RT FWt RfF RF 3T. RR R%7 RftfFRT 

3RRFT^, R^ fFwft FIR 1986 3 3mt 3R^ RTF RFH R^ R^ Fl) 

Ft.Rt.RR. 

(RF RRI RiHdl M 3R^f%R 37fm FRft RfF RF FT. RR R%7 RHfFRT, 

ait^did, di PFcrfl FT!! 1968 ^ ami 3R^ RTF RFTR Rf) R^ Ft) 

' 

1 
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^ 3 fekrlVll 

rrrt srfqr Trsfft ( uhi^j RRffi) ’ 

3ffaf AfeftH (RRRH AfefRR) 

-sT°hi< STfir AIVTHH 

Tt^i ten afo <*?rt ten Iwwi 

(z^ -qcfr RRRR1 3fTRT STRjfcj^TH 3T^RT FfRt R^ Ri? TT. RH R%7 ^tft^T, 

3TFT?nRT, Hf f^vft ^TR 3rfo, 2005 3 3*8^1 RRR^ ^ y<H ^ft R^ ^) 

RH.TTR, (411HM R^ft) 

(zn? Rcfr RFRRT RTRT STFjf^zITR 3}fJRT sVft R^ Re? ^5T. RR HdV< ^feRl, 

W?mr\, Ri£ f^Tt ^TO 1969 3 3T8RR RR* ^ KH ^ R^ ¥t) 

RH.^t. (RRWf "^fefRR) 

(zn? R37 TTPTrTl 3TH<T STT^f^lR 3^TT ePfl R^ R? "5T- RR Tpft?T ^f^TT, 

areqcrra,-^ 1966 3TRRTRRctfRR;RRRRltRl^) 

(ZTf TJcF RFRRT 3TH<T SfRjf^TTR 3T#cTT TtRf R^ Rf? 'ST. RR HdlErC ?flfl>RI, 

SRRRHR.R^ feft^TO 1971 3 SIW^^TOr^R^) 

•st.^t.^r. 

(Z^j TJR7 RFRRT RTRT STT^toR R^RT ^IRl R^ RF TL RR HdW< Rtf^n, 

3TFTRFRI, Rf ■fcerft 1969 3 3*8^1 RR^ ^ W R?t Rf ¥1) 

r?rt ten, TfRR fhi ten r? rrr 3 rWRi ^t^t.Rt.R^. 

(z^ Rcf7 HHldl RTRT 3U^f%TR 3T#RT #ft R^ RF TT. RR Hd)F7 RtT^fl, 

33[FRTR, r| fa# SKI 1969 3 3T8^I RRR^ RT^ KH # Rf ^) 

Trq.^t. (H^HISTR) 

(zn? TJcf) HMdl 3TH<T 3TFjf°fRTR 3T#R1 $\‘\\ R^ RF "FT. RR HdM #fao> 

3M, R^ fa# SIR 1968 3 318^1 rr# KH # r| i\) 

RR.TTR. (HIHI'H R^fft) 

(z^tjrt RRRR1 3TT<T 3fa%RIR 3R?R1 iflRt R^ RF ^T aTCRRlRI, fa# sR7# 

gIR 1966 3 STKn=TT RR# RIF RFTR # Rf Ft) 

(z^R^r HMdlWIkl 3n^falH afar Wit ^ #TT SFq^TR, tST^RT, 

^Ri 1983 3T813T ^ TT^H ^t) 

TJR.^t. (■3TfP«l f^zTH) 

(zr^ Tjofr HI-Met I Wiki 3TT^f^?TR 3T#cTT eM ^ cd-sl&lPsM kjKrl^, 

Rf ftcrft ?[ro 1977 3T81RI KH ^) 

T?H.^t. (H'^HI6<U'I) 

(zt^ TjofT HHldlWIkl 31Fff^RTR 3^70 eV?l RF ^PTRWT 3T7HRTR, R^ 

f^iv^O -gro 1961 ^ 3T8TRI ci'Hcti ^ y<0R Rlt "?t) 

^t- ^ __, 
(Zf^ TJc^ HPHdlWIkl 3ll^fq^H 3T#R1 ^Vfl RlR 7fi? ^F^RFT 3RHRTR, Rf 

f^fl ^RT 1961 ^ 3TW Rl^ 

^.H^T.3Tt. 

(RF. R=F HMdlWIkl 3R^f%lR 31#RT WTt RlR R? RWRR 3RRRTR, R| 

f^Rfl gRT 1965 R 3T8TRI RR^ Rl^ RRJR RTf R^ ^1) 

(RF RRT HI-RdfWFR 31l#z1IH 3f#RT WTt RlR R? 3TR7RTRT, ^ 

^C#^RT 1962 ^ 3T81RT Rl^ RRIR R^l R^ ~^) _. 

TfRRT 3TR6 ^fefRR (R^RI^TR) 

RRRC 3RR7 TT^frt (RIRRRR^) 

ciRHMMl 3fk aiiildwl fekilni 

RRRT 3TR7 (3TftR ta) 

-gW* 3RRT ^fefRR (R^RI?TR) 

% fekdlH'l 

dr<Jilcil^ afrt 3lVl<rll4i ^ fekilHi 

^T^sr ^ f^TRTtHl 
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’{fcH Tt7? 

dHi fasTR, <fd*i 

ET^T f^TB if 

CR FFWTB 3TPjfq*iM RlfaT FPlt BF RNRRRT 3R*RM, ^ 

feft £RT 1968 if 3T*TR RF RRR Rt FT) 

fen T^" feRTpTT FpFpBt. TTR 

^ ^dlWIkl 3TI^TH 3T?fm Ftft FF mp<U*Rl 3TFRIR, ^ 

fe^SRI 1968 ^3T«BT^T^^-5BH^t-n?Fl) 

rdVii f1. tt. 

(WCRRFRTRR 3TT^f%^T 3T#I Ffrft Ffc FF filial 3?*Rdld, 5RT 

1968 3 3?«BT RF RRR Rt t]$ Ft) 

T Pq^qfq^KriV’ R HHd ‘ Hi^ciiyiki -STT^fq^iH 3T#dT’ [fR^ RF TdR (2) RR t} RRf*Td] Rpf ^ 

I 3tfRTR 9fqf^ 4? W*iWf ^ tdR FfifrV (3) ^RR^Rctf*R] TlW ^ 3RRfd ^ 

Tfofe ^ Pt**iRiRad TBT BURT, 3T«rf^ ;- 

y^ifci sfa Bit Pt7! fqJid ip pgRil^l 

tfeR a^P (WIHM fapRoHI) 

^ H fSVilHI Ft. Bp sf). 

(^ ^ Hi-Hdiyp<i ^Hi^ld 37#tTT Fffi BfF BF ^.TRUR ^fed>d RT^B, 

Wft, £RT 3^B, 2005 3 3T*7R BR RFH Rt F^ Ft) 

IWRTfafRo&f) CR.^t. (WlR^fefl) 

(^ CR Hl^idiyiM 37#tTT FF ^rP FpTRT.TR ittgRR 

RTTFt, BBf £RT FRR, 2003 if 3TFBT BR 5RR Rt F^ Ft) 

Pg^ai^’ Ft RF* ‘BRRTFTR 3TT#WT 3T#R’ [IRRp BR RW (2) ^ ?B 3'R#TF] ?fH ^ 

[ff^br^f BH^SRRtcT^ 
fafe ^ BR, tqnRdfed TRT BURT, 3TBf^ :— 

■RR2T 3Tfa> TTSpft (^IfBRF) TT(BBTBRF) TR. TR. (%t fsRR) 

(FF FR FRRT FTR 3Rjf%R 3T^BT Ftft FfF FF fsbPiRFF TpfFRR RfrtB, 

^RTBl ^RT f^«K, 1985 ^ Ps^mk, 1999 ^ 3?«T^T 

^) 

arfB RfeFR (?7k %qi fq^lM) TRl. ^1. (?r1t %R Pd^ld) 

(^ ^ :RRRTT 31TRT srrgf^TH 3T#dT ^rUft ^ fef^RR ^T^T, 

tfw ^RT 1996 3 3T*T3T ^ 5RH Rt ^ Ff) 

RH (T3k Rh^l ^TH) CRT. Fl. (?RlT f^TT fRBd) 

(CR RRRTI RTRT STTjf^lR 3T^dI ifij\ ifo TR %t^cRH 

^PTHT1JRT 1984 ^ 1999 if 3TSiqT Ff) 

PflF \PiqRld 3ffqT "t^s? BiffTRT, 4ipKq5ld" ^ RT1H4, ‘RRBT FTRT Pdf+rHI 3T^cTT’ q^-dTc^Tfjcf 

(3) ^ t? RRf^RT] ^ 3T#T ^ ^ rHHRdf^d TRT RjqTn, 3T«rf^ ;- 

arfrp cmkHRn^H) 

(R) 

WT3px?jRr# (% RR. CRT. (%T f^TB) 

(^ ^ Hi^iciiyiM BRjf^TB 37#B FPlt ^F f^BFR ^Pg+d 

3HT BR^t, 2000 3TST^T BRp£ BF 5BB Bt7^ Ff) 
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2 3 

FTRR 3Tfar AfStH (?rfk UpRT fa*FD RR. Ft. (FRftflFjRT teR) 

(re rrt Hl-^diyw 3T!^f$?fH 9$ •V^l’K 9Ps*>d 

RJT^R, TjfRRHT URT 2000 3 3TRRT "37^ RK TO ^ft ^ ^) 

(1?) HRRTFT# freRfaBIFR 3?fc3TRR RTR^RTTOn WR faPftcfll anfal* [1^ H^irTRR (2) $ 

Rt SRRfa 3(fRTR yfaffVd rrt H*Rq»H ^ fFR TfsN^ [^ (3) ^ ^ ^ 

«£ 3TtftR RR^ TTRfre ^ RTC, Pi-iPcito *iUs ^II^H, 3TRfR :- 

2 3 

RRST 3tfRT '^rsfft (3ildlR'ilcn(l^i)cn)^1) RR. RR. (i RR &) 

(RF R^ HHdiyikl 3TTRf%R 3TT?<n FlRt Rfc ^ *>f<rfa, 

fTOR7£RT 1988 3 3TRRT -37t£ RTC RRH ^ *ni Fl) 

HIW. 3iT^> ^“40 ORRRjT TT^fft) RR.RR. (TOTFR^t) 

(RF RSf) RHdlRTRl 3TigfolH ST^T *t*rt ^ RS 

Ito^r srt 1988 3 arRRT^R^RrcreHRftR^Ft) 

w* 3iK (% fen) RR.RR. (% fR*TR) 

(RF R97 HM^IIMIRl 3TRjf$5lH 31&n eVfl 9ft 90 fR<rR7 Ar&=bcn ^Krl'jf, 

%RT 1988 3 3TRRTFR^RTCW;IRftR3"St) 

^r f^?R 3 fevrilm Ft.3lt. 

(re rrt rerennRT 3ttr^tot snfcn Ftnt Rft re fro^r rr^r, 

Itofr sri 1988 3 3trrt ftr&rts; wrRft R^st) 

(*T) "TTRFTFT PwErarerc’^TTIR^ 'RTTOTTreR fafacRl atffll’ (2) $ Wt 3 aPcripskl] <£ 

^T^rfrr STf^TR -5rmf^: ?fH^,^T5ft^T^T ^ 1^^T^rTf [FP**TC*fa (3) ^ * a Rafael] $ 3T^fcT 

RR^ RRTrR yf*ffW ^ RTR [HHldfiacI R3T 3TRfR .— 

2 _3 

Fire* 3iK APsPr^ (RRkHiRnfreiH) RR, ^t. (Rlft7 tsFRT f^TH) 

(re R^1 HMdiyM 3H^fS|5fR ^dl eVfl ^P< Mt SL RR. Rd. APs°hcn 

re#5T, ^RI 1977 31«1RT "3^ ^TK 3JRR ^ft Ft) 

PsktiTrI IpT ^i$<r-g iN*T Ft.7ft.RR. ^ ^ 

(re R^ RTTOTTTOT STTRf^lR 3T#dl Ftnt Rf^ re R7T.RR.R7T. '4fF^F 

RRR* FI7I 1987 ^f 3T«RR '3Tr£ RK TO R7t Ft) 

Rrce? 3iK rt^tV (fa«Mm ten) RR.RR. (fR^RTTR fRRH) 

(re RR^ RFreiUW 3||^qlH i 5)JFl 9f4 9fsqioi chicle, 

3T5T^7 FI71 1983 3 4T21RT FTT^ RK RRH Rit R^ Ft) 

(^) •#^wrm15w®iftreirew,#^^ii»i%, L^i^-qT^^m (2) ^ ^sfwinaa] ^ 

SPtPfa srf^T "Slf^rf^ tT*U 4TT5ft^iT1Tl ^ (3) <# 3^ 3 ifclfed] ^ 

sRRfci Rfsffre #ife ^ re^, ^t ^trri, &vh,:- 

2 3 

^ire^ 3iK APsPrh (surtIrr^ “^pft'dn) RR. Ft. ( ^R TtR RR ^RTOt Ttn) 

(re rrt rerer wr sttr^ih 3#m Ftnt rIr rf rr.strrr. ^frtf 

re#5f, ^tFTOTT 'SRI 1975 3 RRRT FTOT RK RTO Rft R^ Ft) 

3403 G1/2007—3 
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(^) ‘ MWdl TTTTT faferSl "q^rnRI^ (2) ^ P ^fe^rfwj ^ 

'■'WFrPfd 3iPdn yPctPc cT«TT <cNfl<+>IW ^ %Q, Tf^T' [^RF 'qT^I. ^PT (3) it ^ V ^Pc^RsId] ^ 

SRPfa 7M*TcT Tlfafe qF ^Tg, fdHfaf^d ^"TT, 3t«tfr( : - 

ZZZIZIZIZZZZZZIZIZIZIZIZIIZZIZZ^ZZZZZIZ 
«T9» 1Afef*i'i ('sikqI 4rsP^d) TJtr. («FR?T '4fsfp=f) 

(■q^ ^ PP4dl 'STRT 3TRjfS*TH 3T#TT #ft Rfg ^ ^TT^ntT 

______4Ps«hd qn^K d*l*UgTO P<PW<, 2004 WI^W^) 

(^) “^pRTrf fq^qrq^|(nqM ^ WrA, ‘^TRTfTi "TFTT fqP^PHI RTxTT^mt (2) ^ii dPdvlRsld] ^ 

3#cTP yfaP* Tf$ir 1 w^ror ^ f^ ^'^i' mMkf ■rtr (3) ^ dPrdP^d] ^ 

7F^ 7fqf%TrT "SifqfVi qF fdHPciP^d ^T ^TtpiT, 3?sqfc( :- 

2 3 

^sP- (TmvFTFT^I Iq^lld ) 

(^ R?F Hl^tnyi'-q 33T^f^TH 3#m Ftht ^ ^THTcft trq.'Q^.'qrr. 'cjfWT^ 

^Ps’+sdl STKRgRIg gRT 1967 "4" 3?sfaT TR4F 'EgPT ^>t Rif "gf ) 

^t.Ti 

(^ R°F Ml^Idl RTRT 3jVijJ3?1H 3T#cTT Fhft Rfg Rg ^fpRcft TpU^.R^T. ^fd-H'-lcd 

^*♦>51 3TFRgHTg gR! 1966 3FRRT RTg TTgTT Rf[ R^ ?t) 

(7rfo%RT fR*fTR) 

(W ^ RHtdiyiVl 3Rgf%R 3^cH #f[ Rfg R£ afriRft ^.^.'^1. 

WR, 3IFR^K gRI 1973 V ST^lWl R7RR RTg W R?t Rf ^gt) 

(B) “m '^TRTRlth 3P^<*)< Htlciqi^i f^RfRIORTR ’ ’ ^ RT^R,1 RPRTT RTRT fRfqFRR 3T^cfT ’ ['?TT^' R^RTcf RTR ( 2 ) 

^ ^ ^ <*folPart] ^ 3T4pf'fl 3rf^cTR cT?H 7fH=fT ‘ ^ 7?#^' M^-cl)d ‘RTR (3) ^ 

^ ^ ^PcroRad] ^ ^ ^ffyrd y^rfe «fig, fRRfdfed ^rtei ^itnn, 3??^ :~ 

_2_ 3 

3lfqp ^f«Pti»i OJ'tjja "d7! f^?fld) T^R. ('SRjfcT T^of ^77 f^T) 

(RF PPMdl YP<T 3TT^f%H 3T#m #fl Rfg ^ •qrf.^.tTq. ifefJd ^Tc^; 

________^_jtorrerc gro 3r1^) 2005 r 33^ wi ^ ~ni i\) 

[t. ^.-12012/6/2006-tTR'f (it-II)] 

R73. fp^, am 

^ 3qfcfi ^PfH (»^4Hlj4<u| fafH) 

TT^TfWT^T R Ps^Imi 

■51^ ^fef^FT (TRk fel f^H) 

MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE 

(Department of Health) 

New Delhi, the 27th June, 2007 

S.O. 2290. In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of the section 11 of the Indian Medical 
Council Act, 1956 (102 of 1956), the Central Government, after consulting the Medical Council of India, hereby makes the 
following further amendments in the First Schedule to the said Act, namely :— 

In the said Schedule — 

(a) against Madras University and '‘The Tamil Nadu Dr. M.G.R. University”, under the heading ‘Recognized 
Medical Qualification [hereinafter referred to as column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto 
under the heading Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter referred to as column (3)], the following shall 
be inserted, namely :— 

Doctor of Medicine (Physiology) M.DffPhysiology) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Stanley 
__’_ Medical College, Chennai on or after Spt., 2004) 
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Master of Surgey (General Surgery) M.S. (General Surgery) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Chengalpattu Medical College, Chengalpattu on or after July, 1997) 

Doctor of Medicine (General Medicine) M.D. (Medicine) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Govt. 
Mohan Kumarmangalam Medical College, Salem on or after August, 2005) 

Doctor c ■ o ■ ;;y-ery (Ophthalmology) M.S. (Opthalmology) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Coimbatore Medical College, Coimbatore on or after August, 2003) 

Diploma of Ophthalmology D.O. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Coimbatore Medical College, Coimbatore on or after August, 2005; 

(b) against ‘ Raj iv Gandhi University of Health Sciences, Bangalore”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification' 
[hereinafter referred to as column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘ Abbrer iation 
for Registration’ [hereinafter referred to as column (3)], the follow-ing shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Doctor of Medicine (Radiotherapy) M.D. (Radiotherapy) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted bv M. S. 
Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore on or after April., 2005) 

Diploma in Gynaecology and Obstetrics D.G.O. 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by M. S. 
Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore on or after March., 2005) 

Master of Surgery (Orthopedics) and M.S. (Orthopedics) and D. Orthopedics 
Diploma in Orthopedics (This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by M. R. 

Medical College. Gulbarga on or after June., 2005) 

Doctor of Medicine (General Medicine) M.D. (General Medicine) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by M. R. 
Medical College, Gulbarga on or after June, 2005) 

Diploma in Clinical Pathology D.C.P. 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by M. R. 
Medical College, Gulbarga on or after Sept,, 1998) 

Doctor of Medicine (Anaesthesia) M.D. (Anaesthesia) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Sree 
Sidhartha Medical College, Tumkur on or after April, 2005) 

Doctor of Medicine (Forensic Medicine) M.D. (Forensic Medicine) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Kempe- 
gowda Instt. of Medical Sciences, Bangalore on or after May, 2005) 

Doctor of Medicine (Cardiology) D.M. (Cardiology) 
This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by St. 
John’s Medical College, Bangalore on or after March, 2005) 

Doctor of Medicine (Psychiatry) M.D. (Psychiatry) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by St. 
John’s Medical College, Bangalore on or after April, 2005) 

Diploma Anaesthesia D.A. 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted in v ■ 
Ameen Medical College, Bijapur on or after June, 2005) 

(c) against “Delhi University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification’ [hereinafter ref erred to as colui/m 
(2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter 
referred to as column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 
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Doctor of Medicine (Forensic Medicine) M.D. (Forensic Medicine) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
University College of Medical Sciences, Delhi on or after June, 1987) 

Master of Surgery (Orthopedics) M.S. (Orthopedics) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1986) 

Diploma in Child Health DCH. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after ! 968) 

Diploma in Ophthlmology D.O. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after April, 2005) 

Master of Surgery (General Surgery ) M.S. (General Surgery) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital. New Delhi on or after 1969) 

Doctor of Medicine (General Medicine) M.D. (General Medicine) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1966) 

Doctor of Medicine (Radio-Diagnosis) M.D. (Radio-Diagnosis) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1971) 

Diploma in Venereology and DVD. 

Dermatology (This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Del hi on or after 1969) 

Di ploma in Dermatology, Venereology D.D.V JL. 

and Lepiosy (This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1969) 

Doctor of Medicine (Anaesthesia) M.D. (Anaesthesia) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Dr. 
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1968) 

Master of Surgery (General Surgery) M.S. (General Surgery) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Army 
Hospital, Delhi Cantt., Delhi on or after 1966) 

Diploma in Laryngology and Otology DD.0. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Army 
Hospital, Delhi Cantt., Delhi on or after 1983) 

Master of Surgery (Orthopedics) M.S. (Orthopedics) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Lady 
Hardinge Medical Col lege, New Delhi on or after 1977) 

Doctor of Medicine (Anaesthesia) M.D. (Anaesthesia) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1961) 

Diploma in Anaesthesia D.A. 

This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1961) 

Diploma in Laryngology and Otology D.L.O. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1965) 

Diploma in Child Health D.C.H. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1962) 
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Diploma in Venereology and Dermatology DVD. 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1968) 

Diploma in Dermatology, Venereology DD.VJL 
and Leprosy (This shall be a recognized medical' qualification when granted by 

Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi on or after 1968) 
Diploma in Anaesthesia D.A. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by Hindu 
Rao Hospital, Delhi on or after 1968) 

(d) against “Nagpur University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification* [hereinafter referred to as 
column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter 
referred to as column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Diploma in Obst. and Gynae D.G.O. 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted byJ.L.N. 
Medical College, Swangi, Wardha on or after April, 2005) 

Doctor of Medicine (General Medicine) MD.(General Medicine) 
(Thisshallbea recognized medical qualification when granted byJX.N. 
Medical College, Swangi, Wardha on or after November, 2003) 

(e) against “Punjab University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification* [hereinafter referred to as 
column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration* [hereinafter 
referred to as column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Master of Surgery (Ophthalmology) M.S. (Ophthalmology 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Christian Medical College, Ludhiana, on or after December, 1985 to 
December, 1999) 

Doctor of Medicine (Physiology) M.D. (Physiology) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Christian Medical College, Ludhiana, on or after 1996) 

Doctor of Medicine (Physiology) MD. (Physiology) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Dayanand Medical College, Ludhiana, from on or after 1984 to 1999) 

(f) against “Baba Farid University, of Health Sciences, Faridkot”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification’ 
[hereinafter referred to as column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation 
for Registration’ [hereinafter referred to as column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Master of Surgery (Ophthalmology) M.S. (Ophthalmology) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Christian Medical College, Ludhiana, on or after January, 2000) 

Doctor of Medicine (Physiology) M.D. (Physiology) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Dayanand Medical College, Ludhiana, on or after 2000) 

(g) against “Guwahati University and Assam University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification’ 
[hereinafter referred to as column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation 
for Registration’ [hereinafter referred to as column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely:—_ 

2 3 

Master of Surgery (Otorhinolaryngology) M.S. (E.N.T.) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Silchar Medical College, Silchar, on or after 1988) 

Master of Surgery (General Surgery) M.S. (General Surgery) 
(This jshall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Silchar Medical College, Silchar, on or after 1988) 

Master of Surgery (Ophthalmology) M.S. (Ophthalmology) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Silchar Medical College, Silchar, on or after 1988) 
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2 3 
Diploma in < 

(h) against “Ra 
column (2)] 
referred to a 

Dphthalmology DO. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Silchar Medical College, Silchar, on or after 3988) 

jasthan University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification’ [hereinafter referred to as 
after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter 

s column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Doctor of M 

Diploma in ( 

Master of Si 

(i) against “Ca 
column (2)], 
referred to a 

edicine (Physiology) M.D. (Physiology) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Dr. S.N. Medical College, fodhpur, on or after 3977) 

"hild Health D.C.H. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
S.M.S. Medical College, Jaipur, on or after 1987) 

lrgery (Orthopedics) M.s. (Orthopedics) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
J.L.N. Medical College, Ajmer, on or after April, 1983) 

leutta University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification’ [hereinafter referred to as 
after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter 
»column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Doctor of M 
Respiratory 

0) against “Sai 
column (2)], 
referred to a 

edicine (Tuberculosis and M.D. (TB and Respiratory Diseases) 
Diseases) (This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted b\ 

N.R.S. Medical College, Kolkata, on or after April, 3975) 

trashtra University , under the heading Recognized Medical Qualification' [hereinafter referred to as 
after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter 
; column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Doctor of Mi 

(k) against “Gu 
column (2)], 
referred to as 

idicine (General Medicine) M.D. (General Medicine) 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyay Medical College, Rajkot on or after December, 
2004) 

jarat University , under the heading 'Recognized Medical Qualification’ [hereinafter referred to as 
after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation for Registration’ [hereinafter 
column (3)], the following shall be inserted, namely :— 

2 3 

Doctor of M 

Diploma in A 

Doctor of M< 

(1) against “Dr. i 
[hereinafter r 
for Registrati 
-- 

edicine (Anaesthesia) M.D. (Anaesthesia) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Smt. N.H.L. Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad on or after 1967) 

anaesthesia D.A. 

(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Smt. N.H.L. Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad on or after 1966) 

sdicine (Physiology) M.D. (Physiology) 
(This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 
Smt. N.H.L, Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad on or after 1973) 

Baba Saheb Ambedkar Marathwada University”, under the heading ‘Recognized Medical Qualification’ 
eferred to as column (2)], after the last entry and entry relating thereto under the heading ‘Abbreviation 
on’ [hereinafter referred to as column (3)1, the following shall be inserted, namely 

2 3 

Doctor of Me 
Gynaecology 

tdicine (Obstetrics and M.D. (Obst. and Gynae) 
) (This shall be a recognized medical qualification when granted by 

M.G.M. Medical College, Aurangabad on or after August, 2005) 

[No. U-12012/6/2006-ME (P-U)] 

S. K. MISHRA, Under Secy. 
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31 i, 2007 

oRT.3TI. 2291.—^R^FTR fafarH* 3lfafWT, 1948 (1948 “FT 16) ^ EfKT 10 ^ft"3TORT (2) 'SRI 3T^ 

STfaptf ^ m ^ fafsPrST Wf?f STfafWT ^ 3T^^t ^ WT-I 3 M.d^gRl f=F#ffecf 

Wt«R W) t; 3T«rf^ : 

2. ~qz?TT f^ffagirP?, XT^TT ^^ fclfecH'fr 3TfafWT, 1948 (1948 ^1 16) ^ 3F|^^ WT-I 3, 3TR WTT 

16 ^ ^ 3RH3 2 sfa 3 yfafsrsff F, PlHfdfom f^FoFT M$ltad4 ^ ^ 3 Pi^PdRsia *fafe*ri '31# ^ 

T®\ 'W?$ : 

TR^r cJTtT fafarHT M3lf*hSll6HI, F^Tf 

“(iii) (1353 f^ifd ftarr) 

(*lfr ^ 3^TT^eP?tf 1995, 1996 3Tfc 2001 

New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

S.O. 2291.—In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 10 of the Dentists Act, 1948 (16 of 
1948), the Central Government, after consultation with Dental Council of India, hereby makes the following amendments in 
Part-I of the Schedule to the said Act, namely :— 

2. In the existing entries of column 2 & 3 against Serial No. 16, in Part-I of the Schedule to the Dentists Act, 1948 
(16 of 1948), pertaining to, Patna University, Patna the following entries in respect of following dental college shall be 
inserted thereunder:— 

Government Dental College, Patna 

“(iii) MDS (Oral Pathology) MDS (Oral Pathology) 
(if granted during the years 1995, 1996 and 2001 only) Patna University, Patna” 

[ No. V-12018/6/2006-DE] 

RAJ SINGH, Under Secy. 

■q?U5t.T^. (TJta foffa fsRTR) 

Tqz^f fa wferaiSPI, -q^T’ ’ 

in 12018/6/2006-^] 

^ 31 ^di^, 2007 

^h7.3TT. 2292.—^0 fafsFrReF 3##PR, 1948 (1948 ^>T 16) «TRI 10 (2) "SRI X<\x\ 

#1 frq; ’33RT SfafWT Wt SFpJWl ^ ^TPl-I F FTT^KT Pi^PdRaa 

t; STSTfcf : 

2. IT#? Tjfvt 3Tfa> td*T (aOT^^fttr^r), wwfc #4*? fa!Wl«$' 3lf^fWT, 1948 (1948 

16) # W\-\ 3 4M 49 ^ TW 2 W 3 4^1 yfafa^T 3, Pi H Id Ran <*T<rta ^ ^Tt 3 
r- _r-_ ♦ _‘‘x _« ^ 
MMldltaci 31=0^41 R4I : 

VII. TJTT3TTTTT ter T^T Sifted, WTrfct 

“ (ii) TTrygh^f (^wifaPeq ) 

C*lf^ 21-2-2002 ), te?R 

[■^.^-12017/14/96-^ 09l2)] 

TFTlW, STcR-STf^r 

New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

S.O. 2292.—In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 10 of the Dentists Act, 1948 (16 ol 
1948), the Central Government, after consultation with Dental Council of India, hereby makes the following amendments 

in Part-I of the Schedule to the said Act, namely :— 

2. In the existing entries of column 2 and 3 against Serial No. 49, in Part-I of the Schedule to the Dentists Act, 1948 
(16 of 1948), pertaining to, Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences (RGUOHS), Bangalore, the following entries in 

respect of following dental college shall be inserted thereunder:— 
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i A Dental College and Hospital, Bangalore 

i) MDS (Conservative Dentistry) 
(When granted on or after 21 -2-2002 

MDS (Con. Dentistry) 
RGUOHS, Bangalore” 

* . I No. V-12017/14/96-DE (Pt.)] 

RAJ SINGH,Under Secy. 

# 17 2007 

2293.—FR37R ^RT 37faf#TF, 1948 ( 1948 16) # 10 ^f^Rl (2) £RT TPR 

3FT# ft* FRrfa |RT fafacfll RfFfF F WR# '*FR# ^ 3ffaf#R #. # FFf-I # TRT^Rl PiHfViRsId 

: 

1 FftRM# W43^RTfaftfccF* 1948 (1948 ^1 16) # # FFf-I 3 

} FTF 2 cWT 3 #1 4^ gfcfeT 3 f#=#teT -5 

ij£M W#5T, 

FT 1^3 •ST'JRfcJT’T "S^TT, 

?R 3T##ZFF^ft 

25-10-2006 # 3T*TRT IF# FIR #t# 4) 

» ^ 
RTIRTI : 

%cRt, FftFFlT 

[FT. #-12017/32/2001-#?] 

F3rfFF, 3FRFf#7 

New Delhi, the 17th July, 2007 

-93.—In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2)of Section 10 of the Dentists Act, 1948 (16 of 
il Government, after consultation w ith Dental Council of India, hereby makes the following amendments 
:hedule to the said Act, namely :— 

e existing entries of column 2 and 3 against Serial No. 25, in Part-I of the Schedule to the Dentists Act, 1948 
taining to, Maharshi Dayanand University, Haryana, the following entries shall be inserted thereunder:— 

i Govind Tricentenary Dental College, 
pital and Research Institute, Budhera, Gurgaon 

ior of Dental Surgery 
granted on or after 25-10- 2006) 

BDS, Maharshi Dayanand University, 
Rohtak, Haryana” 

[ No. V-12017/32/2001-DEj 

RAJ SINGH, Under Secy. 

##c#, 31 2007 

2294.—##fa FWR ^RT f##cF^‘ 3rf¥#TR, 1948 (1948 16) #t «TR1 10 #t RR^IRl (2) 1*RT 

##T# WRl ## FR#R |RT f##cRT WT# ^?R# 3Tf#W? #t 37^# # FFf-I # P^RT 

F#VR ^fR# : 

2. # FFf-I 4 sFF 68 4} 3# F##T #### # ^ PlMPdfed sFT FTs^T F# 

RT##; 3Wf< : 

>9. FfRTvT I. 3tFF fej 

FT?#n^ ftF# to #w 

(i) #TFR 3TFF fer F#ft #. #. -QF. 

(#|FFton 6-2-2007 #t FT f###ITRF, tolR 

|F# ®!K 3HH #t "# #) 

[F. #-12017/30/2002-#WF/#f] 

7R IFF, 3FF Ff#I 

.411 >»H '■ I M' |* -> -U' I 14 
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New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

S.0.2294.—In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 10 of the Demists Act. 1948 (16 of 
1948), the Central Government, after consultation with Dental Council of India, hereby makes the fo owingamen men s 

in Part-I ofthe Schedule to the said Act, namely 
2. In part-I of the schedule, after serial No. 68, and the entries relating thereto, the following serial number and 

entries shall be inserted, namely 

“ 69. Barkatullah University, 
Bhopal 

1. People’s College of Dental Sciences & 
Research Centre, Bhopal 

(i) Bachelor of Dental Surgery 
(When granted on or after 6-2-2007) 

BDS, Barkatullah 
University, Bhopal" 

[V. No. V-12017/30/2002-PMS/DE] 

RAJ SINGH,Under Secy. 

^t^r#,31 2007 

W.OT. 2295.-4Nfr 4IW ^ aiMwt, 1948 ( 1948 44 16) TO 10 4ft <*TO (2) ^ ^ 

44 TThfr ^ TOfa to falroaT 4ft4\4t wrct 4*4f ^ arfWPW 4ft * WfiK1 r'lH,'uera 

Wt t; : 

2. Hgmq1948 0 948 ^I6) ^ ^ ^ 

m-iHiktL 60 is ^ % 2 TT«n 3 T%T HftN 3 rHHRrlfeRI ^ 

“XX. 3FTI 'HT&ar 

*IF3%T27-12-2006 ^ nto 

12017/15/2001-%^/%] 

1%., 3T5R 

New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

S O 2295_In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 10 of the Dentists Act, 1948 (16 of 
1948), the Central Government, after consultation with Dental Council of India, hereby, makes the follow,ng amendments 
in Part-I of the Schedule to the said Act, namely 

2 In the existing entries of column 2 &3 against Serial No. 60, in part-I of the Schedule to the 
(16 of 1948) pertaining to Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik, the following entr.es shall be 

thereunder:— 

“XX. Annasaheb Chudaman Patil Memorial 
Dental College, Dhule, Maharashtra 
(1) BachelorofDental Surgery BDS, Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik," 

(When granted on or after 27-12- 2006) 
[No. V-12017/15/2001 -PMS/DE] 

20 2007 

gtT 3TT 2296.— ^4(14 BTOTC TO f4l4KB4> 3tf4f449, 1948 (1948 44 16) 44 TO 10 4ft^TO (2)1^ 

T!f44Xft' rfil ypTbr ^7^ ^t( 4T7(fl4 TO f4t444Tl 4tt4tf ^ 471441 4174t 444 3lf4f444 4ft ^ TO-1 ^ byt^RI fTOf^TfW 

Wf i; 31% : 

3403 G1/2007-4 
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2. WT 67 afa "377*1 TRTfqRT 3TfM^i ^ W[ ftHfrlfiSld STR 7R3qT cT«Tf ^Mtgqf Wf ^Hftfl 

68 TO*Mlftfr 

S.O.21! 

1948), the Centr i 
in Part-IoftheSc 

2. In Pp 

entries shall be i 

“68 Mahatma Gandhi University, 
Kottayam 

7FT.37T. 

^ 3t$W\ 

^nfWr 

S,0. 229' 

Rules, 1976, theC 

whereof 80 per cqnt 
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I. TFSrefa^tT 

irgTfaeiwq qfrqgram 

(i) 37T^ *r# 

(^*TF 3tfdT 15-5-2007 

ii. m ^ 

f^PchrHl qfcnfrmu 

(i) 37F7> fer TTsfft 

17-5-2007^^ 

mm ^ 

fq^R^Wq, ahl<4iqq 

RFTrqr Tpfl 

ftowPcoyigiq, +)<ctm 

[77. ^-12017/2/2001-%^/^] 

m\ tw, 3rr mm 

New Delhi, the 20th July, 2007 

196. In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of Section 10 of the Dentists Act, 1948 (16 of 

\l Government, after consultation with Dental Council of India, hereby, makes the following amendments 
iiedule to the said Act, namely :— 

irt-I of the Schedule, after serial No. 67, and the entries relating thereto, the following serial number and 
inserted, namely:— 

I. Government Dental College, 
Kottayam 

(i) Bachelor of Dental Surgery 

(When granted on or after 15-5-2007) 

II. Mar Baselios Dental College, 

Kothamangalam 

(i) Bachelorof Dental Surgery 

(When granted on or after 17-5 -2007) 

BDS, Mahatma Gandhi University, 

Kottayam 

BDS, Mahatma Gandhi University, 

Kottayam 

[No. V-12017/2/2001 -PMS/DE] 

RAJ SINGH, Under Secy. 

^ 2 3PTRT, 2007 

j>297.-<^^ TFSNM 1976 ^IWHO (4) 

sfk ^r<qi< 4)Crqiul HqiW ^ 37RRfd 37l4 Po-lRlRsM f^RT^ 80 yfdtjld it 37fW 

tTH W<T f^Tqi t, ^TRtt f 

1. TT^Pl 

7^-500007 1 

[77. i 11012/1/94-Um^T. (f^t~I)] 

#n ^ro ^7 pHq'** 

New Delhi, the 2nd August, 2007 

7. In pursuance of sub rule (4) of Rule 10 of the Official Language (Use of offical purposes of Union) 

entral Government hereby notifies the following offices under the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 
nt staff have acquired working knowledge of Hindi: 

■ 1 *1' |4 •■•iD i 
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1. National Institute of Nutrition, 
Jamai Osmania, 
Hyderabad-500007, 

[No, E. 11012/1/94-O.L.I. (Hindi-!)] 

D. N. PATHAK, Chief Controller of Accounts 

(tfWt.tf. fWtaR) 

12^1^,2007 

^T.3TT. 2298.—<6^1 d) 3TfTOTTt (7N«I T^'^^7) 3rfafw7, 1948 (1948 °FI 41°fT) ^TRT 2 ^ TO (>. ) 

^ 4 W&K TT^SKI *TTTcT ^ TT^TTO, tot! 4 toft WfiftcT TOR, WTO ^ 12-7-2007 # WTO 

^wft arfrorfl qn to to ^ wT^kt ^vTcrt i \ 

[Tf. ^-4330/01/2006] 

■to ?TR, TO to5 () 

MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

(C.P. V. Division) 

New Delhi, the 12th July, 2007 

S.0.2298,—In pursuance of the clause (a) of the Section 2 of the Diplomatic and Consular Officers (Oaths and 
fees) Act, 1948 (41 of 1948), the Central Government hereby authorise Mrs. Paramjeet Kaur Anand, Assistant in the 
Consulate General of India, Toronto to perform the duties of Assistant Consular Officer with effect from 12-7-2007, 

[No. T-4330/01/2006] 

PRITAM LAL, Under Secy. (Consular) 

31 2007 

W.3TT. 2299.—<miIW 'Adi 3Tfato (OTT Rf-^*7) tofto, 1948 ( 1948 ^FTMl^T) ^ft TOT 2 TO> 0*0 

^ 3P£Wn 4 tofa WTO TOcT ^7 W^cTTTOT, 4P4wH 4 9ft Wta ^WT, WTO W\ 25-7-2007 4 WTO 

^TWft 3dTORt ^f to to £3 mfa^cT tot $ I 

[77. Zt-4330/01/2006] 

M)cW oTTeT, TOT T-tP^cj (enl'^CK) 

New Delhi, the 31 st July, 2007 

S.O. 2299.—In pursuance of the clause (a) of the Section 2 of the Diplomatic and Consular Officers (Oaths and 
fees) Act, 1948 (41 of 1948), the Central Government hereby authorise Shri Manoj Dutt Purkayastha, Assistant in the 
Consulate General of India, Birmingham to perform the duties of Assistant Consular Officer with effect from 25th July, 2007. 

[No. T-4330/01/2006] 

PRITAM LAL, Under Secy. (Consular) 

^ftoft, 31 2007 

W.3TT, 2300.—WRfTO to?cft torot (^Nsqp^^F) arfafwf, 1948 (1948 ofTI 41^f) <4171 2 TO (ef?) 

^ 3FJTTW 4 tofa WTO TOcT 3Fff WP^ITTOT, tolTO 4 9ft to; Wto "QJT, WTO 25-7-2007 # WTO tovft 

^fTOTft to to ^ wf^KT tot $ I 

[■RZt-4330/01/2006] 

to? eTR, TO to? (topO 

New Delhi, the 31st July, 2007 

S.O. 2300.—In pursuance of the clause (a) of the Section 2 of the Diplomatic and Consular Officers (Oaths and 
fees) Act, 1948 (41 of 1948), the Central Government hereby authorise Shri Joy Rapheai M, Assistant in the Embassy of 
India, Vietnam to perform the duties of Assistant Consular Officer with effect from 2&h July, 2007. 

[No, T433Q/01/2006] 

W PRITAM LAL, Under Secy. (Consular) 
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10 wm, 2007 

tft.3TT. 2301.—<mhPi4> arftrerfa atffeffm, 1948 (1948 4t*T) *ft m\ 2 ^ (^) 

^ 3 ^fa trsfk t^am w 3>r w, ^ ft’ $ft *ft. tft. 10-8-2007 3 hfpw 

^Tf =hl4 ^v5R mfa^vcf «bTcfl $ I 

[7? ^-4330/01/2006] 

ifara w, sra? iRftm (*ftqgrc) 

New Delhi, the 1 0*:h August, 2007 

S.O. 2301.—In pursuance of the clause (a) of the Section 2 of the Diplomatic and Consular Officers (Oaths and 
fees) Act, 1948 (41 of 1948), the Central Government hereby authorise ShriV.V.S.K. Setty, Assistant in Embassy of India, 
Kuwait to perform the duties of Assistant Consular Officer with effect from 10-8 2007. 

[No. T-4330/01/2006] 

PRITAM LAL, Under Secy. (Consular) 

73TO 3ft? fW^T WFFI 

*»     ^ 
VTITrTra TStJTT 

6 3TTCT, 2007 

W.37T. 2302.:—^TTRTfa ’FFFR' (UFFH) fafW, 1988 ^1WT4 ^TTfWT (5 ) ^ 3 

■^^71 3Tt'^J^cl ■5FR^! f fat faR BTlW % fwi 3 ^ t, 4 T^fTcT ^ ^ f :- 

7J-T 2007 if *1% 3ppfel 

WV. Wffasft RR rFTT TTT a-VTs +r rw ct^tt 3?t# 

■flRF-ti wn 

O) U> (3) (4) (5) 

1. 7745489 fafa (sn$) m far., ?^jf tfa ^rrf fa* *Tc[3T[ W 3RPJJ»uff/ 29-5-2007 

Tttfo 22 'ft 31, aFR TTTJ5, 

aTT^RS/i ■fa H!<*e, 7fts fa? TT5, 3^Tt?T 1417 : 1999 

7£cT 395 007 

2. 7745590 f4^<=t!fs<t! ifa fa* mg#’ ^ 3TT^mf/ 28-5-2007 

109, aflfafasf? W4&W, faTRT+fa ^ScfT Tfa 

mfa, afa^ fts, tiw^, 3TT^T^T 1417 : 1999 

ait^NK 

3. 7745792 fafa armrjft wrf Tfa wf fas qjgaftf fa 3IT^W/ 29-5-2007 

2, *IHfa ranjfe, -Qm falrWfa ^5ctl Tfa '^fsFl 

#TVT ~VK xm, ftWTC, 3^t^T 1417 : 1999 

3^1*115-380 052 

4. 7747897 TlfW^Rf, W»f tfa Tcpif fa* «n53ft ^ 37T^faf/ 5-6-2007 

84, ft^ffa ftr5 Wfcft l^wft tfa f#i 

37 W, T^T fa ffe, qftgqfol, 37T^^R 1417 : 1999 

3HJH5MK 380 054 

5. 7748091 Tspf Tfa wtf fa* ^ 3nij^nff/ 5-6-2007 

3iT7iKl9 ^rfa, fa fawr fast Rpf, ^5ctl Tfa pi?R 

Wiy, 44*1+141 a^T^t 1417 : 1999 
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0) (2) (3)_ 

6. 7748192 HtftTHTH 

1/975 Ht, TTnJS'faft, 

Hr^ w, far Tte, 

7J7rT 395 001 

7. 775078? ’fatffalH cM^f, 

10/2591, M'l'dHiq fal Tfe, 

8. 7750583 HWTrrH 

341-342,3T1^R 3TIHF£, 

HFH fas, 3^RH, 

9- 7751282 T^HTfa «jfa*R, 

!/4,'3f%?Tfffarfast, 

HTcTFsft 7Tr?f fa TTP^R, 

Tte, 7JTcT 

io 7751383 fafa wm 

fafafaR 2, WK W 252, 

far fa?, 7THR HR, 

382 475 

11- 7752284 fa. fa. irffatf, 

7 7THT 8, Win, 

HTH WTT fa 7TRR, 7ft fa fas, 

380 009 

!2. 7752385 fatefafarfa, 

TTHT ts, HRfat HTHTT, HlM 

396 436 

13. 7752587 faRlfafafafa 

1712, RRRR^, WjrfafrfaRRT, 

faSHTS, Tsmr 387 001 

14. 7754086 R7T fa 37lf fafarf 3TT fa, 

7T3faR 439/1+2, 

HR RN fa TTlfa, 

7R79H H1HHT ifaft, 

nfa RIcfteT niki., 

37FWHH382 213 

15. 7753690 fefa faffaZR 3H fa, 

7fa faR 296/1, "Sffafa %RHT 

ftfe falTR, TTTsJH Hifa, 

fapETHT, Hfafa 

16. 7745691 t^rrfe^T^fa, 

109, arffafa t6m^4H, infa^R 

Wfaf, 3TH7 Tte, HKWU|^|f 

31JWHK 380 013 

00_(5) 

wft 13H 7?fa faH qigfa fa STR^ffa'/ 5-6-2007 

faHWft ifa ^SUcM 

1417 : 1999 

7*fa RR 7?fa faH VT^3Tf fa 37P£fat'/ 13-13-2006 

farWfa ^TIT& 

3^1^1417:1999 

7*fa RR TpBftif fa?? qigfa fa 37T^fai/ 12-06-2007 

fatrH*lfl ^5HT R3 ^gfaFT 

3TT$R7T 1417 : 1999 

7^jf wrf fa* vrg3Tf fa 37T^nin/ 13-06-2007 

farWlft 

31lf R7T 1417 : 1999 

T*fa TJ^f 7*M ftfH yr^fa fa 37T^faf/ 13-06-2007 

3TT^ R7T 1417 : 1999 

7?fa 17H 7Huf fa?? fa STT^srfaf/ 15-06-2007 

facWTt ^7fa~4 

ST^RTT 1417 : 1999 

T^fa V$ 7*fa fan ^3Tt fa SfR^faf/ 15-06-2007 

PvirMchKl 

3TF$RR 1417 : 1999 

7Huf UH THuf faH fa HT^faf/ 15-06*2007 

farWfa HfSHT UH 

3TT^ R7T 1417 : 1999 

25-06-2007 

3^R7T 1783 ('TFT 2) : 1988 

Ifar^fZH 20-06-2007 

tl7H HITS^ HlHHIdS W 

371^ W 2046 : 1995 

nfa irsf nfa fan *ng3rf ^ sn^jwt'/ 

farWTTt I^ScTT RR ^0+4 

M W2112 :2003 

29-05-2007 
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(1) (2) 

7755896 tH¥4IM "SHTcft RRT cT«TT 

118, ■^pf^ ^ *3ic|4{ ^ 

wrt, -aft its, 

3flRRRlK-380 006 

7755795 Ttf U$ , 

8, ^RTR fife 4 H 

^T5F*^T <£ •qw, ^ -3ft Tte, ^<<|^<|t 

stwnh 

7755593 *ft R=T ^T, 

2538, fcrerer ^R, RTfo 

WRR, 3TFTRRK 

7755694 #ft *pfrN* ‘VIlTddW ^SRf, 

10, quur&Kt, 

^-r«i=r> ^R T5RTT ^ W, MJ(I, 

STSW4K 380 009 

7755088 3T7R-H*! 

1, 'tVs-i TTTfqq ifer, 

^ fTRP^, 

^wll *1<K Os, 

3^?H4WK-382 345 

7755189 ^rRt^TSRT, 

*ft/9, Uwn zm, ^7TR ^W, 

TF^T Tte, Ahh*r, 

3TSH4NK 

7755694 

W*f wf f^T9T qjgatf ^ 3TPJ*ptf/ 

ftlW+lfl ^J£cTT tiGU'cM 

3T^T^ 1417 : 1999 

^ wf f*?9i tngatf ^ an^mif/ 

1417 : 1999 

Vrf T& Wf fa* qjgatf ^ afpjqrjf)/ 

nfi(TM«t»iO ^fidl ■Q?i *J5TRR 

1417 : 1999 

Wf ^ Wf f*T9T tngaqpf ^ srpjsNf/ 

3TT$T£T 1417 : 1999 

Wf fa* fcffiJSTf ^ 37T^qu|)/ 

fVt<r4«^Kl Tfa TJ57RR 

3T1^ T?TR 1417 : 1999 

wf Rar wf fa* tu^srf ^ 3tt^uiT/ 

faTFWfa ^57TT tfa Tj&tfSR 

3TTf T^T 1417 : 1999 

28-6-2007 

28-6-2007 

28-6-2007 

28-06-2007 

28-6-2007 

28-06-2007 

[fa. fat^fat/ 13 : 11] 

Vfc rTSTCR, ^q Cg^) 

MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, FOOD AND PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION 

(Department of Consumer Affairs) 
BUREAU OF INDIAN STANDARDS 

New Delhi, the 6th August, 2007 

S.O. 2302. In Pursuance of sub-regulation (5) of regulation 4 of the Bureau of Indian Standards (Certification) 
Regulation 1988, of the Bureau of Indian Standards, hereby notifies the grant of licence particular of which are given in the 
following schedule: \ 

SCHEDULE 

SI. Licence 

No. No. 

(1) (2) 

1. 7745489 

7745590 

Name and address of the licences 

Dagina Jewellers (I) Pvt. Ltd. 
Shop No. 22 to 31, Upper Ground, 
Abhinanadan AC Market, God Dod 
Road. Surat-395007 

Zinzuwadia Jewellers 
109, Abhishek Complex. Near 
Kameshwar Mahadev, Ankur Road 
Naranpura, Ahmedabad 

Article/process with relevant Indian Date of Grant 

Standard covered by the licensee of licence 

<4> (5) 
Gold and Gold A1 loys. Jewellery/ 29-5-2007 
Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 28-5-2007 
Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 



3. 7745792 Ashapuri Jewellers Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 

2, Mansi Point, Subhash Chowk, Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
5 onal Char Rasta, Memnagar, Specification IS 1417:1999 
/ Jimedabad-380052 

4. 7747897 

5. 7748091 

6. 7748192 

7. 7750785 

:adhika Jewellers Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
r-84, Galaxy Apartments, Near Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
le Grand Bhagwati, Off. S. G. Highway, Specification IS 1417:1999 

iodakdev, Ahmedabad 380054 

trahmpuri Jewellers 
^.shadip Chambers, 
)r. Girdhar Patel Marg, 
‘alanpur, Banaskantha 

Cantilai Maganlal Jewellers 
/975-B, Ground Floor Near Library, 
'Janpura Main Road, Surat 395001 

ayantilal & Brothers 
0/2591, Bhagatalav Main Road 
Surat. 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finencess and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finencess and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

8. 7750583 Kalpataru Jewellers 
! 141 -342, Prime Arcade, 
An and Mahal Road, 
Adajan, Surat 

9. 7751282 1 Jhree Sahajanand Bullion 
/4, Punit Shopping Centre, 

1 Dpp. Balaji Girls School, 
Aalaji Road, Surat 

10. 7751383 7>o ulatr am Mangh and as Jewellers 
.ShopNo.2,Block No.252, 
Main Road Sardarnagar 
Ahmedabad 382475 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finencess and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

11. 7752284 A K Jewels 
7 & 8, National Piaza, Opp. Lai 
3unglow, C. G. Road, 
Ahmedabad 380009 

12. 7752385 (othari Jewellers 
AajaRoad, 
Maroii Bazar, 
VIaroii,Navsari 396436 

13. 7752587 Dipali Jewellers 
1712, Bhavsarwad, 
SI ear Natpur Bank, Nadiad, 
Kheda 387001 

14. 7754086 SPI Containers Pvt. Ltd. 
Survey No. 439/1+2, 
Opp. Chacharwadi Bus-Stop. 
Sarkhej-Bavla High-way, 
Village-Matoda, Changodar 
Ahmedabad 382213 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finencess and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:19*99 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finencess and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Finencess and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Drums Large fixed ends 
IS 1783:PART2:1998 

[Part fl—Sir. 3001 

(5)_ 

29-5-2(X)7 

05-6~2(X)7 

5-6-2(X)7 

5-6-2007 

13-6-2007 

12- 6-2CX17 

13- 6-2007 

13-6-2007 

15-6-2(X)7 

15-6-2(X)7 

15-6-2007 

25-6-2007 

« 
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7753690 Decent Laminates Pvt. Ltd 
Survey No. 296/ i, Kalol Mehasana 
Highway Village Nandasan Taluka 
Kadi, Mehsana Kalol 

Decorative Thermosetting Synthetic 
Resin Bonded Laminated Sheets 

IS 2046:1995 

20-6-2007 

16. 7745691 Zinzuwadi Jewellers 
109, Abhishek Complex, Near 
Kameshwar Mahadev, Ankur Road, 
Naranpura, Ahmedabad- 380013 

17. 7750684 Kalpataru Jewellers 
341 -342, Prime Arcade, 
Anand Mahal Road, 
Adajan, Surat 

18. 7750886 Jay antilal & Brothers 
10/2591, Bhagatalav Main Road 

Surat 

Silver and Siler Alloys, 29-5-2007 

Jeweller)'/ Artefacts- 
Fineness and Marking Specification 

IS 2112:2003 

Silver and Silver Alloys, 13-6-2007 

Jewel lery / Artefacts - 
Fineness and Marking-Specification 

152112:2003 

Silver and Silver Alloys, 13-6-2007 

Jewellery/Artefacts- 
Fineness and Marking 
IS 2112:2003 

19. 7752486 Dipali Jewellers 
1712, Bhavsarwad, 
Near Natpur Bank, Nadiad, 
Kheda-387001 

20. 7747392 Delite Cables Pvt. Ltd 
“Parth” 2, Kasturbanagar, 
Near Nutan School, Sam a, 
Vadodara 

21. 77499905 Mecab Cables Pvt. Ltd 
635/A, Phase IV, 
GIDC,Vatwa, 
Ahmedabad 

22. 7746895 Paresh Industries 
Plot No. 7 & 8, Prakash Industrial 
Estate, Vastrai Road, Amraiwacji 
Ahmedabad 

23. 7747291 Delite Cables Pvt. Ltd. 
“Parth” 2, Kasturbanager, 
Near Nutan School, Sama, 
Vadodara 

24. 7754389 Sangir Plastic Pvt. Ltd. 
A-1/2212 & 2213,3RD Phase 

Vapi 

25. 7755492 Heer Jewellers 
8, Surya Shoping Centre, 
Sevashram Road, 
Bharuch-292001 

26. 7755391 Choksi Satishchandra Jagmohandas 
Gandhi Chowk, Padra 
Vadodara-391440 

27. 7755290 Jay Ambe Jewellers 
471, Prabbhat Nagar Society, NR. 
Surya Nagar, Khokhra, 
Ahmedabad-380008 

Silver and Silver Alloys, 15-62007 

Jewellery/Artefacts- 
Fineness and Marking-Specification 

152112:2003 

Cross! inked Polyethylene Insulated PVC 04-6-2007 

Sheathed Cables 
7098:Part 1:1988 

Cross! inked Poly ethylene Insulated PVC 11-6-2007 

Sheathed Cables 
7098-Part 1:1988 

Openwell Submersible Pumpsets 01-6-2007 

IS 14220:1994 

Aerial Bunched Cables for Working 28-5-2007 

Voltages 
IS 14255:1995 

High Density Polyethylene Pipes 25-62007 

for sewerages 
1814333:1996 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 28-62007 
Arte facts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 28-62007 
Artefacts-Finences and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 28-6 2007 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

3403 G1/2007—5 
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28. 7754995 

29 775.5896 

30. 7755795 

31. 7755593 

32. 7755694 

33. 7755088 

34. 7755189 
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Aabhushan Jewellers 
482, Shak Market, 
Nava Vadaj, 

Ahmedabad 38001.3 

Soni Ghanshyamlal Jayantilal & Co. 
118, Iscone Arcade, Opp. Time Square. 
C. G. Road Navrangpura, 
Ahmedabad 380006 

N. S. Jewels 

8, Kama! Complex Near Sardar 
Stadium Circle, C.G. Road. 
Navrangpura Ahmedabad 

V.N. Gold Palace 

2538, Tilak Medan, Manek Chowk, 
Choksi Bazar, Ahmedabad 

• Soni Navinchandra Shantilal 
Jewellers, 10, Kamal Complex. 
Near Swastic Char Rasta. 

Navrangpura, Ahmedabad- 3 80009 

Jagdamba Jewellers 
1, Golden Shopping Centre, 
Opp. Krushana Estate, 
Krushna Nagar Road, 

Saijpur Ahmedabad-382345 

Jewellery House 

G/9, Chinmay Tower, Subhash Chowk, 
Gurukul Road, Memnagar, 
Ahmedabad 

:a) 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 

Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

Gold and Gold Alloys, Jewellery/ 
Artefacts-Fineness and Marking- 
Specification IS 1417:1999 

(5) 

28-6-2007 

28-62007 

28-62007 

28-62007 

28-62007 

28-62007 

28-62007 

[No. CMD/13:! 1] 

A. K. TALWAR, Dy. Director General (Marks) 

®RT,3TT. 

F$ ferh, 7 wm, 2007 

2303\ HKcfaFT^F^, 1988 ^ fTFF 7 ^ TTfWT (l) ^ (TsT) ^ F FKcfa FTFF7 
f 4Tc!T t % ^ F f^TT ttit f' (^f) f^y f 

sbH 

O) 
^ (3) (4) 

h 

2 anf 

3- 3TI|T^ 

F 

j 

2379.1990 FT^h FTT <*’ frill FrTTTOF F. rrf 2007 01 FP 2007 
J (ffvit 

14899-2000 FT tPF FTfT^R F. 4, F$ 2007 ] 9 2007 

f % (FcJ Ft Pt) ^ FTFT-fafrfr 

i M90 *~004 ^t ^ frij fen Trim f. i, f^ 2007 09 tgt? 2007 

F FSf Ft afTT-cft^ FSH^I Ft fri* 

] 
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(0 (3) 

4. zn$V$ 15560:2005 t 1, 2006 31^172006 

___-__ 
w 9 ^7 fo#-110002, #ra 

-g^, 7T«H W *bWfcH4)': 33F^KM^, fefa, VWT5T, t^K, 

tspErar "FTTO, HFtqv, TR!. ^ 7T«tT rdt>=Hdl^<'M $ dHvW t 1 

[■^■4:TQ?T.i^/4-2:l] 

#. ^i, •%. xnrr TTcf 3i^ (^rftw f^RTffn) 

New Delhi, the 7th August, 2007 

S.O. 2303.—In pursuance of clause (b) of sub-rule (1) of Rule 7 of the Bureau of Indian Standsrds Rules, 1987, 
the Bureau of Indian Standards, hereby notifies that amendments to the Indian Standards, particulars of which are given in 

the Schedule hereto annexed have been issued : 

SCHEDULE 

SI. 
No. 

Name and year of the Indian 

Standards 

No. and year of the amendment Date from which 

the amendment 

shall have effect 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

i. IS 2379:1990 Pipelines-Identification- 

Coiour Code (First Revision) 

Amendment No. 1, May 2007 01 June 2007 

2. IS 14899:2000 Liquefied petroleum gas 
(LPG) containers for automotive use- 
Specification 

Amendment No. 4, May 2007 19 June 2007 

3. IS 15490:2004 Cylinders for on-board 
storage of compressed natural gas as a 
fuel for automotive vehicles-Specification 

Amendment No. 1, May 2007 09 July 2007 

4. IS 15560:2005 Point hooks with shank Amendment No. 1, December 2006 31 December 2006 

upto 160 tonne-Specification __ 

Copy of this Standard is available for sale with the Bureau of Indian Standards, Manak Bhavan, 9, Bhadur Shah 
Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110002 and Regional Offices: New Delhi, Kolkata, Chandigarh, Chennai, Mumbai and also Branch 
Offices: Ahmedabad,. BangaLore, Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar, Coimbatore, Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Kanpur, Nagpur, 

Patna, Puna, Thiruvananthapuram. 
[Ref:MED/G-2:lj 

C. K.VEDA, Sc. F. & Head (Mechanical Engineering) 

^ 7 SFTFcl, 2007 

CFT.3TT. 2304.—Wfa Rmr ^ tWT, 1987 ^ tWT 7 ^ (1) ^ 73S (73) ^ ^ T^RT 

tor w i % ftpr hm^T ^ ^ ^ t, ^ 7^ 4R Rti tarnt °rrw r 

t ■ 

37P 

TRsTT 

7^ HH«b Tfft y<s41 ofk c|6f ^ 7M43 *TFT 2, 3, 

(ii) A '44.411. 3fl7 

y+ifera 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1 337^ 489 (RFT lj-1973 "hW ^ 

<m 1 ; ^ fm (W* TOW . 
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(2) (3) 

[Part II—Sec. 3(ii)] 

(4) 

S.O. 

it is hereby no 
been cancelled 

A 489 (RFT 2)-1973 #3 ^ 

[UT^T^^/^t-3.5] 

TT^l ^ %T, TT. (W^t) 

New Delhi, the 7rh August, 2007 

2304.—In pursuance of clause (b) of sub-rule (I) of Rule 7 of the Bureau of Indian Standards Rules, 1987, 
ified that the Indian Standards, particulars ot which are mentioned in the Schedule given hereafter, have 

and stand withdrawn. 

SCHOXILE 

No. and year of the Indian 

Standards 

S.O. & Date published in the Gazette of 

India, Part-II, Section 3. Sub-section (ii) 

(3) 

Remarks 

1, IS 439 (Pt. 1)- i 973, Specification for Glass 
ampou es-Part 1: Ampoules for liquid 
injectal )!es (Second Revision) 

2, IS 489 (Pt. 2)-1973, Specification for Glass 
ampou! es-Part 2; Ampoules for liquid 
lyophil zed injectable (Second Revision) 

7 [No. MHD/G-3.5] 

RAKESH CHANDER,, Sc. F. & Head (MHD) 

f^rr, 8 3FTOT, 2007 

. 2305,—FRcffa Rmi (OTTH) fqnqq , 1988 e£ fafWT 5 (6) ^ 3FJTOT $ Wtt 

q -qqTTcfl t ft? f^R W&ff rNt 3*3%$ 3 

3*3^ 

tot? mm WvM/m 

=fiT dTR R "TPl RKdl^l hH«6 ri. rt. rtr 

top 

a*3. 

<0 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

i. l 3/5/2007 ^tJTl 

192,3^ TTRRR?, 

'^R-2,1^7FR-1, 

TOlH,%eft-H0041 

374 1979 

1 8816081 ' 3 5/2007 374 1979 

3. 881538$ 7/5/2007 

fofats, ?wa q 
1207,’ferafi sfNaiPw 

110085 

^t-200,^r~2)^ST, 

Tjm rs 

•3trW'201301 

q’ti 3lk 



[qPTlI-Tgqg 3(ii)] 

(1) (2) (3) 

4. 8819194 9/5/2007 

5. 8819295 9/5/2007 

6. 8819905 14/5/2007 

7. 8805486 14/5/2007 

8. 8821585 16/5/2007 

9. 8824086 22/5/2007 

10. 8824839 22/5/2007 

11. 8827294 29/5/2007 

^ ^ wr? : arrer 18, 2007/araq 27,1929 

■sufste fafats, 
^1-407, WI'W 

fefta TIcT, 

^,^-1 

^ fcwtV 110083 

afr, zt fte, 

■^f^ft-110095 

3hWh 

Tt-6, 71^ 

ouiiydiq 

110007 

TTapr ^9 

aftT <Hif°i«6 fq^idl 

fspsteft ^ ■3fraf 

fef£[d 7 

W4<{l 

srra^ c^rTHtfJeT 

d!fM*) 

^^f#f^T(^T) TTTTt**fe 13779 

20/487, ^TTd Hli7 

&T, ftdVIK TT^I, 

110095 

gllldMK (tf^n) 9537 

101, ®dT®F TJ^T, 1, ^FT f^TTT rTR ifc-FT! 

3?l*ilfl|4> «N, 4!<dl, 

1^#-110042 

cflHlolil faejcl ^ 7809 

8/59, U«W tffi, 

TTR 60 Tfe, 3TRT^ ( 

'VITffVEI, nleilFqHHd 'td'His® 

1^^-110032 

STTTTcFF) 

(8) (9) 

1 1986 

1 1986 

Tl^T cfeT, 

71,^^ wi, 

4£lVi •FIT, 

^ zt =Milci <ls, 

^#-110033 

Glid'd ^f^<n, 

61, «|cH4!4l i^h&R, 

1^-110052 

%rr ^rft 44=6^1 

5 1987 

fa-Jicil ^ 5Vd(l 366 
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(0 (2) 

12. 8827395 29/5/2007 

13. 8827803 B0/5/2007 

14. 8828401 B0/5/2007 

[PartII—Sec. 3(ii)] 

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

61, 4H l®l ”1HI«+» , 

110052 

8/126, TT-^TR TR7t, 

felt-110032 

209, WT fT^, 

feH ">M Fife, 

■^XFfT 7l6d«E Tte, 

%#-110007 f 

7FTR 

f^efi ^ xttM 

^rr fsrfyrfe 

<XFT2f^m 

3^^TTT 

^ 3 f^sTcfr ^fr 

tedt ^0 3nR<I 

^f^7TR-=#Rf 

Wl 

ted) ^ ^ntef 

'9FT 2 tefa 

3Ti^Ttf 

^ 3 tecft <40 

W1 

302 1992 

9537 1983 

302 1992 

S.O. 2305 
1988, of the Bureau 
following Schedule; 

S. No. Licence ( 
No. I 

Irant 
)ate 

Name & Address of the 
Party 

Title of the Standard IS No. Part. Sec. Year 

1 2 
— 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

[XT. XTt^^t/13 : 11] 

E- clcn^K, (TJ^) 

New^ Delhi, the 8th August, 2007 

*’ pursuance of sub-regulation (5) of the Bureau of Indian Standards (Certification) Regulations 
of Indian Standards, hereby notifies the grant of licences particulars of which are given in the 

SCHEDULE 

8815994 03-05-2007 

2. 8816087 CB-05-2007 

3. 8815388 CP-05-2007 

Shree Krishna Industries, 
192, Khub Ram Park, 
Phase-II, Prem Nagar-1, 
Nangloi, 
Delhi-110041. 

Poonam Electricals (P.) Ltd. 
1207, Rithala Indl. Area, 
Delhi-110085. 

Indo Asian Fusegear 
Limited, 
B-200, Phase-II, Noida, 
Gautam Buddha Nagar, 
Uttar Pradesh-201305. 

Electric ceiling type 374 
fans & Regulators 

Electric ceiling type 374 
fans & Regulators 

AC static watthour 13779 
meters 

1979 

1979 

1999 



LFFTll-T^ 3(ii)] c£T TTm : 3rpTTFcT 18, 2007/?CT^ 27, 1929 

1 2 

4. 8819194 

5. 8819295 

6. 8819905 

7. 8805486 

8. 8821585 

9. 8824086 

10. 8824839 

11. 8827294 

12 8827395 

09-05-2007 Empire Fantronics (I) Pvt. Ltd. 
B-407,1 st &IInd Floor, 
Mangol Puri, 
Industrial Area, Phase-I, 
New Delhi-110083. 

09-05-2007 Laxmi Lamp Industries, 
A-76, Jhilmil Industrial, 
Area, 
G.T. Road,, 
Delhi-110095. 

14-05-2007 Ozone, 
D-6, Gurmandi, 
Rana PratapBagh, 
Delhi-110007. 

14-05-2007 Dev Electricals (India), 
B-20/487, Zulfe Bengal, 
Industrial Area, 
Dilshad Garden, 
Delhi-110095. 

16-05-2007 ShalimarPolyplast (India), 
101,Blocks, 
Phase-I, Industrial Area, 

Badli, 
Delhi-110042, 

22-05-2007 Vanigota Industries, 
8/59, First & Second Floor, 

RamGali, 
60 Feet Road, Shahdara, 
Delhi-110032. 

22-05-2007 Atlas Industries, 
First Floor, 
71, SSI Laghu Udyog Nagar, 
GT Kama! Road, 
Delhi-110033. 

29-05-2007 Shital Electricals, 
61, Sawan Park Exten., 
Delhi-110052. 

29-05-2007 Shital Electricals, 
61, Sawan Park Exten., 
Delhi-110052. 

13. 8827803 3005-2007 Rangilal Udyog, 
8/126-A, Kama Gali, 
Vi shwas Nagar. 

Shahdara, 
Delhi-110032. 

Single phase small ac and 996 
universal electric motors 

Tungsten Filament 
general service 
electric lamps 

Pressure sensitive 
Adhesive insulating 
tapes for electrical 
purposes 

Ac static watthour 

Pressure sensitive 
adhesive insulating 
tapes for electrical 
purposes 

Luminaries for Flood 
Lights 

Electric irons 

7809 3 

Conduits for electrical 9537 3 
Installations 

7809 3 

10322 5 

Safety of household and 302 
similar electrical 
appl iances—Electric 

Irons 

Conduits for electrical 9537 
installations 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

14. 8828401 

_ 

30-05-2007 Hi-Tech Home Appliances, Safety of household and 302 2 3 1992 
209, First floor, similar electrical 
Kishan Ganj Market, appliances—Electric 
Old Rohtak Road, Irons 
Delhi-110007. 

W.3H. 23 

[No.CMD/13:11] 

A. K. TALWAR, Dy. Director General (Marks) 

8 3FPRT, 2007 

D6.-^7RcT^TFFW (WR) 1988 (5) (6) *TTC?lk T3FW 

FTTt:— 

1 eTT^TVRt ^TT ^ ^ Sfipfa ^AtsF^T 7^5 ^ fofa 

VI HKcffa HH«n «FT 

1. 83771 
I 

-1 

$8 TTT^ -snf^ T^TTfr tnpfl ^ %q; , 07-05-07 

Ojfo-2), 

113, sterrfqqr m, 

xfcr-2, 

fefFl 10042 
I 

S.O. 23( 
(Certification) Regi 

are given below hai 

[U 7110,^1/13 : 13] 

. ^ cr^rarc, <rq (^r) 

New Delhi, the 8th August, 2007 

16.—In pursuance of sub-regulation (6) of the regulation 5 of the Bureau of Indian Standards 

ilations 1988, of the Bureau of Indian Standards, hereby notifies that the licences particulars of which 

'e been cancelled/suspended with effect from the date indicated against each : 

SCHEDULE 

S.No. Licence?! 
I Jo. • Name & Address of the Article/Process with relevant Date of Cancellation 

Licences Indian Standards covered by 

the licence cancelled 

1 8377188 Marc Enterprises Pvt. Ltd., Stationary storage type 07-05-2007 

(Unit-II), electric water heater 

113, Badli Industrial Area, 

Phase-II, 

Delhi-110042. 

[No.CMD/13: 13] 

A. K. TALWAR, Dy. Director General (Marks) 

1 IM I *'M' 1 H- • « > * • ii { i ii i • t 



18, 2007/9»m 27, 1929 [ntnn-Tgre? 3(ii)] 

^ fFr#, 8 aa™, 2007 

oKT,3Tr. 2307.-^fa «TR3» ^ C3^ 
SlfafWT, 1957 (1957 ^20)^«nTT3 5m 

F77 ^ir^f ^T #T ^ fh, ^TTTcT 7F3FR ^ 4nfa?Tl 

3tfir*J^RP tf4S*lfa» ^T.sn 3629 rmlo 4 IW«u, 2006 ^ 

9 femi, 2006 irm 3 wfcra ^ «ft, Pi»-ifafi3d 

wt t a**tfc[ •- 

mim affa^Rt *Rt 3 fa> 3 ^ 

Tufa :— 

(1) 4 3, 1WTH ^ T^TR 77 ‘<c6^c41 

fFTFF *' T^f ; 

(2) ^ 5 3,f^smFt ,5f=rf^Tf ^ wh ^ Imrfafiart 

yfafvwT u£\ ^rcpft, :- 

“c^fa^T PH4*6 1 F371 7^2, 

(mPh^i mrer)M 

[fafeflU 43015/7/2005-^3^3^^-1] 

tjti. srtc 

MINISTRY OF COAL 

New Delhi, the 8th August, 2007 

S.O. 2307.—In exercise of the powers conferred 
by section 3 of the Coal Bearing Areas (Acquisition and 
Development) Act, 1957, the Central Government hereby 
makes the following amendment in the notification of the 
Government of India in the Ministry of Coal vide number 
S.O. 3629 dated 4th September, 2006 and published in the 
Gazette of Indian dated 9th September, 2006 namely 

In the Sechedule annexed to the said notification 

against SI. No. 3,— 

(1) in column 4, for the existing entries, the entry 

“Coal Controler” shall be substituted ; 

(2) in column 5, for the existing entries, the following 
entries shall be substituted, namely :— 

“Coal Controller; 1, Council House Street, 

Kolkata, (West Bengal)” 

[F. No. 43015/7/2005 PRIW-I] 

_ M. SHAHABUDEEN, Under Secy. 

MdUriiJM aft? 

t| 8 3T4?cT, 2007 

c£T.3tf, 

Tjcftcf fal t fa % ur^tl) RnP*^ 5TCT fa ^ 

fm TRt 3 

xp^fi^ (^rruTTct--jot ta) TfwRFn P«i«r| ^prt 

; 

5533 

gfo fan msm ^ 

vfai 1m ^ 3tra?*w ^ fa i fa *% *$* ^> 
ffai TSEt w#i feR ^ m t aflr ^ 
3tfn^7i ^ wh ar^l 3 ^ 

srsNfel^; 

-qT^rr^ 

(^ c£ arfWn 1962 (1962 

50) ^ «TR1 3 (1) OTW SiHfcitf Wth 

^7, fr ^ ^ atteTT fa ^ ^ 

3T9^ 3TT7F1 xfaPhT ^Crft 

^ isqfaR, ^ 3T5?J^t ^ fo^-& t, 

^ at#r ^raf ^ ^ ^wi H+iftra.fR 

-srf^fzn ^fiVKUT«^ ^ 

'Snf^Tff, fa ( IgdPq cTc^, T3(R.^t. 

-^ym fa. fa* ■^fR ^ 

mfi, itm-i i, ^-4oo 614 (w?) ^ 1^^ 

?cq ^ fa faftl I 

e^Knrg ^ Tjrrt ^FT tnfrr HT^T 

3(1) ar^fr 

fa frlMI 

417 00-12-00 

419 00-36-00 

526 00-20-00 

■Rl^T -slhorN 208 00-00-50 

218 00-01-50 

219 00-04-50 

226 00-09-50 

228 00-15-00 

266 00-22-00 

T* 3<Stc£ 115 00-56-00 

-m?t 86 00-45-00 

87 00-05-00 

[■qn. u tr^-14014/8/07 ] 

■q^t. Mu-sci, arar Trim 

MINISTRY OF PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS 

New Delhi, the 8th August, 2007 

S.O. 2308.—Whereas it appears to the Central 
Government that it is necessary in public interest that for 
transportation of natural gas through Dahej-Hazira-Uran 
and Spur Pipeline (Kargaon-Pune Section) project in the 
State of Maharashtra, a pipeline should be laid by GAIL 

(India) Limited; 

3403 G1/2007—6 
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And, whereas it appears to the Central Government 
that tor the purpose of laying the said pipeline, it is 
necessary to acquire the Right of User in the land under 
which the said pipeline is proposed to be laid and which is 
described in the Schedule annexed to this notification; 

TT#5R %tr '34% a(rftTSpR RR 3% ^ 3% 

RRR TT'jRBlcl SffERJFRI irirrqr "FRcT? RR RRttR 

4-4-2007 3 8-4-2007 RRT 34<rW RRT Ft Rif sff; 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 
by sub-section (1) of Section 3 of the Petroleum and 
Minerals Pipelines (Acquisition of Right of User in Land) 
Act, 1962, the Central Government hereby declares its 
intention to acquire the right of user therein. 

Any person interested in the land described in the 
said Schedule may, within twenty one days from the date 
which the copies of the notification issued under sub¬ 
section (1) of Section 3 of the said Act, as published in the 
Gazette of India are made available to the general public, 
object in writing to the laying of the pipeline under the land 
to Shri V.B. More, Competent Authority, GAEL (India) 
Limited, 2nd Floor, MTNL Telephone Exchange Building, 
Opposite CBD Belapur Railway Station, Sector-11, Navi 
Mumbai-400614 (Maharashtra), 

KARGAON TO PUNE GAS PIPE LINE 

3(1) SCHEDULE 

District Taluka Village S. No. Area to be 
acquired 

Pune Maval Induri 417 00-12-00 

419 00-36-00 

526 00-2000 
Pune Maval Dongargaon 208 0000-50 

218 0001-50 

219 00-04-50 

226 0009-50 

228 0015-00 

266 0022-00 
Pune Mava Mundhavare 115 0056-00 
Pune Maval Valak 86 00-45-00 

— 
87 0005-00 

CF. No. L-14014/8/07G.P.| 

S. B. MANDAL, Under Secy. 

Tf fFcrit, 8 3RRR, 2007 

e*7T.3ir. 2309,-q^rir -rtrir 3 3?r 7§ffr^ 

WwiS-i ( R FRRtR Stfep R7T 3%) srfMfRRR, 

1962 (1962 50) (f^^^ StfafRRR 

wi RRI It) ^ *jrj 3 (1 ) c£ STifbr RRt RRR 

3tR RT^ffleb RRTRR Rff) 3}ffeR£RRT 

WIT RR. 3TT. 620 cik1<21 26 '-n<q<1, 2007 £Rt, RR 3Tf*R£RRT 

^ R fafRf<W t) % (ifo^qj) gR[ 

TRR R VK RTfRRTfR 'hR^HI 

3 RT^fa«h ^ nRq^i ^ 1% -qr^Mdl^H ^ 

feR Rt Wt R RRRI 3 RTtf 3fi$R 

WH Rff |TT; 

RS3R -snfqcFRt FRR StfafRRR R7t %TTTT 6 

( 1 ) ^ R<<*K R7| 3RjRt ^ f; 

■3fR <H<=hK ■}, FRR frif^ RT f%R RR^t 

T^R. 3fR 7^ RRTRR Ft % RT fR7 FRRT RfR R7 Ml^di^ 

^ fRR 3T^f%?r t', FR R' tJWrr ^ 37fv^K R7T 3% 

RRR RiT fqplicciq r=bqj 

3^:, rjM, «<<*k, FRR STfafRRR R7t RRT 6 

(1) FKT RFR RR RRbr RRR RF 

1? 1^7 ^ TldH ^fif t( 

WfeEFT ^ 1%ftT FTWOl ^ 3TftR7R 3FifR 

^TT?n f; 

3ft7, m\ 6 FqtrRT 

(4) ?R1 TTFrT ^tr, fr^?T "f % 

WITTI^ f^5T% ^Ft %Q; ^fil R wfpT 47T ^Tf^TR, RRRTf 

^Ft WfTR 'qft 61 <1(21 ^=rtt ^sOq RR"«f>K "4‘ FR 'SFTf 

^m,, WieTF^T feR ^rr RRFIR wt % (^fiJFRT) 

fcifHeF RftftR FtRT 3lk ct^Tft, ^ 'll^ <54^! 3#^7R; 

"?R M 3Tf^RllRcT 3^R ^Tcft Rf> STlftR iq, R%t 

^ "5^, Rqr (iftr^TT) PdrH45 R fRr1%cT FRT t 

n*d! rfFRtR RTR 3TR.37t.7j. 331% 

^ fdq 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. «14I<=KRK 950 0.6050 

* 929 0.4040 

931 0.0200 

916 0.0260 

917 0.2820 

RriT 1.3370 

Z SPrll RRRRFF 54 0.1530 

83 0.0500 

52 0.0880 

50 0.0080 

51 0.0800 

RtR 0.3790 
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12 3 4 

3RTf 546 0.0750 

553 0.0180 

552 0.0450 

551 0.1680 

550 0.1680 

fal 0.3260 

TF5WIT 1221 0.7374 

far 0.7374 

[Rp. fa P^T-14014/16/06(fa.fa II) ] 

P^r. fa qu-sei, fafaq 

New Delhi, the 8th August, 2007 

S.O. 2309.—Whereas by notification of Government 
of India in Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas number 
S O. 620 dated 26th February, 2007 issued under sub-section 
{\) of Section 3 of the Petroleum and Minerals Pipelines 
(Acquisition of Right of Users in Land) Act. .1962 (50 of 
1962) (hereinafter referred to as the said Act), the Central 
Government declared its intention to acquire the right of 

user in the land specified in the Schedule appended to that 
notification for the pur pose of lay ing pipeline for transport 
of natural gas through Vijaipur-Kota and spur pipeline 
projec t in the State of Rajasthan by GAIL (India) Limited; 

And whereas copies of the said Gazette notification 
were made available to the public from 4-4-2007 to 

8-4-2007; 

And whereas no objections were received from the 

public to the laying of the pipeline; 

And whereas the Competent Authority has, under 

sub-section (1) of Section 6 of the Said Act, submitted its 

report to the Central Government; 

And whereas the Central Government has, after 
considering the said report, decided to acquire the Right of 

User in the lands specified in the Schedule; 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 

by sub-section (1) of Section^ of the said Act, the Central 

Government hereby declares that the Right of User in the 

land specified in the Schedule is hereby acquired for laying 

the pipeline; 

And, further, in exercise of the powers conferred by 

sub-section (4) of Section 6 of the said Act, the Central 
Government hereby directs that the Right of User in the 
said land for laying the pipeline shall, instead of vesting in 
the Central Government, vest, on this date of the~ 

publication of the declaration, in the GAIL (India) Limited, 

free from all encumbrances. 

SCHEDULE 

District Tehsil Village Survey 
No. 

Area to be 
acquired 
forROU 
(in Hectare) 

Chabra Batawdapar 950 0,6050 

929 0.4OK) 

931 0.0200 

916 0.0260 

917 0.2820 

Total 1.3370 

Anta Tamkheda 54 0.1530 

83 0.0500 

52 0.0880 

50 0.0080 

51 0.0800 

Total 0.3790 

Bar an Anta Anta 546 0.0750 

553 0.0180 

552 0.0450 

551 0.1680 

550 0.0200 

Total 0.3260 

Plaitha 1221 0.7374 

Total 0.7374 

[F. No. L-14014/16/06-(G.P. Part-H)] 

S.B. MANDAL, Under Secy. 

14 3?TO,2007 

•gjr.air. 23io.-^fa u<4>r 3 sfa tafrst 

(*jfh f) M4l11 =£ 3#f3FR °R 3f4q) SlfafWL 

1962 ( 1962 ^FT 50) (fatf aqfafam 

-rpn f) WIT 3 ^ (1 ) ^ 

fa 3^^441 

‘SR. 3TT. 1733 cTlffQ 3-5-2006 tJTCT, ’3TCT ^ 

^ fa '5Ri 

■qgRI'g; 7F®f 3 fa VK, FhWi 

^ -grffe fa qRsrn ^ fa? wr^r fafa 3? 

c£ %tr ‘SR 3Tfa ^ ^1^4 fa 

1-3-2007 ^ 27-5-2007 ^ ^ hf fa 
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3**rc 'srrf^rsRnrfr ^ 6 

TWTTT ( 1 ) ^ 3T^[ ^3^ 33FTC ^ amt fpftf t; 

sftr 33fr -fri ft'ftf tt I^r ^ ^ 

toi; aftr 3* TRim it ^ -qr % ^ wrerr#f 

^ I^TCT sfifm t', ^RTtn ^ 3^Wr -^n 3T3N 

^f)TA 37T fqPl^-qq 

aftr^ srfaf^ ^ft mn 3 ¥9vrt (i) ^ 3R»# 

3TfiRJ^T wrr W]. 3Tf. 1733 <mt^ 3-5-2006 £7T arf^T 

Tjf^T ^JpT 3 ^ T§3 ^ft 3?f%R£ERT ¥33 arfvfwr ¥t VTCT 

6 3?t twitt (l) ^ ar^rffi 33. an. i042(au '-tr^ 

27-6-2007 'SRT -sn ^t t; 

am:, aR, ^ arMwf ^ mj 6 

T7%IKT ( 1) IJRT ?lfelf 3iT 3R#T 3R^ ¥S ^ 

$ fa FT arfmj^T ^ 7TcF3 SFpjyft 3 filPHf%td sjfr n 

^ %TI TtM^Vl a^SFR ^T 3F»ft f^RJI 

W[ i; 

a^k, ¥wk, ¥33 arfirPm ^ft %im 6 3>t ¥wrt 
(4) §R1 im Vlfafa 33 'SRThr 3R3 fRfrl Tdt f fa 

wrantf ®f farcr ^jf*? 3 ¥qqbi 33 siftmc ft w^it 
fa 74FJRH 3$ <TRt^ offt, W3iK 3 ftfFT #» 3ff 

WW fa^fa '357 -JFcM 3Tfa 3!?ft fat (faftpn) 

fafats $ f^rf^TT ¥fa aftr ^ xf ¥3fa'r 357 

37f335R, FI 3RFR •SffVTtffa alk TTbf fa arefa 7# 

WL farefafa fa -333, fa?T (ifrFTT) fafa£g fa ffaFT 

fattF ! 

f^TcTT cfFfteT 3^3. 3TTC.3lbj. 3Tf% 

#13 (ih&R 

3) 

1 2 3 4 5 

OTI3 ■far 119 00-36-67 

59 00-20-47 

135 00-18-52 

125 00-00-90 

134 00-32-99 

131 00-07-83 

130 00-08-43 

163 00-27-41 

162 00-20-98 

160 00-22-35 

[PariTI—Sec. 3(ii)] 

1 2 3 4 5 

7§Tcfl^ 20 00-30-75 

98 00-04-75 

125 00-06-00 

97 00-08-25 

OTTS 66 00-01-75 

7 00-00-25 

WT3 15/1 00-02-00 

WT5 7STRTPJ* 3Tfwfr 78 00-07-50 

23 00-01-40 

54 00-20-75 

55 00-00-95 

53/1 00-01-00 

52/2 00-00-25 

66 00-09-78 

65 00-06-50 

17/0 00-58-71 

TFPIS WeTTJT 35 00-03-n 

[3>7. fa. <$*-14014/10/07-^t.ii. ] 

33. 3t. '^Trl, 3RR 3t^3 

New Delhi, the 14th August, 2007 

S.O. 2310.—Whereas by notification of Govern¬ 
ment of India in Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas 
number S.O. 1733 dated 3-5-2006 issued under sub-section 
(1) of Section 3 of the Petroleum and Minerals Pipelines 
(Acquisition of Right of Users in Land) Act. 1962 (50 of 
1962) (hereinafter referred to as the said Act), the Central 
Government declared its intention to acquire the right of 
user in the land specified in the Schedule appended to that 
notification for the purpose of laying pipeline for transport 
of natural gas through Dahej-Hazira-Uran and its spur 
pipelines in the State of Maharashtra by GAIL (India) 
Limited; 

And whereas copies of the said Gazette notification 
were made available to the public from 1-3-2007 to 
24-5-2007; 

And whareas the Competent Authority has, under 
sub-section (1) of Section 6 of the said Act, submitted its 
report to the Central Government. 

And whereas the Central Government has, after 
considering the said report, decided to acquire the Right of 
User in the lands specified in the Schedule; 

And whereas part of the land notified under sub¬ 
section (1) of Section 3 of the said Act vide S.O. 1733 dated 
3-5-2006 has been earlier notified under sub-section (1) of 
Section 6 of the said Act vide S.O. 1042(E) dated 27-6-2007; 
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Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 
by sub-section (1) of Section 6 of the said Act, the Central 
Government hereby declares that the Right of User in the 
land specified in the Schedule is hereby acquired for 

laying the pipeline; 

And, further, in exercise of the powers conferred by 
sub-section (4) of Section 6 of the said Act, the Central 
Government hereby directs that the Right of User in the 
said land for laying the pipeline shall, instead of vesting in 
the Central Government, vest, on this date of the 
publication of the declaration, in the GAEL (India) Limited, 

free from all encumbrances. 

SCHEDULE 

District Taluka Village Survey 
No. 

Area to be 
acquired 
forROU 
(in Hectare) 

Raigad Khalapur Ris 119 00-36-67 

59 00-2047 

135 0018-52 

125 00-00-90 

134 0032-99 

131 0007-83 

130 00-08-43 

163 002741 

162 002098 

160 0022-35 

Raigad Khalapur Kambe 33 003075 

98 0004-75 

125 000600 

97 0008-25 

Raigad Khalapur Vat 66 0001-75 

7 000025 

Raigad Khalapur Borivali 15/1 0002-00 

Raigad Khalapur Vashivali 78 0007-50 

23 000140 

54 002075 

55 000095 

53/1 0001-00 

52/2 000025 

66 0009-78 

66 000650 

17/0 0058-71 

Raigad Khalapur Vadgaon 35 0003-11 

[F. No. L-14014/10/’ 07-G.P] 

S.B. MANDAL, Under Secy. 

14 3PRF, 2007 

■gFJT.SIT. 2311.—3 3?R <aPd^ 

(*jfa Wfth ^ 3#T3FR ST^fa) STpFfFFF, 

1962 (1962 FFT 50) Fft FRI 2 $ 733 W ^ ^ 

Fpxl ^ ^PcrTOF ^flT yieffrW Fft 

•^nsCfl FTT, 37T. 2792 FRtH 18 2006 URT, sft 

-gfrsFT/ WTTfrROT ^ 3ftFI*TI WF TR*7 ^ ^ 

«£ 3R#F 7T9JF FlfFFFft ^ ^TcFt' FHFTFR ^ ^ 

IVqi FFI FT; 

sffr ^TFF Fit . ^Ff>7 RFRTF7FT Tpri t 3^R 

Pd¥Hl| FF F? FT Pi«i«ro fFTFT FFI1; 

3?R FFF Fl£ ^T ¥1 -fa (^f*3FT) 

fclPq<i'3 3 SlPdPoW FF*f FR 7IFTFT FR f^TI FFI t; 

3TcT: 3TF, TRFFT FFF 3lfvfFFF F?t ^TTTT 2 Ff 

(FT) ^ 3TvfFT*l 3 sflT FRF TTTFFT Fi 3^T 

fa FFTHF F?t srffaFFT 7T. FF.3TT. 2792 Flft73 

18-7-2006 FH 3fasFTF FRfr FtF Ft fa SRJTfat 

(1) fr fafa -sqf^ fa| FFF fatf fa (?P«3FU PtfPfas WTT 

qigMtHi^H ffatf ^ far;ffafafeF sRirjfa ^ tf’f (2) 

crffa 8^t fr FFF 3fafFFF ^ 3TRtF FlfFFfa ^ 

^T[ MI<rM «b<3 Ft iciq, FRfrl i? 1 

"sqfFF FTT FTF fa FFT 3#|chlP<Fl 

(1) (2) 

Sft TJeT. Pdfai TR'Jpf fftFMT TRF 

d$F)d4K, TTTF H4N TRF 

^TRf (#5FT) f<riPH&S 

4 UfdPH^fF FT 

^-35-36,-te-l, 

fsnrTT ^dH^4 FFT, 

%5T-201301 (TTFTF^l) 

[FF. TT. T^F-l 4014/7/05 fat.fa] 

tt?T. ‘Ft. F^T, 3TF7 ’Wpq^i 

New Delhi, the 14th August, 2007 

S.O. 2311.—Whereas, in pursuance of clause (a) of 
Section 2 of the Petroleum and Minerals Pipelines 
(Acquisition of Right of User in Land) Act, 1962 (50 of 
1962), the Central Government vide'Notification of 
Government of India in the Ministry of Petroleum and 
Natural Gas S.O. 2792 dated 18th July, 2006 appointed Shri 
Y. K. Chhokar, Tehsildar to perform the functions of the 
Competent Authority under the said Act for laying of the 
pipeline by M/s. GAIL (India) Limited in the State of Haryana 

and Punjab. 
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And, whereajs 
transferred and Shri 
incumbent; 

And, wherei 
Shri Y. K. Chhokar 
come to an end; 

Now, therefor? 
(2) of the said Act a 
of the Government 
Natural Gas vide S. 
Government hereby 
column (1) of the s 
functions of the Coifr 
for laying pipelines 
in the area mentioned 

, in pursuance of clause (a) of Section 
hd in supersession of the notification 
pf India, Ministry of Petroleum and 

. 2792 dated 18-7-2006, the Central 
authorizes the person mentioned in 

£hedule given below to perform the 
petent Authority under the said Act 

the said M/s. GAIL (India) Limited 
in column (2) of the said schedule. 

SCHEDULE 

Name and Address if the person Area of Jurisdiction 

(1) 

Shri K.L. Bishnoi,T4hsildar 
On deputation to 
M/s. GALL (India) Lijnited, 
B-35and 36, Sector-i 
Distt. Gautam Budh 4agar, 
Noida-201301 (Uttar Pradesh) 

W.31T. 2312,— 

FF 50) 

■SFl" FRT 3 F»t FW7T 

849 fFFTF7 23'RT*f, 

2007 3 Wfrld F>t 

WFF, fFFlT 

4^1 Fi h!<o|6'1 

FTC1 WTRTfd fFtSRt <£ 

^ 37IYIF 

3?tT FFF 

11 2007 Fft 

WT 3nf? 

FWIT (1) ^ 37#F 

FR^TF m 

FF F><H FF 

Shri Y. K. Chhokar has been 
K. L. Bishnoi has been posted as his 

s, the deputation of the said 
with M/s. GAEL (India) Limited has 

(2) 

Whole State of 
Haryana and Punjab 

[F. No.L-14014/7/05-G.P.] 

S. B. MANDAL, Under Secy. 

17 2007 

<h 

2)007 

3tl7&pM Hl$4<r1l$d 

iRJK FF 3T*fa) 31^m, 1962 (1962 

^ TIFt FVqtcf '3FF 3Tf^Pl*1H FFF FFT "t) 

) ^ FTRt -aft ^ 7RFF7 ^ 

"fa TT5TRR F>t 3Tfit^Mi FF. 37T. 

W ^ WTF 24 Pr4, 

*ft, IRT FT^FT ; FFFFFcft 

RihUi alfr TTFtt 3 F7T 3?fF- 

1% 3 tom* ^ FFfeK TJR 3 

Wf^FFlFreft cRT irfaw 

F> fPlR $fsqi 37TFcF cfThY^M 

wUr ft %tt wrm ^ st^fft ff 

3TfF7£FFT Fft TjfcFTT ‘FFcIT ^ fRTF7 

FRT ^ Ff «flf; 

%, 4=w 3Tf%|fiqH F>t FTTT 6 F>t 

f^ srrft fate 3 ^ t; 

1*47 4=w fa)c[ F7 [fait FRF Fi 

F 7TRTR 3ppjrft 3 fc|pf*{« tjpr 

fatted i, ‘dfa ^ faiFrp: 

fFRT t; 

3TcT: 3R, FRFFT, FFF 3TftefWT Fft FTTT 6 FF 

3WTT (1 ) SR[ TfFF FltFFFf FF FR^ fR, FF FlWT 

FRFl f 3TftRJFFT ^ 7RTR aTf&Jxft ^ fFfrfe «JpT 

Wldfl fF75Ff ^ %TT FFTFlF c£ 3?fFFvR FF 3TFF fFTFT 

3^7 ^tF 7RFF7 FFF 3tTf1FFR FF FT7T 6 FF 

■3FFTTT (4) IKT FFF FlfFFFf FF FF^T FR^ fR, FF 

t % ^FF: ^FTFIf FF 3?TfFF7 FR .FlW ^ ¥FF?H Fit 

FTTrisf ^ ^tF 7RFF7 ^ fdfFF F^ Fft «TFTtf, fareM 

i* FtFR tfeFF 3TfFFT FF7Flt?TF ^ t%F FlFTI 

FTc^FF : FtPF^ facFF : ^W*l< ^RcF TFR : 

FTF FF FTF 77^ 

FF7 

r*m 
FF7 

stWFT 

4<*ii 37R FTf 

ritH7 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ff^F : FTFtFFF^Pl' 

FTFF^eft 23 Ftl . 0 74 15 

^ 23 "Ft2 - - - 

23 % > - - 

23 Ft4 - - 

23 > - - - 

2) 2 0 06 97 

20 1 0 12 66 

36 - 0 (B 85 

15 3 0 07 27 

26 3 0 14 21 

15 1 0 01 34 

31 2 0 06 79 

32 3 0 OB 87 

31 1 0 00 29 

30 2 0 15 78 

30 1 0 00 26 

FTFFFF# 120 - 0 05 04 

116 - 0 06 15 

115 - 0 11 69 

111 1 0 04 63 

110 2 0 02 65 

125 - 0 04 95 

126 - 0 01 28 

109 I 0 02 57 

128 - 0 13 83 

135 - 0 08 05 

139 - 0 22 07 

144 - 0 06 14 

145 I 0 08 94 

146 3 0 02 66 

I All 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 r 2 3 4 5 6 

WT4'S<r<?rf 146 1 0 03 91 69 4 0 01 01 

150 2 0 05 28 68 1 0 07 80 

149 2 0 00 15 68 2 0 01 58 

150 1 0 06 48 65 - 0 07 95 

151 4 0 05 46 61 - 0 05 44 

151 3 0 09 01 63 6 0 01 66 

184 _ 0 08 24 78 - 0 01 40 

179 0 01 11 79 - 0 07 22 

wto mm 32 0 01 91 81 - 0 55 56 

31 . 0 (B 06 81 ^1 1 - - - 

30 - 0 02 88 81 ! > 
- - 

29 - 0 02 25 81 % J - - - 

25 - 0 06 98 85 0 02 44 

24 - 0 02 95 m 0 03 46 

23 - 0 02 81 82 - 0 06 23 

18 21. 0 00 31 86 1 0 07 55 

19 1 0 06 01 86 2 0 01 15 

19 2 0 01 06 89 - 0 11 67 

20 - 0 09 26 183 - 0 54 42 

WTO 10 0 09 72 185 - 0 70 13 

9 - 0 17 86 52 - 0 07 37 

7 - 0 19 97 51 2 0 11 30 

6 * 0 00 52 51 1 0 03 80 

32 6 0 02 76 49 l^t 0 06 8.) 

32 5 0 02 13 49 0 00 99 

32 2 0 02 37 57 0 14 83 

32 1 • 0 01 91 47 - 0 00 10 

jiM^TT 66 2 0 03 00 61 1 0 07 10 

66 1 0 06 20 61 2R 0 01 54 

67 - 0 06 16 
61 2# 0 08 3D 

68 4 0 06 81 
62 1 0 01 09 

68 3 0 02 73 
01 52 

06 75 
62 2R 0 

68 2 0 

68 1 0 01 20 62 2# 0 01 42 

69 - 0 20 88 62 2$ 0 01 43 

70 1 0 01 57 62 2ii 0 01 94 

70 2 0 01 65 31 3 0 a) 10 

71 - 0 08 53 31 2 0 02 39 

72 - 0 00 28 30 I 0 00 74 

73 - 0 12 31 30 2 0 05 30 

74 0 03 06 31 1 0 00 65 

74 2^ 0 05 01 31 2 0 01 12 

75 1 0 06 45 25 3^ 0 0! 82 

cisVl&<rcil 71 4 0 01 90 25 0 01 87 

71 3 0 01 29 26 - 0 00 53 

71 2 0 03 49 25 2 0 02 63 

71 1 0 02 60 25 1 0 01 90 

75 0 06 11 23 4 0 01 63 
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i 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

tor 23 3 0 01 13 24 - 0 06 05 

23 2 0 01 87 177 - 0 09 88 
23 1 0 CD 19 174 1 0 09 49 
16 2 0 11 19 173 1 0 00 66 

9 itl i 0 01 35 20 - 0 03 76 

9 lit ► - - 142 6 0 04 31 

9 27ft - - - 142 5 0 02 99 

9 3* J - - - 126 it! 0 10 47 

126 it2 ! > - - 

103 
>■ 1 0 08 24 126 it3 J - - - 

103 2 J - - - 115 iti ' 
1 0 

03 85 
198 1 0 11 62 125 it2 - 
209 - 0 25 51 125 it3 ' 1 
117 - 0 08 06 

129 ~ 0 03 94 
104 _ 0 08 09 

118 2 0 02 25 
106 2 0 CP 73 

118 1 0 05 08 
105 *, 0 17 29 

114 3 0 03 70 
83 1 0 19 49 

114 2 0 01 29 
70 1 0 00 20 

115 2 0 05 79 
71 2 0 11 74 

115 1 0 02 86 
71 1 0 08 93 

113 3 0 05 34 
73 0 05 98 

113 2 0 01 67 
74 2 0 02 18 
74 1 0 01 69 

113 liti 0 04 72 

7 - 0 10 89 32 git 0 CD 36 

8 - 0 12 69 32 n 0 00 96 

10 1 0 14 17 32 n 0 01 27 
12 2 0 00 19 32 6 0 01 % 
187 3 0 04 46 32 5 0 00 91 
186 - 0 05 76 32 4 0 CD 85 
184 1 0 07 23 32 3 0 02 23 
183 - 0 04 43 41 3 0 00 62 
182 6 0 00 29 38 - 0 05 35 
182 5 0 04 57 39 - 0 00 34 
181 3 0 09 83 37 - 0 05 48 
181 2 0 00 77 36 - 0 00 28 
180 4 0 (15 55 33 4 0 09 47 
180 3 0 09 42 33 1 0 05 34 
180 2 0 01 29 46 3 0 01 42 
19 2 0 05 57 46 1 0 05 27 
19 1 0 02 33 47 1 0 CD 15 
20 6 0 02 65 59 2 0 11 58 
20 5 0 01 20 59 1 0 05 22 
20 4 0 01 39 58 Os 0 03 13 
20 3 0 01 56 75 5 0 05 56 
21 2 0 01 18 75 2 0 06 16 
21 1 0 09 01 75 1 0 CD 10 
22 “ 0 0) 18 129 1 so 06 60 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 i * 1 2 3 4 5 6 

17 2 0 01 91 60 - 0 00 83 

16 - 0 09 32 62 1 0 05 68 

15 0 10 78 62 3 0 00 48 

14 _ 0 05 55 62 2 0 06 38 

9 2 0 03 07 49 1 0 06 66 

9 i 0 06 77 48 2 0 02 . 16 

8 3 0 0* 15 48 1 0 04 00 

8 2 0 0* 13 45 5 0 02 26 

8 1 0 0* 24 45 2 0 0* 55 

7 2 0 06 26 45 1 0 0* 32 

7 1 0 03 15 44 - 0 06 40 

6 1 0 17 . 63 40 4 0 01 04 

2 - 0 00 21 43 1 0 00 16 

1 - 0 41 21 41 3 0 n 43 

25 0 23 0* 39 1 0 03 31 

25 ita “ 
39 5 0 03 49 

L 38 2 0 0* 28 
25 ■qH 1 _ 

4s J 38 1 0 04 23 
25 - - - 31 - 0 08 11 
10* - 0 39 06 28 - 0 07 48 

107 - 0 23 41 27 4 0 05 50 

108 - 0 J3 61 27 3 0 01 57 

109 - 0 07 34 26 1 0 09 91 

110 - 0 12 73 25 - 0 07 51 

106 - 0 21 81 

158 - 0 08 71 166 - 0 04 09 
157 2 0 03 19 167 0 05 79 
157 1 0 0* 65 168 _ 0 00 75 

.156 - 0 07 60 169 0 02 52 
155 - 0 07 28 170 0 03 61 
154 - 0 11 81 

40 3 0 Q2 29 
149 „. 0 12 39 

40 1 0 01 43 
150 1 0 02 45 

39 3 0 Q2 95 
150 2 0 09 17 

39 2 0 08 25 
147 - 0 15 99 

174 1 0 02 24 
W!l 52 - 0 0* 46 174 2 0 01 64 

51 2 0 08 98 174 3 0 Q2 54 

51 1 0 0* 85 32 1 0 05 15 

50 I 0 03 to 31 - 0 09 30 

49 - 0 02 71 24 2 0 03 34 

47 - 0 09 16 25 0 03 71 

57 - 0 15 33 26 3 0 01 57 

58 1^ 0 00 48 27 - 0 02 76 

59 5 0 03 58 28 5 0 01 10 

59 4 0 W 36 28 1 0 01 17 

59 3 0 0* 68 4 7 0 02 06 

59 2 0 03 44 4 2 0 * 02 23 

59 1 0 03 69 3 3 0 04 88 

62 4 0 05 43 169 2 0 06 95 

3403 G1/2007—7 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

169 1 0 05 90 

168 - 0 01 89 
120 - 0 02 92 
122 1 0 03 46 
123 - 0 03 79 
124 4 0 02 25 
112 - 0 03 64 
127 2 4 0 03 58 
127 4 0 00 99 
109 1 0 00 47 

128 - 0 08 06 
130 1 0 02 97 
130 2 0 06 27 
130 3 0 00 19 

132 3# 0 00 53 

132 1# 0 00 10 

132 3$ 0 00 37 

132 3$ 0 00 10 

132 l^t 0 01 56 

132 l^t 0 02 42 

132 2 0 04 73 
146 2 0 03 05 
142 2 0 10 32 
142 1 0 06 50 
143 2 0 02 58 

139 Tftl ^ 0 14 27 

139 % 
► 

- . . 

139 ^3 - . _ 

WST 

139 % J - - - 

108 0 74 54 

67 1 0 00 11 
68 4 0 00 19 
78 2 0 00 87 

diq^l : Pjidi : TTj^T 

^UllciKI— 

n 

44 2 0 00 29 

44 3 0 06 66 

46 - 0 07 61 
45 - 0 06 78 
42 - 0 04 28 
41 - 0 06 60 
31 - 0 06 78 

32 3 0 01 56 

32 4 0 04 92 
30 - 0 02 96 
32 1 0 05 31 
4 - 0 01 m_ 

t ■ . M- ■ 1 i- U 0 .1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

'^uHScrrt! 5 2 0 04 12 

5 1 0 05 87 
6 2 0 01 36 

6 1 0 04 57 
7 - 0 08 12 
15 - 0 06 31 
16 - 0 08 34 
13 1 0 06 08 
17 1 0 05 67 
18 2 0 07 09 
18 1 0 05 56 
20 - 0 05 67 
12 3 0 07 69 

'gflH 140 7 0 10 20 

141 11 0 01 51 
141 4 0 16 99 
141 8 0 00 10 

141 3 0 06 15 
142 - 0 18 72 
137 - 0 12 40 
136 - 0 11 41 

148 - 0 47 76 
149 - 0 51 05 

63 - 0 22 75 

'bMoiscrft 2 - 0 13 85 

34 - 0 03 69 

33 - 0 14 79 
27 - 0 16 28 

25 - 0 00 15 
24 - 0 02 79 
23 - 0 00 99 

26 - 0 09 95 
5 1 0 09 57 
5 2 0 04 74 

6 3 0 07 28 

6 2^ 0 02 69 

6 2# 0 00 38 

10 1 5 0 13 87 
10 2 * - . 

10 3 > - - 

10 4 ■ - - - 

10 5 J - - _ 

21 - 0 73 28 

18 - 0 16 74 

19 - 0 04 16 
■ ■ ■ ■ > ' P r 

oicjfhi : : wmt 3i«H<W : 

el«dl : ^TTqTT 

5>‘-H’i6cnl 21 _ 0 08 18 

" ' I II '• H.I ( H. ■ HIM I I I It |.i|H .1. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

20 . 0 19 88 

19 - 0 12 81 

39 - 0 00 10 

40 0 35 37 

8 1 0 15 28 

8 2*1 ' - - 

8 2*2 > - - 

8 2*3 - - - 

109 
J 

0 05 28 

iog - 0 10 16 

107 - 0 06 95 

106 - 0 07 57 

105 - 0 00 50 

5 - 0 18 14 

4 7 0 07 73 

4 2 0 01 94 

4 1 0 02 19 

113 - 0 00 78 

88 - 0 05 34 

26 ■ 1 0 2A 89 

26 2 J 
- - - 

116 0 24 50 

18 - 0 08 22 

14 - 0 28 87 

19 - 0 20 60 

6 2 0 10 91 

6 R 1 0 07 62 

6 1* J - - - 

5 - 0 05 08 

1 - 0 16 65 

2 3 0 07 15 

2 4 0 07 37 

110 3 0 05 33 

43 5 6 01 09 

43 1 0 03 77 

44 2 0 12 48 

26 2 0 05 25 

26 3 0 09 71 

26 1 0 07 82 

27 2 0 04 63 

27 1 0 03 29 

28 4 0 03 88 

28 3 0 02 00 

28 1 0 03 42 

29 2 0 03 59 

29 1 0 03 21 

30 2 0 03 93 

30 1 0 02 38 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

facWH&rtil 31 2 0 01 41 

31 1 0 06 61 

% 90 2 9 08 09 

95 2 0 04 71 

95 1 0 05^' 14 

94 0 08 24 

100 1 0 14 80 

101 2 0 04 76 

101 1 0 13 46 

84 0 0 16 17 

84 21 - - - 

85 0 11 53 

[m U 3TR-25011/3/2007-3* 3TR-I] 

T^T. *. ftRSOT, 375R 7*^1 

New Delhi, the 17th August, 2007 

S.O. 2312.—Whereas by the notification of the 

Government of India, in the Ministry of Petroleum and 

Natural Gas S.O. number 849 dated the 23rd March, 2007, 

issued under sub-section (1) of Section 3 of the Petroleum 

and Minerals Pipelines (Acquisition of Right of User in 

Land) Act, 1962 (50 of 1962), (herein after referred to as the 

said Act), published in the Gazette of India, dated the 24th 

March, 2007, the Central Government declared its intention 

to acquire the right of user in the lands in Taluk: Hosakote, 

Devanahalli & Yalahanka, District: Bangalore Rural & 

Bangalore Urban in the State of Karnataka specified in the 

Schedule appended to that notification for the purpose of 

laying pipeline for the transportation of Aviation Turbine 

Fuel in the State of Karnataka from Devanagondhi to 

Bangalore New International Airport, Devanahalli by the 

Indian Oil Corporation Limited. 

And whereas, the copies of the said Gazette 

Notification were made available to the public on the 11 th 

day of May, 2007; 

And whereas, the Competent Authority in 

pursuance of sub-section (1) of section 6 of the said Act 

submitted his report to the Central Government; 

And whereas, the Central Government after 

considering the said report is satisfied that the right of 

user in the land specified in the Schedule appended to this 

Notification should be acquired; 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 

by sub-section (1) of section 6 of the said Act, the Central 

Government hereby declares that the right of user in the 

land specified in the Schedule appended to this notification 

is hereby acquired for laying the pipeline; 

And further, in exercise of the powers conferred by 

sub-section (4) of section 6 of the said Act, the Central 

Government hereby directs that the right of user in the said 

lands shall instead of vesting in the Central Government, 

vest on the date of the publication of this declaration in the 

Indian Oil Corporation Limited free from all encumbrances. 
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SCHEDULE 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Takik:Iif«ako<eDi tricfc Bangalore Rural Stafp:Kama^ka 

Vagata Agrahara 1A 0 

0 

02 

02 

95 

$4 
Name of the Surv iy Sub- Area 

/ft 

23 
V iliage no. Division no. Hectare Are^q. mtr. 18 2A 0 00 31 
1 2 3 4 5 6 19 1 0 06 01 
Hobil: Migenalu ill 19 2 0 04 06 
Tarabahaili 23 pl ^ 0 74 15 20 - 0 09 26 

23 P2 - - - Vagata 10 IB 0 09 72 

P3 - - 9 - 0 17 86 

23 F4 
r 

- - - 7 - 0 19 97 
23 P5 J - - - 6 - 0 00 52 

2 0 06 97 Honachanahalli 32 6 0 02 76 
* 1 0 12 66 32 5 0 02 13 

- 0 OB 85 32 2 0 02 37 

3 0? 27 32/ 1 0 01 91 

3 lo 14 ,21 Govindapura 66 2 0 03 00 
35 1 0 01 34 66 1 0 03 20 

2 0 06 79 61 - 0 06 16 

3 0 (B 87 68 4 0 06 24 

1 0 (X) 29 68 3 0 02 73 

2 0 15 78 68 2 0 03 75 

1 0 00 26 68 1 0 01 20 
Paramanahalli 120 - 0 05 04 69 - 0 20 88 

116 - 0 06 35 70 I 0 01 57 

115 - 0 11 69 70 2 0 01 65 

in ! 0 04 63 71 - 0 08 53 
110 2 0 02 65 72 - 0 00 28 

125 - 0 04 96 73 - 0 12 31 

126 - 0 01 28 74 2A 0 03 03 

1 0 02 57 74 2B 0 05 04 
I2S - 0 13 83 75 I 0 03 45 

135 - 0 08 05 Vadigehalli 71 4 0 01 90 
139 - 0 22 07 71 3 0 04 29 
144 - 0 06 14 73 2 0 03 49 
145 i 0 08 94 7| 1 0 02 60 
146 3 0 02 66 75 - 0 05 11 

146 1 o' OB 94 69 4 0 01 04 
2 0 06 28 68 1 0 07 80 

49 2 0 00 15 68 2 0 04 58 

50 1 0 06 48 65 - 0 07 95 

51 4 0 05 46 64 - 0 05 44 
51 3 0 09 01 63 6 0 04 66 

84 - 0 08 24 78 - 0 01 40 

79 - 0 04 11 79 - 0 07 22 
Vagata Agrahara . I 2 - 0 04 94 81 > 0 55 56 

. 1 - 0 OB 06 8i PI - - - 

0 02 88 81 P2 > -■ - 

a 9 - 0 02 25 81 P3 - - - 

_ 5 - 0 OB 98 85 
J 

0 02 44 

I ' " •fm» 11 'i n» b i •' ■ i II •i-'l If H t i 1 14-1 ill'l it 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 - 6 

Vadigehalli 84 _ 0 03 46 Hobli: Kasaba 

82 _ 0 06 23 Kolathuru 104 - 0 08 09 

86 1 0 07 55 106 2 0 03 73 

86 2 0 01 35 105 - 0 17 29 

89 * 0 11 67 83 1 0 19 49 

Jadigenahalli 183 - 0 54 42 '70 1 0 00 20 

185 w 0 70 13 71 2 0 11 14 

Haraluru 52 _ 0 07 37 71 1 0 08 93 

51 2 0 11 30 73 - 0 05 98 

51 1 0 03 80 74 2 0 02 18 

49 ID 0 06 30 14 1 0 01 69 

49 1C 0 GO 99 7 - 0 10 89 

57 _ 0 14 83 8 - 0 12 69 

47 _ 0 GO 10 10 1 0 14 17 

61 1 0 07 10 12 2 0 GO 19 

61 2A 0 04 54 187 3 0 04 46 

61 2B 0 08 20 
186 - 0 05 76 

62 1 0 04 09 
184 1 0 07 23 

183 _ 0 04 43 
62 2A 0 01 52 

182 6 0 GO 29 
62 2B 0 01 42 

182 5 0 04 57 
62 2C 0 01 43 

181 3 0 09 83 
62 2D 0 01 94 

181 2 0 GO 77 
34 3 0 GO 10 

180 4 v 0 05 55 
34 2 0 02 39 

180 3 0 09 42 
30 1 0 GO 74 

180 2 0 01 29 
30 2 0 05 30. 

19 2 0 05 57 
31 1 0 GO 66 

19 1 0 02 33 
31 2 0 04 12 

20 6 0 02 66 
25 3A 0 01 82 

20 5 0 01 20 
25 3B 0 01 87 

20 4 0 01 39 
26 - 0 00 53 

20 3 0 01 56 
25 2 0 02 63 21 2 0 01 18 
25 1 o . 01 90 21 1 0 09 01 
23 4 0 01 63 22 _ 0 GO 18 
23 3 0 01 13 24 . - 0 06 05 
23 2 0 01 87 177 - 0 09 88 

23 1 0 GO 19 174 1 0 09 49 

16 2 0 11 19 173 1 0 GO 66 

9 PI ' 0 01 35 Halasahalli 20 - 0 G3 76 

9 IP - - Hulluru Amanikere 142 6 0 04 31 

9 2P 
> 

- - 142 5 0 02 99 

9 3P , - - - 126 PI 3 0 10 47 

Hobli: Kasaba 126 P2 ► - - 

Kolathuru 103 0 08 24 126 * j - - - 

103 2 1 - - - 125 PI 3 1 0 03 85 

198 1 0 11 62 125 P2 L - - 

209 - 0 25 51 125 P3 
■j 

1 - - 

117 - 0 08 06 129 - 0 03 94 
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1 % 

HulluruAmanikere 1 tl8 

Doddahulluru 

Doddahulluru 

Yalachana 

Yakanapura 

118 

114 

114 

115 

115 

113 

113 

113 

31 

31 

3.1 

3.1 

31 

31 

31 

41 

31 

3) 

31 

3(i 

31 

31 

46 

46 

4' 

59 

56 

511 

TJ 

71 

7f 

1:9 

r 

16 

15 

14 

9 

9 

8 

8 

8 

7 

7 

6 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1P1 

8B 

8A 

7A 

6 

5 

4 

3 

3 

4 

1 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1A 

5 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 
1 

2 

1 

1 

4 5 6 

0 G2 25 

0 05 08 

0 03 70 

0 01 29 

0 05 79 

0 02 86 

0 05 34 

0 01 67 

0 04 72 

0 00 36 

0 00 96 

0 01 27 

0 01 98 

0 00 91 

0 00 85 

0 02 23 

0 00 62 

0 05 35 

0 00 34 

0 05 48 

0 00 28 

0 09 47 

0 05 34 

0 01 42 

Oi 05 27 

0 00 15 

0 11 58 

0 05 22 

0 03 13 

0 05 56 

0 06 16 

0 00 10 

Q 06 60 

0 01 91 

0 09 32 

0 10 78 

0 05 55 

0 03 07 

0 06 77 

0 04 15 

0 04 13 

0 04 24 

0 06 26 

0 03 75 

0 17 63 

0 00 21 

0 41 21 

1 

Chikkahulluru 

Kurubara Halli 

Kallahalli 

Valeasandra 

2 3 4 5 6 

25 PI - 0 23 04 

25 P2 - - 

25 P4 
> 

- - 

25 P5 > - - - 

m - 0 39 06 

107 - 0 23 41 

108 - 0 13 61 

109 - 0 07 34 

110 - 0 12 73 

106 - 0 21 81 

158 - 0 08 71 

157 2 0 03 19 

157 1 0 04 65 

156 - 0 07 60 

155 - 0 07 28 

154 - 0 11 81 

149 - 0 12 39 

150 1 0 02 45 

150 2 0 09 17 

147 - 0 15 99 

52 - 0 04 46 

51 2 0 08 98 

51 1 0 04 85 

50 1 0 03 84 

49 - 0 02 71 

47 - 0 09 16 
57 - 0 15 33 

58 1C 0 00 48 

59 5 0 03 58 

59 4 0 04 36 

59 3 0 04 68 

59 2 0 03 44 

59 1 0 03 69 

62 4 0 05 43 

60 - 0 00 83 

62 1 0 05 68 

62 3 0 00 48 

62 2 0 06 38 

49 1 0 06 66 

48 2 0 02 16 

48 1 0 04 00 

45 5 0 02 26 

45 2 0 04 55 

45 1 0 m 32 

44 - 0 06 40 

40 4 0 01 04 

43 1 0 00 16 

41 3 0 11 43 

Lakkondahalli 
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Lakkondahalli 

Hobli; Sulibele 

Kambalipura 

Hasigala 

0 03 31 

0 03 49 

0 04 28 

0 04 23 

0 08 11 

0 07- 48 

0 05 50 

0 01 57 

0 09 91 

0 07 51 

0 04 09 

0 05 79 

0 00 75 

0 02 52 

0 03 61 

0 02 29 

0 01 43 

0 02 95 

0 08 26 

0 02 24 

0 01 64 

0 02 54 

0 05 15 

0 09 30 

0 03 34 

0 03 71 

0 01 57 

0 02 76 

0 01 70 

0 01 17 

0 02 06 

0 02 23 

0 04 88 

0 06 95 

0 05 90 

0 01 89 

0 02 92 

0 03 46 

0 03 79 

0 02 25 

0 03 64 

0 03 58 

0 00 99 

0 00 47 

0 08 <B 

0 02 97 

0 06 27 

0 00 19 

Hasigala 132 3C 0 00 53 

132 1C 0 00 70 

132 3D 0 00 37 

132 3B 0 00 10 

132 ID 0 01 56 

132 IB 0 02 42 

132 2 0 04 73 

146 2 0 03 05 

142 2 0 10 32 

142 1 0 06 50 

143 2 0 02 58 

139 PI ' 0 14 27 

139 P2 - - - 

139 P3 
» 

- - 

139 F4 . - - - 

108 P 0 74 54 

67 1 0 00 11 

68 4 0 00 19 
78 2 0 00 87 

Kammasandra 

Taluk: Devanahalli District: Bangalore Rural State: 
Karnataka 

Hobli: Channay apatna 

Gangavara- 44 

Chowdappanahalli 44 

46 

Somathanahalli 140 

141 

0 00 29 

0 06 66 

0 07 61 

0 06 78 
0 04 28 

0 03 60 

0 06 78 

0 01 56 

0 04 92 

0 02 96 

0 05 31 

0 01 60 

0 04 12 

0 05 87 

0 01 36 

0 04 57 

0 08 12 

0 06 31 

0 08 34 

0 06 08 

0 05 67 

0 07 09 

0 06 56 

0 05 67 

0 07 69 

0 10 20 

0 01 51 

0 16 99 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Somathanahalli 141 8 0 00 10 Unasuru 4 7 0 07 73 
141 3 0 OB 15 4 2 0 01 94 
142 - 0 18 72 4 1 0 02 19 
137 - 0 12 40 113 - 0 00 78 
136 - 0 11 41 88 - 0 05 34 
148 - 0 47 76 Mylanahalli 26 1 I 0 24 89 
149 - 0 51 06 26 2 1 _ _ _ 

Jonnahalli S3 - 0 22 75 116 0 24 50 
Kaggalahalli 2 - 0 13 85 18 0 08 22 
Batramarenahalli 34 - 0 00 69 14 - 0 28 87 

33 - 0 14 79 19 - 0 20 60 
27 - 0 16 28 6 2 0 10 94 
25 - 0 00 15 6 1A 1 0 07 62 
M - 0 02 79 6 IB J . - _ 

23 - 0 00 99 5 . 0 05 08 
36 - 0 09 95 1 - 0 36 65 
> 1 0 09 57 2 3 0 07 15 
5 2 0 01 74 2 4 0 07 37 
> 3 0 07 28 110 3 0 05 33 
> 2A 0 02 69 Chikkanahalli 43 5 0 01 09 
3 2B 0 00 38 43 1 0 03 77 
10 1 . 0 13 87 44 2 0 12 48 
10 2 - - - 26 2 0 05 25 
:0 3 ► - - 26 3 0 09 ' 71 
0 4 - - - 26 1 0 07 82 
0 5 J - - - 27 2 0 04 63 

Kavadadasanahalli: !1 - 0 73 28 27 1 0 03 29 
8 - 0 16 74 28 4 0 03 88 

I 9 - 0 W 16 28 3 0 02 00 

Taluk: Yalahanka bistrict : Bangalore Urban 28 1 0 03 42 

State: Karnataka 29 2 0 03 59 

Hobli: Jala 29 1 0 03 21 

Dhummanahalli j :i _ 0 08 18 
30 2 0 03 93 

i 0 _ 0 19 88 
30 1 0 02 38 
31 2 0 01 41 

1 9 - 0 12 81 
31 1 0 06 61 

3 9 * 0 00 10 Beguru 90 2 0 08 09 
4 0 - 0 35 37 95 2 0 m 73 

Unasuru 8 1 > 0 15 28 95 1 0 05 14 
8 2P1 - - 94 0 08 24 
8 2P2 > 

100 1 0 14 80 
8 2P3 , - - - 101 2 0 04 76 
1! 39 - 0 05 28 101 1 0 13 46 
11 38 - 0 10 16 84 i i 0 16 17 
lj 37 - 0 06 95 84 2 I - - - 

11 36 - 0 07 57 85 - 0 11 53 
11 35 - 0 00 50 IF. No. R-25011/3/2007-O.R-I] 
5 - 0 18 14 S. K. CHITKARA, Under Secy. 
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OT ^ TfaRTTT ifalSTO 

M ftwft, 23 T55TT^, 2007 

^jr.STT. 2313.—3f|#htFfTO3TfafTO, 1947 (1947 

oFT 14) °F>t *IRT 17 ^ 3*^^ 3, ^ ^ 3ft* 

•^ftrgxn ^ im'tidsi ^ R4U«ir afrc ^ 
mmi a?i«APior> 

211/2004) K^ii^rd 

TOt t, ^ *R9?K 23-7-2007 VTRT ^3TT «ff 1 

[tf.T^-120U/311/1998-3^3TR(^-I)] 

3F5R ^>RR, 3ftertt 

MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT 

New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O. 2313.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act. 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 211/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 23-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/311/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31 st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute Nq. 211/2004 

. (Principal Labour Court CGID No. 49/99) 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under elause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Maanagement of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri S. Udayakumar : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K.S. Sundar, 
Advocates. 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L 12012/311/98-IR (B-I) dated 02-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court . Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 49/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this-CGlT-cum labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 

211/2004 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

‘ Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri S. Udayakumar, wait list No.448 for restoring the 
wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the .said 

workman is entitled?’' 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner w-as sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Elephant Gate branch. 
The Petitioner was orally informed that his services were 
no more required. The non-employment of the Petitioner 
and others became subject matter before Supreme Court in 
the form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank Employees’ 
Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which was taken up by 
the Supreme Court. The Respondent/Bank, in addition to 
its counter, filed a copy of settlement under Section 18(1) 
reached betw een management of State Bank of India and 
All India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV temporary 
workmen who were denied employment after 1985-86 were 
classified in the settlement was under consideration once 
again and they classified the workmen under three 
categories namely A, B and C. Though the classification 
was unreasonable, the Respondent/Bank brought to the 
notice of the Petitioner about lhe inteiview to be held 
through advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of the Elephant Gate branch. He was called for an 
interview by a Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank 
in this regard. But, they have not informed the result of 
interview and also with regard to appointment. But, the 
Petitioner w'as informed orally to join at the branch where 
he initially worked as a class IV employee. The Petitioner 
has been working as a temporary messenger and some 
times performing work in other branches also. While working 

3403 G1/2007—ft 
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on temporary basis in Nungambakkam branch, another 
advertisement 

resifcrdinit cs;.ja! 
[by the Respondent/Bank was made 

workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 
working m such, 
Petitioner orally 

the Manager of the branch informed the 
on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required any mo e and he need not attend the office from 
1 -4~1997. Hence the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 
to his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in 
failure, the ma ter was referred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication. Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, 
the reference framed did not satisfy the grievance of the 
Petitioner, he ha i made a fresh representation to Govt, to 
reconsider the rt ference and the Petitioner requested the 
Respondent/Bank to continue to engage him in service as 
obtained prior to 31-3-1997 and to regularise him in service 
in due course. The Respondent/Bank took up an 
unreasonable stand that the service and the number of 
days worked by Petitioner were treated as of no 
consequence, sir ce according to the Respondent/Bank, it 
engaged the Petii ioner only in temporary services after the 
settlement. The ] ’etitioner was not aware of settlement by 

which his services and number of days worked by him 
after interview da not merit consideration. The Petitioner 
was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 
Respondent/Banl: before the conciliation officer. Therefore, 
the Respondent’ $ action in not absorbing him in regular 
service is unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 
repugnant to Section 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 
termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 
Para 522(4) of S is try Award. Even though the settlement 
speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 
been prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 
Regularising according to their whims and fancies. The 
Respondent/Bank: has also not observed the instructions 
regarding grant c f increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 
to the temporary workmen which amounts to violation of 
relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 
engaged the Petii ioner and extracted the same work either 
by payment of pe tty cash or by directing him to work under 
assumed name o ’ by both which amounts to unfair labour 
practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 
not based on strict seniority and without any rationale. 
Hence, for all th;se reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 
relief of regular c mployment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefi s. 

4. As agai 
Statement alleged 
adjudication by tlju 
Petitioner was 
question of regul 
The engagement 
Petitioner is est 
Statement. The 
Section 18(1) andl 

ifist this, the Respondent in its Counter 
that reference made by the Govt, for 

s Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
not in continuous service. Hence, the 
ir appointment/absorption does not arise, 
of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

capped from making claim as per Claim 
settlement drawn under provisions of 

18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

[Part II—Sec. 3(ii)] 

law. retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance * 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted’ in five settlements dated 
17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-19%. 
The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of 1 ,D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along w ith 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 448 in wait list 
of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 
were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 
false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 
messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 
vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 
submitted to selection process in terms of settlement., 
drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 
cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 
temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 
for more number of days and hence, they were appointed, 
Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B. 
and C. Considering their temporary service and subject; 
other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 
employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under category (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category (C) the temporary employees 
who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 
were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 
and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 
had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
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wait listed at 448 he was not appointed. The said settleme w 

were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 

is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped 

from questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and 

his claim is liable to be rejected. Further, die said settlements 

were not questioned by any unton so far and the settlements 

of bank ievel settlements and operated throughout the 

country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 

(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 

does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 

no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It ts not correct to 

say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 

before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 

say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 

permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 

31-12-94 were filled up against the waited list of temporary 

employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 

^gainst the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 

casual labour. Further, for circie of Chennai wait list of 

daily wages was not finalized and hence not pubiished and 

there is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 

employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 

no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 

reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 

costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars ol the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P. No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9 - i - 91. It is 

false to aliege that the settiements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an a vard 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for itw 

consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner ir VV 

List No. 448 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers in the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in. the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected case$ attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and. 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
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regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under section 
18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 
Respondent/Management. They further contended that 
though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 
has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 
service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment, in the wakp of strict 
instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, ihey 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 
OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act providing for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment is untenable. It is further 
coms&fcu that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 
and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 
circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements oil absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 
averments of MWI and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from die beginning linking 
his future wici the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals w ith categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into A, B and C’, but this categorization of ‘A, 
B & C* h quite opposed to the doctrine of ’last come—first 
go’ or ‘first come— last go’ and therefore, the categorization 
»n Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml provides an 
opportunity to persons who were engaged on casual basis 
and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies of 
messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is marked as Ex. W8. Further, the appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 

such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
^asis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment In the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
instructions in Ex.W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
prepared only one watt list for each module as per Ex.M 10 
in this case. Those candidates under Ex.M 10 were found 
suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers. 
Even MW 1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex.M 10 
was prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex.M10 that it was 
prepared based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 
and 9-1-91 which are marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and M4 
respectively. But, when MWI has spoken about the 
settlements, he deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was 
not included in the Madras circle since the High Court 
order is there, but he has not produced any document in 
support of the so called non-inclusion except his bald 
statement. Further, according to MWI wait list under 
Ex .Ml 0 was prepared on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in 
ihe Counter Statement with regard to this wait list. Further 
the Hon’ble High Court has held in its order dated 23-7 99 
in W. P. No. 7872 of 1991, which is marked as an exhibit, in 
which it is stated that ‘it is clear that the 1987 settlement 
was concerned with the temporary class IV employees who 
were paid scale wages as per Bipartite Settlement while the 
1988 settlement dealt with daily wager in Class IV category 
who were paid wage? daily on mutual agreement basis. In 
such circumstances, as rightly contended the Respondent 
are not justified and combined the list of candidates covered 
under 1987 settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed 
two distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat 
one class and their action undoubtedly amounts to 
violation of Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, 
the averment of MW 1 and the statements in Counter 
Statement are contrary to the above and it is nothing but a 
desperate attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or 
perpetrated by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals 
with unequals. It is further contended on behalf of the 
Petitioner that as per deposition of MW 1 wait list under 
Ex.MlO comparises of both messengerial and non- 
messenger ial candidates .While the temporary employees 
were appointed after due process of selection and were 
paid wages on the basis of jndustrywise settlement, it is 
not so in the case of casuals. Therefore, both belongs to 
two different and distinct categories. But, Ex.M3 provides 
for the same norms to the casuals as in the case of 
temporary employees in the matter of absorption. 
Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 & 16 of Constitution 
of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended that 
preparation of Ex.M 1 namely wait list is not inconformity 
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with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non-preparation of 
separate panels amounts to violation of circular. Secondly, 
it has not been prepared as per instructions in Ex. W2 
circular regarding projected vacancies for the period from 
1987 to 1994. Furthermore, no wait list was released / 
published even after’ the Court order in WMP No. 11932/ 
91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing the Respondent/Bank to 
release the list of successful candidates pursuant to the 
first advertisement published in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. 
Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 
particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 
and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 
respective seniority. From all these things, it is clear that 
Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 
and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 
Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced at the time of 
conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997*98 held 
at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 the 
Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 before 
this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. It is 
further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 
the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these petitioners 
were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 
'he time of initial appointment that their appointment was 
in leave vacancy. Further, even before or after the settlement 
on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 
they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 
to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the l.D. 
Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s work in the Respondent/ 
Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 
the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 
categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 
Sastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 
of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 
4 SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 
AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 
“to employ workmen as 4 bad lies’ casuals or temporaries 
and to continue them as such for many years with the 
object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 
permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned representative 
further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has not been 
prepared in accordance with principle of seniority in the 
legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 
has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M 4 
states that candidates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 
future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 
candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 
within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective panel and he shall have no further claihi for 

being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 
The Respondent/Bank has not to produced any document 
show how he has arrived at the seniority and till dale, it is 
a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 
for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of 
the Petitioner who was !n regular service of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arhitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 
only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Kx. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
fix. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the ease of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Rcspondcnt/Managemcnl has examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of management witnesses during the cross 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has "referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 
Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 
and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 
case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under section 25B and 25 F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to he in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they arc entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of l.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 
II LU 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that the expression ‘actually 
worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
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service or by compulsion of statute, 
“It is further, argued that call letters 
jtitioner will clearly prove that the 
has conducted the interview and 
ary employees who have reported to 
• application for absorption as per the 
herefore, their retrenchment is illegal, 
e Petitioners were in employment as 
Ds but were denied further engagement 
nents/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
ne of them have completed 240 days 
nuous period of 12 calendar months 
roup of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
lemselves stranded in life midstream, 
ot gainfully employed. In such 
fribunal has to pass an award in their 

ainst this, the learned seniot counsel 
ifBank contended that the reference 

n nent itself is nonmaintainable in view 

c imstances of the case. The Petitioner 
e Petitioners in the connected disputes 

ous service. Hence, the question of 
/absorption does not arise at all and 
was not authorised. Further, the 
ped from making claim as they had 
tents drawn under the provisions of 
18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 
id implemented by the Respondent/ 
if the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
r motive. Further, they have concealed 
it the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
nent and could not be absorbed a^ he 
n in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
temporary employees due to business 
rformance of duties as messenger, 
ation that he was sponsored by 
ige is incorrect and the allegation that 
ary messenger is also incorrect, they 
ist leave vacancies. The settlement 
*espondent/Bank and the federation 
were the only workable solution and 

titioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
ingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
ped from questioning the settlement 
and his claim is liable to be rejected, 
i settlements were not questioned by 
dements were bank level settlements 
)ut the country. Further, he relied on 
1991L U 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 
Vr. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 
ire in under section 12(3) the union 
ient with the management settling the 
i and the workmen resigned from the 
tinal benefits, but the workmen raised 

a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 
voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached in 
the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 
misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 
on the workmen.1’ Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 1997 II LLJ 1189 
ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 
Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 
“therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 
conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority union 
will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, even 
those who belong to the minority union which had objected 
to the same. To that extent, it departs from the ordinary law 
of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold the sanctity 
of settlements reached with the active assistance of the 
Conciliation Officer and to discourage an individual 
employee or a minority union from scuttling the settlement.” 
It further held that ‘ ‘there may be exceptional cases, where 
there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud or even 
corruption or other inducements. But, in the absence of 
such allegations, a settlement in the course of collective 
bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration.” 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997 I LLJ 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 
PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided into 
two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside the 
conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the LD. 
Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation 
proceedings under section 18(3). A settlement of the first 
category has limited application and binds merely parties 
to it and settlement of the second category made with a 
recognised majority union has extended application as it 
will be binding on all workmen of the establishment. Even 
in case of the first category, if the settlement was reached 
with a representative union of which the contesting 
workmen were members and if there was nothing 
unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the settlement, it 
must be binding on the contesting workmen also.” He 
further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 
NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 
STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 
the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
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for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back w ages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 
the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 
the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 
Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 
KOLLAM JUJLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to find out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again.” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 
the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute instead 
of refusing to answer the reference on merits.” Further, he 
argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 
question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 
or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 
LAB IC 1664 VAN SAGNATHAN ORIENT PAPER 
MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAMEANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 

manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued 
that in Express Newspapers P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 
1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that * ‘the Tribunal 
has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 
the order of reference should not be construed in the 
manner which would prolong the industrial adjudication. 
The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 
disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 
it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 
reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 
happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 
the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 
representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 
reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 
is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 
Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 
Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 
of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 
entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 
whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 
Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 
Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 
without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K. V. VIJEESH wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “the only question which falls for 
determination in this appeal is whether a candidate whose 
name appears in the select list on the basis of competitive 
examination acquires a right of appointment in Govt, service 
in an existing or a future vacancy.” In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
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1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 
informed the Resp mdents that the panel was valid for one who have put in one year’s service as far as possible and 
year only and thal inclusion of then1 names in the panel subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
was not to confer on them any right to seek permanent that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
appointment in the services of the bank. Considering the irrespective of and without taking into account the other 
object with which he panel was prepared and the fact that relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 
it was a yearly pane expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
that the Respondents did not get any right because of facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
inclusion of their names in the said panel for permanent mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
absorption in tie services of the bank. Whatever directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
conditional right t tey had come to an end with the expiry unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the orders 
of the panel. The c laim of the Respondents as contained in of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision reported 
the W.P, was thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned in 1997 n SEC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. 
Single Judge and tte Division Bench, when it first decided STATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein the Full 
the appeal v.ere right in dismissing the Writ Petition and Bench of the Supreme Court has considered the above 
the appeal respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reguiarisationof appointment in excess of sanctioned posts, 
reported in 1991 4 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. “So far as the question of confirmation of these employees 
UNION OF IND14 wherein the Supreme Court has held who.se entry itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to 
that “candidates i? icluded in merit list has no indefeasible be noted that question of confirmation or regularisation of 
right to appointing nt even if a vacancy exists” and relying and irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 
on all these decisf >ns, teamed counsel for the Respondent candidate concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or 
contended that sin :e the Petitioner has no right to question on ad-hoc basis against an available vacancy which is 
the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of already sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is 
the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 
be said that preparation of waitlist was made with mala fide question of regularising the incumbent on such a non¬ 
motive. Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 
date namely 31-2 -1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for and even if such purported regularisation or confirmation 
restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for is given, itwould be an exercise in futility. It would amount 
reinstatement as s lleged by him. Further, he relied on the to decorating a still bom baby. Under these circumstances, 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARASINGH AND OTHERS valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 
wherein the Suprt me Court has held that “now coming to these employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 
the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary employees learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
who have contirued for more than a year should be temporary employees were appointed only due to 
regularised, we fi id it difficult to sustain it. The direction exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
has been given vdthout reference to the existence of a vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
vacancy. The dire :tion in effect means that every ad-hoc / and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
temporary employ ree who has been continued for one year in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
should be regukrised even though (a) no vacancy is reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HJMANSHU KUMAR 
available for him 1 riiich means creation of a vacancy; (b) he VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
was not sponsored by Employment Exchange nor was he w'herein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 
appointed in pusuance of a notification calling for temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 
applications whica means he had entered by a back door; circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 
(c) he was not elig ible and qualified for the post at the time be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The 
of his appointment; (d) his record of service since his concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 
appointment is not satisfactory. These are the additional such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 
problems indicate i by us in para 12 which would arise from only daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, 
giving of such blanket orders. None of the decisions relied their disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on 
upon by the High Court justify such wholesale, therulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ(Supp) 754 w'hereirt the 
unconditional )rders. Moreover, from the mere Raj asthan High Court has he Id that “Under Section 25 G of 
continuation of at ad-hoc employee for one year, it cannot the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
be presumed thal there is need for regular post. Such a ‘last come - first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
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retaining juniors.” Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Any how, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 
In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 
services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and, therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 

costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 
the Supreme Court has held that merely because a temporary 
employee or a casual wage worker is continued for a time 
beyond the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled 
to be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 
temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 
Further, it has also held that4 ‘it is not as if, the person who 
accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 
is not aware of his employment. He accepts the 
employment with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in 
a position to bargain not at arms length since he might 
have been searching for some employment so as to eke out 
his livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that 
ground alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that ‘ ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 448 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. 
AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a 
mode of appointment and if appointment is made without 
following the rules, the same being a nullity, the question 
of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
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period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 
SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that “it 
is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law.” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 

PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisatkm and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy qr. sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim negularisation ot his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait fist prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait fist and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger,as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 
Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 
with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 
entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 
at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 
settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 
settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 
not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 
of mala fide, misrepresentation, fr aud or even corruption or 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
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, the representative for the Petitioner 
t similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
with back wages and these disputes are 
ire and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

td since the Supreme Court has held that 
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rely because they have completed 240 
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its own merit and the changes brought 
squent decisions of the Supreme Court 
regard to the changes in the policy 
lovt, in the wake of prevailing market 
lation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
te Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
:instatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
herefore, I find this point against the 
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r is entitled? 

of my foregoing findings that the 
irary employee and he is not entitled to 
lar service or made permanent merely 
such continuance of work, I find the 
itled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

reference is answered accordingly, 

he P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
mnced by me in the open court on this 
f, 2007.) 

JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
sd: — 

WW1 Sri S. Udayakumar 
WW2Sri V, S. Skambaram 

t MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri C. Ramal ingam 

l:— 

Description 

erox copy of the of the papa- publication 
daily Thanthi based on Ex.Ml. 

erox copy of the administrative 
lidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 
r implementation of Ex. M1. 

01-05-91 

20-08-91 

15-03-97 

25-03-97 

17-11-84 

21-11-96 

21-11-96 

3001-97 

064)3-97 

0003-97 

0003-97 

17-03-97 

2003-97 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all branches 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex,W4. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending Period of qualifying 
service daily wagers 

Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of massenger posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding indentification of massenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97. 

Xerox copy of the instruction Reference 
book on staff about casuals not to be 
engaged at office/branches to do 
messengerial work. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Elephant Gate Branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Purasawalkam Branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambalkkaih branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding appointment of temporary 
employees. 

Xerox copy of the Reference Book on 
Staff Matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
31-12-1984 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office for interview of messenger 
post—V.Muralikannan. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office for interview of messenger' 
post-~K. Subburaj. 

Xerox copy of thecal! letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office For interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan 

Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial— 
G.Pandi 
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W20 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment ok? ^rw 

SriG.Pandi 

W21 Feb.2005 Xerox copy of the Pay Slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W22 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

W23 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head office Circular 
No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W24 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the Minutes of the 

Bipartite Meeting. 

W25 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms creation of part 
time general Attendants. 

W26 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants, 

W27 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about appointment of 
temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P^ 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O. P, 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
inSLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 

3$ ftR#, 23 IJflTi 2007 

■^T.W. 2314.—1947 (1947 

efn 14) ^ VK1 

^fc54l 1 WRTS ^ PnWbf afa 3^ «n*f<fcHf ^ 

1m, y^4Wg Mm ftm 3 wn ataftftgr 
210/2004) 

t, ^ 23-7-2007 ^ WZ f^lT «n I 

[TJ. 1$?!-12012/3 10/1998-3*1&1TC(#-I)] 

•siffrspTfr 

New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O. 2314.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ret. No. 2 i 0/ 
2004)of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-aim 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 23-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/310/1998-IR (B-I)i 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT: 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 210/2004 

(Principal Labour Court CGID No. 48/99) 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri K. Srinivasan , : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE . 

For the Petitioner : SriV.S.Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K.S. Sundar, 
Advocates. 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 
Order No. L-12012/310/98-IR (B-l)dated 02-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 48/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and Tiled 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
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After the constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication anc this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No 
210/2004. 

2. The S^hedu.G mentioned in that order is 
follows: 

“Whethe * the demand of the workman 
Shri K. Sri ni vasan, wait list No. 500 for restoring the 
wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequer tia! appointment thereupon as temporary 
messengei is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman s entitled?’ 

3. The al 
Statement are brt 

The Petiti 
Exchange for tha 
Bankoflndia anp 
after an intervj 
appointed on 
22-09-1987. Thi 
services were nq 
the Petitioner a; 
Supreme Court 
Bank Employee^ 
was taken up 
Bank, in aiditl 
under Section 1 
Bank of ?ndia 
Federal ton and tl 
or Class IV te 
employment s 
was under cons 
the workn*;n un 
Though. The c/| 
Respondent/Bc 
about the inter 
The Petitioner 
prescribed for 

Royapt'Tam 
Committee appof 
But. ttiey have 
also with regard) 
informed orally 
worked as a 
Petitioner has 
some time perfo 
working on 
another advertisd: 
regarding casua 
service during tf 
working as such, 
Petitioner orally 
required any moi 
i - 4-1997. Hence 

8(l)i 
tnd 

legations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
efly as follows:, 

oner was sponsored by Employment 
post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
he was given appointment as messenger 

ijew and medical examination. He was 
porary basis at Royapurarn branch from 
Petitioner was orally info mod that his 
more required. The non-employment of 

jid others became subject matter before 
the form of Writ Petition filed by Slate 

’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
the Supreme Court. The Respondent/' 
to its counter, filed a copy of .settlement 

reached between management of State 
AH India State Bank of India Staff 

the settlement is with regard to absorption 
piporary workmen who were denied 

1985-86 were classified in the settlement Jderation once again and they classified 
Jer three categories namely A, B and C. 
ossification was unreasonable, the 

brought to the'notice of the Petitioner 
ew to be held through advertisements. (Iso submitted his application in the 
at through Branch Manager of the 
ch. He was called for an interview by a 
rued by Respondent/Bank in this regard, 

jo: informed the result of interview and 
to appointment. But, the Petitioner was 
to join at die branch where he initially 

IV employee. From 22-09-1987 the 
n working as a temporary messenger and 

ijming work in other branches also. While 
orary basis'in Saidapet Bazar branch, 

ment by the Respondent/Bank was made 
workers who were reported to be in 

e same period. While the Petitioner was 
the Manager of the branch informed the 

|on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
te and he need not attend the office from 

the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 

to his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in 
failure, the matter was referred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication. Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, 
the reference framed did not satisfy the grievance of the 
Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to Govt, to 
reconsider the reference and the Petitioner requested the 
Respondent/Bank to continue to engage him in service as 
obtained prior to 31 -3-1997 and to regularise him in service 
in due course. The Respondent/Bank took up an 
unreasonable stand that the service and the number of 
days worked by Petitioner were treated as of no 
consequence, since according to the Respondent/Bank, it 
engaged the Petitioner only in temporary services after the 
settlement. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by 
which his services and number of days worked by him 
after interview do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 
was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 
Respondent/Bank before the conciliation officer. Therefore, 
the Respondent’s action in not absorbing him in regular 
service is unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 
repugnant to Section 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 
termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 
Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even though the settlement 
speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 
been prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 
regularising according to their whims and fancies. The 
Respondent/Bank has also not observed the instructions 
regarding grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 
to the temporary workmen which amounts to violation of 
relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 
engaged the Petitioner and extracted the same work either 
by payment of petty cash or by directing him to work under 
assumed name or by both which amounts to unfair labour 
practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 
not based on strict seniority and without any rationale. 
Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 
relief of regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18( 1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank, 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
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prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No.500 in wait list 

of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that al 1 the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary 

employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 

wait listed at 500 he was not appointed. The said settlements 

were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 

is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped 

from questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and 

his claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the said settlements 

were not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 

of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 

country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 

(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 

does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 

no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 

say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 

before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 

say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 

permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 

31-12-94 were filled up against the wait list of temporary 

employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 

against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 

casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of 

daily wages was not finalized and hence not published and 

there is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 

employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 

no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 

reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 

costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

Employment Exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W. P. No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 
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7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are: ' 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 500 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers in the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) "To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?" 

PointNo.l: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. M1. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 
the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and; / 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure forr.r 
regu.' isation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under Section 
18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 
Respondent/Management. They further contended that 
though the Respondent/Bank has stated that thePetihoi*& '^ 
has not worked for more than 240 days in a cohtlrt&wSfe - 
period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 
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service on- 17-i1therefore, they have no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 
instructions*a3td circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding. 200 4&ys; hepce the question of Petitioner 
working for 24^4ays-does not arise at all. Further, they 
haveinvol^ tfMf provisions of Chapter V A of 
the I.D. Act flh^^rfi^feposterous to contend that the 
Pet&iQj^ ^ enforceable right for 

25G and 25H are very much 
are retrenched messengers 

afi&cfce eligift&wlki instated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 
OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act providing for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment is untenable. It is further 
contended that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W 2, W 
3 and W 8 as well as Ex. M 8 which constitute/relate to the 
circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex.M 1 and the 
averments of MW 1 and MW 2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to die Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ’A, B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 
B & C is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
go’ or first come— last go’ and therefore, the categorization 
in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.M 1 provides an 
opportunity to persons who were engaged on casual basis 
and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies of 
messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do raqsaengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is marked as Ex.W 8. Further, the 
appointment 6f daily wage basis for regular messengerial 
jobs etc. are strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/ 
instructions. In such circumstances, the absorption of 
casuals along with the eligible categories is not valid. 
Therefor^, thcs^|*$>rsons who were engaged by the 
Res^opd^/Ba^oa>'!%$iial basis should not be given 
’permanent appointment in the bank service. Those casuals 

given mofojbeneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 
at (jtialifytag service for interview and selection. But, 
temporary employees have not been informed about this 
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amendment which includes casuals affecting their interest 
and chance. Further, as per instructions in Ex,W 2 four 
types of waiting lists have to be prepared. But the 
Respondent/Bank has alleged to have prepared only one 
wait list for each module as per Ex.M 10 in this case. Those 
candidates under Ex.MlO were found suitable for 
appointment as messengers and sweepers. Even MW 1 is 
unable to say as to when the wait list Ex.M 10 was prepared, 
but it is mentioned in Ex.M 10 that it was prepared based on 
the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which 
are marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when 
MW1 has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 
circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 
produced any document in support of the so called non¬ 
inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 
MW 1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 
there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 
to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 
its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 
that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 
daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW 1 wait list under Ex.M 10 comparises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates 
.While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industry wise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 & 16 of 
Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 
that preparation of Ex.M I namely wait list is not 
inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M 2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding, projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released / published even after’ the Court 
order in WMPNo. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 
Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 
these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 
violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 
attached to the wait list. Above all, Ex. M 1 was not produced 
at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 
M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

' Court has held that * ‘to employ workmen as ‘badlies casuals 
or temporaries and to continue them as such for many 
years with the object of depriving them of the status and 
privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex. M 10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 
accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 
but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 
against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 
circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 
appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 
deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 
further claim for being considered for permanent 
appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
‘produced any document show how he has arrived at the 
seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 
was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 
the averment and also for the averment of MW I. Therefore, 
the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 
of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 
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and the Respond jnt/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 
employees. Thou >h the Respondent/Bank has produced 
Ex. M6 which alle »ed to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 
proceedings dal ed 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 
Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 
settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex. M1 to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6 
Though the Resp mdent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and M11 
interim orders pa ssed by High Court of Madras in WMP 
No. 11932/91 in iV.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
the case of the Pei itioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 
Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
Of management witnesses during the cross examination 
had become appai ent that they have no personal knowledge 
about the settlem snts which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 
Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 
voluntary retirerr ent scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 
was implementec only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 
post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 
Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 
Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 
more in a contiruous period of 12 calendar months as 
enshrined under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, the -efore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and againj t the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, the y are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Responder t/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the pro visi >ns of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Peti ioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected [.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/I lank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioi lers have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONA BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that the expression ‘actually 
worked under th< > employer’ cannot mean that those days 
only when the wo rkmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necess irily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc.” It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the tern jorary employees who have reported to 
have submitted t leir application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular a id therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases,, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
were bonafide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1991LU 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 
INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 
AND OTHERS wherein under section 12(3) the union 
entered into a settlement with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from the 
job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 
a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 
voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached in 
the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 
misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 
on the workmen.” Learned counsel foi' the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 1997II LLJ 1189 
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ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 
Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 
"therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 
conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority union 
will be binding on all workmen pf the establishment, even 
those who belong to the minority union which had objected 
to the same. To that extent, it departs from the ordinary law 
of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold the sanctity 
of settlements reached with the active assistance of the 
Conciliation Officer and to discourage an individual 
employee or a minority union from scuttling the settlement.” 
It further held that ‘ ‘there may be exceptional cases, where 
there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud or even 
corruption or other inducements. But, in the absence of 
such allegations, a settlement in the course of collective 
bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration. 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997 I LLJ 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 
PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided into 
two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside the 
conciliation proceedings under section 18(1) of the I.D. 
Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation 
proceedings under section 18(3). A settlement of the first 
category has limited application and binds merely parties 
to it and settlement of the second category made with a 
recognised majority union has extended application as it 
will be binding on all workmen of the establishment. Even 
in case of the first category, if the settlement was reached 
with a representative union of which the contesting 
workmen were members and if there was nothing 
unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the settlement, it 
must be binding on the contesting workmen also.” He 
further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 
NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 
STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 
the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and oiher 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11, Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner s 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 
the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 
the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 

Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 
KOLLAM TTTT A HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to find out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again.” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 
the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute instead 
of refusing to answer the reference on merits.” Further, he 
argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 
question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 
or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 
LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 
manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued 
that in Express Newspapers P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 
1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘the Tribunal 
has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 
the order of reference should not be construed in the 
manner which would prolong the industrial adjudication. 

3403 Gl/2007—10 
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The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 
disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 
*t should consider the order of reference in a fair and 
reasonable m inner, though the order of reference is not 
happily frame i nor was it framed to the high expectation of 
the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 
representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 
reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 
is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 
Petitioners hi ve been retrenched from the Respondent/ 
Bank and then :fore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 
of the Petitior ers and can decide whether the Petitioner is 
entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 
whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 
Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 
Respondent nat it is beyond the scope of reference is 
without any < ubstance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore. I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed 'or by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I fin 1 that the settlement was validly entered Into 
between the F espondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find t le Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended tht t since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in ti te wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. ] C.V, VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “the only question which falls for determination 
in this appeal ,s whether a candidate whose name appears 
in the select 1 st on the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a rig ht of appointment in Govt, service in an 
existing or a future vacancy.” In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies a: id consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were r amoved from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. SHANKAR 
PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that by its k Uer dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 
Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 
and that inclus ion of their names in the panel was not to 
confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 
in the servicei of the bank. Considering the object with 

I 

which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 
yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion that 
the Respondents did not get any right because of inclusion, 
of their names in the said panel for permanent absorption 
in the services of the bank. Whatever conditional l ight 
they had come to an end with the expiry of the panel. The 
claim of the Respondents as contained in the W.P. was 
thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned Single Judge 
and the Division Bench, when it first decided the appeal 
were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 
respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF 
INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held that “candidates 
included in merit list has no indefeasible right to 
appointment even if a vacancy exists” and retying on all 
these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner has no right to question 
the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of 
the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 
be said that preparation of wait list was made with mala fide 
motive; Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the 
dale namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 
restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB 1C 2168 STATE OF 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA SINGH AND OTHERS 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “now coming to 
the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary employees 
who have continued for more than a year should be 
regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it. The direction 
has been given without reference to the existence of a 
vacancy. The direction in effect means that every ad-hoc/ 
temporary employee who has been continued for one year 
should be regularised even though (a) no vacancy Is 
available for him which means creation of a vacancy; (b) he 
was not sponsored by Employment Exchange nor was he 
appointed in pursuance of a notification calling for 
applications which means he had entered by a back door; 
(c) he was not eligible and qualified for the post at the time 
of his appointment; (d) his record of service since his 
appointment is not satisfactory. These are the additional 
problems indicated by us in para 12 which would arise from 
giving of such blanket orders. None of the decisions relied 
upon by the High Court justify such wholesale, 
unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an ad-hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 
who have put in one year’s service as far as possible and 
subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
irrespective of and without taking into account the other 
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In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief m :sf 
be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the orders 
of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision reported 
in 1997IISCC 1 ASKWANI KUMAR AND OTHERS Vi. 
STATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein the Full Bench 
of the Supreme Court has considered the above 
regularisation of appointment in excess of sanctioned posts. 
“So far as the question of confirmation of these employees 
whose entry itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to 
be noted that question of confirmation or regularisation of 
an irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 
candidate concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or 
on ad-hoc basis against an available vacancy which is 
already sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is 
unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 
question of regularising the incumbent on such a non¬ 
existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 
and even if such purported regularisation or confirmation 
is given, it would be an exercise in futility. It would amount 
to decorating a still bom baby. Under these circumstances, 
there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 
valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 
these employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 
temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 
circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 
be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The 
concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 
such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 
only daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, 
their disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on 
the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 
the I.D.Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
‘last come—first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors. Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Any how, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 

services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and, therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 

costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 
in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRE FARY, 
STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 
Court has held that merely because a temporary employee 
or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 
term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 
absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 
the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due processor 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 
temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right ” 
Further, it has also held that ‘ ‘it is not as if, the person who 
accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 
is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 
with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that ‘ ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee...... It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 5443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 
OTHERS Vj. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode 

of appointment and if appointment is made without 

following the rules, the Same being a nullity, the question 

of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of 

purported period of probation would not arise. Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANFUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of Indio, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
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18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, 1 find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not intitled to claim any rights for 

regularisation, merely because they have completed 240 

days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar months 

and die Supreme Court has also held that each case must 

be considered on its own merit and the changes brought 

about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court 

probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Dius, the reference is answered accordingly, 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him. 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31 st January. 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMaN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri K. Srinivasan 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW 2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. M). 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

for implementation of Ex. M1 

W3 24-OA91 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all branches 

regarding absorption of daily wagers in 

Messenger vacancies 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu on daily wages based on Ex.W4. 

t'P- ‘I1 M* I II 
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W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending. Period of qualifying 

service to daily wageis 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of massenger posts. 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding indentification of massenger 
vacancies and filling them before 

31-3-97. 

W8 Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 
do messengerial work. 

W9 17-06-89 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Royapuram Branch. 

W10 26-09 92 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Royapuram Branch. 

Wil 27-07-95 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Overseas branch. 

W12 09-04-97 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch. 

W13 24-04-97 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Saidapet Branch. 

VV14 06-05-97 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Alandur Branch. 

W15 Nil Xerox copy- of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank, 
regarding recruitment tn subordinate 

care & service conditions. 

W16 Nil Xerox copy of the Reference book, on 
Staff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 

31-12-95. 

W17 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office For interview of messenger 
post—J. Muralikannan. 

W18 06-03-97 Xettox copy the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office for interview of messenger 

post—K. Subburaj 

W19 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office For interview of messenger 

post—J. Velmurugan 

W20 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan 

W21 2603-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi 

W22 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi 

W23 Feb.2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W24" 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about Engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

W25 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office Circular 
No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

W26 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the Minutes of the 
Bipartite Meetting. 

W27 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the Settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms creation of part 

time general Attendants. 

W28 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants. 

W29 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Appointment of 
temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 1607-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-0695 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O. P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
inSLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 

f^vTt, 23 2007 
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New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O. 2315.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 217/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cuin- 
Labcur Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 23-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/349/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TREBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 217/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 55/99] 

tin the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN . 

Sri S. Panneerselvam : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S.Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder 
Advocates 

AWARD 

I. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/349/98-IR (B-I) dated 03-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court Las taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 55/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 
217/2004. 

. 2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as. 
follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri P. Panneerselvam, wait list No. 555 for restoring 
the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary' 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Kodambakkam branch 
from October, 1985. The Petitioner was orally informed that 
his services were no more required. The non-employment 
of the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 
was under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A. B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application n the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the 
Kodambakkam branch. He was called for an interview by a 
Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard, 
but, they have not informed the result of interview and 
also with regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was 
informed orally to join at the branch where he initially 
worked as a class IV employee. From October, 1985, the 
Petitioner has been working as a temporary messenger and 
some time performing work in other branches also. While 
working on temporary basis in Nungambakkam branch, 
another advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 
working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
required any more and he need not attend the office from 
1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 
his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 
the matter w'as referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 
framed did not satisfy the grievance of the Petitioner, he 
has made a fresh representation to Govt, to reconsider the 
reference and the Petitioner requested the Respondent/ 
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Bank to continue to engage him in service as obtained 
prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise him in service in due 
course. The Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable 
stand that the service and the number of days worked by 
Petitioner were treated as of no consequence, since 
according to the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 
Petitioner only in temporary services after the settlement. 
The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by which his 
services and number of days worked by him at ter interview 
do not merit consideration. The Petitioner was not a party 
to the settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before 
the conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s action 
in not absorbing him in regular service is unjust and illegal. 
Further, the settlements are repugnant to Section 25G & 
25H of the I.D. Act. The termination of the Petitioner is 
against the provisions of Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 
though the settlement speaks about three categories only 
a single wait list has been prepared and the Respondent7 
Bank has been Regularising according to their whims and 
fancies. The Respondent/Bank has also not observed the 
instructions regarding grant of increments, leave, medical 
benefits etc. to the temporary workmen which amounts to 
violation of relevant provisions of circular. The 
Respondent/Bank engaged the Petitioner and extracted the 
same work either by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to work under assumed name or by both wrhich amounts 
to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers serious 
infirmities and it is not based on strict seniority and without 
any rationale. Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner 
prays to grant relief of regular employment in Respondent/ 
Bank with all attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18( 1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 
The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
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of 1 .D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 055 in waitlist 

of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such ot those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B. 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who. were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 day* aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block ot a6 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7. 

the length of temporary service w as to be considered lor 

seniority in the wait list and it w'as also agreed that wait nst 

was to lapse in December. 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees w'ere working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 555 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which wrere the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements w'ere not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does, not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 
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settlements, vacant ies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 
1995-96 has to be Tiled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 
of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 
appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 
wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In ihe adcitional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank s duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner is he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank las issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even ip menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen wit! t ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait fisted workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made b / the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Resporident/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/'Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W P.No.7872 of 1991. the Petitioner- 
questioned the settl jment dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 
of the Petitioner. Hemce, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in h s favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points.,for my 
consideration are : 

(i) • “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 555 for restoring the wait list of 
temporiry messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary- 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly- 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 
the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On hehalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under Section 
18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 
Respondent/Management. They further contended that 
though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 
has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 
service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 
instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
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have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 
OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act providing for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment is untenable. It is further 
contended that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 
and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 
circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex.MJ and the 
averments of MW 1 and MW 2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. M 1 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ‘A, B and C, but this categorization of ‘A, 
B & C’ is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
go’ or first come— last go’ and therefore, the categorization 
in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.M 1 provides an 
opportunity to persons who were engaged on casual basis 
and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies of 
messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is marked as Ex. W8. Further, the appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment in the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
instructions in Ex.W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
prepared only one wait list for each module as per Ex.M 10 
in this case. Those candidates under Ex.MlO were found 
suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers. 
Even MW 1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex .M10 

was prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex.M10 that it was 
prepared based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 
and 9-1-91 which are marked as Ex.M 1, M3 and M4 
respectively. But, when MW1 has spoken about the 
settlements, he deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was 
not included in the Madras circle since the High Court 
order is there, but he has not produced any document in 
support of the so called non-inclusion except his bald 
statement. Further, according to MW1 wait list under 
Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in 
the Counter Statement with regard to this wait list. Further 
the Hon’ble High Court has held in its order dated 23-7-99 
in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is marked as an exhibit, in 
which it is stated that ‘it is clear that the 1987 settlement 
was concerned with the temporary class IV employees who 
were paid scale wages as per Bipartite Settlement while the 
1988 settlement dealt with daily wager in Class IV category 
who were paid wages daily on mutual agreement basis. In 
such circumstances, as rightly contended the Respondent 
are not justified and combined the list of candidates covered 
under 1987 settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed 
two distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat 
one class and their action undoubtedly amounts to 
violation of Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, 
the averment of MW1 and the statements in Counter 
Statement are contrary to the above and it is nothing but a 
desperate attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or 
perpetrated by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals 
with unequals. It is further contended on behalf of the 
Petitioner that as per deposition of MW 1 wait list under 
Ex.MlO comprises of both messengerial and non- 
messengerial candidates .While the temporary employees 
were appointed after due process of selection and were 
paid wages on the basis of industry wise settlement, it is 
not so in the case of casuals. Therefore, both belongs to 
two different and distinct categories. But, Ex.M3 provides 
for the same norms to the casuals as in the case of 
temporary employees in the matter of absorption. 
Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 & 16 of Constitution 
of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended that 
preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not inconformity 
with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non-preparation of 
separate panels amounts to violation of circular. Secondly, 
it has not been prepared as per instructions in Ex. W2 
circular regarding projected vacancies for the period from 
1987 to 1994. Furthermore, no wait list was released / 
published even after the Court order in WMP No. 11932/91 
in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing the Respondent/Bank to 
release the list of successful candidates pursuant to the 
first advertisement published in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. 
Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 
particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 
and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 
respective seniority. From all these things, it is clear that 
Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 
and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 
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lala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
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ption of temporary employees. Though 
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lutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
ional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
teither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
ed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. M1 to M4 made in 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and Ml 1 interim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P.Np. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 
Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 
apd it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 
case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under Section 25B and 25Fof the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that the expression 'actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub-staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
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circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the Federation 
were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 19911U 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 
INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, A.P. 
AND OTHERS wherein under section 12(3) the union 
entered into a settlement with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from the 
job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 
a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 
voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached 

in the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 1997IILLJ 1189 
ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 
Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 
"therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 

union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 

even those who belong to the minority union which had 

objected to the same. To that extent, it departs from the 

ordinary law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 

the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 

assistance of the Conciliation Officer and to discourage 

an individual employee or a minority union from scuttling ■ 
the settlement. ” It further held that “there may be 

exceptional cases, where there may be allegations of mala 

fides, fraud or even corruption or other inducements. But, 

in the absence of such allegations, a settlement in the 

course of collective bargaining is entitled to due weight 

and consideration. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 19971 LLJ 308 K.C.P. 
LTD. Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under section 18(1) of the 

I.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under section 18(3). A settlement 

of the first category has limited application and binds 

merely parties to it and settlement of the second category 

made with a recognised majority union has extended 

application as it will be binding on all workmen of the 

establishment. Even in case of the first category, if the 

settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ’’ He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 
SC 469NAHONALENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

goodwill between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide' in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer 

for adjudication after examining the allegations as there 

is an underlying assumption that the settlement reached 

with the help of the Conciliation officer, must be fair and 

reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 
alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11. Learned counsel fOr the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is “whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
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Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?” The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with ful back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner's 
contention agaius the reference made by the Govt is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 
the restoration of wait list can be made as contended bv 
the Petitioner an I not reinstatement as alleged by the 
Peti doner in the C aim Statement. 

12. But, as a gainst this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in die matter of ten ability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported n 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLAHOflffL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vjt. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court h&s held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in he matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the T ribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, ifpoint.' of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on mer ts and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wor iing of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again,,r It further held that "the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading a id find out the exact nature of pleading 

of the Petitioner t ? find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits." 
Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 
into the question w hether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
tn service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC 166< VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 
MILLS Vs. INDUS' RIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh F igh Court has held that "the Tribunal 

cannot go behind 0 le terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannc t look into the pleadings of parties. ” 
He also relied on th<: rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAMBANTHAI f Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRA 5, wherein it has been held that "it has 

been repeatedly he Id that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner." He also argued that in Express Newspapers P. 
.Ltd. case reported ii AIR ! 99.3 SC 569 the Supreme Court 
has held that "the Tribunal has jurisdiction to consider 

all incidental matt ;rs also and the order of reference 

should not be construed in the manner which would 

prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is 

expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 

.he parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 

though the order oj reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the I ligh expectation of the Labour Court." 

Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 

Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 

mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 

from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K.V. VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basts of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Govt, service in an 

existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits in which, the Supreme Court has held 
that "in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported 
in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel hyij? not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 
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contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in merit 

list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists ” and relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 
Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 
there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 
preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 
wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 
circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 
31 -3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 
him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 
IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 
SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “now coming to the direction that all those ad hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 

it. The direction has been given without reference to the 

existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means that 

every ad hoc / temporary employee who has been 

continued for one year should be regularised even though 

(a) no vacancy is available for him which means creation 

of a vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 

Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 

notification calling far applications which means he had 

entered by a back door (c) he was not eligible and qualified 

for the post at the time of his appointment; (d) his record 

of service since his appointment is not satisfactory. These 

are the additional problems indicated by us in para 12 

which would arise from giving of such blanket orders. 

None of the decisions relied upon by the High Court justify 

such wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from 

the mere continuation of an ad-hoc employee for one year, 

it cannot be presumed that there is need for regular post. 

Such a presumption may be justified only when such 

continuance extends to several years. Further, there can 

be no rule of thumb in such matters. Conditions and 

circumstances of one unit may not be the same as of the 

other. Just because in one case, a direction was given to 

regularise employees who have put in one year’s service 

as far as possible and subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

it cannot be held that in each and every case, such a 

direction must follow irrespective of and without taking 

into account the other relevant circumstances and 

considerations. The relief must be moulded in each case 

having regard to all the relevant facts and circumstances 

of that case. It cannot be a mechanical act but a judicious 

one. From this, the impugned directions must be held to 

be totally untenable and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 
Court set aside the orders of lower Courts. He further relied 

on the decision reported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI 
KUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 
OTHERS wherein the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 
considered the above regularisation of appointment in 
excess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the question of 

confirmation of these employees whose entry itself was 

illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted that 

question of confirmation or regularisation of an 

irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 

candidate concerned is appointed in an irregular manner 

or on ad-hoc basis against an available vacancy which 

is already sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is 

unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

question of regularising the incumbent on such a non¬ 

existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 

and even if such purported regularisation or confirmation 

is given, it would be an exercise in futility. It would amount 
to decorating a still bom baby. Under these circumstances, 
there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 
valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 
these employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the l.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary, ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
“Under Section 25G of the l.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 
made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 
ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 
worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 

in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 
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t which is not permissble.” Further, 

tile laying down the law, has clearly 

ppointment is in terms of the relevant 

• competion among qualified persons, 

nfer any right on the appointee. 

that merely because a temporary 

wage worker is continued for a time 

appointment, he would not be entitled 

tr service or made permanent meerely 

uch continuance, if the original 

nade by following a due process of 

I by relevant rules. Further, in CDJ 

)NAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 

t SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 

risation furthermore, is not a mode 

if appointment is made without 

e same being a nullity, the question 

in employee upon the expiry of 

obation would not arise. ” Further, 

JNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 

4R, the Supreme Court has held that 

the appointment of the Respondent 

i post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

' of the Constitution of India, the 

ose of recruiting its employees was 

ecruitment rules. Any recruitment 

tuch rules as also in violation of 

enshrined under Article 14 and 16 

dia would be void in law. ” Further, 

DHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 

3PMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 

Supreme Court has held that “only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 

Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably havin g re gard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 

m the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. ” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner • 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 

thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait listornumberallottedtothem. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 

Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 

at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 

settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 

settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 

not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 

of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption 

or other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find 

the Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at 

this stage and since they are only temporary employees 

and since jt is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
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240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Government in the wake of prevailing 
market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 
outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled 
to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/ 
Bank as alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against 

the Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

rel ief the Petitioners entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as Claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: — 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri S. Panneerselvam 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 SriC. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 1-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. MI. 

W2 2004-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. M1 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the Circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all branch 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4 

W5 2008-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending Period of qualifying 

service to daily wagers. 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of thecircular letter of Zonal 
Officer, Chennai About filling up of 
vacancies of messangers posts 

W7 2503-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding identification of massenger 
vacancies and filling them before 

31-3-97. 

W8 Nil 

I 

Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casual 
not to be engaged at office.branches to 

do messengerial work. 

W9 2608-88 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Kodambakkam Branch. 

W10 0603-91 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch. 

Wll 1905-92 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch. 

W12 1808-94 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch. 

W13 1808-94 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch. 

W14 14-10-96 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch 

W15 0803-97 Xerox copy of the certificate issued by 

Nungambakkam Branch 

W16 2205-98 Xerox copy of the service ceertificate 
issued by Industrial Finance Branch 

W17 02502-98 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Nungambakkam Branch 

WI8 Nil Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/bank 
regarding recruitment to subordinate 
care & service conditions. 

W19 Nil Xerox copy of the service Chapter XXX 
of Reference book on Staff matters 
regarding service conditions of parftime 
Employees & domestic servants. 

W20 0603-97 Xerox copy of the latter from Madurai 
zonal office For interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan 

W21 0603-97 Xerox copy of tte call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 

post—K. Subburaj 

W22 0606-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office For interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan 

W23 1703-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan 

W24 2603-97 Xerox copy of the call letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G.Pandi 

W25 3103-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G.Pandi 
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Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekai 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Mudurai Circle 

Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list 

jXerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff 

jXerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 

meeting 

Kerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

[>art time general attendants 

Rerox copy of the local Head Office 

fcircular about Conversion of part time 

bmployees and redesignate them as 

general attendants 

kerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

emporary employees in subordinate 
padre 

It/Management:— 

Description 

Cerox copy of the settlement. 

£erox copy of the settlement. 

Cerox copy of the settlement. 

terox copy of the settlement. 

^erox copy of the settlement. 

perox copy of the minutes of concil iation 
roceedings. 

[erox copy of the order in W.P. 

to. 7872/91. 

[erox copy of the order in O.P. 

[o. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

;erox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

ISLP No. 3082/99. 

erox copy of the wait list of Trichy 
lodule. 

erox copy of the order passed in CMP 

0.16289 and >16290/99 in W.A. 

b. 1893/99. 

23 *JeTTi, 2007 

i—1947 (1947 
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3F3R srkrenft 

New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O. 2316.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 216/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 

of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 23-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/351/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31 st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 216/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 54/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri M. Thangavelu : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S.Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/351/98-IR (B-I) dated 03-02-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 54/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
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After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 
216/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri M. Thangavelu wait list No. 541 for restoring 
the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Thiruvallur branch. The 
Petitioner was orally informed that his services were no 
more required. The non-employment of the Petitioner and 
others became subject matter before Supreme Court in the 
form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank Employees’ Union 
in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which was taken up by the 
Supreme Court. The Respondent/Bank, in addition to its 
counter, filed a copy of settlement under Section 18(1) 
reached between management of State Bank of India and 
All India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV temporary 
workmen who were denied employment after 1985-86 were 
classified in the settlement was under consideration once 
again and they classified the workmen under three 
categories namely A, B and C. Though the classification 
was unreasonable, the Respondent/Bank brought to the 
notice of the Petitioner about the interview to be held 
through advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of the Thiruvallur branch. He was called for an 
intervie w by a Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank 
in this regard. But, they have not informed the result of 
interview and also with regard to appointment. But, the 
Petitioner was informed orally to join at the branch where 
he initially worked as a class IV employee. The Petitioner 
has been working as a temporary messenger and 
some-times performing work in other branches also. While 
working on temporary basis in Thiruvallur branch, another 
advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 
working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
required any more and he need not attend the office from 
1 -4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 
his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 

the matter was referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 
framed did not satisfy the grievance of the Petitioner, he 
has made a fresh representation to Govt, to reconsider the 
reference and the Petitioner requested the Respondent/ 
Bank to continue to engage him in service as obtained 
prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise him in service in due 
course. The Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable 
stand that the service and the number of days worked by 
Petitioner were treated as of no consequence, since 
according to the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 
Petitioner only in temporary services after the settlement. 
The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by which his 
services and number of days worked by him after interview 
do not merit consideration. The Petitioner was not a party 
to the settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before 
the conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s action 
in not absorbing him in regular service is unjust and illegal. 
Further, the settlements are repugnant to Section 25G & 
25H of the I.D. Act. The termination of the Petitioner is 
against the provisions of para 522(4) of Sastry Award. 
Even though the settlement speaks about three categories 
only a single wait list has been prepared and the 
Respondent/Bank has been Regularising according to their 
whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank has also not 
observed the instructions regarding grant of increments, 
leave, medical benefits etc. to the temporary workmen which 
amounts to violation of relevant provisions of circular. The 
Respondent/Bank engaged the Petitioner and extracted the 
same work either by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to work under assumed name or by both which amounts 
to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers serious 
infirmities and it is not based on strict seniority and without 
any rationale. Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner 
prays to grant relief of regular employment in Respondent/ 
Bank with all attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3)of I.D. Act in lieu of pro vis ions of 
law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

3403 Gl/2007—12 
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espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
resulted in five settlements dated 

1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 
its became subject matter of conciliation 

minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
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j>hout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
ent (Conferment of Permanent Status 
981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 
plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 
It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 
discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 
settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 
1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 
of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 
appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 
wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 
absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9- J -91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 
of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
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consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 541 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

‘ (ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 
the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under Section 
18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 
Respondent/Management. They further contended that 
though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 
has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 
service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 

enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 
instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messenger* 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 224$ 

CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 
OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act providing for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment is untenable. It is further 
contended that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 
and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 
circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 
averments of MW 1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause J of Ex. M1 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ‘A, B and C’, but this categorization of ‘ A, 
B & C’ is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
go’ or first come— last go’ and therefore, the categorization 
in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml provides an 
opportunity to persons who were engaged on casual basis 
and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies of 
messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is maiked as Ex.W8. Further, the appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment in the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
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Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 
particulars about the candidates’ date of initial appointment 
and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 
respective senidrity. From all these things, it is clear that 
Ex. Ml 0 has been prepared in violation of instructions and 
ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 
Above all. Ex. Ml was not produced at the time of 
conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997-98 held 
at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 the 
Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. MIO before 
this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. If is 
further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 

the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these petitioners 
were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 
the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 
in leave vacancy. Further, even before or after the settlement 
on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 
they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 
to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. 
Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s work in the Respondent/ 
Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 
the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 
categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 
vSastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 
of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 4 
SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 
AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 
“to employ workmen as ‘badlies casuals or temporaries 

and to continue them as such for many years with the 

object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 

permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned representative 
further contended that Ex.MlO wait list has not been 
prepared in accordance with principle of seniority in the 
legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. MIO which' 
has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondem/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 
states that candidates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 
future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in casefa 
candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 

within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 
bemg considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 
The Respondent/Bank has not produced any document to 
show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is 
a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 
for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, the termination of the 
Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

tl|l>,ll I "C* 1 "j 1 1 I .i I ij i, HH If- '-(til 
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settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 
only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and Ml 1 interim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 
Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 
and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 
case, The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 ’ 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds. have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONA!. BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc.” It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fauty 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as- messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the Federation 
were bonafide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1991 LLJ 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 
INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 
AND OTHERS wherein under Section 12(3) the union 
entered into a settlement with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned frorp the 
job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 
a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 
voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached in 
the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 
misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 
on the workmen.” Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 1997 II LLJ 1189 
ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 
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11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner's 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 
the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 
the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 
Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to find out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
agaiq.” It further held that "the Tribunal should look into 
the pleading and figd out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to fuxi out the exact nature of dispute instead 
of refusing to answer the reference on merits.” Further, he 
argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 
question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 
or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 
LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. S AMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 
manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued 
that in Express Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 
1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘the Tribunal 
has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 
the order of reference should not be construed in the 
manner which would prolong the industrial adjudication. 
The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 
disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 
it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 
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reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 
happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 
the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 
representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 
reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 
is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 
Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 
Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 
of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 
entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 
whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 
Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 
Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 
without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K. V. VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that '‘the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Govt, service in an 

existing or a future vacancy." In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 
informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for one 
year only and that inclusion of their names in the panel 
was not to confer on them any right to seek permanent 
appointment in the services of the bank. Considering the 
object with which the panel was prepared and the fact that 
i t was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion 
that the Respondents did not get any right because of 

inclusion of their names in the said panel for permanent 
absorption in the services of the bank. Whatever 
conditional right they had come to an end with the expiry 
of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as contained in 
the W.P. was thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned 
Single Judge and the Division Bench, when it first decided 
the appeal were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and 
the appeal respectively.” He further relied on the rulings 
reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. 
UNION OF INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “candidates included in merit list has no indefeasible 
right to appointment etfen if a vacancy exists” and relying 
on all these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner has no right to question 
the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of 
the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 
be said that preparation of wait list was made with mala fide 
motive. Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the 
date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 
restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA SINGH AND OTHERS 
wherein jhe Supreme Court has held that “now coming to 

i the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary employees 
who have continued for more than a year should be 
regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it The direction 
has been given without reference to the existence of a 
vacancy. The directioniireffect means that every ad-hoc/ 
temporary employee who has been continued for one year 
should be-regularised even though (a) ho vacancy is 
available for him which means creation of a vacancy; (b) he 
was not sponsored by Employment Exchange nor was he 
appointed in pursuance of a notification calling for 
applications which means he had entered by a back door 
(c) he was not eligible and qualified for the post at the time 

* of his appointment (d) his record of service since his 

appointment is not satisfactory. These are the additional 

problems indicated by us in para 12 which would arise 

from giving of such blanket orders. None of the decisions 

relied upon by the High Court justify such wholesale, 

unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 

continuation of an ad-hoc employee for one year, it cannot 

be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 

presumption may be justified only when such continuance 

extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 

thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 

one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 

in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 

who have put in one year’s service as far as possible and 

subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 

that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 

irrespective of and without taking into account the other 

relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 

be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 

facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 

mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the 
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15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC I 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 
the Supreme Court has held that merely because a temporary 
employee or a casual wage worker is continued for a time 
beyond the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled 
to be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 
temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 
Further, it has also held that * ‘it is not as if, the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 
is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 
with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC443 NATIONAL FER TILIZERS LTD. AND 
OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 
confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 
SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that “it 
is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
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INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the Five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17. I find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 
Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 
with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 
entered into between the Respondenl/Bank and Federation, 
at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 
settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 
wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 
settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 
not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 
of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I frrid the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided ih this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, 1 find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is angered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounbed by me in the open court on this 
day the 31 st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri M. Thangavelu 
WW2 Sri V. S Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri C.Ramaiingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

WI 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

W2 20-4-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. MI. 

W3 24-4-91 Xerox copy of the circular of Rspondent/ 
Bank to all . Branches regarding 
absorption of daily wagers in messenger 
vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending Period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 
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W6 

W7 

W8 

W9 

W10 

Wll 

W12 

W13 

W14 

W15 

WI6 

W17 

W18 

W19 

W20 

W21 

W22 

W23 

W24 

15-03-97 

25-03-97 

Nil 

Nil 

30-09-96 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

06-03-97 

06-03-97 

06-03-97 

17-03-97 

26-03-97 

31-03-97 

Feb. 2005 

13-2-95 

09-11-92 
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Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Office Chennai about filling up of 

vacancies of massenger posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bgnk to all Branches 

regarding indentification of massenger 

vacancies and filling tnem before 
31-3-97. 

Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Reference Book on Staff about casuals 

not be engaged at office/branches to do 

messengerial work. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Thiruvallur branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Thiruvallur branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Thiruvallur branch. 

Xerox copy of the attendence register. 

Xerox copy oT the administrative 

guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Respondent/Bank 

regarding appointment of temporary 
employees. 

Xerox copy of the Reference Book on 

Staff Matters Volume III consolidated 

upto 31-12-95. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Zonal Office for interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from 

Madurai Zonal Office for interview of 

messenger post—K. Subburaj. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Zonal Office for interview of messenger 

post—J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the service particulars 

—J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial-G. Pandi. 

Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Shri-G. Pandi. 

Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of Februry, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

Xerox copy of the Head Office Circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W25 094)7-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respefldent/Bank and All India Staff 

liank of India Staff Fedration for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

W26 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the Local Head Office 

circular about conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants. 

W27 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the Local Head Office 

circular about appointment of tempprary 

employees, in subordinate cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 
Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 
M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 
M5 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 
M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 
M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O. P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 
M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

inSLPNo. 3082/99. 
M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

Mil 25-1099 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 

^ ferft, 23 2007 

^r.air. 2317.—^ikiirhcfi f^K arfafwqM, 1947 (1947 

14) 17 ^ W 

^ xjrre CsM Rtgqrr 215/2004) WTftld 

t, ^ ^ ^ 23-7-2007 ^ 1T37T Stf 1 

[*T. VB-12012/350/1998-) ] 

o£RR, 

New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O, 2317.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 215/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 

of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 23-7-2007. 
09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 

meeting. 
[No. L-12012/350/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 
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ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 215/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 53/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

- the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri V.Rajagopal : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner ; Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder 
Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/350/98-IR (B-I) dated 3-2-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 53/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their Claim Statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 

I.D.No. 215/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri V. Rajagopal, wait list No. 408 for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 

Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. He was 

appointed on temporary basis at Ambattur Industrial Estate 

branch from 1-6-1981. The Petitioner was orally informed 

that his services were no more required. The non¬ 

employment of the Petitioner and others became subject 

matter before Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition 

filed by State Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 

542/87 which was taken up by the Supreme Court. The 

Respondent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy 

of settlement under Section 18(1) reached between 

management of State Bank of India and All India State 

Bank of India Staff Federation and the settlement is with 

regard to absorption of Class IV temporary workmen who 

were denied employment after 1985-86 were classified in 

the settlement was under consideration once again and 

they classified the workmen under three categories namely 

A, B and C. Though the classification was unreasonable, 

the Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Ambattur 

Industrial Estate branch. He was called for an interview by 

a Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. 

But, they have not informed the result of interview and 

also with regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was 

informed orally to join at the branch where he initially 

worked as a class IV employee. From 01-06-1981, the 

Petitioner has been working as a temporary messenger and 

some time performing work in other branches also. While 

working on temporary basis in Ambattur Industrial Estate 

branch, another advertisement by the Respondent/Bank 

was made regarding casual workers who were reported to 

be in service during the same period. While the Petitioner 

was working as such, the Manager of the branch informed 

the Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required any more and he need not attend the office from 

1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 

his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 

the matter was referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 

Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 

framed did not satisfy the grievance of the Petitioner, he 

has made a fresh representation to Govt, to reconsider the 

reference and the Petitioner requested the Respondent/ 

Bank to continue to engage him in service as obtained- 

prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise him in service in due 

course. The Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable 

stand that the service and the number of days worked by 

Petitioner were treated as of no consequence, since 

according to the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 

Petitioner only in temporary services after the settlement. 

The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by which his 

services and number of days worked by him after interview 

do not merit consideration. The Petitioner was not a party 

to the settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before 

the conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s action 
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temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category; (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category; (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list ar.d it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended upto 3! -3-1997 for filling up vacancies which were 

to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid and 

enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent had 

implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to tire facts that ail tire aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 408 he was not appointed. 

The said settlements were bonafide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

I etiiioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

199>96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait fist, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

| »f M I ..Ikll l M-I ■» 
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examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons lik£ the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the 

Counter Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated 

all the settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of 

India Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act 

and not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 408 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorption of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected- cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work iri the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11 -1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 

strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 

the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 

CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 

OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act providing for retrenchment is not enacted only 

for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 

but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 

of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
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clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201 H. D. SINGH Vs. 
RESERVE BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that "to employ workmen as 

4badlies casuals or temporaries and to continue them as 

such for many years with the object of depriving them of 

the status and privileges of permanent workmen is 

illegal. ” Learned representative further contended that 
Ex.M 10 wait list has not been prepared in accordance with 
principle of seniority In the legal sense, since the selected 
candidates with longest service should have priority over 
those who joined the service taler and therefore, the wait 
list under Ex. M10 which has been drawn up is contrary to 
law and also bad in law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has 
not acted in accordance with the law and the spirit of the 
settlement, but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 
against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 
circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 
appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 
deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 
further claim for being considered for permanent 
appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
‘produced any document show how he has arrived at {Jie 
seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 
was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 
the averment and also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, 
the termination of the Petitioner who'was in regular service 
of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala Fide and illegal 
and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 
employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 
Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 
proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 
Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 
settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 
Though the Resporident/Bank produced Ex. M7 and M11 
interim orders passed by HFgh Court of Madras in WMP 
No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 
Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross- examination 
had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 
about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 
Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 

voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 
was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 
post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 
Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 

Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 
more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 
enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that the expression "actually 

worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and- 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc.” It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such circums¬ 
tances-, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
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OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 

held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

I.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 

settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 

category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on 'all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 

SC469NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD Vs 
STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein'the 
Supreme Court has held that "settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bonafide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer 

for adjudication after examining the allegations as there 

is an underlying assumption that the settlement reached 

with the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 

reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 
alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

II. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 
the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 
the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 
Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

tip m 1 «* 1, i< !•*• 
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rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 
KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that",mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery> 

again. ” It further held that “the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading 

of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 
into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT 
PAPER MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. 
wherein the Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that 
" the Tribunal cannot go behind the terms of reference, 

but that does not mean that it cannot look into the 

pleadings of parties. ”He also relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING 
OFFICER, LABOUR COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has 
been held that “it has been repeatedly held that the Labour 

Court should not attempt to consider the order under 

reference in a technical manner or a pedantic manner, 

but should consider the order of reference in a fair and 

reasonable manner.’’ He also argued that in Express 
Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the 
Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘the Tribunal has jurisdiction 
to consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 
the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 
Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 

in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K.V. VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Govt, service in an 

existing or a future vacancy." In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary’ and 

discriminatory’. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 
in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 
merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 
vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 
Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 
there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

3403 GI/2007—14 
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the initial entry itself is unauthorised and is not against 

any sanctioned vacancy, question of regularising the 

incumbent on such a non-existing vacancy would never 

survive for consideration and even if such purported 

regularisation or confirmation is given, it would be an 

exercise in futility. It would amount to decorating a still 

born baby. Under these circumstances, there was no 

occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 

confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming these 

employees, therefore, remained a nullity. ’’ Therefore 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the l.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LU 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

Under Section 25G of the l.D. Act retrenchment procedure 
following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is not 

mandatory but only directory: on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ’’ 

. °ugh in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 
made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 
ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 
worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI 
the Supreme Court has held that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

t e instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 
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who by the very nature of their appointment, do not acquire 

any right. ” Further, it has also held that "it is not as if the 

person who accepts an engagement either temporary or 

casual in nature is not aware of his employment. He 

accepts the employment with open eyes. It may be true 

that he is not in a position to bargain—not at arms length 

since he might have been searching for some employment 

so as to eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he 

gets. But on that ground alone, it would not be appropriate 

to jettison the constitutional scheme of appointment, 

perpetuate illegalities and to take the view that a person 

who has temporarily or casually got employed should be 

directed to be continued permenently. By doing so, it 

will be creating another mode of public appointment 

which is not permissible. "Further, the Supreme court while 
laying donw the law, has clearly held that "unless the 

appointment is in terms of the relevant rules and after a 

proper competition among qualified persons, the same 

would not confer any right on the appointee.It 

has to be clarified that merely because a temporary 

employee ora casual wage worker is continued for a time 

beyond the term of his appointment, he would not be 

entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely onthe strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. ” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 

is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 

without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 

question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 

of purported period of probation would not arise. ’’ 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, 
SUJANPUR Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court 
has held that "it is not disputed that the appointment of 

the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State ’ 

within the meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of 

India, the Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its 

employees was bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any 

recruitment made in violation of such rules as also in 

violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 

14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be void in 

law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH 
STATE AGRO INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION Vs. S.C. PANDEY wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that "only because an employee had 

worked for more than 240 days of service by that itself 

would not confer any legal right upon him to be 

regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court also held that 
"the changes brought about by the subsequent decisions 

of this court probably having regard to the changes in 

the policy decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing 

market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 

outsourcing is evident, in view of the settled legal position, 

as noticed hereinbefore. ” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it ca^ot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 
inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
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lerefore, I find this point against the W9 26-08-96 

Witnesses ExantiiK s 

For the Petitioner 

For the Respondent 

Documents Market I 

Ex. No. Date 

W1 01-08-88 X< 

da 

W2 20-04-88 Xf 

nt to be decided in this case is to what 
‘ is entitled? 

of my foregoing findings that the 
orary employee and he is not entitled to 
Jlar service or made permanent merely 

such continuance of work, I find the 
ititled to any relief as claimed by him. 

reference is answered accordingly. 

he P.A.‘, transcribed and typed by him, 
>unced by me in the open court on this 
y. 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

d: 

WWt V. Rajagopal 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

t MW I Sri C. Mar iappan 
MW2 Sri C. Rama! mgam 

Description 

erox copy of the paper publication in 
lily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

erox copy of the administrative 

W8 Nil rox copy of the instruction in 
brence book on staff about casuals 
to be engaged at office/branches to 

nessengerial work. 

W10 26-08-% 

Wll 01-06-81 

W12 01-07-81 

W13 01-08-81 

W14 Nil 

WI5 Nil 

W!6 06-03-97 

W17 06-03-97 

W18 06-03-97 

fo r implementation of Ex. M1. 

W3 2404-91 X srox copy of the circular of W19 
R< ispondent/Bank to all Branches 
re; 
M 

larding absorption of daily wagers in 
sssenger vacancies. 

W20 

W4 01-05-91 X( :rox copy of the advertisement in The W2J 
Hi ndu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4 

W5 20-08-91 Xc rox copy of the advertisement in The W22 

Hindu extending Period of qualifying 
set vice to daily wagers. 

W23 W6 15-03-97 Xe rox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Of fice, Chennai About filling up of 
va< ancies of messengers posts. 

W24 W7 25-03-97 Xe rox copy of the circular of 
Re spondent/Bank to all Branches 
reg arding identification of messenger 

W25 va< nancies and filling them before 

W26 09-07-92 

*6 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Ambattur Industrial Estate 
Branch. 

6 Xerox copy the of the service certificate 
issued by Ambattur Industrial Estate 
Branch. 

1 Xerox copy of the order of appointment 
by Ambattur Industrial Estate Branch. 

1 Xerox copy of the order of appointment 
issued by Ambattur Industrial Estate 
Branch. 

1 Xerox copy of the order of appointment 
issued by Ambattur Industrial Estate 
Branch. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding recruitment to subordinate 
care & service condition. 

Xerox copy of the Reference book on 
Staff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
3 M 2-95. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office For interview of messenger 
post—V. Mural ikann an. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from 
Madurai zonal office for interview of 
messenger post—K. Subburaj. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office For interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

Xerox copy of the Appointment order to 
Shri G. Pandi. 

Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February, 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Mudurai Circle. 

Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Cjreule letter about Engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 
No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 
part time general attendants. 

i» i •* > 11 *1 H It •• 1*4.11 
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W27 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

W28 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 1607-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 2805-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 1505-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
in SLP No. 3082/99. 

MI0 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 

^ 23 ^Tlt 2007 

■5FT.3?r. 2318.—1947 ( 1947 

14) ^ m 17^3T3TO^-^^Tr™^^3TR> 

sfen is tort* is fwfrHiY afr ^ ^4*hT t£ 

#Ef; ST^r^fftffe 4f 3fh#T4> 
3*f«RiT"T,%f (TMwiT 213/2004) ^4 il^lPvid 

'FTTl t, 23-7-2007 «Ft W %3U «U I 

[R ^-12012/313/1998-3Hf3TR(4t-I)] 

3H4 g>HK, 3lfq°FRt 

New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O. 2318.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Centra! 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 213/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Centra! 
Government on 23-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/313/1998-IR(B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUN AL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 3.1st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 213/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 51/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause 
(d) of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 
of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between 

the Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri A. Savarinathan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : SriV. S. Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government, Ministry of Labour, vide 
Order No. L-12012/313/9 8-1R (B-I) dated 02-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has 
taken the dispute on its file as CGID No. 51/99 and issued 
notices to both parties. Both sides entered appearance 
and filed their claim statement and Counter Statement 

respectively. After the constitution of this CGIT cum 
Labour Court, the said dispute has been transferred to this 
Tribunal for adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered 
it as I. D. No. 213/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows :- 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri A. Savarinathan, wait list No. 630 for restoring 
the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows:— 
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zr was sponsored by Employment 
3st of sub staff in Class IV cadre in 
i and he was given appointment as 
iterview and medical examination. He 
temporary basis at Thiruvanmiyur 
81. The Petitioner was orally informed 
vere no more required. The non- 
Petitioner and others became subject 
tie Court in the form of Writ Petition 
Employees’ Union in Writ Petition 

is taken up by the Supreme Court. The 
l addition to its counter, filed a copy 
t Section 18(1) reached between 
te Bank of India and AH India State 
Federation and the settlement is with 
of Class IV temporary workmen who 
Tient after 1985-86 were classified in 
Jnder consideration once again and 
rkmen under three categories namely 
the classification was unreasonable, 
ink brought to the notice of the 
le interview to be held through 
ie Petitioner also submitted his 

do not merit consideration. The Petitioner was not a party 
to the settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank 
before the conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s 
actions in not absorbing him in regular service is unjust 
and illegal. Further, the settlements are repugnant to 
Sections 25G & 25H of the I. D. Act. The termination of the 
Petitioner is against the provisions of Para 522(4) of 
Sastry Award. Even though the settlement speaks about 
three categories only a single wait list has been prepared 
and the Respondent/Bank has been regularising according 
to their whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank has 
also not observed the instructions regarding grant of 
increments, leave, medical benefits etc. to the temporary 
workmen which amounts to violation of relevant 
provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank engaged the 
Petitioner and extracted the same work either by payment 
of petty cash or by directing him to work under assumed 
name or by both which amounts to unfair labour practice. 
The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is not based 
on strict seniority and without any rationale. Hence, for all 
these reasons the Petitioner pray s to grant relief of regular 
employment in Respondent/Bank with all attendant 
benefits. 

'rescribed format through Branch 
vanmiyur branch. He was called for 
>mmittee appointed by Respondent/ 
d. But, they have not informed the 
ud also with regard to appointment. 
» informed orally to join at the branch 
>rked as a class IV employee. From 
rner has beat working as a temporary 
e time performing work in other 
e working on temporary basis in 
another advertisement by the 

as made regarding casual workers 
to be in service during the same 

stitioner was working as such, the 
:h informed the Petitioner orally on 
vices are not required any more and 
ie office from 1-4-97. Hence, the 
dispute with regard to his non- 
le conciliation ended in failure, the 
to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
» sent to this Tribunal, the reference 
r the grievance of the Petitioner, he 
tsentation to Govt, to reconsider the 
itioner requested the Respondent/ 
engage him in service as obtained 
to regularise him in service in due 
:nt/Bank took up an unreasonable 
and the number of days worked by 
:ed as of no consequence, since 
spondent/Bank, it engaged the 
>orary services after the settlement, 
t aware of settlement by which his 
days worked by him after interview 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 
The Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not 
arise. The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. 
The Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Cl aim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions 
of law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/ 
Bank. The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and 
made with ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the 
material facts that he was wait listed as per his length of 
engagement and could not be absorbed as he was 
positioned down in seniority. Due to the business exigency, 
the Respondent/Bank engaged the temporary employees 
for performance of duties as messenger and such 
engagements were prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. 
Such of those employees who are claiming permanent 
absorption and when their case was espoused by State 
Bank of India Staff Federation which resulted in five 
settlements dated 17-11-87,16-07-88, 07-10-88, 9-1-1991 
and 30-7-96. The said settlements became subject-matter 
of conciliation proceedings and minutes were drawn under 
Station 18(3) of I. D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner 
was considered for permanent appointment as per his 
eligibility along with similarly placed other temporary 
employees and the Petitioner was wait listed as candidate 
No. 627 in waitlist of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait 
listed temporary candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary 
employees were permanently appointed by Respondent/ 
Bank. It is false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a 
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temporary messenger. Hie Petitioner was engaged only in 
leave vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner 
having submitted to selection process in terms of 
settlements drawn as per retrenchment provisions 
referred to above, cannot turn around and claim 
appointment. Such of those temporary employees who 
were appointed were engaged for more number of days 
and hence, they were appointed. Under the settlement, 
employees were categorised as A, B and C. Considering 
their temporary service and subject to other eligibility 
criteria, under category (A) the temporary employees who 
were engaged for 240 days were to be considered and 
under category; (B) the temporary employees who have 
completed 270 days aggregate temporary service in £y 
continuous block of 36 calendar months and under 
category; (C) the temporary employees who have 
completed 30 days aggregate temporary service in any 
calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months were to be considered. As per clause 7, the length 
of temporary service was to be considered for seniority in 
the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list was to 
lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was extended 
up to 31 -3-1997 for filling up vacancies which were to arise 
upto 31-12-1994. Hie Petitioner has no valid and enforceable 
right for appointment. Hie Respondent had implemented 
the voluntary retirement scheme and even the permanent 
vacancies stand substantially reduced. There were no 
regular vacancies available. The peculiar problem was due 
to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary employees 
were working in leave vacancies and not in regular 
permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid settlements, 
out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary employees 
were appointed and since the Petitioner was wait listed at 
627 he was not appointed. Hie said settlements were bona 

fide which were the only workable solution and is binding 
on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped from 
questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and his 
claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the said settlements 
were not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 
of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 
country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 
(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 
no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 
say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 
before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 
say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 
permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
31-12-94 were filled up against the waited list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of 
daily wages was not finalized and hence not published and 
there is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 
employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 

no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 
reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs. 

‘5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as |ie has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18( 1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 
of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 630 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
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ndustrial disputes have been sponsored 
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acies in subordinate cadre on temporary 
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this case and other Petitioners in the 
s were terminated without any notice. 
ent/Bank terminated several temporary 
year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
iVrit Petition before the Supreme Court 

and constitutional rights of the workmen 
e the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
lement on the issue of absorbtion of 
:es and filed it before the Supreme Court 
a) hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
>me an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
id as Ex. M1. The Petitioner in this case 
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^Management. They further contended 
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worked for more than 240 days in a 
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m 17-11 -1987, therefore, they have no 
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Dosterous to contend that the Petitioner 
nforceable right for appointment as 
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rned representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 CENTRAL BANK 
OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND OTHERS the Supreme 
Court has held that Chapter V-A of the I.D. Act providing 
for retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 
workmen to whom Section 25Fapplies but for all cases of 
retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 
cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 
workmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 
Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right 
for appointment is untenable. It is further contended that 
on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 and W8 as well 

as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the circular instructions 
of^ie Respondent/Bank issued from time to time in 
connection with the implementation of the settlements on 
absorption and which are statutory in character. Further, a 
combined study of Ex.Ml and the averments of MW 1 and 
MW2 and their testimonies during the cross-examination 
will clearly show how the bank has given a raw deal to the 
Petitioner from the beginning linking his future with the 
settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml deals with 
categorization of retrenched temporary employees into ‘A, 
B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, B & C’ is quite 
opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first go’ or ‘first 
come— last go’ and therefore, the categorization in Clause 
1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.M! provides an opportunity 
to persons who were engaged on casual basis and allowed 
to work in leave/casual vacancies of messengers, farashes, 
cash coolies, water boys, sweepers etc. for absorption along 
with the other eligible categories of temporary employees 
is not valid. Further, engaging casuals to do messengerial 
work is in contravention of the guidelines mentioned in 
Reference Book on Staff matters, copy of which is marked 
as Ex.W8. Further, the appointment of daily wage basis for 
regular messengerial jobs etc. are strictly prohibited as per 
bank’s circulars/instructions. In such circumstances, the 
absorption of casuals along with the eligible categories is 
not valid. Therefore, these persons who were engaged by 
the Respondent/Bank on casual basis should not be given 
permanent appointment in the bank service. Those casuals 
were given more beneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 
at qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 
temporary employees have not been informed about this 
amendment which includes casuals affecting their interest 
and chance. Further, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 
ol waiting lists have to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 
Bank has alleged to have prepared only one wait list for 
each module as per Ex .M 10 in this case. Those candidates 
under Ex.MlO were found suitable for appointment as 
messengers and sweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 
to when the wait list Ex.MIO was prepared, but it is 
mentioned in Ex.MIO that it was prepared based on the 

settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 
marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when MW J 
has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 
circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 
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produced any document in support of the so called non- 
inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 
MW 1 wait list under Ex.M 10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 
there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 
to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 
its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 
that the 198 7 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
class IV employees who were paid scale w'ages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 
daily wager in Class IV category who w'ere paid w'ages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India/ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above ind it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex.M 10 comprises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 
While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid w'ages on the basis of 
industry wise settlement, it is not so in the-caseof casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 
of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 
that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 
inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released/published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, w'ait list under 
Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 
these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 
violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 
attached to the w'ait list. Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced 
at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the w'ait list Ex. 
M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 

petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment w<as in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they w'ere engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 19854SCC201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ 
casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 
many years with the object of depriving them of the status 
and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal “ Learned 
representative further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority. 
In the legal sense, since the selected candidates w'ith 
longest service should have priority over those who joined 
the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
w'hich has been drawn up is contrary to law' and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 
accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 
but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 
against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 
circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 
appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 
deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 
further claim for being considered for permanent 
appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
produced any document to show how he has arrived at the 
seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 
was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 
the averment and also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, 
the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 
of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 
and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
w'ith the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 
employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 
Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 
proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 
Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 

settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 
Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Ml 1 
interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 
No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance w'hen the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
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10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Responden /Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Govern ment itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 

was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 

Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
were bonafide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 19911LU 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 
AND OTHERS wherein under section 12(3) the union 
entered into a settlement with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from the 
job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 
a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 
voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached in 
the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 
misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 
on the workmen.” Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 1997 II LLJ 1189 
ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 
Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 
“therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 
conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority union 
will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, even 
those who belong to the minority union which had objected 
to the same. To that extent, it departs from the ordinary law 
of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold the sanctity 
of settlements reached with the active assistance of the 
Conciliation Officer and to discourage an individual 
employee or a minority union from scuttling the settlement.” 
It further held that “there may be exceptional cases, where 
there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud or even 
corruption or other inducements. But, in the absence of 
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such allegations, a settlement in the course of collective 
bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration.” 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997 I LLJ 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 
PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided into 
two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside the 
conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 
I.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation 
proceedings under Section 18(3). A settlement of the first 
category has limited application and binds merely parties 
to it and settlement of the second category made with a 
recognised majority union has extended application as it 
will be binding on all workmen of the establishment. Even 
in case of the first category, if the settlement was reached 
with a representative union of which the contesting 
workmen were members and if there was nothing 
unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the settlement, ij 
must be binding on the contesting workmen also.” He 
further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 
NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 
STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 
the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 

the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 
the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 
Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to find out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again.” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 
the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute instead 
of refusing to answer the reference on merits.” Further, he 
argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 
question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 
or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 
LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 
manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued 
that in Express Newspapers P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 
1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘the Tribunal 
has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 
the order of reference should not be construed in the 
manner which would prolong the industrial adjudication. 
The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 
disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 
it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 
reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 
happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 
the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 
representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 
reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 
is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 
Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 
Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 
of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 
entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 
whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 
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Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 

Respondent thu it is beyond the scope of reference is 

without any substance. 

»3, I find some force in the contention of the 

representative lor the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed to. by the Petitioner can be givvn to him or 

not? Bui,} find1 nat the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not quesficne* i by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, i Bud the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinst; ted in service and he relied on the mimes 

reported in (99 * 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K /.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that ‘the os ily question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Govt. service in an 

existing or a fuiure vacancy.” In that case, pruning of 

select list on redaction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy dec; sion has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were rerr oved from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were dven appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that "m such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons remover from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory.” le further relied op the rulings reported in 

1997 6SCC 584 S' INDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. SHANKAR 

PAUL AND OTIIERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 

that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 

Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 

and that inclusion of their names in the panel was not to 

confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 

in the services of the bank. Considering the object with 

which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 

yearly panel expi ring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion that 

the Respondents lid not get any right because of inclusion 

of their names in the said panei for permanent absorption 

in the services of the bank. Whatever conditional right 

they had come to an end with the expiry of the panel. The 

claim of the Respondents as contained in the W.P. was 

thus, misconceive d and therefore, the learned Single Judge 

and the Division Bench, when it first decided the appeal 

were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 

respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARS AN DASH Vs. UNION OF 

INDIA wherein th 2 Supreme Court has held that “candidates 

included in me it list has no indefeasible right to 

appointment even if a vacancy exists” and relying on all 

these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner has no right to question 

the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of 

the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 

be said that preparation of wait list was made with mala fide 

motive. Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the 

date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 

restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 

reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 

HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA SINGH AND OTHERS 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “now coming to 

the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary employees 

who have continued for more than a year should be 

regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it. The direction 

has been given without reference to the existence of a 

vacancy. The direction in effect means that every ad-hoc / 

temporary employee who has been continued for one year 

should be regularised even though (a) no vacancy is 

available for him winch means creation of a vacancy; (b) 

he war not sponsored by Employment Exchange nor was 

he appointed in pursuance of a notification calling for 

applications which means he had entered by a back door 

(c) he was not eligible and qualified for the post at the 

time of his appointment; (d) his record of service since his 

appointment is not satisfactory. These are the additional 

problems indicated by us in para 12 which would arise 

from giving of such blanket orders. None of the decisions 

relied upon by the High Court justify such wholesale, 

unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 

continuation of an ad-hoc employee for one year, it cannot 

be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 

presumption may be justified only when such continuance 

extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 

thumb in such matters Conditions and circumstances of 

ptte unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 

w: one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 

who have put in one year's service as far as possible and 

subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 

that in each and eve ry case, such a direction must follow 

irrespective of and without taking into account the other 

relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 

be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 

facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 

mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the 

impugned directions must be held to be totally untenable 

and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the 

orders of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision 

reported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR AND 

OTHERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein 

the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has considered the 

above rcgularisatlon of appointment in excess of 

sanctioned posts. "So far as the question of confirmation 

of these employees whose entry itself was illegal and void 

is concerned, it is to be noted that question of confirmation 
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or regularisation of an irregularly appointed candidate 

would arise, if the candidate concerned is appointed in an 

irregular manner or on ad-hoc basis against an available 

vacancy which is already sanctioned. But, if the initial 

entry itself is unauthorised and is not against any 

sanctioned vacancy, question of regularising the incumbent 

on such a non-existing vacancy would never survive for 

consideration and even if such.purported regularisation or 

confirmation is given, it would be an exercise in futility. It 

would amount to decorating a still bom baby. Under these 

circumstances, there was no occasion to regularise them 

or to give them valid confirmation. The so called exercise 

of confirming these employees, therefore, remained a 

nullity.” Therefore, learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that these temporary employees were appointed 

only due to exigencies and they have not appointed against 

any regular vacancy and they have only appointed in leave 

vacancies and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any 

absorption in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on 

the rulings reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU 

KUMAR VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 

ORS. wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 

circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 

be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The 

concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 

such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 

only daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, 

their disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on 

the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 

Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 

the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 

‘last come- first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 

on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 

depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 

retaining juniors. Though in this case, the Petitioner, has 

alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 

banking service, he has not established with any evidence 

that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 

Bank. Any how, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 

Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 

Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 

In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 

services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 

Petitioner and, therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 

costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 

SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that “merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a due 

process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is 

not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the 

instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 

who by the very nature of their appointment, do not acquire 

any right.” Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the 

person who accepts an engagement either temporary or 

casual in nature is not aware of his employment. He accepts 

the employment with open eyes. It may be true that he is 

not in a position to bargain not at arms length since he 

might have been searching for some employment so as to 

eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But 

on that ground alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison 

the constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate 

illegalities and to take the view that a person who has 

temporarily or casually got employed should be directed 

to be continued permanently. By doing so, it will be creating 

another mode of public appointment which is not 

permissible.” Further, the Supreme Court while laying down 

the law, has clearly held that ‘ ‘unless the appointment is in 

terms of the relevant rules and after a proper competition 

among qualified persons, the same would not confer any 

right on the appointee.It has to be clarified that merely 

because a temporary employee or a casual wage worker is 

continued for a time beyond the term of his appointment, 

he would not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service 

or made permanent merely on the strength of such 

continuance, if the original appointment was not made by 

following a due process of selection as envisaged by 

relevant rules.” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL 

FERTILIZERS LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “regularisation 

furthermore, is not a mode of appointment and if 

appointment is made without following the rules, the same 

being a nullity, the question ofconfirmation of an employee 

upon the expiry of purported period of probation would 

not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL 

COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the 

Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 

appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. 

Being a ‘State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of the 

Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 

recruiting its employees was bound to follow the recruitment 

rules. Any recruitment made in violation of such rules as 

also in violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under 

Article 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be 

void in law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA 

PRADESH STATE AGRO INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION Vs. S.C. PANDEY wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “only because an employee had worked 

for more than 240 days of service by that itself would not 

confer any legal right upon him to be regularised in service.” 

The Supreme Court also held that “the changes broilght 

about by the subsequent decisions of this court probably 

having regard to the changes in the policy decisions of 
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ike of prevailing market economy, 
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vn before this Tribunal that the 

got sanctioned posts for temporary 

)rbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

it or regularisation in services of the 

- representative for the Petitioner 

lilar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

i back wages and these disputes are 

nd hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

nee the Supreme Court has held that 

are not entitled to claim any rights 

rely because they have completed 

s service in a period of 12 calendar 

:me Court has also held that each 

id on its own merit and the changes 

lbsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No, 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P. A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined:— 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri S. Savarinathan 

WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C.Mariappan 

MW2Sri C.Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 

for implementation of Ex. M1. 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the circular of respondent/ 

Bank to all Branches regarding 

absorption of daily wagers in Messenger 

vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu extending period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Office, Chennai about filling up of 

vacancies of messenger posts. 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

regarding identification of Massenger 

vacancies and filling them before 

31-3-97. 
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W8 

W9 

W10 

wu 

W12 

W13 

W14 

W15 

WJ6 

WI7 

W18 

W19 

W20 

W21 

W22 

W23 

W24 

W25 

W26 

Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Reference book on staff about casuals 

not to be engaged at office/branches to 

do messengerial work. 

11- 08-88 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Tiruvanmiyur Branch. 

12- 03-92 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Arubakkam Branch. 

30-03-94 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Arumbakkam Branch. 

05-01-95 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Perambur Branch. 

30-05-95 Xerox copy of the service citificate 

issued by Perambur Branch. 

14-05-98 Xerox copy of the servicecertificate 

issued by Perambur Branch. 

Nil Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Respondent/Bank 

regarding recruitment to subordinate 

cadre & service conditions. 

Nil Xerox copy of the call Reference Book 

on Staff matters Vol. Ill consolidated 

uptq31-12-95. 

06-03-97 Xerox copy of the latter from Madurai 

zonal office for interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan 

06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

zonal office For interview of messenger 

post—K. Subhuraj. 

06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

zonal office for interview of messenger 

post—J. Velmurugan. 

17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 

J. Velmurugan. 

26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

3 j _3_97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi. 

Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Mudurai Circle. 

13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

09-07-92 Xerox copy of the mintes of the Bipartite 

meeting. 

W27 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

W28 7&O706 Xerox copy of- the local Head Office 

circular about conversion of part time 

employees and redesignation them as 

general attendants. 

29 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of concil iation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

inSLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of chennel 

Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 

M 23 2007 

w.3»r. 2319,—sfnrrfw frnrz asfferf^, 1947 

( 1947 W 14) tircr 17 ^ 

sffar ffrgzn c£ wRfiT ^ tto: PwWT afo 

i ^ w (*fc*f wn 
214/2004) ychiHfid i?, ^ 

23-7-2007 ^ UTRT13TT «TI I 

[U 1^-12012/352/1998-3^3JTC(^-I)] 

New Delhi, the 23rd July, 2007 

S.O. 2319.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 214/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
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Industrial Dispute b 

of India and their 

Government on 23-7 

BEFORE TH 
INDUSTRIAL TR 

Wednesd 

Shri K. JAY, 

Industr 

[Principal Lj 

(In the matter of thee 

of sub-section (l)a 

the Industrial Dispute 

Management of State 

Sri M. Manivannan 

The Assistant Gener, 

State Bank of India, 

Z. 0. Chennai. 

For the Petitioner 

For the Management 

1. The Central ( 

Order No. L-12012/3i 

referred this dispute < 

Labour Court, Cherrna 

the dispute on its file as 

to both parties. Both 

their claim statement z 

After the constitution c 

said dispute has beei 

adjudication and this 

No. 214/2004. 

2. The Schedul 
follows; 

“Whether the 

Shri M. Manivar 

the wait list o 

establishment 

consequential ap 

fctween the management of State Bank 

workmen, received by the Central 
-2007. 

[No. L-12012/352/1998-IR (B-I)l 

A JAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

E CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

ffiUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 
CHENNAI 

ay, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

\RAMAN, Presiding Officer 

ial Dispute No. 214/2004 

ibour Court CGID No. 52/99] 

[ispute for adjudiation under clause(d) 

pd sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

[sAct, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
1 Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

: I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

il Manager,; II Party/Management 

: Sri V, S. Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

'■ M/s. K. S. Sundar, 

Advocates 

AWARD 

jovemment. Ministry of Labour, vide 

2/98-IR (B-I) dated 03-02-1999 has 

earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

1 an<3 the said Labour Court has taken 

CGID No. 52/99 and issued notices 

sides entered appearance and filed 

nd Counter Statement respectively. 

>f this CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 

i transferred to this Tribunal for 

Tribunal has numbered it as I.D. 

e mentioned in that order is as 

demand of the workman 

man, wait list No. 465 for restoring 

: temporary messengers in the 

of State Bank of India and 

pointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner w'as sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 

Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. He was 

appointed on temporary basis at IIT branch from 

15-10-1982. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 

services were no more required. The non-employment of 

the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees' Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between managementof State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen w'ho were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the 

IIT branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 

appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 

have not informed the result of interview and also with 

regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 

orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 

class IV employee. From 15-10-1982, the Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and some time 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in IIT branch, another advertisement by 

the Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual workers 

who were reported to be in service during the same period. 

While the Petitioner was working as such, the Manager of 

the branch informed the Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that 

his services are not required any more and he need not 

attend the office from 1 -4--97. Hence, the Petitioner raised 

a dispute with regard to his non-employment. Since the 

conciliation ended in failure, the matter was referred to this 

Tribunal for adjudication. Though reference was sent to 

this Tribunal, the reference framed did not satisfy the 

grievance of the Petitioner, he has made a fresh 

representation to Govt, to reconsider the reference and the 

Petitioner requested the Respondent/Bank to continue to 

engage him in service as obtained prior to 31 -3-97 and to 

regularise him in service in due course. The Respondent/ 

Bank took up an unreasonable stand that the service and 

the number of days w-orked by Petitioner w'ere treated as of’ 

no consequence, since according to the Respondent/Bank, 

t Ml if I I >'|.i ill I 1 MM It. it lit... . 
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it engaged the Petitioner only in temporary services after 

the settlement. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement 

by which his services and number of days worked by him 

after interview do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 

was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 

Respondent/Bank before the conciliation officer. Therefore, 

the Respondent’s action in not absorbing him in regular 

service is unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 

repugnant to Sections 25G & 25H of the I.D, Act. The 

termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 

Para 522(4) of Saslry Award. Even though the settlement 

speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 

been prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 

regularising according to their whims and fancies. The 

Respondent/Bank has also not observed the instructions 

regarding grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 

to the temporary workmen which amounts to violation of 

relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

engaged die Petitioner and extracted the same work either 

by payment of petty cash or by directing him to work under 

assumed name or by both which amounts to unfair labour 

practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

not based on strict seniority and without any rationale. 

Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

relief of regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 

attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 

adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 

Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 

question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 

The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 

Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait listed as per his length pf engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 

of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onw'ards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 463 in wait list 

of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 

candidates, cm ?i 744 wait listed tempoiary employees 

were permanent!y appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days ana hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement employ ees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

otiier eligibility criteria, unde; category (A) the temporaiy 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (8) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum /0 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous olock of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause /, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut olf date was 

extended up to 3 i-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. Ihe Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no* regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working ui leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 7.44 wait listed candidates, 357 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 463 he w'as not appointed. 

The said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and tiis claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to. Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to sav that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 3 J -12-94 were filled up against 

the waited list of temporary' employees and vacancies tor 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casuai labour Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages w as not finalized and 

3403 G1/2007—16 
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5. 
nd 
►yi 

examina 

suborain 
with del 

led and there is only one wait list for the 

mporary employees. After the expiry of 

:titioner has no claim for permanent 

e, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

he claim with costs. 

Iditional claim statement, the Petitioner 

he was having been sponsored by 

hange and having undergone medical 

Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

mt/Bank for selection of candidate for 

le post of messenger and other class IV 

igaged in the messenger post in the 

* of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

t is duty bound to regularise the services 

as he has acquired the valuable right 

Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

: has issued a circular to the effect that 

istances, wait listed persons like the 

aged even in menial category, thus, the 

ik imposed total ban for his future 

n though there were sufficient number of 

ss IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

fed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

ith ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

y filling up the vacancies with the persons 

sted workmen according to their whims 

e, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
avour. 

- Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

by the bank with the State Bank of India 

vere under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

i 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

ndent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

mt/Bank is in accordance with the 

down under codified circulars of the 

•• Even in the Writ Petition before the 

V.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

tlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

the settlements are contrary to the rights 

lence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

his favour. 

' circumstances, the points for my 

ther the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 465 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers in the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

hat relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

ase, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees’ 

Uhion had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542(civil)/1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly entered 

into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of temporary 

employees and filed it before the Supreme Court at the time 

of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This settlement has 

become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank and has been 

marked as Ex. M 1. The Petitioner in this case and the 

Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this settlement 

as it is not binding on them on the ground that they have 

been interviewed and selected in the permanent vacancy 

and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or notice 

denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under Section 

18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 

Respondent/Management. They further contended that 

though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 

has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 

period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 

service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 

enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 

instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter VA of the 

I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the Petitioner 

has no valid and enforceable right for appointment as 

Section 25G and 25H are very much applicable to the 

Petitioners who are retrenched messengers and are eligible 

to be reinstated. Learned representative for the Petitioner 

i ii'i**.. * iff Mil- = ’ 'ill- I H •i I H • H'M Hi ■' Uf»lp - 
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contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 CENTRAL BANK 

OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND OTHERS the Supreme 

Court has held that Chapter V-A of the I.D. Act providing 

for retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 

workmen to whom Section 25F applies but for all cases of 

retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 

cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 

workmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 

Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right 

for appointment is untenable. It is further contended that 

on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 and W8 as well 

as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the circular instructions 

of the Respondent/Bank issued from time to time in 

connection with the implementation of the settlements on 

absorption and which are statutory in character. Further, a 

combined study of Ex.M 1 and the averments of MW! and 

MW2 and their testimonies during the cross-examination 

will clearly show how the bank has given a raw deal to the 

Petitioner from the beginning linking his future with the 

settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml deals with 

categorization of retrenched temporary employees into ‘A, 

B and C’, but this categorization of ‘A, B & C’ is quite 

opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first go’ or first 

come— last go’ and therefore, the categorization in Clause 

1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a)ofEx.Ml provides an opportunity 

to persons who were engaged on casual basis and allowed 

to work in leave/casual vacancies of messengers, farashes, 

cash coolies, water boys, sweepers etc. for absorption along 

with the other eligible categories of temporary employees 

is not valid. Further, engaging casuals to do messengerial 

work is in contravention of the guidelines mentioned in 

Reference Book on Staff matters, copy of w hich is marked 

as Ex.W8. Further, the appointment of daily wage basis for 

regular messengerial jobs etc. are strictly prohibited as per 

bank’s circulars/instructions. In such circumstances, the 

absorption of casuals along w ith the eligible categories is 

not valid. Therefore, these persons who were engaged by 

the Respondent/Bank on casual basis should not be given 

permanent appointment in the bank service. Those casuals 

were given more beneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 

at qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 

temporary employees have not been informed about this 

amendment which includes casuals affecting their interest 

and chance. Further, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 

of waiting lists have to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 

Bank has alleged to have prepared only one wait list for 

each module as per Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 

under Ex.M 10 were found suitable for appointment as 

messengers and sweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 

to when the wait list Ex.MlO was prepared, but it is 

mentioned in Ex.MlO that it was prepared based on the 

settlement dated 17-11 -87. 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 wrhich are 

marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when MW 1 

has spoken about the settlements, he-deposed that 

settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 

circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 

produced any document in suppo.t of the so called non¬ 

inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 

MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held 

in its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 

marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 

class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 

Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 

combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation 

of Article 14 of Constitution of India. Further, the averment 

of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 

contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or peipetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with 

unequals. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

that as per deposition of MW1 wrait list under Ex.MlO 

comprises of both messengerial and non-messengerial 

candidates. While the temporary employees were 

appointed after due process of selection and were paid 

wages on the basis of industry wise settlement, it is not 

so in the case of casuals. Therefore, both belongs to two 

different and distinct categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for 

the same norms to the casuals as in the case of temporary 

employees in the matter of absorption. Therefore, it is 

violative of Article 14 & 16 of Constitution of India. 

Therefore, the Petitioner contended that preparation of 

Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not inconformity with the 

instructions of Ex.M2 and non-preparation of separate 

panels amounts to violation of circular. Secondly, it has 

not been prepared as per instructions in Ex. W2 circular 

regarding projected vacancies for the period from 1987 to 

1994. Furthermore, no wait list was released / published 
even after’ the Court order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. 
No. 7872/91 directing the Respondent/Bank to release the 
list of successful candidates pursuant to the first 
advertisement published in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. 

Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 
particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 
and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 
respective seniority. From all these things, it is clear that 
Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 
and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list 
Above all, Ex. M 1 was not produced at the time of 
conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997-98 held 

at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 die 
Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 before 

this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. It is 
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further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 

the Respondent/Bank has alleged'that these petitioners 

were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been tend at 

the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 

in leave vacancy. Further, even before or ifter the settlement 

on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 

they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 

to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. 

Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner's work in the Respondent/ 

Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 

the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 

categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 

Sastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 

of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 19*5 4 

SCO 201 H.D. SINGH Vs,RESERVE RANK OF INDIA 

AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 

“to employ workmen as ‘badlies casuals or temporaries 

and to continue them as such for many years with the 

object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 

permanent workmen is illegal ” Learned representative 

further contended that Ev.M 10 wait list has not been 

prepared in accordance with principle of seniority. In the 

legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 

service should have priority over those who joined the 

service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. IvllO which 

has been drawn up is contrary to law and also baa in law. 

Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accoraance 

with the iaw and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e)oi'Ex. M4 

states that candidates found suitable for permanent 

appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 

ftate.e vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 

candidate toils to accept the offer of appointment or posting 

within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to nave 

refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 

respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 

being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 

The Respondent/Bank has not 'produced any document 

to show now he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it 

is a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 

documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, the termination of the 

Petitioner wno was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank i£ arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 

Hyderabad, it is neither a, 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 

settiementas claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex, Ml to M4 made in 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 

Ex. M7 and M11 interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMPNo. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 

bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 

Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 

as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 

has referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 

Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

md it constitutes post referen ce period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner's 

Case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 

davs and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

as enshrined under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in he connected LDs have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period nf 12 calendar 

mouths. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub-staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves sfianded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
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of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 

accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 

Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 

are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 

the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 

was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 

exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 

Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 

Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 

he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 

were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 

entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 

were bonafide which were the only workable solution and 

!s binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 

the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 

any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 

and ope; ate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 

the rulings reported in 1991 I LLJ 323 ASSOCIATED 

GLASS INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUN AL 

A.P. AND OTHERS wherein under section 12(3) the union 

entered into a settlement with the management settling the 

claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from the 

job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 

a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached in 

the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen.” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on the rulings reported in 1997 II LLJ 1189 

ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 

TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 

“therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority union 

will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, even 

those who belong to the minority union which had objected 

to the same. To that extent, it departs from the ordinary law 

of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold the sanctity 

of settlements reached with the active assistance of the 

Conciliation Officer and to discourage an individual 

employee or a minority union from scuttling the settlement.” 

It further held that ‘ ‘there may be exceptional cases, where 

there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud or even 

corruption or other inducements. But. in the absence of 

such allegations, a settlement in the course of collective , 

bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration.” 

Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 

rulings reported in 1997 I LLJ 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 

PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided into 

two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside the 

conciliation proceedings under section 18(1) of the I.D. 

Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation 

proceedings under section 18(3). A settlement of the first 

category has limited application and binds merely parties 

to it and settlement of the second category made with a 

recognised majority union .has extended application as it 

will be binding on all workmen of the establishment. Even 

in case of the first category, if the settlement was reached 

with a representative union of which the contesting 

workmen were members and if there was nothing 

unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the settlement, it 

must be binding on the contesting workmen also ” He 

further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 

NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or-even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer 

for adjudication after examining the allegations as there 

is an underlying assumption that the settlement reached 

with the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 

reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 

alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 

federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 

they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 

of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
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valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 

the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 

the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 

Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as ag£ inst this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenal lility of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA H< )TEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court h, is held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tr bunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merit; and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardsh p involved in moving the machinery' 

again” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 

the pleading and fir d out the exact nature of pleading of 

the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute instead 

of refusing to answe r the reference on merits,” Further, he 

argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 

question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 

or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 

LAB IC 1664 VAN S \G NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL T tIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the Madhya 

Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal cannot go 

behind the terms of reference, but that does not mean that 

it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He also relied 

on the rulings re )orted in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. 

SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAF, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly he d that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner.” He also argued that in Express Newspapers P. 

Ltd. case reported ir AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court 

has held that “theT'ibunal has jurisdiction to consider all 

incidental matters also and the order of reference should 

not be construed in he manner which would prolong the 

industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is expected to 

decide the real nature of disputes between the parties and 

with that object in view, it should consider the order of 

reference in a fair and reasonable manner, though the order 

of reference is not h ippily framed nor was it framed to the 

high expectation of t he Labour Court.” Relying on all these 

decisions, the repres entative for the Petitioner argued that 

though in the refere nee, it is not mentioned that whether 

the retrenchment is valid or not, from the pleadings it is 

clear that the Petitioners have been retrenched from the 

Respondent/Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look 

into the pleadings of the Petitioners and can decide whether 

the Petitioner is entit ed to be reinstated in service as alleged 

by him and whether he is entitled to the back wages as 

alleged by him. Therefore, the argument advanced on the 

side of the Respondent that it is beyond the scope of 

reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OIHERS Vs. K.V.VIJEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Govt, service in an 

existing or a future vacancy.” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in viewof the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that ‘ ‘in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vi. SHANKAR 

PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 

that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 

Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 

and that inclusion of their names in the panel was not to 

confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 

in the services of the bank. Considering the object with 

which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 

yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion that 

the Respondents did not get any right because of inclusion 

of their names in the said panel for permanent absorption 

in the services of the bank. Whatever conditional right 

they had come to an end with the expiry of the panel. The 

claim of the Respondents as contained in the W.P. was 

thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned Single Judge 

and the Division Bench, when it first decided the appeal 

were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 

respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF 

INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held that “candidates 
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included in merit list has no indefeasible right to 
appointment even if a vacancy exists” and relying on all 
these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner has no right to question 
the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of 
the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 
be said that preparation of wait list was made with mala fide 
motive. Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the 
date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 
restoration of the wait list and lie cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA SINGH AND OTHERS 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “now coming to 
the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary employees 
who have continued for more than a year should be 
regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it. The direction 
has been given without reference to the existence of a 
vacancy. The direction in effect means that every ad-hoc / 
temporary employee who has been continued for one year 
should be regularised even though (a) no vacancy is 
available for him which means creation of a vacancy; (b) he 
was not sponsored by Employment Exchange nor was he 
appointed in pursuance of a notification calling for 
applications which means he had entered by a back door 
(c) he was not eligible and qualified for the post at the time 
of his appointment; (d) his record of service since his 
appointment is not satisfactory. These are the additional 
problems indicated by us in para 12 which would arise from 
giving of such blanket orders. None of the decisions relied 
upon by the High Court justify such wholesale, 
unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an ad-hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 
who have put in one year’s service as far as possible and 
subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
irrespective of and without taking into account the other 
relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 
be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the orders 
of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision reported 
in 1997IISCC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. 
STATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein the Full Bench 
of the Supreme Court has considered the above 
regularisation of appointment in excess of sanctioned posts. 
“So far as the question of confirmation of these employees 
whose entry itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to 

be noted that question of confirmation or regularisation of 

an irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 
candidate concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or 
on ad-hoc basis against an available vacancy which is 

already sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is 
unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 
question of regularising the incumbent on such a non¬ 
existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 
and even if such purported regularisation or confirmation 
is given, it would be an exercise in futility. It would amount 
to decorating a still bom baby. Under these circumstances, 
there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 

valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 
these employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that "they are 
temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 
circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 
be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The 
concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 
such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 
only daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, 
their disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on 
the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp ) 754 wherein the 
Raj asthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 
the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
‘last come - first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors.” Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Any how, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 
In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 

services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and, therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 

costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 
in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 
STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEV I, the Supreme 
Court has held that4 ‘merely because a temporary employee 
or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 
term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 
absorbed in regular service or made pr-manent merely on 
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the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 
temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 
Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the person who 
accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 
is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 
with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view thaf a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.’’Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law/has clearly 
held that * ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.. It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 
is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 
question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 
of purported period of probation would not arise.” Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
ma.de in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law,” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 
Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this Court probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsellor the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 
inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back w ages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the S ipreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
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decisions of the Govt in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing :s 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

reguiarisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

Point No. 2 :— 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, 1 find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs 

2 i. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A.. transcribed and typed by him. corrected 
and pronounced by me in the open court on this day the 31 si 

January 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri M. Manivannan 

WW2 Sri V. S, Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW I Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri C. Rama! ingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

for implementation of Ex. Ml 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

regarding absorption of daily wagers in 

Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01 -05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu on daily Wages based on Ex, W4 

W5 20-08-91 - Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu extending Period of qualifying 

service to daily wagers 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Officer. Chennai About filling up of 

vacancies of messangers posts 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

regarding identification of massenger 

vacancies And filling them before 

31-3-97, 

W8 Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Reference book on staff about casual 

not to be engaged at office/branches to 

do messengerial work. 

W9 -08-84 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by IIT branch 

WiO 2605-88 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Kodambakkam branch. 

Wll 23-09-96 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by IIT branch. 

W17 Nil Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines in reference book of staff 

matters issued by Respondent/Bank 

regaining recruitment to subordinate 

cadre & service conditions. 

W! 3 Nil Xerox copy of the Reference book on 

Stall' matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 

31-12-95 

W!4 06-03-97 Xeiox copy of the letter from Madurai 

Zonal office For interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan 

WI5 06-03-97 Xerox copy of tire call letter from Madurai 

Zonal Office For interview of messenger 

post -X Subburaj 

W i 6 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Zonal Office For interview of messenger 

post—J. Velmurugan 

W17 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 

J. Velmurugan 

W18 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi 

W19 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

So G. Pandi 

W20 Feb.2095 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai circle 

W21 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list 

W22 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff 

W23 09-07-92 Xernx copy of the minutes of the 

Bipartite meeting 

W24 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants 

W25 07-92 06 Xerox copy of the Local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants 

W26 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre. 

3403 G1/2007—17 
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For the Responder t/Manapement 

Ex. No. Date 

Mi 17-11-87 

1607-88 

27-KV88 

0901-91 

3007-96 

09-06-95 

M2 

M3 

M4 

M5 

M6 

M7 28-05-91 

M8 15-05-98 

M9 1007-99 

M10 Nil 

Ml 1 25-1099 

Description 

; Cerox copy of the settlement. 

! Cerox copy of the settlement. 

: Cerox copy of the settlement. 

- Cerox copy of the settlement. 

- Cetox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the minutes of concilia- 

lion proceedings. 

Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

- Cerox copy of die order of Supreme Court 

i n SUP No. 3082/99. 

Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

] Cerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 265/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 209/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under 

clause(d) of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of 

Section 10 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), 

between the Management of State Bank of India and their 

workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri V.Chellappan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. Veeramani 

Advocates 

W.Sff. 232P 
(1947 VJT 14) vft 

^ $[u^i 

W<m 3fo/)p[4> 

265/2004) vfi * 

24-7-2007 ^3TT *TT I 

New 

S.O. 2320. 

Industrial Disputes 

Government hereb i 

2004) of the Central 

Labour Court, Che n 

Industrial Dispute l ei 

of India and their 

Government on 24-1 

BEFORE 

INDUSTRIAL 

24 2007 

aftiilPw* favrc 1947 

fv ^ afNftPi* fvvK 
^rfvvrnn, $ vvre (wf toti 
Wild VRcft ^afl 

[7f. 12012/463/1998 -3TT^R(Vt-I) ] 

arm! 

lf>elhi, the 24th July, 2007 

-In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

publishes the Award (Ref. No. 265/ 

Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

naias shown intheAnnexureinthe 

tween the management of State Bank 

workmen, received by the Central 

-2007. 

[No. L-120 i 2/463/1998-IR (B-p] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

TrfE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

AWARD 

The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/463/98-IR (B-I) dated 11-03-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has 

taken the dispute on its file as CGID No. 209/99 and issued 

notices to both parties. Both sides entered appearance 

and filed their claim statement and Counter Statement 

respectively. After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum 

Labour Court, the said dispute has been transferred to 

this Tribunal for adjudication and this Tribunal has 

numbered it as I.D. No. 265/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri V. Chellappan, wait list No. 527 for restoring 

the wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in 

State Bank of India and he was given appointment as 

messenger after an interview and medical examination. 

He was appointed on temporary basis at Madurantakam 

branch from 20-04-1982. The Petitioner was orally informed 

that his services were no more required. The non¬ 

employment of the Petitioner and others became subject 

if! I llfl ill I •• ■ • .Ml III I . .1 I HMH' ' iU.I< M • I I If fHi*■ ■ » 
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matter before Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petit.on 
filed by State Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition 
No. 542/87 which was taken up by the Supreme Court. 
The Respondent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a 
copy of settlement under Section 18(1) readied between 
management of State Bank of India and All India State 
Bank of India Staff Federation and the settlement is with 
regard to absorption of Class IV temporary workmen who 
were denied employment after 1985-86 were classified in 
the settlement was under consideration once again and 
they classified the workmen under three categories namely 
A, B and C. Though the classification was unreasonable, 
the Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the 

Petitioner about the interview to be held through 
advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of the Maduranthangam branch. He was called 
for an interview by a Committee appointed by Respondent/ 
Bank in this regard. But, they have not informed the result 
of interview and also with regard to appointment. But, the 
Petitioner was informed orally to join at the branch where 
he initially worked as a class IV employee. From 
2004-1982, the Petitioner has been working as a temporary 
messenger and some time performing work in other 
branches also. While working on temporary basis 
in Maduranthagam branch, another advertisement by the 
Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual workers 
who were reported to be in service during the same period. 
While the Petitioner was working as such, the Manager 
of the branch informed the Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 
that his services are not required any more and he need 
not attend the office from 1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner 
raised a dispute with regard to his non-employment. Since 
the conciliation ended in failure, the matter was referred 
to this Tribunal for adjudication. Though reference was 
sent to this Tribunal, the reference framed did not satisfy 
the grievance of the Petitioner, he has made a fresh 
representation to Govt, to reconsider the reference and 
the Petitioner requested the Respondent/Bank to continue 
to engage him in service as obtained prior to 31-3-97 and 
to regularise him in service in due course. The 
Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable stand that 
the service and the number of days worked by Petitioner 
were treated as of no consequence, since according to 
the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the Petitioner only in 

temporary services after the settlement. The Petitioner 
was not aware of settlement by which his services and 
number of days worked by him after interview do not 
merit consideration. The Petitioner was not a party to the 

settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before 
the conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s 
action in not absorbing him in regular service is unjust 
and illegal. Further, the settlements are repugnant to 
Section 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The termination of the 
Petitioner is against the provisions of Para 522(4) of Sastry 
Award. Even though the settlement speaks about three 

categories only a single wait list has been prepared and 
the Respondent/Bank has been Regularising according 
to their whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank has 
also not observed the instructions regarding grant of 
increments, leave, medical benefits etc. to the temporary 
workmen which amounts to violation of relevant 
provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank engaged 
the Petitioner and extracted the same work either by 
payment of petty cash or by directing him to work under 
assumed name or by both which amounts to unfair labour 
practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 
not based on strict seniority and without any rationale. 
Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 
relief of regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 

attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the, Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Go vt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 
The Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not 
arise. The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised, 
The Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement 
and could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India 
Staff Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along 
with similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 524 in waitlist 
of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 
were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 
false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 
messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 
vacancies as and when it arose. When- the Petitioner 
having submitted to selection process in terms of 
settlements drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred 
to above, cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such 
of those temporary employees who were appointed were 
engaged for more number of days and hence, they were 
appointed. Under the settlement, employees were 
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categorised as A, B., and C. Considering their temporary 
service and subject to other eligibility criteria, under 
category (A) the temporary employees who were engaged 
for 240 days were to be considered and under category 
(B) the temporary employees who have completed 270 
days aggregate temporary service in any continuous block 
of 36 calendar months and under category (C) the temporary 
employees who have completed 30 days aggregate 
temporary service in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or 
minimum 70 days aggregate temporary service in any 
continuous block of 36 calendar months were to be 
considered. As per clause 7, the length of temporary 
service was to be considered for seniority in the wait list 
and it was also agreed that wait list was to lapse in 
December, 1991 and the cut off date was extended upto 
31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which were to arise upto 
31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid and enforceable 
right for appointment. The Respondent had implemented 
the voluntary retirement scheme and even the permanent 
vacancies stand substantially reduced. There were no 
regular vacancies available. The peculiar problem was due 
to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary employees 
were working in leave vacancies and not in regular 
permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid settlements, 
out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
wait listed at 524 he was not appointed. The said 
settlements were bona fide which were the only workable 
solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner 
is estopped from questioning the settlements directly or 
indirectly and fiis claim is liable to be rejected. Further, 
the said settlements were not questioned by any union 
so far add die settlements of bank level settlements and 
operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 
to Workmen) Act, .1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 
Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain 
such plea. It is not correct to say that documents and 
identity of Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner 
was engaged. It is also not correct to say that the 
Pet-tioner was discharging the work of permanent 
messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 
were filled up against the waited list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of 
daily wages was not finalized and hence not published 
and thete is only one wait list for the appointment of 
temporary employees. Affer the expiry of wait list, the 
Petitioner has no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, 
for all these reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss 
the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set 

out by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate 
for appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberatetand artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Pespondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, 
the Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect 
that under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respcndent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number 
of vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the 
wait listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/ 
Bank has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the 
persons other than wait listed workmen according to their 
whims and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an 
award may be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the 
counter Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated 
all the settlements made by the bank with the State Bank 
of India Staff Federation were under Section 2 8(1) of the 
Act and not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per 
recruitment rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of 
class IV staff in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance 
with the instructions laid down under codified circulars 
of the Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before 
the High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9- i -91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the 
rights of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that 
an award may be passed in his favour, 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are : 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 527 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the 
Petitioners, in the connected industrial disputes have been 
sponsored by Employment Exchange and they having 
been called for interview and having been selected and 
wait listed in terms of the relevant guidelines/circulars of 
the Respondent/Bank in permanent vacancies in 
subordinate cadre on temporary basis. After engaging 
them intermittently for some years, the Petitjbner in this 
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case and other Petitioners in the connected disputes were 

terminated without any notice. Since the Respondent/ 

Bank terminated several temporary employees in the year 

1985, the State Bank Employees Union had filed a Writ 

Petition before the Supreme Court to protect the legal and 

constitutional rights of the workmen concerned and while 

the matter was pending in Writ Petition No. 542 (civil) 

1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly entered into a 

settlement on the issue of absorbtion of temporary 

employees and filed it before the Supreme Court at the 

time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This settlement 

has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank and has 

been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case and the 

Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this settlement 

as it is not binding on them on the ground that they have 

been interviewed and selected in the permanent vacancy 

and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or notice 

denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31 -3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and 

they further prayed for reinstatement with back wages 

and other attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any 

case, the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18( 1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further 

contended that though the Respondent/Bank has stated 

that the Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days 

in a continuous period of 12 calendar months and was 

not in continuous service on 17-1 1-1987, therefore, they 

have no valid and enforceable right for appointment, in 

the wake of strict instructions and circulars/guidelines 

issued by the Respondent/Bank to the effect that 

temporary employees at branches/offices are not allowed 

to be in service exceeding 200 days, hence the question 

of Petitioner working for 240 days does not arise at all. 

Further, they have invoked the relevant provisions of 

Chapter V A of the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to 

contend that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable 

right for appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very 

much applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched 

messengers and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned 

representative for the Petitioner contended that in 1996 

LAB & IC 2248 CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. 

SATYAM AND OTHERS the Supreme Court has held 

that Chapter V-A of the I.D. Act providing for 

retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 

workmen to whom Section 25F applies but for all cases of 

retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 

cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 

workmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 

Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable 

right for appointment is untenable. It is further contended 

that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 and W8 as 

well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the circular 

instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from time to 

time in connection with the implementation of the 

settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 

character Further, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 

averments of MW1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 

the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank 

has given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning 

linking his future with the settlements. Further. Clause 1 

of Ex. Ml deals with categorization of retrenched 

temporary employees into ‘A, B and C\ but this 

categorization of ‘A, B & C’ is quite opposed to the 

doctrine of ‘last come—First go’ or first come— last go’ 

and therefore, the categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. 

Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml provides an opportunity to persons 

who were engaged on casual basis and allowed to work 

in leave/casual vacancies of messengers, farashes, cash 

coolies, water boys, sweepers etc. for absorption along 

with the other eligible categories of temporary employees 

is not valid. Further, engaging casuals to do messengerial 

work is in contravention of the guidelines mentioned in 

Reference Book on Staff matters, copy of which is marked 

as Ex.W8. Further, the appointment of daily wage basis 

for regular messengerial jobs etc. are strictly prohibited 

as per bank's circulars/instructions. In such 

circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with the 

eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 

who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 

basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 

bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 

treatment in the matter of arriving at qualifying service 

Tor interview and selection. But, temporary employees 

have not been informed about this amendment which 

includes casuals affecting their interest and chance. 

Further, as per instructions in Ex. W2 four types of waiting 

lists have to be prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has 

alleged to have prepared only one wait list for each module 

as per Ex.M 1-0 in this case. Those candidates under Ex.M 10 

were found suitable for appointment as messengers and 

sweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as to when the 

wait list Ex.M 10 was prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex.M 10 

that it was prepared based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 

27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and 

M4 respectively. But, when MW1 has spoken about the 

settlements, he deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 

was not included in the Madras circle since the High 

Court order is there, but he has not produced any 

document in support of the so called non-inclusion except 

his bald statement. Further, according to MW I wait list 

under Ex.M 10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but there is no 
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the deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are 

marked as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the 

Respondent/Bank has referred to voluntary retirement 

scheme, in the Respondent/Bank it was implemented only 

in the year 2001 and it constitutes post reference period 

and hence evidence of Respondent/Bank has no 

application to the Petitioner’s case. The Petitioners have 

completed the service of 240 days and more in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months as enshrined 

under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial Disputes 

Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is illegal 

and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 and 

therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service of 

the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended 

on behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the 

Petitioners in the connected I.Ds have not completed 

240 days, since the Respondent/Bank has not taken into 

consideration and not included the Sundays and paid 

holidays as days on which the Petitioners have actually 

worked and hence, they have also completed 240 days in 

a period of 12 calendar months. He also relied on the 

rulings reported in 1985 II LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF 
AMERICAN EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL BANKING 

CORPORATION Vs. MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN 

EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL BANKING 

CORPORATION wherein the Supreme Court has held that 

“the expression ‘actually worked under the employer 

cannot mean that those days only when the workmen 

worked with hammer, sickle or pen but must necessarily 

comprehend all those days during which they were in the 

employment of the employer and for which he had been 

paid wages either under express or implied contract of 

service or by compulsion of statute, standing orders etc. 

It is further, argued that call letters produced by the Petitioner 

will clearly prove that the Respondent/Bank has 

conducted the interview and selected the temporary 

employees who have reported to have submitted their 

application for absorption as per the bank’s circular and 

therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, 

the Petitioners were in employment as sub staff in early 

1980s but were denied further engagement on account of 

settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of these 

Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days and 

more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months and 

they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault of 

theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 

accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 

Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 

are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have 

concealed the material facts that the Petitioner was wait 

listed as per length of his engagement and could not be 

absorbed as he.was positioned down in the seniority. 

The Respondent/Bank was engaging temporary 

employees due to business exigency for the performance 

of duties as messenger. Further, the allegation that he 

was sponsored by Employment Exchange is incorrect and 

the allegation that he worked as temporary messenger is 

also incorrect, they were engaged against leave vacancies. 

The settlement entered into by the Respondent/Bank and 

the federation were bonafide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner accepted the settlement and accordingly he 

was wait listed and therefore, the Petitioner is estopped 

from questioning the settlement directly or indirectly and 

his claim is liable to be rejected. Furthermore, the said 

settlements were not questioned by any union and the 

settlements were bank level settlements and operate 

throughout the country. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1991 I LLJ 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 

AND OTHERS wherein under Section 12(3) the union 

entered into a settlement with the management settling 

the claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from 

the job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen 

raised a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached 

in the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on the rulings reported in 1997 II LLJ 1189 

ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 

TRANSPORT CORPORATION AND OTHERS wherein 

the Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held 

that “therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of 

the conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 

union will be binding on all workmen of the 

establishment, even those who belong to the minority 

union which had objected to the same. To that extent, it 

departs from the ordinary law of contracts, the object 

obviously is to uphold the sanctity of settlements reached 

with the active assistance of the Conciliation Officer 

and to discourage an individual employee or a minority 

union from scuttling the settlement. ” It further held that 
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“there may be exceptional cases, where there may be 

allegations of mala fides, fraud or even corruption or 

other inducements. But, in the absence of such 

allegations, a settlement in the course of collective 

bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration. ” 

Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 

rulings reported in 1997 I LLJ 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 

PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

l.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 

settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the 

second category made with a recognised majority union 

has extended application as it will be binding on all 

workmen of the establishment. Even in case of the first 

category, ij the settlement was reached with a 

representative union of which the contesting workmen 

were members and if there was nothing unreasonable or 

unfair in the terms of the settlement, it must be binding 

on the contesting workmen also. ” He further relied on 

the. rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 NATIONAL 

ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. STATE OF 

RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that “settlement is arrived at by the free will of 

the parties and is a pointer to there being good will 

between them. When there is a dispute that the settlement 

is not bona fide in nature or that it has been arrived at 

on account of fraud, misrepresentation or concealment 

of facts or even corruption and other inducements, it 

could be subject matter of yet another industrial dispute 

which an appropriate Govt, may refer for adjudication 

after examining the allegations as there is an underlying 

assumption that the settlement reached with the help of 

the conciliation officer must be fair and reasonable. ” 

Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel for the 

Respondent contended that though it is alleged that they 

are not parties to the settlement, since the federation in 

which the Petitioner is also one among them, they have 

entered into settlement with the bank and therefore, it is 

binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued that no 

union of the bank has questioned the settlement and in 

such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not binding 

on them and he is estopped from disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case 

and other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of 

the workman with wait list No. given for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 

- valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 

the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 

the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 

Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this'on behalf of the Petitioner it 

is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on 

the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of 

reference is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a 

reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond 

the order of reference, if points of difference are 

discernible from the material before it, it has only on 

duty and that is to decide the points on merits and not to 

find out some technical defects in the wording of 

reference, subjecting the poor workman to hardship 

involved in moving the machinery again. ’’ It further held 

that “the Tribunal should look into the pleading and 

find out the exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to 

find out the exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to 

answer the reference on merits. ” Further, he argued that 

the Tribunal has got power to go into the question whether 

the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service or not for which 

he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 

VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS Vs. 

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the Madhya 

Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal cannot 

go behind the terms of reference, but that does not mean 

that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” He 

also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

mariner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers P. 

Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court 

has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to consider 

all incidental matters also and the order of reference should 

not be construed in the manner which would prolong the 

industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is expected to 

decide the real nature of disputes between the parties 

and with that object in view, it should consider the order 

of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, though the 

order of reference is not happily framed nor was it framed 

to the high expectation of the Labour Court." Relying on 

all these decisions, the representative for the Petitioner 

argued that though in the reference, it is not mentioned 

that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, from the 

pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
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retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners 
and can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be 
reinstated in service as alleged by him and whether he is 
entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, 
the argument advanced on the side of the Respondent 
that it is beyond the scope of reference is without any 

substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered 
into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and 
since it is not questioned by any of the unions of the 
Respondent/Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to 

question the settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he 
has been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has 
been exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that 
he should be reinstated in service and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA 
AND OTHERS Vs. K.V.VIJEESH wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “the only question which falls for 
determination in this appeal is whether a candidate whose 
name appears in the select list on the basis of competitive 
examination acquires a right of appointment in Govt, 
service in an existing or a future vacancy.’* In that case, 
pruning of select list on reduction in number of vacancies 
was made in view of the impending absorption of steam 
surplus staff and a policy decision has been taken to 
reduce the number of vacancies and consequently, a 
certain number of bottom persons were removed from the 
select list and the remaining selectees were given 
appointments according to their comparative merits. In 
which, the Supreme Court has held that “in such 
circumstances, denial of appointment to the persons 
removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported 
in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS, Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that ‘‘by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 
informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 
one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 
panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 
permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 
Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 
and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 
we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 
any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 
panel for permanent absorption in the services of the 
bank. Whatever conditional right they had come to an 
end with the expiry of the panel. The claim of the 
Respondents as contained in the W.P. was thus. 

misconceived and therefore, the learned Single Judge 
and the Division Ben?h, when it first decided the appeal 
were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 
respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF 
INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held that 
“candidates included in merit list has no indefeasible right 
to appointment even if a vacancy exists” and relying on 
all these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner has no right to 
question the wait list and since there is no mala fide on 
the part of the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait 

list, it cannot be said that preparation of wait list was 
made with mala fide motive. Under such circumstances, 
after the expiry of die date namely 31-3-1997♦ the Petitioner 
cannot plead for restoration of the wait list and he cannot 
pray for reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied 
on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. KARA SINGH AND 
OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that “now 
coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary 
employees who have continued for more than a year 
should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it. 
The direction has been given without reference to the 
existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means that 
every ad-hoc/temporary employee who has been 
continued for one year should be regularised even though 
(a) no vacancy is available for him which means creation 
of a vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
notification calling for applications which means he had 
entered by a back door (c) he was not eligible and qualified 
for the post at the time of his appointment; (d) his record 
of service since his appointment is not satisfactory. These 
are the additional problems indicated by us in para 12 
which would arise from giving of such blanket orders. 
None of the decisions relied upon by the High Court 
justify such wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, 
from the mere continuation of an ad-hoc employee for 
one year, it cannot be presumed that there is need for 
regular post. Such a presumption may be justified only 
when such continuance extends to several years. Further, 
there can be no rule of thumb in such matters. Conditions 
and circumstances of one unit may not be the same as of 

the other. Just because in one case, a direction was given 
to regularise employees who have put in one year s 
service as far as possible and subject to fulfilling the 
qualifications, it cannot be held that in each and every 
case, such a direction must follow irrespective of and 
without taking into account the other relevant 
circumstances and considerations. The relief must be 
moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the 
impugned directions must be held to be totally untenable 
and unsustainable.” Thus, the Supreme Court set aside 

3403 GI/2007—18 
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the orders of lower Courts. He further relied oh the 
decision reported in 1997IISCC 1 A^HWANIKUMAR 
AND OTHERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS 
wherein the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 
considered the above regularisation of appointment in 
excess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the question of 
confirmation of these employees whose entry itself was 
illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted that question 
of confirmation or regularisation of an irregularly 
appointed candidate would arise, if the candidate 
concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or on ad- 
hoc basis against an available vacancy which is already 
sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is unauthorised 
and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, question of 
regularising the incumbent on such a non-existing 
vacancy would never survive for consideration and even 
if such purported regularisation or confirmation is given, 
it would be an exercise in futility. It would amount to 
decorating a still born baby. Under these circumstances, 
there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 
valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 
these employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” 
Therefore, learned counsel for the Respondent contended 
that these temporary employees were appointed only due 
to exigencies and they have not appointed against any 
regular vacancy and they have only appointed in leave 
vacancies and therefore, they are not entitled to claim 
any absorption in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied 
on the rulings reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU 
KUMAR VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 
ORS. wherein the Supreme Court has held that Mthey are 
temporary employees working on daily wages Under 
these circumstances, their disengagement from service 
cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 
stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 
Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 
right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary.” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held 
that “Tinder Section 25G of the I.D.Act retrenchment 
procedure following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is 
not mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 
shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 
principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors.” 
Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has not established with any evidence that his juniors 
were made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how 
if the Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/ 
Bank is ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal 
that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner 
and, therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

i 5. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 

in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 

STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 

Court has held that * ‘merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 

term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 

the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

the Court to prevent.regular recruitment at the instance of 

temporary employees whose period of employment has 

come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right." 

Further, it has also held that it is not as if, the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 

is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 

with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 

bargain not at arms length since he might have been 

searching for some employment so as to eke out his 

livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 

alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 

constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 

and to take the view' that a person who has temporarily or 

casually got employed should be directed to be continued 

permanently. By doing so. it will be creating another mode 

of public appointment which is not permissible." Further, 

the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 

held that ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 

rules and after a proper competition among qualified 

persuns, the same would not confer any right on the 

appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a due 

process of selection as envisaged by relevant Fules.” 

Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 

LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 

is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 

without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 

question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 

of purported period of probation would not arise.” Further, 

in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL. SUJANPUR 

Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 

“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ wdthin the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 

of the Constitution of India would be void in law.” Further, 

in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
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PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that on:y 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 

Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of thisCourt probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the, 

wake of prevano-o market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his 

service. Further, when they have not been questioned 

the five settlements entered into between the Respondent/ 

Bank and Federation and since they have not questioned 

the wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are 

not entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped 

from doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour 

authorities was only to restore the wait list and also for 

appointment thereon as temporary messenger as per wait 

list. Under such circumstances, after expiry of the period 

mentioned in the settlements which were subsequently 

amended by settlements, the Petitioners cannot now 

question either the preparation of wait list or number 

allotted to them. Under such circumstances, it cannot be 

questioned by the Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 

Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and 

Federation, at the time of reference, they have not 

questioned the settlement nor the number allotted to each 

individual in the wait list. Further, the Petitioners have 

not questioned the settlement and they have not alleged 

that settlement was not a bona fide in nature or it has 

been arrived at on account of mala fide, misrepresentation, 

fraud or even corruption or other inducements. Under 

such circumstances, I find the Petitioners cannot now 

question the settlements at this stage and since they are 

only temporary employees and since it is not shown before 

this Tribunal that the Respondent/Bank has got 

sanctioned posts for temporary employees to be 

absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot claim for 

reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held 

that temporary employees are not entitled to claim ar.v 

rights for regularisation, merely because they have 

completed 240 days of continuous service in a period of 

12 calendar months and the Supreme Court has also held 

that each case must be considered on its own merit and 

the changes brought about by the subsequent decisions 

of the Supreme Court probably having regard to the 

changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the wake 

of prevailing market economy, globalisation, privatisation 

and outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not 

entitled to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the 

Respondent/Bank as alleged by him. Therefore, T tmd 

this point against the Petitioner. 

Point No. 2:— 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled 

to be absorbed in regtilar service or made permanent 

merely on the strength of such continuance of work, I 

find the Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed 

by him. No Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him. 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this day the 

31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner : WW1 Sri V. Chellappan 

WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent: MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex, Ml. 

W2 20-04-88. Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 

for implementation of Ex. M1. 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

regarding absorption of daily wagers tn 

Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in 

The Hindu on daily Wages based on 

Ex. W4. 

W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu extending Period of qualifying 

service to daily wagers. 
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New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2321.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 31/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/577/1998-IR (B-Dl 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 
BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 
CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 
Shri K. I AY ARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 31/2004 
[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 289/99] 

[In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workmen] 

BETWEEN 
Sri R. Suresh Kumar : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Coimbatore. 

APPEARANCE 
For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. Veeramani. Advocates 

AWARD 
1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/577/98-IR (B-I) dated 22-04-1998 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No.289/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their Claim Statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D. 
No. 31/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 
‘’Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri R. Suresh Kumar, wait list No. 641 for restoring 
the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Indunagar branch 
from 2-7-1987. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment of 
the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 
was under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Indunagar 
branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 
appointed by-Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 
have not informed the result of interview and also with 
regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 
class IV Employee, The Petitioner has been working as a 
temporary messenger and some times performing work in 
other branches also. While working on temporary basis in 
Indunagar branch, another advertisement by the 
Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual workers who 
were reported to be in service during the same period. 
While the Petitioner was working as such, the Manager of 
the branch informed the Petitioner orally on 31 -3-1997 that 
his services are not required any more and he need not 
attend the office from 1 -4—97. Hence, the Petitioner raised 
a dispute with regard to his non-employment. Since the 
conciliation ended in failure, the matter was referred to this 
Tribunal for adjudication. Though reference was sent to 
this Tribunal, the reference framed did not satisfy the 
grievance of the Petitioner, he has made a fresh 
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1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsoredNby 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other clast? IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998. the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
oe passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the* 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section. 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 

■ alse to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Peti tioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are : 

(i) ‘'Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 641 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?" 

(ii) “To whal relief the Petitioner is entitled?" 

Point No, I: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

,o protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (civil) 1987. the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employ ees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex, Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interyiewediand selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank Without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to Work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 18( 1) entered 

into between the alleged Federation and the Respondent/ 

Management. They further contended that though the 

Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner has not 

worked for more than 240 days in a continuous period of 12 

calendar months and was not in continuous service on 

17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid arid enforceable 

right for appointment, in the wake of strict instructions and 

circulars/guidelines issued by the Respondent/Bank to the 

effect that temporary employees at branches/offices are 
not allowed to be in service exceeding 200 days, hence the 

question of Petitioner working for 240 days does not arise 

at all. Further, they have invoked the relevant provisions 

of Chapter V A of the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to 

contend that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable 

right for appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very 

much applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched 

messengers and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned 

representative for the Petitioner contended that in 1996 

LAB & IC 2248 CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. 

S ATYAM AND OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that 
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[.D. Act providing for retrenchment is 
the benefit of the workmen to whom 

s but for aU cases of retrenchment, 
lication of Section 25H cannot be 
tie category of retrenched workmen, 
ention of the Respondent/Bank that 
no valid and enforceable right for 
nable. It is further contended that on 
ler that Ex.W2, W3 and W8 as well as 
itute/relate to the circular instructions 
/Bank issued from time to time in 
implementation of the settlements on 
h are statutory in character. Further, a 
ix.M 1 and the averments of MWI and 
monies during the cross-examination 
w the bank has given a raw deal to the 
beginning linking his future with the 
it, Clause 1 of Ex. M1 deals with 
renched temporary employees into ‘A, 
jategorization of ‘A, B & C is quite 
rine of ‘last come—first ‘go’ or first 
therefore, the categorization in Clause 
(a) of Ex.M 1 provides an opportunity 

; engaged on casual basis and allowed 
nal vacancies of messengers, farashes, 
oys, sweepers etc. for absorption along 
le categories of temporary employees 
, engaging casuals to do messengerial 
ntion of the guidelines mentioned in 
Staff matters, copy of which is marked 
he appointment of daily wage basis for 
1 jobs etc. are strictly prohibited as per 
tructions. In such circumstances, the 
s along with the eligible categories is 
, these persons who were engaged by 
ik on casual basis should not be given 
lent in the bank service. Those casuals 
jficial treatment in the matter of arriving 
;e for interview and selection. But, 
es have not been informed about this 
icludes casuals affecting their interest 
as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 
: to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 
have prepared only one wait list for 

ix.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 
e found suitable for appointment as 
epers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 
ist ExJMlO was prepared, but it is 
10 that it was prepared based on the 
11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 
1 and M4 respectively. But, when MW l 
the settlements, he deposed that 
10-88 was not included in the Madras 
ti Court order is there, but he has not 
nent in support of the so called non¬ 
bald statement. Further, according to 
r Ex.M 10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 
in the Counter Statement with regard 
ier the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 
that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 
daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 
of MW 1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW 1 wait list under Ex.M 10 comparises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates 
.While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industry wise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 & 16 of 
Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 
that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 
inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released / published even after’ the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 
Ex.M 10 does not carry particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 
these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 
violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 
attached to the wait list. Above all, Ex. M 1 was not produced 
at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 
M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

i H'l l*.l. |h .l-MtfalHi ■■ .((.(• I |i 4 IHM- * 
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the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

tidings reported in 19854SCC201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 

BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that "to employ workmen as ‘badlies 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned 

representative further contended that Ex.M 10, wait list has 

not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 

In the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 

longest service should have priority over those who joined 

the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 

which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 

law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 

accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 

but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 

for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept, the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 

will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 

further claim for being considered for permanent 

appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 

‘produced any document show how he has arrived at the 

seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 

was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 

the averment and also for the averment of MW1. Therefore, 

the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 

of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 

and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in “ accordance 

with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 

employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 

Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 

proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 

Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 

settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 

Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 

modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 

Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Ml 1 

interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 

No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 

relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 

year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 

the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 

of management witnesses during the cross- examination 

had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 

about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 

Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 

voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 

was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 

post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 

Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 

Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 
more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 

enshrined under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions ofl.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10 But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view' 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. .The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at ail and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are estopped trom making claim as the)' had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 

Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafidc and 

are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 

3403 Gl/2007—19 
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me material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Rank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
fie worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Sank and the federation 
were bonafide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
d irectly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings repeated in 1991ILU 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 
INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs, INDUSTRIAL TRffitJNAL A.P. 
AND OTHERS wherein under section 12(3) the union 
entered into a settlement with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from the 
job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 
a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 
voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
diat "in the absence of plea that the settlement reached 

in the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 
on the workmen. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 1997IILLJ 1189 
ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION* AND OTHERS wherein the 
Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 
"therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings with ti recognised majority 

union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 

even those who beiong to the minority union which had 

objected to the same. To that.extent, it departs from the 

ordinary law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 

the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 

assistance of the Conciliation Officer and to discourage 

an individual employee or a minority union from scuttling 
the settlement. It further held that “there may be 

exceptional, cases, where there may be allegations of mala 
fides, fraud or even corruption or other inducements. But, 

in the absence of such allegations,t a settlement in the 

course of collective bargaining is entitled to due weight 

and consideration. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 
further relied on the rulings reported in 19971LU 308 K C P 
LTD. Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 
the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 
I.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 

settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 
category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 
settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

aho. ” He farther relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 
2000 SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 
LTD. Vs. STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme CoUirt has held that "settlement is arrived at 

by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being good wilt between them. When there is a dispute 

that the settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer 

for adjudication after examining the allegations as there 
fs an underlying assumption that the settlement reached 

with the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 

reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 
alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and iH SUch circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The • 
Petitiotie^pntended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 
the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 
the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 
Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 
KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
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workman to hardship involved in moving ihe machinery 

again. ” It further held that ‘‘the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading 

of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refitsing to answer the reference on merits 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 

in 1998 LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” 

He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 
consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 

P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 

Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 

consider, all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 

would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 

is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 

though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 

Relying on ail ihese decisions, the representative for the 

Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 

mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 

from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 

retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 

can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 

in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 

the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 

advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K. V. VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Govt, service in an 

existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remain’,ig 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

,discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek- 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6 2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not gel 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the hank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 
the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1993 3 SCC 47 

SHANKARS AN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 
merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 
there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 

wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 

wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court ha s held 
that “now coming to the direction that all those aJ hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 

it. The direction has been given without reference tv 
existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means tru 

every ad-hoc/temporary employee who has been continued 

for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 

vacancy is available for him which means creation oj a 

vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 

Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
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notification calling for applications which means he had 
entered by a back door; (c) he was not eligible and 

qualified for the post at the time of his appointment; (d) 
his record of service since his appointment is not 

satisfactory. These are the additionalproblems indicated 
by us in para 12 which would arise from giving of such 
blanket orders. None of the decisions relied upon by the 

High Court justify such wholesale, unconditional orders. 

Moreover, from the mere continuation of an ad-hoc 
employee for one year, it cannot be presumed that there is 
need for regular post. Such a presumption may be justified 

only when such continuance extends to several years. 

Further, there can be no rule of thumb in such matters. 

Conditions and circumstances of one unit may not be the 
same as of the other. Just because in one case, a direction 

was given to regularise employees who have put in one 
year's service as far as possible and subject to fulfilling 

the qualifications, it cannot be held that in each and 

every case, such a direction must follow irrespective of 
and without taking into account the other relevant 

circumstances and considerations. The relief must be 
moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 

facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 

mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the 

impugned directions must be held to be totally untenable 
and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the 

orders of lower Courts. He further relied on tne decision 
reported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR .AND 

OTHERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein 

the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has considered the 

above regularisation of appointment in excess of 

sanctioned posts. “So far as the question of confirmation 

of these employees whose entry itself was illegal and void 

is concerned, it is to be noted that question of confirmation 

or regularisation of an irregularly appointed candidate 

would arise, if the candidate concerned is appointed in 

an irregular manner or on ad-hoc basis against an 

available vacancy which is already sanctioned. But, if 

the initial entry itself is unauthorised and is not against 

any sanctioned vacancy, question of regularising the 
incumbent on such a non-existing vacancy would never 

survive for consideration and even if such purported 
regularisation or confirmation is given, it would be an 

exercise in futility. It would amount to decorating a still 

born baby. Under these circumstances, there was no 

occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 

confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming these 

employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that these 

temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AlR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that '“they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 
Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 
Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 
right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. " 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
“Under Section 25G of the l.D.Act retrenchment 

procedure following principle of ‘last come - first go ’ is 
not mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 
made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 
ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment ivas not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

the instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 

who by the very nature of their appointment, do not acquire 

any right. ” Further, it has also held that “it is not as if 

the personwho accepts an engagement either temporary 

or casual in nature is hot aware of his employment. He 

accepts the employment with open eyes. It may be true 

that he is not in a positionto bargain— not at arms length 

since he might have been searching for some employment 

so as to eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he 

gets. But on that ghround alone, it would not be 

appropriate to jettison the constitutional scheme of 

appointment, perpetuate illegalities and to take the view 

that a personwho has temporarily or casually got 

employed should be directed to be continued permenently. 

By doing so, it will be creating another mode of public 

appointment which is not permissible. ”Further, The 

Supreme court while laying donw the law, has clearly 

held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the 

relevant rules and after a proper competition among 

qualified persons, the same would not confer any right 

onthe appointee.It has to be clarified that merely 

because a temporary employee or a casual wage worker 

is continued for a time beyond the term of his appointment, 

he would not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service 
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or made permanent merely on the strength of such 

continuance, if the original appointment was not made 

by following a due process of selection as envisaged by 

relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL 
FERTILIZERS LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that regularisation 

furthermore, is not a mode of appointment and if 
appointment is made without following the rules, the same 

being a nullity, the question of confirmation of an 

employee upon the expiryt of purported period of probation 

would not arise. ”■ Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL 

COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the 

Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 

appointment, of the Respondent was not in sanctioned 

post. Being a 'State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of 
the Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 

recruiting its employees was bound to follow the 
recruitment rules. Any recruitment made in violation of 

such rules as also in violation of constitutional scheme 

enshrined under Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of 

India would be void in law. ’’ Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 
MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO INDUSTRIES 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. SC. PANDEY 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that only because 
an employee had worked for more than 240 days of service 

by that itself would not confer any legal right upon him 

to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court also 

held that “the changes brought about by the subsequent 

decisions of this, court probably having regard to the 
changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the wake 

of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.’’ 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

arid Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 
Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 

at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 

settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 

settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 

not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 
of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar case, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 

brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 
The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31 st January. 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner : WW1 Sri Suresh Kumar 
• WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent: MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 
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erox copy of the administrative 

jaidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

»r implementation of Ex, M1 

erox copy of the Circular of 

jespondent/Bank to all Branches 

■^garding absorption of daily wagers in 
essenger vacancies. 

rox copy of the advertisement in The 

ndu on daily wages based on Ex. W4 

rox copy of the advertisement in The 

ndu extending Period of qualifying 

(rvice to daily wagers. 

rox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

'fice, Chennai About filling up of 
cancies of messanger posts 

rox copy of the circular of 

spondent/Bank to all Branches 

e^arding identification of massenger 

cancies and filling them before 
11-3-97. 

rox copy of the instruction in 

ference book on staff about casuals 

to be engaged at office/branches to 

messengerial work, 

rox copy of the temporary 

taointment order issued by Indunagar 
rpneh. 

rox copy of the temporary 

jx)intment order issued by Indunagar 
.nch. 

rox copy of the temporary 
|)ointment order issued by Indunagar 
.nch. 

rox copy of the temporary tintment order issued by Indunagar 
ch. 

ox copy of the temporary 

^ointment order issued by Indunagar 
inch. 

ox copy of the tempo; ary 

iljointment order issued by Indunagar 
nch. 

ox copy of the administrative 

li delines in reference book on staff 

tters issued by Respondent/Bank 

girding recruitment to subordinate 

& service conditions. 

[ox copy of the Reference book on 

matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
12-95. 

>x copy of the call letter from Madurai 

I office for interview of messenger 

:—V. Muralikannan. 

x copy of the call letter from Madurai 

i^l office for interview of messenger 

:—K. Subburaj. 

W19 0603-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

zonal office for interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi, 

Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February,2005 wait list 

No.395 of Madurai Circle. 

Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 

meeting. 

Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

Xerox copy of the Local Head Office 

circular about appointment of temporary 

employees in subordinate cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

W20 17-03-97 

W21 2603-97 

W22 31-03-97 

W23 

W24 13-02-95 

W25 09-11-92 

W26 

W27 09-07-92 

W28 07-02-06 

W29 31-12-85 

Ex. No. Date 

Ml 

M2 

M3 

M4 

M5 

M6 

17-11-87 

1607-88 

27-10-88 

09-01-91 

30-07-96 

09-0695 

M7 28-05-91 

M8 15-05-98 

M9 10-07-99 

M10 Nil 

Mil 25-10-99 

Description 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa, 

Xerox copy of the order of Supreme 
Court in SLP No. 3082/99. 

Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 
Module. 

Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 

■Wf> *M I l , ( |.|<(.,iHi 
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[tf. T^-12012/604/1998-3^37R(^t-I)] 

3T^PT STfV^Tft 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S,0. 2322.—In ' pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Re.f. No. 32/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/604/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR. Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31 st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 32/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 290/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (Hof 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri R.Siddaiyan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 
Z. O.Coimbatore. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 

• Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s.K. Veeramani, 

Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/604/98-IR (B-I) dated 23-04-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No.290/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this-CGIT-cumLabour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this tribunal has numbered it as I.D. 

No. 32/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri R. Siddaiyan, wait list No. 342 for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre in 

State Bank of India and he was given appointment as 

messenger after an interview and medical examination. He 

was appointed on temporary basis at Salem Main branch 

from 7-2-1986. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 

services were no more required. The non-employment of 

the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A. B and C. 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of theSalem 

Main branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 
appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 
have not informed the result of interview and also with 

regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 

orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 

class IV employee. From 7-2-86, the Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and some time 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in Salen Main branch, another 

advertisement by :he Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 

Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required any more and he need not attend the office from 
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1 -4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 

to his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in 

failure, the matter was referred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication. Thoi gh reference was sent to this Tribunal, 

the reference framed did not satisfy the grievance of the 
Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to 

Government to rec onsider the reference and the Petitioner 

, requested the Respondent/Bank to continue to engage 

him in service as ot tained prior to 31 -3-97 and to regularise 

him in service in cue course. The Respondent/Bank took 

up an unreasonable stand that the service and the number 

of days worked |>y Petitioner were treated as of no 

consequence, since according to the Respondent/Bank, it 

engaged the Petitic ner only in temporary services after the 

settleme.it. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by 

which hit services and number of days worked by him 

after inter view do lot merit consideration. The Petitioner 

was not a party ;o the settlement mentioned by the 

Respondent/Bank before the conciliation officer. Therefore, 

the Respondent’s action in not absorbing him in regular 

service is unjust aid illegal. Further, the settlements arc 

repugnant to Sect on 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 

termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 

Para 522(4) of Sas:ry Award. Even though the settlement 

speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 

been prepared a id the Respondent/Bank has been 

Regularising according to their whims and fancies. The 

Respondent/Bank has also not observed the instructions 

regarding grant of ncrements, leave, medical benefits etc. 

to the temporary workmen which amounts to violation of 

relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

engaged the Petitic ner and extracted the same work either 

by payment of petty cash or by directing him to work under 

assumed name or by both which amounts to unfair labour 

practice. The wail list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

not based on stricL seniority and without any rationale. 

Hence, for .all these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

relief of regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 

attendant benefits. 

4. As againit this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 

adjudication by thi> Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 

Petitioner was net in continuous service. Hence, the 

question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 

The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estop led from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 1 8(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bunk. 

The claim of the Pt titioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait lis ed as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the emporary employees for performance 

of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who arc claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-!!-! 987,16-07-1988,07-! 0-! 988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 3 8(3) 

of I..D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 342 in wait list 

of Zona! Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed 
temporary candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary 

employees were permanently appointed by Respondent/ 

Bank. It is false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a 

temporary messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in 
leave vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner 

having submitted to selection process in terms of 

settlements drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred 

to above, cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such 
of those temporary employees who were appointed were 

engaged for more number of days and hence, they were 

appointed. Under the settlement, employees were 

categorised as A, B, and C. Considering their temporary 
service and subject to other eligibility criteria, under 
category (A) the temporary employees who were engaged 

for 240 days were to be considered and under category, (B) 

the temporary employees who have completed 270 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months and under category. (C) the temporary 

employees who have completed 30 days aggregate 

temporary service in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or 

minimum 70 days aggregate temporary service in any 

continuous block of 

36 calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7. 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed lhat wait list 
was to lapse in December. 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 
had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates. 211 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 
Petitioner was wait listed at 342 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which werp the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and fhe settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 
to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

i 
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Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment iin the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise ihe services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/13ank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P. No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 342 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called lor 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies, jn subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ petition 

No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorb!ion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondenf/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied .an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities’and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11 -1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 

strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

3403 G1/2007—20 
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'sorption and which are statutory in 
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dons who were engaged on casual basis 
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settlements, he deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was 

not included in the Madras circle since tile High Court 

order is there, but he has not produced any document in 

support of the so called non-inclusion except his bald 

statement. Further, according to MW1 wait list under 

Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in 
the Counter Statement with regard to this wait list. Further 

the Hon’ble High Court has held in its order dated 23-7-99 

in W.P. No. 7872 of 1991, which is marked as an exhibit, in 

which it is stated that ‘it is clear that the 1987 settlement 

was concerned with the temporary class IV employees who 

were paid scale wages as per Bipartite Settlement while the 

1988 settlement dealt with daily wager in Class IV category 

who were paid wages daily on mutual agreement basis. In 

such circumstances, as rightly contended the Respondent 

are not justified and combined the list of candidates covered 

under 1987 settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed 

two distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat 

one class and their action undoubtedly amounts to 

violation of Article 14 of Constitution of India. Further, the 

averment of MW 1 and the statements in Counter Statement 

are contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 

It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 

per deposition of MW1 wait list under 

Ex. M10 comparises of both messengerial and non- 

messengerial candidates .While the temporary employees 

were appointed after due process of selection and were 

paid wages on the basis of industry wise settlement, it is 

not so in the case of casuals. Therefore, both belongs to 

two different and distinct categories. But, Ex.M3 provides 

for the same norms to the casuals as in the case of 

temporary employees in the matter of absorption. 

Therefore, it is violative of Article 14& 16 of Constitution 
of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended that 

preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not inconformity 

with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non-preparation of 

separate panels amounts to violation of circular. Secondly, 
it has not been prepared as per instructions in Ex. W2 

circular regarding projected vacancies for the period from 

1987 to 1994. Furthermore, no wait list was released/ 

published even after’ the Court order in WMP No. 11932/ 

91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing the Respondent/Bank to 

release the list of successful candidates pursuant to the 

first advertisement published in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. 

Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 

particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 

and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 

respective seniority. From all these things, it is clear that 

Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 

and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 

Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced at the time of 
conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997-98 held 

at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 the 

Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 before 

this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. It is 

further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 
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the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these petitioners 
were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 
the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 
in leave vacancy. Further, even before or after the settlement 
on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 
they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 
to take diem out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. 
Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s work in the Respondent/ 
Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 
the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 
categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 
S as try Award are also violated. Further, the representative 
of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 
4 SCC 201RD. SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 
AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 
“to employ workmen as 'badlies' casuals or temporaries 
and to continue them as such for many years with the 
object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 
permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned representative 
further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has not been 
prepared in accordance with pi^pciple of seniority In the 
legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 
has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 
against existing/ftiture vacancy anywhere in module or 
circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 
appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 
deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 
further claim for being considered for permanent 
appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
produced any document show how he has arrived at the 
seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 
was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 
the averment and also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, 
the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 
of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 
and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 
employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 
Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 
proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 
Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 
settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6, 
Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and MI 1 
interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 
No. ! 1932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross- examination 
had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 
about the settlements which are marked as Ex. M1 to M5. 
Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 
voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 
was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 
post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 
Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 
Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 
more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 
enshrined under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that the expression "actually 
worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 
10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
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ESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are 

divided into two categories namely (i) those arrived at 

outside the conciliation proceedings under section 18(1) 

of the l.D. Act and; (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 
settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 

category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the setilement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 

2000 SC 469NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

LTD. Vs. STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at 
by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being good will between them. When there is a dispute 

that the settlement is not bonafide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on accouritlof fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable. ” Relying on all these decisions, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, 

since the federation in w'hich the Petitioner is also one 

among them, they have entered into settlement with the 

bank and therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, 

he argued that no union of the bank has questioned the 

settlement and in such circumstances, it cannot be said 

that it is not binding on them and he is estopped from 
disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 

of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 

valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 

the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 

the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 

Petitioner in the Claim Statement. , 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it 

is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

I I H' • l|H"l » :K>.- ||l IM* il -.i ■ i . *■ lll^iiii t| 
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Vs. INDUST RIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that"mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in tfie matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again. ” It further held that “the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature ofpleading 

of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” 

He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER. LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner.” He also aYgued that in Express Newspapers 

P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 

Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 

consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 

would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 

is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 

the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 

though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court." 

Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 

from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 

retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 

Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 

can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 

in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 

the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 

advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 

the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, 1 find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V.VDEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 
Whatever conditional right they had come .to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 
dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 

SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 

merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 

wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 
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incy. The directum in effect means that 

emporary employee who has been 

year should be regularised even though 

available for him which means creation 

he was not sponsored by Employment 

as he appointed in pursuance of a 

r for applications which means he had 
oor; (c) he was not eligible and qualified 

time of his appointment; (d) his record 

‘ appointment is not satisfactory. These 

problems indicated by us in para 12 
’ from giving of such blanket orders, 

ns relied upon by the High Court justify 

nconditional orders. Moreover, from 

ion ofan ad-hoc employee for one year, 
ned that there is need for regular post, 

on may be justified only when such 

is to several years. Further, there can 

imb in such matters. Conditions and 

me unit may not be the same as of the 

7 in one case, a direction was given to 

tes who have put in one year's service 

td subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

that in each and every case, such a 

ow irrespective of and without taking 

other relevant circumstances and 

e relief must be moulded in each case 

U the relevant facts and circumstances 

tot be a mechanical act but a judicious 

’ impugned directions must be held to 

■ and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 
irders of lower Courts. He further relied 
iported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI 
HERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 
he Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 
)ve regularisation of appointment in 
gd posts. “So far as the question of 

tse employees whose entry itself was 

s concerned, it is to be noted that 

irmation or regularisation of an 
nted candidate would arise, if the 
■d is appointed in an irregular manner 

against an available vacancy which 
ted. But, if the initial entry itself is 

r not against any sanctioned vacancy, 
"ising the incumbent on such a non- 

ould never survive for consideration 

ported regularisation or confirmation 
an exercise in futility. It would amount 

bom baby. Under these circumstances, 

Ion to regularise them or to give them 

The so called exercise of confirming 

refore, remained a nullity. ’’Therefore, 
the Respondent contended that these 
pees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 
cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LU 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
“Under Section 25G of the I.D. Act retrenchment 

procedure following principle of ‘last come -first go’ is 

not mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 
made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 
ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 
worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 
the Supreme Court has held that “merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

the instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 

who by the very nature of their appointment,do not 

acquire any right. ” Further, it has also held that “it is not 

as if, the personwho accepts an engagement either 
temporary or casual in nature is not aware of his 

employment. He accepts the employment with open eyes. 
It may be true that he is not in a position to bargain—not 

at arms length since he might have been searching jbr 

some employment so as to eke out his livelihood and 
accepts whatever he gets. But on that ghround alone, it 

would not be appropriate to jettison the constitutional 

scheme of appointment, perpatuate illegalities and to take 
the view that a person who has temporarily or casually 

got employed should be directed to be continued 

permenently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 

►Kf i|Mh M 
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of public appointment which is not permissible. "Further, 

The Supreme court while laying donw the law, has clearly 

held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the 

relevant rules and after a proper competition among 

qualified persons, the same would not confer any right on 

the appointee. ...It has to be clarified tfuit merely 

because a temporary employee ora casual wage worker 

is continuedfor a time beyond the term of his appointment, 

he would not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service 

or made permanent merely on the strength of such 

continuance, if the original appointment was not made 

by following a due process of selection as envisaged by 

relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL 
FERTILIZERS LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “ regularisation 

furthermore, is not a mode of appointment and if 
appointment is made without following the rules, the same 
being a nullity, the question of confirmation of an 

employee upon the expiry of purported period of probation 

would notarise. ” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL 
COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. SUWNDER KUMAR, the 
Supreme Court has held that ”it is not disputed that the 

appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned 

post. Being a ‘State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of 

the Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 

recruiting its employees was bound to follow the 

recruitment rules. Any recruitment made in violation of 

such rules as also in violation of constitutional scheme 
enshrined under Article 14 and 16 of the Constitution of 
India would be void in law. ” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 
MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO INDUSTRIES 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. PANDEY 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only because 
an employee had worked for more than 240days ofservice 

by that itself would not confer any legal right upon him 

to be regularised in service. ’’ The Supreme Court also 

held that “the changes brought about by the subsequent 

decisions of this court probably having regard to the 

changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the wake 

of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. ” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17. I find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 
Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 
with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 
entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 
at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 
settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 
wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned tjtr 
settlement and they have not alleged that settlement Was 
rot a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 
of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2:— 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner identified? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Tnus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P. A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January. 2007.) 

K. J AYARAM AN, Presiding Officer 
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Witnesses Examined: — 

For the Petitioner 

For the Respondent 

WW1 Sri R. Siddian 

WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2S. Srinivasan 

Documents Marked 

Ex. No. Date 

W1 01-08-88 

da 

W2 20-01-88 X 

gJ 
foi 

W3 24-04-91 X 

R 

r 

W4 01-05-91 

W5 2008-91 

W6 15-03-97 

W7 25-03-97 

Xe 
Hi: 

Xe 

Hi 
se r 

Xei 
O 

Vfli 

X ; 

R^ 
re 

31 

W8 NU Xo 

R( 

not 

do 

W9 04-05-87 X< 

is 

W10 20-08-92 X4 

api 
Br 

Wll Nil Xel 

gu 
m 

re 
c 

W12 Nil 

S 

31 

W13 06-03-97 Xe|i 

Mi 

met 

W14 0603-97 X 

zo 

post 

W15 06-03-97 X 

zo 

post 

Description 

erox copy of the paper publication in 

lily Thanthi based on Ex. MI. 

erox copy of the administrative 

idelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

»r implementation of Ex. M1.. 

erox copy of the Circular of 

jespondent/Bank to all Branches 
egardirtg absorption of daily wagers in 
lessenger vacancies. 

rox copy of the advertisement in The 

indu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

:rox copy of the advertisement in The 

ndu extending Period of qualifying 
vice to daily wagers 

:rox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
'jFfice, Chennai About filling up of 

icancies of messangers posts. 

rox copy of the circular of 

spondent/Bank to all Branches 

fording identification of messenger 

cancies and filling them before 
3-97. 

rox copy of the instruction in 

ference book on staff about casuals 

to be engaged at office/branches to 
messengerial work. 

rox copy of the service certificate 
sjued by Salem Branch. 

rox copy of the temporary 

bointment order issued by Salem 
inch. 

rox copy of the administrative 

delines in reference book on staff 

atters issued by Respondent/Bank 
y arding recruitment to subordinate 

& service conditions. 

ox copy of the Reference book on 

matters Vol. Ill consolidated up to 
12-95. 

ox copy of the call letter from 

'afiurai zonal office For interview of 

isenger post—V. Muralikannan. 

'X copy of die call letter from Madurai 

1 office For interview of messenger 

t—K. Subburaj. 

'X copy of the call letter from Madurai tl office For interview of messenger 

—J. Velmurugan. 

are 

x& 

eio 

nai 

eit>: 

W16 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan. 

W17 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

W18 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order 
to—Sri G. Pandi. 

W19 Feb.2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February ,2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W20 13-2-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

W21 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

W23 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—-creation of 
part time general attendants. 

W24 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

W25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the Local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 1607-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 0901-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 090695 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 2805-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 1505-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme 

Court in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 

Module. 

Mil 2510-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 

"tfem*iH ... ii- 1 • U(> ' I Ii HM'M ti 
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t, 24-7-2007 ^ w *n 1 

[ft. V?T-12012/317/ 1998-3^aRR(^t-i) ] 

3I«R g|»HK, 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2323.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 6/2004), 

of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum-Labour 
Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 

Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 

and their workman, received by the Central Government 

on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/317/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJ AY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRTOUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT: 

Shri K. Jay araman. Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 6/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 7/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under.clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workman) 

BETWEEN 

Sri R. Masilamani : IParty/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Zonal Office, Coimbatore. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : SriV.S.Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sundar 

,Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/317/98-IR (B-I) dated 01-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 7/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 

I.D. No. 6/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in thaf order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri R. Masilamani, wait list No. 511 for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre in 

State Bank of India and he was given appointment as 

messenger after an interview and medical examination. He 

was appointed on temporary basis at Melapalayam branch 

from 01-10-1981 The Petitioner was orally informed that 

his services were no more required. The non-employment 

of the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the 

Melapalayam branch. He was called for an interview by a 

Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. 

But, they have not informed the result of interview and 

also with regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was 

informed orally to join at the branch where he initially 

worked as a class IV employee. From 01-10-81, the Petitioner 

has been working as a temporary messenger and some 

times performing work in other branches also. While 

working on temporary basis in Melapalayam branch, 

another advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 

Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required any more and he need not attend the office from 

3403 Gl/2007—21 
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Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 

it. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 

^rred to this Tribunal for adjudication, 

ivas sent to this Tribunal, the reference 

isfy the grievance of the Petitioner, he 
l representation to Government to 

rence and the Petitioner requested the 

to continue to engage him in service as 
-3-97 and to regularise him in service in 

e Respondent/Bank took up an 

1 that the service and the number of 

Petitioner were treated as of no 

: according to the Respondent/Bank, it 
tier only in temporary services after the 

itioner was not aware of settlement by 

and number of days worked by him 

tot merit consideration. The Petitioner 

o the settlement mentioned by the 

rfore the conciliation officer. Therefore, 

ction in not absorbing him in regular 

id illegal. Further, the settlements are 

)n 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 

Petitioner is against the provisions of 

ry Award. Even though the settlement 

categories only a single wait list has 

d the Respondent/Bank has been 
ling to their whims and fancies. The 

as also not observed the instructions 

icrements, leave, medical benefits etc. 
>rkmen which amounts to violation of 

of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

ler and extracted the same work either 

cash or by directing him to work under 

both which amounts to unfair labour 

st suffers serious infirmities and it is 

seniority and without any rationale, 

reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

loyment in Respondent/Bank with all 

this, the Respondent in its Counter 

it reference made by the Government 

lis Tribunal itself is not maintainable, 

ot in continuous service. Hence, the 

)pointment/absorption does not arise. 

Petitioner was not authorised. The 

d from making claim as per Claim 

lement drawn under provisions of 

3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

1 implemented by Respondent/Bank, 
ioner is not bona fide and made witn 

etitionef concealed the material facts 

as per his length of engagement and 

ed as he was positioned down in 

business exigency, the Respondent/ 

tporary employees for performance 

ger and such engagements were 

rear 1970 onwards. Such of those 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11 -1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 
The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of 1 .D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 510 in waitlist 

ofZonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 
false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 
cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 
and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category; (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category; (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after I -7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntaiy retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 510 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

laiming permanent absorption and P,ea-11 is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
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Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 
It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 
discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 
settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 
1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 
of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 
appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 
wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 
absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of die Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable bight 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18( I) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 
of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 511 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers in the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 
the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 
Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 
that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 
continuous service on 17-11 -1987, therefore, they have no 
valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
stria instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further,-they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
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no valid and enforceable right for 
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•nnection with the implementation of the 
ibsorption and which are statutory in 
t, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 
! 1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
ation will clearly show how the bank has 
) the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
: settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. MI 
gorization of retrenched temporary 
K, B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 
•posed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
ome— last go’ and therefore, the 
Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.M 1 
rtunity to persons who were engaged on 
llowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 
farashes, cash coolies, water boys, 
absorption along with the other eligible 
porary employees is not valid. Further, 
ils to do messengerial work is in 
the guidelines mentioned in Reference 
tters, copy of which is-marked as Ex.W8. 
intment of daily wage basis for regular 
; etc. are strictly prohibited as per bank's 
ctions. In such circumstances, the 
jals along with the eligible categories is 
•re, these persons who were engaged by 
lank on casual basis should not be given 
tment in the bank service. Those casuals 
eneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 
vice for interview and selection. But, 
yees have not been informed about this 
i includes casuals affecting their interest 
ler, as per instructions in Ex. W2 four 
' lists have to be prepared. But the 
has alleged to have prepared only one 

lodule as per Ex. M 10 in this case. Those 
r Ex. M10 were found suitable for 
essengers and sweepers. Even MW 1 is 
when the wait list Ex. M10 was prepared, 
in Ex.M 10 that it was prepared based on 
d 17-11 -87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which 
Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when 

MW 1 has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 
circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 
produced any document in support of the so called non¬ 
inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 
MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 
there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 
to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 
its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 
that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
class TV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 
daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW 1 wait list under Ex.Ml 0 com parises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates 
.While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 & 16 of 
Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 
that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 
inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non- 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released /published even after’ the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 inW.J». No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 
Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 
these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 
violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 
attached to the wait list Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced 
at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list 
Ex. MI0 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

nil'll'' *1 
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that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence,, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 19854SCC2Q1H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that "to employ workmen as 'badlies' 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 
and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates-with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 
has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the lav/ and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 
against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 
circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 
appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 
deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 
further claim for being considered for permanent 
appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
‘produced any document show how he has arrived at the 
seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 
was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 
the averment and also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, 
the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 
of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 
and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 
employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 
Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 
proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 
Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 
settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 
Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and M11 
interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 
No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross-examination 
had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 
about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 
Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 
voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 
was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 
post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 
Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 
Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 
more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 
enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in contin&ms service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that ‘the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is.not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
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n and the workmen resigned from the 

ninal benefits, but the workmen raised 

Tribunal that they did not resign 

Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

’ of plea that the settlement reached 

conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 
r coercion, the settlement is binding 
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rulings reported in 1997 II LU 1189 

ERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 

ORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

te Bombay High Court has held that 

tent arrived at in the course of the 
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' on all workmen of the establishment, 

mg to the minority union which had 

?. To that extent, it departs from the 
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ich allegations, a settlement in the 
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Learned counsel for the Respondent 
lings reported in 19971 LU 308 K.C.P. 

the Supreme Court has held that "settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under section 18(1) of the 

l.D. Act and; (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 
settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 

category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

w as nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 

SC 469NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that ‘ settlement is arrived at by 
the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt may refer 

for adjudication after examining the allegations as there 
is an underlying assumption that the settlement reached 

with the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 

reasonable.’’ Relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 

alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 

federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 

they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same.' 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 

of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government, 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 
alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 
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KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOT WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUS1TUAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again. ” It further held that "the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading 

of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 

in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC1664VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms ofreference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties." 
He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

dOURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 

P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 
Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 

consider all incidental matters also and the order of 

reference should not be construed in the manner which 

would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 

the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 

though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 

Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 

mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 

from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 

retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 

Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 

can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 

in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 

the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 

advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is be} ond 

the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. 1 find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies vyas made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 
informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 
panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 
Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 

merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has nd right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 

wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31 -3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 

wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 
IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS.Vs.PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
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temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that "they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 
Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary." 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“Under Section 25G ofthe I.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 
in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 

STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 

Court has held that ‘ ‘merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 
term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 

the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 

temporary employees whose period of employment has 

come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 

Further, it has also held that ‘4 it is not as if, the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 

is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 

with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 

bargain not at arms length since he might have been 

searching for some employment so as to eke out his 

livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 

alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 

constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 

casually got employed should be directed to be continued 

permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode . 

i 
i 
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of public appointment which is not permissible " Further, 

the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 

held that ‘ ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 

rules and after a proper competition among qualified 

persons, the same would not confer any right on the 

appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. 

Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 

LTD. AND OTOERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 

is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules, the same being a nullity, die 

question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 

of purported period of probation would not arise.” Further, 

in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANFUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 

“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 

of the Constitution of India would be void in law.” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYAPRADESH STATE AGRO 

INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 

PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 

Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are n°t 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 

the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 

to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 

of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 

the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 

Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 

and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 

fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 

inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employee^ and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held'that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 

brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

flay the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2324.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947). the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 8/2004) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-C urn-Labour 
Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 
and their workmen, received by the Central Government 
on 24-7-2007. 

[No.L-12012/319/1998-IR(B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRffiUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shrt K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 8/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 9/99] 

[In the matter of die dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri R. Janarthanan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 
Zonal Office, Coimbatore. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 
Order No. L-12012/319/98-IR (B-I) dated 01-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 9/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 
I.D. No. 8/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri R. Janardhanan wait list No. 489 for restoring 
the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He *as 
appointed on temporary basis at Mettur Dam branch from 
17-04-1979. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment of 
the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 
was under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Mettur, 
Dam branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 
appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 
have not informed the result of interview and also with 
regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 
class IV employee. From 17-04-79, the Petitioner has been 
working as a temporary messenger and some time 
performing work in other branches also. While working on 
temporary basis in Mettur Dam branch, another 
advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be -in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 
working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
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required any more and he need not attend die office from 

1-4-97. Hence, t le Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 

his non-employi lent. Since die conciliation ended in failure, 

die matter was referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 

Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, die reference 

framed did not satisfy die grievance of die Petitioner, he 

has made a fresl i representation to Govt, to reconsider die 

reference and t le Petitioner requested the Respondent/ 

Bank to contim le to engage him in service as obtained 

prior to 31-3-9' and to regularise him in service in due 

course. The Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable 

stand that die s< rvice and die number of days worked by 

Petitioner wers treated as of no consequence, since 

according to l he Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 

Petitioner only n temporary services after die settlement. 

The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by which his 
services and nur iber of days worked by him after interview 

do not merit cot isideration. The Petitioner was not a party 

to the settlement mentioned by die Respondent/Bank before 

the conciliation ifficer. Therefore, die Respondent’s action 

in not absorbing him in regular service is unjust and illegal. 

Further, die setl lements are repugnant to Section 25G & 

25H of die I.D. Act. The termination of the Petitioner is 

against the provi sions of Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 

though the settl ;ment speaks about three categories only 

a single wait list has been prepared and the Respondent/ 

Bank has been t sgu [arising according to their whims and 

fancies. The Re spondent/Bank has also not observed die 

instructions reg irding grant of increments, leave, medical 
benefits etc. to t he temporary workmen which amounts to 

violation of relevant provisions of circular. The 

Respondent/Bai ik engaged the Petitioner and extracted the 

same work eitht r by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to work und it assumed name or by both which amounts 

to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers serious 

infirmities and ii is not based on stricf seniority and without 

any rationale. I ence, for all these reasons the Petitioner 

prays to grant re ief of regular employment in Respondent/ 

Bank with all at endant benefits. 

4. As against this, th€ Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleg< d that reference made by the Government 
for adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 

The Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, die 

question of regu lar appointment/absorption does not arise. 

The engagemeit of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 

Section 18( 1) ar d 18(3)ofI.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

law, retrenchme it and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 

could not be aisorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due t> the business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged t te temporary employees for performance 

of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 489 in waitlist 

of Zonal Office, Coimbatore. Sofar211 wait listed temporary. 

candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category; (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 

36 calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 
temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 489 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 
Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 
and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
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Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settleqients, vacancies upto 31*12-94 were filled up against 
the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

Employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial* category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberate ly delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlemen ts made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Pet itioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 489 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messenger. In the Respondent/Bank 

and consequential appointment thereupon as 

temporary messenger is justified?” 

' (ii) ‘To whaf relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: ' 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protea the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorption of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Seaion 18(1) entered into between the al leged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11 -1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 

strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter VA of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
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Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as S& ;tions 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Peti tioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 

the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 

CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 

OTHERS, the Supre me Court has held that Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act providir g for retrenchment is not enacted only 

for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 

but for all cases of re trenchment. Therefore, the application 

of Section 25H cam lot be restricted only to one category 

of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 

Respondent/Bank l hat the Petitioner has no valid and 

enforceable right foi appointment is untenable. It is further 

contended that on b< half of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 

and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 

circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 

time to time in connection with the implementation of the 

settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, i combined study of Ex.Ml and the 

averments of MW 1; md MW2 and their testimonies during 

the cross-examinatu in will clearly show how the bank has 

given araw deal to th e Petitioner from the beginning linking 

his future with the se ttlements. Further, Clause I of Ex. M1 

deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 

employees into ‘A, It and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 

B & C’ is quite oppo ;ed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
go’ or ‘first cone— last go’ and therefore, the 

categorization in Cli.use 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml 

provides an opportunity to persons who were engaged on 

casual basis and alio wed to work in leave/casual vacancies 

of messengers, fa ashes, cash coolies, water boys, 

sweepers etc. for absorption along with the other eligible 

categories of temporary employees is not valid. Further, 

engaging casuals to do messengerial work is in 

contravention of the guidelines mentioned in Reference 

Book on Staff mattei s, copy of which is marked as Ex.W8. 

Further, the appointment of daily wage basis for regular 

messengerial jobs et:. are strictly prohibited as per bank’s 

circulars/instructions. In such circumstances, the 
absorption of casuals along with the eligible categories is 

not valid. Therefore these persons who were engaged by 

the Respondent/Bank on casual basis should not be given 

permanent appointm ent in the bank service. Those casuals 

were given more bent ficial treatment in the matter of arriving 

at qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 

temporary employees have not been informed about this 

amendment which ir eludes casuals affecting their interest 

and chance. Further, is per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 

of waiting lists have to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 

Bank has alleged to have prepared only one wait list for 

each module as per E x. M 10 in this case. Those candidates 

under Ex.MlO were found suitable for appointment as 

messengers and sweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 

to when the wait list Ex. MIO was prepared, but it is 

mentioned in Ex.M 0 that it was prepared based on the 

settlement dated I7-i 1-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 

marked as Ex. MI, M; and M4 respectively. But, when MW I 

has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 

circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 
produced any document in support of the so called non¬ 

inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 

MW 1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 

marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 

class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 

Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondents are not justified 

and combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 

of MW 1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 

contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 

It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 

per deposition of MW 1 wait list under Ex.Ml 0 comparises 

of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 

While the temporary employees were appointed after due 

process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 

industry-wise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 

Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 

categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 

casual s as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 

of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 

that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 

inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non¬ 

preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 

circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

no wait list was released / published even after the Court 

Order in WMPNo. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/9! directing 

the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the First advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 

Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates’ 

date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 

by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 

these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 

violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 

attached to the wait list. Above all,Ex.M I was not produced 
at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 

1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 

year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 

document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
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that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 

been told at the time of initial appointment that their 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

after the sett lement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 

was used as a device to take them out of the principal 

clause 2 (00) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Tliough the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

rulings reports! in 1985 4 SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. 
RESERVE BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that "to employ workmen as 

‘badlies ’ casuals or temporaries and to continue them as 
such for many years with the object of depriving them of 

the status and privileges of permanent workmen is 

illegal. ” Learned representative further contended that 
Ex.M 10 wait list has not been prepared in accordance with 

principle of seniority in the legal sense, since the selected 
candidates with longest service should have priority over 

those who joined the service later and therefore, the wait 

list under Ex. M10 which has been drawn up is contrary to 

law and also bad in law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has 

not acted in accordance with the law and the spirit of the 

settlement, but in utter violation and in breach of it Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 

will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 

further claim for being considered for permanent 

appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 

produced any document show how he has arrived at the 

seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 

was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 

the averment and also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, 

the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 

of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 

and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 

employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 

Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 

proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 

Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 

settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 

Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 

modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 

Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Ml 1 

interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 

No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 

relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 

year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 

the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross-examination 

had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 

about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 
Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 
voluntary retirement scheme in the Respondent/Bank it 

was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 

post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 

Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 
Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 

more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 
enshrined under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also retied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that * ‘the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc.” It is further argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and/circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
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I 

Petitioners are esto jped from making claim as they had 

accepted JJje settlei nents drawn under thp provisions of 

Section' 18(1) and 18(3) of the I.D. Act* in lieu of the 

provisions of law end implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 

are made with ulteri )r motive. Further, they have concealed 

the material facts tl iat the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

length of his engagi ment and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned do' vn in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 

exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 

Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 

Employment Excht nge is incorrect and the allegation that 

he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 

were engaged aga nst leave vacancies. The settlement 

entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 

were bonafide whic h were the only workable solution and 

is binding on the F etitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

settlement and acco dingly he was wait listed and therefore, 

the Petitioner is est >pped from questioning the settlement 

directly or indirectly' and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Furthermore, the st id settlements were not questioned by 

any union and the s ittlements were bank level settlements 

and operate throug tout the country. Further, he relied on 

the rulings reported ii 11991ILU 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

INDUSTRIES LIT). Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 

AND OTHERS wlierein under Section 12(3) the union 

entered into a settle ment with the management settling the 

claim of 11 workm in and the' workmen resigned from the 
job and received tei minal benefits, but the workmen raised 

a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But th<: Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

that “in the absent e of plea that the settlement reached 
in the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on th; rulings reported in 1997 II LLJ 1189 

ASHOK AND OTIFRS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 

TRANSPORT COR PORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has held that 

“therefore a settle ment arrived at in the course of the 
conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 
union will be bindit g on all workmen of the establishment, 

even those who be 'ong to the minority union which had 

objected to the sat te. To that extent, it departs from the 

ordinary law of cor, tracts, the object obviously is to uphold 

the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 

assistance of the C onciliation Officer and to discourage 

an individual empl ryee or a minority union from scuttling 

the settlement. ” [t further held that “there may be 

exceptional cases, vhere there may be allegations of mala 

fides,fraud or ever, corruption or other inducements. But, 

in the absence of such allegations, a settlement in the 
course of collectiv e bargaining is entitled to due weight 

and consideration. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

fuitherrelied on the tilings reported in 19971 LLJ 308 K.C.P. 

LTD. Vs. PRESIDI MG OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under section 18(1) of the 

l.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under section 18(3). A settlement 

of the first category has limited application and binds 

merely parties to it and settlement of the second category 

made with a recognised majority union has extended 

application as it will be binding on all workmen of the 

establishment. Even in case of the first category, if the 

settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 

2000 SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

LTD. Vs. STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at 

by the freewill of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being goodwill between them. When there is a dispute 

that the settlement is not bonafide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Govtemmen may 
refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 
it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, 

since the federation in which the Petitioner is also one 

among them, they have entered into settlement with the 

bank and therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, 

he argued that no union of the bank has questioned the 

settlement and in such circumstances, it cannot be said 

that it is not binding on them and he is estopped from 

disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 

valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether 

the restoration of wait list can be made as contended by 

the Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the 

Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied oh the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
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Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find, out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again. ” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 

the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 
into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 
MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” 
He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER,LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that "ithas 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 
manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 
P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 
Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 
consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 
the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 
Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reins tated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K.V. VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “the only question which falls for 
determination in this appeal is whether a candidate whose 

name appears in the select list on the basis of competitive 

examination acquires a right of appointment in 

Government service in an existing or a future vacancy. 

In that case, pruning of select list on reduction in number 
of vacancies was made in view of the impending absorption 
of steam surplus staff and a policy decision has been taken 
to reduce the number of vacancies and consequently, a 
certain number of bottom persons were removed from the 
select list and the remaining selectees were given 
appointments according to their comparative merits. In » 
which, the Supreme Court has held that “in such 
circumstances, denial of appointment to the persons 

removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

aiscriminatory." He further relied on the rulings reported 
in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that "by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only arid that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 
permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 
we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 
merit list has no indeteasible right to appointment even if a 
vacancy exists’5 and relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 
Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 
there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 
preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 
wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 
circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 
31 - 3' 1997. the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 
him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 
IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 
SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 

3403 G1/2007—23 
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temporary employees who have continued for more than 

' regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 
i has been given without reference to the 
icancy. The direction in effect means that 

' temporary employee who has been 

\e year should be regularised even though 

s available for him which means creation 
i) he was not sponsored by Employment 

was he appointed in pursuance of a 

tng for applications which means he had 
aclc door; (c) he was not eligible and 

' post at the time of his appointment; (d) 

service since his appointment is not 

tse are the additional problem indicated 
l which would arise from giving of such 
None of the decisions relied upon by the 

fy such wholesale, unconditional orders. 

% the mere continuation of an cul-hoc 
i year, it cannot be presumed that there is 
post. Such a presumption may be justified 

continuance extends to several years. 

an be no rule of thumb in such matters, 

circumstances of one unit may not be the 

her. Just because in one case, a direction 
>ularise employees who have put in one 

t far as possible and subject to fulfilling 

is, it cannot be held that in each and 

i a direction must follow irrespective of 

king into account the other relevant 

ind considerations. The relief must be 

i case having regard to all the relevant 

mstances of that case. It cannot be a 
but a judicious one. From this, the 

ions must be held to be totally untenable 

le. ” Thus, the Supreme Court set aside 
:r Courts. He further relied on the decision 

II SCC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR AND 
ATE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein 
f the Supreme Court has considered the 
sation of appointment in excess of 

“So far as the question of confirmation 
« whose entry itself was illegal and void 

to be noted that question of confirmation 

t of an irregularly appointed candidate 
te candidate concerned is appointed in 
inner or on ad-hoc basis against an 

cy which is already sanctioned. Hut, if 

tself is unauthorised and is not against 

vacancy, question of regularising the 

?h a non-existing vacancy would never 

ideration and even if such purported 

■ confirmation is given, it would be an 

Y■ It would amount to decorating a still 
?r these circumstances, there was no 
ularise them or to give them valid 

’ so called exercise of confirming these 

fore, remained a nullity. ” Therefore, 
or the Respondent contended that these 
toyees were appointed only due to 
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exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are hot entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the l.D, 
Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
“ Under Section 25G of the /. D.Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is not 

mandatory1 but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors." 
Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 
made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 
ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 
worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 
in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC I SECRETARY, 
STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 
Court has held that “merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond 

the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules, it is not open to 

the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance 

of temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right. ” 
Further, it has also held that it is not as if the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in 

nature is not aware of his employment. He accepts the 

employment with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in 

a position to bargain not at arms length since he might 

have been searching for some employment so as to eke 

out his livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on 
that ground alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison 

the constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate 

illegalities and to take the view that a person who has 

temporarily or casually got employed should be directed 

to be continued permanently. By doing so,’it will be 

creating another mode of public appointment which is 
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not permissible. ” Further, the Supreme Court while t ,g 

down the law, has clearly held that “unless tnt 

appointment is in terms of the relevant rules and after a 

proper competition among qualified persons, the same 

would not confer any right on the appointee.It has to 
be clarified that merely because a temporary employee or 

a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 

term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular sendee or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 

2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 

OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that "regularisation furthermore, is not a mode 

of appointment and if appointment is made without 

following the rules, the same being a nullity, the question 
of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of 
purported period of probation would not arise. ” Further, 

in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 

Vs; SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 

“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a 'State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional scheme enshrined under Articles 14 and 

16 of the Constitution of India would be void in law.” 

Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE 
AGRO INDUS'FRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. 

S.C. PANDEY, wherein the Supreme Court has held that 

“only because an employee had worked for more than 

240 days of service by that itself would not confer any 

legal right upon him to be regularised in service. ” The 

Supreme Court also held that “the changes brought about 

by the subsequent decisions of this court probably having 

regard to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 

thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it can no; ue questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 

the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 

to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 

of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 

the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 

and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 

fide in nature or it has been arrived at or, account of trab 

fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 

inducements. Under such circumstances, I Gad ihe 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar case, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief, 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

foT regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and die changes 

brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

‘Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled ? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. J AYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petition* r WW1 Sri R. Janardhanan 

WW2 Sri V. S. Efcambaram 

For the Respon lent MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri S, Srinivasan. 

Documents Mai ’ked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy ot the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. MI. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the admintetrailvi 

guidelines Issued by RespcTidenEBank 

for implementation of Ex. M1. 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of fhe circnar of 

Respondent/Bank to all Blanche* 

regarding absorption of daily wage rs in 

Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the ad vertisemem in The 

Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4 

W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu extending period of qualifying 

service to daily w agers. 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of thecin ulat leot r ae /cr-a! 

Office, Chennai abouf filling ur o! 

vacancies of messanger posts. 

W7 23-03-97 Xerox copy of- the cdculi of 

Respondent/Bank to ail Branches 

regarding identification of massenger 

vacancies and filling them before 

31-3-97. 

W8 Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 

not to be engaged at officc/branches to 

do messengerial work. 

V/9 iA04-8-: Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Mettur Dam Branch. 

W10 1982-83 Xerox copy of working particulars of 

Petitioner. 

Wll Nil Xerox copy of tne administrative 
guidelines in referehce book on staff 

matters by Respondent/Bank regarding 

recruitment to subordinate care & 

service conditions. 

W i 2 Nil Xerox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 

book on Staff matters u pto 31-12-95. 

W13 064)3-97 Xerox copy of the call latter from Madurai 

Zonal Office for interview of messenger 

post-—V. Mural ikannan. 

\Y 14 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call latter from Madurai 

Zonal Office for interview of messenger 

post—K. Subburaj 

W15 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madura i 

Zonal Office for interview of messenger 

post—J. Velmurugan. 

W16 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 

J. Velmurugan. 

Wi7 264)3-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time menial—G.Pandi 

VV18 31433-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi. 

W19 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W20 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

W21 09-31-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular* 

No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

W22 09437-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the 

Bipartite meeting. 

W23 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

W24 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate' them as 

genera! attendants. 

W25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

. circular about appointment of temporary 

employees in subordinate cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30437-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10437-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 

Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A, 

No. 1893/99. • 
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W.3IT. 2325.—3?isJlf>|cb 3Tf^m, 1947 (1947 

qJT14) mi \V$ SFJHTq ^ ^ 

jffrgqi ^ WJcfa ^ TTO sfrt ^=p£ <h4«bKT ^ 

#q, SFpm ^ ^ ^iK afaltto 

srfVcOT, (^rqtf wn 7/2004) >wIVkt 

t, ^rr 24-7-2007 «u 1 

[R T^T-12012/318/1998-37$3TR (^-1)] 

3T3FT ej>qK, •^4<+> STfa'bl'O 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2325.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Governme nt hereby publishes the Award (Ref. N6.7/2004) 

of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum-Labour 

Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 

Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 

and their workmen, received by the Central Government on 

24-7-2007. 

[No. L-l2012/318/1998-1R (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BETORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri KL Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 7/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 8/99] 

[In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of SectionlO of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri R. Jayaraj : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Zonal Office, Coimbatore 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder 

Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/318/98-IR (B-I) dated 01-02-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 8/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sideS entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Trihunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 

7/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri R. Jayaraj, wait list No. 471 for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

State Bank of India and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified? If 

so, to what relief the said workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 

Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. He was 

appointed on temporary basis at Tiruppur Main branch 

from 16-08-1984. The Petitioner was orally informed that 

his services were no more required. The non-employment 

of the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to ahsorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Tiruppur 

Main branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 

appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 

have not informed the result of interview and also with 
regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 

orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 

class IV employee. From 16-08-1984, the Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and some time 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in Tiruppur Main branch, another 

advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed-the 

Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required any more and he need not attend the office from 

1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 
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Since the conciliation ended in failure, 

red to this Tribunal for adjudication, 

as sent to this Tribunal, the reference 

fy the grievance of the Petitioner, he 

representation to Government to 
2nee and the Petitioner requested the 

continue to engage him in service as 

3-97 and to regularise him in service in 

^espondent/Bank took up an un¬ 
it the service and the number of days 

r were treated as of no consequence, 

he Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 

nporary services after the settlement, 

lot aware of settlement by which his 
of days worked by him after interview 

ration. The Petitioner was not a party 

tioned by the Respondent/Bank before 

ir. Therefore, the Respondent’s action 

in regular service is unjust and illegal. 

>nts are repugnant to Section 25 G <fc 

The termination of the Petitioner is 

> of Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 
it speaks about three categories only 

been prepared and the Respondent/ 

irising according to their whims and 

dent/Bank has also not observed the 

g grant of increments, leave, medical 

mporary workmen which amounts to 

ant provisions of circular. The 

gaged the Petitioner and extracted the 

payment of petty cash or by directing 

umed name or by both which amounts 

ctice. The wait list suffers serious 

t based on strict seniority and without 
, for all these reasons the Petitioner 

f regular employment in Respondent/ 
nt benefits. 

his, the Respondent in its Counter 

t reference made by the Government 

is Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 

3t in continuous service. Hence, the 

pointment/absorption does not arise. 
Petitioner was not authorised. The 

d from making claim as per Claim 

ement drawn under provisions of 

3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

I implemented by Respondent/Bank, 
ioner is not bona fide and made with 

etitioner concealed the material facts 

as per his length of engagement and 

ed as he was positioned down in 

business exigency, the Respondent/ 

iporary employees for performance 

ger and such engagements were 

^ear 1970 onwards. Such of those 

Iaiming permanent absorption and 

tpoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 471 in waitlist 

of Zonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 
other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aSSre8atc temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 471, he was not appointed. 

The said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

' ... I !• •! ■ N .1. . <H. » U«(m, 
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It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlement s, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. /tgain, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are : 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 471 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly^ 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 
valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 

strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
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were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 

the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 

in leave vacancy. Further, even before or after the settlement 

on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 

they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 

to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the l.D. 

Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s work in the Respondent/ 

Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 

the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 
categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 

Sastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 

of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 4 

SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 

"to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ casuals or temporaries 

and to continue them as such for many years with the 

object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 
permanent workmen is illegal ” Learned representative 

further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has not been 

prepared in accordance with principle of seniority In the 

legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 

service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 

has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 

Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 

for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 

will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no further 

claim for being considered for permanent appointment in the 

bank. The Respondent/Bank has not ‘produced any document 

to show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is a 

mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 

documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 

Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 

Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 

settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 

Ex. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 

bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 

Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross¬ 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 

as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 
Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 

case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 

days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the- Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of l.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression 'actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is fiirther, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal h^ to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was *tot authorised. Further, the 

3403 G1/2007—24 
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stopped from making claim as they had 

fiements drawn under the provisions of 

md 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 

w and implemented by the Respondent/ 

lim of the Petitioners are not bon a fide and 

tenor motive. Further, they have concealed 

ts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

;agement and could not be absorbed as be 

down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

ing temporary employees due to Fusin': s& 

e performance of duties as messenger, 

negation that he was sponsored by 
change is incorrect and the allegation lhai 

nporary messenger is also incorrect, they 

igainst leave vacancies. The settloreni 

the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
’hich were the only workable solution and 

e Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

tcordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 

estopped from questioning the settlement 
jetty and his claim is liable to be rejected 
j said settlements were not questioned by 

e settlements were bank level settlements 

ughout the country. Further, he relied on 

d in 19911LU 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

TD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 

wherein under Section 12(3) the union 

ttlement with the management settling the 

cmen and the workmen resigned from the 

terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 

he Tribunal that they did not resign 

the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

mce of plea that the settlement reached 
of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

'« or coercion, the settlement is binding 

• ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

the rulings reported in 1997 II LU 1189 

1THERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 

JRPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

of the Bombay High Court has held that 

tlement arrived at in the course of the 
iceedings with a recognised majority 

iing on all workmen of the establishment, 

belong to the minority union which had 

ame. To that extent, it departs from the 

ontracts, the object obviously is to uphold 

settlements reached with the active 

Conciliation Officer and to discourage 

oloyee or a minority union from scuttling 

’ It further held that ‘there may he 

t, where there may be allegations of mala 

en corruption or other inducements. But. 

>/ such allegations, a settlement in the 

ive bargaining is entitled to due weight 
n. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

e rulings reported in 19971 LU 308 K.C.P. 

>ING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 

rt has held that "settlements are divided 

into iwo categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

ID. Act and; (ii) those arrived at in the course‘of 
conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 

settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 

category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

vens nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 
settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 

SC 469 NATIONALENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAIASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 

the free wilt of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable. ” Relying on all these decisions, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since 

the federation in which the Petitioner is also one among 

them, they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 
whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against (bison behalf of the Petitioner ii is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILL A HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS 
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UNION Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOL1AM wf n 

the Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording ef 

reference is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a 

reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond 

the order of reference, if points of difference are 

discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 

and that is to decide the points on merits and not to find 

out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 

subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 

moving the machinery again. ” It further held that “the 

Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 

exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to find out the 

exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to answer the 

reference on merits. ” Further, he argued that the Tribunal 

has got power to go into the question whether the Petitioner 

is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 

the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG 
NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL 

TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the Madhya Pradesh High 

Court has held that “the Tribunal cannot go behind the 
terms of reference, but that does not mean that it cannot 
look into the pleadings of parties. ” He also relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. SAMBANTHAN 

Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR COURT, MADRAS, 

wherein it has been held that “it has been repeatedly held 

that the labour Court should not attempt to consider the 

order under reference in a technical manner or a pedantic 

manner, but should consider the order of reference in a 

fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued that in 

Express Newspapers P. Ltd, case reported in AIR 1993 SC 

569 the Supreme Court has held that “the Tribunal has 

jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and the 

order of reference should not be construed in the manner 
which would prolong the industrial adjudication. The 

Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 

disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 

it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 

reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 

happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 

the Labour Court,” Relying on all^ these decisions, the 

representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 

reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 

is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 

Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 

Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 
of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 

entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 

whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 

Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 

Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 

without any substance. 

13. 1 find some force in the contention of the 

representative lor the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is Jitutleu to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannol question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K.V.VIJEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determine tft 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name app 

in the select list on the basis of competitive exair. < 

acquires a right of appointment in Government set 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruo. : T; 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies w&3 mad 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus stiut 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select fist and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their1 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to tot 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their napies in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 
permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it rvas a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 
we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the WP. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 
dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in merit 

list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait fist and since 
there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 

wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 
SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
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that “now coming t0 direction that all those ad-hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a year should be r zgularised, we find it difficult to sustain 
it. The direction l as been given without reference to the 

existence of a vac mcy. The direction in effect meins that 

every ad-hocltemj. orary employee who has been continued 

for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 
vacancy is available for him which means creation of a 

vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 

Exchange nor w as he appointed in pursuance of a 

notification callin % for applications which means he had 

entered by a back t 'oor; (c) he was not eligible and qualified 

for the post at the time of his appointment/ (d) his record 

of service since hi r appointment is not satisfactory. These 

are the additional problems indicated by us in para 12 
which would arise from giving of such blanket orders. 

None of the decisu ms relied upon by the High Court p. dify 

such wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from 

the mere continua ion of an ad-hoc employee for one yea*-, 

it cannot be presu med that there is need for regular pot. t. 

Such a presumption may be justified only when such 

continuance exter ds to several years. Further, there can 

be no rule of thumb in such matters. Conditions and 

circumstances of me unit may not be the same as of the 

other. Just became in one case, a direction was en t n to 

regularise employees who have put in one year’s e-Ace 

as far as possible a nd subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 
it cannot be held that in each and every case, s ch a 

direction must follow irrespective of and without a king 

into account tht other relevant circumstances and 

considerations. Tne relief must be moulded in each case 

having regard to < U the relevant facts and circumstances 
of that case. It car not be a mechanical act but a judicious 

one. From this, the impugned directions must be held to 

be totally antenati e and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 

Court set aside the orders of lower Courts. He further relied 
on the de cision eported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI 

KUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. STATE OF BIH \R AND 

OTHERS wherein the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 

considered the at ove regularisation of appointment in 

excess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the question of 

confirmation of tl ese employees whose entry itself was 

illegal * i void is concerned, it is to be noted that 

quesiio, of confirmation or regularisation of an 
irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 
candidate concerr, ed is appointed in an irregular manner 

or on ad-hoc basi ? against an available vacancy which 

is already sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is 

unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 
question of regularising the incumbent on such a non¬ 

existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 

and even if such pi rported regularisation or confirmation 

is given, it would b i an exercise in futility. It would amount 

to decorating a stil born baby. Under these circumstances, 

there was no occa: lion to regularise them or to give them 

valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 

these employees, il lerefore, remained a nullity/’ T herefore, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 

temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 H1MANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LU 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“Under Section 25G ofthel.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is not 
mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

p inciple retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before thii Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 

in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC l SECRETARY, 
ST ATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 
Court has held that * 'merely because a temporary’ employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond 

the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance 
of temporary employees whose period of employment has 

come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right. ” 

Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the person 

who accepts an engagement either temporary or casual 

in nature is not aware of his employment. He accepts the 

employment with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in 

a position to bargain not at arms length since he might 

have been searching for some employment so as to eke 
out his Ihelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on 

that ground alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison 

the constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate 
illegalities and to take the view that a person who has 

temporarily or casually got employed should be directed 
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to be continued permanently. By doing so, it will be 
creating another mode of public appointment which is 

not permissible. “ Further, the Supreme Court while laying 

down the law, has clearly held that “unless the 

appointment is in terms of the relevant rules and after a 

proper competition among qualified persons, the same 

would not confer any right on the appointee.It has to 

be clarified that merely because a temporary employee or 

a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 
term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 

2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 

OTHERS Vs. SOM VIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 

the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 

confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 

period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
*^SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 

SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that “it 

is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law.” Further, 

in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTOIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 

PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that ‘‘only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 

Court also held that "the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore." 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared hy the Respondent/Bank, they are riot 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 

thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement,- 

the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 

to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 

of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 

the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 

Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 

and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 

fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 

fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 

inducements. Under such circumstances, 1 find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary emptoyees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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Witnesses Examinee: 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri R. Jayaraj 

WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 SriC. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xi irox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

W2 2004-88 X;rox copy of the administrative 

gi idelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

fo r implementation of Ex. Ml. 

W3 24-04-91 Xirox copy of the the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branchs 
re yarding absorption of daily wagers in 

Msssenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xi :rox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hi ndu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

W5 20-08-91 X irox copy of the advertisement in The 

H ndu extending Period of qualifying 

se rvice to daily wagers. 

W6 15-03-97 X tox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Officer, Chennai About filling up of 

vacancies of messangers posts. 

W7 25-03-97 X:rox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

re yarding identification of massenger 

vacancies and filling them before 

31-3-97. 

W8 Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Re Terence book on staff about casual 

not to be engaged at office.branches to 
dc messengerial work. 

W9 01-07-85 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Tiruppur Main Branch. 

W10 Nil Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Respondent/Bank 

regarding recruitment to subordinate 

ca e & service conditions. 

W11 Nil X rox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 

bo ok on Staff matters date 31 -12-95. 

W12 06-03-97 Xe rox copy of the latter from Madurai 

zo lal office For interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan. 

W13 06-03-97 Xe rox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

zo nal office For interview of messenger 
post—K. Subburaj. 

W14 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter from Madurai 

zo lal office For interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

[Part II—Sec. 3(h)] 

W15 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 

J. Velmurugan. 

W16 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial'—G.Pandit. 

W17 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi. 

W18 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Mudurai Circle. 

W19 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circule letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

W20 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

W21 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Biparti te 

meeting. 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation fo; 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

W23 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendents. - 

W24 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Officer 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 
Module. 

Ml 1 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 
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W.3W. 2326.—3?ldlPw» ftTCTC 3#rfWT, 1947 (1947 

•<?T[ 14) URT17 ^ 3^*KU1 4, 

^fqgzn ^ fNtastf aqft ^4^kT ^ 

aFpraxfftffe 4 *h<*>k ^wlPra 
aqter^T, -sp TT^IZ (^M WIT 5/2004) ^ WlftlrT 

Wtft i, ^ W»R ^ 24-7-2007 ^ W<T ^3n «TT I 

[U^-12012/316/1998-3TT$3m (*M)] 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O„ 2326.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 5/2004) 

of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum-Labour 

Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 

Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 

and their workmen, received by the Central Government on 

24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/316/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJ AY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BETORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSIRIAL1RIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jay araman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 5/2004 

| Principal Labour Court CGID No. 6/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Smt. C. Krishnaveni : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Zonal Office, Coimbatore 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder 
Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/316/98-IR (B-I) dated 01-02-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 6/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as l.D.No. 

5/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri C. Krishnaveni wait list No. 540 for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and She was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. She was 

appointed on temporary basis at Ooty Main branch from 
1986. The Petitioner was orally informed that his services 

were no more required. The non-employment of the 

Petitioner and others became subject matter before Supreme 

Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank 

Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which was 
taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/Bank, in 

addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement under 

Section 18(1) reached between management of State Bank 

of India and All India State Bank of India Staff Federation 

and the settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV 
temporary workmen who were denied employment after 

1985-86 were classified in the settlement was under 

consideration once again and they classified the workmen 

under three categories namely A, B and C. Though the 
classification was unreasonable, the Respondent/Bank 

brought to the notice of the Petitioner about the interview 

to be held through advertisements. The Petitioner also 

submitted his application in the prescribed format through 
Branch Manager of the Ooty Main branch. She was called 
for an interview by a Committee appointed by Respondent/ 

Bank in this regard. But, they have not informed the result 

of interview and also with regard to appointment. But, the 
Petitioner was informed orally to join at the branch where 

she initially worked as a class IV employee. From 1986, the 

Petitioner has been working as a temporary messenger and 

some time performing work in other branches also. While 

working on temporary basis in Ooty branch, another 

advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 

Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that her services are not 

required any more and she need not attend the office from 

1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 
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to his non-emploj ment. Since the conciliation ended in 

failure, the matter was referred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication. Thot igh reference was sent to this Tribunal, 

the reference framed did not satisfy the grievance of the 

Petitioner, he h ts made a fresh representation to 

Government to rec onsider the reference and the Petitioner 

requested the Re! pondent/Bank to continue to engage 

him in service as ol tained prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise 

him in service in t ue course. The Respondent/Bank took 

up an un-reasonab e stand that the service and the number 

of days worked )y Petitioner were treated as of no 

consequence, sine; according to the Respondent/Bank, it 

engaged the Petitic ner only in temporary services after the 

settlement The Pc titioner was not aware of settlement by 

which his se, vice!; and number of days worked by him 

after interview do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 

was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 

Respondent/Bank 1 >efore the conciliation officer. Therefore, 

the Respondent’s action in not absorbing him in regular 

service is u a just and illegal. Further, the settlements are 

repugnant to Sect ion 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 

termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 

Para 522(4) of Sa: try Award. Even though the settlement 

speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 

been prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 

regularising accor ling to their whims and fancies. The 

Respondent/Bank has also not observed the instructions 

regarding grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 

to the temporary v workmen which amounts to violation of 

relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

engaged the Petitioner and extracted the same work either 

by payment of pelt y cash or by directing him to work under 
assumed name or I >y both which amounts to unfair labour 

practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

not based on stric t seniority and without any rationale. 

Hence, for all the: ,e reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

relief of regular en lployment in Respondent/Bank with all 

attendant benefits 

4. As again »t this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleged that reference made by the Government 

for adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 
The Petitioner wa s not in continuous service. Hence, the 

question of regulai appointment/absorption does not arise. 

The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 

Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of pro visions of 

law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the P etitioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. Th e Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait lis ted as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to t he business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from ti le year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who a e claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case wt s espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,1607-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

'Hie said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 540 in waitlist 
of Zonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporal y service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 

temporary employees were appointed * and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 540 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

i 
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It is also not correct to say that tfi&~Petitioner was 

discharging :hc work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 hai to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination., the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set cut 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. She was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions; laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 540 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messenger in the Respondent/Bank 

and consequential appointment thereupon as 

temporary messenger is justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. I: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the 9onnecied industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and otiyer Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground lhat 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from UMI&- lo time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and 

the Respondent/Management. They further contended that 

though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 

has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 

period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 9 
service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 

enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 

instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 

the I. D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

3403 G1/2007—25 
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is Section 25G and 25H are very much 

' Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 

io be reinstated. Learned representative for 
contendedJhat in 1996 LAB & 1C 2248 

\NK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 

upreme Court has held that Chapter V A of 

Jroviding for retrenchment is not enacted 

nefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F 

all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the 

lection 25H cannot be restricted only to one 

enched workmen. Therefore, the contention 

lent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid 

e right for appointment is untenable. It is 

ded that on behalf of the Petitioner that 

d W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/ 

cular instructions of the Respondent- Bank 

time to time in connection with the 

i of the settlements on absorption and which 

i character. Further, a comhined study of 

averments of MW1 and MW2 and their 

ing the cross-examination will clearly show 
ias given a raw deal to the Petitioner from 

linking his future with the settlements. 

1 of Ex. Ml deals with categorization of 

>orary employees into ‘A, B and C\ but 

on of ‘A, B & C’ is quite opposed to the 

t come—first go’or ‘first come— last go’ 

the categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. 

Ex.MI provides an opportunity to persons 

»ed on casual basis and allowed to work in 

acancies of messengers, farashes, cash 

boys, sweepers etc. for absorption along 

iigible categories of temporary employees 

ther, engaging casuals to do messengerhl 

ravention of the guidelines mentioned in 

: on Staff matters, copy of which is marked 

ier, the appointment of daily wage basis for 

serial jobs etc. are strictly prohibited as pel 

i/instructions. In such circumstances, the 

isuals along with the eligible categories is 
fore, these persons who were engaged by 

Dank on casual basis should not be given 

intment in the bank service. Those casuals 

beneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 

g service for interview and selection. Bub 

oyees have not been informed about this 

ch includes casuals affecting their interest 

her, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 

iave to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 

d to have prepared only one wait list for 

)er Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 

were found suitable for appointment as 

sweepers. Even MW1 is unable to say as 

it list Ex. M10 was prepared, but it is 
:.M10 that it was prepared based on the 

17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 

, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when MW1 

3ut the settlements, he deposed that 

s, :0u NRAVANA 27.1929 

setl'ement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 

circts since the High Court order is there, but he has not 

produced any document in support of the so called non- 
incb.ii ion except his bald statement. Further, according to 

MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

tht. e is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 

marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 

class iV employees who were paid scale wages as per 

Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 

combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 

of MWJ and the statements in Counter Statement are 

contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 

It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 

per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO compasses 

of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates 

.While the temporary employees were appointed after due 

process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 

industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 

Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 

categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 

casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 

of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 

that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 

inconformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non¬ 

preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 

circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

no wait list was released / published even after the Court 

order in WMPNo. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 

the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 

Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 

date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 

by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 

these things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in 

violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 

attached to the wait list. Above all, Ex. Ml was not produced 

at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 

1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 

year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 

document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
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petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they ha^\ : 

been told at the time of initial appointment that theii 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 

the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 

was used as a device to take them out of the principal 

clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, i947. Though the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner n ispe*toimed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

rulings reported in 1985 4SCC201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 

BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies\ 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 
and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned 

representative fur ther contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 

not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 

In the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 

longest service should have priority over those who joined 

the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 

which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 

law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 

accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 
bui in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 

for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 

will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 

further claim for tieing considered for permanent appointment 

in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not produced any 

document to show how he has arrived at the seniority and 

till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior was and there is 

no documentary evidence in support of the averment and 

also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, the termination of 

the Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement, on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9*6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 

settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 

Ex. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMPNo. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 

bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 

Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross¬ 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 

as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 

has referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 

Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank,has no application to the Petitioner’s 

case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 

days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25 F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of SecLuu 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respur.de ’t/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of l.D. Act It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petiuoners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 ll 

LU 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “the expression ‘actually 
worked under the employer cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc.” It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
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Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they Imd 

accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions oi 

Sections 18(1) anc 18(3) of the I D. Act, in lieu oi the 

provisions of law md implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide 

are made with ulteri 3r motive. Further, they have concealed 

the material facts t iat the Petitioner was ' /ait listed as per 

kngffi of his engag ;ment and could not be absorbed ,i< be 

was positioned do’vn in the seniority. The Respondent; 

Bank was engaging temporary employees due to bust 

exigency for the f erformance of duties as me&senge 

Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 

Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation Ui,.: 

he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 

were engaged against leave vacancies. The soUDmtmt 

entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the ?cdt;aiian 

were bonafide whic h were the only workable solution aid 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

settlement and accoi dingly he was wait listed and there tort 

the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 

directly or indirect! t and his claim is liable to be rejected 

Furthermore, the said settlements were not question*! by 

any union and the s< ttlements were bank lev*! settlements 

and operate throughout the country. Further, he ie;ud o \ 

the rulings reported ir 19911 Ui323 ASSOGAT ED DiA-S 

INDUSTRIES LTC. Ks. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A ?. 

AND OTHERS wlerein under Section 12(3; the on m 

entered into a settle:nent with the management settling the 

claim of 11 workmen and the workmen reigned Iron die 

job and received ten ninal benefits, but the workmen i^ised 

a pica before the Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court ha', held 

thai the absence of plea that the settlement reached 

ir, t.-f£ course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation cr coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen, ” learned counsel for the Respondent 

further retie • on the rulings reported in 1997 1! IJD 1189 

ASHOK AND OIL HRS Vs. MAHARASHT RA STA’l E 

TRANSPORT CORi ORATION AND OTHERS wherein die 

Division Bench of t ic Bombay High Court has held that 

"therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority- 

union will ■ „ >>mdini on all workmen of the establishment, 

even ihose who heUng to the minority union which had 

objected to the ..am t. To that extent, it departs from the 

ordinary law of conn acts, the object obviously is to uphold 

the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 

assistance of the Conciliation Officer and to discourage 

an individual employee or a minority union from scuttling 

the settlement, ” It further held that "there may be 

exceptional cases, w tere there may be allegations of mala 

fide?, fraud or even c orruption or other inducements. But, 

in the absence of such allegations, a settlement in the 

course of collective bargaining is entitled to due weight 

and consideration. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on the ru ings reported in 19971 LLJf 308 K.C.P. 

LTD. Ks. PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 

‘.he Supreme Court has held that "settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

!.D Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3), A 

settlement of the first category has Untiled application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 

category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the -ediement was reacned with a representative union of 

Wrxndi the contesting workmen were members and if there 

nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 

SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that ‘settlement is arrived at by 

the freewill of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

gcodmll between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

an .\ ed at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
an, raiment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

the>-e. is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties io the settlement, 

since the federation in which the Petitioner is also one among 

them, they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement and 

in such circumstances, it cannot be said lhat it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?5 The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS 
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UNION Vs. IbfDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL* KOLLAM wherein 

the Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording of 

reference is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a 

reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond 

the order of reference, if points of difference are 

discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 

and that is to decide the points on merits and not to find 

out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 

subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 

moving the machinery again. ” It further held that “the 

Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 

exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to find out the 

exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to answer the 

reference on merits. ” Further, he argued that the Tribunal 

has got power to go into the question whether the Petitioner 

is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 

the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG 
NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL 

TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the Madhya Pradesh High 

Court has held that *the Tribunal cannot go behind the 

terms of reference, but that does not mean that it cannot 

look into the pleadings of parties." He also relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. SAMBANTHAN 

Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR COURT, MADRAS, 

wherein it has been held that “it has been repeatedly held 

that the Labour Court should not attempt to consider the 

order under reference in a technical manner or a pedantic 

manner, but shoiild consider the order of reference in a 

fair and reasonable manner. * He also argued that in 

Express Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 

569 the Supreme Court has held that “the Tribunal has 

jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and the 

order of reference should not be construed in the manner 

which would prolong the industrial adjudication. The 
Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 

disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 

it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 

reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 

happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 

the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 

representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 

reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 

is valid or not, from the pleadings it is dear that the 

Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 

Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 

of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 

entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 

whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 

Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 

Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 

without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K.V. VIJEESH wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that "the only question which falls for 

determination in this appeal is whether a candidate whose 

name appears in the select list on the basis of competitive 

examination acquires a right of appointment in 
Government service in an existing or a future vacancy. ” 

In that case, pruning of select list on reduction in number 
of vacancies was made in view of the impending absorption 

of steam surplus staff and a policy decision has been taken 
to reduce the number of vacancies and consequently, a 

certain number of bottom persons were removed from the 

select list and the remaining selectees were given 

appointments according to their comparative merits. In 

which, the Supreme Court has held that ‘‘in such 
circumstances, denial of appointment to the persons 

removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 5S4 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 
we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had corns to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 
dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 

SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in merit 

list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 
preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 
wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 

wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

1C 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
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the direction that all those ad-hoc 

who have continued for more than 

arised, we find it difficult to sustain 
<een given without reference to the 

The direction in effect means that 

y employee who has been continued 

ye regularised even though (a) no 

cor him which means creation of a 

r not sponsored by Employment 

he appointed in pursuance of a 

• applications which means he had 

;(c) he was not eligible and qualified 

r of his appointment; (d) his record 

oointment is not satisfactory. These 

tblems indicated by us in para 12 
ym giving of such blanket orders, 

elied upon by the High Court justify 

nditional orders. Moreover, from 

of an ad-hoc employee for one year, 

that there is need for regular post, 

may be justified only when such 

o several years. Further, there can 

in such matters. Conditions and 

unit may not be the same as of the 

one case, a direction was given to 

who have put m one year’s service 

ubject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

t in each and every case, such a 

irrespective of and without taking 

ter relevant circumstances and 

lief must be moulded in each case 

e relevant facts and circumstances 

be a mechanical act but a judicious 

pugned directions must be held to 

d unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 

rs of lower Courts. He further relied 
rted in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI 

iRS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 

;ull Bench of the Supreme Court has 

regularisation of appointment in 

posts. “So far as the question of 

employees whose entry itself was 

one erne d, it is to be noted that 

ation or regularisation of an 

d candidate would arise, if the 

i appointed in an irregular manner 

ainst an available vacancy which 

But, if the initial entry itself is 

't against any sanctioned vacancy, 
yg the incumbent on such a non- 

d never survive for consideration 

'ted regularisation or confirmation 

exercise in futility. It would amount 

n baby. Under these circumstances, 

to regularise them or to give them 

e so called exercise of confirming 

yre, remained a nullity. ” Therefore, 

s Respondent contended that these 

temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & ORS Us. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LU 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“Under Section 25G of the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go ’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart fro/n the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 

SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that “merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

the instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 

who by the very nature of their appointment, do not acquire 

any right. ” Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the 

person who accepts an engagement either temporary or 

casual in nature is not aware of his employment. He 

accepts the employment with open eyes. It may be true 

that he is not in a position to bargain not at arms length 

since he might have been search ing for some employment 

so as to eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he 

gets. But on that ground alone, it would not be appropriate 

to jettison the constitutional scheme of appointment, 

perpetuate illegalities and to take the view that a person 
who has temporarily or casually got employed should be 
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directed to be continued permanently. By doing so, it will 

be creating another mode of public appointment which is 

not permissible. ” Further, the Supreme Court while laying 

down the law, has clearly held that “unless the 

appointment is in terms of the relevant rules and after a 

proper competition among qualified persons, the same 

would not confer any right on the appointee.It has to 

be clarified that merely because a temporary employee or 

a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 

term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 

2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 

OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 

appointment and if appointment is made without following 

the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 

confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 

period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 

SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 

SUR1NDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that “it 

is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional Scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 

of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 

in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 

INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 

PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 

Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. ” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

- doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 

Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 

at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 

settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 

settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 

not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 

of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 

brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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Witnesses Exaraii 

For the Petitioner 

For the Responde 

Documents Marik 

Ex. No. Date 

W1 01-00-58 

W2 20-94-88 

WW1 Smt. C. Krishnaveni 

WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

it: MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

W4 01-05-91 

W5 2008-91 

W6 15-03-97 

W7 254)3-97 

W8 Nfl 

W9 01-07-85 

W10 1986-87 

Wll Nil 

W12 Nfl 

W13 06-03-97 

W14 06-03 -97 

W15 06-06-97 

Description 

Kerox copy of the paper publication in 

iaily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

Kerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines Issued by Respondent/Bavk 

or implementation of Ex. M1. 

<erox copy of the circular of 

Rsepondent/Bank to all Branches 

‘egarding absorption of daily wagers in 

Messenger vacancies. 

^Cerox copy of the advertisement in The 

findu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

<erox copy of the advertisement in The 

iindu extending Period of qualifying 

:ervice to daily wagers. 

Kerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Officer, Chennai About filling up of 

vacancies of messangers posts. 

*Cerox copy of the circular of 

lespondent/Bank to all Branches 

egarding identification of inassenger 

vacancies and filling them before 
11 “3-97. 

£erox copy of the instruction in 

Reference book on staff about casual 

lot to be engaged at office/branches to 

lo messengerial work. 

Cerox copy of the service certificate 

ssued by Ooty Branch. 

Cerox copy of the service certificate 

ssued by Ooty Holiday Home Branch. 

Cerox copy of the administrative 

;uideltnes in reference book on staff 

natters issued by Respondent/Bank 
egarding recruitment to subordinate 
are & service condition, 

Cerox copy of the Vol III of Reference 

ook on Staff matters up to 3112-95, 

Cerox copy of the call latter from Madurai 

onal office For interview of messenger 

ost—V. Muralikannan. 

Cerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

onal office For interview of messenger 

ost—K. Subburaj. 

Cerox copy of the cal! letter from Madurai 

onal office For interview of messenge r 
ost—i. Velmurugan. 

[Part II—Sec. 3(ii)] 

W16 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 

J. Velmurugan. 

W17 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial—G. Pandit. 

W18 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi. 

W19 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Mudurai Circle. 

W20 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

W21 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 

meeting. 

W23 09-07-92 Xerox copy ol the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

W24 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 
general attendents. 

W25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Officer 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-9} Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes o f conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

MB 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10437-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 

Module. 

Ml 1 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 
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[R T£T- 12012/292/1998-3TT$3irc0ft-I)] 

3T5R ^pTfT, 3lfaf# 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2327.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 1/2004) 

of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum-Labour 

Court, Chenn ai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 

and their workmen, received by the Central Government on 

24-7-2007. 

[No. H2012/292/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM -LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jay araman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 1/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 2/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri S. Salamon : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Coimbatore.. 

.APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K S. Sundar, Advocates 

AWARD 

I. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/292/98-IR (B-I) dated 01-02-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 2/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of tbis-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 

s^id dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 

1/7004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri S. Salamon, wait list No. 393 for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? if so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 

Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. He was 

appointed on temporary basis at Ketty Valley branch from 

05-04-1986. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 

services were no more required. The non-employment of 

the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Ketty 

Valley branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 

appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 

have not informed the result of interview and also with 

regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 

orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 

class IV employee. From 05-04-1986, the Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and some time 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in Ketty Valley branch, another 

advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 

Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required any more and he need not attend the office trom 

1_4„97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 
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Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-19%. 
The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of 1 .D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 393 in waitlist 
of Zonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed 
temporary candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary 
employees were permanently appointed by Respondent/' 
Bank. It is false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a 
temporary messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in 
leave vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner 
having submitted to selection process in terms of 
settlements drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred 
to above, cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such 
of those temporary employees who were appointed were 
engaged for more number of days and hence, they were 
appointed. Under the settlement, employees were 
categorised as A, B, and C. Considering their temporary 
service and subject to other eligibility criteria, under 
category (A) the temporary employees who were engaged 
for 240 days were to be considered and under category (B) 
the temporary employees who have completed 270 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months and under category (C) the temporary 
employees who have completed 30 days aggregate 
temporary service in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or 
minimum 70 days aggregate temporary service in any 
continuous block of 36 calendar months were to be 
considered. As per clause 7, the length of temporary service 
was to be considered for seniority in the Wait list and it was 
also agreed that wait list was to lapse in December, 1991 
and the cut off date was extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling 
up vacancies which were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment. The Respondent had implemented the 
voluntary retirement scheme and even the permanent 
vacancies stand substantially reduced. There were no 
regular vacancies available. The peculiar problem was due 
to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary employees 
were working in leave vacancies and not in regular 
permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid settlements, 
out of 705 waitlisted candidates, 211 temporary employees 
were appointed and since the Petitioner was wait listed at 
393 he was not appointed. The said settlements were bona 

fide which were the only workable solution and is binding 
on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped from 
questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and his 
claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the said settlements 
were not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 
of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 
country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 
(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 
no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 
say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 
before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 
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say that the Petitioner was discharging the worse */ 
permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
31-12-94 were filled up against the wait list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of 
daily wages was not finalized and hence not published and 
there is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 
employees. .After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 
no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 
reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 

costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total, ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under. Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 
of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are: 

(i) “ Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 393 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?’ 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having bet ■ called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some year*, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioner: m ttK 
connected disputes were terminated without any nrfke 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employee 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 
the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits, 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 
Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 
that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 
continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 
valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right ior 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
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applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 
OTHERS the Supreme Court has held that Chapter V-Aof 
the I.D. Act providing for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment is untenable. It is further 
contended that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 
and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 
circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 
averments of MW1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Cause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ‘A, B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 
B & C’ is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
go ’or ‘ first come— last go ’ and therefore, the categorization 
in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml provides an 
opportunity to persons who were engaged on casual basis 
and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies of 
messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengeria! work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staf f matters, 
copy of which is marked as Ex. WS. Further, the appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treataiiiiAt in the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
insUuctions in Ex.W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
prepared only one wait list for each module as per Ex.M 10 
in this case. Those candidates under Ex.M 10 were found 
suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers. 
Even MW 1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex. M10 
was prepared* but it is mentioned in Ex.M10 that it was 
prepared based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 
and 9-1-91 which are marked as Ex. Ml, M3 and M4 
respectively. But, when MW1 has spoken about the 
settlements, he deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was 
not included in the Madras circle since the High Court 
order is there, but he has not produced any document in 
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support of the so called non-inclusion except his bald 
statement. Further, according to MW1 wait list under 
Ex. M10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in 
the Counter Statement with regard to this wait list. Further 
(.he Hon’ble High Court has held in its order dated 23-7-99 
in W.P.No,7872 of 1991, which is marked as an exhibit, in 
which it is stated that ‘it is clear that the 1987 settlement 
was concerned with the temporary class IV employees who 
were paid scale wages as per Bipartite Settlement while the 
1988 settlement dealt with daily wager in Class IV category 
who were paid wages daily on mutual agreement basis. In 
such circumstances, as rigidly contended the Respondent 
are not justified and combined the list of candidates covered 
under 1987 settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed 
iwo distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat 
one class and their action undoubtedly amounts to 
violation of Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, 
the averment of MW1 and the statements in Counter 
Statement are contrary to the above and it is nothing but a 
desperate attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or 
perpetrated by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals 
with unequals. It is further contended on behalf of the 
Petitioner that as per deposition of MW1 wait list under 
Ex.M 10 comparises of both messengerial and non- 
messengerial candidates .While the temporary employees 
were appointed after due process of selection and were 
paid wages on the basis of industrywise settlement, it is 
not so in the case of casuals. Therefore, both belongs to 
two different and distinct categories. But, Ex. M3 provides 
for the same norms to the casuals as in the case of 
temporary employees in the matter of absorption. 
Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 of Constitution 
of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended that 
preparation of Ex. M10 namely wait list is not inconformity 
with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non-preparation of 
separate panels amounts to violation of circular. Secondly, 
it has not been prepared as per instructions in Ex. W2 
circular regarding projected vacancies for the period from 
1987 to 1994. Furthermore, no wait list was released / 
published even after’ the Court order in WMP No. 11932/ 
91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing the Respondent/Bank to 
release the list of successful candidates pursuant to the 
first advertisement published in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. 
Furthermore, wait list under Ex.M 10 does not carry 
particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 
and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 
respective seniority. From all these things, it is clear that 
Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 
and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 
Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced at the time of 
conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997-98 held 
at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 the 
Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 before 
this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. It is 
further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 
the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these petitioners 
were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 
the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 
in leave vacancy. Further, even before or after the settlement 
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on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 

they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 

to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. 
Act, 1947. IThough the Petitioner’s work in the Respondent/ 

Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 

the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 

categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 

Sastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 

of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 4 

SCC 201 H.D SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 

“to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ casuals or temporaries 

and to continue them as such for many years with the 

object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 

permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned representative 

further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has not been 
prepared in accordance with principle of seniority In the 

legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 

service should have priority over those who joined the 

service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. Ml 0 which 

hns been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 

states that candidates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 

future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 

candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 

within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 

refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 

respective panel and he shall have no furthrr claim for 

being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 

The Respondent/Bank has not ‘produced any document 

to show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it 

is a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 

documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 
Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 

Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) settlement 

as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says only with 

regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. 

M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Mil 

interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP No. 

11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any relevance 

when the main writ has been disposed of in the year 1999 and 

therefore, they do not have any bearing in the case of the 

Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/Management has 

examined two witnesses, the deposition of management 
witnesses during the cross- examination had become apparent 

that they have no personal knowledge about the settlements 

which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the 
Respondent/Bank has referred to voluntary retirement 

scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it was implemented only 

in the year 2001 and it constitutes post reference period 

and hence evidence of Respondent/Bank has no 

application to the Petitioner’s case. The Petitioners have 

completed the service of240 days and more in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months as enshrined under Sections 

25B and 25Fof the Industrial Disputes Act, therefore, their 

retrenchment from service is illegal and against the 

mandatory provisions of Section 25 and therefore, they are 

deemed to be in continuous service of the Respondent/ 

Bank and they are entitled to the benefits under the 

provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on behalf of 

the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners in the 

connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since the 
Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 

Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
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of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 
die settlement was reached with a representative union of 
which the contesting workmen were members and if there 
was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 
settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 
also. ” He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 

SC469NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 
the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer 
for adjudication after examining the allegations as then 
is an underlying assumption that the settlement reache, 

with the help of the conciliation officer must be fair am 

reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, learner 

counsel for the Respondent contended that though it i$ 

alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 

federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 

they have entered into settlement with the bank antf 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 
alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to find out some technical 
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defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again.n Jt further held that “the Tribunal should look 
into the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading 
of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 
instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 
Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 
into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 
MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” ' 
He also retied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC1507 
A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that *it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a 
technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 
consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 
manner.M He also argued that in Express Newspapers 
P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC569 the Supreme Court 
has held that ‘ 'the Tribunal has jurisdiction to consider all 
incidental matters also and the order of reference should 
not be construed in the manner which would prolong the 
industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is expected to 
decide the real nature of disputes between the parties and 
with that object in view, It should consider the order of 
reference in a fair and reasonable manner, though the order 
of reference is not happily framed nor was it framed to the 
high expectation of the Labour Court*’ Relying on all these 
decisions, the representative for the Petitioner argued that 
though in the reference, it is not mentioned that whether 
the retrenchment is valid or not, from the pleadings it is 
clear that the Petitioners have been retrenched from the 
Respondent/Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look 
into the pleadings of the Petitioners and can decide whether 
the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged 
by him and whether he is entitled to the back wages as 
alleged by him. Therefore, the argument advanced on the 
side of the Respondent that it is beyond the scope of 
reference is without any substance., 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, 1 find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “the only question which falls for determination 
in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 
in the select list cm the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 
an existing or a future vacancy.n In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 
in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 
informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 
one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 
panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 
permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 
Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 
and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 
we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 
any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 
panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 
Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 
the expiry of the panel The claim of the Respondents as 
contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 
therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 
Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 
dismissing die Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 19913 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that "candidates included in 
merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 
vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 
Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 
there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 
preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 
wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 
circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 
31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 
him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 
IC2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. P1ARA 
SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that "now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 
temporary employees who have continued for more than 
a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 
it. The direction has been given without reference to the 
existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means that 
every ad-hocitemporary employee who has been continued 
for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 
vacancy is available for him which means creation of a 
vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
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Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 

notification calling for applications which means he had 

entered by a backdi )or; (c)he was not eligible and qualified 

for the post at the ime of his appointment; (d) his record 

of service since hii appointment is not satisfactory. These 

are the additional problems indicated by us in para 22 

which would arise from giving of such blanket orders. 

None of the decisio ns relied upon by the High Court justify 

such wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from the 

mere continuation of an ad-hoc employee for one year, it 

cannot be presumed that there is need for regular post. 

Such a presumption may be justified only when such 

continuance extemls to several years. Further, there can 

be no rule of thu mb in such matters. Conditions and 
circumstances ofcnc unit may not be the same as of the 

other. Just because in one case, a direction was given to 

regularise employees who have put in one year's service 

as far as possible ai id subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

it cannot be held that in each and every case, such a 

direction must follow irrespective of and without taking 

into account the other relevant circumstances and 

considerations. Th i relief must be moulded in each case 
having regard to a, l the relevant facts and circumstances 

of that case. It cant ot be a mechanical act but a judicious 

one. From this, the impugned directions must be held to 

be totally untenable and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 
Court set aside the c rders of lower Courts. He further relied 
on the decision reported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASH WAN I 

KUMAR AND 01 HERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 

OTHERS wherein t le Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 

considered the above regularisation of appointment in 

excess of sanction id posts. "So far as the question of 

confirmation of these employees whose entry itself was 
illegal and void it concerned, it is to be noted that 

question of confirmation or regularisation of an 
irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 

candidate concerned is appointed in an irregular manner 

or on ad-hoc basis against an available vacancy which 

is already sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is 
unauthorised and ii not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

question of regularising the incumbent on such a non- 

existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 

and even if such pur sorted regularisation or confirmation 
is given, it would be in exercise in futility. It would amount 

to decorating a still bom baby. Under these circumstances, 

there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 

valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 
these employees, the refore, remained a nullity/' Therefore, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 

temporary emploj'ees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they a re not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/E ank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR 19S 7 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & OR 5 Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Suprene Court has held that "they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary." 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LU 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“Under Section 25G of the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go ’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 

SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMADEVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

the instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 

who by the very nature of their appointment, do not acquire 

any right. ” Further, it has also held that "it is not as if, 

the person who accepts an engagement either temporary 

or casual in nature is not aware of his employment. He 

accepts the employment with open eyes. It may be true 

thaihe is not in a position to bargain—not at arms length 

since he might have been searching for some employment 

so as to eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he 

gets. But on that ground alone, it would not be appropriate 

to jettison the constitutional scheme of appointment, 

perpetuate illegalities and to take the view that a person 

who has temporarily or casually got employed should be 

directed to be continued permenently. By doing so, it 

will be creating another mode of public appointment 

which is not permissible. ”Further; The Supreme court 

while laying down the law, has clearly held that "unless 

the appointment is in terms of the relevant rules and after 

a proper competition among qualified persons, the same 

would net confer any right on the appointee.It 

has to be clarified that merely because a temporary 

employee or a casual wage worker is continued for a time 
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beyond the term of his appointment, he would not be 
entitled to be absorbed in regular service or Made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a 
due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. ” 

Further, in CI)J 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 
is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 
question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 
of purported period of probation would not arise." 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, 
SUJANPUR Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court 

has held that “it is not disputed that the appointment of 

Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 
with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 
entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 
at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 
settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 
wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 
settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 
not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 
of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State ‘ 
within the meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of 
India, the Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its 
employees was bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any 
recruitment made in violation of such rules as also in 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 
14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be void in 
law." Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH 
STATE AGRO INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION Vs. S.C. PANDEY wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “only because an employee had 
worked for more than 240 days of service by that itself 
would not confer any legal right upon him to be 
regularised in serviceThe Supreme Court also held 
that “the changes brought about by the subsequent 
decisions of this court probably having regard to the 
changes in the policy decisions of the Government in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. * 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
cay, mist be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Government in the wake of prevailing 
market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 
outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled 
to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/ 
Bankas alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against 

the Petitioner. 

Point No. 2; 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st lanuary. 2007.) 
K, IAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri S. Salamon 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C Mariappan 
MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

3403 GI/2007—27 
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Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date. 

W1 01-08-88 

W2 20-04-88 

W3 2404-91 

W4 01-05-91 

W5 2008-91 

W6 15-03-97 

W7 25-03-97 

W8 NO 

W9 03-10-96 

W10 Nil 

Wll Nfl 

W12 Nil 

W13 06-03-97 

W14 0603-97 

W15 0603-97 

W16 1703-97 

W17 2603-97 

Description 

Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

for implementation of Ex. Ml. 

Xerox copy of the cirrular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

•egarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu extending Period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Dfficer, Chennai About filling up of 

vacancies of messengers posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

‘egarding identification of massenger 

/acancies And filling them before 
51-3-97. 

Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Reference book on staff about casual 

lot to be engaged at office/branches to 

lo messengerial work. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
ssued by Ketty Valley Branch. 

Xerox copy of die Employment Exchange 
card. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
I guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Repondent/Bank 

regarding recruitment to subordinate 
care & service conditions. 

Xerox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 

iKiokon Staff matters up to 31-12-95. 

^ Cerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

: onal office for interview of messenger 

1 K)st—V Muralikannan. 

4 Cerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

2 onal office for interview of messenger 

jost—K. Subburaj. 

] Cerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

2 onal office for interview of messenger 
I ost—J. Velmurugan. 

3 Cerox copy of the service particulaers- 

). Velmurugan. 

Xerox copy of the letter advising 
s election of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

W18 3103-97 Xerox copy of the appontment order to 

Sri G. Pandi 

W19 Feb., 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W20 1302-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 
emplyees for the panel of wait list. 

W21 09-11-92 Xerox copy of Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W22 0907-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 

meeting. 

W23 0907-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms-creation of 

part time gereral attendants. 

W24 070206 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants. 

W25 31-12-95 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For file Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 1607-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy pf the settlement. 

M4 0901-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 0906-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 2805-91 Xerox copy of the order iii W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 1505-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order of Sup-erne Court 

in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 m Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 
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New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2328.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 3/2004) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Ciim-Labour 
Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 
and their workmen, received by the Central Government on 
24-7-2007. 

[No. Lrl2012/314/1998-IR(B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

" ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TTUBUNALOJM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 3/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 4/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of SectionlO of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workman) 

BETWEEN 

Sri A Janarthanan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: il Party/Manageqient 
State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Coimbatore. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner r Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sundar, Advocates 

AWARD 

l. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 
Order No. I.-12012/314/98-IRtB-I) dated 01-02-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 4/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this COIT-cum Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as LD.No. 
3/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri A Janarthanan, wait list No. 241 for restoring 
the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 
consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 
messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 
workman is entitled?" 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows; 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Gass IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Mettupalayam branch 
from 29-07-1987. The Petitioner was orally informed that 
his services were no more required. The non-employment 
of the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86were classified in the settlement 
was under consideration onqe again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the 
Mettupalayam branch. He was called for an interview by a 
Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. 
But, they have not informed the result of interview and 
a1 so with regard to appointment But, the Petitioner was 
informed orally to join at the branch where he initially 
worked as a class IV employee. From 29-07-1987, the 
Petitioner has been working as a temporary messenger and 
some time performing work in other branches also. While 
working on temporary basis in Mettupalayam branch, 
another advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period; While the Petitioner was 
working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
required any more and he need not attend the office from 
1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 
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to his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in 
failure, the matter was referred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication. Thoi igh reference was sent to this Tribunal, 

the reference frair ed did not satisfy the grievance of the 
Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to Government to 

reconsider the refi :rence and the Petitioner requested the 

Respondent/Bank to continue to engage him in service as 

obtained prior to 3 [-3-97 and to regularise him in service in 

due course. Ti e Respondent/Bank took up an 
unreasonable star d that the service and the number* of 

days worked b> Petitioner were treated as of no 

consequence, sine i according to the Respondent/Bank, it 
engaged the Petiti< >ner only in temporary services after the 

settlement. The Pt titioner was not aware of settlement by 

which his service; and number of days worked by him 

after interview do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 

was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 
Respondent/Bank I >efore the conciliation officer. Therefore, 
the Respondent’s action in not absorbing him in regular 

service is unjust i nd illegal. Further, the settlements are 

repugnant to Seel ion 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 

termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 
Para 522(4) of Sa: try Award. Even though the settlement 

speaks about threi; categories only a single wait list has 

Jjeen prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 

regularising accor ling to their whims and fancies. The 

Respondent/Bank has also not observed the instructions 

regarding grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 

to the temporary v workmen which amounts to violation of 

relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

engaged the Petitioner and extracted the same work either 
by payment of pett / cash or by directing him to work under 

assumed name or 1 >y both which amounts to unfair labour 

practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 
not based on strict seniority and without any rationale. 
Hence, for all thei e reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

relief of regular en iployment in Respondent/Bank with all 

attendant benefits 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleged tl at reference made by die Government for 

adjudication by thi Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was n< t in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estop ped from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and: 8(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

law, retrenchment; ind implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the Pi titioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. Th i Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait lis ;ed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to t le business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from tl e year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case wa > espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,164)7-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 241 in waitlist 

of Zonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 
for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 
were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 241, he was not appointed. 

The said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements, 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 
and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 
plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was, 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

i i »fl.«u.yj.u a 
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settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent^Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 241 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 

strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
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MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 

marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 

class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 

combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 

of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 

contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 

per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 comprises 

of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 
While the temporary employees were appointed after due 

process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 

industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 

Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 

categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 

casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 

of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner 

contended that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is 

not in conformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non¬ 

preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 

circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per, 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 

vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

no wait list was released / published even after the Court 

order in WMPNo. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 

the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 

Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 

date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 

by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 
these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 

violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 

attached to the wait list. Above all. Ex. M1 was not produced 

at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 

year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 

document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 

petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 

been told at the time of initial appointment that their 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
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was used as a device to take them out of the principal 

clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal." Learned 
representative further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 

not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 

in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 

longest service should have priority over those who joined 
the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
which has be en drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 

law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 
accordance 'ivith the law and the spirit of the settlement, 

but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable for 

permanent appointment will be offered appointment against 

existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and 
in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment 

or posting within the prescribed period, he will be deemed 

to have refused it and the name shall stand deleted from 

the respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 

being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 

The Respondent/Bank has not produced any document 

to show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it 

is a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 

documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 

Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 

Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 

terms of Ex.. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 

Ex. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 

bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 

as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 

has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 

Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

and it consti tutes post reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 

case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 

days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds. have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION, wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc.” It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further,> the 

Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 

accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 

Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 

are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 

the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
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of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 
settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also." He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 

SC469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 
STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS, wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that "settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

goodwill between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the Conciliation Officer must be 

fair and reasonable. ” Relying on all these decisions, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, 

since the Federation in which the Petitioner is also one 

among them, they have entered into settlement with the 

bank and therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, 

he argued that no union of the bank has questioned the 

settlement and in such circumstances, it cannot be said 

that it is not binding on them and he is estopped from 
disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 
is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS’UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM, wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
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again. ” It further held that “the Tribunal should look 
into the pleading and find out the exact nature ofpleading 
of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 
instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 
Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 

in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” 
He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a 
technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 
consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 
manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 
P. .Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 

Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 
consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour 
Court is expected to decide the real nature of disputes 
between the parties and with that object in view, it should 
consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 
manner, though the order of reference is not happily framed 
nor was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour 
Court. ” Relying on all these decisions, the representative 

for the Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is 
not mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or 

not, from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have 

been retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, 

this Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners 

and can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be 

reinstated in service as alleged by him and whether he is 

entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, 

the argument advanced on the side of the Respondent that 
it is beyond the scope of reference is without any 

substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K. V.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 
in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 
in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 
an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 
informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 
one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 
panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 
permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 
Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 
and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 
we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 
any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 
panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 
Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 
the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 
contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 
therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 
Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 
dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

■f He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 

SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 
merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if 
a vacancy exists ” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank 
in preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation 

of wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

IC2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court hasheld 

that “now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 
temporary employees who have continued for more than 
a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 
it. The direction has been given without reference to the 
existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means that 
every ad-hoc / temporary employee who has been 
continued for one year should be regularised even though 
(a) no vacancy is available for him which means creation 
of a vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 

3403 G1/2007—28 
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g for applications which means he had 

loor; (c) he was not eligible and qualified 

time of his appointment; (d) his record 
s appointment is not satisfactory. These 

l problems indicated by us in para 12 

e from giving of such blanket orders, 

ms relied upon by the High Court justify 

^conditionalorders. Moreover, from the 

'■ of an ad-hoc employee for one year, it 

ed that there is need for regular post, 

ion may be justified only when such 

ds to several years. Further, there can 

umb in such matters. Conditions and 

one unit may not be the same as of the 
e in one case, a direction was given to 

ees who have put in one year's service 

nd subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 
that in each and every case, such a 

low irrespective of and without taking 
other relevant circumstances and 

xe relief must be moulded in each case 

ill the relevant facts and circumstances 

not be a mechanical act but a judicious 

e impugned directions must be held to 

e and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 

orders of lower Courts. He further relied 

eported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI 
rHERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 

the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 

ove regularisation of appointment in 

led posts. “So far as the question of 

ese employees whose entry itself was 

is concerned, it is to be noted that 

irmation or regularisation of an 

nted candidate would arise, if the 
ed is appointed in an irregular manner 

against an available vacancy which 

ned. But, if the initial entry itself is 

s not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

rising the incumbent on such a non - 
>ould never survive for consideration 

’’portedregularisation or confirmation 
an exercise, in futility. It would amount 

bom baby. Under these circumstances, 
ion to regularise them or to give them 

The so called exercise of confirming 

before, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 

the Respondent contended that these 
yees were appointed only due to 

have not appointed against any regular 

ave only appointed in leave vacancies 

ire not entitled to claim any absorption 

lank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

57 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

S Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

me Court has held that “they are 

•es working on daily wages. Under 

s, their disengagement from service 

t to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 
Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“Under Section 25G of the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 

SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMADEVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

the instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has come to an end or of ad-hoc employees 

who by the very nature of their appointment,do not acquire 

any right. ” Further, it has also held that “it is not as if, the 

personwho accepts an engagement either temporary or 

casual in nature is not aware of his employment. He 

accepts the employment with open eyes. It may be true 

that he is not in a positionto bargain—not at arms length 

since he might have been searching for some employment 

so as to eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he 

gets. But on that ghround alone, it would not be 

appropriate to jettison the constitutional scheme of 

appointment, perpetuate illegalities and to take the view 

that a personwho has temporarily or casually got 

employed should be directed to be continued permenently. 

By doing so, it will be creating another mode of public 

appointment which is not permissible. ”Further, The 

Supreme court while laying donw the law, has clearly 

held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the 

relevant rules and after a proper competition among 

qualified persons, the same would not confer any right 

onthe appointee..It has to be clarified that merely 

because a temporary employee or a casual wage worker 

is continued for a time beyond the term of his appointment, 
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he would not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service 

or made permanent merely on the strength of such 

continuance, if the original appointment was not made 

by following a due process of selection as envisaged by 

relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL 

FERTILIZERS LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “regularisation 

furthermore, is not a mode of appointment and if 

appointment is made without following the rules, the same 

being a nullity, the question of confirmation of an 

employee upon the expiry of purported period of probation 

would not arise. ” Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL 

COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the 

Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 

appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned 

post. Being a 'State' within the meaning of Article 12 of 

the Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 

recruiting its employees was bound to follow the 

recruitment rules. Any recruitment made in violation of 

such rules as also in violation of constitutional scheme 

enshrined under Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of 

India would be void in law. ” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 

MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO INDUSTRIES 

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. PANDEY 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only because 

an employee had worked for more than 240 days of sendee 

by that itself would not confer any legal right upon, him 

to be regularised in service. " The Supreme Court also 

held that “the changes brought about by the subsequent 

decisions of this court probably having regard to the 

changes in the policy decisions of the Government in the 

wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. ” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 

thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list, Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 

Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 

at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 

settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 
settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 

not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 

of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, 1 find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent/Bank, 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and‘the changes 

brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Government in the wake of prevailing 
market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 

outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled 

to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/ 

Bank as alleged by him; Therefore, I find this point against 
the Petitioner, 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31 st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined:— 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri A. Janardhanan 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C. Marhppan 

MW2 Sri 8. Sr-nb' r-an 
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New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2329.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 267/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/466/1998-IR(B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNALrCUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 267/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 211/99] 

[In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause 
(d) of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri A Govindan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : SriV.S.Ekambaram, 
Authorised, Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder, 

Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 
Order No. L-12012/466/98-IR (B-I) dated 11-03-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 211/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D. 

No. 267/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

$hri A Govindan, wait list No. 416 for restoring the 

wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre in 

State Bank of India and he was given appointment as 

messenger after an interview and medical examination. He 

was appointed on temporary basis at Chengalpet branch 

from 28-10-1980. The Petitioner was orally informed that 

his services were no more required. The non-employment 

of the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A B and C. 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the 

Chenaglpet branch. He was called for an interview by a 

Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. 

But,' they have not informed the result of interview and 

also with regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was 

informed orally to join at the branch where he initially 
worked as a class IV employee. From 28-10-1980, the 

Petitioner has been working as a temporary messenger and 

sometime performing work in other branches also. While 

working on temporary basis in Kalpakkam branch, another 

advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-97 that his services are not required 

any more and he need not attend the office from 
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1-4—97 Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 

to his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in 

failure, the matt er was referred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication. Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, 

the reference fran ed did not satisfy the grievance of the 

Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to 

Government to re< onsider the reference and the Petitioner 

requested the Re: ;pondent/Bank to continue to engage 

him in service as obtained prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise 

him in service in c ue course. The Respondent/Bank took 

up an unreasonabl i stand that the service and the number 

of days worked ly Petitioner were treated as of no 

consequence, sine 5 according to the Respondent/Bank, it 
engaged the Petitic ner only in temporary services after the 

settlement. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by 

which his service:; and number of days worked by him 

after interview do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 

was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 

Respondent/Bank 1 efore the conciliation officer. Therefore, 

the Respondent’s iction in not absorbing him in regular 

service is unjust aid illegal. Further, the Settlements are 

repugnant to Sect on 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 

termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 

Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even though the settlement 

speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 

been prepared a id the Respondent/Bank has been 

regularising according to their whims and fancies. The 

Respondent/Bank las also not observed the instructions 

regarding grant of i ncrements, leave, medical benefits etc. 

to the temporary workmen which amounts to violation of 

relevant provisior s of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

engaged the Petitic ner and extracted the same work either 

by payment of petty cash or by directing him to work under 

assumed name or by both which amounts to unfair labour 

practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

not based on strici seniority and without any rationale. 

Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

relief of regular em aloyment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefits. 

4. As agains this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleged hat reference made by the Govt, for 

adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 

Petitioner was no in continuous service. Hence, the 

question of regular ippointment/absorption does not arise. 

The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The setlement drawn under provisions of 

Section 18(1) and 1 ?(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

law, retrenchment aid implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the Pe itioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait lisE id as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbcd as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 

of duties as mess enger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility alongwith 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 416 in waitlist 

of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary7 employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A. B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A): the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B); the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C); the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary7 service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary7 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 416 he was not appointed. The 
said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
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Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are:— 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 416 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect"the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorption of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this, case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 
that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 

strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
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Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Petit [oners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 

the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & 1C 2248 

CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 

OTHERS the Suprer le Court has held that Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act providin y for retrenchment is not enacted only 

for the benefit of the \ /orkmen to whom Section 25F applies 

but for all cases of ret renchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H canrot be restricted only to one category 

of retrenched workn ten. Therefore, the contention of the 

Respondent/Bank t tat the Petitioner has no valid and 

enforceable right for appointment is untenable. It is further 

contended that on be half of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 

and W8 as well as Lx. M8 which constitute/relate to the 

circular instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 

time to time in conm ;ction with the implementation of the 

settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 

character. Further, ; i combined study of Ex.Ml and the 

averments of MW1 z nd MW2 and their testimonies during 

the cross-examinatic n will clearly show how the bank has 

given a raw deal to th e Petitioner from the beginning linking 

his future with the se elements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 

deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 

employees into ‘A, It and C’, but this categorization of ‘A, 

B & C’ is quite opp<ised to the doctrine of ‘last come-first 

go’ or ‘first come-lai t go’ and therefore, the categorization 

in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml provides an 

opportunity to pei;sc ns who were engaged on casual basis 

and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies of 

messengers, farashe s, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 

etc. for absorption a ong with the other eligible categories 

of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 

casuals to do messei igerial work is in contravention of the 

guidelines mentione d in Reference Book on Staff matters, 

copy of which is marl :ed as Ex. W8. Further, the appointment 

of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 

strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 

such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categoric s is not valid. Therefore, these persons 

who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 

basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 

bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment in the jnat er of arriving at qualifying service for 

interview and selec ion. But, temporary employees have 

not been informed about this amendment which includes 

casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 

instructions in Ex.W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 

prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 

prepared only one w ait list for each module as per Ex.M 10 

in this case. Those candidates under Ex.M 10 were found 

suitable for appoint! nent as messengers and sweepers. Even 

MW 1 is unable to say as when the wait list Ex.MlO was 

prepared, but it is m< ntioned in Ex.MlO that it was prepared 

based on the settlemc nt dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 

which are marked a!; Ex. Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, 

when MW I has spoken about the settlements, he deposed 

that settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 

circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 

produced any document in support of the so called non¬ 

inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 

MW 1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 

marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary * 

class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 

Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages « 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 

combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 

of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 

contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 

It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 

per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO comprises 

of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates 

While the temporary employees were appointed after due 

process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 

industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 

Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 

categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 

casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 

of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 

that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 

inconformity with the instructions of Ex.. M2 and non¬ 

preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 

circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

no wait list was released/ published even after’ the Court , « 

order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 

the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under Ex. 

M10 does not carry particulars about the candidates date 

of initial appointment and the number of days put in by 

them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all these 

things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in violation 

of instructions and ceased to have the credibility attached 

to the wait list. Above all, Ex. M 1 was not produced at the 
time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997- 

98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 

2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 

before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. 

It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that 

though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
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petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 

been told at the time of initial appointment that their 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 

the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 

was used as a device to take them out of the principal 

clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

ruling?; reported in 1985 4SCC201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 

BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “to employ workmen as *badlies' 
casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 
many years with the object of depriving them of the status 
and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned 

representative farther contended that Ex. M10 wait list has 

not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 

in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 

has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 

Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 

states that candidates found suitable for permanent 

appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 

future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 

candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 

within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 

refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 

respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 
being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 

The Respondent/Bank has not produced any document to 

show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is 

a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 

Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 

Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 

settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 

Ex. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 

bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 

Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross¬ 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 

as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 

has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 

Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 

case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 

days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
ofthe Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LU 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression ‘actually 
worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 24Qdays 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in fife midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned sentfpr counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 

3403 GI/2007—29 
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ments drawn under the provisions of 

l 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 

and implemented by the Respondent/ 

of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 

terior motive. Further, they have concealed 

ts 1 hat the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

iga gement and could not be absorbed as 

id down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

’ temporary employees due to business 

performance of duties as messenger, 

gation that he was sponsored by 

ange is incorrect and the allegation that 

orary messenger is also incorrect, they 

linst leave vacancies. The settlement 

i Respondent/Bank and the federation 

ch were the only workable solution and 

‘etitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

ccordingly he was wait listed and 

iorter is estopped from questioning the 

or indirectly and his claim is liable to be 

More, the said settlements were not 

union and the settlements were bank 

and operate throughout the country, 

n the rulings reported in 1991IL LJ 323 

GLASS INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

IBUNAL A.P. AND OTHERS wherein 

3) the union entered into a settlement 

:nt settling the claim of 11 workmen and 

ned from the job and received terminal 

irkmen raised a plea before the Tribunal 

lign voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh 

id that “in the absence of plea that the 
f in the course of conciliation is vitiated 
mentation or coercion, the settlement 
workmen. ” Learned counsel for the 

r relied on the rulings reported in 1997 

C AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA 
3RT CORPORATION AND OTHERS 

ion Bench of the Bombay High Court 

:refore a settlement arrived at in the 
iliation proceedings with a recognised 
III be binding on all workmen of the 
m those who belong to the minority 
objected to the same. To that extent, it 
ordinary law of contracts, the object 
told the sanctity of settlements reached 
is lance of the Conciliation Officer and 
idividual employee or a minority union 
settlement. ” It further held that "there 
l cases, where there may be allegations 
raud or even corruption or other 
in the absence of such allegations, a 
urse of collective bargaining is entitled 

r consideration, ” Learned counsel for 

rther relied on the rulings reported in 

IP. LTD. Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER 

herein the Supreme Court has held that 

livided into two categories namely (i) 

those arrived at outside the conciliation proceedings 
under section 18(1) of the I. D. A ct and; (ii) those arrived 
at in the course of conciliation proceedings under Section 
18(3). A settlement of the first category has limited 
application and binds merely parties to it and settlement 
of the second category made with a recognised majority 
union has extended application as it will be binding on 
all workmen of the establishment. Even in case of the first 
category, if the settlement was reached with a 
representative union of which the contesting workmen 
were members and if there was nothing unreasonable or 
unfair in the terms of the settlement, it must be binding on 
the contesting workmen also. ” He further relied on the 

rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 NATIONAL 

ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. STATE OF 

RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that “settlement is arrived at by the free will of 
the parties and is a pointer to there being good will 
between them. When there is a dispute that the settlement 
is not bona fide in nature or that it has been arrived at on 
account of fraud, misrepresentation or concealment of 
facts or even corruption and other inducements, it could 
be subject matter of yet another industrial dispute which 
an appropriate Government may refer for adjudication 
after examining the allegations as there is an underlying 
assumption that the settlement reached with the help of 
the conciliation officer must be fair and reasonable. ” 

Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel for the 

Respondent contended that though it is alleged that they 

are not parties to the settlement, since the federation in 

which the Petitioner is also one among them, they have 

entered into settlement with the bank and therefore, it is 

binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued that no union 

of the bank has questioned the settlement and in such 
circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not binding on 

them and he is estopped from disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is npt valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
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is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to rind out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again.” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 
the pleading and rind out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to rind out the exact nature of dispute instead 
of refusing to answer the reference on merits/’ Further, he 
argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 
question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 
or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 
LAB IC166* VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 
attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 
manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued 
that in Express Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 
1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘ the Tribunal 
has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 
the order of reference should not be construed in the 
manner which would prolbng the industrial adjudication. 
The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 
disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 
it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 
reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 
happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 
the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 
representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 
reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 
is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 
Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 
Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 
of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 
entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 
whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 
Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 
Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 
without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 19% 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K. V.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “the only question which falls for determination 
in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 
in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 
an existing or a future vacancy.” In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in View of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1997 6SCC584SVNDKATEBANK &ORS. Vs. SHANKAR 
PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 
Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 
and that inclusion of their names in the panel was not to 
confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 
in the services of the bank. Considering the object with 
which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 
yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion that 
the Respondents did not get any right because of inclusion 
of their names in the said panel for permanent absorption 
in the services of the bank. Whatever conditional right 
they had come to an end with the expiry of the panel The 
claim of the Respondents as contained in the W.P. was 
thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned Single Judge 
and the Division Bench, when it first decided the appeal 
were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 
respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF 
INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held that “candidates 
included in merit list has no indefeasible right to 
appointment even if a vacancy exists” and relying on all 
these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner has no right to question 
the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of 
the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 
be said that preparation of wait list was made with mala fide 
motive. Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the 
date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 
restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARASINGH AND OTHERS 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that “now coming to 
the direction that all those ad hoc temporary employees 
who have continued for more than a year should be 
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regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it. The direction 
has been given vithout reference to the existence of a 
vacancy. The dire ction in effect means that every ad hoc/ 
temporary employ ee who has been continued for one year 
should be regulsrised even though (a) no vacancy is 
available for him v rtiich means creation of a vacancy ; (b) he 
was not sponsors I by Employment Exchange nor was he 
appointed in pu suance of a notification calling for 
applications whic i means he had entered by a back door; 
(c) he was not elig ible and qualified for the post at the time 
of his appointme tit; (d) his record of service since his 
appointment is m t satisfactory. These are the additional 
problems indicate 1 by us in para 12 which would arise from 
giving of such bla iket orders. None of the decisions relied 
upon by the H igh Court justify such wholesale, 
unconditional orders,. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of ar ad hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may oe justified only when such continuance 
extends to severa years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such m; tiers. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not 1 »e the same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a dire :tion was given to regularise employees 
who have put in c ne year’s service as far as possible and 
subject to fulfillii ig the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and e very case, such a direction must follow 
irrespective of an 1 without taking into account the other 
relevant circumst; nces and considerations. The relief must 
be moulded in eai :h case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circuit stances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
unsustainable.” Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the 
orders of lower C aurts. He further relied on the decision 
reported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR AND 
OTHERS Vs. ST/ TE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein 
the Full Bench of the Supreme Court has considered the 
above regularisation of appointment in excess of 
sanctioned posts. “So far as the question of confirmation 
of these employee s whose entry itself was illegal and void 
is concerned, it is i o be noted that question of confirmation 
or regularisation of an irregularly appointed candidate 
would arise, if the candidate concerned is appointed in an 
irregular manner >r on ad hoc basis against an available 
vacancy which is already sanctioned. But, if the initial 
entry itself is uiauthorised and is not against any 
sanctioned vacanc y, question of regularising the incumbent 
on such a non-ex sting vacancy would never survive for 
consideration and even if such purported regularisation or 
confirmation is gf ren, it would be an exercise in futility. It 
would amount to ( ecorating a still bom baby. Under these 
circumstances, there was no occasion to regularise them 
or to give them va tid confirmation. The so called exercise 
of confirming these employees, therefore, remained a 
nullity.” Therefor s, learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that the se temporary employees were appointed 
only due to exigen ries and they have not appointed against 
any regular vacan< :y and they have only appointed in leave 

vacancies and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any 
absorption in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU 
KUMAR V1DYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 
ORS. wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 
temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 
circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 
be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The 
concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 
such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 
only daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, « 
their disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on 
the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 
the I.D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
‘last come - first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors.” Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Anyhow, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 
In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 
services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 
costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 
in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 
STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 
Court has held that “merely because a temporary employee 
or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 
term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 
absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 
the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 
temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad hoc employees who by the very T 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 
Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the person who 
accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 
is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 
with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain—not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
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held that ‘ ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 
is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 
question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 
of purported period of probation would not arise.” Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 
in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 
inducements. Under such circumstances, 1 find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Government in the wake of prevailing 
market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 
outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled 
to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/ 
Bank as alleged by him. Therefore, 1 find this point against 
the Petitioner. 

Point No. 2 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 
day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined 
f 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri A. Govindhan 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 
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MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Description 

rox copy of the paper publication in 
ly Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

rox copy of the administrative 
delines issued by Respondent/Bank 
implementation of Ex. Ml. 

;rox copy of the circular of 
spondent/Bank to all branches 
yarding absorption of daily wagers in 

issenger vacancies. 

:rox copy of the advertisement in The 
ndu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

:rox copy of the advertisement in The 
ndu extending period of qualifying 
rvice to daily wagers. 

jrox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
fficer, Chennai about filling up of 
icancies of messangers posts. 

erox copy of the circular of 
espondent/Bank to ail branches 
garding identification of massenger 
icancies and filling them before 
L-3-97. 

erox copy of the instruction in reference 
50k on staff about casual not to be 
ngaged at office/branches to do 
lessengerial work. 

V16 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars 
J. Velmurugan. 

V17 26433-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time menial—G. Pandi 

V18 31433-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi. 

W19 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February, 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai circle. 

W20 134)2-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

W21 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 
No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W22 09437-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the bipartite 
meeting. 

W23 09437-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms -creation of part 

time general attendants. 

W24 074)2416 Xerox copy of the local head office 
circular about conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

W25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local head office 
circular about appointment of temporary 
employees in subordinate cadre. 

For thf Respondent/Management 

Ex. No. Date Description 
;erox copy of the service certificate 
sued by Chengalpet branch. 

;erox copy of the service certificate 
;sued by Kalpakkam branch. 

ierox copy of the administrative 
uidelines in reference book on staff 
ratters issued by Respondent/Bank 
egarding recruitment to subordinate 
are and service conditions. 

Cerox copy of the reference book on 
Itaff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
1-12-95. 

Cerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
:onai office for interview of messenger 
>ost—V. Muralikannan. 

Cerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
:onal office for interview of messenger 
)ost—K. Subburaj. 

Kerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
jonal office for interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 164)7-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 094)1-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30437-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 094)6-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 284)5-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 15435-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10437-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
in SUP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

Ml 1 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 
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W.3IT. 2330.—Rwk STfaftMM, 1947 (1947 

mtt 14) mto n^siymn 3, totr 3fc> affqr 

^ WRTM ^ 3lk MrifaTff ^ 

«fH, 3RJMM 3 ifjsMq* feR 3 TRMTR sflstfriMT 

^ w (tM mw 4/2004) ^ y^if^id 

Mmrt t, -art sfofa mtmtc ^ 24-7-2007 mm ^arr *tt 1 

[R. T^-12012/315/1998-a^31R(Mt-O] 

3RM ^RR, aifMMJRt 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2330.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 4/2004) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum-Labour 
Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 
and their workmen, received by the Central Government 
on 24-7-2007. 

[No. Lrl2012/315/1998-IR(B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRffiUNALGUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 4/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 5/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri S. Baskar : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 
Zonal Office, Coimbatore. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder, 
Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government, Ministry of Labour vide 

Order No. L-12012/315/98-IR (B-l) dated ‘Nif has referred 

this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal Labour Court, 
Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken the dispute 
on its file as CGID No. 5/99 and issued notices to both 
parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed their claim 
statement and Counter Statement respectively. After the 
constitution of this-CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the said 
dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 
I.D. No. 4/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri S. Baskar, wait list No. 538 for restoring the wait 
list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
State Bank of India and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified ? If 
so, to what relief the said workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows : 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Mettur Dam branch from 
March, 1979. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment of 
the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 
was under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Mettur 
Dam branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 
appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 
have not informed the result of interview and also with 
regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 
class IV employee. From March, 1979, the Petitioner'has 
been working as a temporary messenger and some time 
performing wd>rk in other branches also. While working on 
temporary basis in Mettur Dam branch, another 
advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 
working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
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required any more 
1-4—97. Hence, th; 
to his non-emploj 
failure, the matte 

and he need not attend the office from 
Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 

ijment. Since the conciliation ended in 
r was referred to this Tribunal for 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-1987,16-7-1988,7-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

$ 

lOttt; 
due 

adjudication. Thotf 
the reference fra 
Petitioner, he 
Goveniment to re 
requested the Re^ 
him in service as 
him in service in 
up an unreasonabl 
of days worked 
consequence, sinefe 
engaged the Petitiq 
settlement. The 
which his service^ 
after interview do 
was not a party 
Respondent/Bank 
the Respondent’s 
service is unjust 
repugnant to Sect£< 
termination of the 
Para 522(4) of Sas 
speaks about thre<: 
been prepared a 
regularising accori 
Respondent/Bank h 
regarding grant of: 
to the temporary 
relevant provision 
engaged the Petitic r 
by payment of pett r 
assumed name or 
practice. The wait 
not based on striejt 
Hence, for all the 
relief of regular er^ 
attendant benefits 

ati 

of 

pped 

4. As against 
Statement alleged 
for adjudication b> 
The Petitioner wa: 
question of regular a 
The engagement 
Petitioner is esto; 
Statement. The s< 
Section 18(1) and 
law, retrenchment 
The claim of the 
ulterior motive, 
that he was wait 
could not be abs< 
seniority. Due to 
Bank engaged the 
of duties as mesi 
prevailing from th 

Pi; 
Thi 

lis ;■ 

gh reference was sent to this Tribunal, 
d did not satisfy the grievance of the 
s made a fresh representation to 

(Consider the reference and the Petitioner 
;pondent/Bank to continue to engage 
ained prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise 

course. The Respondent/Bank took 
j stand that the service and the number 
)y Petitioner were treated as of no 
according to the Respondent/Bank, it 

ner only in temporary services after the 
itioner was not aware of settlement by 
and number of days worked by him 

not merit consideration. The Petitioner 
to the settlement mentioned by the 

I efore the conciliation officer. Therefore, 
iction in not absorbing him in regular 
d illegal. Further, the settlements are 

on 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 
Petitioner is against the provisions of 
ry Award. Even though the settlement 
categories only a single wait list has 

^id the Respondent/Bank has been 
ing to their whims and fancies. The 
as also not observed the instructions 

ncrements, leave, medical benefits etc. 
orkmen which amounts to violation of 
s of circular. The Respondent/Bank 
ner and extracted the same work either 
cash or by directing him to work under 

both which amounts to unfair labour 
list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

seniority and without any rationale, 
reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

ployment in Respondent/Bank with all 

tty 

this, the Respondent in its Counter 
{hat reference made by the Government 
this Tribunal itself is not maintainable, 
not in continuous service. Hence, the 
ppointment/absorption does not arise. 
Petitioner was not authorised. The 

from making claim as per Claim 
|ttlement drawn under provisions of 

8(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
£nd implemented by Respondent/Bank, 
titioner is not bona fide and made with 
Petitioner concealed the material facts 

ed as per his length of engagement and 
4>rbed as he was positioned down in 

business exigency, the Respondent/ 
[temporary employees for performance 
enger and such engagements were 
e year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 538 in waitlist 
of Zonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 
were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 
false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 
messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 
vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 
submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 
drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 
cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 
temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 
for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 
Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 
and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 
other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 
employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under ca.egory; (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category; (C) the temporary employees 
who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 
were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 
and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 
had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 
temporary employees were appointed and since the 
Petitioner was wait listed at 538 he was not appointed. The 
said settlements were bona fide which were the only 
workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 
Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 
union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 
and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 
to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 
Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 
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plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 
It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 
discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 
settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 
1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 
of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 
appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 
wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 
absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 
questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 
of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are:— 

(i) “Whether the demand of.the Petitioner in Wail 
List No. 538 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled 7” 

Point No, 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 
they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 
the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same ‘guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petiticner is not bound by settlement under 
Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 
that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 
continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 
valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
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the l.D. Acl r ci it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner Has: no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment au Section 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible ;o be reinstated. Learned representative for 
ihe Petitioner (ontended that in 1996 LAB & 1C 2248 
CENTRA!, B/ NK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 
OTHERS the Si ipreme Court has held that Chapter V-Aof 
the l.D. Act pro aiding for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit o! the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases Df retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched v orkmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable rig} t for appointment is untenable. It is further 
contended that < >n behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 
and W8 as Wei as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 
circular instruciions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in i onnection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Furt] ier, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 
averments of M Wl and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-exam^ nation will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal tp the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with ti ^settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with ca(egorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into A, B and C’, but this categorization of ‘A, 
B & C’ is quite < pposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 
go’ pr ‘first come— last go’ and therefore, the 
categorization i \ Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml 
provides an opj Onunity to persons who were engaged on 
casual basis and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 
of messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, 
sweepers etc. fc r absorption along with the other eligible 
categories of te nporary employees is not valid. Further, 
engaging casuals to do messengerial work is in 
contravention of the guidelines mentioned in Reference 
Book on Staff m alters, copy of which is marked as Ex.W8. 
Further, the apf ointment of daily wage basis for regular 
messengerial jol >s etc. are strictly prohibited as per bank’s 
circulars/instructions. In such circumstances, the 
absorption of casuals along with the eligible categories is 
not valid. Therefore, these persons who were engaged by 
the Respondent Bank on casual basis should not be given 
permanent appo ntment in the bank service. Those casuals 
were given more beneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 
at qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 
temporary empl byecs have not been informed about this 
amendment whi :h includes casuals affecting their interest 
and chance. Furt ier, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 
of waiting lists 1 ave to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 
Bank has allege 3 to, have prepared only one wait list for 
each module as per Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 
under Ex.MlO verc found suitable for appointment as 
messengers and iweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 
to when the wait list Ex.MlO was prepared, but it is 
mentioned in E>.M10 that it was prepared based on the 
settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 

[Part II—Sec. 3(ii)] 

marked as Ex. Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when 
MW1 has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 
circle since the HiglrCourt order is there, but he has not 
produced any document in support of the so called non¬ 
inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 
MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 
there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 
to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 
its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 
that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 
daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO comparises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates 
.While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 of 
Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 
that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 
inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected vacancies 
for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, no wait list 
was released / published even after the Court order in WMP 
No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing the Respondent/ 
Bank to release the list of successful candidates pursuant 
to the first advertisement published in The Hindu dated 
1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 
particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 
and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 
respective seniority. From all these things, it is dear that 
Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 
and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 
Above all, Ex. M 1 was not produced at the time of 
conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997 98 held 
at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 the 
Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 before 
this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. It is 
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further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that th* 

the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these petitioner 

were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 

the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 

in leave vacancy. Further, even before or after the settlement 

on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 

they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 

to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. 

Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner's work in the Respondent/ 

Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 

the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 

categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 

Sastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 

of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 4 

SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 

"to employ workmen as ‘badlies' casuals or temporaries 

and to continue them as such for many years with the 

object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 

permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned representative 

further contended that Ex. M10 wait list has not been 

prepared in accordance with principle of seniority in the 

legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 

service should have priority over those who joined the 

service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 

has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 

Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 

states that candidates found suitable for permanent 

appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 

future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 

candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 

within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 

refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 

respective panel and he shall have no further claim for being 

considered for permanent appointment in the bank. The 

Respondent/Bank has not produced any document to show 

how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is a mystery as 

to who that senior was and there is no documentary evidence 

in support of the averment and also for the averment of 

MW 1. Therefore, the termination of the Petitioner who was 

in regular service of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala 

fide and illegal and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 

accordance with the terms of settlement on absorption of 

temporary employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has 

produced Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of 

conciliation proceedings dated 9-6*75 before Regional 

Labour Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 

18(3) settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 

Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 

modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 

Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Mil 

interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 

No. 11932/93 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 

relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 

year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 

the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two ^.u.^es, the deposition 

of management witnesses during the cross* examination 

had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 

about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Mi to M5. 

Above all' though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 

voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Iiank it 

was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 

post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 

Bank has no application to the Petitioner's case. The 

Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 

more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 

enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service r. 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions ofl.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 32 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LU 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression ‘actually 

worked under the employer ’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank's circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub-staff in early 1980s but >vere denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
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it was not authorised. Further, the 

topped from making claim as they had 

ements drawn under the provisions of 

d 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 

' and implemented by the Respondent/ 

it of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 

rior motive. Further, they have concealed 

that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

gement and could not be absorbed as he 
own in the seniority. The Respondent' 

lg temporary employees due to business 

performance of duties as messenger, 

egation that he was sponsored by 

hange is incorrect and the allegation that 

porary messenger is also incorrect, they 

;ainst leave vacancies. The settlement 

le Respondent/Bank and the federation 

iich were the only workable solution and 

Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

:ordingly he was wait list ed and therefore, 

stopped from questioning the settlement 

:tly and his claim is liable to be rejected, 

said settlements were not questioned by 

settlements were bank level seblerne its 

ighout the country. Further, he relied on 

1 in 1991ILU 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 
ZD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL. A.P. 

wherein under Section 12(3) the onion 

lement with the management settling the 

men and the workmen resigned fro n the 

erminal benefits, but the workmen raised 
le Tribunal that they did not resign 

he Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

nee of plea that the settlement reached 

f conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

i or coercion, the settlement is binding 

" Learned counsel for the Respondent 

he rulings reported in 1997 II LLI 1189 

T’HERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 
fRPORATlON AND OTHERS wherein the 

>£ the Bombay High Court has held that 

lement arrived at in the course of the 

cecdings with a recognised majority 

ling on all workmen of the establishment, 

>elong to the minority union which had 

ame. To that extent, it departs from the 

mtracts, the object obviously is to uphold 

settlements reached with the active 
Conciliation Officer and to discourage 

iloyee or a minority union from scuttling 

1 It further held that ",there may he 

;, where there may be allegations of mala 

zn corruption or other inducements. But, 

>f such allegations, a settlement in the 

ive bargaining is entitled to due weight 

n. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

e rulings reported in 19971LU 308 K.C.P. 

)ING OFFICER AND OTHERS w herein 

the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

I.D. Act and; (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(3). A 

settlement of the first category has limited application 

and binds merely parties to it and settlement of the second 

category made with a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 
of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 

2000 SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

ITD. Vs. STATE OF RAIASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that "settlement is arrived at 

by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being good will between them. When there is a dispute 

that the settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

chere is an underlying assumption that the settlement 
reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since 

the federation in which the Petitioner is also one among 

them, they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 
list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Governments 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

I 4. ■■ ■»« • I < ■ b I- r M 111 itf M 11.. 1 • .|Wo 4 »i-<, H 
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KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the (natter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again. ” It further held that "the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading 

of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 

in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 

in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” 

He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 

P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court 

has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to consider all 

incidental matters also and the order of reference should 

not be construed in the manner which would prolong the 

industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is expected to 

decide the real nature of disputes between the parties and 

with that object in view, it should consider the order of 

reference in a fair and reasonable manner, though the order 

of reference is not happily framed nor was it framed to the 

high expectation of the Labour Court.” Relying on all these 

decisions, the representative for the Petitioner argued that 

though in the reference, it is not mentioned that whether 

the retrenchment is valid or not, from the pleadings it is 

dear that the Petitioners have been retrenched from the 

Respondent/Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look 

into the pleadings of the Petitioners and can decide whether 

the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged 

by him and whether he is entitled to the back wages as 

alleged by him. Therefore, the argument advanced on the 

side of the Respondent that it is beyond the scope of 

reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, 1 find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, 1 find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from :he select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by Its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 

SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 

merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 

wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 

wait list and he cunnotpray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

IC2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
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that “now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a year should be reg darised, we find it difficult to sustain 

it. The direction has been given without reference to the 

existence of a vacant :y. The direction in effect means that 

every ad-hocftempor try employee who has been continued 

for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 

vacancy is availabU for him which means creation of a 

vacancy; (b) he w ts not sponsored by Employment 

Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 

notification calling) or applications which means he had 

entered by a back doc r; (c)he was not eligible and qualified 

for the post at the tit te of his appointment; (d) his record 

of service since his a ppointment is not satisfactory. These 

are the additional problems indicated by us in para 12 

which would arise J rom giving of such blanket orders. 

None of the decision relied upon by the High Court justify 

such wholesale, un< conditional orders. Moreover, from 

the mere continuatio i of an ad-hoc employee for one year, 

it cannot be presumi d that there is need for regular post. 

Such a presumption may be justified only when such 

continuance extends to several years. Further, there can 

be no rule of thumb in such matters. Conditions and 

circumstances of on i unit may not be the same as of the 

other. Just because n one case, a direction was given to 

regularise employee s who have put in one year’s service 

as far as possible arte subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

it cannot be held ti tat in each and every case, such a 

direction must folio v irrespective of and without taking 

into account the e ther relevant circumstances and 

considerations. The relief must be moulded in each case 

having regard to all the relevant facts and circumstances 

of that case. It cannc t be a mechanical act but a judicious 

one. From this, the mpugned directions must be held to 
be totally untenable and unsustainable." Thus, the 

Supreme Court set j iside the orders of lower Courts. He 

further relied on the decision reported in 1997 II SCC 1 

ASHWANI KUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR 

AND OTHERS wher jin the Full Bench of the Supreme Court 

has considered the ai >ove regularisation of appointment in 

excess of sanctione 1 posts. “So far as the question of 

confirmation of the. e employees whose entry itself was 

illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted that 

question of confirmation or regularisation of an 

irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the 

candidate concernei [ is appointed in an irregular manner 

or on ad-hoc basis i igainst an available vacancy which 

is already sanction rd. But, if the initial entry itself is 

unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

question of regular, sing the incumbent on such a non¬ 

existing vacancy wtuld never survive for consideration 

and even if such pur\ sorted regularisation or confirmation 

is given, it would be t in exercise in futility. It would amount 

to decorating a still fc om baby. Under these circumstances, 

there was no occasii in to regularise them or to give them 

valid confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming 

these employees, the before, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 

learned counsel for ;he Respondent contended that these 

temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 
these circumstances, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“ Under Section 25G ofthe I.D. A ct retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go ’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 
principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 

in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 

STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 

Court has held that “merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 

term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 

the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 

temporary employees whose period of employment has 

ccme to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 

Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 

is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 

with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 

bargain not at arms length since he might have been 

searching for some employment so as to eke out his 

livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 

alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 

constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 

and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 

casually got employed should be directed to be continued 

permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
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of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that ‘ ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper "competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 
is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 
question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 
of purported period of probation would not arise.” Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 
Vs. SUR1NDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme 
Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard to 
the changes in the policy decisions of the Government in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
apd Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 
inducements. Under such circumstances, 1 find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has go; sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, 1 find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, 1 find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, 1 find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this < 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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Witnesses Examim d:— 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri S. Baskar 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Responder t MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

Documents Marke J:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 014)8-88 1 

( 

Cerox copy of the paper publication in 

aily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml 

W2 204)4-88 : 

l 

Cerox copy of the administrative 

sidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 

i Dr implementation of Ex. M1 

W3 244)4-91 : 
] 

(erox copy of the circular of 

lespondent/Bank to all Branches 

i egarding absorption of daily wagers in 

Messenger vacancies 

W4 014)5-91 : Cerox copy of the advertisement in The 

lindu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4 

W5 204)8-91 £erox copy of the advertisement in The 

-lindu extending Period of qualifying 

iervice to daily wagers 

W6 15-03-97 <erox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Officer, Chennai About filling up of 

vacancies of messangers posts 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

egarding identification of massenger 

/acancies And filling them before 

51-3-97 

W8 Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Reference book on staff about casuals 

not to be engaged at office/branches to 

Jo messengerial work 

W9 14)7-85 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Mettur Dam Branch 

W10 Nfl Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Respondent/Bank 

regarding recruitment to subordinate 

care & service conditions 

Wll Nfl Xerox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 

book on Staff matters upto 31-12-95 

W12 064)3-97 Xerox copy of the call latter from Madurai 

zonal office For interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan 

W13 0603-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

zonal office For interview of messenger 

post—K. Subhuraj 

W14 0603-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

zonal office For interview of messenger 

ipost—J. Velmurugan 

W15 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 

J. Velmurugan 

W16 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi 

W17 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi 

W18 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle 

W19 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list 

W20 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circulai 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction ol 

messenger staff 

W21 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 

meeting 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants 

W23 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants 

W24 31*12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 304)7-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-0695 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 284)5-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 104)7-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

inSLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 

Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 

I >|HMH- #' ■« « l i » t'H I 
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W.OT, 2331.—3foftl*K> 1947 (1947 

14) ^RT 17 ^ 3lT^ 

sp ^ 3T*T5 M*T<$ sfa ^FKf ^ 

#g, affiv ^f faffog 4faitfH5> fqqi5 ^ 4?|gj)P w> 

3Tf^FT^,^^1^(^Wn 266/2004) ^twftPT 

Wt t, WFK ^rt 24-7-2007 ^ W|3TT «1T I 

[^ T^T-12012/464/1998-3n^3lR(^-I)] 

3T3R ^PTR, 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2331.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 266/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Gum 

labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 

of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/464/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRffiUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 266/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 210/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause 
(d) of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 

of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between 

the Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

SriB. Pattabi : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : SriV.S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder Advocates 

AWARD 

I. The Central Government Ministry of labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/464/98-1R (B-I) dated 11-03-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 210/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D. 

No. 266/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri B. Pattabi, wait list No. 480 for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

State Bank of India and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified? If 

so, to what relief the said workman is entitled? 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre in 

State Bank of India and he was given appointment as 

messenger after an interview and medical examination. He 

was appointed on temporary basis at Egmore branch from 

23-3-1981. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 

services were no more required. The non-emptoyment of 

the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 

Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Egmore 

branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 

appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 

have not informed the result of interview and also with 

regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 

orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 

class IV employee. From 23-3-1981, the Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and sometimes 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in LHO branch, another advertisement by 

the Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual workers 

who were reported to be in service during the same period. 

While the Petitioner was working as such, the Manager of 

the branch informed the Petitioner orally on 31 -3-1997 that 

his services are not required any more and he need not 

attend the office from 1-4-97. llcncc, the Petitioner raised a 

dispute with regard to his non-employment. Since the 

conciliation ended in failure, the matter was referred to this 

3403 G1/2007—31 
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Tribunal for abdication. Though referena: was sent to 
:his Tribunal, li ie reference framed did not satisfy the 
grievance of \ ie Petitioner, he has made a fresh 
representation it Government to reconsider the reference 

and the Petitioner requested the Respondenl/Bank to 

continue to ongige him in service as obtained prior to 
3l-S-97 and to rt gularise him in service in due course. Hie 

Respoudetn/Bar k took up an unreasonable stand that the 
service and the r umber of days worked by Petitioner were 

treated as of no consequence, since according to the 

Respondent/Ba ak, it engaged the Petitioner only in 
temporary scrvic es after the settlement. The Petitioner was 

not aware of sett lement by which his services and number 
of days workec by him after interview do not merit 
consideration. Hie Petitioner was not a party to the 
settlement ment oned by the Respondent/Bank before the 

conciliation offii ter. Therefore, the Respondent's action in 
not absorbing him in regular service is unjust and illegal. 
Further, the settlements are repugnant to Section 25G & 
25H of the I.D. Act. The termination of the Petitioner is 
against the provi dons of Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 
though the settlement speaks about three categories only 
a single wait lis has been prepared and the Respondent/ 
Bank has been F egularising according to their whims ami 

fancies. The Re tpondent/Bank has also not observed the 
instructions regi rding grant of increments, leave, medical 
benefits etc. to t! ie temporary workmen which amounts to 
violation of relevant provisions of circular. The 
Respondent/Bar k engaged the Petitioner and extracted the 
same work eithe r by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to work und ;r assumed name or by both which amounts 
to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers serious 
infirmities and ii is not based on strict seniority and without 
any rationale. V ence, for all these reasons the Petitioner 
prays to grant re iefof regular employment in Respondent/ 
Bank with a!! at endant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleg< d that reference made by the Government 

for adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 

The Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regu ar appointment/absorplion does not arise. 

The engagemei t of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estopped,from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) ar d 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law, retrenchment and Implemented by Respondent /Bank. 

The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. Phe Petitioner concealed the material iiicis 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, tire Respondent/ 

Bank engaged tie temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case >vas espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements 

dated 17-11-1987^ 16-07-1988, 7-10.-1988, 9-1-1991 and 

30-7-i 996. The said settlements became subject matter of 

conciliation proceedings and minutes were drawn under 

Section 18(3) of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner 
was considered for permanent appointment as per his 

eligibility along with similarly placed other temporary 

employees and the Petitioner was wait listed as candidate 

No. 715 in waitlist of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait 

listed temporary candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary 

employees were permanently appointed by Respondent/ 

Bank. It is false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a 

temporary messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in 

leave vacancies as and when it arose. When Jhe Petitioner 

having submitted to selection process in terms of 

settlements drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred 

to above, cannoi turn around and claim appointment. Such 

of those temporary employees who were appointed were 

engaged for more number of days and hence, they wrerc 

appointed. Under the settlement, employees were 

categorised as A, B, and C. Considering their temporary 

service and subject to other eligibility criteria, under 

category (A) the temporary employees who were engaged 

for 240 days were to be considered and under category (B) 

the temporary employees who have completed 270 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months and under category (C) the temporary 

employees who have completed 30 days aggregate 

temporary service in any calendar year after 1-7-75 ci 

minimum ?Z days aggregate temporary service in any 

continuous block of 36 calendar months were to be 

considered. As per clause 7, the length of temporary service 

was to be considered for seniority in the wrait list and it wras 

also agreed that wait list was to lapse in .December, 1991 

and the cut-off date was extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling 

up vacancies which were to arise up to 31-12-1994 The 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right lor 

appointment. The Respondent had implemented the 

voluntary retirement scheme and even the permanent 

vacancies stand substantially reduced. There were no 

regular vacancies available. The peculiar problem w as due 

to the facts that alt the aforesaid temporary employees 
were working in leave vacancies and not in Tegular 

permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid settlements, 

out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary employees 

were appointed and since the Petitioner was w’ail listed at 
715 he was not appointed. The said settlements were bona 

fide which were the only workable solution and is binding 

on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped from 

questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and his 

claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the said settlements 

were not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 

of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 

country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 

(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 

no jurisdiction to entertain such pica. It is not correct to 

say that documents and identity of Petitioner w as verified 

before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 

say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 

permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
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31 -12-94 were filled up against the wait list of ten’ v rv 

employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be fill d *p 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 

casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of daily 

wages was not finalized and hence not published and there 

is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 

employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 

no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 

reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondeni/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
Higlj Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are:— 

(i) “ W hether the demand of the Petitione r in Wait 

List No. 480 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respond-tu/Rank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners ii> the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employes 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Covnt 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the '• *kmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorb!; on of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 
and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period -of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative tor 
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the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2243 
CENTRAL BAMC OF INDIA Vs. S. SAYYAM AND 
OTHERS the Sup ;eme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act provii ling for retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of tl le workmen to whom Section 25F applies 
but for all cases of retrenchment. Therefore, the application 
of Section 25H a innot be restricted only to one category 
of retrenched woi kmen. Therefore, the contention of the 
Respondent/Banl; that the Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right 1 or appointment is untenable. It is further 
contended that on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 
and \Y8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to >he 
circular instructic ns of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in coi inection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex,Ml and the 
averments of MW 1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examint tion will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal tc the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Claus.". 1 of Ex. M l 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ‘4, B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 

B and C’ is quite apposed to the doctrine of ‘last come— 
first go’ or ‘first come—last go’ and therefore, the 
categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.M 1 
provides an oppoi tunity to persons who were engaged on 
casual basis and a lowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 
of messengers, far ashes, cash coolies, water b;»yr,; 
sweepers etc. for absorption along with the ether eE'iblc 
categories of lenoorary employees is not valid. Further, 
engaging casus Is to do messengerial work is in 
contravention of he guidelines mentioned in Reference 
Rook on Staff mat :ers, copy of which is marked as Ex.W8, 
Furrier, the appo ntment of daily wage basis for tegular 
messengerial jobs etc. are strictly prohibited as per bank's 
circulars/instructions. In such circumstances, the 
absorption of casi als along with the eligible categories is 
not valid. Therefcre, these persons who were engaged by 
the Respondeni/B ink on casual basis should not be given 
permanent appoin tment in the bank service. Those casuals 
were given more be neficial treatment in the matter of arriving 

i qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 
temporary employees have not been informed about this 
amendment vhief includes casuals affecting their interest 
and chance, Furthr r, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 
of waiting lists have to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 
Bank has alleged to have prepared only one wait list for 

ri, each module as pe * Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 
under Ex.M 10 Wire found suitable for appointment as 
messengers and s' veepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 
to when the wail list Ex.MlO was prepared, but it is 
mentioned in Ex. VI10 that it was prepared based on the 
settlement dated 17-H-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 
marked as Ex.Ml, ] 43 and M4 respectively. But, when MW1 
has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 
circle since the H gh Court order is there, bm he has not 
produced any document in support of the so-called non¬ 
inclusion except h is bald statement. Further, according to 

MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 
there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 
to this wait list Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 
its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 
that tbe 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement white the 1988 settlement dealt with 
daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Responded t/Rank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 comprises of 
both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 
'Mule the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
iodustrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 and 16 
of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 
that preparation of Ex. MIC namely wait list is not 
inconformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non- 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released / published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 
Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 
these things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in 
violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 
attached to the wait list. Above all, Ex. M 1 was not produced 
at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 
M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
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was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the' Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ 

casuals 6r temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal. ” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex. M 10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 
service should have priority over those who joined the 
service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 
has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with tlie law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter violation 
and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that 
candidates found suitable for permanent appointment will 
be offered appointment against existing/future vacancy 
anywhere in module or circle and in case, a candidate fails 
to accept the offer of appointment or posting within the 
prescribed period, he will be deemed to have refused it and 
the name shall stand deleted from the respective panel and 
he shall have, no further claim for being considered for 
permanent appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank 
has not ‘produced any document to show how he has 
arrived at the seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to 
who that senior was and there is no documentary evidence 
in support of the averment and also for the averment of 
MW1. Therefore, the termination of theJPetitioner who was 
in regular service of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala 
fide and illegal and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 
accordance with the terms of settlement on absorption of 
temporary employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has 
produced Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of 
conciliation proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional 
Labour Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 
18(3) settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 
Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Mil 
interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 
No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 
Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross- examination 
had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 
about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 
Above all, though- the Respondent/Bank has referred to 
voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 
was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 
post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/. 

Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 
Petitioners have completed the service of 
240 days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar 
months as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from 
service is illegal and against the mandatory provisions of 
Section 25 and therefore, they are deemed to be in 
continuous service of the Respondent/Bank and they are 
entitled to the benefits under the provisions of I.D. Act. It 
is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 
some of the Petitioners in the connected I.Ds have not 
completed 240 days, since the Respondent/Bank has not 
taken into consideration and not included the Sundays 
and paid holidays as days on which the Petitioners have 
actually worked and hence, they have also completed 240 
days in a period of 12 calendar months. He also relied on 
the rulings reported in 1985 II LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF 
AMERICAN EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL BANKING 
CORPORATION Vs. MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN 
EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that the expression 

actually worked under the employer’ cannot mean that 
those days only when the workmen worked with hammer, 
sickle or pen but must necessarily comprehend all those 
days during which they were in the employment of the 
employer and for which he had been paid wages either 
under express or implied contract of service or by 
compulsion of statute, standing orders etc. It is further, 
argued that call letters produced by the Petitioner will 
clearly prove that the Respondent/Bank has conducted 
the interview and selected the temporary employees who 
have reported to have submitted their application for 
absorption as per the bank’s circular and therefore, their 
retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, the Petitioners 
were in employment as sub-staff in early 1980s but were 
denied further engagement on account of settlements/ 
lapsing of wait lists and out of these Petitioners some of 
them have completed 240 days and mot? in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months and they are in age group of 
40 to 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they find themselves 
stranded in life midstream. They have also not gainfully 
employed. In such circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass 
an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
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establishment. Even in case of the first category, if the 

settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 
SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter ofyet another uidustrial 

dispute which an appropriate Government may refer 

for adjudication after examining the allegations as there 

is an underlying assumption that the settlement reached 
with the help of the conciliation officer must be fair ana 

reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that though it i 

alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 

federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 

they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given tor restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment ol 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justilied? The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the relerence made by the Governments 

is not valid. Further, in this ease, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 
contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of relerence is not decisive 

in the matter of tenabiiity of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 
KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenabiiity of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hard ship.involved in moving the machinery 
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again. ” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 

the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits." 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAGNATR\N ORIENT PAPER 

MIIXS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” 

He also re lied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 
been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 
manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 

P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 

Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 

consider all incidental matters also arid the order of 

reference should not be construed in the manner which 

would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 

is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 

the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 

Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 

Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 

mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 

retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 

Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 

the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 

advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is heyond 

the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. 1 find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V. V1JEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that “the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 

contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 

SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 

merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 

vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in 

preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 

wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

1C 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 

SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 

it. The direction has been given without reference to the 

existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means that 

every ad-hoc!temporary employee who has been continued 

for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 

vacancy is available for him which means creation of a 

vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 

notification calling for applications which means he had 

i 
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rifl subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

hat in each and every case, such a 

w irrespective of and without taking 
\other relevant circumstances and 

relief must be moulded in each case 

the relevant facts and circumstances 

\ot be a mechanical act but a judicious 

impugned directions must be held to 

and unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Irders of lower Courts. He further relied 
ported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASHWANI 
HERS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 

Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 
ve regularisation of appointment in 
d posts. “So far as the question of 

se employees whose entry itself was 
concerned, it is to be noted that frmation or regularisation of an 

ted candidate would arise, if the 

is appointed in an irregular manner 

against an available vacancy which 

fyed. But, if the initial entry itself is 

not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

[■ising the incumbent on such a non- 

ould never survive for consideration 
Imported regularisation or confirmation 

an exercise in futility. It would amount 
Dorn baby. Under these circumstances, 
on to regularise them or to give them 
The so called exercise of confirming 
refore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 
the Respondent contended that these 

|yees were appointed only due to 
have not appointed against any regular 

only appointed in leave vacancies 
^re not entitled to claim any absorption 

ank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
97 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
S Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

^me Court has held that “they are 

es working on daily wages. Under 
s, their disengagement from service 

to be a retrenchment under the I D, 

retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

kd i 

have 

V 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 
right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LU 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
"Under Section 25G of the I. D A ct retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go' is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 
principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors, ”s 
Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 
made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 
ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 
worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, 
the Supreme Court has held that merely because a temporary 
employee or a casual wage worker is continued for a time 
beyond the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled 
to be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 
temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right." 
Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if, the person who 
accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 
is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 
with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position 
to bargain not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 

*» 'I ... Mi I | ■ •( • ... H «■ Ml i |M i 
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Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 
is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules-,' the same being a nullity, the 
question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 
of purported period of probation would not arise. Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
“it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Articles 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATI ON Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this Court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 
in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
ResDondent/Bantt has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

foT the same relief. > 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Government in the wake of prevailing 
market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 
outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled 
to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/ 
Bank as alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against 

Petitioner. 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumsiances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17. 1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 
Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 
with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 
entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 
at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 
settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 
wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 
settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was not 
a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined:— 

For the Petitioner WW1 Sri B. Pattabi 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

3403 GI/2007—32 
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W2 

W3 

W4 

W5 

W6 

W7 

W8 

W9 

W10 

W1I 

W12 

W13 

W14 

W15 

W16 

W17 

W18 

01-05-91 

2008-91 

1503-97 

2503-97 

Nil 

2206-81 

14-12-82 

19-10-83 

Nil 

Nil 

2301-98 

0603-97 

06-03-97 

0603-97 

1703-97 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
i sidelines Issued by Respondent/Bank 
f or implementation of Ex. Ml. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Kespondent/Bank to all Branches 
i eg' ,iig absorption of daily wagers in 
1 Messenger Vacancies. 

’ Cerox copy of the advertisement in The 
I lindu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

1 Cerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending Period of qualifying 
s ervice to daily wagers. 

1 ferox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai About filling up of 
' acancies of messanger posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Hespondent/Bank to all Branches 
r ;garding identification of messenger 
\ acancies and filling them before 
21-3-97. 

Xerox cojjy of the instruction in 
J .eference book on staff about casuals 
rot to be engaged at office/branches to 
c o messengerial work. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Egmore Branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
i: :sued by Egmore Branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
i: sued by Mannady Branch. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding appointment of temporary 
e nployees. 

Xerox copy of the Reference book on 
Staff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
31-12-95. 

Xerox copy of the letter from Petitioner 
to AOM -Sf Responcent/Bank 
requesting to issue Service certificate. 

* erox copy of the call letter horn M adurai 
Zonal office for interview of messenger 
J*^V\ Muralikannan, 

X erox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
z< mal office for interview of messenger 
post-R* Subhuraj. - 

X ;rox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 
p< 'St-J. Vehnurugan. 

X jrox copy of the service particulars 
■J Pdrnurugan.' 

W19 2603-97 -Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial-G. Pandi. 

W20 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi. 

W21 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February, 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W22 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about Engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

W23 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 
No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W24 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the 
Bipartite meeting. 

W25 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms-creation of part 
time general attendants. 

W26 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Conversion of part time- 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants 

W27 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Appointment of 
temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nfl Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 
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'CFT.W. 2332.—aj>^Pl4aiftlEm, 1947 (1947 

<ET 14) RR! 17 ^ 4, yW! ^ 3TTF 

^fTr^T ^ uraWsr ^ 7TO MWfcT 3?fc ’SR^ ^ 

, a*35TO 4 fife 3^t?itfTr3F fiTO 4 ^rc*R aWfa* 
^TftRR^, ^ RSfle (^fe WIT 264/2004 ) ^ Wlte 

Wt t, ^ ?Nfa *Ra»R 24-7-2007 ^ TO *?l I 

[R. T^-12012/446/1998~^3IR(^-l)] 

3T5TR ^RR, ^F4> 3lteRt 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2332.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 264/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 

of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-l2012/446/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRTOUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 264/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGED No. 208/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause 
(d) of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of section 10 

of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between 

the Management of State Bank of India and their workmen). 

BETWEEN 

Sri P. Arunachalam : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCES 

For the Pet itioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : Ms. K. Veeramani, Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of!.a!xxir, vide 

Order No. L-12012/446/98-1R (B-I) dated 11-03-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGED No. 208/99 and issue-;! notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively 

After the constitution of this-CGlT-cum Labour Court, ihe 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribun..I <>>v 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as! F/ -So. 

264/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is k 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri P. Arunachalam, wait list No. 641 for restoring 

the wait list of temporary messengers in the 
establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the saki 

workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 

Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. He was a 

appointed on temporary basis at Maduranthagam branch. 

The Petitioner was orally informed that his services were 

no more required. The non-employment of the Petitioner 

and others became subject matter before Supreme Court in 

the form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank Employees’ 

Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which was taken up by 

the Supreme Court. The Respondent/Bank, in addition to 

its counter, filed a copy of settlement under Section 18(1) 

reached between management, of State Bank of India and 

All India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 

settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV temporary 

workmen Who were denied employment alter 1985-86 were 

classified in the settlement was under consideration once 

again and they classified the workmen under three 

categories namely A, B and C. Though the classification 

was unreasonable, the Respondent/Bank brought to the 

notice of the Petitioner about the interview to be held 

through advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 

application in the prescribed format through Branch 

Manager of the Maduranthagam branch. He was called for 

an interview by a Committee appointed by Respondent/ 

Bank in this regard. But, they have not informed the result 

of interview and also with regard to appointment. But, the 

Petitioner was informed orally to join at the branch where 

he initially worked as a class IV employee. The Petitioner 

has been working as a temporary messenger and some 
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g work in other branches also. While working 

basis in Maduranihagam branch, another 

t by the Respondent/Bank was made 

jal workers who were reported to Ire in 

the same period. While the Petitioner was 

h, the Manager of the branch informed the 
ly on 31-3-1997 that his services ale not 

tore and he need not attend the office from 
the Petitioner raised a dispute with, regard to 

rnent. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 
referred to this Tribunal for adjudication, 

ace was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 

: satisfy the grievance of the. Petitioner, he 

xesh representation to Government to 
reference and the Petitioner requested the 

ink to continue to engage him in service as 

o 31-3-97 and to regularise him in service in 

The Respondent/Bank took up an 
stand that the service and the number of 

by Petitioner were treated as of no 

ince according to the Respondent /Bank, it 

titioner only in temporary services after the 
£ Petitioner was not aware of vettkmen by 

dees and number of days worked by him 

do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 

rty to the settlement mentioned b> the 

nk before the conciliation officer Ther lore, 

t’s action in not absorbing him i»; regular 

st and illegal. Further, the settlements are 

lections 25G & 25H of the i.D. Aci. The 

the Petitioner is against the provisions of 

Sastry Award. Even though the settlement 

free categories only a single watt list has 

3 and the Respondent/Bank has been 
ccording to their whims and fancies. The 

ink has also not observed the instructions 

t of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 

y workmen which amounts to violation of 
sions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

titioner and extracted the same work either 

ictlycash or by directing him to work under 

or by both which amounts to unfair labour 

fait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

irict seniority and without any rationale, 

hese reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

employment in Respondent/Bank with all 

fits. 

ainst this, the Respondent in its Counter 

;ed that reference made by the Government 

i by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable, 

was not in continuous service. Hence, the 

liar appointment/absorption does not arise, 

nt of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

topped from making claim as per Claim 

e settlement drawn under provisions of 

nd 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

;nt and implemented by Respondem/Bank. 

e Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 

ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-J987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of 1 .D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 636 in wait list 

of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 
for more number of days and hence, t hey were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wail list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements, out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 636 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which were the only 
workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
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Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. Alter the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In t he year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: — 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 641 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified ?” 

(if) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1:— 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. Aftef engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without .my intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

farther prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, th<*y have no 
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>le right for appointment, in the wake of in this case. Those candidates under Ex.MIC were found 
and circulars/guidelines issued by the suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers, 

to the effect that temporary employees Even MW 1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex.MIG 
;s are not allowed to be in service was prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex.MlO that it was 

ys, hence the question of Petitioner prepared based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 

ays does not arise at all. Further, they and 9-1-91 which are marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and M4 

elevant provisions of Chapter V-A of respectively. But, when MW1 has spoken about the 
it is preposterous to contend that the settlements, he deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was 

o valid and enforceable right for not included in the Madras circle since the High Court 

ection 25G and 25H are very much order is there, but he has not produced any document in 

titioners who are retrenched messengers support of the so called non-inclusion except his bald 
ic reinstated. Learned representative for statement. Further, according to MW1 wait list under 

[ended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in 

C OF INDIA Vs. S. SAT'YAM AND the Counter Statement with regard to this wait list. Further 

-me Court has held that Chapter V-A of the Hnn’ble High Court has held in its order dated 23 -7-99 
ngfor retrenchment is not enacted only in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is marked as an exhibit, in 

; workmen to whom Section 25F applies which it is stated that ‘it is clear that the 1987 settlement 

^trenchment. Therefore, the application was concerned with the temporary class IV employees who 

mot be restricted only to one category were paid scale wages as per Bipartite Settlement while the 
.men. Therefore, the contention of the 1988 settlement dealt with daily wager in ('lass IV category 

that the Petitioner has no valid and who were paid wages daily on mutual agreement basis. In 
r appointment is untenable. It is lurther such circumstances, as rightly contended the Respondent 

>ehalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 are not justified and combined the list of can didates covered 

Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the under 1987 settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed 
is of the Respondent/Bank issued from two distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat 

section with the implementation of the one class and their action undoubtedly amounts to 

sorption and which are statutory in violation of Article 14 of Constitution of India/Further, 

a combined study of Ex.Ml and the the averment of MW1 and the statements in Counter 

and MW2 and their testimonies during Statement are contrary to the above and it is nothing but a 

ion will clearly show how the bank has desperate attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or 

he Petitioner from the beginning linking perpetrated by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals 

cttlemenis. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml with unequals. It is further contended on behalf of the 

arization of retrenched temporary Petitioner that as per deposition of MW 1 wait iist under Ex. 
BandC’, but this categorization of A, M10 companies of both messengerial and lion¬ 

ised to the doctrine of ‘last come first messengerial candidates .While the temporary employees 

ast go’ and therefore, the categorization were appointed after due process of selection and were 

a!- Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml provides an paid wages on the basis of induslrywise settlement, it is 

ons who were engaged on casual basis not so in the case of casuals. Therefore, both belongs to 

vork in leave/casual vacancies of two different and distinct categories. But, Ex.M3 provides 

es, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers for the same norms to the casuals as in the case of 

ilong with the other eligible categories temporary employees in the matter of absorption, 

oyees is not valid. Further, engaging Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 of Constitution 

ngerial work is in contravention of the of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended that 

ed in Reference Book on Staff matters, preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not inconformity 

kcdasEx.W8. Further, the appointment with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non-preparation of 
for regular messengerial jobs etc. arc separate panels amounts to violation of circuiar. Secondly, 

is per bank’s circulars/instructions In it has not been prepared as per instructions in Ex. \V2 

the absorption of casuals along with circular regarding projected vacancies for the period from 

es is not valid. Therefore, these persons 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, no wait list was released / 

1 by the Respondent/Bank on casual published even after’ the Court order in WMPNo. 11932/ 

given permanent appointment in the 91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing the Respondcnt/Bank to 

ie casuals were given more beneficial release the list of successful candidates pursuant to the 

tter ot arriving at qualifying service for first advertisement published in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. 

;tion. But, temporary employees have Furthermore, wait list under Ex.MlO does not carry 

about this amendment which includes particulars about the candidates date of initial appointment 

eir interest and chance. Further, as per and the number of days put in by them to arrive at their 

V2four types of waiting lists have to be respective seniority. From all these things, it is clear tliat 

Respondent/Bank has alleged to have Ex. M 10 has been prepared in violation of instructions 
/ait list for each module as per Ex.M 10 and ceased to have the credibility attached to the wait list. 
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Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced at the time of 

conciliation proceedings held during the year 1997-98 held 

at Chennai and Madurai and only during the year 2003 the 

Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. M10 before 

this Tribunal marking it as a confidential document. It is 

further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that though 

the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these petitioners 
were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not been told at 

the time of initial appointment that their appointment was 

in leave vacancy. Further, even before or alter the settlement 

on absorption of temporary employees, the expression that 
they were engaged in leave vacancy was used as a device 

to take them out of the principal clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. 

Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s work in the Respondent/ 

Bank is continuous and though the Petitioner has performed 
the duties continuously which is still in existence, the 

categorisation as such is not valid and the provisions of 
Sastry Award are also violated. Further, the representative 

of the Petitioner relied on the rulings reported in 1985 4 

SCC 201 H.D. SINGH Vs. RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 
AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held that 
“to employ M>orkmen as 'badlies ’ casuals or temporaries 

and to continue them as such for many years with the 
object of depriving them of the status and privileges of 
permanent workmen is illegal. " Learned representative 

further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has not been 

prepared in accordance with principle of seniority in the 

legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 

service should have priority over those who joined the 

service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 

has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 

Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with ihc law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 

states that candidates found suitable for permanent 

appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 

future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 

candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 

within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 

refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 

respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 

being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 

The Respondent/Bank has not produced any document to 

show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is 

a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 

documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 

Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 

settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. Above ail, though the Respondent/Bank 

has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 

Rkspondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner's 

case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 

240 days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar 
months as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from 

service is illegal and against the mandatory provisions of 

Section 25 and therefore, they are deemed to be in 
continuous service of the Respondent/Bank and they are 
entitled to the benefits under the provisions of I.D. Act. It 
is further contended (Ml behalf nf the Petitioner that though 

some of the Petitioners in the connected l.Ds have not 
completed 240 days, since the Respondent/Bank has not 

taken into consideration and not included the Sundays 
and paid holidays as days on which the Petitioners have 

actually worked and hence, they have also completed 240 

days in a period of 12 calendar months. He also relied on 

the rulings reported in 1985 II LIJ 539 WORKMEN OF 
AMERICAN EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL BANKING 

CORPORATION Vs. MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN 

EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that the expression 
‘actually worked under the employer’ cannot mean that 

those days only when the workmen worked with hammer, 

sickle or pen but must necessarily comprehend all those 

days during which they were in the employment of the 
employer and for which he had been paid wages either 
under express or implied contract of service or by 

compulsion of statute, standing orders etc. It is further, 

argued that call letters produced by the Petitioner will 

clearly prove that the Respondent/Bank has conducted 
the interview and selected the temporary employees who 

have reported to have submitted their application for 

absorption as per the bank’s circular and therefore, their^ 

retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, the Petitioners 
were in employment as sub-staff in early 1980s but were 

denied further engagement on account of settlements/ 

lapsing of wait lists and out of these Petitioners some of 

them have completed 240 days and more in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months and they are in age group of 

40 to 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they find themselves 

stranded in life midstream. They have also not gainfully 

employed. In such circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass 

an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
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tout the country. Further, he relied on 
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>. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 

icrein under Section 12(3) the union 
nent with the management settling the 

n and the workmen resigned from the 
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and consideration. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on the rulings reported in 19971 LU 308 K.C.P. 

LTD. Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

I.D. Act and (it) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation proceedings under section 18(3). A settlement 

of the first category has limited application and binds 

merely parties to it and settlement of the second category 

made with a recognised majority union has extended 

application as it will be binding on all workmen of the 

establishment. Even in case of the first category, if the 

settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ’’ He further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 
2000 SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

LTD. Vs. STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at 

by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being good will between them. When there is a dispute 
that the settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable. " Relying on all these decisions, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, 

since the federation in which the Petitioner is also one 

among them, they have entered into settlement with the 
bank and therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, 

he aTgued that no union of the bank has questioned the 

settlement and in such circumstances, it cannot be said 

that it is not binding on them and he is estopped from 

disputing the same. 

11. learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ’whether the demand of the 

workman with wail list Number given for restoring the wail 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the CouTt has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

I | . - >Hm>M«.il 11 Hi H Ml (I | . < IH < 
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in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

V5. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again. " It further held that "the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature ofpleading 

of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 
instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 
into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 

in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 

Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that "the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.,! 

He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 

technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 

P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme 
Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 

consider all incidental matters also and the order of 

reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The labour Court 

is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 

the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 

though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 

Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 

Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 

from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 

retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 

Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 

can decide w hether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 

in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 

advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 

the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, 1 find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondenl/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, 1 find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 

settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs K.V. VIJEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that "the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequemly, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that "in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 

in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 

SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 

one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel was not to confer on them any right to seek 
permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 

Considering the object with which the panel was prepared 

and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 
any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 

Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 
contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 

dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. " 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in merit 

list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 
vacancy exists” and relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent scon tended that since the 

Petitioner has no right to question the wait list and since 

there is no mala fide on the part of the Respondcnt/Bank 

in preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation 

of wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 

circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 

31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 

wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 

him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 

3403 GI/2007—33 
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IC AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 
SINGJ^^bj wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “now cothing to the direction that all those ad hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a ymrshotild.be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 
it. The direction has,been given without, reference to the 
existence, of a.vacancy.''■The direction in effect, means that 
every ad hacHemporury employee who fias been continued 

for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 
vacancy is available for him which means creation of a , 

vacancy; (bihe.wasrnpt sponsored by Employment 
Exchangemor yvas ke appointed in pursuance of a 

notification calling*fpr applications which means he had 

entered by,a.back doqrfic) he was not eligible and qua lifted 
for the.post a t the time, of his appointment; (d) his record 
of service sincehis qfipoin tmenlis not satisfactory, These 

are the-additional,problems indicated by. us in para 12 
which, would arise from giving of such blanket orders, , 

None of the decisions, relied upon by thefiigh Court justify 
such wholesale,, unconditional orders. Moreover, from 

the mm emtiftmtipn bf an ad hoc employee for one year; 
it canmot.be presumed that there fs peed for regular post. 

Such a presumption t may be justified only when such 
continuance extends td several years. Further, there can 

be no, rule, of thumb iji such matters. Conditions and 

circumstances of one unit may not be. the same as of the 

other. Just because in one.case, a direction vyas given to 
regularise-emplqyees who. have pud in one year ’s service 

as far.as passible and subject {a fulfilling the qualifications, 

it cannpt be field .that in each and, every case, such a 
direction, must-follow irrespective of and without taking 

into aceouni ihe ptherX relevant .circumstances and 

considerations. Tfce relief mustbemQuldedin each case 
having, fegprdjp ail thefalevqnt facts anfi circumstances 

of lhatcase.Jtcannot beapiecfianicalqctbuta judicious 

one. Framjbis, thefimpugned directions mpst be held ip 
be totally untenable qndurisustainabte.Thu^lfite Supreme 

Court-set aside \b$ orders of lower Courts,4He further relied 

on tbe\4ecistoi) reported in 1997 II SCC 1 ASIIWANI 

KUMAEt AI^ O'WERS Vs. STATE QF. BIIIAR AND 
OTHERS wb^iein the. Full Bench of the Suprenje Cowrt.bas 

considered tire above, jegulatisation of appointment in 
excess pi sanctioned posts. “$o far as the question of 

confirmation, of these employees whose entry itself wqs 
illegal tf:nds yoid-is concerned^ it is to be noted that 

que.stiqn ifif c*H}firmatron or reguLarisation of an,, 

irr/B&tlarly 'XtppQjnled.candidate would arise, if tee? 
candidate cqqcernedis appointed in a n ir regu la r manner 
oron <MhqG,bqsjstygqinst nn av,allable;yacancy which is 

already sanctioned' ] But, if the initial entry itself is 
unauthorised arnf fy not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

question of regularising the incumbent on such a non¬ 
existing vacancy would never survive, for consideration 

and even ifsychpurportedregylarisation or confirmation 

is giyqfl, ft would.be, an e0cerci?e in futility. It would amount 

to decorating a stdlborn j?ah/;, ifnder. circumstances, 
there w^.np,occasic«i .tiO; regularise them or to give them 

valid confirmation,, The so galled exercise of confirming 
these employees, therefore; remaineclV nullity” Therefore, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have Only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 
VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “they are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstances, their disengagement from service 
cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the ED. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such art extent as to cover these employees. ! 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have ho 
right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 
(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 

“Under Section 25G ofthe ID: Act retrenchment procedure 
following principle of Hast come -first go ’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 
shown, the employ er is permitted to depart from ike said 
principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 
has hot established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner: In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs; ‘ 

f5. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even .in recent decision reported irt 2006 4 SCC 1 
SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA tfv. tJMA DEVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time bey ffid the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular Service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a 

due process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules, ft 

is not open to the Court to prevent regular recruitment at 

the instance of temporary employees whose period of 

employment has Come to ah end Or of ad hod employees 
who by the very nature Of their appointment, do nOt acquire 
any right. ” Further, it has also held that “ it is not as if the 

perspn who accepts an engagement either temporary or 

casual in nature is not award of his employment.' He 
accepts the employment with open eyes. It may be true 

that He is not in a position to bargain not at arms length 
since he might have been searching for some employment 

so as to eke out his livelihood and accepts whatever he 

gets, But on that ground alone, it would not be appropriate 

to jettison, the constitutional scheme of appointment, 

perpetuate illegalilies and to take the, view that a person 

who. has temporarily or casually, got employed should be 

directed to be continued permanently. By doing so, it wilt 
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be creating another mode of public appointment wk - w 
not permissible. ” Further, the Supreme Coiirt while laying 
down the law, has clearly held that “unless the appointment 

is in terms of the relevant rules and after a proper 
competition among qualified persons, the same would 
not confer any right on the appointee...... It has to be 
clarified that merely because a temporary employee or a 

casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 
term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 
absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance, if the original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. ” Further, in CDJ 

2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 
OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode 

of appointment and if appointment is made without 
following the rules, the same being a nullity, the question 
of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of 
purported period ofprobation would not arise. ’’ Further, 

in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
"it is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 

in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme 
Court also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 
in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. ” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 

Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention pf thc learaed 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many al legations with regard 

to preparation of wait list and also settlements eme/ed into 
between the Respondent/Bank add Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned tljte settleraentoor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 

Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was'not a bcr.a 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at-on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even cprruptfon or other 

inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements ?t this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporal y 
employees to be absorbed, j find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in sendees of the 
Respondent/Bank. . 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. ' < , ; 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court ha| held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court Ms also held that each 
case must be considered on its own iperit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the.changes in the policy 
decisions of the Government in, the wake of prevailing 

market economy, globalisation, privatisation and 
outsourcing is evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled 
to claim regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/ 
Bank as alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against 

the Petitioner. . >. j 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this casej is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? . 

. 20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly! 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 
daythe 31 st January, 2007.) - ; * f 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: . > 

For the Petitioner iWWI Sri P. Aninachalam 
. WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 

*' MW2SriC. Ramalingam 
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Documents Marked: 

Ex, No. Date Description 

W18 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars-!. 

Vchnurgan. 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

W19 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 

selection of part time Menial-G. Pandi. 

W2 2004-88 

W3 2404-91 

W4 0105-91 

W5 2008-91 

W6 1503-97 

W7 2503-97 

W8 Nil 

W9 27-04-82 

Vv'iO 29-04-95 

wn nh 

Vv 12 Nil 

Wi3 110505 

W14 Nil 

W15 0603-97 

W16 0603-97 

W17 0603-97 

Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines issued by Responderst/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. Ml 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all regarding 

absorption of daily wagers in Messenger 
vacancies. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 

Hindu extending period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

Xerox copy of the circular lett er of Zonal 
Officer, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of messengers posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 

Respondent/Bank to ail Branches 

regarding identification of messenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97. 

Xerox copy of the iastruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 

do messengerial work. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Madurantakam Branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Madurantakam Branch. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidlelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Hank 

regarding recruitment to subordinate 
care and service condtions. 

Xerox copy of the Reference book on 
Staff mailers Vol. Ill consolidated upto 

31-12-95 

Xerox copy of the letter from Petitioner 
to Respondent Reqeusting to issue 
service certificate. 

Xerox copy of the postal 

acknowledgement. 

Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 

post-V. Muralikannan. 

Xerox copy of the call letter h orn Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 

post-K. Subburaj. 

Xerox copy of the calf, letter from 

Madurai zonal office for interview of 
messenger post -J. Velmurugan. 

W20 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri. G. Pandi 

W21 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W22 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

W23 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

W24 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the 

Bipartite meeting. 

W35 0907-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms-creation of part 

time general attendants. 

W26 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants. 

W27 21-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 0901-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

MS 3007-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the min utes of con ciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 2&05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order ol Supreme Court 

in SIJP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 
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3Tf^^T, ^ W (#tf WIT 33/2004) 

wt t, ^ 2E7FR «fj) 24-7-2007 ^ W|3TT I 

[U ^-l2012/576/1998-3T^3lR(^-I)] 

3T3R^RR, 

New Delhi, the 24th July, 2007 

S.O. 2333.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 33/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 

of India and their workmen, received by the Central 

Government on 24-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/576/1998-IR (B-l)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAIvCUM-IABOlJR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 33/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 331/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 

of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947.(14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri P. M. Gunaseelan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager, : II Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Coimbatore 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : SriV.S.Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. Veeramani Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government M inistry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/576/98-IR (B-l) dated 26-03-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 331/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their Claim Statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this CGIT-cum, Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 

33/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri P. M. Gunaseelan, wait list No. 473 for restoring 

the wait list of temporary messengers in the 

establishment of State Bank of India and 

consequential appointment thereupon as temporary 

messenger is justified? If so, to what relief the said 

Workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 

Bank of India and be was given appointment as messenger 

after an interview and medical examination. He was 

appointed on temporary basis at Tiruchengodu branch. 

The Petitioner was orally informed that his services were 

no more required. The non-employment of the Petitioner 

and others became subject matter before Supreme Court in 

the form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank Employees’ 

Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which was taken up by 

the Supreme Court. The Respondent/Bank, in addition to 

its counter, filed a copy of settlement under Section 18(1) 

reached between management of State Bank of India and 

All India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 

settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV temporary 

workmen who were denied employment alter 1985-86 were 

classified in the settlement was under consideration once 

again and they classified the workmen under three 

categories namely A, B and C. Though the classification 

was unreasonable, the Respondent/Bank brought to the 

notice of the Petitioner about the interview to be held 

through advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 

application in the prescribed format through Branch 

Manager of the branch. He was called for an interview by a 

Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. 

But, they have not informed the result of interview and 

also with regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was 

informed orally to join at the branch where he initially 

worked as a class IV employee. The Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and some times 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in the branch, another advertisement by 

the Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual workers 

who were reported to be in service during the same period. 

While the Petitioner was working as such, the Manager of 

the branch informed the Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that 
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his services are n ot required any more and he need not 

attend the office frcm 1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a 

dispute with rega d to his non-employmenl. Since the 

conciliation ended n failure, the matter was referred to this 

Tribunal for adjuc ication. Though reference was sent to 

this Tribunal, the reference framed did not satisfy the 

grievance of the Petitioner, he has made a fresh 

representation to Government to reconsider the reference 

and the Petitioner requested the Respondent/Bank to 

continue to engage him in service as obtained prior to 

31-3-97 and to regi ilarise him in service in due course. The 

Respondent/Bank :ook up an unreasonable stand that the 

service and the nui nber of days worked by Petitioner were 

treated as of no consequence, since according to the 

Respondent/Banl, it engaged the Petitioner only in 

temporary services after the settlement. The Petitioner was 

not aware of settle] nent by which his services and number 

of days worked ly him after interview do not merit 

consideration. Tie Petitioner was not a parly to the 

settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before the 

conciliation officei. Therefore, the Respondent’s action in 

not absorbing him in regular service is unjust and illegal. 

Further, the settlements are repugnant to Section 25G & 

25H of the I.D. Act. The termination of the Petitioner is 

against the provis ons of Para 522 (4) of Sastry Award. 

Even though the settlement speaks about three categories 

only a single wait list has been prepared and the 

Respondent/Bank las been regularising according to their 

whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank has also not 

observed the instr uctions regarding grant of increments, 

leave, medical bene fits etc. to the temporary workmen which 

amounts to violatic n of relevant provisions of circular. The 

Respondent/Bank i :ngaged the Petitioner and extracted the 

same work either 1 y payment of petty cash or by directing 

him to work under; issumed name or by both which amounts 

to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers serious 

infirmities and it is not based on strict seniority and without 

any rationale. Her ce, for all these reasons the Petitioner 

prays to grant relief of regular employment in Respondent/ 

Bank with all atter dant benefits. 

4. As again >t this, the Respondent in its Counter 

Statement alleged that reference made by the Government 

for adjudication b) this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 

The Petitioner wa > not in continuous service. Hence, the 

question of regulai appointment/absorption does not arise. 

The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

Petitioner is estoj ped from making claim as per Claim 

Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 

Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the P etitioner is not bona fide arid made with 

ulterior motive. T1 e Petitioner concealed the material facts 

that he was wait li: ted as per his length of engagement and 

could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to I he business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 

of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 473 in wait list 

of Zonal Office, Coimbatore So far 211 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 705 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 

vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to he 

considered and under category (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment, lire Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 473 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 
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union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 

Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 

to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 

discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post, He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are : 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 473 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers in the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No, 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorption of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour, authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
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the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 

Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 

date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 

by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 

these things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in 

violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 

attached to the wait list. Above all. Ex. M1 was not produced 

at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 

1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 

year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 

document. It is further contended cm behalf of the Petitioner 

that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 

petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 

been told at the time of initial appointment that their 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 

the expression that, they were engaged in leave vacancy 

was used as a device to take them out of the principal 

clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

ruling? reported in 1985 4 SCC 201HD. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 

BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘hadhes’ 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 

representative further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 

not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 

In the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 

longest service should have priority over those who joined 

the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 

which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 

law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 

accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 

but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 

for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 

will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no further 

claim for being considered for permanent appointment in 

the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not produced any 

document show how he has arrived at the seniority and till 

date, it is a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 

documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 

for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 

Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 

Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 

Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 

settlement cm absorption of temporary employees. Though 

the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 

to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 

9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 

Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 

settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 

only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4madein 

terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 

Ex. M7 and Mil interim orders passed by High Court of 

Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 

to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 

of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 

bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 

Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 

deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 

examination had become apparent that they have no 

personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 

as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 

has referred to voluntary retirement scheme. In the 

Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 

and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 

case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 

days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 

and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression actually 

worked under the employer’ cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

3403 G1/2007—34 
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In all these case i, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early L980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of se tlements/Iapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in a; »e group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they fir d themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, t. lis Tribunal has to pass an award in their 
favour. 

10. But, ai against this, the learned senior counsel 

fen the Responc ent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Gov nnment itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and < ircumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and he Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in con inuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appoint! ient/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagem<nt was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are e (topped from making claim as they had 

accepted the setl lements drawn under the provisions of 

Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the clai m of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 

are made with ult irior motive. Further, they have concealed 

the material fact 5 that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

length of his eng igement and could not be absorbed as he 

was positioned t own in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

Bank was engagi ng temporary employees due to business 

exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 

Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 

Employment Ext hange is incorrect and the allegation that 

he worked as ten porary messenger is also incorrect, they 

were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 

entered into by t re Respondent/Bank and the federation 
were bona fide w rich were the only workable solution and 

is binding on lh< Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

settlement and ao xjrdingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is e stopped from questioning the settlement 

directly or indire :tly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 

any union and th< settlements were bank level settlements 

and operate throi ghout the country. Further, he relied on 

the rulings reporte< I in 19911LI J 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

INDUSTRIES ITD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 
AND OTHERS wherein under Section 12(3) the union 

entered into a sett lenient with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmen and the workmen resigned from the 

job and received t trminal benefits, but the workmen raised 

a plea before tl e Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But t ie Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 
that “in the absen x of plea that the settlement reached in 

the course of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on I he rulings reported in 1997 II LIJ 1189 

ASHOK AND O THERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA S PATE 

TRANSPORT CO RPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

Division Bench cf the Bombay High Court has held that 

“therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority unioD 

will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, even 

those who belong to the minority union which had objected 

to the same. To that extent, it departs from the ordinary law 
of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold the sanctity 

of settlements reached with the active assistance of the 

Conciliation Officer and to discourage an individual 
employee or a minority union from scuttling the settlement. ” 

It further held that ‘ there may be exceptional cases, where 

there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud or even 

corruption or other inducements. But, in the absence of 

such allegations, a settlement in the course of collective 

bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration.” 

Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 

rulings reported in 1997 I LU 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 

PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘settlements are divided into 

two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside the 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the I.D. 

Act and; (ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation 

proceedings under Section 18(3). A settlement of the first 

category has limited application and binds merely parties 

to it and settlement of the second category made with a 

recognised majority union has extended application as it 
will be binding on all workmen of the establishment. Even 

in case of the first category, if the settlement was reached 

with a representative union of which the contesting 

workmen were members and if there was nothing 

unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the settlement, it 

must be binding on the contesting workmen also.” He 

further relied on the rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 

NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable ” Relying on all these decisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 

alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 

federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 

they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
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workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the .establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 
alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM J1LIA HOTEL. AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 
Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 
the points on merits and not to find out some technical 
defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again.” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 
the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 
the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute instead 

of refusing to answer the reference on merits.” Further, he 

argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 
question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in servioe 
or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 
I ABIC 1664 VAN SAGNATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 

also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 

manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fair and reasonable manner.” He also argued 
that in Express Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 
1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that “the Tribunal 

has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 
the order of reference should not be construed in the 

manner which would prolong the industrial adjudication. 
The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 

disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 

it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 
reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 
happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 
the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 

representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 
reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 
is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 
Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 

Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 

of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 
entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 

whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 

Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 

Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 
without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, 1 find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K. V. VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that ‘ ‘the only question which falls for determination 
in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 
an existing or a fiiture vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1997 6 SGC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. SHANKAR 
PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court hasheld 
that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 

Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 

and that inclusion of their names in the panel was not to 

confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 
in the services of the bank. Considering the object with 
which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 

yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion that 

the Respondents did not get any right because of inclusion 
of their names in the said panel for permanent absorption 

in the services of the bank. Whatever conditional right 

they had come to an end with the expiry of the panel. The 

claim of the Respondents as contained in the W.P. was 

thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned Single Judge 
and the Division Bench, when it first decided the appeal 
were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 

respectively.’’ He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF 
INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held that “candidates 

included in merit list has no indefeasible right to 
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if a vacancy exists” and relying on all 

learned counsel for the Respondent 

ce the Petitioner has no right to question 
ince there is no mala fide on the part of 

ank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 
ition of wait list was made with mala fide 

:h circumstances, after the expiry of the 
-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 

e wait list and he cannot pray for 

lleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 
ORS. Vs. PIARASINGH AND OTHERS 

me Court has held that “now coming lo 

all those ad-hoc temporary employees 
Lied for more than a year should be 
id it difficult to sustain it. The direction 

ithout reference to the existence of a 

;tion in effect means that every ad hoc / 
ee who has been continued for one year 
■ised even though (a) no vacancy is 

hich means creation of a vacancy; (b) he 

by Employment Exchange nor was he 

suance of a notification calling for 
i means he had entered by a back door; 

ble and qualified for the post at the time 

it; (d) his record of service since his 

t satisfactory. These are the additional 
by us in para 12 which would arise from 

ket orders. None of the decisions relied 

?h Court justify such wholesale, 

rders. Moreover, from the mere 
ad-hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
there is need for regular post. Such a 

•e justified only when such continuance 

years. Further, there can be no rule of 

ters. Conditions and circumstances of 
^ the same as of the other. Just because 

tion was given to regularise employees 

le year’s service as far as possible and 

> the qualifications, it cannot be held 
ery case, such a direction must follow 
without taking into account the other 

ices and considerations. The relief must 

i case having regard to all the relevant 
stances of that case. It cannot be a 

t judicious one. From this, the impugned 

e held to be totally untenable and 

;, the Supreme Court set aside the orders 

further relied on the decision reported 
SHWANI KUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. 
AND OTHERS wherein the Full Bench 

Court has considered the above 
^ointment in excess of sanctioned posts, 
ion of confirmation of these employees 

as illegal and void is concerned, it is to 

on of confirmation or regularisation of 
ointed candidate would arise, if the 

1 is appointed in an irregular manner or 

;ainst an available vacancy which is 

1. But, if the initial entry itself is 

unauthorised and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

question of regularising the incumbent on such a non- 
existing vacancy would never survive for consideration 

and even if such purported regularisation or confirmation 

is given, it would be an exercise in futility. It would amount 
to decorating a still born baby. Under these circumstances, 
there was no occasion to regularise them or to give them 

valid confirmation. The so-called exercise of confirming 

these employees, therefore, remained a nullity ” Therefore, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCO 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

V1DYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF’ BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that "they arc 
temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 

circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 
be construed to be a retrenchment under the l.D. Act. The 

concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 

such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 
only daily wage employees and have no right lo the posts, 

their disengagement is not arbitrary ” He further relied on 

the rulings reported in 1994 3 EU (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 

the l.D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
‘last come - first go’ is not mandatory but only director,, 

on sufficientgrounds shown, the employer is permitted to 

depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors. “Though in this case, the Petitioner lias 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 

banking service, he has not established with any evidence 

that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank, Any how, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 

Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 

Tribunal thai he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 

In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 

services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 

Petitioner and therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 
costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 

in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 
STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 
Court has held that merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 

term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 
absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 

the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 
the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 

temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 

Further, it has also held that “it is not as if. the person who 
accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 

is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 
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with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever be gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 

and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that k ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 
temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS 
LTD. AND OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the 
Supreme Court has held that “regularisation furthermore, 
is not a mode of appointment and if appointment is made 
without following the rules, the same being a nullity, the 
question of confirmation of an employee upon the expiry 
of purported period of probation would not arise.” Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR 
Vs. SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that 
“it is not disputed thatthe appointment of the Respondent 
was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 
meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 
bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 
made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
oftheConstitutionoflndiawouldbevoidinlaw.” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 
INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 
in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to daim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 
fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 
inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2:— 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, 1 find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 
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delines Issued by Respondent/Bank 
mplementation of Ex. Ml. 

rox copy of the circular of 

;pondent/Bank to all Branches 
arding absorption of daily wagers in 
ssenger vacancies. 

ox copy of the advertisement in The 

du on daily Wages based on Ex. W4. 

ox copy of the advertisement in The 

idu extending Period of qualifying 

/ice to daily wagers. 

ox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
ice, Chennai about filling up of 

ancies of messangers posts. 

rox copy of the circular of 
;pondent/Bank to all Branches 
arding identification of massenger 
:ancies and filling them before 

1-97. 

rox copy of the instruction in 

erence book on staff about casuals 

to be engaged at office/branches to 
nessengerial work 

ox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Tiruchengodu Branch. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines in reference book on staff 

tters issued by Respondent/Bank 
arding recruitment to subordinate 

e & serive conditions. 

rox copy of the Reference book on 

ff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 

12-95. 

ox copy of the call letter tram Madurai 

Zo lal Office for interview of messenger 
po! t—V. Muralikannan. 

Xe -ox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Zo ral Office for interview of messenger 

post—K. Subburaj. 

WX4 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Zonal Office for interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

W15 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service Particulars— 
J. Vehnurugam. 

W16 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

W17 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi 

W18 Feb.2005 Xerox copy .of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W19 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list. 

W20 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office cirular 

No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 

messenger staff. 

W21 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the 
Bipartite meeting. 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendants. 

W23 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants. 

W24 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Appointment of temporary 
employees in subordinate cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 

in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 
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Wff. 2334.—afailfog EnK 3tffelPm, 1947 (1947 

^>T 14) 9KT17 ^ «ft4Qq WfrKjfc aftff 

ftor ^ 3RVcf^ ^ M«iw>T 3ik ^jRf ^ 

3i^i Tf fnf^vd afteftPra faqrc 'rtok ^fteflPr** 
3TfaWT, T3R (rM Ttm 270/2004 )^3Wlf^f 

wt t, ^ -sfofa TOR ^ 26-7-2007 ^ UTCt $3fl *n I 

[R T3yM2012/490/1998-3n$31R(^-I) ] 

3T3RT «fHK, 

New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S.O. 2334.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 270/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/490/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 270/2004 

[Principal! .abour Court CGID No. 214/99] 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudiation under clause(d) 
of sub-section (I) and sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 
Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri L. Arul : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager, : n Party/Management 

State Bank of India, 
Z. O. Chennai 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : SriV.S.Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder, Advocates 

AWARD 

1. Ihe Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 
Order No. L-12012/490/98-IR (B-I) dated 10-03-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 214/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 
270/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri L. Arul, wait list No. 489 for restoring the wait 
list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
State Bank of India and consequential appointment 

■ thereupon as temporary messenger is justified? If 
so, to what relief the said workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations^ the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 
appointed on temporary basis at Manadi branch from 
03-01-1984. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment of 
the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 
Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 
Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 
was under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 
about the interview to be held through advertisements. 
The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Mannadi 
branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 
appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 
have not informed the result of interview and also with 
regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 
class IV employee. From 31-1-1984, the Petitioner has been 
working as a temporary messenger and some time 
performing work in other brandies also. While working on 
temporary basis in Purasawalkam branch, another 
advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 
working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 
Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
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ulterior motive. TlJ 
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could not be 

seniority. Due to 

Ft 
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and he need not attend the office from 

Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 

t. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 

Jerred to this Tribunal for adjudication, 

was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 

isfy the grievance of the Petitioner, he 

h representation to Government to 

lj;rence and the Petitioner requested the 

to continue to engage him in service as 

[-3-97 and to regularise him in service in 

e Respondent/Bank took up an 

that the service and the number of 

Petitioner were treated as of no 

according to the Respondent/Bank, it 

ner only in temporary services after the 

titioner was not aware of settlement by 

and number of days worked by him 

not merit Consideration. The Petitioner 

to the settlement mentioned by the 

jjefore the conciliation officer. Therefore, 

action in not absorbing him in regular 

illegal. Further, the settlements are 

ions 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 

Petitioner is against 4he provisions of 

a^try Award. Even though the settlement 

categories only a single wait list has 

(nd the respondent/Bank has been 

ding to their whims and fancies. The 

has also not observed the instructions 

increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 

Workmen which amounts to violation of 

s of circular. The Respondent/Bank 

ner and extracted the same work either 

cash or by directing him to work under 

|by both which amounts to unfair labour 

list suffers serious infirmities and it is 

t seniority and without any rationale, 

e reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 

rhployment in Respondent/Bank with all 

t this, the Respondent in its Counter 

that reference made by the Government 

this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 

; not in continuous service. Hence, the 

appointment/absorption does not arise, 

of Petitioner was not authorised. The 

pped from making claim as per Claim 

settlement drawn under provisions of 

18(3) of l.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 

and implemented by Respondent/Bank, 

titioner is not bona fide and made with 

e Petitioner concealed the material facts 

^ted as per his length of engagement and 

rbed as he was positioned down in 

Ihe business exigency, the Respondent/ 

Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 

of duties as messenger and such engagements were 

prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 

employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 

when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 

Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 

17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 

proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 

of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 

for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 

similarly placed other temporary employees and the 

Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 489 in waitlist 

of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 

candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 

were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 

false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 

messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 
vacancies as and when it arose. When the Petitioner having 

submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 

drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 

cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 

temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 

for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 

Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 

and C. Considering their temporary service and subject to 

other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 

employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 

considered and under category, (B) the temporary 

employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 

temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 

months and under category (C) the temporary employees 

who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 

aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 

calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 

the length of temporary service was to be considered for 

seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 

was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 

extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 

were to arise upto 31-12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 

and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 

had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 

the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 

There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 

problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 

employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 

regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 

settlements, out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 

temporary employees were appointed and since the 

Petitioner was wait listed at 489 he was not appointed. The 

said settlements were bona fide which were the only 

workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The 

Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 

directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 

union so far and the settlements of bank level settlements 

and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
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Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 
to Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/ 

Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 

plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 

Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 

It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 
discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 

settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 

the wait list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour, further, for circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 

hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondenl/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wail listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is- 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are: — 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 378 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding op them on the ground that 

they have t een interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has. stated that the 

Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guide lines issued by the 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

3403 GI/2007—35 
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exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

wprking for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked tl e relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act ard it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as, Section 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Petitidners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible obe reinstated. Learned representative for 

the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & 1C 2248 

CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND 

OTHERS the Si preme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 

the I.D. Act pro’ riding for retrenchment is not enacted only 

for the benefit oi the workmen to whom Section 25F applies 

but for all cases < >f retrenchment. Therefore, the application 

of Section 25H cannot be restricted only to one category 

of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 

Respondent/Ba ik that the Petitioner has no valid and 

enforceable righ t for appointment is untenable. It is further 

contended that < >n behalf of the Petitioner that Ex. W2, W3 

and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 

circular instruci ions of the Respondent/Bank issued from 

time to time in < onnection with the implementation of the 

settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 

character. Furti ler, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 

averments of M iVI and MW2 and their testimonies during 

the crossrexami lation will clearly show how the bank has 

given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 

his future with t le settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 

deals with cal egorization of retrenched temporary 

employees into A, B and C’, but this categorization of ‘A, 

B & C’ is quite < ipposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 

go’ or ‘first :ome— last go’ and therefore, the 

categorization i l Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml 

provides an opf ortunity to persons who were engaged on 

casual basis anc allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 

of messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, 

sweepers etc. fc r absorption along with the other eligible 

categories of te mporary employees is not valid. Further, 

engaging casrals to do messengerial work is in 

contravention cf the guidelines mentioned in Reference 

Book on Staff m alters, copy of which is marked as Ex.W8. 

Further, the ap] lointment of daily wage basis for regular 

messengerial jo )S etc. are strictly prohibited as per bank’s 

circulars/instiuctions. In such circumstances, the 

absorption of ca suals along with the eligible categories is 

not valid. Then fore, these persons who were engaged by 

the Respondent Bank on casual basis should not be given 

permanent appc intment in the bank service. Those casuals 

were given more beneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 

at qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 

temporary emp oyees have not been informed about this 

amendment wh ch includes casuals affecting their interest 

and chance. Furl her, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 

of waiting lists lave to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 

Bank has alleged to have prepared only one wait list for 
each module as )er Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 

under Ex.M 10 were found suitable for appointment as 

messengers anc sweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 

to when the wait list Ex. M10 was prepared, but it is 

mentioned in Ex.MlO that it was prepared based on the 

settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 

marked as Ex. Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when MW1 

has spoken about the settlements, he deposed that 

settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 

circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 

produced any document in support of the so called non¬ 

inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 

MW 1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No. 7872 of 1991, which is 

marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 

class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 
Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 

combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

Article Hof Constitution of India. Further, the averment of 

MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are contrary 

to the above and it is nothing but a desperate attempt to 

wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated by the 

Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. It is 

further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as per 

deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 comparises of 

both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates .While 

the temporary employees were appointed after due process 

of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 

industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 

Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 

categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 

of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 

that preparation of Ex. M10 namely wait list is not 

inconformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non¬ 

preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 

circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 

vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

no wait list was released /published even after the Court 

order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 

the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 

Ex. M10 does not carry particulars about the candidates 

date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 

by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 

these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 
violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 

attached to the wait list. Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced 

at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
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1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 

year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 

document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 

petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 

the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 

was used as a device to take them out of the principal 

clause 2 (oo) of the I. D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201 HD. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies’, 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 

representative further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 

In the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 

longest service should have priority over those who joined 

the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 

which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 

law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 

accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 
but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 

will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 

further claim for being considered for permanent 

appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
produced any document to show how he has arrived at the 

seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 

was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 

the averment and also for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, 

the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 

of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 

and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 

employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 

Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 

proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 

Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 

settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 

Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 

modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 

Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Mil 

interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 

No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 

relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 

year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 

the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 

of management witnesses during the cross-examination 

bad become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 

about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 

Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 

voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 

was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 

post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 

Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 

Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 

more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 

enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 

have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 

MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 

the Supreme Court has held that' the expression actually 

worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 

only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 

implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc.” It is further argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 

have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 

on account of settlements/lapsing of wail lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 

of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 
favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the ••efcrcnet- 

made by the Government itself is net mcEmair ’ m ’ v; v 
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of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 

in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appoint] nent/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 

Petitioners are ( stopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the se tlements drawn under the provisions of 

Sections 18(1) ind 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 

Bank and the cl« im of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 

are made with ul terior motive. Further, they have concealed 

the material fac :s that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 

length of his enj ;agement and could not be absorbed as he 

was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

Bank was engag ing temporary employees due to business 

exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 

Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 

Employment Ex change is incorreet and the allegation that 
he worked as tei nporary messenger is also incorrect, they 

were engaged z gainst leave vacancies. The settlement 

entered into by he Respondent/Bank and the federation 

were bonafide w hich were the only workable solution and 

is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

settlement and a< cordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 

the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 

directly or indin :clly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Furthermore, Ih e said settlements were nnl questioned by 

any union and tl e settlements were bank level settlements 

and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 

the rulings reporU d in 1991111J 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

INDUSTRIES I TD. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 

AND OTHERS wherein under Section 12(3) the union 

entered into a settlement with the management settling the 

claim of 11 worl men and the workmen resigned from the 

job and received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised 

a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

that “in the abscice of plea that the settlement reached in 

the eoursc of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on the rulings reported in 1997 II LI J 1189 

ASHOK AND C THERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE! 
TRANSPORTC( )RPORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

Division Bench rf the Bombay High Court has held that 

“therefore a set lement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proc se dings with a recognised majority union 

will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, even 

those who belong to the minority union which had objected 

to the same. To tl lat extent, it departs from the ordinary law 

of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold the sanctity 

of settlements reached with the active assistance of the 

Conciliation Officer and to discourage an individual 

employ ee or a mil lority union from scuttling the settlement. ” 

It further held th< it ‘ ‘there may be exceptional cases, where 

there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud or even 
corruption or other inducements. But, in the absence of 

such allegations, a settlement in the course; of collective 

bargaining is entitled to due weight and consideration.” 

Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 

rulings reported in 1997 I LU 308 K.C.P. LTD. Vs. 

PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided into 

two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside the 

conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the I.D. 

Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation 

proceedings under Section 18(3). A settlement of the first 

category has limited application and binds merely parties 

to it and settlement of the second category made with a 

recognised majority union has extended application as it 

will be binding on all workmen of the establishment. Even 

in case of the first category, if the settlement was reached 

with a representative union of which the contesting 

workmen were members and if there was nothing 

unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the settlement, it 

must be binding on the contesting workmen also.” He 

further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 

NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES LTD. Vs. 

STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein the 

Supreme Court has held that ‘"settlement is arrived at by 

the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 

goodwill between them. When there is a dispute that the 

settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 

arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 

there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned 

counsel for the Respondent contended that though it is 

alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 

federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 

they have entered into settlement with the bank and 

therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 

that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 

and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 

binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wail list Number given for restoring the wait 

fist of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondenl/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 
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12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it 

is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOI ,1 AM JILLAHOTELAND SHOP WORKERS UNION 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 

workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again.” It further held that “the Tribunal should look into 

the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 

the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute instead 

of refusing to answer the reference on merits.” Further, he 
argued that the Tribunal has got power to go into the 

question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated in service 

or not for which he relied on the rulings reported in 1998 

LAB IC 1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER MILLS 

Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ” He 

also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAM BANTU AN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a technical 

manner or a pedantic manner, but should consider the order 
of reference in a fairand reasonable manner.” He also argued 

that in Express Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 

1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court has held that ‘ ‘the Tribunal 

has jurisdiction to consider all incidental matters also and 

the order of reference should not be construed in the 

manner which would prolong the industrial adjudication. 

The Labour Court is expected to decide the real nature of 

disputes between the parties and with that object in view, 

it should consider the order of reference in a fair and 

reasonable manner, though the order of reference is not 

happily framed nor was it framed to the high expectation of 

the Labour Court.” Relying on all these decisions, the 

representative for the Petitioner argued that though in the 

reference, it is not mentioned that whether the retrenchment 

is valid or not, from the pleadings it is clear that the 

Petitioners have been retrenched from the Respondent/ 
Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look into the pleadings 

of the Petitioners and can decide whether the Petitioner is 

entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged by him and 

whether he is entitled to the back wages as alleged by him. 

Therefore, the argument advanced on the side of the 

Respondent that it is beyond the scope of reference is 
without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this Tribunal 

is entitled to go into the question whether the relief prayed 

for by the Petitioner can be given to him or not? But, I find 

that the settlement was validly entered into between the 

Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it is not 

questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/Bank, I 

find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V.VUEESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

held that ‘ ‘the only question which falls for determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 
in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 

select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 

persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1997 6 SOC584 SYNDICATE RANK& ORS. Vs. SHANKAR 

PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 

that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 

Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 
and that inclusion of their names in the panel was not to 

confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 

in the services of the bank. Considering the object with 

which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 

yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion that 

the Respondents did not get any right because of inclusion 

of their names in the said panel for permanent absorption 

in the services of the bank. Whatever conditional right 
they had come to an end with the expiry of the panel. The 

claim of the Respondents as contained in the W.P. was 

thus, misconceived and therefore, the learned Single Judge 

and the Division Bench, when it first decided the appeal 

were right in dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal 

respectively.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF 

INDIA wherein the Supreme Court has held that “candidates 

included in merit list has no indefeasible right to 

appointment even if a vacancy exists*1 and relying on all 

these decisions, learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner has no right to question 
the wait list and since there is no mala fide on the part of 

the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait list, it cannot 

be said that preparation of wait list was made with mala fide 

motive. Under such circumstances, after the expiry of the 

date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for 

restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 

reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
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Fill] 
1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 

S. Vs. PIARA SINGH AND OTHERS 

Court has held that “now coming to 

those ad-hoc temporary employees 

I for more than a year should be 

L difficult to sustain it. The direction 

out reference to the existence of a 

n in effect means that every ad-hoc/ 

who has been continued for one year 

:d even though (a) no vacancy is 

h means creation of a vacancy; (b) he 

Employment Exchange nor was he 

rncc of a notification calling for 

leans he had entered by a back door; 

: and qualified for the post at the time 

(d) his record of service since his 

itisfactory. These are the additional 

us in para 12 which would arise from 

t orders. None of the decisions relied 

Court justify such wholesale, 

ers. Moreover, from the mere 

-hoc employee for one year, it cannot 

?re is need for regular post. Such a 

justified only when such continuance 

ars. Further, there can be no rule of 

rs. Conditions and circumstances of 

he same as of the other. Just because 

>n was given to regularise employees 

year’s service as far as possible and 

he qualifications, it cannot be held 

y case, such a direction must follow 

'ithout taking into account the other 

;s and considerations. The relief must 

:ase having regard to all the relevant 

mces of that case. It cannot be a 

tidicious one. From this, the impugned 

held to be totally untenable and 

he Supreme Court set aside the orders 

lrlher relied on the decision reported 

IWANIKUMAR AND OTHERS Vs. 

lND OTHERS wherein the Full Bench 

'ourt has considered the above 
>intment in excess of sanctioned posts, 
n of confirmation of these employees 

s illegal and void is concerned, it is to 

i of confirmation or regularisation of 

inted candidate would arise, if the 

is appointed in an irregular manner or 

inst an available vacancy which is 

But, if the initial entry itself is 

not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

sing the incumbent on such a non- 

iutd never survive for consideration 

)orted regularisation or confirmation 

in exercise in futility. It would amount 
ornbaby. Under these circumstances, 

>n to regularise them or to give them 

The so called exercise of con firming 

these employees, therefore, remained a nullity.'' Therefore, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that these 

temporary employees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 

vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 

and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/Bank, f urther, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 HIM ANSI 1U KUMAR 

VIDYARTHI & ORS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that They are 

temporary employees working on daily wages. Under these 

circumstances, their disengagement from service cannot 

be construed to be a retrenchment under the l.D. Act. The 

concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to 

such an extent as to cover these employees. Since they are 

only daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, 

their disengagement is not arbitraryHe further relied on 

the rulings reported in 1994 3 LI J (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court lias held that "Under Section 25G of 

the l.D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 

‘last come - first go’ is not mandator) but only director) , 
on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 

depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 

retaining juniors." Though in this case, the Petitioner has 

alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 

banking service, he has not established with any evidence 

that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 

Bank. Any how, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 

Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 

Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. In 

such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondcnt/Bank cannot be given to (he Petitioner and 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. learned Senior Advocate further argued that 

even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 

SECRETARY, STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DJ iVI, 

the Supreme Court has held that merely because a temporary 

employee or a casual wage worker is continued for a time 

beyond the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled 

to be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 

temporary employees whose period of employment lias 

come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right 

Further, it has also held that "it is not as if, the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 

is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 

with open eyes. It maybe true that he is not in a position to 

bargain not at arms length since he might have been 

searching for some employment so as to eke out his 

livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 

alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 

constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 

and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 

casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
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permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 

of public appointment which is not permissible ” Further, 

the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 

held that * * unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 

rules and after a proper competition among qualified 

persons, the same would not confer any right on the 

appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a due 

process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. Further, 
in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 

OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 

appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 

confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 

period of probation would notarise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 

SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 
SOUNDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that “it 

is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 

Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 

in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 

INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. $.C. 

PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court 

also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy derisions of the Government 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 

wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 

the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17. I find mudi force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 

Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 

at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 

settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 

settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 

not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 

of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption a 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 

since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 

for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 

brought about by the subsequent derisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 

economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. 

No Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January. 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner 
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WW1 Sri L. Aral 
WW2 SriV.S. Ekambaram 

MW 1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW 2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked: 

Ex. No. Date 

W1 01-08-88 

W 2 20-04-88 

W 3 24-04-91 

W 4 01-05-91 

W 5 2008-91 

W 6 15-03-97 

W 7 25-03-97 

W 8 Nfl 

W 9 03-12-87 

W10 17-02-98 

Wll Nil 

W12 Nil 

W 13 06-03-97 

W14 06-03-97 

W15 06-03-97 

Description 

X< rox copy of the paper publication in 

da ily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
gt idelines issued by Respondent/Bank 

foi implementation of Ex. Ml 

X;rox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 

re warding absorption of daily wagers in 

Messenger vacancies. 

X :rox copy of the advertisement in TTie 
IT ndu on daily Wages based on Ex. W 4 

X :rox copy of the advertisement in The 

H ndu extending Period of qualifying 

service to daily wagers 

X :rox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

Office, Chennai about filling up of 

vi cancies of messangers posts 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
R jspondent/Bank to all Branches 

regarding identification of massenger 

\i cancies and filling them before 

31-3-97 

Xerox copy of the instruction in 

Reference book on staff about casual 

n< >t to be engaged at office/branches to 

d< i messengerial work 

X:rox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Mannady Branch 

X;rox copy of the service certificate 

is >ued by Purasawalkam branch 

Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 

regarding recruitment to subordinate 

cf re & serive conditions 

Xerox copy of the Reference book on 

Si aff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
3: -12-95 

X erox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Z >nal Office for interview of messenger 

post—V. Muralikannan 

X erox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

Z )nal Office for interview of messenger 

post—K. Subburaj 

X erox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Z 5nal Office for interview of messenger 
p< >st—J. Velmurugan 

W16 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service Particulars— 

J. Velmurugam 

W 17 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi 

W18 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 

Sri G. Pandi 

W 19 Feb.2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February, 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle 

W20 13-02-92 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list 

W 21 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office cirular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the 

Bipartite meeting 

W 23 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 

bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

part time general attendantss 

W24 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants 

W 25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Officer 

circular about Appointment of 
temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre 

For the Respondent/Management: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

M 1 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M 3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M 4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M 5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M 6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 

No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M 9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme 

Court in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M 10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No.16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 

♦!' M HI" 
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Respondent, the Genral Manager, M/s, Singareni Collieries 
faFtft, 25 , 2007 

W.3CT. 2335,—defile*, Mk 3#m, 1947 (1947 

«FT 14) 17 ^ T^l 

^ <-h«& Pt*il'*iehi sift d,ieh ^ ^ 

dffeiiPrsR ftrarc 3 *u<*.k 4fl«tt*rc» sfasm, 
t^TRT^ ^ W (*M #H 10/2004) ^ y^hlfilld 4R<ft $, 

^ ^ 25-7-2007 ^ UTCT ^3tT «ff I 

[it ^22013/l/2007-3nf3tR(#-n)] 

3^RT ^TR %, 

New Delhi, the 25th July, 2007 

S.O. 2335.—In pursuance of Section 17 of die 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 

Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 10/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 

Labour Court, Hyderabad as shown in the Annexure in 

the Industrial Dispute between the employers in relation to 

the management of SCCL and their workmen, received by 

the Central Government on 25-7-2007. 

[No. L-22013/1/2007-IR (C-II)] 

AJAY KUMAR GAUR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNALrCUM-LABOUR COURT 

AT HYDERABAD 

PRESENT 

Shri T. Ramachandra Reddy, Presiding Officer 

Dated the 11th Day of July, 2007 

L.CXD. No. HV2004 

BETWEEN 

Sri Rajju Pasi, 

S/o Kalioin Pasi, 

C/o Sri S. Rajeshwar Reddy, 

Advocate, Malakpet, 
Hyderabad ....Petitioner 

AND 

The General Manager, 

M/s. Singareni Collieries Co. Ltd., 
Yellandu, Khammam District .... Respondent 

APPEARANCES 

For the Petitioner ; M/s. S. Rajeshwar Reddy & 
P. Sudheer Rao, Advocates. 

For the Respondent : M/s. K. Srinivasan Murthy, V. 

Uma Devi, C Vijay Sekher 

Reddy & S. Vijay Venkatesh, 

Advocates 

AWARD 

1. This is an application filed by the Petitioner 

Sri Rajju Pasi under Sec. 2A (2) of Industrial Disputes Act, 

1947 seeking the relief of reinstatement into the service with 

back wages and all attendant benefits by holding the action 

of the Respondent in issuing the proceedings dated 

31-7-2002 to the Petitioner (resignation acceptance 

proceedings) as illegal and arbitrary against the 

Co. Ltd., Yellandu. 

2. This Case was taken in view of the judgment of the 

Hon’ble High Court of Andhra Pradesh reported in 1997 
(3) LL) Supplement, page 1141 in W.P. No. 8395 of 1989 

dated 3-8-1995 between Sri U. Chinnappa and'M/s. Cotton 

Corporation of India and two others. 

3. The Petitioner submitted his claim statement that 

he was appointed as a coal filler in the year 1987 at 

J K Incline-5 and that the Petitioner performing his duties 
to the satisfaction of his superiors. He fell sick in the year 
2002 and requested the Respondent to allot surface general 

duty. But his request was not considered. The Respondent 
has issued a chargesheet dated 27-3-2003 alleging that he 

was unauthorisedly absent from duties without sufficient 
cause during the year 2002 and that he submitted his 

explanation denying the charges. It is further submitted 
that the Respondent started victimizing the Petitioner on 

making the representation for allotment of surface duty 
and forcibly taken his signatures on blank papers assuring 
him that he will be given surface general duty. It is further 
submitted that the Respondent issued office order dated 

24-7-2003 alleging that the Petitioner submitted resignation 

dated 1-6-2003 and the same was accepted. The action of the 
Respondent terminating his services under the guise of 
resignation is illegal and void. In fact no resignation letter was 
submitted and the signatures on the blank papers are misused. 

It is further submitted that the Petitioner was taken treatment 
in the Yellandu Collieries Hospital. Hence, the allegations made 

in the charge sheet dated 27-3-2003 are false. 

The Respondent filed counter and denied the 

averments made in the petition and pleaded that the proper 
procedure to entertain the petiton is only after failure of 
conciliation proceedings. It is further submitted that the 
Petitioner has resigned from the company’s services by 

submitting resignation letter dated 1-6-2003 requesting the 

Respondent to accept the same with immediate effect. The 
Petitioner’s wife and two co-workers attested the signature 
on the resignatipn letter. The resignation of the Petitioner 
was accepted and communicated to the Petitioner by letter 

dated 24-7-2003 and his name was removed from the rolls 
of the compay. Since, the Petitioner has resigned and the 
same was accepted and communicated to the Petitioner, 
the Petitioner has no right to file the present petition. The 
Petitioner was chargesheeted for his unauthorized absence 

but the same was not acted upon. It is further submitted 
that the Petitioner has never informed the Respondent 
about his signatures and allotment of surface general duty. 

The Petitioner was chargesheeted for his unauthorized 

absence for a period of 182 days during the year 2002, but 

enquiry was not conducted. 

5. Petitioner examined himself as WW1 and got 

marked the Xerox copies of documents Exs. W1 to W6. 

Ex. W1 is the identity card. Ex. W2 is the salary slip. Ex. W3 
is the charge sheet dated 27-3-2003. Ex. W4 is the 

representation dated 12-4-2003. Ex. W5 is the office order 

dated 24-7-2003 stating that the Petitioner has submitted 

his resignation on 1-6-2003. Ex. W6 is the letter issued by 

the Yellandu Collieries Hospital on 12-8-2003. 

3403 G1/2007—36 
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6. As against this evidence the Respondent filed 

evidence affidavit ol Sri Mohd. Abbas, Assistant Manager, 

in Yellandu area of 5 ingareni Collieries Company Limited 

and got marked the following documents: Ex. Ml is the 

resignation letter dated 1-6-2003 and Ex. M2 is the 

acceptance letter dated 24-7-2003. MW1 reiterated the 

averments made in the counter. 

7. The Peti ioner has stated that he joined 

Respondent Compar y as coal filler in the year 1987 and his 

service were regularized in the year 1990 as coal filler and 

when he was working at JK-5 Yellandu he fell sick in the 

year 2002, he requ< sted the Respondent to allot surface 

duty but his request was not considered. After submitting 

his representation Ex. W4, the thumb impression of the 

Petitioner was taken on a blank paper assuring him that he 

will be given work on surface. But the Respondent has 

issued order dated 2<- -7-2003 alleging that he submitted his 

resignation and the same was accepted. In fact, he did not 

submit his resignation. 

8. It is not in dispute that the Petitioner was 

chargesheeted for unauthorized absenteeism in the year 

2002 but domestic ei iquiry was not conducted to the charge 

sheet. It is pleaded by Respondent that the petitioner has 

voluntarily submittei 1 his resignation letter Ex. Ml, attested 

by his wife and two Company-workers and the same was 

accepted by the Res jondent and accordingly proceedings 

were issued. After accepting the resignation the Petitioner 

was paid all the benefits such as, PF, Gratuity and family 

benefit-cum-Insuiance accumulation amount. The 

Petitioner having re< ;eived terminal benefits has no case in 

the present proceed ings. 

9. The Learned Consel for the Petitioner contended 

that the Petitioner on account of his ill-helath could not 

attend his duties during the year 2002 and that a charge 

sheet was issued for1 vhich he gave explanation. It is further 

contended that thui nb impression of the Petitioner was 

taken fraudulently as iuring him that he will befgiven surface 

duty and converted ihe same into a resignation letter. As 

such the Petitioner is entitled for reinstatement with all 

benefits. 

10. On the otl er hand, the Learned Counsel for the 

Respondent contended that the Petitioner was absented 

unauthorizedly during the year 2002 for which a charge 

sheet was issued at id the same was not acted upon on 

account of resignation submitted by the Petitioner and 

further stated that the resignation letter was attested by 

his wife and two C ompany-workers and the same was 

accepted and accoriingly proceedings were issued and 

further pointed out t lat all terminal benefits were paid. 

11. The burden lies on the Petitioner to show that 

thumb impression o; the Petitioner was fraudulently taken 

by the Respondent to officials and converted into the 

resignation letter and the proceedings were issued 

accepting the same. It is not in dispute that the Petitioner 

was chargesheeted for his unautorized absence and enquiry 

was not conducted in respect of the allegations made in 

the chargesheet. The Petitioner has not adduced any 

evidence that his thumb impression was fraudulently taken 

by the Respondent except his self-served statement. His 

wife and two other Co-workers who attested the resignation 

were not examined by the Petitioner to disprove the 

resignation letter. Further the Petitioner could not state 

who has prevailed on him and gave assurance regarding 

his posting on surface and obtained his thumb impression. 

Absolutely there is no material to prove that the 

Respondent has fraudulenty obtained thumb mark on blank 

papers and converted into resignation letter. Further there 

is no necessity for the officials of the Respondent to obtain 

the resignation letter when he is not inclined to resign from 

the job. The conduct of the Petitioner that he has taken 

terminal benefts also shows that he has resigned the job 

and received the terminal benefits. On considering the 

material on record, 1 hold that the Petitioner has voluntarily 

resigned his job and the same was accepted by Respondent 

and the proceedings were communicated to him. It should 

be noted that the Petitioner has not made by any 

representation subsequent to the proceedings before the 

Respondent that his thumb impression was taken 

fraudulently by officials of the Respondent and converted 

into resignation letter. On considering the material on 

record, I hold that Petitioner has resigned and the same 

was accepted by the Respondent and the Petitioner is not 

entitled for any relief. In the result, an Award is passed 

accordingly. Transmit. 

Dictated to Smt. P. Phani Gowari, Personal Assistant, 

transcribed by her and corrected by me on this the 

11th day of July, 2007. 

T. RAMACHANDRA REDDY, Presiding Officer 

Appendix of evidence 

Witness examined for the Witness examined for 

Petitioner the Respondent 

WW1: Sr1 Rajju Pasi MW1 : Sri Mohd. Abbas 

Documents marked for the Petitioner 

Ex. W1 : Copy of identity card 

Ex. W2 : Copy of salary slip 

Ex.W3 : Copy of chargesheet dt. 27-3-2003 

Ex. W4 : Copy of representation dt. 12-4-2003 

Ex. W5 : Copy of Respondent’s reply dt. 24-7-2003 

Ex. W6 : Copy of letter issued by Yellandu Collieries 

hospital dt. 12-8-2003 

Ex. W7. Copy of chargesheet dt. 27-3-2003 

Docuemnts marked for the Respondent 

Ex. Ml: Resignation letter dt. 1-6-2003 

Ex. M2: Acceptance letter dt. 24-7-2003 
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New Delhi, ihe 26th July, 2007 

S.O. 2336.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 269/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-Cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 

of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/472/1998-IR (B-I)J 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CEN TRAL GOVERNMENT 

INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 
CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K, Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No, 269/2004 

[Principal Labour Court CGID No. 213/99] 

[In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under ciause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of SectionlO of 

the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri P. Jayapal : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder, Advocates 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/472/98-IR (B-I) dated 11-3-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No. 213/99 and issued notices 

to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 

After the constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 

said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 
269/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows: 

“Whether the demand of the workman 

Shri P. Jayapal, wait list No. 378 for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

State Bank of India and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified? If 
so, to what relief the said workman is entitled?'’ 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows: 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre in 
Stale Bank of India and he was given appointment as 

messenger after an interview and medical examination. He 

was appointed on temporary basis at Kilpauk branch from 

11-02-1982. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment of 

the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 

Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by Stale 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 

was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 

Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 

under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and All India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 

of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 

employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 

Though the classification was unreasonable, the 

Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 

prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Kilpauk 
branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 

appointed by Rqspondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 

have not informed the result of interview and also with 

regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 

class IV employee. From 11-02-1982, the Petitioner has 

been working as a temporary messenger and some time 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 

temporary basis in Leather International branch, another 

advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 

service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 

Petitioner orally on 31-3-1997 that his services are not 

required anymore and he need not attend the office from 

1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to 
his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 

the matter was referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
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Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 
framed did not satisfy the grievance erf the Petitioner, he 
has made a fresh representation to Government to 
reconsider the reference and the Petitioner requested the 
Respondent/Bank to continue to engage him.in service as 
obtained prior to 31-3*97 and to regularise him in service in 
due course. The Respondent/Bank took up an 
unreasonable stand that the service and the number of 
days worked by Petitioner were treated as of no 
consequence, since according to the Respondent/Bank, it 
engaged the Petitioner only in temporary services after the 
settlement. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement by 
which his services and number of days worked by him 
after interview do not merit consideration. The Petitioner 
was not a party to the settlement mentioned by the 
Respondent/Bank before the conciliation officer. Therefore, 
the Respondent's action in not absorbing him in regular 
service is unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 
repugnant to Sections 25G & 25H of the I.D. Act. The 
termination of the Petitioner is against the provisions of 
Para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even though the settlement 
speaks about three categories only a single wait list has 
been prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 
regularising according to their whims and fancies. The 
Kespondent/Bank has also not observed the instructions 
regarding grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. 
to the temporary workmen which amounts to violation of 
relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/Bank 
engaged the Petitioner and extracted the same work either 
by payment of petty cash or by directing him to work under 
assumed name or by both which amounts to unfair labour 
practice. The wait list suffers serious infirmities and it is 
not based on strict seniority and without any rationale. 
Hence, for all these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant 
relief of regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent m its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Government 
for adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. 
The Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of l.D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law, retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material farts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-1987,16-07-1988,07-10-1988,9-1-1991 and 30-7-1996. 

The said settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I.D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was Wait listed as candidate No. 378 in wait list 
of Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of 744 wait listed temporary employees 
were permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 
false to allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 
messenger. The Petitioner was engaged only in leave 
vacancies as and when it arose. When die Petitioner having 
submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 
drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 
cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 
temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 
for more number of days and hence, they were appointed. 
Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B, 
and C Considering their temporary service and subject to 
other eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 
employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under category, (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category, (C) the temporary employees 
who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per clause 7, 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended up to 31-3-1997 for filling up vacancies which 
were to arise upto 31 -12-1994. The Petitioner has no valid 
and enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent 
had implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available..The peculiar 
problem was due to the forts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements, out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 
temporary employees were appointed and since the 
Petitioner was wait listed at 378 he was not appointed. The 
said settlements were bona fide which were the only 
workable solution and is binding on the Petitioner.The 
Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlements 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Further, the said settlements were not questioned by any 
union solar and the settlements of bank level settlements 
and operated throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu 
Industrial Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status 
to Workmen) Act, 1981 docs not apply to Respondent/ 
Bank and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such 
plea. It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 
It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 
discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 
settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
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the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 

1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 

appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, tor circle 

of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 

appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 

wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 

absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 

prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 

contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 

with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 

Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 

under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 

employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 

vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 

and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 

Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 

settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 

not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 

High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 
false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 

may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are:— 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No.378 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 
Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 

justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 

interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 

the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 

to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 

entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 

temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 

at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 
settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 

and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 

settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 
vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 

notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 

31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 
questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 

further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 

attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 

these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 

issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularistion of service of the temporary employees and 

any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 

the Petitioner is not bound by setllemment under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further 

contended that though the Respondent/Bank has stated 

that the Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days 

in a continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not 

in continous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have 

no valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake 

of strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by 

the Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary 
employees at branches/offices are not allowed to be in 

service exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 

working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 

applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
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tended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 MW1 wait list under Ex.M 10 was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

< OF INDIA Vs. S. SATYAM AND there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 
eme Court has held that Chapter V-A of to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 
mg for retrenchment is not enacted only its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 

" workmen to whom Section 25F applies marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

etrenebment. Therefore, the application that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 
nnot be restricted only to one category class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 

cmen. Therefore, the contention of the Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

that the Petitioner has no valid and daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

>r appointment is untenable. It is further daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

jehalf of the Petitioner that Ex.W2, W3 as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

is of the Respondent/Bank issued from settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 

nection with the implementation of the distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

sorption and which are statutory in class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 

and MW2and their testimonies during of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 

ion will elearly show how the bank has contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

he Petitioner from the beginning linking attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

ettlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with uncquals. 

orization of retrenched temporary It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 

B and C , but this categorization of‘A, per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex.M 10 corn pa rises 

Dsed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first of both messengerial and non-messengcrial candidates, 

ne last go and therefore, the While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
lause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml process of selection and were paid wages on the basis ol 

unity to persons who were engaged on industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals, 

owed to work in leave/casual vacancies Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
irashes, cash coolies, water boys, categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 

>sorption along with the other eligible casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 

orary employees is not valid. Further, of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

s to do messengerial work is in of Constitution oflndia. Therefore, the Petitioner 

le guidelines mentioned in Reference contended that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wail list is 

:rs, copy of which is marked as Ex.W8. not inconformity with the instructions of Ex.M2 and non- 

itment of daily wage basis for regular preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 

tc. are strictly prohibited as per bank s circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

ions. In such circumstances, the instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
Is along with the eligible categories is vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

s, these persons who were engaged by no wait list was released/published even after, the Conri 

nk on casual basis should not be given order in WMF No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 

nent in the bank service. Those casuals the Respondent/Hank to release the list of successful 

eficial treatment in the matter of arriving candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

ce for interview and selection. But, in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 

es have not been informed about this Ex.MlO does not carry particulars about the candidates 

ncludes casuals affecting their interest date of initial appointment and the number of days pul in 
, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all 

e to be prepared. But the Respondent/ these things, it is clear that Ex. M 10 has been prepared in 

) have prepared only one wait list for violation of instructions and ceased to have the credibility 

Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates attached to the wail list. Above all, Ex. M 1 wa.s not produced 

e found suitable for appointment as at the time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 

’cpers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 

list Ex.MlO was prepared, but it is year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

110 that it was prepared based on the M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 whichare document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

3 andM4 respectively.But, when MW1 that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 

the settlements, he deposed that petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 

10-88 was not included in the Madras been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
h Court order is there, but he has not appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

nent in support of the so called non- after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 

bald statement. Further, according to the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
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was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (oo) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 

work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 

the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 

is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 

and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 

Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 

rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201RD. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 

BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 

Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies 

casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 
many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal ” Learned 

representative farther contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 

not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with longest 

service should have priority over those who joined the 

service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 which 

has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in law. 
Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 

with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 

violation and in breach of it. Though 

clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 

for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 

against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 

circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 

appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 

deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 

further claim for being considered for permanent 

appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
‘produced any document to show how he has arrived at 

the seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that 

senior was and there is no documentary evidence in support v 

of the averment and also for the averment of MW1. 

Therefore, the termination of the Petitioner who was in 
regular service of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala 

fide and illegal and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 

“ accordance with the terms of settlement on absorption of 

temporary employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has 
produced Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of 

conciliation proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional 

Labour Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 

18(3) settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed jby the 

Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 

modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 

Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Mil 

interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in jWMP 
No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 

relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 

year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 

the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 

Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross- examination 
had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 

about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 

Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 

voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 

was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 

post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 

Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 

Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 

more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 

enshrined under Section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 

of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 

under the provisions of I.D. Act. It is further contended on 

behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 

in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 

the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 

not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 

which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 

months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 11 

LLJ 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 

INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATIONwherein 

the Supreme Court has held that the expression 'actually 

worked under the employer ’ cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 

but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 

which they were in the employment of the employer and 

for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 

standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 

produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 

Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 

selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 

bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 

In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 

sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 

these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 

and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 

and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 

They have also not gainfully employed. In such 

circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 

favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 

for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 

made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 

of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 

were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 

regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 

their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 

accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 

Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 

provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 

are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
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the material facts th at the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engage ment and could not be absorbed as he 

was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 

Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 

exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he(was sponsored by 

Employment Excha lge is incorrect and the allegation that 

he worked as tempo rary messenger is also incorrect, they 

were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 

entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 

were bonafide whic! i were the ohly workable solution and 

is binding on the P :titioner. The Petitioner accepted the 

settlement and accor iingly he was wait listed and therefore, 

the Petitioner is est< pped from questioning the settlement 

directly or indirect! i and his claim is liable to be rejected. 

Furthermore, the sa id settlements were not questioned by 

any union and the s< ttlements were bank level settlements 
and operate througl out the country. Further, he relied on 

the rulings reported ir 19911UJ 323 ASSOCIATED GLASS 

INDUSTRIES LTE. Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL A.P. 

AND OTHERS wh erein under Section 12(3) the union 

entered into a settlei aent with the management settling the 
claim of 11 workmc n and the workmen resigned from the 

job and received teri ninal benefits, but the workmen raised 

a plea before the Tribunal that they did not resign 

voluntarily. But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held 

that “in the absence of plea that the settlement reached 

in the course of Conciliation is vitiated by fraud, 

misrepresentation or coercion, the settlement is binding 

on the workmen. ” ^earned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on th<: rulings reported in 1997 II LU 1189 

ASHOK AND OTHERS Vs. MAHARASHTRA STATE 

TRANSPORTCOR] ORATION AND OTHERS wherein the 

Division Bench of he Bombay High Court has held that 
“therefore a settle nent arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 

union will be bindin gon all workmen of the establishment, 

even those who bei ong to the minority union which had 
objected to the san e. To that extent, it departs from the 

ordinary law of com racts, the object obviously is to uphold 

the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 

assistance of the C mediation Officer and to discourage 

an individual emplc yee ora minority union from scuttling 

the settlement. ” It further held that “there may be 

exceptional cases, v here there may be allegations of mala 

fides, fraud or even corruption or other inducements. But, 

in the absence of such allegations, a settlement in the 

course of collective bargaining is entitled to due weight 

and consideration. ” Learned counsel for the Respondent 

further relied on the i ulings reported in 19971 LU 308 K.C.P. 

LTD. Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “settlements are divided 

into two categories namely (i) those arrived at outside 

the conciliation proceedings under Section 18(1) of the 
I.D. Act and (ii) those arrived at in the course of 

conciliation pro:eedings under Section 18(3). A 
settlement of the f rst category has limited application 

and binds merely pi irties to it and settlement of the second 

category made wish a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 

which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 

settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. ” He further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 

2000 SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

LTD. Vs. STATE OF RAJASTHAN AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at 

by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being good will between them. When there is a dispute 

that the settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 
refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 
there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 

reached with the help of the conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable. ” Relying on all these decisions, 
learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 

it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, 

since the federation in which the Petitioner is also one 

among them, they have entered into settlement with the 

bank and therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, 

he argued that no union of the bank has questioned the 

settlement and in such circumstances, it cannot be said 

that it is not binding on them and he is estopped from 

disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wait list Number given for restoring the wait 

list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respoodent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 

in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has t*o see 
whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 

alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenahility of a reference and he relied on the 

rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTEL AND SHOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL KOLLAM wherein the 

Kerala High Court has held that “mere wording of reference 

is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 
reference, if points of difference are discernible from the 

material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
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workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 

again. ” It further held that "the Tribunal should look 

into the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading 
of the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 
Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got power to go 
into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 
in service or not for which he relied on the rulings reported 
in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 
MILLS Vj: INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that "the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties." 
He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A. SAMBANTHAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 
COURT, MADRAS, wherein it has been held that "it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 
technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 
consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 
P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court 
has held that1 ‘the Tribunal has jurisdiction to consider all 
incidental matters also and the order of reference should 
not be construed in the manner which would prolong the 
industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is expected to 
decide the real nature of disputes between the parties and 
with that object in view, it should consider the order of 
reference in a fair and reasonable manner, though the order 
of reference is not happily framed nor was it framed to the 
high expectation of the Labour Court.” Relying on all these 
decisions., the representative for the Petitioner argued that 
though in the reference, it is not mentioned that whether 
the retrenchment is valid or not, from the pleadings it is 
clear that the Petitioners have been retrenched from the 
Respondent/Bank and therefore, this Tribunal can look 
into the pleadings of the Petitioners and can decide whether 
the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated in service as alleged 
by him and whether he is entitled to the back wages as 
alleged by him. Therefore, the argument advanced on the 
side of the Respondent that it is beyond the scope of 
reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the Question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 
OTHERS Vs. K.V.VUHESH wherein the Supreme Court has 

3403 GI/2007—37 

held that "the only question which fallsfor determination 

in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 
in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 
acquires a right of appointment in Government service in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 
in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 
and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 
of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 
selectees were given appointments according to their 
comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 
that "in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 

persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory. ” He further relied on the rulings reported 
in 1997 6 SCC 584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs. 
SHANKAR PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that "by Its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank 

informed the Respondents that the panel was valid for 
one year only and that inclusion of their names in the 

panel wajs not to confer on them any right to seek 

permanent appointment in the services of the bank. 
Considering the object with which the panel prepared 
and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, 

we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not get 

any right because of inclusion of their names in the said 

panel for permanent absorption in the services of the bank. 
Whatever conditional right they had come to an end with 

the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as 
contained in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and 

therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division 

Bench, when it first decided the appeal were right in 
dismissing the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 
SHANKARSAN DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “candidates included in 
merit list has no indefeasible right to appointment even if a 
vacancy exists” and relying on all thesedecisions, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that since the 
Petitioner has no right to question thd wait list and since 
there is no mala fide od the part of the Respondent/Bank in 
preparing the wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of 
wait list was made with mala fide motive. Under such 
circumstances, after the expiry of the date namely 
31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot plead for restoration of the 
wait list and he cannot pray for reinstatement as alleged by 
him. Further, he relied on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB 
IC 2168 STATE OF HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA 
SINGH AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court hasheld 
that "now coming to the direction that all those ad-hoc 

temporary employees who have continued for more than 

a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to sustain 

it. The direction has been given without reference to the 
existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means that 

every ad-hoc!temporary employee who has been continued 

for one year should be regularised even though (a) no 

vacancy is available for him which means creation of a 

vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
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for applications which means he had 

y°r (c) he was not eligible and qualified 

ime of his appointment; (d) his record 

appointment is not satisfactory. These 

problems indicated by us in para 12 
from giving of such blanket orders. 

u re lied upon by the High Court justify 

onditional orders, Moreover, from the 

rfan ad-hoc employee for one year, it 

d that there is need for regular post, 

m may be justified only when such 

s to several years. Further, there can 

nb in such matters. Conditions and 

te unit may not be the same as of the 

in one case, a direction was given to 
?s who have put in one year’s service 

i subject to fulfilling the qualifications, 

hat in each and every case, such a 

>w irrespective of and without taking 
it her relevant circumstances and 

relief must be moulded in each case 

the relevant facts and circumstances 

H be a mechanical act but a judicious 
impugned directions must be held to 

ind unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme 

ders of lower Courts. He further relied 

sorted in 1997 H SCC 1 ASHWANI 

IFRS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND 

e Full Bench of the Supreme Court has 

'e regularisation of appointment in 

i posts. “So far as the question of 

te employees whose entry itself was 
concerned, it is to be noted that 

motion or regularisation of an 

ted candidate would arise, if the 

• is appointed in an irregular manner 
gainst an available vacancy which 

d. But, if the initial entry itself is 

not against any sanctioned vacancy, 

sing the incumbent on such a non- 

uld never survive for consideration 

or ted regularisation or confirmation 

n exercise in futility. It would amount 

>rn baby. Under these circumstances, 
a to regularise them or to give them 

Tie so called exercise of confirming 

jfore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, 

ie Respondent contended that these 
?es were appointed only due to 

ive not appointed against any regular 

e only appointed in leave vacancies 

; not entitled to claim any absorption 
nk. Further, he relied on the rulings 

r SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 

ie Court has held that "they are 
s working on daily wages. Under 

their disengagement from service 
o be a retrenchment under the I.D. 

Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 

stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 

He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
Under Section 25G ofthe l.D. Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go' is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said 
principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 

juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he 

has-not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Anyhow, if the 
Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish th? fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 

circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 
of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the Petitioner and 
therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that even 
in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 

STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 

Court has held that merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond the 

term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 
absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely on 

the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance of 

temporary employees whose period of employment has 

come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 
nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right.” 
Further, it has also held that4 4 it is not as if, the person who 

accepts an engagement either temporary or casual in nature 

is not aware of his employment. He accepts the employment 

with open eyes. It maybe true that he is not in a position to 

bargain not at arms length since he might have been 

searching for some employment so as to eke out his 

livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 

alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 

constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 

casually got employed should be directed to be continued 

permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 

held that 4 ‘unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 

rules and after a proper competition among qualified 

persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because a 

temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 

for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 

not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 

permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 

the original appointment was not made by following a due 

process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules. Further, 
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in CDJ 2006 SC 443 NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD. AND 

OTHERS Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court 

has held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 

appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 

confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 

period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 

SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 
SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that “it 

is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a ‘State’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 

constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
of the Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 
in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 

INDUSTRIE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 
PANDEY w herein the Supreme Court has held that “only 

because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 

upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court 

also held that “the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Further, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17.1 find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim 
Statement, the Petitioners have made so many allegations 

with regard to preparation of wait list and also settlements 

entered into between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, 
at the time of reference, they have not questioned the 
settlement nor the number allotted to each individual in the 

wait list. Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the 

settlement and they have not alleged that settlement was 
not a bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account 

of mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 

other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 

also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 

Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

PointNa 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: — 

For the Petitioner WWl Sri P. Jayapal 

WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthibased on Ex. Ml. 
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W7 2CKMM& Xerox copy of the administrative 

guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
fc r implementation of Ex. Ml 

Wi 24-0491 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Rsspondnet/Bank to all Branches 
n gar ding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

W4 014B-9J X srox copy of the advertisement in The 

H ndu on daily Wages based on Ex. W4 

W5 204J8-9! X srox copy of the advertisement in lire 
H ndu extending Period of qualifying 
se rvice to daily wagers 

W6 15-03-97 X srox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

O Tice, Chennai About filling up of 
Y5 c&ncics of messangers posts 

W7 254B-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 

Ruspmrdem/Baafc to all Branches, 
re g&xdmg ideutitxcatlofis of 

vicancies and filling th«m be fere. 
31-3-97. 

W8 Nil Xrtrox copy of the instruction 

Ri iference bock on stall about casual/ 

n< t to he engaged at offioe/branches to 
dc messenger! al work 

WP 21-05-84 X :rox copy of the service certificate 

iss ued by Kilapauk Branch 

W10 04-07-89 Xi irox copy of the interview letter 

W1I 03-12-93 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Salaiyur Branch. 

W12. 03-12-93 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Overseas Branch. 

W13 2SHB-96 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issuedby leather International Branch.. 

W14 Nil Xoiox copy of the admin istratieve 

guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Respoadent/Bank 
re; yarding recruitment to subordinate 
ca e & service conditions.. 

W15 Nil Xerox copy of the Reference book on 

St iff matters Vol. ID consolidated upte 
3112-95 

W16 064)3-97 Xmtx copy c£the call tetter Irommadurai 

zo aal office For interview of messenger 

po ft—V. Muralikannan 

W17 06-03-97 Xitttx copy of she call letter from 

Mi idurai zona! office For interview of 

messenger post—K. Subbura j 

W18 06-03-97 X< rox copy of the call letter from 
Madurai zonal office For interview of 

messenger post—J. Velmurugan 

W19 17-03-97 Xt rox copy of the service particulars-— 
J. Velmurugan 

W2Q 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the latter advising 

selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi 

W21 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the Appointment Order 
to G. Pandi 

W22 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the slip of T. Sekar for the 

month of February, 2005 wait list No. 395 
of Mudurai Circle 

W23 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the panel of wait list 

W24 9-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 

No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 

messenger staff 

W25 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting 

V/26 09-0792 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 

implementation of norms—creation of 

pars time general attendants 

W27 07-0206 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conservation of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants 

W28 31-12-85 Xerox copy of tne local Head Office 

ciccular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 

cadre 

Fterthe Respondent/Management:— 

£v. No. Date Description 

MI 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-1088 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Mb 094)6-95 Xerox ropy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 284)6-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P, 

No. 7872/91. 

1 >05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P, 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of order of Supreme Court in 

SEP No. 3082/99. 

M.U> Nsl Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 

Module. 

MU 25-1099 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 & 162290/99 in W.A. No. 
1893/99 
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Wff. 2337.—fw arfafwi, 1947 (1947 

14) yPRI 17 4) 3t^RU| Ff, ^<£ 31PT> 

^ R3TTO ^ 7TO 3^ '3tf£ *4=bKi ^ 

"41^, 3tJ<S|qT)' hf^fed 3lWlfM«h 4>'41<1 *K<W< 

3rfVTOT,%^R^ (tM WIT 284/2004 )^TO%T 

TO) %, WFR W\ 26-7-2007 TO ^30 «ff I 

[7t ^T-12012/337/1998- 3T^3TR( 4t~ I) ] 

3T5PT ^TR, 3TfTOft 

New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S.O. 2337.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 284/ 

2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunat-cum- 

Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure in the 

Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, received by the Central 
Government on 26-07-2007. 

[No. L-12012/337/1998-IR (B-I)] 

AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRTOUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 284/2004 

(Principal Labour Court CGLD No. 340/99) 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under clause(d) 
of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of SectionlO of the 

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between the 

Management of State Bank of India and their workmen) 

BETWEEN 

Sri P. Ravi : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General Manager,: II Party/Management 
State Bank of India, 

Z. O. Chennai. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V. S. Ekambaram, 

Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sunder, 

Advocates. 

AWARD 

1. The Central Government Ministry of Labour, vide 

Order No. L-12012/337/98-IR (B-I) dated 26-02-1999 has 

referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 

Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 

the dispute on its file as CGID No 340/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this-CGIT-cum Labour Court,.the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal for 

adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as I.D.No. 

284/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman 
Shri P. Ravi, wait list No.428 for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
State Bank of India and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is justified? If 
so, to what relief the said workman is entitled?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are briefly as follows: — 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre in State 
Bank of India and he was given appointment as messenger 
after an interview and medical examination. He was 

appointed on temporary basis at Overses branch from 
June, 1982. The Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment of 
the Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by State 

Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The Respondent/ 
Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a copy of settlement 
under Section 18(1) reached between management of State 

Bank of India and Ail India State Bank of India Staff 
Federation and the settlement is with regard to absorption 
of Class IV temporary workmen who were denied 
employment after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement 

was under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B and C. 
Though the classification was unreasonable, the 
Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the Petitioner 

about the interview to be held through advertisements. 

The Petitioner also submitted his application in the 
prescribed format through Branch Manager of the Overses 
branch. He was called for an interview by a Committee 
appointed by Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they 
have not informed the result of interview and also with 
regard to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 
class IV employee. From June, 1984, the Petitioner has been 

working as a temporary messenger and some time 

performing work in other branches also. While working on 
temporary basis in L.H.O. Chennai branch, another 
advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 

regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner was 

working as such, the Manager of the branch informed the 

Petitioner orally nn 31-3-1997 that his services are not 
required any more and he need not attend the office from 

1-4-1997. Hence, the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard 

to his non-employment. Since the conciliation ended in 
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31 12-94 were filled up against the wait list of temporary 

employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 

casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of 

daily wages was not finalized and hence not published and 
there is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 

employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 

no claim for permanent absorption. Hence; for all these 

reasons, the; Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 

employment exchange and having undergone medical 

examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 

by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 

appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 

post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 

subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondenf^Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 

of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 

Respondent/TBank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 

Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 

Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 

deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 

listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 

other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed arejoinder to the Counter 

Statement ol’ the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 

Staff Federat ion were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 

in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 

instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 

Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the 
High Court in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, the Petitioner 

questioned the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is 

false to allege that the settlements are contrary to the rights 

of the Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award 
may be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration are: 

(i) “ Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 428 for restoring the wait list of 

temporary messengers. In the Respondent/ 

Bank and consequential appointment 

thereupon as temporary messenger is 
justified?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 

in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 

by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 

of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 

in permanent vacancies. In subordinate cadre on temporary 

basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 

connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 

Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 

employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 

Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court 
to protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 

No. 542 (Civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly 
entered into a settlement on the issue of absorbtion of 
temporary employees and filed it before the Supreme Court 
at the time of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This 

settlement has become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank 
and has been marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case 

and the Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this 
settlement as it is not binding on them on the ground that 

they have been interviewed and selected in the permanent 

vacancy and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or 
notice denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 
31-3-1997 and therefore, they have raised the dispute in 

the year 1997 before the labour authorities and they 

questioned the retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they 
further prayed for reinstatement with back wages and other 
attendant benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 

in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelipes carry the procedure for 

regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 

Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 

and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 

that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 

continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 

continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 

valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 

exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 

have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 

Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 

appointment as Section 25 G and 25 H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 

and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
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the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB & IC 2248 

CENTRAL BAMK OF INDIA Vs. S. SA1TAM AND 

OTHERS the Su >reme Court has held that Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act prov idingfor retrenchment is not enacted only 
for the benefit of he workmen to whom Section 25F applies 

but for all cases c f retrenchment. Therefore, the application 

of Section 25H < cannot be restricted only to one category 

of retrenched workmen. Therefore, the contention of the 

Respondent/Bai k that the Petitioner has no valid and 

enforceable righi for appointment is untenable. It is further 

contended that o a behalf of the Petitioner that Ex. W2, W3 

and W8 as well as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the 

circular instruct ons of the Respondent/Bank issued from 
time to time in c mnection with the implementation of the 

settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 

character. Further, a combined study of Ex.Ml and the 

averments of M\ ^ 1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examu lation will clearly show how the bank has 

given a raw dealI o the Petitioner from the beginning linking 

his future with th e settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 

deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into * B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 

B & C’ is quite o sposed to the doctrine of ‘last come—first 

go’ or ‘first < ome— last go’ and therefore, the 

categorization ii Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1 (a) of Ex.Ml 

provides an opp jrtunity to persons who were engaged on 

casual basis and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 

of messengers farashes, cash coolies, water boys, 

sweepers etc. foi absorption along with the other eligible 
categories of tei iporary employees is not valid. Further, 

engaging cast als to do messengerial work is in 

contravention o' the guidelines mentioned in Reference 

Book on Staff m itters, copy of which is marked as Ex.W8. 
Further, the appointment of daily wage basis for regular 
messengerial jol s etc. are strictly prohibited as per bank’s 

circulars/instr ictions. In such circumstances, the 

absorption of ca iuals along with the eligible categories is 

not valid. There [ore, these persons who were engaged by 
the Respondent/ Bank on casual basis should not be given 

permanent appo ntment in the bank service. Those casuals 

were given more )eneficial treatment in the matter of arriving 

at qualifying service for interview and selection. But, 
temporary empl >yees have not been informed about this 

amendment whi fr includes casuals affecting their interest 

and chance. Furt ler, as per instructions in Ex.W2 four types 

of waiting lists 1 lave to be prepared. But the Respondent/ 

Bank has alleged to have prepared only one wait list for 

each module as j er Ex.M 10 in this case. Those candidates 

under Ex.MlO were found suitable for appointment as 

messengers and sweepers. Even MW 1 is unable to say as 
to when the wait list Ex.M 10 was prepared, but it is 
mentioned in Ei .M 10 that it was prepared based on the 

settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 9-1-91 which are 

marked as Ex.Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. But, when MW1 
has spoken abrnt the settlements, he deposed that 
settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included in the Madras 
circle since the High Court order is there, but he has not 

produced any document in support of the so called non- 

inclusion except his bald statement. Further, according to 

MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO was prepared on 2-5-92 but 

there is no pleading in the Counter Statement with regard 

to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court has held in 

its order dated 23-7-99 in W.P.No.7872 of 1991, which is 
marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is clear 

that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the temporary 

class IV employees who were paid scale wages as per 

Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt with 

daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 

daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 

as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 

combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 

settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 

class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 

Article 14 of Constitution of India.’ Further, the averment 

of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 

attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 

It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex.MlO comparises 

of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 

While the temporary employees were appointed after due 

process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 

Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 

categories. But, Ex.M3 provides for the same norms to the 

casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 & 16 

of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner contended 

that preparation of Ex. M 10 namely wait list is not 

inconformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 

vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 

no wait list was released / published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 directing 

the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 

candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 

in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under Ex. 
M10 does not carry particulars about the candidates date 

of initial appointment and the number of days put in by 

them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all these 

things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in violation 
of instructions and ceased to have the credibility attached 

to the wait list. Above all. Ex. M 1 was not produced at the 

time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 

1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 

M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 

that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 

appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 

after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
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was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2 (00) of the I.D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201 HD. SINGH Vs. RESERVE 
BANK OF INDIA AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies 
'casuals or temporaries and to continue them as such for 

many years with the object of depriving them of the status 

and privileges of permanent workmen is illegal. "Learned 
representati ve further contended that Ex.M 10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
In the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 
longest service should have priority over those who joined 
the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in 
accordance with the law and the spirit of the settlement, 
but in utter violation and in breach of it. Though 
clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 states that candidates found suitable 
for permanent appointment will be offered appointment 
against existing/future vacancy anywhere in module or 
circle and in case, a candidate fails to accept the offer of 
appointment or posting within the prescribed period, he 
will be deemed to have refused it and the name shall stand 
deleted from the respective panel and he shall have no 
further claim for being considered for permanent 
appointment in the bank. The Respondent/Bank has not 
produced any document to show how he has arrived at the 
seniority and till date, it is a mystery as to who that senior 
was and there is no documentary evidence in support of 
the averment and also for the averment of MW1. Therefore, 
the termination of the Petitioner who was in regular service 
of the Respondent/Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal 
and the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the terms of settlement on absorption of temporary 
employees. Though the Respondent/Bank has produced 
Ex. M6 which alleged to be a copy of minutes of conciliation 
proceedings dated 9-6-75 before Regional Labour 
Commissioner (Central), Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) 
settlement nor 12(3) settlement as claimed by the 
Respondent/Bank which says only with regard to 
modification of Ex, Ml to M4 made in terms of Ex. M6. 
Though the Respondent/Bank produced Ex. M7 and Ml I 
interim orders passed by High Court of Madras in WMP 
No.l 1932/91 in W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased to have any 
relevance when the main writ has been disposed of in the 
year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any bearing in 
the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the Respondent/ 
Management has examined two witnesses, the deposition 
of management witnesses during the cross- examination 
had become apparent that they have no personal knowledge 
about the settlements which are marked as Ex. Ml to M5. 
Above all, though the Respondent/Bank has referred to 
voluntary retirement scheme. In the Respondent/Bank it 
was implemented only in the year 2001 and it constitutes 

post reference period and hence evidence of Respondent/ 
Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s case. The 
Petitioners have completed the service of 240 days and 
more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months as 
enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to t1. benefits 
under the provisions of l.D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I.Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respoqdent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LU 539 WORKMEN OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION Vs. 
MANAGEMENT OF AMERICAN EXPRESS 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING CORPORATION wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that the expression 4actually 

worked under the employer' cannot mean that those days 
only when the workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen 
but must necessarily comprehend all those days during 
which they were in the employment of the employer and 
for which he had been paid wages either under express or 
implied contract of service or by compulsion of statute, 
standing orders etc. It is further, argued that call letters 
produced by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the 
Respondent/Bank has conducted the interview and 
selected the temporary employees who have reported to 
have submitted their application for absorption as per the 
bank’s circular and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. 
In all these cases, the Petitioners were in employment as 
sub staff in early 1980s but were denied further engagement 
on account of settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of 
these Petitioners some of them have completed 240 days 
and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
and they are in age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault 
of theirs, they find themselves stranded in life midstream. 
They have also not gainfully employed. In such 
circumstances, this Tribunal has to pass an award in their 
favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the ID. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bonafide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
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rulings reported in 19971LL1308 K.C.P. 

NG OFFICER AND OTHERS wherein 

has held that "settlements are divided 
s namely (i) those arrived at outside 

oceedings under Section 18(1) of the 

those arrived at in the course of 

ceedings under Section 18(3). A 
irst category has limited application 
irlies to it and settlement of the second 

th a recognised majority union has 

extended application as it will be binding on all workmen 

of the establishment. Even in case of the first category, if 

the settlement was reached with a representative union of 
which the contesting workmen were members and if there 

was nothing unreasonable or unfair in the terms of the 
settlement, it must be binding on the contesting workmen 

also. " He further relied on the. rulings reported in AIR 

2000 SC 469 NATIONAL ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

LTD. Vs. STATE OF RAJ AST IAN AND OTHERS wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that "settlement is arrived at 

by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there 

being good will between them. When there is o dispute 

that the settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has 

been arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 

inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 

industrial dispute which an appropriate Government may 

refer for adjudication after examining the allegations as 
there is an underlying assumption that the settlement 
reached with the help of die conciliation officer must be 

fair and reasonable. ’ Relying on all these decisions, 

learned counsel for the Respondent contended that though 
it is alleged that they are not parties to the settlement, 

since the federation in which the Petitioner is also one 

among them, they have entered into settlement with the 

bank and therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, 

he argued that no union of the bank has questioned the 

settlement and in such circumstances, it cannot be said 

that it is not binding on them and he is estopped from 
disputing the same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 

contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 

workman with wail list Number given for restoring the wait 
list of temporary messengers in the establishment of 

Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified?’ The 

Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 

Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 

contention against the reference made by the Government 

is not valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see 

whether the restoration of wait list can be made as 

contended by the Petitioner and not reinstatement as 
alleged by the Petitioner in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 SECRETARY, 

KOLLAM JILLA HOTE1. AND SI IOP WORKERS UNION 
Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, KOLLAM wherein the 
Kerala High Court has held that "mere wording of reference 
is not decisive in the matter of tenability of a reference. 

Even though the Tribunal cannot go beyond the order of 

reference, ifpoints of difference are discernible from the 
material before it, it has only on duty and that is to decide 

the points on merits and not to find out some technical 

defects in the wording of reference, subjecting the poor 
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workman to hardship involved in moving the machinery 
again. ” It further held that "the Tribunal should look into 

the pleading and find out the exact nature of pleading of 

the Petitioner to find out the exact nature of dispute 

instead of refusing to answer the reference on merits. ” 

Further, he argued that the Tribunal has got oower to go 

into the question whether the Petitioner is to be reinstated 

in service or not for which he relied on the; rulings reported 

in 1998 LAB IC1664 VAN SAG NATHAN ORIENT PAPER 

MILLS Vs. INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL & ORS. wherein the 
Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 

cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties. ’’ 

He also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 

A. SAMBANTUAN Vs. PRESIDING OFFICER, LABOUR 

COURT, MADRAS, wherein it hash eenheld that “it has 

been repeatedly held that the Labour Court should not 

attempt to consider the order under reference in a 
technical manner or a pedantic manner, but should 

consider the order of reference in a fair and reasonable 

manner. ” He also argued that in Express Newspapers 

P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the Supreme Court 
has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction to consider 

all incidental matters also and the order of reference 

should not be construed in the manner which would 

prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court is 

expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 

the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 

though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 

was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court." 

Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 

Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 

mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 

from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 

retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 

Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 

can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 

in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 

the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13.. I find some force in the contention of the 

representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 

Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 

relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 

not? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 

is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 

Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 

contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 

been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 

exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 

should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 

reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 UNION OF INDIA AND 

OTHERS Vs. K.V.VUEESH where in the Supreme Court has 
held that “the only question which falls for determination 
in this appeal is whether a candidate whose name appears 

in the select list on the basis of competitive examination 

acquires a right of appointment in Government sendee in 

an existing or a future vacancy. ” In that case, pruning of 
select list on reduction in number of vacancies was made 

in view of the impending absorption of steam surplus staff 

and a policy decision has been taken to reduce the number 

of vacancies and consequently, a certain number of bottom 
persons were removed from the select list and the remaining 

selectees were given appointments according to their 

comparative merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held 

that “in such circumstances, denial of appointment to the 
persons removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 

discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1997 6 SCC584 SYNDICATE BANK & ORS. Vs SHANKAR 

PAUL AND OTHERS wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “by its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the 

Respondents that the panel was valid for one year only 

and that inclusion of their names in the panel was not to 

confer on them any right to seek permanent appointment 
in the services of the bank Considering the object with 

which the panel was prepared and the fact that it was a 
yearly panel expiring on 6-2-98, we are of the opinion 

that the Respondents did not get any right because of 

inclusion of their names in the said panel for permanent 

absorption in the services of the bank. Whatever 
conditional right they had come to an end with the expiry 

of the panel. The claim of the Respondents as contained 
in the W.P. was thus, misconceived and therefore, the 

learned Single Judge and the Division Bench, when it 
first decided the appeal were right in dismissing the Writ 

Petition and the appeal respectively. ” He further relied on 

the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 SHANKARSAN 

DASH Vs. UNION OF INDIA wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “candidates included in merit list has no 

indefeasible right to appointment even if a vacancy exists ” 

and relying on all these decisions, learned counsel for the 
Respondent contended that since the Petitioner has no 
right to question the wait list and since there is no mala 

fide on the part of the Respondent/Bank in preparing the 

wait list, it cannot be said that preparation of wait list was 

made with mala fide motive. Under such circumstances, 
after the expiry of the date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner 

cannot plead for restoration of the wait list and he cannot 

pray for reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied 

on the rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 STATE OF 
HARYANA AND ORS. Vs. PIARA SINGH AND OTHERS 

wherein the Supreme Court has held that “now coming to 

the direction that all those ad-hoc temporary employees 

who have continued for more than a year should be 

regularised, we find it difficult to sustain it. The direction 
has been given without reference to the existence of a 

vacancy. The direction in effect means that every ad-hoc / 

temporary employee who has been continued for one year 

should be regularised even though (a) no vacancy is 
available for him which means creation of a vacancy; (b) 

he was not sponsored by Employment Exchange nor was 
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he appointed in pursuance of a notification calling for 
applications ‘which means he had entered by a back door 
\c} fie was not eligible and qualified,for the post at the 

inte of his appoint* mu; (d) his record of service since his 

4ppmnimeni is mg satisfactory. These are the additional 
problems indicate*} by its in para 12 which would arise 

from gifting of such blanket orders, bone of the decisions 

relied upon by the High Court justify such wholesale, 

urtcondUitnuil orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an i dhoc employee for one year, it cannot 

be presumed that; here is need for regular post. Such a 

presumptkm may b p justified only when such continuance 

extend? to several ’ears. Further, there can be no rule of 

thumb in such mat ers. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not fa the same as of the other. Just because 

in one. case, a dime firm was given to regularise employees 

who have put in one year‘s service as far as possible and 

subject to julfittinp the qualifications, it cannot he lutiu 
that in each and e* ery case, such a direction must follow 

irrespective of and without taking into aticmtn* the other 

rztevml circummt ces fiiul consider adorn. The relief must 

he moulded in ead case having regard to ail the relevant 
facts and circunu tames of that case. It cannot he a 

mechanical act hut s judicious one. from this, the 

impugned directio* is must be held to be totally untenable 
and unsustainable, Thus, the Supreme Court set aside ih:: 

orders of lower Co irts. He further relied on the decision 

reported in 1997 11 SCC 1 ASHWANI KUMAR AND 

OTHERS Vs. STA' PE OF BIHAR AND OTHERS wherein 

the Fall Bench of Ihe Supreme Court has considered the 

above regularisation of appointment in excess of 
sia&fooed posts. ' So far as the question ofconfirmation 

of them employees whose entry itself was illegal and void 

is concerned, it is U < be noted that question ?>/con firmation 

or mguiarisation <f a a irregularly appointed candidate 

would arise, tf the candidate concerned if appointed in 
an irregular manner or on ad-hoc bash against an 

available vacancy which is already sanctioned. But, if 
the initial entry itself is unauthorised and is not against 
any sanctioned vt cancy, question of regularising the 

incumbent on such a nomexisimg vacancy would never 

survive for consk eration and even if such purported 

regularisation or confirmation is given. It would be an 
exercise in futility. It would amount to decorating a still 
born baby. Undet these circumstances, there was no 

occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 

confirmation. The to called exercise of confirming these 

employees, therefore, remained a nullity. "f Therefore, 
learned counsel fot the Respondent rwtlent&d that these 

temporary emplcyees were appointed only due to 

exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they h ave only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they ire not entitled to claim any absorption 

in the Respondent/ Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 

reported in AIR IS 97 SCC 3657 HIMANSHU KUMAR 

VIDYARTHJ & OI IS Vs. STATE OF BIHAR AND ORS. 
wherein the Supreme Court has held that *'they are 
temporary employees working on daily wages. Under 

these circumstana's, their disengagement from service 

cannot be construed to be a retrenchment under the ID. 
Act. The concept of retrenchment therefore, cannot be 
stretched to such an extent as to cover these employees. 

Since they are only daily wage employees and have no 

right to the posts, their disengagement is not arbitrary. ” 
He further relied on the rulings reported in 1994 3 L1J 

(Supp) 754 wherein the Rajasthan High Court has held that 
‘Under Section 25G ofthe 1. D.Act retrenchment procedure 

following principle of ‘last come - first go ’ is not 

mandatory but only directory, on sufficient grounds 

shown, the employer is permitted to depart from the said * 

principle retrenching seniors and retaining juniors. ” 

Though in this case, the Petitioner has alleged that his 
juniors have been made permanent in banking service, he * 

has not established with any evidence that his juniors were 

made permanent by the Respondent/Bank. Any how, if the 

Petitioner has shown anything, the Respondent/Bank is 

ready to establish the fact before this Tribunal that he has 

worked more days than the Petitioner. In such 
dirarniStanccs, the prayer for reinstatement in the services 

of Respondcnt/Baui: cannot be given to the Petitioner and, 

therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with costs. 

15.1 .earned Senior Advocate further argued that even 

in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 SECRETARY, 

STATE OF KARNATAKA Vs. UMA DEVI, the Supreme 
Court has held that merely because a temporary employee 

or a casual wage worker is continued for a time beyond { 

the term of his appointment, he would not be entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continue nee, if ihe original 
appointment was not made by following a due process of 

selection as envisaged by relevant rules. It is not open to 

■the Court to prevent regular recruitment at the instance 

of temporary employees whose period of employment has 
come to an end or of ad-hoc employees who by the very 

nature of their appointment, do not acquire any right. ” 

Farther, it has also held that “it is not as if, the person 

who accepts an engagement either temporary or casual 
in nature is not aware of his employment. He accepts the 

employment with open eyes. It may be true that he is not in 

a position to bargain not at arms length since he might 

have been searching for some employment so as to eke 
out his livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on 

that ground alone, i - would not be appropriate to jettison 

the constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate 

Illegalities: and to take the view that a person who has 
temporarily or casualty got employed should be directed 

to be continued permanently. By doing so, it will be 
codling another mode of public appointment which is 

permissible. ” Further, the Supreme Court while laying 
down she law, has clearly held that “unless the 

Appointment is in terms of the relevant rules and after a 
proper competition among qualified persons, the same 

ns wifi no* confer any right on the appointee.It has to 
far clarified that merely because a temporary employee or 

a casual wage worker is continued for d time beyond the 
terra of his appointment, he would not be entitled to be 

absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
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on the strength of such continuance, if the original 

appointment was not made by following a due process of 
selection as envisaged by relevant rules. " Further, in CDJ 
2006SC:443 NATIONALFERTTI JZFRS LID. AND OTHERS 

Vs. SOMVIR SINGH, wherein the Supreme Court has held 
that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 

appointment and if appointment is made without following 

the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 

confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation would not arise. ” Further, in CDJ 

2006 SC 395 MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SUJANPUR Vs. 
SURINDER KUMAR, the Supreme Court has held that "it 

is not disputed that the appointment of the Respondent 

was not in sanctioned post. Being a 'State ’ within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution of India, the 
Appellant for the purpose of recruiting its employees was 

bound to follow the recruitment rules. Any recruitment 

made in violation of such rules as also in violation of 
constitutional scheme enshrined under Article 14 and 16 
ofthe Constitution of India would be void in law. ” Further, 

in 2006 2 LLN 89 MADHYA PRADESH STATE AGRO 

INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Vs. S.C. 

PANDEY wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in sennce. ” The Supreme 

Court also held that "the changes brought about by the 

subsequent decisions of this court probably having regard 

to the changes in the policy decisions of the Government 

in the wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 

privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 

settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore. " 

16. Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 

for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 

has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 

appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 

Farther, when they have not been questioned the five 

settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 

entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 

doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 

was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 

such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 

in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 

settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 

such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 

Petitioner. 

17. I find much force in the contention of the learned 

counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 

the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 

to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 

between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 

of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 

the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 

Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 

and they have not alleged that settlement was not a bona 

fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of mala 
fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or other 

inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 

Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 

stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 

Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 

employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 

claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 

Respondent /Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 

contended that in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 

for reinstatement with back wages and these-disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the' Petitioners are entitled 

for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 

temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 

240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 

months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 

case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 

decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 

evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 

alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 

Petitioner. 

PointNo. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 

relief the Petitioner is entitled? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 

Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 

be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 

on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 

Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 

Costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 

corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 

day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined:— 

For the Petitioner WWl Sri P: Ravi 
WW2 Sri V. S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 
MW2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 

daily Thanthi based in Ex. Ml. 
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.erox copy of the administrative 
iiidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
>r implementation of Ex. Ml 

erox copy of the circular of 

espondent/Bank to all Branches 
:garding absorption of daily wagers in 

lessenger vacancies. 

erox copy of the advertisement in The 

indu on daily Wages baked on Ex. W4. 

erox copy of the advertisement in The 

indu extending Period of qualifying 
irvice to daily wagers. 

erox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 

ffice; Chennai, about filling up of 

icancies of messenger posts. 

erox copy of the circular of 

espondent/Bank to all Branches 

garding identification of messenger 

icancies and filling them before 
-3-97. 

erox copy of the instruction in 

Herence book on staff about casuals 

>t to be engaged at office/branches to 
> messengerial work. 

jrox copy of the service certificate 

iued by Overseas Branch. 

26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising selction 
of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

31-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter appointment 
order to Sri G. Pandi. 

Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 

for the month of February 2005 wait list 

No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 

Circular letter about Engaging temporary 

employees from the pannel of wait list. 

09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 
No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 

Respondenl/Bank and All India Staff 

Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 
part time general attendants. 

09-02-92 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

circular about Conversion of part time 

employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 

irox copy of the service certificate 

iued by Orveses Branch. 

irox copy of the service certificate 
iued by Overseas Branch. 

;rox copy of the service certificate 
iued by Sowcarpet Branch. 

:rox copy of the administrative 
idelines in reference book on staff 
itters issued by Respondent/Bank 

>arding appointment of temporary 
tployees. 

rox copy of the Reference Book on 

iff Matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
12-95. 

rox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
nal Office for interview of messenger 
>t—V. Muralikannan 

rox copy of the call letter from 

circular about Appointment of 

temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management:— 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O. P. 

No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

idurai Zonal Office for interview of M9 10-07-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
ssenger post K Subburaj m SLP No 3082/99. 

rox copy of the call letter from Madurai M10 

aal Office for interview of messenger 
1—J. Vclmurugan. 

Mil 
rox copy of the service particulars— 

relmurugan. 

Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 
Module. 

25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 

No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S. O. 2338.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 268/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, which w'as received by the 
Central Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-I2012/453/1998-IR(B-I)] 
AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

K. Jay araman, Presiding Officer 

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE NO. 268/2004 

(Principal Labour Court CGID No. 212/99) 

I In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under 
clause (d) of Sub-section (1) and Sub-section 2(A) of 
Section 10 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), 
betw een the Management of State Bank of India and their 
workmen] ■ 

BETWEEN 

SriB. Gunabalan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General * II Party/Management 
Manager, 
State Bank of India, Z.O. 
Chennai 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner SriV S.Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sundar, Advocates 

AWARD 

The Central Government. Ministry of Labour vide 
Order No. L-l 2012/453/98-IR(B-I) dated 11-3-1999 has 

referred4his dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Qourt, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute onits fileas CGID No. 212/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
.their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitution of this C GIT -cum-Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal 
for adjudkation and this Tribunal has numbered it as 
I. D. No. 268/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman Shri B. 
Gunabalan, wait list No. 426 for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of State 
Bank of India and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified ? If 
so, to what relief the said workman is entitled ?” 

3/The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Staterrfent are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub staff in Class IV cadre 
in Stale Bank of India and he was given appointment 
as messenger after an interview and medical 
examination. He was appointed on temporary basis 
as Kodambakkam branch from 30-8-1982. The 
Petitioner was orally informed that his services were 
no more required. The non-emplqyment of the 
Petitioner and others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by 
State Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 
542/87 which was taken up by the Supreme Court. 
The Respondent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed 
a copy of settlement under Section 18(1) reached 
between management of State Bank of India and All 
India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV 
temporary workmen who were denied employment 
after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement was 
under consideration once again and they classified 

the workmen under three categories namely A, B 
and C. Though the classification was unreasonable, 
the Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the 
Petitioner about the interview to be held through 
advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager ofthe Kodambakkam branch. He was called 
for an interview by a Committee appointed by 
Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they have not 
informed the result of interview and also with regard 
to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked 
as a class IV employee. From 30-8-1982, the Petitioner 
has been working as a temporary messenger and 
some times performing work in other branches also. 
While working on temporary basis in Guindy branch, 
another advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was 
made regarding casual w orkers who were reported 
to be in service during the same period. While the 
Petitioner was working as such, the Manager of the 
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branch info rmed the Petitioner orally on 31 -3-97 that 
his service; are not required any more and he need 
not attend tl e office from 1-4-97. Hence, die Petitioner 
raised a dis >ute with regard to his non-employment. 
Since the c onciliation ended in failure, the matter 
was referr ;d to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
Though re 'erence was sent to this Tribunal, the 
reference fi amed did not satisfy the grievance of the 
Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to 
Govt, to re< onsider the reference and the Petitioner 
requested the Respondent/Bank to continue to 
engage hin l in service as obtained prior to 31-3-97 
and to regu larise him in service in due course. The 
Responden /Bank took up an unreasonable stand 
that the set vice and the number of days worked by 
Petitioner v /ere treated as of no consequence, since 
according to the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 
Petitioner only in temporary services after the 
settlement.' fhe Petitioner was not aware of settlement 
by which his services and number of days worked 
by him afh r interview do not merit consideration. 
The Petitic ner was not a party to the settlement 
mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before the 
conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s 
action in n ot absorbing him in regular service is 
unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 
repugnant lo Section 25G and 25H of the I. D. Act. 
The termii ation of the Petitioner is against the 
provisions rf para 522(4) of Sastiy Award. Even 
though the settlement speaks about three categories 
only a single wait list has been prepared and the 
Responden /Bank has been regularising according 
to their wh ms and fancies. The Respondent/Bank 
has also not observed the instructions regarding 
grant of inc rements, leave, medical benefits etc. to 
the tempore ly workmen which amounts to violation 
of relevant ^revisions of circular. The Respondent/ 
Bank engag ed the Petitioner and extracted the same 
work either by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to wori. under assumed name or by both which 
amounts to i nfair labour practice. The waitlist suffers 
serious inf rmities and it is not based on strict 
seniority ar d without any rationale. Hence, for all 
these reasoi is the Petitioner prays to grant relief of 
regular em iloyment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant b me fits. 

4. As agair st this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement allege! I that reference made by tire Govt for 
adjudication by thi s Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous.service. Hence, the 
question of regula r appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The : ettlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) off D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law. retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the F etitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. T le Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait li ;ted as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 

seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-87, 16-7-88,7-10-88,9-1-91 and 30-7-96. The said 
settlements became- subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I. D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner w as considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 426 in waitlist of 
Zonal Office, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of744 wait listed temporary employees were 
permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is false to 
allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary messenger. 
The Petitioner was engaged only in leave vacancies as and 
when it arose. When the Petitioner having submitted to 
selection process in terms of settlements drawn as per 
retrenchment provisions referred to above, cannot turn 
around and claim appointment. Such of those temporary7 
employees who were appointed were engaged for more 
number of days and hence, they were appointed. Under 
the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B and C. 
Considering their temporary' serv ice and subject to other 
eligibility criteria, under category- (A) the temporary 
employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under category' (B) the temporary' 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category (C) the temporary' employees 
w ho have completed 30 days aggregate temporary' service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per Clause 7. 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended upto 31-3-97 for filling up vacancies which were 
to arise upto 31-12-94, The Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent had 
implemented the voluntary' retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements out of744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary’ 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
wait listed at 426, he was not appointed. The said settlements 
were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped 
from questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and 
his claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the said settlements 
w ere not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 
of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 
country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 
(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 
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no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 
say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 
before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 
say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 
permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
31-12-94 were filled up against the waited list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of daily 
wages was not finalized and hence not published and there 
is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 
employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 
no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 
reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner lias fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

6. A^;ain, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the High 
Court in W. P. No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner questioned 
the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. Itis false to allege 
that the settlements are contrary to the rights of the 
Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
considerati on are:— 

(i) "Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 426 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary' messengers in the Respondent/Bank 

and consequential appointment thereupon as 
temporary messenger is justified ?” 

(ii) ‘To what relief the Petitioner is entitled T 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supieme Criurt to 
protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while ffiematierwas sending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly entered 
into a settlement on the issue of absorption of temporary 
employees and filed it before the Supreme Court at the time 
of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This settlement has 
become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank and has been 
marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case and the 
Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this settlement 
as it is not binding on them on the ground that they have 
been interviewed and selected in the permanent vacancy 
and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or notice 
denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 31-3-1997 
and therefore, they have raised the dispute in the year 1997 
before the labour authorities and they questioned the 
retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they further prayed 
for reinstatement with back wages and other attendant 
benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under Section 
18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 
Respondent/Management. They further contended that 
though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 
has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 
period of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 
service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 
instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and .enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
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the Petitione r has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201 H. D. Singh Vs. Reserve 
Bank of India and Others wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that "to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ casuals or 
temporaries and to continue them as such for many years 
with the object of depriving them of the status and 
privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex. M10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 
longest service should have priority over those who joined 
the serv ice later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 
law Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in breach of it. Though Clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 
states that candidates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 
future v acancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 
candidate fails to accept die offer of appointment or posting 
w ithin the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 
being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 
The Respondent/Bank has not produced any' document to 
show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is 
a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 
for the averment of MW 1. Therefore, die termination of the 
Petitioner w ho was in regular sendee of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arbitrary; mala fide and illegal and die Respondent/ 
Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copv of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 
onlv with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and M11 interim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 and W. P. No. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevance when die main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1*^9 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, die 
deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about die setdements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 
Respondent/Bank it was unplemented only in die year 2001 
and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner's 
case. The Petitioners have completed die service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act therefore, dieir retrenchment from service is 

illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entided to the benefits 
under the provisions of I. D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I. Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
w hich the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 Workmen of American Express International 
Banking Corporation Vs. Management of American Express 
International Banking Corporation wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that "die expression ‘actually worked under 
the employer’ cannot mean that those days only w hen the 
workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen but must 
necessarily comprehend all those days during which they 
were in the employment of die employer and for which he 
liad been paid wages either under express or implied 
contract of service or by compulsion of statute, standing 
orders etc.”. It is further argued that call letters produced 
by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the Respondent/ 
Bank has conducted the interview and selected the 
temporary employees who have reported to have submitted 
their application for absorption as per the bank’s circular 
and dierefore, dieir retrenchment is illegal. In all tiiese cases, 
the Petitioners were in employment as sub-staff in early 
1980s but were denied further engagement on account of 
setdements/lapsing of wait lists and out of these Petitioners 
some of them have coriipleted 240 days and more in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and they are in 
age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they 
find themselves stranded in life midstream. They have also 
not gainfully employed. In such circumstances, this 
Tribunal has to pass an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned Senior Counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in viewr 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous sendee Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement wras not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Sections 18(1)’ and 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law' and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
tiie material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
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were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said j*ettlements were not questioned by 
any anion and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, hs relied on 
the rulings reported in 19911LLJ 323 Associated Glass 
Industries Lid. Vs. Industrial Tribunal A.P; and Others 
wherein under Section 12(3) the union entered into a 
settlement with the management settling the claim of 11 
workmen and the workmen resigned from the job and 
received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised a plea 
before the Tribunal that they did not resign voluntarily. 
But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held that “in the 
absence of plea ilsai the settlement reached in the course 
of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, misrepresentation or 
coercion, the settlement is binding on the workmen ” 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997IILU 1 189 Ashok and Others Vs 
Maharashtra State Transport Corporation and Others 
wherein the Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has 
held that “therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of 
the conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 
union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 
even those who belong to the minority union which had 
objected to the same. To that extent, it departs from the 
ordinary law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 
the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 
assistance of the conciliation officer and to discourage an 
individual employee or a minority union from scuttlingthe 
settlement/’ It further held that “there may be exceptional 
eases, where there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud 
or even corruption or other inducements. But, in the 
obsence of such allegations, a settlement in the course of 
collective bargaining is entitled to due weight and 
consideration” Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
relied on the rulings reported in 19971 LU 308 K.C.P. Ltd. 
Vs. Presiding Officer and Olliers wherein the Supreme Court 
lias held that “settlements are divided into two categories 
namely (i) those arrived at outside the conciliation 
proceedings under Section 18(1) of the I D. Act and 
(ii) those arrived at in the course of conciliation proceedings 
under Section 18(3). A settlement of the first category has 
limited application and binds merely parties to it and 
settlement of the second category made with a recognised 
majority union has extended application as it will be binding 
on all workmen of the establishment. Even in case of the 
first category, if the settlement was reached with a 
representative union of which the contesting workmen were 
members and if there was nothing unreasonable or unfair 
in the terms of the settlement, ft must bo binding on the 
contesting workmen also.” He further relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 National Engineering 
Industries Ltd. Vs. State of Rajasthan and Others wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at 
by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
goodwill between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation oi 

concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified V The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondenl/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner’s 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether the 
restoration of wait list can be made as contended by the 
Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the Petitioner 
in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it 
is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 Secretary, Kollam Jilla 
Hotel and Shop Workers Union Vs. Industrial Tribunal, 
Kollam wherein the Kerala High Court has held that “mere 
wording of reference is not decisive in the matter of 
tenability of a reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot 
go beyond the order of reference, if points of difference are 
discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 
and that is to deride the points on merits and not to find 
out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 
subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 
moving the machinery again.” It further held that “the 
Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 
exact nature of pleading of the Petitionfer to find out the 
exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to answer the 
reference on merits/’ Further, he argued that the Tribunal 
has got power to go into the question whether the Petitioner 
is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 Van Sagnathan 
Orient Paper Mills Vs. Industrial Tribunal & Grs. wherein 
the Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that ii cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 
A, Sambanthan Vs. Presiding Officer, Labour Court, Madras, 
wherein it has been held that “it has been repeatedly held 
that the Labour Court should not attempt to consider the 
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order under reference in a technical manner or a pedantic 
manner, but should consider the order of reference in a fair 
and reasonable manner.” He also argued that in Express 
Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the 
Supreme Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction 
to consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construe^ in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 
the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it frame: d to the high expectation of the Labour Court” 
Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal ca n look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in sen ice as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond' 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not ? But. I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank. I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wail list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in sendee and’he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 Union of India and Others Vs. 
K. V. Vijeesh wherein the Supreme Court has held that “the 
only question which falls for determination in this appeal 
is whether a candidate whose name appears in the select 
list on file basis of competitive examination acquires a right 
of appointment in Govt, sendee in an existing or a future 
vacancy". In that case, pruning of select list on reduction 
in number of vacancies was made in view of the impending 
absorption of steam surplus staff and a policy decision 
lias been taken to reduce the number of vacancies and 
consequently, a certain number of bottom persons were 
removed from the select list and the remaining selectees 
were given appointments according to their comparative 
merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held that “in such 
circumstances, denial of appointment to the persons 
removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
di scriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1997 6 SCC 584 Syndicate Bank& Ors. Vs. Shankar Paul 
and Others wherein the Supreme Court has held that “by 
its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the Respondents 
that the panel was valid for one year only and that inclusion 
of thei r names in the panel was not to confer on them any 

right to seek permanent appointment in the services of the 
bank. Considering the object with which the panel was 
prepared and the fact that it was a yearly panel expiring on 
6-2-98, we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not 
get any right because of inclusion of their names in the 
said panel for permanent absorption in the services of the 
bank. Whatever conditional right they had come to an end 
with the expiry of the panel The claim of the Respondents 
as contained in the W.P. was thus misconceived and 
therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division Bench, 
when it first decided the appeal were right in dismissing 
the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively.” He further 
relied on the rulings reported in 1991 3 SCC 47 Shankarsan 
Dash Vs. Union of India wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “candidates included in merit list has no 
indefeasible right to appointment even if a vacancy exists” 
and relying on all these decisions, learned counsel for the 
Respondent contended that since the Petitioner has no 
right to question the wait list and since there is no mala fide 
on the part of the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait 
list, it cannot be said that preparation of wait list was made 
with mala fide motive. Under such circumstances, after the 
expiry of the date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot 
plead for restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 State of Haryana and 
Ors Vs. Piara Singh and Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that 'now coming to the direction that all those 
ad hoc temporary employees who have continued for more 
than a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to 
sustain it. The direction has been given without reference 
to the existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means 
that every ad hoc/temporary employee who has been 
continued for one year should be regularised even though 
(a) no vacancy is available for him which means creation of 
a vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
notification calling for applications which means he had 
entered by a bade door; (c) he was not eligible and qualified 
for the post at the time of his appointment; (d) his record of 
service since his appointment is not satisfactory. These 
are the additional problems indicated by us in para 12 which 
would arise from giving of such blanket orders. None of 
the decisions relied upon by the High Court justify such 
wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an ad hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 
who have put in one year’s service as far as possible and 
subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
irrespective of an without taking into account the other 
relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 
be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
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unsustainable”. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the 
orders of lower < Courts. He further relied on the decision 
reported in 1997 H SCC1 Ashwani Kumar and Others Vs. 
State of Bihar ai id Others wherein the foil Bench of the 
Supreme Court 1 as considered the above regulansation of 
appointment in i :xcess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the 
question of conf rmation of these employees whose entry 
itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted 
that question o * confirmation or regularisation of an 
irregularly appoi ited candidate would arise, if the candidate 
concerned is aj pointed in an irregular manner or on 
ad hoc basis agai nst an available vacancy which is already 
sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is unauthorised 
and is not agai: ist any sanctioned vacancy, question of 
regularising the ncumbent on such a non-existing vacancy 
would never su vive for consideration and even if such 
purported reguk risation or confirmation is given, it would 
be an exercise ir futility. It would amount to decorating a 
still bom baby. 1 Jnder these circumstances, there was no 
occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 
confirmation T te so called exercise of confirming these 
employees, there ore, remained a nullity. ” Therefore, learned 
counsel for tie Respondent contended that these 
temporary em >loyees were appointed only due to 
exigencies andt icy have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and the y have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, tl ey are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Responde nt/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 Himanshu Kumar Vidyarthi 
& Ors. Vs. Stati s of Bihar and Ore. wherein the Supreme 
Court has held tl at “they are temporary employees working 
on daily wage s. Under these circumstances, their 
disengagement from service cannot be construed to be a 
retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The concept of 
retrenchment tl Lerefore, cannot be stretched to such an 
extent as to cover these employees. Since they are only 
daily wage emp oyees and have no right to the posts, their 
disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on the 
rulings reporte< in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 
the l.D. Act retr snehment procedure following principle of 
'last come—fin t go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
on sufficient gr< unds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart from thi: said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining junior 5.” Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that bin juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors vere made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Anyhow, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Ba ik is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 
In such circunu tances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 
services of Re ipondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and t lerefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 
costs. 

15. Leaned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent d vision reported in2006 4 SCC 1 Secretary, 
State of Kamat ika Vs. Uma Devi, the Supreme Court has 
held that "mere y because a temporary employee or a casual 
wage worker is xmtinued for a time beyond the term of his 

appointment, he would not be entitled to be absorbed in 
regular service or made permanent merely on the strength 
of such continuance, if the original appointment was not 
made by following a due process of selection as envisaged 
by relevant rules. It is not open to the Court to prevent 
regular recruitment at the instance of temporary employees 
whose period of employment has come to an end or of 
ad hoc employees who by the very nature of their 
appointment, do not acquire any right.” Further, it has also 
held that “it is not as if, the person who accepts an 
engagement either temporary or casual in nature is not 
aware of his employment. He accepts the employment with 
open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain—not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.it has to be clarified that merely because 
a temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 National Fertilizers Ltd. and 
Others Vs. Somvir Singh, wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 
confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 Municipal Council, Sujanpur Vs. Surinder Kumar, 
the Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 
appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned post 
Being a ‘State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of the 
Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 
recruiting its employees w as bound to follow the recruitment 
rules. Any recruitment made in violation of such rules as 
also in violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under 
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be 
void in law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 Madhya Pradesh 
State Agro Industries Development Corporation Vs. S.C. 
Pandey wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this Court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 
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16. Relying on all these decision, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of bis service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation ofwaitlist or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17. I find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and alk> settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a 
bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of 
mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, 1 find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bankas 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

PointNo.2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled ? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, 1 find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P.A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 
daythe 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

Forthe Petitioner : WW1 Sri B. Gunabalan 

WW2SriV S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent : MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri C. Ramalingam 

Documents Marked: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex Ml. 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

W5 2008-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of messengers posts. 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding identification of messenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97. 

W8 m Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 
do messengerial work. 

W9 2002-85 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Kodambakkam Branch. 
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Ex. No. Date Description 

W10 234)5-95 Xerox copy of the service certificate 

issued by Saidapet branch. 

Wll 27-01-97 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Saidapet branch. 

WI2 06-02-97 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Park Town branch. 

WI3 Nil Xerox copy of the Administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 

matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding appointment of temporary 

employees. 

W14 Nil Xerox copy of the Reference book on 
Staff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
31-12-95. 

VV15 06-03-97 Xerox copy of tire call letter from Madurai 
?.onal office for interview of messenger 
x>st—V. Muralikannan 

W16 ()64 ).3-9 7 Xerox copy of the call letter from M adurai 
^onal office for interview of messenger 
x>sl—K. Subburaj. 

\V 17 06-0.3-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 

'onal office for interview of messenger 

Dost—J. Velmurugan. 

W18 17-0.3-97 Xerox copy of the sen ice particulars— 

I. Velmurugan. 

W19 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the lcitcr advising 
se lection of part time Mcnia 1— G. Pandi. 

W2() .31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appoi n Imcn t orde r I o 
Sri G. Pandi. 

W21 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of lhe pay slip of T Sckar 
"or the month of February' 2005 wait list 
No. 3 95 of Madurai Circle. 

W22 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about engaging temporary 
employees from the panel o f wait list. 

W23 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office Circular 
No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W24 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

W25 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
rlespondent/Bank and All India State 
3ank of India Staff Federation for 
mplementation of norms—creation of 
Dart time general attendants. 

W26 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
rircular about conversion of pari time 
employees and redesignate them as 

general attendants. 

VV27 .31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
rircular about appointment of temporary 
employees in subordinate cadre 

For the Respondent/Management: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

MI 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy oft he minutes of conciliation 

proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91.' 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copv of the order in O P. 
No 2787/97 of High Court of Onssa, 

M9 10-07-99 Xerox copv of the order of Supreme Court . 
in SLPNo" 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copv of the order passed in 
CMP No. 16289 & 16290/99 in W.A. 

No. 1893/99. 

26 7JVTT1 2007 

cRT. 311. 2339.— 1947 (1947 

^ii4) m\ !7feamp 

fen % wfe % U dt at*)' afc feF % fet, 

A' ffes feirffe a fefe feMfe 
<sn'mw\, fer? % w (fer fen 283/2004) m wftra 

oft TTrinR 26-7-2007 P4TI 

[73. 2012/678/1998-feofefel)] 

New Delhi, llic 26th July. 2007 

S.O. 2339.—[n pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act 1947 (14 of 1947). the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 283/ 
2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court. Chennai as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of State Bank 
of India and their workmen, which was received by the 
Central Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/678/1998-IR (B-l)] 
AJAY KUMAR. Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January'. 2007 

PRESENT 

K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 
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INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE NO. 283/2004 

(Principal Labour Court CGID No. 307/99) 

[In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under 
clause (d) of sub-section (1) and sub-section 2(A) of 
Section 10 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), 
between the Management of State Bank of India and their 
workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri M. Devan : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General : II Party/Management 
Manager, 
State Bank of India, 
Zonal Office, 
Chermai 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V S. Ekambaiam, 
Authorised Representative 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sundar, Advocates 

AWARD 

The Central Government, Ministry of Labour vide 
Order No. L-12012/678/98-IR(B-I) dated 3-5-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No. 307/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
.After the constitution ofthis CGIT-cum-Labouir Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal 
for adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 
I D. No. 283/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows:— 

"Whether the demand of the workman Shrii M. Devan, 
wait list No. 618 for restoring the wait list of temporary 
messengers in the establishment of State Bank of 
India and consequential appointment thereupon as 
temporary messenger is justified ? If so, to what relief 
the said workman is entitled V 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre 
in State Bank of India and he was given appointment 
as messenger after an interview and medical 
examination. He was appointed on temp orary basis 
at Walajapet branch from 9-9-1980. The Petitioner 
was orally informed that his services were no more 
required. The non-employment of the Petitioner and 
others became subject matter before Supreme Court 
in the form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank 
Employees' Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The 
Respondent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a 

copy of settlement under Section 18(1) reached 
between management of State Bank of India and All 
India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV 
temporary workmen who were denied employment 
after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement was 
under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B 
and C. Though the classification was unreasonable, 
the Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the 
Petitioner about the interview to be held through 
advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of that branch. He was called for an interview 
by a Committee appointed by Respondent/Bank in 
this regard. But, the} have not informed the result of 
interview and also with, regard to appointment But, 
the Petitioner was informed orally to join at the branch 
where he initially worked as a class IV employee. 
From 9-9-1980, the Petitioner has been working as a 
temporary messenger and sometimes performing 
work in other branches also. While working on 
temporary basis in Ranipet branch, another 
advertisement by the Respondent/Bank was made 
regarding casual workers who were reported to be in 
service during the same period. While the Petitioner 
was working as such, the Manager of the branch 
informed the Petitioner orally on 31-3-97 that his 
services are not required any more and he need not 
attend the office from 1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner 
raised a dispute with regard to his non-employment. 
Since the conciliation ended in failure, the matter 
was referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, the 
reference framed did not satisfy the grievance of the 
Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to 
Govt, to reconsider the reference and the Petitioner 
requested the Respondent/Bank to continue to 
engage him in service as obtained prior to 31-3-97 
and to regularise him in service in due course. The 
Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable stand 
that the service and the number of days worked by 
Petitioner were treated as of no consequence, since 
according to the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 
Petitioner only in temporary services after the 
settlement. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement 
by which his services and number of days worked 
by him after interview do not merit consideration. 
The Petitioner was not a party to the settlement 
mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before the 
conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent's 
action in not absorbing him in regular service is 
unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 
repugnant to Section 25G and 25H of the 1. D. Act. 
The termination of the Petitioner is against the 
provisions of para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 
though the settlement speaks about three categories 
only a single wait list has been prepared and the 
Respondent/Bank has been regularising according 
to their whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank 
has also not observed the instructions regarding 
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grant o' increments, leave, medical benefits etc. to 
the tem x>rary workmen which amounts to violation 
of reley ant provisions of circular. The Respondent/ 
Bank et igaged the Petitioner and extracted the same 
work ei ther by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to vork under assumed name or by both which 
amount $ to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers 
serious infirmities and it is not based on strict 
seniority and without any rationale. Hence, for all 
these r< asons the Petitioner prays to grant relief of 
regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefits. 

4. As i gainst this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement al eged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication 1 y this T ribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner wis not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of re gular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I. D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law. retrench nent and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of he Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior moth e. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not bt absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Du; to the business exigency, the Respondent/' 
Bank engagei the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing fnm the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees w ao are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their ci se was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-87, 16 7-88, 7-10-88, 9-1-91 and 30-7-96. The said 
settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings; ind minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I. D. Act. 1 a terms thereof the Petitioner was considered 
for permanen t appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner wa s wait listed as candidate No. 648 in wait list 
of Zonal Offr :e, Chennai. So far 357 wait listed temporary 
candidates, c ut of 744 wait listed temporary employees 
were permar ently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is 
false to alleg; that the Petitioner worked as a temporary 
messenger, '"he Petitioner was engaged only in leave 
vacancies as; nd when it arose. When the Petitioner having 
submitted to selection process in terms of settlements 
drawn as per retrenchment provisions referred to above, 
cannot turn around and claim appointment. Such of those 
temporary employees who were appointed were engaged 
for more number of days and hence, they w ere appointed. 
Under the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B 
and C. Considering their temporary service and subjeetto 
other eligibil ty criteria, under category (A) the temporary' 
employees who were engaged for <240 days were to be 
considered and under category (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary' se rvice in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category (C) the temporary7 employees 
w ho have completed 30 days aggregate temporary sendee 

in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary sendee in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months w'ere to be considered. As per Clause 7, 
the length of temporary sendee w as to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that w ait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date w as 
extended upto 31-3-97 for filling up vacancies w hich w ere 
to arise upto 31-12-94. The Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent had 
implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem w'as due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary7 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements out of 744 wait listed candidates, 357 temporary 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
w ait listed at 648, he w as not appointed. The said settlements 
w ere bona fide yvhich were the only w orkable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped 
from questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and 
his claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the said settlements 
yvere not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 
of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 
country7. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 
(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 
no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 
say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 
before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 
say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 
permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
31-12-94 were filled up against the waited list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list draw n for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of daily 
yvages was not finalized and hence not published and there 
is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary7 
employees. After the expiry7 of wait list, the Petitioner has 
no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 
reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner lias fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the serv ices 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
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deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen with ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 

rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the High 
Court in W. P No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner questioned 
the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is false to allege 
that the settlements are contrary to the rights of the 
Petitioner. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 

be passed in his favour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 

consideration are:— 

(i) "Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 

List No. 618 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers in the Respondent/Bank 
and consequential appointment thereupon as 

temporary messenger is justified ?” 

(ii) “To what relief the Petitioner is entitled V 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 

contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
bv Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis. After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners m the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court to 
protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 

concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly entered 
into a settlement on the issue of absorption of temporary 
employees and filed it before the Supreme .Court at the time 

of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This settlement s 
become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank and has been 
marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner m this case and the 

Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this settleme 
as it is not binding on them on the ground that they have 
been interviewed and selected in the permanent vacancy 
and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or notice 

denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 31-3-1997 
and therefore, they hav e raised the dispute m t he year1 
before the labour authorities and they questioned the 
retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they further prayed 

for reinstatement with back wages and other attendant 

benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bankunder the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 

further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any case, 
the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under Section 
18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation and the 
Respondent/Management. They further contended that 

though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the Petitioner 
has not worked for more than 240 days in a continuous 
penod of 12 calendar months and was not in continuous 

service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of strict 
instructions and circular s/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 

at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I.D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that me 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Sections 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 

the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB and IC 2248 
Central Bank oflndia Vs. S, Satyam and Others the Supreme 
Court has held that Chapter V-A of the 1. D. Act providing 
for retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 
workmen to whom Section 25F applies but for all cases of 
retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 
cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 
workmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 
Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right 
for appointment is untenable. It is further contended that 
on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex. W2, W3 and W8 as well 
as Ex M8 which constitute/relate to the circular 
instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from tune to 
time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex. Ml and the 
averments of MW1 andMW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross examination will clearly show how the bank has 
givena raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning Unking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ‘A, B and C\ but this categorization of 
‘A, B and C’is quite opposed to the doctrine of lastcome- 

first go’ or ‘first come-last go' and therefore, the 
categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1(a) of Ex. M 
provides an opportunity to persons who were engaged on 
casualbasis and allowed to woik in leave/casual vacancies 
of messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of t e 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
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ropy of which i? marked as Ex. W8. Further t he appointment 
of daily wage t asis for regular messengenal jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibi :cd as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
KMch cirasmsta nces, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible cate gooes is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were eng iged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service, 3 'hose casuals were given mote beneficial 
treatment sk Th< matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and j lelection. But, temporary employees have 
not been iuferc ted about this amendment which includes 
casuals aflectin g their interest and chance Further as per 
instructions m) ix, W 2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But fits Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
preparol only o re wait list for each module as per Ex. M10 
in this case1-. Th we candidates under Ex. Ml 0 were found 
suitable for appt ini merit as messengers and sweepers. Even 
MW 1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex. Ml0 was 
prepared , but it i s mentioned in Ex. MHO that it was prepared 
based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 77-10-8$ and 
9-1-94 which an marked as Ex. Ml M3 and M4 respectively. 
But, when MV* 1 has spoken about die seataoents, he 
deposed that se tkmeitt timed 27 *10-88 w>i* not included 
in the Madras ri rde siuce the High Court order h there but 
he lias not pro* luced any document in support oJ the so 
called non-incl isiort except his bald statement Further, 
according to M iVl wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared 
on 2-5-92 but th jre is no pleading in the Counter Statement 
with regard to tl is wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court 
has held in its or ier dated 23-7-99 in W. P. No. 7872 of 1991, 
which is markec as an exhibit, in which it is stated that it is 
dear that the ! 987 settlement was concerned with the 
te mporary class IV employees who were paid scale wages 
as per Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt 
with, daily wage m Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis In such circumstances, 
os rightly come ided the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their a ction undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India/ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wiigg e out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combining equals with 
unequals. It is ft rther contended on behalf of die Petitioner 
that as per deposition of MW! wait fist under Ex. M!0 
comprises of both messengenal and non-messengerial 
candidates. Whi e the temporary employees were appointed 
after due proces> of selection and were paid wages on the 
basis of industry w:se settlement, it is net so m the case of 
casuals. There! ore, both belongs to two different and 
distinct categoric s. But, Ex. M3 provides far the same norms 
to the casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the 
matter of absorj tion. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 
14 and 16 of Cor stitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner 
contended that \ reparation of Ex. M10 namely wait list is 
not inconformitt with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 

instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released/published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 and W. P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 
Ex. M10 does not carry' particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority'. From all these 
things, i t is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in violation 
of instructions and ceased to have the credibility' attached 
to the wait list. Above all. Ex. Ml was not produced at the 
time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
199.7-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only’ during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list Ex. 
M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
Petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device io take them out of the principal 
clause 2(oo) of the I. D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
ruhngs reported in 1985 4 SCC 201H. D. Singh Vs. Reserve 
Bank of India and Others wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “to employ workmen as badlies’ casuals or 
temporaries and to continue them as such for many years 
with the object of depriving them of the status and 
privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex. M10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority7 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 
longest service should have priority7 over those who joined 
Che service later and therefore,, the wait listunder Ex. M10 
which has been drawn up is contrary' to law and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respcmdent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violationand in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 
states that candidates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 
future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 
candidate fails lo accept the offer of appointment or posting 
within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective panel mid he shall have no further claim for 
bring considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 
The Respondent/Bank has not produced any7 document to 
show7 liow he was arrived a! the seniority and till date, it is 
a mystery7 as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 
for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 
Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arbitrary7, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
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Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent/Bank lias produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 
only with regard to modifications of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and M11 interim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 1193 2/9 hand W. P. No. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevance when the main writ hais been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management has examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. M1 to M5. Above all. though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 
Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 
and it constitutes post reference period and hence evidence 
ofRespondent/Bank lias no application to the Petitioner’s 
case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act. therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore; they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of 1. D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I. Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and f>aid holidays as days on 
wilich the Petitioners hav e actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 Workmen of American Express International 
Banking Corporation Vs. Management of American Express 
International Banking Corporation wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that "the expression 'actually worked under 
the employer' cannot mean that those day:; only when the 
workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen but must 
necessarily comprehend all those days during w hich they 
were in the employment of the employer and for which he 
had been paid wages either under express or implied 
contract of sendee or by compulsion of statute, standing 
orders etc It is further argued that call letters produced 
by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the Respondent/ 
Bank has conducted the interview- and selected the 
temporary employees who have reported to have submitted 
their application for absorption as per the bank’s circular 
and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, 
the Petitioners were in employment as sub-staff in early 
198t)s but were denied further engagement on account of 
settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of these Petitioners 
some of them have completed 240 days and more in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and they are in 
age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they 
find themselves stranded in life midstream. They have also 

not gainfully employed. In such circumstances, this 
Tribunal has to pass an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned Senior Counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Sections 18(1) and 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
we re bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1991 I LLJ 323 Associated Glass 
Industries Ltd. Vs. Industrial Tribunal A.P. and Others 
wherein under Section 12(3) the union entered into a 
settlement with the management settling the claim of 11 
workmen and the workmen resigned from the job and 
received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised a plea 
before the Tribunal that they did not resign voluntarily. 
But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held that "in the 
absence of plea that the settlement reached in the course 
of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, misrepresentation or 
coercion, the settlement is binding on the workmen.” 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
mlings reported in 1997II LLJ 1189 Ashok and Others Vs. 
Maharashtra State Transport Corporation and Others 
w herein the Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has 
held that "therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of 
the conciliation proceedings w ith a recognised majority 
union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 
even those who belong to the minority union which had 
objected to the same. To that extent, it departs from the 
ordinary' law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 
the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 
assistance of the conciliation officer and to discourage an 
individual employee or a minority union from scuttling the 
settlement.” It further held that ‘ there may be exceptional 
cases, w here there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud 
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or even corruption or other inducements. But, in the 
absence of such alleg ations, a settlement in the course of 
collective bargaining is entitled to due weight and 
Consideration.” Learn id counsel for the Respondent, further 
relied on the rulings r iportedin 19971LLJ 308 K.C.P. Ltd. 
Vs. Presiding Officer; nd Others wherein the Supreme Court 
Has held that “settler tents are divided into two categories 
namely (i) those arrived at outside the conciliation 
proceedings under section 18(1) of the LD. Act and 
(ii) thosearrived at in he course of Conciliation proceedings 
under Section 18(3). \ settlement of the first category has 
limited application md binds merely parties to it and 
settlement of the sect md category made with a recognised 
majority union has ex ended application as it will be binding 
on all workmen of tl e establishment. Even in case of the 
first category, if tie settlement was reached with a 
representative union < if which the contesting workmen were 
members and if then was nothing unreasonable or unfair 
in the terms of the s ;ttlement, it must be binding on the 
contesting workmen ilso.” He further relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 2(00 SC 469 National Engineering 
Industries Ltd. Vs. S ate of Rajasthan and Others wherein 
the Supreme Court 1 as held that “settlement is arrived at 
b\ the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
goodwill between th 2m. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bo ta fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on acco unt of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of fa:ts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute wf ich an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after ex amining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumpt on that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable ” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which i he Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is bindir g on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them ard he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that thou ffi the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait ist No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Rcspondenl/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified ,y The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in sen ice with full 1 >ack wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner's 
contention against I he reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in thi s case, the Court has to see whether the 
restoration of wait list can be made as contended by the 
Petitioner and not re instatement as alleged by the Petitioner 
in the Claim Statement. 

12. But. as aj ;ainst this on behalf of the Petitioner it 
is contended that m :re wording of reference is not decisive 

in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 Secretary; Kollam Jilla 
Hotel and Shop Workers Union Vs. Industrial Tribunal 
Kollam wherein the Kerala High Court has held that ‘mere 
wording of reference is not decisive in the matter of 
tenability of a reference. Even though the T ribunal cannot 
go beyond the order of reference, if points of difference are 
discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 
and that is to decide the points on merits and not to find 
out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 
subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 
moving the machinery again ” It further held that “the 
Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 
exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to find out the 
exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to answer the 
reference on merits.” Further, he argued that the Tribunal 
has got power to go into the question w hether the Petitioner 
is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 Van Sagnathan 
Onent Paper Mills Vs. Industnal Tribunal & Ors. wherein 
the Madhya Pradesh High Court lias held that "the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB 1C 1507 
A. Sambanthan Vs. Presiding Officer. Labour Court Madras, 
wherein it has been held that “it has been repeatedly held 
that the Labour Court should not attempt to consider the 
order under reference in a technical manner or a pedantic 
manner, but should consider the order of reference in a fair 
and reasonable manner.” He also argued that in Express 
Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the 
Supreme Court has held that ‘the Tribunal has jurisdiction 
to consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 
the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 
Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not. 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in service as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent tliat it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore. I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not ? But. I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank. 1 find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 
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14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 Union of India and Others Vs. 
K. V. Vijeesh wherein the Supreme Court has held that “the 
only question which falls for determination in this appeal 
is whether a candidate whose name appears in the select 
list on the basis of competitive examination acquires a right 
of appointment in Govt, service in an existing or a fixture 
v acancy. In that case, pruning of select list on reduction in 
number of vacancies was made in view of the impending 
absorption of steam surplus staff and a policy decision 
has been taken to reduce the number of vacancies and 
consequently, a certain number of bottom persons were 
removed from the select list and the remaining selectees 
were given appointments according to their comparative 
merits. In which, the Supreme Court ha s held that “in such 
circumstances, denial of appointment to the persons 
removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory." He further relied on the rulings reported in 
1997 6 SCC 584 Syndicate Bank & Ors. Vs. Shankar Paul 
and Others wherein the Supreme Court has held that “by 
its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the Respondents 
that the panel was valid for one year only and that inclusion 
of their names in the panel was not to confer on them any 
right to seek permanent appointment in the services of the 
bank. Considering the object with which the panel was 
prepared and the feet that it was a yearly panel expiring on 
6-2-98. we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not 
get any right because of inclusion of their names in the 
said panel for permanent absorption in the services of the 
ba nk. Whatever conditional right they had come to an end 
with the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents 
as contained in the W.P. was thus misconceived and 
therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division Bench, 
when it first decided the appeal were right in dismissing 
the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively.” He further 
relied on the rulings reported in 19913 SCC 47 Shankarsan 
Dash Vs. Union of India wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that ‘candidates included in merit list has no 
i ndefeasible right to appointment even if a vacancy exists” 
and relying on all these decisions, learned counsel for the 
Respondent contended that since the Petitioner has no 
right to question the wait list and since there is no mala fide 
on the part of the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait 
list, it cannot be said that preparation of wait list was made 
with mala fide motive. Under such circumstances, after the 
expiry of the date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot 
plead for restoration of the wait listandi he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 State of Haryana and 
Ors. Vs. Piara Singh and Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that "now coming to the direction that all those 
ad hoc temporary employees who have continued for more 
than a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to 
sustain it. The direction has been given without reference 
to the existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means 
that every' ad hoc/temporary employee who has been 
continued for one year should be regularised even though 

(a) no vacancy is available for him which means creation of 
a vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
notification calling for applications which means he had 
entered by a back door, (c) he was not eligible and qualified 
for the post at the time of his appointment; (d) his record of 
service since his appointment is not satisfactory’ These 
are the additional problems indicated by' us inpara 12 which 
would arise from giving of such blanket orders. None of 
the decisions relied upon by the High Court justify such 
wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an ad hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 
who have put in one year's service as far as possible and 
subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
irrespective of an without taking into account the other 
relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 
be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the orders 
of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision reported 
in 1997II SCC 1 Ashwani Kumar and Others Vs. State of 
Bihar and Others wherein the full Bench of the Supreme 
Court has considered the above regularisation of 
appointment in excess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the 
question of confirmation of these employees whose entry 
itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted 
that question of confirmation or regularisation of an 
irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the candidate 
concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or on 
ad hoc basis against an available vacancy which is already 
sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is unauthorised 
and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, question of 
regularising the incumbent on such a non-existing vacancy 
would never survive for consideration and even if such 
purported regularisation or confirmation is given, it would 
be an exercise in futility. It would amount to decorating a 
still born baby. Under these circumstances, there was no 
occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 
confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming these 
employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 Himanshu Kumar Vidyaithi 
& Ors. Vs. State of Bihar and Ors. wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “they are temporary employees working 
on daily wages. Under these circumstances, their 
disengagement from service cannot be construed to be a 
retrenchment under the I D. Act. The concept of 
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Others Vs. Somvir Singh, wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that "regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 
confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation wouldnot arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 Municipal Council. SujanpurVs. Surinder Kumar, 
the Supreme Court has held that "it is not disputed that the 
appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. 
Being a ‘State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of the 
Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 
recruiting its employees was bound to follow the recruitment 
rules. Any recniitment made in violation of such rules as 
also in violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under 
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be 
void in law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 Madhya Pradesh 
State Agro Industries Development Corporation Vs. S.C. 
Pandev wherein the Supreme Court has held that "only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this Court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy' decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decision, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his sendee. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry' of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17. I find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a 
bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of 
mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now' question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary' employees and 
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since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioner are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since tne Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous sendee in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy' 
decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled ? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
petitioner is a temporary' employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P. A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open court on this 
day the 31 st January; 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

Ex. No. Date 

W3 24-04*91 

W4 01-05-91 

W5 20-08-91 

W6 15-03-97 

W7 25-03-97 

W8 Nil 

W9 05-11-96 

W10 27-01-97 

Wll 03-09-97 

W12 13-09-97 

W13 Nil 

W14 Nil 

Description 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending period of qualifying 
sendee to daily vva gers. 

Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of messengers posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding identification of messenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97, 

Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 
do messengerial work. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Ranipet branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Arakonam branch. 

Xerox copy of the sendee certificate 
issued by Ranipet branch. 

Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Walajapet branch. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding appointment of temporary 
employees. 

Xerox copy of the Reference book on 
staff matters Vol. Ill consolidated upto 
31-12-95. 

For the Petitioner : VVW1 Sri M. Devan 

WW2 Sri Y S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent : MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri C. Ramalingiim 

Documents Marked: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

VV1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. M1. 

W15 06-03-97 Xerox copy of tire call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interv iew of messenger 
post—V Muralikannan. 

W16 064)3-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 
post—K. Subburaj. 

W17 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zona! office for interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan 

W18 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan. 

W19 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Paudi. 

3403 GI/2007—41 
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W20 31-03-971 
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Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi. 

2007 

W21 Feb. 2(K)fc Xerox copy of the pay slip of T Sckar 

for the month of February 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W22 134)2-95 

W23 09-11-92 

W24 094)7-92 

W25 094)7-92 

W26 074)24)6 

W27 31-12-85 

Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

Xerox copy of the Head Office Circular 
No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Slate 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 
part time general attendants. 

Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular abopt appointment of temporary 
employees in subordinate cadre. 

Fur the Respondent/Manageinent: 

Ex. Nu. Date 

Ml 17-! 1-87 

M2 164)7-88 

M3 27-10-88 

M4 094)1-91 

M5 304)7-96 

M6 094)6-95 

M7 284)5-9! 

M8 154)5-98 

VI9 104)7-99 

M10 Nil 

Mil 25-10-99 

Description 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy of the settlement. 

Xerox copy ofthe minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

Xerox copv of the order in WP 
No. 7872/91. 

Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa, 

Xerox copy ofthe order of Supreme Court 
in SLP No. 3082/99. 

Xerox copy of the wait list of Chennai 
Module. 

Xerox copy of the order passed m CMP 

No. 16289 & 16290/99 in W.A No 
1893/99. 

TfiT. 3TT. 2340.—strsflbi^-, INtic <vrfGfn^. -1947 (1947 

^TT14) ^ *TRT 17%“ "JR, 

311^ PWMT/i 

Pifcv [441 e ff 737TTT afhdTPTT 

srfV^T/^R (TmMTRaTT 179, 166, 

180, 181, 183, 182, 162, 156, 178, 154, 152, 153/99 )«Rt 

T^viNki f, Wl FRTR ^ 26“7-2007 ^ TTP7T f3TT 

?TTI 

[73. TeT-42012/261, 262, 250, 251, 254, 260, 265 

253, 259, 247, 249, 264/98-^ 3TR ^ )) 

, 7773(3 3Tf'^FTRf 

New Delhi, tire 26th July. 2007 

S. O. 2340.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act. 1947 (14 of 1947). the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref No. 179. 
166. ISO. 181.183.182.162. 156.178.154. 152.153/99)Central 

GovenunemJncLuslrial Tribunal-cum-Labour Court. Kanpur 
as shown in the Aimexurc in the Industrial Dispute between 
'he employers in relation to the management of Indian 

Institute ol Pulses Research and their workman, which was 
received by the Central Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-42012/261.262.250, 251,254.260, 265, 253. 

259.247, 249.264/98-IR(DU)l 
SURENDRA SINGH, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE SRRI R G. SHUKLA, PRESIDING 
OFFICER, CENTRAL GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL 

TRIBUN AL-CUM-LABOU R COURT, SHRAM 
BHAWAN, A. T. I. CAMPUS, UDYOG NAGAR, 

KANPUR U.P. 

Industrial Dispute Case Nos. 179/99 Ganga Ram 

166/99 Ram Chandra 
180/99 Anil Pandcv 
181/99 Jagdish 
183/99 RoshanAli 
182/99 Chanuni Lai 
162/99 Uma Shanker 
! 56/99 Vtnod 
178/99 Suresh Kumar 
154/99 Rukhmani 

152/99 Kamlcsh 
153/99 Harish Chandra 
All Care of Sri Rajendera 
Pd. Shukla. 115/193-A-2 

Maswanpur, Kanpur 

AND 

The Director. 

Indian Institute of Pulses Research. 
Kalvanpur. G. T. Road. 
Kanpur 
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AWARD 

Central Government. Ministry of Labour. New Delhi. 
mtie notification nos. : 

1. L-42012/261/98.1. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has referred 
die following dispute : 

Whether the action ot the management of the 
Director. Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Kanpur, 

in terminating die services of Sri Sunil alias Gangaram 
is legal and justified 9 If not, to what relief tire workman 
is entitled ? 

2. L-42012/262/98.1. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has referred 
the following dispute : 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research. Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
(lie services of Sr« Ram Chandra is legal and 
justified 7 If not. to what relief the workman is 
entitled 7 

3. L-42012/250/98.1. R D. U. dated 3-5-99 Iras referred 
I he following dispute : 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Institute 
ol Pulses Research. Kalyanpur. Kanpur, in terminating 
die services of Sri Anil Pandev is legal and 
justilicd ? If not. to what relief the workman is 
entitled ? 

4. L-42012/251/98. I. R. D. U. dated 3o-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director. Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research. Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
the sen ices of Sri Jagdish is legal and justified ? If 
not. to what relief the workman is entitled ? 

5. L-42012/254/98. 1 R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
l lie sendees of Sri Roshan Ali is legal and justified ? 
Jf not. to what relief 1 he workman is entitled ? 

6. L-42012/260/98. 1. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director. Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research. Kalyanpur. Kanpur, in terminating 
the sen ices of Sn Cham mi Lai is legal and justified 7 
If not. to what relief the workman is entitled 7 

7. L-42012/265/98. I R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director. Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research. Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
the sendees of Sri Urna Shankar is legal and justi¬ 
fied ? If not. to what relief the workman is entitled ? 

8. L-42012/253/98. 1. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
the sendees of Sri Vrnod is legal and justified ? If not. 
to what relief the workman is entitled ? 

A L-42012/25 9/98. I. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Instihite 
of Pulses Research, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
the services of Sri Suresh Kumar is legal and 
justified ? If not, to w'hat relief the workman is 
entitled ? 

10. L-42012/247/98. I. R. D. U. dated 26-4-99 has 
referred the following dispute: 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
the services of Smt. Rukhmani is legal and justified 7 
If not, to what relief the workman is entitled ? 

11. L-42012/249/98, I. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the Director, Indian Institute 
of Pulses Research, Kalyanpur, Kanpur, in terminating 
the services of Sri Kamlesh is legal and justified ? If 
not, to what relief the workman is entitled 7 

12. L-42012/264/98. I. R. D. U. dated 3-5-99 has 
referred: 

Whether the action of the management of Director. 
Indian Institute of Pulses Research, Kalyanpur. 
Kanpur, in terminating the services of Sri Harish 
Chandra is legal and justified ? If not. to what relief 
the concerned workman is entitled 7 

13. As in all the above noted industrial dispute case 
nos. a common question of fact and law is involved hence 
it has proposed to dispose of them by means of a common 
award and for the purposes all the above cases have been 
consolidated by means of order dated 11-4-2001 and I. D. 
Case No. 179 of 99 was made the leading cases in which 
parties to the dispute has recorded their documentary and 
oral evidence. 

14. After exchange of pleadings and evidence of the 
parties were concluded arguments were heard. When the 
case was taken up for recording of award it transpired from 
the perusal of the reference order of each of the connected 
cases that in the schedule of reference order date of 
termination of the service of the respective workman has 
not been mentioned. Therefore it will be unnecessary to 
give full facts of the case and discuss the evidence led by 
the parties as in the event tnbunal arriving at a conclusion 
that the termination of each of the workman is neither legal 
nor justified in that event a normal question which arises 
for consideration at the hands is that as to from what date 
each workman should be directed to be reinstated in the 

sendees of the management. It is settled principle of law 
that in the absence of mention of the date of termination of 
the sendee either in the reference order or in the pleadings 
of the parties no direction of reinstatement can be passed. 

From this point of view schedule of reference order appears 
to be vague and meaningless and cannot be answered and 
also (hat on the basis of such vague schedule of reference 
no workman involved in the above cases can be granted 
any kind of relief as has been claimed by them in their 
pleadings. 
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15. Accordingly in view of what has been discussed 
above, it is held that the workman cannot be held entitled 
for any relief mainly for the reasons that there is no mention 
of date of termination of each of workman in schedule of 
inference order referred to this Tribunal. Moreover, 
Industrial TnlJimat'LabtHir Court are not empowered either 
to enlarge the scope of reference order nor the same can be 
reduced in view of provisions of Sub-sec. (4) of Section 10 
of faidustriai-Disputes Act, 1947. Reference as such is 
answered against the workmen holding that they are not 
entitled for any relief as claimed by each of workmen 
nvolved in the Award. Therefore, reference is answered 

accordingly. It is further ordered that a copy of this award 
be placed on each of the connected file. 

R G SHUKLA, Presiding Officer 

26 ^l£ 2007 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S. O. 2341.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. LCID 
136/2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal- 
cum-Labour Court, Hyderabad as shown in the Annexure, 
in the Industrial Dispute between the employers in relation 
to tire management of Director, DLRL, Hyderabad and their 
workmen, which was received bv the Central Government 
on 26-7-2007. 

[No.L-14025/3/2007-IR (DU)] 
SURENDR A SINGR Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-I-ABOUR COURT 

AT HYDERABAD 

PRESENT 

Shri T. Ramachandra Reddy, Presiding Officer 

Dated the 11th day of July, 2007 

L. C. L D. No. 136/2004 

BETWEEN 

Sri C. Anand Kumar, 
S/o Satyanarayana, 
R/oH. No. 20-1-625, 
Sliivanagar Quarters, 
Pcoranaphool, 
Hyderabad. ... Petitioner 

AND 

The Director, 
DLRL, Chandrayangutta, 
Hyderabad. .. Respondent 

APPEARANCES 

For the Petitioner : SriBalraj, Advocate. 

For the Respondent : Sri P. Raveender Reddy, 
Advocate, 

AWARD 

This is an application filed by the Petitioner Sri C. 
Anand Kumar under Sec. 2A(2) of Industrial Disputes Act, 
1947 seeking the relief of reinstatement into the service 
with lull back wages with all attendant benefits against the 
Respondent who is the Director of DLRL, Chandrayangutta, 
Hyderabad. 

2. This case was taken in view of the judgment of the 
Hon'hie High Court of Andhra Pradesh reported in 1997 
(3) LLJ Supplement, page 1141 in W. P. No. 8395 of 1989 
dated 3-8-1995 between Sri U. Chinnappa and M/s. Cotton 
Corporation of India and two others. 

3. That the Petitioner submitted that he was appointed 
as a casual labour in the Respondent organization on 
6-9-99 and that he discharged his duties honestly to the 
satisfaction till he was orally terminated w.e.f. 25-11 -2003. 
He further stated that he was paid his first salary Rs. 962.50 
paise per month and the Respondent has not implemented 
minimum wages. Provident Fund, ESI or other facilities and 
the Petitioner is physically handicapped person belonging 
to Scheduled Caste community. The Management bore 
grudge against the Petitioner and orally terminated his 
services. 

4. The Respondent filed counter affidavit and denied 
the averments made by the Petitioner. It is submitted that 
as per the general instructions issued by the Government, 
casual workers on daily wages basis are required to be 
engaged through employment exchange. It is further 
submitted that where there is a requirement of labour to a 
piece of work which is not perennial in nature it will be 
given to one person with a fixed amount who comes to the 
main gate of the laboratory, that person will complete the 
package of work by engaging workers who come to the 
main gate. It is further submitted that the Petitioner was 
never appointed or engaged as a casual labour and the 
question of oral termination does not arise and the 
Respondent have no knowledge about the names and 
number of labour engaged by the person to complete the 
given package of the work. 

5. The Petitioner examined himself as WW1 and got 
marked copies of the documents Ex. W1 to W4. Ex. W1 is 
the demand notice dated 24-5-2004. Ex. W2 is the postal 
receipt of Ex Wl. Ex, W3 is the receipt under certificate of 
posting dated 24-5-2004. Ex. W4 is the postal 
acknowledgment 

6 As against ihis evidence the Respondent filed the 
evidence affidavit of Sri P. Satish Singh, Civilian Assistant 
Security Officer of the Respondent organisation and 
reiterated the averments made in the counter affidavit. 
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7. The Learned Counsel for the Petitioner contended 
that the Petitioner was engaged as a casual labour for about 
three years continuously and that he was orally terminated 
in violation of Sec. 25F of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 
without giving any prior notice. 

8. On the other hand, the Learned Counsel for the 
Respondent contended that the Petitioner was never 
engaged as a casual labour in their Department and no 
document w as filed by the Petitioner to prove that he was 
engaged by the Respondent. Further contended that when 
there is any w'ork arises w hich is not perennial in nature it 
will be entrusted to a person under a package who will 
engage labourers for completion of work and Respondent 
lias no knowledge about the names and numbe r of workers 
engaged bv such persons. 

9. The burden lies on the Petitioner to prove that he 
was engaged by the Respondent organization for more 
than 240 days continuously in a calendar year and the 
Provisions of Evidence Act will not apply to the 
proceedings as held by the Apex Court in 2006(d) SCC 
page 106 between R. M. Yellatti and Asstt. Executive 
Engineer at para 17 as follows : '‘Analysing the above 
decisions of this Court, it is clear that the provisions of the 
Evidence Act in terms do not apply to the proceedings 
under Section 10 of Industrial Disputes Act. However, 
applying general principles and on reading the: aforestated 
judgments, we find that this Court has repeatedly taken 
the view that the burden of proof is on the claimant to 
show that he had worked for 240 days in a given year. This 
burden is discharged only upon the workman stepping in 
the witness box. This burden is discharged upon the 
workman adducing cogent evidence, both oral and 
documentary. In case of termination of services of daily- 
waged earners, there will no letter of appointment or 
termination. There will also be no receipt or proof of 
payment. Thus in most cases, the workman (the claimant) 
can only call upon the employer to produce before the 
court the nominal muster roll for the given period, the letter 
of appointment or termination, if any, the wage register, the 
attendance register, etc. Drawing of adverse inference 
ultimately would depend thereafter on the facts of each 
case. The above decisions however make it clear that mere 
affidavits or self-serving statements made by the claimant 
workman will not suffice in the matter of discharge of the 
burden placed by law on the workman to prove; that he had 
worked for 240 days in a given year. The above judgments 
further lay down that mere non-production of muster rolls 
per se without any plea of suppression by the claimant 
workman will not be ground for the Tribunal to draw an 
adverse inference against the Management. Lastly, the 
above judgements lay down the basic principle, namely, 
that the High Court under Article 226 of the Constitution 
w ill not interfere with concurrent findings of fact recorded 
by the Labour Court unless they are perverse. This exercise 
will depend upon the facts of each case.'' 

10. In the present case the Petitioner claims that he 
was given appointment letter by the Respondent in the 
year 1999 and that he stated in the cross examination that 
he has handed over that letter to his advocate and the 

same was filed. But in fact, no appointment letter was filed 
by the Petitioner. Petitioner has filed only a representation 
Ex. W1. The Petitioner claims that he has worked for more 
than 240 days, but he did not file any record to that effect. 
If really the Petitioner was given an appointment letter 
nothing prevented him in submitting the same. Similarly, 
the Petitioner did not adduce any evidence to show that he 
continuously worked for more than 240 days in a calendar 
year. The Learned Counsel for the Petitioner relied on the 
Judgement 2006(1) ALD page 201 Md. Hyder and 
Others Vs. Industrial Tribunal-II, Hyderabad and Another, 
which is not applicable to the facts of the present case. 
Petitioner could not establish that he was engaged by the 
Respondent and that the Respondent terminated him in 
violation of Sec. 25F of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. 

11. Even resuming that Petitioner was engaged as a 
daily wager for 240 days he will not get any legal right 
unless he is appointed in a duly sanctioned vacant post 
and upon following the statutory law operating in the field 
as held by the Apex Court in 2006(2) SCC page 702, M. P. 
Housing Board and Another Vs. Manoj Shrivastava at para 
17 as follows: “It is now settled that only because a person 
had been working for more than 240 days, he does not 
derive any legal right to be regularized in service.” 

12. On considering the material on record I hold that 
the Petitioner will not get any right for reinstatement and 
the Petition is dismissed and award is passed accordingly. 
Transmit. 

Dictated to Smt. P. Phani Gowri, Personal Assistant, 
transcribed by her and corrected bv me on this the 
11th day of July, 2007. 

T.RAMACHANDRA REDDY, Presiding Officer 

Appendix of evidence 

Witnesses examined Witnesses examined 
for the Petitioner for the Respondent 

WW1 : Sri C. Ananda MW1: Sri B. Satish Singh 
Kumar 

Documents marked for the Petitioner 

Ex. W1: Copy of demand notice dated 24-5-2004 

Ex. W2: Copy of postal receipt dt. 24-5-2004 

Ex. W3 : Copv of receipt regarding certificate of posting 
dt. 24-5-2004 

Ex. W4: Copy of postal acknow ledgement dt. 24-5-2004 

Documents marked for the Respondent 

Ex.Ml: Authorisation letter to depose in this case 
dt. 25-7-2006 

M 26 2007 
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43/2004) wif^id 2. The case of the first part}' workman, as made out in 

R'ftK eftt 26-7-2007 "STFcT 'c^Tf i Claim Statement, is that alter being appointed as a 
Casual Labour in pursuance to the interview held on 

T-42012/205/2003-3TT? 3TK ( *TTPTW!) J 

Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

,—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
s Act, 1947 (14 of 1947). the Central 

r publishes the Award (Ref. No 43/2004) 

mment Industrial T ribunal-cu m -Labour 
as shown in the Annexurc, in the 

stween tlte management of CSRTI (CSB) 

10-4-1984 he was issued appointment order dated l -11 -1992 
and was discharging his duties to the satisfaction of the 

second party/management; that since the management did 
not confirm his appointment either in'C5 group or' D ‘ group, 
he approached the Hon’ble High Court in Writ Petition No. 
4519/90 and Hon’ble High Court by judgment dated 
30-8-1996 directed the management to regularize his 

sendees within six months from the date of the said 
judgment and the management by their letter dated 20-3- 
1997 regularised his sendees in *D' Group: that by 
memorandum dated 12-12-2001 he was served with a show 

il Research) and their workmen, which 
Central Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-42012/205/2(X)3-IR {CM-II) | 

MAY KUMAR GAUR, Desk Officer 

cause notice for his alleged unauthorised absence from 
6-4-2001 and he gave his reply saying that at no point of 
time he was unauthorisedly absent from duty. The 
management suppressing his above said reply issued 

another notice dated 21 -3-2002 and thereafter another show 

ANNEXURE cause notice dated 18-4-2002 followed b> the articles of 

IE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
IBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

BANGALORE 

charges and then proposed domestic enquiry against him 
giving the date of enquiry as 2-7-2002. In the. incaim bile, 
the enquiry officer obtained signature of the first party on 

some blank papers and told him that he was exonerated 

ited the 2nd July, 2007 

PRESENT 

ddiqui, Presiding Officer 

from the charges leveled against him However, s ide order 
dated 22-10-2002. they imposed the punishment of dismissal. 
He further contended that the so called enquiry conducted 

against him was not in accordance with the provisions of 
law and the principles of natural justice and therefore, the 

C, R. No. 43/2004 

aju, 
appa, 
. Kantharaja Urs, 

Coppal, 
14 

enquiry' is not sustainable in the eye of law and in the 
result, the order of dismissal passed against him is illegal 

and unjustified. Therefore, he raised the dispute before the 
conciliation officer, which resulted into the present 
reference proceedings. He requested this tribunal to 
reinstate him in service with all benefits granting him 
compensation of Rs. 10,000 towards the mental agony 

suffered by him and a sum of Rs. 5.000 towards the costs of 
the proceedings. 

(Central Seneultural Research and 
itute), 
Road. 

fvsore. 
1)8 

AWARD 

1 Government by exercising the power:, 
be (d) of Sub-section 2A of the 
lustrial Disputes Act, 1947 has referred 
ter No. L-42012/205/2003-IR (CM-11) 
04 for adjudication on the following 

SCHEDULE 

i management of Central Sericuitura) 
Training Institute in dismissing Shri S. 
ne Scale Farm Worker, from services in 
is legal and justified ? If not, to what 

irkman entitled 7” 

3. The management while resisting the claim of the 
first party', bv way of Counter Statement contended that 
the first party was interviewed on 10-4-1984 and was 
appointed on 9-1-1985 as a Casual Labourer purely on 
temporary basis. He reported for duty' on 11-1-1985. He 
was very much irregular to the duties remaining absent 

from duty' frequently without prior permission and did not 
improve his conduct despite number of memos issued to 
him. In the meanwhile, the first party' approached the 
Hon ’ble High Court seeking regularisation of his services 
by way of Writ Petition and that was disppsed of on 

20-8-1990 with a direction to the management to consider 
the case of the first party for regularisation of his services 
in group D’ post within six months. The first party' as per 
the directions of the Hon'blc High Court again was engaged 
as a casual labourer there being no avenue for promotion 
for Group C’ or ’D’ posts as those posts were to be filled 
only through Employment Exchange after conducting 
i nterview etc. The management contended that once again 
the first party was not regular in his attendance and 

remained absent from duty unauthoriscdly from 2-3-1993 
to 13-2-1994. An enquiry was initiated against him and on 

* 
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(he basis of the enquiry findings holding him guilty of the 
charges, the management vide memorandum dated 
4-1-1996 imposed the penalty of withholding to tw'o 
incrcinents with cumulative effect on the first party with a 
w arning to him not to repeat such misconduct once again; 
(hat the first parly' failed to report for duty and was served 
with the memorandum dated 4-1-1996, he issued a letter 
dated 16-6-1997 accepting the terms and conditions and 
repotted for duty on 23-6-1997. This being the case, the 
first party again unauthorisedly remained absent from work 
from Max 2001 without any prior intimation. He was served 
with memorandum dated 12-12-2001 and 21-3-2002 to report 
for duty but failed to act upon it. Thereupon; the 
management issued articles of charge along with 
memorandum dated 18-4-2002 and duriqg the course of 
enquiry the first party admitted the charges leveled against 
him in toto. He was fiimished with the enquiry reportalong 
with the second show cause notice and gave his reply 
once again admitting the charges. Therefore, since the first 
party admitted the guilt, he was dismissed from service by 
the impugned punishment order dated 10-6-2003; that the 
first party raised the conciliation before: the Assistant 
Labour Commissioner (Central) requesting the management 
(o grant retirement benefits including the amount of gratuity 
b\ considering his case as a special case. The ALC of 
recommended the appellate authority ofthe management 
to consider the request of the first party and on the basis 
of the recommendation made bv him, the management while 
considering the request of the first party on humanitarian 
ground paid a sum of Rs. 22.394 v'de cheque dated 
26-7-2003. taking into consideration his qualified continuous 
sen ice of 10 years out of 17 years of total scnacc and the 
said amount was paid as full and final settlement of his 
retirement benefits acknow ledged by the first party on the 
verv same day. Therefore, now it is not open for the first 
part> to contend that he was illegally dismissed from 
semce. Therefore, the management requested this tribunal 
to reject the reference. 

4. Keeping in view the respective contentions of the 
parties with regard to the validity and fairness or otherwise 
of the enquiry proceedings, this tribunal on 1 -7-2005 framed 
the following preliminary issue : 

"Whether the Domestic enquiry conducted against 
the first party by the second party is fair and 
proper ?" 

5. The management on the said issue examined the 
enquiry officer as MW 1 and got marked six documents at 
Ex. Ml to M6. First party did not choose either to examine 
himself or lead evidence on his behalf. When the matter 
was posted for arguments on this issue on 2-1-2007 neither 
party appeared before the court and therefore, it was taken 
as heard and by order dated 16-1-2007 the above said issue 
was answered in favour of the management holding that 
the enquiry held against the first part}1 by the second party 
is fair and proper. Thereupon, case came to be posted to 
hear arguments on merits. On 9-2-2007. learned counsel 
Shri TSR for Shri NSN for management put forth his 
arguments and the matter came to be posted for arguments 
to be advanced on behalf of the first party. On 14-3-2007, 

22-4-2007,10-5-2007 and 13-6-2007 the first party and his 
counsel remained absent and hearing the learned counsel 
for the management once again case is posted this day for 
award. Now, therefore, in the light of the finding recorded 
by this tribunal on the preliminary' issue to the effect that 
the Domestic Enquiry' conducted against the first part}’ by 
the second party w as fair and proper, the only point to be 
considered by this tribunal was whether the findings of 
the enquiry' officer suffered from perversity and if not, the 
punishment of dismissal passed against the first party was 
proportionate to the gravity of the misconduct committed 
by him. 

6. As noted above, learned counsel for the first party 
did not turn up to argue the matter on merits and whereas, 
the learned counsel representing the management while 
supporting the findings of the enquiry' officer submitted 
that the first party’ admitted the guilt during the course of 
enquiry’ and therefore, accordingly, the enquiry' officer 
submitted his findings and on the basis of his findings the 
first party was dismissed from service. He submitted that 
keeping in view the conduct of the first party remaining 
absent from duty frequently on number of occasions and 
since he did not mend his conduct despite several 
opportunities given to him to improve his conduct, there 
was no alternative for the management except to get rid of 
his services and therefore, punishment of dismissal w'as 
proper. He also contended that when the first party 
approached the conciliation officer seeking directions 
against the management to pay him retirement benefits, on 
the recommendation of the conciliation officer, the 
management on humanitarian grounds paid him a sum of 
Rs. 22,000 and odd in lieu of retirement benefits which 
amount the first party’ received by way of full and final 
settlement of his claim against the management and 
therefore, now, he cannot maintain the present dispute. On 
going through the proceedings dated 12^7-2002, the letter 
submitted by the first party during the course of enquiry 
and the enquiry report marked before this tribunal at Ex. 
M4 to M6 respectively, it can be very well gathered that 
the first patty during the course of enquiry; in no uncertain, 
terms admitted the guilt of misconduct, namely, his 
unauthorised absence from duty as alleged in the articles 
of charges issued against him. It is based on the plea of 
guilt made by the first party; the enquity officer submitted 
his findings holding him guilty of the charges and the 
disciplinary' authority by accepting the same passed the 
impugned punishment order dismissing him from service. 
As the first party pleaded guilty to the charges, the enquiry 
officer, it appears did not record any oral evidence and that 
being the case there is nothing now to appreciate the 
findings of the enquiry' officer with reference to the 
evidence. In this view of the matter it cannot be said that 
the enquiry suffered from any perversity. 

7. Now, coming to the question of quantum of 
punishment. Keeping in view the conduct of the first party 
remaining absent from duty, very' frequently and in view' of 
the contention of the management that he received 
retirement benefits during the course of conciliation before 
the ALC by way of full and final settlement of his claim, the 
very' reference filed by the first party in my opinion does 
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not sustain in tie eye of law and the punishment of 
dismissal need no be interfered at the hands of this tribunal. 
In the result, the reference fails and hence the following 
award: 

AWARD 

The referer ce is dismissed. No costs. 

(Dictated to PA, transcribed by her, corrected and 
signed by me on 2 nd July 2007). 

A. R. SIDDIQUI, Presiding Officer 
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Delhi, the26th July, 2007 

i.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
:s Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
>y publishes the Award (Ref. No. LCID 
entral Government Industrial Tribunal- 
, Hyderabad as shown in the Annexurc, 
spute between the employers in relation 

t of Nuclear Fuel Complex, D/o Atomic 
workmen, which was received by the 
it on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-42025/5/2007-IR (DU)] 
SURENDRA SINGH, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

TE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
UBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT 
AT HYDERABAD 

PRESENT 

ichandra Reddy, Presiding Officer 

the 13 th day of July, 2007 

C. l D. No. 102/2002 

BETWEEN 

as Goud, 
3oud, 
hebnagar, 
rani, 
District. ... Petitioner 

The Chief Executive, 
(Disciplinary Authority;, 
The Nuclear Fuel Complex, 
Department of Atomic Energy, 
Hyderabad. 

APPEARANCES 

. Respondent 

For the Petitioner : M/s. G. Ravi Mohan, R. Devender 
Reddy, G. Srinivas Reddy and G. 
Naresh Kumar, Advocates. 

For the Respondent : Sri R. S. Murthy, Advocate. 

AWARD 

This is a petition filed by the Petitioner Sri E. Srinivas 
Goud against the Respondent Nuclear Fuel Complex. 
Department of Atomic Energy- under Sec. 2A(2) of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 seeking the relief of 
reinstatement by setting aside the removal order dated 
5-3-2002 passed by the Respondent with all other attendant 
benefits and back wages. 

2. This case was taken in view of the judgment of the 
Hon'ble High Court of Andhra Pradesh reported in 1997 
(3) LLJ Supplement, page 1141 in W. P. No. 8395 of 1989 
dated 3-8-1995 between Sri U. Chinnappa and M/s. Cotton 
Corporation of India and tw o others. 

3 The Petitioner submitted that he was appointed as 
a helper (SMP) in the Respondent organization in the year 
1983 and promoted to the post of tradesman and nature of 
his duties are purely technical and that lie comes under the 
definition of workman as he has worked as a chemical 
operator in SMP Department. It is further submitted that 
the Respondent is a factory- as defined under Sec. 2(H) of 
Factories Act and also it is an industry' as defined under 
Sec. 2(J) of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The Respondent 
is manufacturing nuclear components and the chemical 
requirements for Atomic Energy- The Petitioner approached 
this tribunal as he was removed from service bv the 
Respondent through the proceedings dated 5-3-2002. 

4. It is further submitted that the Petitioner was issued 
with a charge sheet dated 26-8-2000 with the following 
charges: 

“That the said Shri E. Srinivas had married Kum. E. 
Manga on 12-8-1998 during the subsistence of former 
marriage and during the life time of his first wife Smt. E. 
Sujatha. Thus, Shri Srinivas has committed bigamy. 

Shri Srinivas is therefore charged for act of 
misconduct, violative of Rule 21 of CCS (Conduct) Rules 
1964." 

ARTICLE-II 

That the said Shri E. Srinivas has requested vide 
his letter dated 4-5-95 for inclusion of name of Baby E. 
Shilpa as his daughter in his family Identity- Card. How ever 
Shri Srinivas has submitted an affidavit dated 10-8-98 to 
the Executive Officer. Shri Ramalingeshwara Swamy 
Dcvasthanani, Keesaragutta stating that he had no children 
through his first wife Suit Sujatha and with her consent he 
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is marrying Kum. Manga at Sri Ramalingeslnvara Swamy 

Devasthanam, Keesaragutta on 12-8-98. 

From the above, it is seen that Shri Srinivas has 

submitted a fictitious birth certificate for inclusion of the 
name of Baby Shilpa as his child in the records to gain 
monetary benefits and thereby exhibited lack of integrity. 

Shri Srinivas is , therefore, charged for act of 

misconduct, violative of Rule 3(1) of CCS (Conduct) Rules. 

1964” 

5 . The Respondent appointed Enquiry Officer in spite 

of giving explanation denying the charges and conducted 
enquiry to the charges. The Enquiry Officer concluded 
that both the charges proved even though there is no legal 
evidence. The Respondent basing on the enquiry report 
has issued show cause notice for removal and accordingly 
removed. The Petitioner preferred an appeal against the 
removal order before Appellate Authority. 

6. It is further submitted that the Petitioner admitted 

the tacts of second marriage between him and Kum. E. 
Manga with the consent of his first wife Smt. Sujatha for 
the creation of children and that his wife also witnesses 
the ceremony. It is further submitted that the charges of 
bigamy cannot be taken cognizance, unless his first wife 
Smt. Sujatha gives a complaint. The Respondent has not 
produced any witnesses before the Enquiry Officer and 
the Petitioner was not given an opportunity to cross 
examine them and the preliminary enquiry was conducted 
on the back of the Petitioner and the witnesses examined 
during the preliminary enquiry were not produced and in 
fact, the complainant Smt. E. Manga who is the second 
wife was not examined by the Enquiry Officer. 

7. It is further submitted that in respect of the second 

charge the letter dated 4-5-95 given by him requesting the 
authorities for inclusion of the name of Baby E. Shilpa as 
his daughter in his family identity card can either be rejected 
or accepted by the Respondent. As such, the said charge 
is misconceived. It is further submitted that his second 
w ife filed a criminal case against him under Sec. 494,498A 
and 3071. P. C. on the file of HI Addl. Sr. Sessions Judge in 
S. C. No. 220/2001. In view of the pendency of the said 
criminal case, the Departmental Enquiry is premature. 

8. The Respondent filed counter affidavit sworn by 
Sri G. KoteswaraRao, Administrative Officer and denied 

the allegations made in the petition. It is submitted that a 
petition can not be maintainable since the Petitioner hold a 
civil post in government and was governed by FR and SR 
and other civil service rules and regulations. It is further 
submitted that the Petitioner has not exhausted the 
departmental remedies and the appeal preferred by the 

Petitioner is pending. Petitioner has to approach only 
Horible Central Administrative Tribunal and not under 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. It is further submitted 
that the Petitioner while working as Tradesman/C, when 
married Kum. Manga under Hindu customs and traditions 

on 12-8-98 during the subsistence of the former marriage 
and during the life time of his first wife Smt. Sujatha. He did 
not get divorce from his first wife from a competent Court 
of Law. As such, the Petitioner has violated conduct rule 

21 of CCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964. Accordingly, he was 
issued a charge sheet dated 7-2-2001. Subsequently, an 
Enquiry Officer was appointed after considering the 
explanation given by the Petitioner. The Enquiry Officer 

has conducted enquiry into the charges and submitted his 
report concluding that both the charges against the 
Petitioner are proved. A copy of the enquiry report was 
furnished to the Petitioner who submitted an explanation. 

The Disciplinary Authority after considering the enquiry 
report and explanation has issued a show cause notice for 
imposing a penalty of removal from service and accordingly 
removed. It is further submitted that the Petitioner has 
categorically admitted that the second marriage was 
performed with Kum. Manga on 12-8-98 at Sri 
Ramalingeswara Swamy Devasthanam, Keesaragutta in 
presence of his first wife Smt. Sujatha, before the 
Disciplinary Authority as well as before the Appellate 
Authority. The Disciplinary Authority has rightly removed 
the Petitioner. It is further submitted that the Petitioner has 
approached the Respondent to include his daughter Baby 
Shilpa as a member of his family in the family identity card 
even though he filed by submitting a letter dated 4-5-95 
but he submitted an affidavit dated 10-8-98 before the 
Executive Officer Sri Ramalingeswara Swamy Devasthanam, 

Keesaragutta stating that he has no children through his 
first wife Smt. Sujatha and that he is marrying his second 
wife Kum. Manga on 12-8-98 with the consent of his first 
wife. As such the letter regarding the name of the alleged 

daughter is fictitious. 

9. The Petitioner filed a memo on 6-7-2004 not 

disputing the validity of the domestic enquiry. 

10. Arguments heard under Sec. 11A. 

11. The Learned Counsel for the Petitioner contended 

that the Petition under Sec. 2 A(2) of Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1 c49> is maintainable since the nature of duties of the 
Petitioner are purely technical in nature and the Respondent 
is an industry under the definition of Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947. The Respondent has taken the plea that the 
Petitioner hold a civil post in the Respondent organization, 
as such, the provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act, 
1947 are not applicable. But the Respondent did not produce 
any evidence to show that how the petition is not 
maintainable and post held by the Petitioner is a civil post. 
The designation of the Petitioner shows that the nature of 
duties are technical and it comes under the definition of 
workman. In view of the judgment of the Hon’ble High 
Court of Andhra Pradesh reported in 1997 (3) LLJ 
Supplement, page 1141 in W. P. No. 8395 of 1989 dated 
3-8-1995 between Sri U. Chinnappa and M/s. Cotton 
Corporation of India and two others, this tribunal has 
entertained the petition under Sec. 2 A(2) under the State 

Amendment. 

12. The Learned Counsel for the Respondent 
contended that the Enquiry Officer has wrongly concluded 
that the Petitioner has committed bigamy even though the 
first wife has not complained. The appeal preferred by the 
Petitioner before the Appellate Authority was disposed of 
on 17-12-2002 confirming the removal order passed by the 

Disciplinary Authority. 

3403 G1/2007—42 
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tiot in dispute that Petitioner has admitted 
dry Officer that he married Kum. Manga on 
Le knowledge and consent of his first wife as 
is not conceived. It is also not disputed that 
fidavit before the Executive Officer, Sri 
na Swamy Devasthanam, Keesaragutta about 
second marriage during the subsistence of 
ge. The Petitioner admitted the fact of second 
explanation filed before the Enquiry Officer 
e the Disciplinary Authority and also in his 

contended by the Petitioner that since the 
Sled by his second wife was acquitted, the 
ider domestic enquiry are not maintainable, 
ted that the criminal proceedings initiated 
wife of the Petitioner are entirely different 
tal of the Petitioner has no consequence, 
igs under departmental enquiry can be 
spite of the pendency of the criminal 
ind strict to rules of evidence are not 
he departmental proceedings. It should be 
Petitioner himself has admitted about his 
'e with Kum. Manga during t he subsistence 
riage with Smt. Sujatha. The Disciplinary 
onsidering the material on record and the 
ie by the Petitioner held that the charges are 

Petitioner has pleaded that he made a 
for inclusion ofBaby Shilpa as his daughter, 
wife’s baby, but he changed his version in 

it he adopted the child under a deed. But he 
n about adoption in his letter dated 4-5-95. 
itioner has not informed about the adoption 
child. The affidavit given by him before 
warn Swamy Devasthanam, Keesaragutta is 
and inconsistent to the letter da*£l 4-5-95. 
g the material on record, I hold that the 
the Petitioner in performing the second 

ig the subsistence of first marriage is in 
e 21 of CCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 and the 
uthority has rightly held that the charges 
itioner were not proved. The punishment 
ciplinary Authority is in consonance with 
targe and 1 do not see any sufficient ground 
i the punishment. Therefore, the petition is 
award is passed accordingly. Transmit. 

to Smt. P. Pham Gowri, Personal Assistant, 
her and corrected by me on this the 13th 
7) 

MACHANDRA REDDY, Presiding Officer 

Appendix of evidence 

mined Witnesses examined 
ier for the Respondent 

NIL 

ments marked for the Petitioner 

Documents marked for the Respondent 

NIL 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S. O. 2344.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. LCID 
91/2004) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal- 
cum-Labour Court, Hyderabad as shown in the Annexure, 
in the Industrial Dispute between the employers in relation 
to the management of C. P. W. D. and their workmen, which 
was received by the Central Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-42025/5/2007-IR (DU)] 
SURENDRA SINGH, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT 

AT HYDERABAD 

PRESENT 

Shri T. Ramachandra Reddy, Presiding Officer 

Dated the 4th day of July, 2007 

L. C. I. D. No. 91/2004 

(Old ID No. 96/2001 transferred from Industrial Tribunal- 

cum-Labour Court, Visakhapatnam) 

BETWEEN 

Shri D. PillaRayudu, 
S/oPapanna, 
D. No. 8-158, Gudiwada Appanna Colony, 
NearB. H. P. V, MindiPost, 
Visakhapatnam-12 Petitioner 

1. The Director General of Works, 
C.P.W.D., 
Ministry of Urban Affairs and 
Employment, 
Government of India, 
New Delhi 

2. The Superintending Engineer (Ele), 
Hyderabad, Central Electrical Circle, 
Central P. W D., Sultan Bazar, Koti, 
Hyderabad 
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3. The Executive Engineer (Civil), 
Visakhapatnam Central P. W. D., 
Kharasa, 
Visakhapatnam 

4, The Executive, 
Electrical Division, 
Central P. W. D., Rama Talkies, 
Visakhapatnam ... Respondent 

APPEARANCES 

For the Petitioner M/s. V V Ravi Prasad and J. V 
Krishna, Advocates 

For the Respondent : Sri A. A. Swamy, Advocate 

AWARD 

This is a case taken under Sec. 2 A(2) of the I. D. Act, 
1947 by the Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour Court, 
Visakhapatnam in view of the judgment of the Hon’ble 
High Court of Andhra Pradesh reported in W. P. No. 8395 
of 1989 dated 3-8-1995 between Sri U. Chinnappa and 
M/s. Cotton Corporation of India and two others and 
transferred to this Court in view of the Government of India, 
Ministry of Labour’s Order No. H-lI026/l/2001-IR(C-n) 
dated 18-10-2001 bearing I. D. No. 96/2001 and renumbered 
in this Court as L. C. I. D. No. 91/2004. 

2. This is a petition filed by the Petitioner Sri D. Pilla 
Rayudu, S/o Papanna against the Respondents under Sec. 
2A (2) ofthe Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 for reinstatement 
into service with back wages. The Petitioner submits that 
he belongs to Scheduled Caste and worked with the 
Respondents CentralP W. D., from 28-2-87 to 15-12-88 on 
daily wages on peon and subsequently worked for a total 
period of 5 years completing 240 days in each calendar 
year. He was orally terminated on 1-10-1992. On 
apprehending that he will be removed from the service, he 
has approached Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal 
for regularization. The Respondent has taken the plea 
before the Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal that 
the Petitioner has impersonated taking advantage of his 
name and in fact one Dhandangi Pilla Rayudu son of 
Papanna worked in their organization on temporary basis 
and the Petitioner’s father’s name was shown sis Mothilal 
Babji before the Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal 
by mistake. The Respondent taking advantage of that 
mistake has taken that plea. The Petitioner’s Counsel has 
filed an amendment petition and subsequently the 
Petitioner’s Counsel has not pressed the original 
application. As such, it was dismissed as not pressed on 
30- 7-1992 and the amendment petition was also dismissed. 

3. It is further submitted that the Petitioiner was 
engaged as a peon in VCESD-I for 277 days in 1989,284 
days in 1990, 285 days in 1991 and 73 days ip 1992 upto 
31- 3-1992. After discontinuing his services from 31-3-1992 
as a peon he was engaged on hand receipt basis from 
1-4-1992 in terms of the work order. 

4. The Respondent No. 3 filed counter and denied 
the averments made in the petition and pleaded that the 
Petitioner was engaged as stop gap arrangement only from 

28-2-87 to 15-12-88 and he was never engaged continuously. 
It is denied that the Petitioner has worked for a period of 
five years. The Petitioner filed OA No. 986/90 before the 
Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal seeking direction 
to prepare a seniority list of NMRs and regularization of 
the said category. Thus Petitioner has impersonated taking 
advantage of his name appearing in the records as 
Dhandangi Pilla Rayudu son of Papanna who worked 
temporarily. The Petitioner has mentioned his father’s name 
as Mothilal Babji before the Hon’ble Central Administrative 
Tribunal instead of Papanna. The Respondent has taken 
the plea before the Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal 
that he impersonated. The OA was not pressed and the 
same was dismissed. The petition for amendment of the 
father ’s name filed by the Petitioner before the said tribunal 
was also dismissed as not pressed. The dismissal of the 
application filed before the Hon’We Central Administrative 
Tribunal will attract the principles of constructive res- 
judicata. It is further stated that there is no post like 
messenger and the Petitioner was never engaged on regular 
basis. It is further submitted that the work order referred by 
the Petitioner dated 1-4-1992 is an order of contract by two 
parties for a specific job and for specific period of 6 months. 

5. The Petitioner examined himself as WW1, besides 
examining Sri R A. Chowdaiy, U. D. C. as WW2 and Sri K. 
Buchiraju, U. D. C., as WW3 who stated that the Petitioner 
never worked as a messenger in Civil Division at Gajuwaka. 
The Petitioner got marked Xerox copies of documents 
Exts. W1 tc W6 which are as follows: Ex. W1 is the Secondary 
School Certificate, Ex. W2 is the transfer certificate. Ex. W3 
isthe caste certificate, Ex. W4 is the employment registration 
certificate. Ex. W5 is the counter filed by the Respondent 
in OA No. 987/92 on the file of Hon’ble Central 
Administrative Tribunal and Ex. W6 is the experience 
certificate. 

6. As against this evidence the Respondent No. 3 
examined SriM. Subramanyam, Executive Engineer as MW 1 
who stated that the experience certificate Ex. W6 shows 
that it is purely temporary in nature and till someone in the 
office to join as stop gap arrangement and there is no post 
like messenger in the staff pattern and the Petitioner was 
never appointed as a messenger. 

7. The Learned Counsel for the Petitioner contended 
that Petitioner was engaged by the Respondent for more 
than 240 days in a calendar year. As such he gets a right to 
be reinstated. 

8. On the other hand, the Learned Counsel for the 
Respondent contended that the Petitioner was temporarily 
engaged as a stop gap arrangement and that he was never 
engaged for a period of 240 days in any calendar year. 
Further, it is not the case of the Petitioner that he was 
engaged for more than 240 days in a calendar year. As 
such, the Petitioner could not get any right for reinstatement 
and regularization. 

9. It is not in dispute that he worked for sometime as 
a peon and messenger at different places and he served for 
a period of 5 yihrs. It is not also in dispute that Petitioner 
has filed OA 986/90 before the Hon’ble Central 
Administrative Tribunal for regularization of his services 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 
* 

S. O. 2345.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref No. 2/2006) 
of the Industrial Tribunal, Nasik as shown in the Annexure, 
in the Industrial Dispute between the management of Bank 
of Maharashtra and their workmen, which was received by 
the Central Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/99/2005-IR (B-H)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL, 
MAHARASHTRA AT KOLHAPUR 

Reference (IT) No. 2 of 2006 

BETWEEN 

The Assistant General Manager, 
Bank of Maharashtra, 
Maha BankBuilding, S. No. 51711, 
Plot No. 7, Kavala Naka, 
Kolhapur. ... 1st Party 

AND 

Shri Ashok B. Nalavade, 
At Post: Malakapur, 
Taluka Shahuwadi, 
District: Kolhapur. ... II Party 

In the matter of reference 
u/s 10 (l)(d) r.w. sec. 12(5) of 
ID. Act 1947 

CORAM : PS. Shinde, Industrial Tribunal 

APPEARANCES 

First Party absent. 

Second Party absent. * 

AWARD 

(Delivered on 25-6-2007) 

Perused the order of reference. The second party 
was served notice on the given address but the same 
remained unserved for want of complete address. However, 
there is no other address available in the proceedings to 
serve the same. 

Ifffny opinion, no purpose will be served by keeping 
the file on the board. Even the first party did not bother to 
appear in the matter. As such, there is nothing on record to 
thaw any conclusion as regards the issue involved in the 
reference order. N6 conclusions can be drawn in any manner 
whatsoever. It is a settled law that the get which is under 
challenge is to be proved and established by a person who 
raise the dispute. But the second party being not served 
and not possible to serve, the reference deserves to be 
answered in the negative by passing award. 

The second party failed to establish the termination 
being illegal and unjustified The second party is not entitled 
for any reliefs for want of establishing the same. The 
reference stands rejected, with no order as to costs. 

Award accordingly. 

Kolhapur, 
Date: 25-6-2007. 

P. S. SHINDE, Industrial Tribunal 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S.O. 2346,—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 72/2003) 
of the Cent. Govt. Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour Court, 
Bangalore as shown in the Annexure, in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of Syndicate Bank and 
their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/172/2003-IR(B-II)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

' BANGALORE 

. Dated 5th July, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri A.R. Siddiqui, Presiding Officer 

C.R. No. 72/2003 

I Party H Party 

Shri V \bradarajan, The Assistant General 
S/o Shri P. Venkateshan, Manager, 
D.No. 808,4thMain, Syndicate Bank, 
24th Cross, Zonal Office, 
Vidhyaranyapuram. ICR, Gandhinagar, 
Mysore Bangalore-560 009 
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AWARD 

Government by exercising the powers 
e (d) of sub-section 2A of Section 10 of 
utes Act, 1947 has referred this dispute 
L-12012/172/2003-IR (B-II) dated 
103 for adjudication on the following 

SCHEDULE 

s action of the management of Syndicate 
itified, having compulsorily retired 
darajan. Clerk from the services of the 
8-2-2002 ? If not, what relief is workman 
id from which date ?’ 

m 
mti 

party workman by way of his Claim 
ged the enquiry proceedings conducted 
iciples of natural justice, the findingsof 
r as suffering from perversity and the 
nent order in retiring him compulsorily 
just and illegal on the grounds that he 
anagemant bank rendering services for 
10 years and while he was working as a 
ithi branch during 2001, disciplinary 
re started against him by issuing 
lated 24-11-2001 on the allegation that 
[orderly manner with a valued customer 
he branch premises. The charge sheet 
ras issued against him alleging that on 
lischarging the duties of the branch he 
customer by name Shri M.K Ponnappa 
ication while he was talking with Shri 
hen Assistant Manager. He abused the 
ligh pitch and in filthy language in front 
Ders and threatened him to get out of the 
her alleged that at about 5 PM the fust 
3 Metal name plate outside the branch 
ndle and beat the said customer while he 
shop of one Shri Ponnacha opposite to 
:by committed a misconduct within the 
19.5 of the Bipartite Settlement; that the 

s reply to the charge sheet denying the 
ons stating that on 7-11-2001 being 
s a non-public working day. The said 
the bank premises at about 5 PM fully 
ated and was talking very loudly and 
ace and therefore, he requested the 
:ause any disturbance. The customer 
iirious and started abusing him in filthy 
• having repented, later on, gave a letter 
rawing his earlier complaint about the 
tion. He contended that 1 hough he 
/esaid letter of the customer during the 
it was not considered by the enquiry 

conclusion of the enquiry, he was held 
;es ignoring the discrepancies brought 
5 of MW1 & MW 2 and the complaints 
esses based on which charge sheet was 
n. He also contended that the enquiry7 

conducted against him was not fair and proper as he was 
not given proper opportunity to cross examine the 
witnesses in the absence of his defence representative. 
Therefore, he challenged the enquiry proceedings as well 
as enquiry findings as bad in law and against the principles 
of natural justice and the impugned punishment order as 
unjust and illegal. He also challenged the punishment order 
retiring him complusory from service as disproportionate 
to the gravity of the charges of miscondL ct alleged against 
him. He, therefore, requested this tribunal to set aside the 
impugned punishment order and to reinstate him in service 
along with the consequential benefits. 

3. The management by its counter statement 
however, contended that during the course of enquiry 
conducted against the first party under the provisions of 
bipartite settlement, charges of misconduct leveled against 
him have come to be proved on the basis of oral and 
documentary evidence and accordingly the enquiry officer 
has submitted his findings. It contended that threupon 
opportunity of hearing was given to the first party by the 
Disciplinary Authority proposing the punishment of 
Compulsory Retirement and his reply to the enquiry report 
not being found satisfactory, the disciplinary authority7 
rightly imposed the punishment of Compulsory Retirement 
which is very commensurate with the gravity of the charges 
of misconduct leveled against the first party. The 
management further contended thatthe appellate authority 
also confirmed the order of the disciplinary authority7 after 
having appreciated the oral and documentary evidence 
produced during the course of enquiry and the reasonings 
gi- en by the enquiry officer. As far as, the letter said to 
have been written by the customer, MW1 and said to have 
been produced by the first party during the course of 
enquiry, the management contended that that letter was 
not produced during the course of enquiry nor was marked 
nor was confronted with the said witness when he was 
examined during the enquiry. The management contended 
that enquiry against the first party was conducted in tune 
with the principles of natural justice giving fair opportunity 
to the first party to defend himself taking the assistance of 
DR but he has chosen to defend hiself in person. Therefore, 
it cannot be said that he was not given opportunity7 to 
defend himself or to cross-examine the management 
witness. At Para 8 of the Counter Statement the 
management contended that it is not a solitary incident of 
misbehaviour by the first party but was the 7th time in 
succession he indulged in these types of incident and failed 
to improve himself despite lenient view being taken by the 
management again and again. Therefore, the management 
contended that in view of the fact that charges of 
misconduct leveled against the first party were proved and 
he was a habitual offender, the disciplinary authority was 
justified in inflicting the punishment of compulsory 
retirement being proportionate to the gravity of the 
misconduct committed by him. Therefore, the management 
requested this tribunal to reject the reference. 

4. Keeping in view' the respective contentions of 
the parties with regard to the validity and fairness or 
otherwise of the enquiry proceedings, this Tribunal on 
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15-9-2004 framed the following Preliminary Issue on the 
said point as under : 

“Whether the DE conducted against the first party 
by the second party is fair and proper ?” 

5. During the course of trial of the said issue, the 
management examined the enquiry officer as MW1 and 
got marked 12 documents at Exts. Ml to M12 and the 
material object as MOI. When them after came to be posted 
for cross-examination MW 1 on 8-3-200(5 learned counsel 
for the first party filed a memo conceding the fairness of 
the domestic enquiry and accordingly this court recorded 
a finding to the effect that DE conducted against the first 
party is fair and proper. Thereupon, 1 have heard the learned 
counsels for the respective parties on the point of alleged 
perversity of the findings and the quantum of the punishment. 

6. Learned counsel for the management supported 
the findings of the enquiry officer as based on sufficient 
legal evidence and the impugned punishment order passed 
by the disciplinary authority as just and legal. His 
contention was that having regard to the gravity of the 
misconduct punishment of compulsory retirement was quite 
proper and proportionate. 

7. Whereas, learned counsel representing the first 
party argued that in the incident alleged that the first party 
abused the said customer in filthy language and made an 
attempt to assault him with the help of said name plate 
either in the office premises or outside the bank premises 
first of all not proved in the oral and documentary evidence 
produced during the course of enquiry and secondly, the 
charges framed against the first party on the aforesaid 
grouds must fail for the reason that neither the said 
customer filed a complaint not the said Assistant Manager 
made any complaint .with their superior authority against 
the first party immediately after the incident or within a 
reasonable time. On the other hand the complaint marked 
duringthe course of enquiry atEx.MEXl, ll(a)&Ex.MEX.2 
came into being after about a period of more than 12 to 13 
days from the alleged date of the incident. Learned counsel 
also took the court through the statement of MW1 and 
MW2 during the course of enquiry so as to point out that 
they neither corroborated each other nor corroborated the 
recitals of the complaints, at least, to prove the charge that 
there was any attempt made by the first p;irty to assault the 
said customer much less with the help of the said name 
plate. Therefore, learned counsel submitted that findings 
of the enquiiy officer holding the workman guilty of the 
charges leveled against the first party are not based upon 
sufficient and legal evidence and therefore, suffered from 
perversity. As far as punishment of compulsory retirement 
is concerned, learned counsel submitted that it was too 
harsh and excessive in nature having regard to the fact 
that the first party rendered an unblemished service of 20 
years under the management. 

8. Before, I could appreciate the respective 
arguments of the learned counsels for the parties, let me 

bring on record the very charge sheet issued against the 
first party as under. 

Charge Sheet 

“That you were placed under suspension vide. 
Suspension Order No. Susp/2001/08 dated 24-11-2000 
pending initiation of enqiry for the reasons stated 
therein. 

Now it is reported against you as under : 
I 

That on 7-11-2001, while you were on duty, a value 
customer of the branch Shri MK. Ponnappa came to 
the branch after the business hours. He approached 
Shri C.M. Thimaiah, Asstt. Manager who was in 
charge of the branch on that day, to discuss his loan 
proposal. While he was talking to Shri Thimaiah and 
other staff members, the customer Shri MK. 
Ponnappa enquired the telephone number of our 
Regional Office, Mysore. At that time, you without 
any provocation picked up a quarrel with him and 
started abusing Shri M.K. Ponnappa in high pitch in 
filthy language in front of other staff members and 
threatened him to get out of the branch otherwise 
you would beat him. Immediately the customer went 
out of the branch to the shop of Shri C.M. Poonach, 
another customer of Thithimathi branch. 

At about 5 PM you carried the CA/C metal name 
plate outside the branch and tried to manhandle and 
beat the customer Shri M.K. Ponnappa with the metal 
plate who was sitting in the shop of Shri C.M. 
Poonach, oposite to the Bank. Seeing this incident 
Shri C.M Poonach interfered and averted the mishap 
He also advised you not to behave in the above 
manner. However, you continued to shout and abuse 
Shri M.K. Ponnappa. h ‘ 

Because of your misbehaviour as above with the 
customer «n the branch, the smooth functioning of 
the branch was disturbed. The above incident has 
also brought down the image and reputation of the 
bank. From the above reported incidents, it is alleged 
against you that you have conducted yourself in a 
riotous and disorderly manner, affected the smooth 
functioning of the branch and thereafter misbehaving 
with the customer, brought down the image of the 
bank. 

Your above acts amount to Gross misconducts within 
the meaning of clause No. 19.5 of the Bipartite 
Settlement. 

Therefore, you are charged with the comision of Gross 
misconducts of “riotous and disorderly behaviour 
on the premises of thebank” under clause No. 19.5(c), 
“doing acts prejudicial to the interest of the Bank” 
vide clause No. 19.5(j) and “misbehaviour towards 
customer arising out of bank's business” under 
clause No. 19.5(q) of the Bipartite Settlement. You 
are required to submit your explanation, if any, to 
this chargesheet within 15 days of its receipt. 
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branch on a NPBW day and then threten him with 
dire consequences. Further, the above said customer 
is having account with the bank for more than 30 
years. The above circumstances clearly establish the 
high handedness and unseemingly behaviour of the 
CSE which will definitely bring down the image and 
reputation of the bank in the locality, therefore, from 
the above analysis of evidence, I have no hesitation 
to state that the misconducts framed against Shri V 
Varadarajan and established in the enquiryamount 
to acts of riotous and disorderly behaviour, acts of 
misbehaviour towards customers arising out of bank's 
business and acts deterimental to the interest of the 
bank.” 

10. After having gone through the aforesaid 
findings, the oral testimony of MW1 & 2 and theaforesaid 
complaints one made by the customer Shri Ponnappa and 
the other made by said Shri Thimmaiah, the then Assistant 
Manager, I am of the view that as far as the first part of the 
charge of misconduct is concerned the management has 
been able to substantiate the same in the aforesaid oral 
testimony of MW1 & 2 and the documents produced by 
them. In the instant case there is no denial of the fact by 
the party that the said customer entered the premises of 
the bank on 7-11 -2001 at about 5 PM and it is his case that 
he being under the influence of Alcohol was talking loudly 
disturbing him while discharging his duties and therefore, 
he requested him politely to go out of the bank as it was a 
non public business working day. Therefore, the first party 
did not deny the feet that the said customer had been to 
the bank and was engaged talking with MW2 with regard 
to some loan matter. Now, the only thing to be seen is that 
whether there was any provocation caused to the first party 
resulting into his misbehaviour with the customer. Both 
the customer as well as the MW2 in their examination chief 
in no uncertain terms have stated that when they were 
talking to each other and when the customer enquired with 
MW2 about the telephone unmber of the head office, the 
first party got irritated and started abusing the customer in 
filthy language shouting in high pitch as to why he required 
the phone number of the head office etc. It is the statement 
of MW1 that he being hurt by the language used by the 
first party he left the premises of the bank, went and sat in 
the tailoring shop opposite to the bank belonged to one 
Poonach. This fact has been very much corroborated in 
the statement of MW 2 and the oral evidence of MW 1 & 2 
made in their examination chief on this aspect of the case 
has not at all been controverted or challenged during the 
course of their cross examination by the first party. He just 
a stand that on thai day he requested the customer to go 
out of the bank he being disturbed in discharging his duties. 
Therefore, the first party misbehaved with the customer 
hurting his feelings and asked him to go out of the bank 
premises has been very much established in the evidence 
of MW 1 & 2. In fact as noted above, the first party himself 
admitted that he asked the customer to leave the premises. 
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This behaviour of the first party certainly can be said to be 
disorderly and not becoming of a bank official dealing with 
the customers. His defence that customer was drunk and 
intoxicated and was talking loudly etc. has remained to be 
substantiated rather rebutted in the very statement of 
MW2. the then Assistant Manager who in no uncertain 
words stated that the customer was talking in usual voice 
and there was no question of the disturbing the work being 
carried out by the first party. Of course, there is no mention 
of the actual abusive language used by the first party at 
the time of the incident either in the aforesaid complaints 
or in the oral testimony of MW1 & 2 before the enquiry 
office However, the fact which remains on record is that 
the first party’ misbehaved with the customer in riotous 
and disorderly manner which must have affected tire smooth 
functioning of the bank. In the result, the findings recorded 
by the enquiry officer on Charge No. 1 must be held to be 
quite fair and proper based on sufficient and legal evidence. 

11. Now as far as Charge No. 2 is concerned, it was 
rightIv argued for the first party’ that it does not get support 
from tire oral as w ell as tire documentary evidence brought 
on record which suffered from serious infirmities and 
discrepancies. The second charge against the first party 
as noted above, is that about 5 PM, he carried the C A/C 
Mclal Name Plate outside the branch and tried to manhandle 
and beat the said customer while he was sitting in the said 
Tailoring Shop of Mr. Poonach. First of all this fact is not 
found mention in the very suspension order dated 
24-11 -2( X) 1 issued to the first party at the earliest point of time. 
The reading of the first part of the suspension order is only 
to the effect that the first party without any provocation 
started abusing the customer in filthy language and in high 
pitch inffont of the other staff members of the branch and 
did not stop shouting and abused the said customer despite 
the advise and interference of the staff memebers. It is 
further stated that in the process the first party attempted 
to manhandle him. customer was saved and he left the 
place. Therefore, there is no mention of the fact that the 
first party picked the said C AC/C Metal Name Plate at about 
5 PM and went outside the branch so as to manhandle or 
beat the said customer as mentioned in the charge-sheet. 

12. Now’, coming to the statement of MW1 in his 
examination chief what he say's is that when he enquired 
about the loan with Shri Thimmaiah(MW2) suddenly, the 
first party' started abusing him and asked him to get out. He 
savs that the abusive language used by him hurt him and 
he went out of the branch, then he says that at about 5 PM 
w hile he was sitting in the shop the first party came there 
with metal plate and threatened to will kill him. This 
statement of MW 1 neither gets support from the statement 
of MW2 nor from the very recitals of his complaint at 
Ex.MEX.l. The statement of MW2 on this aspect on the 
other hand is that w hen the customer left the, branch, the 
first party at about 5 PM went out of the branc h along with 
MO 1 (nietal plate) and he was chasing the customer outside 
the bank with the name plate resulting into the gathering of 
people outside the branch. He further stated that the 
customer went to the tailor’s shop and the tension 
continued upto 5.30 PM. Therefore, as could be seen, this 
statement of MW2 is quite different from the: statement of 

MW1 himself. AsperMWl after he left the branch he was 
sitting in the shop and than first party came there along 
with the metal plate and threatened to kill him, whereas 
MW2 wants to say that while the customer was leaving 
the branch being asked by the first party to leave the spot 
stilt the first party was abusing him in filthy language and 
then he was chasing the customer with name plate till he 
went inside the-shop in front of the branch. Now, coming 
to the contents of MEX.l. The story with regard to the 
assault or attempt to make an assault finds a different 
version. As per the recitals of said complaint, while the 
customer was sitting in the said shop the first party came 
there holding an Iron rod in his hand giving threats to kill 
him Therefore, keeping in view these material discrepancies 
in the oral testimony of MW l & 2 and so also with the 
contents of the above said complaint it is highly unsafe for 
this tribunal to come to the conclusion that on the above- 
said date there was any attempt made by the first party to 
assault to the customer much less with the help of the said 
name plate either in the premises of the bank or at the 
above said shop situated in front of the branch. Moreover, 
if really such serious incidence has taken place, as argued 
for the first partv. there would not have been so much 
dclav caused in fi ling the complaint cither by the customer 
himself or by the said Assistant Manager. They slept over 
the matter for about a period of 13 days and then said to 
have been made the complaint based on which charge sheet 
was issued. Looking into the aforesaid discrepancies and 
contradictious with respect to the material aspects of the 
case namely, the charge of attempt to assault the said 
cusiomerbv the first party in the suspension order, in the 
charge-sheet, in the oral testimony of MW1&2 and the 
complaint and also not ignoring the fact of inordinate day 
caused in filing the complaint, it can be safely concluded 
that the prosecution story’ that the first party' made an 
attempt to assault the customer either in the premises of 
the branch or outside the branch is a make believed story 
exonerated and after thought so as to give the colour o 
gravity to the misconduct alleged against the first party. In 
the result, this court has no hesitation in the mind coming 
to the conclusion that the findings of the enquiry officer as 
faras charge No. 1 levied against the first party concerned 
is quite fair and proper supported by sufficient and legal 
evidence and whereas, they suffered from perversity With 
regard to the Second Charge of misconduct leveled against 

the first party'. 

13 Now. the question is about the quantum of the 
punishment. If really the second charge of misconduct also 
were to be proved against the first party, then this <court, 
w ould have been little bit slow and hesitant in interfering 
with the impunged punishment awarded against the first 
party’ retiring him compulsorily from service. Now; as f t 
second charge of misconduct is not proved against the 
first party’ and the charge proved against him is not that 
grave in nature, ft appears'to me that punishment of 
compulsory retirement from service imposed upon the first 
party needs interference at the hands of this tribunal, toder 
the facts and the circumstances, it appears to me that ends 
of justice will be met if the ffrst party is dealt wfthpumshment 
of withholding of three annual increments from the date of 

3403 GI/2007—43 
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impugned punisl iment otder with cumulative effect denying 
him the back waj ;es from the date of impugned punishment 
till the date of lis reinstatement excluding the wages if 
any paid to him by way of pension. Hence the following 
award: 

AWARD 

The refere ice is partly allowed. The management is 
directed to reins ate the first party workman without back 
wages (excludin % the wages if any already paid to him by 
way of pension i i pursuance to the impugned punishment 
order) from the c ate of impugned punishment order till the 
date of reinsta ernent withholding his three annual 
increments fron the date of the punishment order with 
cumulative effec t. However, his services shall be taken to 
be continuous fr im the date of punishment order till the 
date of reinstate: nent for the purpose of pension benefits. 
No costs. 

(Dictated 10 PA, transcribed by her, corrected and 
signed by me on 5th July 2007). 

A.R. SrDDIQUI. Presiding Officer 

26 2007 

23* \1.—faetu* drfafw?, 1947 (1947 

14) m 17 

w 237/1997) wftm 

^ t, ^ 26-7-2007 I 

[Jl ^-12012/153/1996-3^^(^-11)] 

Ne\ t Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S. O. 2347.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hen by publishes the Award (Ref. No. 237/ 
1997) of the Cent Govt. Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour 
Court. Banglore a; shown inthe Annexure, in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of Syndicate Bank and 
their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/153/1996-IR (B-U)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE T HE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL 3 RIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

BANGALORE 

* Dated 13 th July, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri A.R. Si ddiqui, Presiding Officer 

C.R No. 237/1997 

I Party H Party 

Shri K. Gangadhar, The General Manager, 
No. 7/A, 4th Main Road, Syndicate Bank, 
Palace Guttahalli, Head Office, 
Bangalore-560003 Manipal-56()003 

AWARD 

The Central Government by exercising the powers 
conferred by clause (d) of sub-section 2 A of the Section 10 
of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 has referred this dispute 
vide order No. L-12012/153/96-IR (B-II) dated 16th May 
1997 for adjudication on the following schedule: 

SCHEDULE 

“Whether the action of the management of Syndicate 
Bank is justified in dismissing Shri K. Gangadhar 
from service w.e.f. 3-4-1993 ? If not, to what relief the 
workman is entitled ?” 

2. A charge sheet dated 15-11 -1991 as per Ex. M1 
came to be issued against the first party workman in the 
following terms: 

Charge Sheet 

That during the period between 11-1-1985 and 
18-5-1990 you were functioning as Attender at our 
Malleswaram Main branch, Banglore. 

That on 26-4-1990, you remitted a sum of Rs. 32,000 
at the branch, earmarking the credit towards 
Suspense Account. 

Following circumstances appear on record in respect 
of the above remittance: 

That on 20-4-1990, a sum of Rs. 60,000 was paid by 
the branch against a cheque and that on 23-4-1990, 
the officials working at the branch found : 

(a) That a portion of the cashier's payment scroll 
dated 20-4-1990 was tom out and half of the 
bottom, portion of the scroll was missing and; 

(b) That the Manager's scroll dated 20-4-1990 was 
missing and; 

(c) That the paid cheque for Rs. 60,000 was also 
not available. 

That when enquiries were going on in the branch in 
the above matter, on 26-4-1990, you addressed a letter 
to the branch manager on your own, informing him 
inter alia, asunder: 

0) That you issued Token No. 23 in respect of a 
cheque without the cheque being deposited 
at the branch, and 

(ii) That later, you facilitated payment of the 
cheque without it being debited to the account 
on which it w as drawn; 
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(iii) That thereafter, you removed the paid cheque 
from the branch records and gave it to S/Shri 
U.S. Narayana, working at our Balepet branch, 
Bangalore. Shri Shivahngaiah working at our 
Yeshwanthpur branch, Bangalore and Shri 
Pupttaswamy, an outsider, 

(iv) That you received a sum of Rs. 32,OOOfromthe 
said Shri U S. Narayana, .Shivalingaiah and 
Puttaswamy etc. 

That on 26-4-1990you reimbursed a sum of Rs. 32,000 
to the Bank, stating that the amount related to the fraudulent 
withdrawal of Rs. 60,000 made from the branch on 
20-4-1990 etc. 

The above circumstances go to indicate : 

(a) that you withdrew/facilitated wi thdrawal of a 
sum of Rs. 60,000 from the branch on 
20-4-1990 by fraudulent means; and dubious 
methods; 

(b) that in order to cover up such acts on your 
part, you removed/caused to be removed from 
the branch records, the relative paid cheque 
and the Manager's scroll dated 20-4-1990 and 
destroyed them/caused their destructions and 
that you also torn out/caused to be tom out 
relevant portion of the Cashier's payment scroll 
dated 2(M-1990. 

By your above acts, you committed acts of “Gross 
misconduct” within the meaning of Clause No. 19.5 
of the Bipartite Settlement. We therefore, charge you 
“for doing acts prejudicial to the interest; of the Bank”, 
vide clause No. 19.5(j) of the Bipartite Settlement. 

Please let us have your statement of defence if any, 
within 15 days from the date of receipt of this charge 
sheet by you. 

Pending inquiry7 into this charge sheet, you will 
continue to be under suspension until further orders. 

3. The first party since did not respond to the charge 
sheet by giving his reply or the explanation, the 
management appointed an enquiry officer as per the letter 
at Ex.M2 dated 6-1-1992 and it appears that despite the 
enquiry' notices being sent to the first party- by RPAD as 
per E.\.M3 returned unserved with an endorsement “not 
claimed", the enquiry7 officer proceeded with the enquiry7 
cx parte on different sittings. The first party- was served 
with day to day procedings copies at Ex.M5 under a 
cov ering letter at Ex.M6 by RPAD which again was not 
served upon him. returned with a postal endorsement as 
per Ex.M7 and thereupon, the enquiry proceedings were 
concluded and the enquiry officer submitted his findings 
holding the w orkman guilty of the charges leveled against 
him in the charge sheet. 

4, The first party- workman by w-ay of his Claim 
Statement challenged the dismissal order passed against 
him as unjust and illegal, enquiry findings as perverse and 
the proceedings of enquiry7 conducted against him as 

opposed to the principles of natural justice. He averred 
that being appointed as a Peon by order dated 26-12-1984, 
he was confirmed in the services w.e.f. 11-7-1985 and 
rendered his services without any blade mark in his services 
till he was served with the charge sheet and thereafter, was 
dismissed from services. He contended that as per the 
bipartite settlement if the management has prosecuted the 
delinquent concerned for the very charge of misconduct 
alleged in the charge sheet and if he were to be convicted 
then he is liable for dismissal. However, in case of acquittal 
it shall be opened for the management to proceed against 
him either for gross or minor misconduct and that during 
the pendency of criminal case disciplinary proceedings 
should not have been initiated against him. He contended 
that after filing a complaint with the police the management 
issued a charge sheet on the very same allegation based 
on which complaint was filed. Therefore, disciplinary 
proceedings were contrary to the Bipartite Settlement and 
principles of natural justice. He contended that after he 
was served with the charge sheet he was not served with 
any enquiry notice and no reasonable opportunity was 
given to him to participate in the proceedings and it is on 
the basis of the ex parte enquiry held against him he was 
dismissed from service and his appeal against the dismissal 
order also came to be dismissed. Therefore, his contention 
was that enquiry proceedings were against the principles 
of natural justice and the order passed against him 
dismissing him from service was bad in law. He requested 
this tribunal to set aside the dismissal order reinstating him 
in service with all consequential benefits. 

5. The management on the other hand, while meeting 
the case of the first party by way of counter statement, 
among other things, contended that the charge sheet was 
sent to the first party to the last address known to the 
management and it was served upon him on 4-12-1991. The 
first party did not submit his explanation and therefore, 
enquiry was held against him and despite the efforts made 
by the enquiry officer to serv e enquiry notice upon him, 
when his presence could not be secured, enquiry 
proceedings were conducted ex parte and on the basis of 
the enquiry findings holding him guilty of the charges he 
was unfortunately dismissed from service. The management 
contended that the criminal proceedings and the 
disciplinary proceedings are altogether distinct and 
different, the standard of proofbeing not one and the same. 
The management also contended that the findings of the 
enquiry officer were based upon sufficient and legal 
evidence which was also not controverted and challenged 
by the first party as he remained absent during the course 
of enquiry The management contended that keeping in 
view the gravity of the misconduct, the first party deserve 
extreme punishment of dismissal and accordingly, w as 
dismissed from service. 

6. From the records before this tribunal, it would 
appear that on the basis of the respective pleadings of the 
parties this tribunal on 21-12-1998 framed a preliminaiy issue 
as to “whether the Domestic Enquiry conducted against 
the first party by the second party was according to the 
principles of natural justice and Bipartite Settlement 
provisions”. 
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7. Myli arned predecessor after due trial of the said 
issue and aft tt hearing the learned counsels for the 
respective pai ties, by order dated 30-6-1999, recorded a 
finding on tie above said issue to the effect that the 
Domestic Enq dry was in accordance with law. My learned 
predecessor 7y award dated 23-8-2001 rejected the 
reference. It is aggrieved by the aforesaid order on 
Domestic Em [uiiy issue and the award passed, the first 
party approac red the Hon'ble High Court in Writ Petition 
No. 38465/2(X 2 and his Lordship of our Hon'ble High Court 
vide order dal ed 11-8-2006 while upholding the order of 
this tribunal d ited 30-6-1999 on Domestic Enquiry issue as 
in accordance with law, however, quashed the impugned 
award with a i lirection to this tribunal to decide the matter 
afresh. 

8. After the remand, both the parties made 
appearance be fore this tribunal and were heard in the matter 
on merits of the case, as findings of this tribunal on 
Domestic Erne uiry was held to be in accordance with law' as 
per the afores lid orders in Writ Petition. 

9. Lear tied counsel for the first party R.N. Nagendra 
vehemently a gued that the award passed by this tribunal 
has come to bi quashed by the Hon'ble High Court mainly 
for the reasor that this tribunal did not look into as many 
as the 24 doci iments produced by the first party at Ex. W2 
series and tha this tribunal did not look into the contention 
of the first pa ty that he was acquitted by judgement dated 
1-12-1997 by he competent court of law'. Therefore, learned 
counsel in hij argument just relied upon the judgement of 
the acquittal i a favour of the first party and contended that 
the first party being prosecuted by the management on the 
basis of the c omplaint containing to the very charges of 
misconduct 1< veled against him in the chargesheet and he 
being aquitte 1 by the competent court, the management 
could not ha ye proceeded ahead with the disciplinary 
proceedings ; md then to pass the dismissal order passed 
against the fi rst party. His contention was that when the 
charges of m sconduct and the facts much less the set of 
evidence proc uced during the course of criminal trial were 
one and the s uae and the first party was acquitted under 
due process < f law, the management was not justified in 
once again o inducting tire disciplinary proceedings and 
holding the v orkman guilty of the very charges for which 
he has been a quitted by the court, honourably. In support 
of this argum :nt learned counsel relied upon the judgement 
of their Lord: hip of Supreme Court reported in AIR 1999 
SC 1416-Caj t. M. Paul Anthony Vs. Bharat Gold Mines 
Ltd. and anot her. Learned counsel did not comment upon 
the findings )f the enquiry officer much less to contend 
that they sufl sred from any perversity. 

10. W lereas, learned counsel for the management 
with equal v< hemence argued that though the charges of 
misconduct as alleged in the chargesheet and in the 
complaint to 1 he police by the management apparently were 
one and the same but the set of witnesses rather the 
evidence pro luced during the course of criminal trial and 
during the co irse of enquiry proceedings were quite distinct 
and different and the charges of misconduct leveled against 
the first part j have been poved by way of sufficient and 
legal evidence independent of the evidence produced 

during the course of criminal trial. Learned counsel further 
submitted that the acquittal of the first party was not a 
honourable acuittal but on the ground that charges were 
not proved against him beyond any reasonable doubt and 
he stands benefit of doubt. Therefore, learned counsel 
submitted that principle laid down by their Lordship of 
Supreme Court in the above said case did not apply to the 
facts of the present case being distinct from each other. He 
argued that the judgement of the trial court could not have 
been looked into by the management for the simple reason 
that proceedings of enquiry came to be concluded 
somewhere in the month of June 1992 itself, findings were 
submitted on 13 -9-1992 and the dismissal order came to be 
passed in the month of April 1993 itself, whereas, the 
judgment by the criminal court came to be passed in the 
year 1997. Therefore, learned counsel submitted that since 
the misconduct has been proved against the first party 
workman during the course of enquiry based on quite 
different set of evidence and different set of witnesses, it 
cannot be held to be bad in law' or in the light of the 
provisions of bipartite settlement and that the acquittal 
order in favour of the first party will not come to his rescue. 
He relied upon a case reported in 2006 LLR 326 SC-South 
Bengal State Transport Corporation Vs. Swapan Kumar 
Mitra & Ors in support of his arguments. 

11. After having gone through the records, the 
aforesaid 24 documents filed by the first party' at Ex.W2 
series including the judgement of the criminal court, findings 
of the enquiry officer and in the light of the principle laid 
down by their Lordship of Supreme Court in the aforesaid 
two decisions, I do not find much substance in the 
arguments advanced for the first party. Now it is w ell settled 
principle of law' that in a case where the delinquent 
concerned has been acquitted as an accused in a criminal 
case launched by the management concerned giving him 
benefit of doubt, such an acquittal in his favour w ill not 
come to his rescue to plead with the management that either 
enquiry proceedings should not be initiated against him 
for the very same charge or that he should not be held 
guilty for the charges of misconduct for which charge he 
has been acquitted by the criminal court. In the instant 
case though the Learned Magistrate has given the 
reasonings as to why prosecution failed to establish the 
charges of misconduct leveled against him, however, at 
the end of the judgement the Learned Magistrate observed 
as under: 

“Under these circumstances I hold that the 
Prosecution has failed to prove the offences alleged 
against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt, 
and that the accused is entitled for acquittal on the 
benefit of doubt.” 

12. Therefore, from the aforesaid observations it can 
be safely concluded that the prosecution since failed to 
prove the offences/charges alleged against the first party 
workman beyond any reasonable doubt, he w as held to be 
entitled for acquittal on the benefit of doubt. Moreover, as 
contended for the management this is the judgement by 
the criminal court rendered in the month of December 1997 
and whereas, in the month of April 1993 itself the dismissal 
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order against the first party was passed by the management 
after holding necessary Domestic Enquiiy against him. 
There was no occasion for the management to have looked 
into the aforesaid judgement so as to drop the enquiry 
proceedings against the first party or not to have imposed 
the punishment in question upon him in the fight of the 
said acquittal order. The principle laid down by their 
Lordship of Supreme Court in the aforesaid Capt. M Paul 
Anthony case in my humble opinion are not applicable to 
the facts in the instant case. The observation made by 
their lordship at Para 34 of the said decision relevant for 
the purpose run as under: 

"In the instant case, the Superintendent of Police 
had raided the residential premises of the appellant 
and had recovered a mining sponge and ball weighing 
4.5 grams and 1276 grams of gold bearing sand. It 
was on this basis that criminal case was launched 
against him. On the same set of fcts, constituting the 
raid and recovery, departmental proceedings were 
initiated against the appellant as the “recovery’ was 
treated to be a misconduct’. On the semce of the 
chargesheet, the applleant raised an objection that 
the departmental proceedings may be stayed as the 
basis of these proceedings was the raid conducted 
at his residence on which basis a criminal case had 
already been launched against him. The findigs 
recorded by the enquiry officer indicate that the 
charges framed against the appellant were sought to 
be proved by the Police officers and Panch 
witnesses, who had raised the house of the appellant 
and had effected recovery. They were the only 
witnesses examined by the enquiry officer and the 
enquiry officer relying upon their statements came 
to the conclusion that the charges were established 
against the appellant. The same; witnesses were 
examined in the criminal case but the court on a 
consideration of the entire evidence came to the 
conclusion that no search was conducted nor was 
any recovery made from the residence of the 
appellant. The whole case of the prosecution was 
thrown out and the appellant was acquitted. In this 
situation, therefore, where the appellant is acquitted 
by a judicial pronouncement with the finding that 
the raid and recovery’ at the residence of the 
appellant were not proved, it would be unjust, unfair 
and rather oppressive to allow the findings recorded 
at the ex parte departmental proceedings, to stand.” 

13 Therefore,in the aforesaid case as could be read 
from the facts, the main evidence to be let in before the 
criminal court was with respect to the raid and recovery ol 
certain property from the delinquent's house concerned. 
Those recovery panchas did not support the prosecution 
during the course of trial but it appears they were also 
examined on behalf of the management, during the course 
of enquiry and it is based upon their evedence, the 
delinquent was held to be guilty of the charges leveled 
against him. Therefore, their Lordstup laid down the 
principle that in such a situation i.e. where the charges and 
the facts and the set of evidence is one and the same 
involved in the criminal prosecution as well as the 

disciplinary proceedings, the mnagement was not justified 
in holding the workman guilty of the charges, when the 
criminal court had thrown out the whole of the case of the 
prosecution. In the instant case, the position is very much 
different. Though charges of misconduct leveled in the 
chargesheet as noted above, read in detail, as compared 
with the allegations made in the complaint made to the 
police concerned apparently appear to be similar but 
basically they are not one and the same. That apart, the 
oral and documentary evidence during the course of trial 
was not one and the same which was pressed into service 
by the management during the course of enquiry 
proceedings. The prosecution before the criminal court 
produced 10 witnesses asPWl to PW10 and got marked in 
as many as 9 documents at Ex.Pl to P9. Out of these 10 
witnesses only PW1,2 and 5 only were examined during 
the course of enquiry proceedings as MW2, 4 and 7 
respectively. With regard to the documentary evidence, none 
of the aforesaid documents at Ex. PI toP9 were the subject 
evidence during the course of the enquiry proceedings. 
During the course of enquiry as could be read from the 
evidence brought on record and the findings of the enquiry 
officer, 10 witnesses were examined as MW 1 toMWIO and 
four documents were marked at Ex.Ml to M4. Except as 
noted above, MW2, MW4 and MW7, the other witnesses 
were not the witnesses who were examined during the 
course of criminal trial. The four documents marked during 
the course of enquiry also do not find evidence of the 
prosecution during the criminal trial. Therefore, the set of 
evidence oral and documentary let in during the course of 
criminal trial and the set of evidence pressed into service 
during the course of enquiry proceedings being altogether 
different, the principle laid down by their Lordship of 
Supreme Court in the above said, decision in my humble 
opinion will not come to the rescue of the first party to take 
advantage of the above said acquittal order in Ips favour. 
Moreover, as noted above, the first party came to be 
acquitted in the aforesaid case on the ground that 
prosecution did not establish the offences/charges against 
the first party beyond any reasoanable doubt and that he 
was given benefit of doubt. Their Lordship of Supreme 
Court in the subsequent decision rendered and cited on 
behalf of the management and referred to supra have held 
the view that the order of acquittal cannot conclude the 
departmental proceedings. They observed that in a criminal 
case charge has to be proved by proof beyond any 
reasonable doubt and in departmental proceedings the 
standard of proof of proving the charge is mere 
preponderance of probabilities. In the instant case, as could 
be read from the enquiiy findings, the charge of misconduct 
leveled against the first party has been taken to be proved 
in the fight of oral testimony of the aforesaid management 
witnesses and the aforementioned documentary evidence. 
A perusal of the findings with reference to the evidence 
brought on record will make it abundantly clear that apart 
from the oral testimony of the above said management 
witnesses, the enquiry officer based his findings onthe 
confession letter given by the first party marked at 
Ex.MEXl. The next important document which was 
considered for proof of the charge against the first party 
was the credit slip dated 26-4-1990 under the signature of 
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self whereunder he deposited. Rs. 3 2,000 
IX. 2 in the enquiry which amount was 
>pense account maintained by the bank 
l upon the aforesaid confession letter of 
the aforesaid credit slip coupled with the 
umentary evidence, the learned enquiry' 
! conclusion that the first party was guilty 
i to be noted that the aforesaid confession 
to be challenged or disputed by the first 
;said credit slip, as unfortunately he did 
he proceedings of enquiry which enquiry 
been held to be fair and proper by this 

:. these two important documents reliance 
ced by the enquiry officer in coming to 
tt the first party was guilty of the cha rgcs 
;ct evidence of the criminal trial and for 
lie acquittal'of the first party by way of 
he criminal court cannot be taken support 
ify the enquiry' proceedings conducted 
est of the 23 documents produced by the 
the aforesaid 24 documents marked at 
looked into by this tribunal as they arc 

roceedings of the aforesaid criminal trial, 
leposition of the witnesses, statement of 
ection 33 Cr.PC, complaint to the police 
rtt and the statements recorded by police 
of investigation. We are only concerned 
the aforesaid judgement under w hich 

; acquitted and as noted above, it is. not 
the first party. As noted above, learned 
irst party did not touch the point of 
indings submitted by the enquiry' officer 
question of acquittal of the first party by 
Inthe result and for the foregoing reasons 
lat findings of the enquiry' officer holding 
ty of the charges did not suffer from any 
the result, the order of dismissal passed 
man cannot be fault with. Hence the 

y+.ififin t, 

AWARD 

cc stands dismissed. No costs. 

» PA transcribed by her corrected and 
3th July, 2007). 

A.R. SIDDIQU1, Presiding Officer 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S. O. 2348.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 282/ 
2006) of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court, Emakulam as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of Canara 
Bank and their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007, 

[No. L-l 2012/66/1991-JR (B-D)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

IN THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL 
TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, ERNAKULAM 

PRESENT 

Shri P. L. Nurbcrt, B.A., LL.B., Presiding Officer 

(Monday the 16th day of July. 2l)l)7/25th Ashada, 1929) 

I.D. 282/2006 

(LD. 55/97 of Labour Court, Emakulam) 

Workman ; Sint. Elizabeth Davis 
C/o Francis Peter, 
Oorakathu House. Behind SWTS 
Aluva-683 101. 

Adv. M/s. Yousef & Ayesha. 

Management : The Deputy General Manager 
Canara Bank, 
Circle Office 
Thiruvananthapuram. 

Adv. Shri Raju Abraham Pulpara. 

AWARD 

Tliis is a reference made by Central Government under 
Section 10(1 )(d) of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 for 
adjudication. The reference is: 

"Whether the action of the management of Canara 
Bank in dismissing the services of Smt. Elizabeth 
Davis w.e.f. 13-12-1994 is legal and justified ? If not, 
to what relief the said workman is entitled ?” 

2. The facts of the case in brief are as follows :— 

The claimant, Smt. Elizabeth Davis had entered 
service of Canara Bank as Typist-cum-Clerk on 17-7-1981 
in Ottappalam Branch. On 14-12-1992 she was served with 
a charge-sheet by the Deputy General Manager of the Bank. 
The allegation was that she remained absent 
unauthorisedly from 2-4-1992 onwards and that she had 
gone abroad without prior permission and had not returned 
as required by the bank and thus wilfully disobeyed the 
lawful and reasonable orders of her superiors and acted 
prejudicial to the interest of the bank. Thus the claimant 
committed gross misconduct falling within Chapter XI, 
Regulation 3, Clause (d) & (m) of Canara Bank Service 
Code. According to the claimant she had explained the 
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circumstances under which she had gone abroad suddenly 
and that she had intimated the Manager and had applied 
for leave. However, before expiry of the leave period she 
fell sick and had intimated the Branch Manager about her 
ill health and her inability to return to India. According to 
the claimant the management without considering the 
explanation of the claimant conducted a domestic enquiry. 
No notice was given to the claimant regarding the enquiry 
by the Enquiry Officer. When she came to know of the 
enquiry she made a request to the Enquiry Officer to adjourn 
the enquiry to a future date as she was sick and was unable 
to attend the enquiry in near future. However the enquiry 
was conducted ex parte. She was not given sufficient 
opportunity for defending. The Enquiry Officer had a biased 
mind. The Disciplinary Authority did not properly consider 
the report of the Enquiry Officer and the claimant was not 
given an opportunity of hearing regarding the proposed 
punishment. The Disciplinary Authority imposed 
punishment of dismissal. The punishment is 
disproportionate and excessive. An appeal filed was 
rejected. A revision also was filed, but without any success. 
The finding of the Enquiry Officer is not based on evidence. 
The absence was not unauthorized. Hence the enquiry, 
findings and punishment are to be set aside. 

3. The management in the written statement, which 
is pretty long, contends that no application for leave was 
submitted by the claimant and no information was given 
about the journey to foreign countiy and her absence for 
some time. For going abroad prior permission of the 
management is required. The claimant was in the habit of 
taking long leave and extending leave for a number of 
months while going abroad. Repeated request;; for resuming 
duty were not obeyed by the claimant. Once disciplinary 
action was taken and increment was stopped for a period 
of two years without cumulative effect. Yet the claimant, 
without making change in her habit, on 
2-4-1992 w ent abroad without prior.permission and without 
applying for leave. A leave application and intimation of 
having gone abroad was sent subsequently with a date of 
5-4-1992, but received in the bank in August, 1992 from a 
load address. She wrote from Muscat on 3-6-1992 applying 
for extension of leave for another three months on medical 
ground without a medical certificate. The management sent 
a telegram on 10-7-1992, and repeatedly thereafter on several 
occasions, to report for duty immediately. But the claimant 
went on applying for extension of leave and at last joined 
duty only on 30-10-1992. Even then she did not produce a 
medical certificate for the absence and medical fitness 
certificate for joining duty. Hence she was charge-sheeted 
01114-12-1992and an enquiry was conducted. Afterjoining 
duty' again she went abroad within a very short time. The 
Enquiry Officer sent a notice of enquiry. But she did not 
turn up. Before the 2nd sitting of enquiry she informed the 
Enquiry Officer that she was unable to attend the enquiry 
due to ill-health and the enquiry may be conducted some 
day after 10-12-1993. The Enquiry Officer was not 
convinced of the reasons stated by the claimant and hence 
the enquiry was proceeded with ex parte. She was found 
guilty of the charges by the Enquiry Officer. A report and 
proceedings of enquiry were sent to the claimant. The 

Disciplinary Authority proposed a punishment and called 
the claimant for personal hearing. She did not attend despite 
several chances given to her. The misconduct being gross 
in nature the punishment of dismissal was imposed. The 
Enquiry Officer had complied with the principles of natural 
justice and had given the claimant enough opportunity to 
attend the enquiry and defend. She did not avail the 
opportunity. The findings are based on materials on record. 
The Enquiry Officer had no reason to act with a biased 
mind. The punishment is proportionate to the charges. The 
Appellate Authority considered the merits of the report of 
Enquiry Officer as well as the order of the Disciplinary 
Authority and rightly rejected the appeal. No interference 
in the matter of findings or punishment is called for. 

4 The claimant filed a rejoinder refuting the 
contentions in the written statement and reiterating the 
contentions in the claim statement. 

5. In the light of the above contentions the following 
points arise for consideration: 

(1) Is the enquiry valid? 

(2) Is the finding sustainable ? 

(3) Is the punishment proper? 

The evidence consists of the oral testimony of W W1 
and documentary evidence of Exts. W1 to W7 on the side 
of workman and MW 1 and Exts. MI to M4 on the side of 
management. 

6. Point No. (1): 

Though a contention regarding validity of enquiry 
is raised in the claim statement it appears that the claimant 
did not move the State Labour Court where the reference 
was pending for a finding on the issue of validity of enquiry 
as a preliminary issue. Instead parties went on adducing 
evidence on both sides. When the matter came up before 
this court after transfer of the file to this court for final 
hearing, it was made clear that the reference is being taken 
up for final award and parties were directed to put forward 
the final argument. Though the case was argued on merits, 
at the end an argument note was submitted by learned 
counsel forthe claimant. It appears from the argument note 
that she wanted validity of enquiry to be considered as a 
preliminary issue. If at all claimant wanted this issue to be 
considered as a preliminary point that should have been 
done after Enquiry Officer was examined. The fact that the 
claimant also adduced evidence is indicative of the fact 
that the claimant did not insist the issue to be taken as a 
preliminary’ issue. However I will consider this point along 
with other points. 

7. The grievance of the claimant is that she was not 
given a notice of enquiry. The Enquiry Officer (MW1) says 
that he had sent a notice through Ottapalam Branch (where 
the claimant was working at the relevant tone) to the local 
address. But it returned with an endorsement, ‘addressee 
out of India’. Though notice in the residential address was 
sufficient in order to give an opportunity to the claimant 
the enquiry was adjourned from 27-7-1993 to 28-9-1993, 
after 2 months. This is seen fromthe proceedings of enquiry 
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Enquiry File (pages 14 & 16). A notice 
enquiry was given to the claimant in 
id the notice was served. The claimant 
nice and wrote to the Enquiry Officer 
110-12-1993 for attending the enquiry, 
r written by claimant to the Enquiry 
o postpone the enquiry to some day 
jwever the motive of the claimant for 
it was vehemently challenged by the 
Considering the fact that the claimant 
medical ground, but without a medical 
ding circumstances and the conduct 
long adjournment sought the Enquiry 
e request genuine and hence proceeded 
arte. The claimant has also a grievance 
re of the date of 3rd sitting of enquiry, 
conducted on the very next day, on 
evidence was closed. The claimant 

e 2nd sitting admittedly. No evidence 
1st sitting on 27-7-1993 on the side of 
months’ time was given thereafter, 
d the 2nd sitting of the enquiry and 
ly arrangement to know the date of die 
nant is not justified in saying that she 
armed by the Enquiry Officer in writing 
ress about the 3rd sitting also. The 
proceeded ex parte on 28-9-1993 itself. 
A required to send intimation m writi ng 
was for her to send someone to know 
uiry. 

intention raised by the claimant is diat 
i sufficient opportunity to adduce 
ixamine management witnesses. There 
contention as she remained absent 

uiry. She cannot be compelled by the 
adduce evidence and defend her case, 
i show that the Enquiry Officer acted 
nd no reasons are stated by die claimant 
he part of Enquiry Officer, it is a callous 
ly made. 

contention is that the Disciplinary 
ar her regarding proposed punishment, 
page 11 of the written statement that 

:nts were given to the claimant for 
t is appropriate to extract a portion of 
page 11 of the written statement: 

learing was fixed to be held on 28-5-94 
iffice, Trivandrum and this was 
id to the workman. But she failed to 
aring. She sent a telegram which was 
the Bank on 30-5-94 intimating her 
attend the hearing and hearing was 
27-7-94. But she did not attend the 

ring on 27-7-94. The personal hearing 
[journed to 22-8-94 and it was further 
24-8-94. But she failed to attend the 

•ite notifying it to her. She submitted a 
1-94 informing her inability' to attend the 
taring. This was received by the 

Disciplinary Authority only on 3-9-94. The personal 
hearing was again adjourned and fixed to be held on 
13-10-94. As the workman informed her inabilityto 
attend the hearing fixed to be held on 13-10-94 it was 
again adjourned and fixed to be held on 2I-11-94. 
The same was further postponed to 24-11-94. The 
workman was duly notified in all the cases.” 

This is not specifically denied by the claimant in her 
rejoinder except a general denial that she was not given 
personal hearing on the proposed punishment Had her 
contention been true she would have specifically denied 
having sent letters to Disciplinary Authority seeking time 
for attending personal hearing. There is no basis for the 
contention of the claimant that she was not given 
opportunity for personal hearing. Thus none of the 
contentions raised by the claimant, regarding violation of 
the principles of natural justice and irregularity of 
proceedings, can stand. The enquiry is valid and held in 
accordance with the procedure. 

10. Point No. (2): 

Before going into the merits of the issue let me refer 
to the submission made by the learned counsel for the 
management that the claim statement is not signed by the 
claimant, but it contains a forged signature. What prompted 
the learned counsel to say so, is because of the difference 
in signature in Vakalath and claim statement. In the Vhkalath 
she had signed as Elizabeth Davis (Davis is her husband’s 
name) and in claim statement she signed as Elizabeth Peter 
(Peter is her father). At the request of learned counsel for 
the management copy of claim statement and Vakalath were 
marked as Exts. M3 and M4 respectively. On 4-7-2007 she 
filed an affidavit and produced a copy of the passport. In 
the passport her name is, ‘Komban Elizabeth Davis’ and 
signed as Elizabeth Davis. The passport shows that on 
29-5-1998 she had left Sultanate of Oman for India and 
returned to Oman on 19-7-1998. The claim statement was 
filed on 29-6-1998 and copy was received by opposite 
counsel on the same day (vide endorsement on the original 
claim statement). Therefore she was in India on the date of 
signing claim statement. But she happened to sign claim 
statement as Elizabeth Peter which, she says in her affidavit, 
is her original signature (before her marriage). In her 
deposition before court she has signed as Elizabeth Peter. 
Her affidavit is true. Both Elizabeth Davis and Elizabeth 
Peter are one and the same person and signatures in 
Vakalath and in claim statement are of the same person, the 
claimant (Elizabeth Davis). 

11. Ext. ME1 in Ext. Ml enquiry file is the charge- 
sheet. The charge is that Suit. Elizabeth Davis remained 
absent unauthorisedly from 2-4-1992, that she failed to 
obtain permission for going abroad and had not submitted 
a declaration for that purpose as per rules. The bank had 
by telegram on 10-7-92 instructed the claimant to report for 
duty immediately. Several such directions were given to 
resume duty. But the claimant failed to report for duty. 
Thus the claimant wilfully disobeyed the lawful and 
reasonable orders of susperior officers and committed gross 
misconduct. The action of the claimant is prejudicial to the 
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interest of the bank. Thus the claimant has violated Chapter 
XI, Regulation 3, Clause (d) & (m) of Canara Bank Service 

Code. 

12. The Enquiry Officer has found that the claimant 
had not applied for leave on time and not sought prior 
permission far going abroad and disobeyed the directions 
of superior officers to report for duty. It is seen from the 
written statement, paragraph 10 to 15 (pages 4 to 9) that 
she was in the habit of availing long leave even on prior 
occasions. On 31-7-1985 she had requested for privilege 
leave for 4 months from 2-9-1985 for going abroad and she 
was granted ‘24 days leave. She sought extension of leave 
on sick grounds from 26-9-85 to 24-10-1985. That was 
granted. She did not join duty on expiry of that period. She 
was asked to report for duty immediately by letter dated 
30-10-1985. But she joined duty only on 9-11-1985. However 
the bank did! not take any action and took a lenient view. 
Again she took leave for 15 days for going abroad from 
21 -7-1986 to 4-8-1986. But she reported for duty only on 
16-8-1986. However no action was taken by management. 
Again she took 30 days’ leave from 30-3-1987 for going 
abroad. The bank granted 28 days’ privilege leave that was 
at credit. She sought extension of leave for 19 days on sick 
ground and that was sanctioned up to 15-5-1987. Again 
she applied for 90 days’ maternity leave from 27-7-1987 to 
24-10-1987 with a request to go abroad. After that period 
she sought extension from 25-10-1987 to 9-1-1988. That 
was also granted by the bank. Again she sought extension 
of leave for 28 days from 18-2-1989 for going abroad and 
that was granted. Thereafter she sought extension of leave 
from 18-3-1989 to 16-4-1989 on the ground of illness. That 
was granted. Again she applied for maternity leave from 
30-11-1989 to 27-2-1990for 90 days. The bank took a lenient 
view and sanctioned leave. However she again sought 
extension of leave on medical ground up to 31-3-1990. That 
was not granted. The bank sent a telegram on 13-3-1990 
and also a registered letter asking the claimant to report for 
duty immediately. She did not resume duty. Again a telegram 
and a letter were sent mi 4-5-1990 and 8-5-1990 respectively. 
Still she did not report for duty. Another telegram was sent 
on 26-7-1990. There was no improvement. Again a letter 
was sent on 14-9-1990 asking to report for duty within 
30 days from the date of the letter. On 9-10-1990 a telegram 
was also sent. But she joined duty only on 10-11-1990. 
Thus she was on leave for 345 days from 30-11-1989 to 
9-11 -1990. The leave from 30-11-1989 to 27-2-1990 was 
treated as maternity leave and absence from 28-2-1990 to 
9-11-1990 was treated as unauthorized and on loss of pay. 
She was charge-sheeted for unauthorized absence. 
However she admitted the charge and hence the bank took 
a lenient view and stoppage of increment for two years 
without cumulative effect was imposed. Again she remaind 
absent unauthorisedly from 2-4-1992 and went abroad 
without permission which is the subject matter of 
adjudication. 

13. According to the claimant she had applied for 
leave and intimated the Branch Manager about her trip to 
Sultanate of Oman. Ext. ME2 is a letter dated 5-4-1992. It is 
sent from Trichur address. But it is mentioned that she 
wanted to proceed on privilege leave for 2 months from 

2-4-1992 in order to join her husband inMuscat. The bank 
claims that this was received by bank only on 31-8-1992. 
However Ext. W6 marked in Court shows that the Staff 
Section of Canara Bank in a letter written to the claimant in 
the foreign address has admitted that the Branch Manager 
had received a letter from the claimant on 5-4-1992. But 
according to the bank this letter was only an intimation to 
the bank that she wanted to proceed to Sultanate of Oman. 
However even prior to that on 2-4-1992 she had already 
proceeded to Sultanate of Oman. It is also contended by 
the bank that for going abroad prior permission of Deputy 
General Manager is required. The Branch Manager is not 
competent to grant such permission. But no such request 
was made to the Deputy General Manager. Even Ext. ME2 
was written only on 5-4-1992 after going abroad. No leave 
application is seen submitted to the bank for leave from 
24-1992to2-6-1992. Going by Ext. ME5 dated 1-6-1992 she 
applied for 3 iponths’ leave from 3-6-1992 only. It is also 
mentioned in the letter that she had joined her husband in 
Muscat on 2-4-1992. By Ext ME7 telegram of 10-7-1992 sfce 
was asked to report for duty immediately as leave applied 
was not granted. She did not report for duty as instructed^ 
Instead by Ext. ME4 letter she sought time till she would 
recover from her illness. Ext. ME4 is dated 12-7-1992. The 
Bank sent another telegram, Ext ME8 on 19-8-1992 asking 
the claimant to report for dutyjmraediately. She did not 
comply with the direction. She again sought medical leave 
from 2-9-1992 onwards for 3 months. The Bank sent a letter 
cm 17-10-1992 asking her to report for duty within 30 days. 
The claimant acknowledged the letter and reported for duty 
cm30-10-1992. But she did not submit any medical certificate 
for availing the leave and also fitness certificate for joining 
duty. Hence her leave was treated as unauthorized and a 
charge-sheet. Ext. ME1 was issued to her on 14-12-1992. 
She submitted a reply to charge-sheet on 31-1-1993 from 
Sultanate of Oman. When the claimant was examined as 
WW1 she admitted that she had not sought prior permission 
for going abroad on 24-1992 (pg. 10). She has not been 
able to show that before proceeding on leave she had applied 
for leave to the concerned authority or even to the Branch 
Manager. Her application. Ext. ME2 could be treated as an 
application given to Branch Manager only on 
54-1992. The Leave Rules and the Rules regarding foreign 
tour as mentioned in the written statement are not complied 
withby the claimant. Several times she was asked to report 
for dirty. She did not comply. Several times she sought 
extension of leave without medical certificates. Thus the 
violation is glaring cm the face of the record that she 
proceeded on leave without getting sanction of leave and 
without prior permission of the Deputy General Manager 
for going abroad. The instructions of the bank to report for 
duty on several occasions were not obeyed by the claimant, 
Even when she joined duty on 30-10-1992 she did not 
produce a medical certificate and a fitness certificate. Long 
absence of the claimant undoubtedly has affected the 
smooth functioning of the bank. Thus the allegations 
against her that she disobeyed the lawful and reasonable 
orders of superior officers and acted prejudicial to the 
interest of the bank, stand proved. I have already found 
that she was given, enough opportunity to attend the 
enquiry, but remained absent throughout. The finding of 
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icer is in order and is based on evidence 
ice is called for. 

unent imposed is dismissal from service, 
t alleged is falling under Chapter XI, 
auses (d) & (m) of Canara Bank Service 
ame as Para 19.5 (e) and (j) of 1st Bipartite 
i major misconduct for which punishment 
ra 19.6. The Disciplinary Authority is free 
the punishments, mentioned in Para 19.6. 
past conduct of the claimant and the 

ice and disregard for the instructions of 
warranted the punishment of dismissal. 

:nt on extending leave on one ground or 
tolerated her conduct for quite sometime 
t view on many occasions. When the 
frequent, long and unauthorized and 

jriors fell on deaf ears the extreme step of 
to be resorted to. Considering the 
id the conduct of the claimant she does 
nient view. Unless the punishment is 
he conscience of the court" and 
to the charges no interference by court is 
li circumstances arise in this case in order 
he punishment. 

esult, an award is passed finding that the 
lagement of Canara Bank in dismissing 
ivis from service w.e.f. 13-12-1994 is legal 
1 she is not entitled for any relief. The 
r their respective costs. The award will 
onth after its publication in the Official 

mil 

woikwo 

workwo 

workwo 

> the Personal Assistant, transcribed and 
ected and passed by me on this the 16 th 

P. L. NORBERT, Presiding Officer 

APPENDIX 

Workman: 

abeth Davis—24-6-2001. 

(anagement: 

. Shenoy—12-12-2000. 

Workman: 

letter dated 28-8-1993 sent by the 
nan to management. 

t copy of reply sent by workwoman to 
lent on 31-1-1993. 

t copy of letter dated 1-6-1992 sent by 
nan to management 

t copy of letter dated 12-7-1992 sent by 
nan to management. 

W5 - Photostat copy of letter dated 20-9-1992 sent by 
workwoman to management. 

_ W6 - Photostat copy of letter dated 17-10-1992 issued 
by Asstt. General Manager to workwoman. 

W7- Photostat copy of Medical Certificate dated 
2-11-1992 in r/o workwoman 

Exhibits for the Management: 

Ml- Domestic Enquiry File. 

M1 (a) - Photostat copy of letter dated 17-10-1992 issued 
by Asstt. General Manager to workwoman. 

M2 - Photostat copy of letter dated 7-7-1981 sent by 
workwoman to management 

M3 - Certified copy of claim statement dated 29-6-1998 
filed by workwoman 

M4- Certified copy of Vakalath dated 13-1-1997 
executed by workwoman. 
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New Delhi, the 26th July, 2007 

S.O. 2349.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 7/2005) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour 
Court, Lucknow as shown in the Annexure, in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of Canara Bank and 
their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12011/2/2003-IR (B-II)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL 
TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, LUCKNOW 

PRESENT 

Shrikant Shukla, Presiding Officer 

Misc. Case No. 7/2005 

BETWEEN 

Kailash Nath Khatri 
S/o Late Ramji Khatri 
R/o Tehsil Tundla, Eta Road, 
District-Firozabad 

AND 
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Dy. General Manager 
Canara Bank 
Circle Officer. VipinKhand, 
Gomti Nagar. Lucknow (U.P.) 

AWARD 

The workman's case in brief is that he was working 
as Armed Guard at Canara Bank Mall Road Branch, Kanpur 
wc.c.f. 2-6-2001 to 10-6-2003. In another case of misconduct 
the Government of India. Ministiy of Labour Vide its order 
No. L-1201 l/2/2003-lr{B-II) dated 29-4-2003 referred the 
dispute to adjudicate upon the quantum of stoppage of 
two increments by the management of Canara Bank. 
Lucknow. The said reference order was registered as ID. 
No. 53/2003 on 30-5-2003. It is alleged that during the 
pendency of the said industrial dispute the management of 
i tic Canara Bank became annoyed and transferred hint to 
(tic Bachgnon. Firozabad on 11-6-2003. The worker has 
therefore pray ed that the transfer order be set aside and he 
may be transferred back to Kanpur where he was posted 
during pendency of the industrial dispute. 

The opposite parly filed the written statement. The 
opposite party has submitted that the subject matter of the 
dispute pending I D. No. 55/2003 pertains to misconduct 
committed by the applicant during 1992 while working at 
Said Mahadev Branch and the same is in noway related to 
his posting to Bachgaon branch. The workman was posted 
at Bachgaon branch on revocation of his suspension, while 
imposing the punishment in respect of chargesheet dated 
27-9-2002 for his misconduct at Mall Road Branch. Kanpur 
during 2002. It is submitted that during the year 2002. the 
concerned workman was placed under suspension w.e.f. 
2-8-2002 in contemplation of disciplinary action enquiry 
for misbehaviour with one Shri Prabodh Sharma, clerk while 
w orking at Mall Road Branch, Kanpur of Canara Bank. He 
was issued chargesheet dated 27-9-2002 and after 
completion of the departmental enquiry' suitable 
punishment was imposed on him vide proceedings dated 
5-6-2003 and in the same proceeding his suspension order 
was revoked with direction to him to report for duties at 
Bachgaon Branch. The subject matter of pending ID 
pertains to misconduct committed by the worker during 
i 992 while vvorking'at Said Mahadev Branch and the same 
is in no way related to his posting to Bachgaon branch. It 
is also submitted that there is no change in the service 
condition as laid down in the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. 
The workman could be transferred in any of the branch 
within the language areas in which he has been serving 
and transfer is an incident of sendee and cannot be said to 
be violative of any provisions of law nor can the said 
transfer be said to be prejudicial on account of lesser 
allowance. 

The worker has not disputed the allegation of the 
management that on the disciplinary' proceedings about 
the incident of the year 2002 he was placed under 
suspension and was chargesheeted for the same and after 
completion of departmental enquiry'he was punished vide 
proceedings dated 5-6-2003 and in the same proceedings 
his suspension order was revoked with direction to him to 
report for duties at Bachgaon Branch. 

The worker has examined himself and has stated that 
since he has retired and therefore, he does not want any 
relief from application under Section 33 A. He has admitted 
that the enquiry proceedings about the misbehaviour was 
in progress and after completion of the enquiry he was 
transferred at Bachgaon Branch of the Bank. 

The opposite party’ has not produced any evidence. 

Heard learned representatives of the worker. 

The transfer of the worker from Kanpur to Firozabad 
docs not amount to the violation of the service conditions 
of the w orker. Moreover, the w orker has stated that since 
he has retired from service no purpose will serve in 
allowing or refusing the application. In the circumstances 
the application is rejected. 

Lucknow SHRIKANT SHUKL A Presiding Officer 
16-7-2007 
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<pnr, 

New Delhi, the 26th July. 2007 

S.O. 2350.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act. 1947 (14 of 1947). the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 8/2000) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour 
Court. Bangalore as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industrial Dispute between the management of Canara Bank 
and their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 26-7-2007. 

[No. L-12012/264/1999-IR (B-II)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

BANGALORE 

Dated the 11th July, 2007 

PRESENT 

Shri A. R. Siddiqui, Presiding Officer 

C. R. No. 08/2000 

I PARTY: 

Shri V S. Sathyanarayana, 
Vijayalakshmi Compound, 
Preetchand Road, 
Robertsoppet. 
K.G.F.-563122. 
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IIPARTY: 

The Gener il Manager, 
Canara Ba lJk, Staff Section (Workmen), 
Spencer T< wer, J.C. Road, 
Bangalore 

AWARD 

1. The Cer tral Government by exercising the powers 
conferred by clai ise (d) of sub-section 2 A of the Section 10 
of the Industrial I )isputes Act, 1947 has referred this dispute 
vide Order No. L-12012/264/99/IR (B-II) dated 2nd February, 
2000 for adjudic ation on thedollawing schedule: 

s 
SCHEDULE 

"Whether t ae management of Canara Bank is justified 
in dismissi ig Shri V S. Sathyanarayana, former Peon 
vv.e.f. 30-6-1994 ? If not, to what relief the workman is 
entitled ? 

2. The first party by way of his Claim Statement, 
challenged the e iquiry proceedings as conducted against 
the principles of natural justice, findings of the enquiry 
officer suffering from perversity and the dismissal order 
passed against him as unjust and illegal (pleadings with 
regard to faimes; or otherwise of the enquiry proceedings 
omitted there bei ig a separate finding on domestic enquiry' 
issue). At Para <> of the claim statement, the first party 
contended that hi: was not sent with findings of the enquiry' 
officer and even otherwise findings are totally perverse as 
no person coulc have held that the charges have been 
proved against t re first party; that he being a-Regional 
Committee met iber and Trade Unionist he has been " 
victimised: that tl le punishment of dismissal even assuming 
for the sake of a guments without admitting the charges 
have been proved, is disproportionate amounting to 
victimisation anc unfair labour practice; that he served the 
management sail sfactorily for aperidd of 13 years without 
inviting any adv ;rse remarks and his performance being 
appreciated on s iveral occasions, dismissal order passed 
against him cauiot be justified. Therefore, he requested 
this tribunal to se t aside the dismissal order and tc reinstate 
him in service w th all consequential benefits. 

3. The management by its Counter Statement 
asserted and mai ntained that principles of natural justice 
have been adlered to in conducting the enquiry 
proceedings. Or merits it was contended that after the 
cliargesheet in cuestion was served upon the first party 
on 01-10-1992, he*did not submit his explanation and 
therefore, enquiy was ordered and despite the enquiry 
notices were beir g served upon the first party and he being 
afforded with efficient opportunity to attend and 
participate in ttte enquiry proceedings, he failed to 
participate in the proceedings and therefore, the 
management was constrained to produce evidence on its 
part in the enqui y held against the first party ex parte on 
10-01-1994. Even, subsequent to 10-01-1994 sufficient 
opportunity' was given to the first party to participate in 
the proceedings but he failed to do so. Therefore, the 
enquiry officer submitted his findings based on the oral 
and documentaly evidence holding him guilty of the 

charges. In the result, it cannot be said that the findings of 
the enquiry officer suffered from any perversity. The 
management contended that findings of the enquiry were 
sent to the first party by registered post, they were returned 
back with postal endorsement “Refused, returned to 
sender”. Thereupon, opportunity of personal hearing was 
also given to the first party but he failed to avail the same. ' 
In the result, the proposed punishment of dismissal was 
confirmed dismissing the first party from the services. 
Therefore, the management requested this tribunal to 
dismiss the reference. 

4. Keeping, in view the respective contentions of 
the parties with regard to the validity and fairness or 
otherwise of the enquiry proceedings, this tribunal on 
06-04-2004 framed the following preliminary issue: 

‘‘Whether the Domestic Enquiiy conducted against 
the first party by the second party is fair and proper ?” 

5. During the course of trial of the said issue, the 
management examined the enquiry officer and got marked 
24 documents at Ex. Ml to M24. The first party examined 
himself as WW1 and in his further examination chief got 
marked 3 documents at Ex. W1 to W3. 

6. After having heard the learned counsels for the 
respective parties on the above said issue, this tribunal by 
order dated 04-04-2006 answered the same in favour of the 
management holding that enquiry conducted against the 
first party by the second party is fair and proper. Thereupon, 
the matter came to be posted to hear the parties on the 
point of alleged perversity of the findings and the quantum 
of the punishment. Learned counsel for the first party filed 
his written arguments and whereas, learned counsel for 
the management advanced his oral arguments. 

7. Learned, counsel for the first party by his written 
arguments did not comment upon the oral and documentary 
evidence produced during the course of enquiry based on 
which charges were held to be proved against the first 
party. His main contention was that the document i .e. the 
Xerox copy of the letter at Ex. W3 produced by the first 
party before this tribunal must falsify the charges of 
misconduct levelled against the first party. He submitted 
that as per Ex. W3 which is the internal correspondence 
between the branch Manager and the Senior Manager, the 
closing balance as pa- the consolidation summary has been 
found to be incorrect and that has been corrected by the 
branch manager and he regretted for the inconvenience 
caused while enclosing the duplicate DD summaries and 
that shows that the charges of misconduct levelled against 
the first party as per the summaries produced during the 
course of enquiiy vide Ex. Mil to Ml7 were false and 
incorrect. Learned counsel submitted that this letter at Ex. 
W3 though was with the management being issued on 
19-07-1992 was held back during the course of enquiiy and 
had it been produced, the truth would have come out and 
the misconduct alleged against the first party would have 
failed to be proved. His next argument was that first party 
being a trade unionist has been victimised though the 
management was quite kind and considerate in imposing 
lesser punishment in other cases. He also submitted that 
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punishment erf dismissal was not proportionate keeping in 
view the unblemished 13 years of service rendered by the 
first party. 

8. Whereas, learned counsel for the management 
argued that findings of the enquiry officer holding foe 
workman guilty of the charges have been supported by 
valid and cogent reasonings in turn based on sufficient 
and legal evidence produced by the management and so 
also in the light of the very confession statement givenby 
the first party admitting foe misconduct committed by him, 
which letter he gave to the management witness MW4 
who conducted the investigation into foe matter, learned 
counsel further submitted that the oral as well as the 
documentary evidence produced in the enquiry has 
remained unchallenged and uncontroverted as foe first 
part>' failed to participate in the proceedings, much less, 
the cross-examine the management witnesses or to deny 
the genuineness of the documents produced or to produce 
his own defence evidence to substantiate the stand taken 
by him. He submitted that the document at Ex. W3 now 
relied upon by the first party is an internal correspondence 
of consolidation summary nothing to do with foe charges 
of misconduct levelled against the first party and that this 
document now cannot be considered for the reason that it 
was not produced during the course of enquiry and was 
not the subject evidence in the enquiry. He submitted that 
keeping in view the gravity of the misconduct committed 
by the first party, it was a case deserving extreme 
punishment of dismissal. 

9. After having gone through the enquiry findings 
and evidence brought on record during foe course erf 
enquiry, I find substance in the arguments advanced for 
the management that charges of misconduct as such have 
been proved against the first party. Apersual of the enquiry 
findings would disclose that during the course of enquiry 
the management in all examined six witnesses and got 
marked 26 documents at Ex. Ml to M26. The management 
witness. MW1 now working as Branch Manager after 
having identified the documents at Ex. Ml to M18 
including the 4 DDs in question deposed that these 
disputed at Ex. Ml to M4 were not issued by the 
branch. The next witness examined was the then branch 
Manager. Ramamohan Reddy under whose signatures the 
DDs in question said to have been issued as per foe stand 
taken by the first party, has deposed that all the four DDs 
were not signed by him though apparently they tallied 
with his signature. In fact, during the course of the 
proceedings his specimen signature was obtained by foe 
enquiry officer in order to compare the signature found on 
DDs and foe signature actuary put by MW2 in his presence. 
Tire next witness examined forfoe management was the Sr. 
Manager of Shanthinagar branch and he identified his 
preliminary investigatkm report and also confirmed through 
his report that DDs have not been originatedfrom Ufoanur 
branch where the first party was working at the relevant 
point of time. MW4 was examined so as to prove the fact 
that the first party during the course of investigation 
conducted by him gave his letter dated 05-08-1992 
admitting in clear words that he has given the DD for 
Rs 13.850 for purchase of one ONTO A cokwr TV from Royal 

Enterprises vide cash payment dated 16-12-1991 marked 
during the course of enquiry. He also stated that the 
proceeds of other forte DDs were credited to SB Account 
of Sint B. N. Sujatha the wife of the first party. He stated 
that the first party stealthily removed those DDs wrote and 
forged the signature of Shri Mohan Reddy, the then 
Manager, Scale-1 of Ufoanur Branch. MW5 has given the 
evidence to foe effect that the first party during the course 
of investigation gave Iris written statement admitting the 
misconduct and he has attested the same as a witness. 
MW6, the Sr. Manager of KGF branch deposed to the effect 
that Shri B .N. Sqjafoa held SB Account No. 16654opening 
the same with the branch oh the introduction erf the first 
party, while identifying the ledger sheet of SB account he 
confirmed that 3 DDs were paid into the SB account of this 
lady and one DD was paid to Royal Enterprises. He also 
testified to the effect that these were the DDs forged and 
were not issued by the Ufoanur branch. This oral testimony 
of MW1 to MW6 and the documents referred by them 
during the course of their deposition as noted above, 
remained un-challenged and undisputed as unfortunately 
the first party did not turn up to attend and participate in 
the enquiry proceedings. Therefore, it is in the face of this 
oral and documentary evidence pressed into service by 
the Management in the enquiry and which has been 
discussed at length by foe enquiry officer in coming to 
the conclusion that charges of misconduct have been 
proved against foe first party, by no stretch of imagination 
it can be said that the findings submitted by him suffered. 
from any sort of perversity Those findings as could be 
read from the reasonings pven in foie body find support 
by oral and documentary evidence, that too, not 
controverted and challenged on behalf of the first party. 
As noted above, the learned council in his written 
arguments did not point out any factual or legal defect in 
the findings of the enquiry officer holding the workman 
guilty of the charges. It was not his case that there was no 
sufficient and legal evidence supporting the findings. The 
only contention he raised material and relevant for the 
purpose was that as per the above said letter at Ex.W3 
there has been correction of the closing balance with 
reference to the DDs in question and that shows that the 
opening and closing balance furnished during the course 
of enquiry tr way of documents at Ex. Ml 1 to 17 were 
incorrect and false and therefore, first party cannot be held 
guilty of the charges. First of all, as argued for the 
management this letter at Ex. W3 cannot be considered by 
this tribunal as anevidence at this stage of the case keeping 
ip view of for feet That ^enquiry proceedings conducted 
against the first party have been held to be proper. In foe 
feceoffoKfo^^ foMattfeainal was required only to go 
into foe oral ^docameotaiy evidence produced during 
the course of enquiry atidto find out whether it was legal 
and sufficient to substantiate the charge of misconduct 
leveled against the first party. Unless the enquiry 
proceedings are art aside and the management is called 
upon to prove foe charge* of misconduct by way of fresh 

—evidence, no fresh evidence as such can be produced by 
the first party in order to show that such an evidence will 
disprove the charges of misconduct found to be proved 
chiring the course of enquiry That apart, as submitted for 
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11 -12-1995 when the office Inspector Shri M. T. Ninja from 

Zonal Office, Bombay came for inspection and reported 
that there w;is a shortage of Rs. 12,500 in the denomination 
of Rs. 100 and Rs. 50 10 each, which shortage pertained to 
09-12-1995. He was kept under suspension on 12-12-1995. 

He contended that as on 09-12-1995, the cash balance at 
the end of the day was Rs. 5,08,866.01 and if any shortage 

or excess amount is found on the subsequent dates, then 
both the Head Cashier (first party) and the Manager should 
have been suspended. But the first party alone was 
victimised. A suspension order dated 12-12-1995 was 
passed on the allegation of shortage of Rs. 12,500 giving 

him 7 days time to give a reply. He gave reply to it on 
21 -01-1996 denying the allegations. However, strangely and 
in violation of the established rules, a corrigendum was 
issued on 12-02-1996, treating the above said Suspension 
Order as Chargesheet, which corrigendum was bad in law 
as suspension order could not have been converted as a 
chargesheet, that before issuing the chargesheet, an 
opportunity should have been given to him and that 
valuable right has been denied by issuing a corrigendum 
which cannot take the place of chargesheet. The first party 
then at Para 4(i), (ii) and (iii) of the Claim Statement has 
given certain instances to make his point that he has been 
victimised by the management in the instant case. At Paras 
7 to 13 the first party challenged the validity of the enquiry 
proceedings. At Para 14, he contended that the Zonal Office 
Inspector ought to have come at the opening of the cash 
but he came at 1.30 P.M. and entered the cashier cabin at 
3.30 P.M, without allowing the cashier to make packets of 

the notes of all denominations, tallying of cash receipts, 
cash payments and closing the cash as per the Bank norms 
and procedure. While touching the merits of the case he 

contended that since the Manager is also equally 
responsible for the cash balance inside the safe, his 

evidence cannot be relied and read against him. Moreover, 
one Shri Madhusudan Naik who attested the entry has not 
been examined. Therefore, he requested to this tribunal to 
set aside the impugned banishment order in terminating 
his services with a direction to the management to reinstate 
him in sendee with all consequential benefits. 

3. The management by its counter statement not 
denying the fact that the first party was working as 
Category C’ employee at TUmkur Branch and the fact that 
there was a surprise check made on 11-12-1995, with regard 
to the cash relating to 09-12-1995, contended that there 
was a shortage of Rs. 12,500 with regard to the cash balance 
taken place on 09-12-1995. The management also contended 
that on 11-12-1995 there was also a shortage of Rs. 7,000 at 
the close of the business hours on the said date. The 
management while admitting that the book balance on 
09-12-1995 was found to be correct however, contended 
that that fac t itself does not ensure that the actual physical 
cash balances would tally with the said figure, as in the 
instant case. The management contended that the first party 
has deliberately certified on each such bundles of Rs. 100 
and Rs. 50 denominations falsely and for that he alone can 
be held responsible. The management contended that the 
order of suspension was dated 18-10-1995 which was 
agreed upon the first party by way of registered post on 

20-12-1995. The first party by his letter dated 26-12-1995 
sought 30 days time to submit his explanation though was 
given 7 days time to do so. Therefore, the Disciplinary 
Authority ordered a departmental enquiry by order dated 
09-01-1996 and his reply dated 21-01-1996, received, 
therefore, is of no consequence as enquiry was ordered on 
09-01-1996 itself. The management contended that since 

the suspension order contained all the details of the 
charges, there was no need to issue a fresh charge sheet 
and so corrigendum was issued on 12-02-1996 to read the 
said suspension order as a Charge Sheet. The management 
denied the allegations that suspension order could not 
have been converted into a charge sheet and that by not 
issuing charge sheet the first party has been denied an 
opportunity to meet the same. The management denied the 
allegation of victimisation as made in Para 4 of the claim 
statement. The management also denied the allegation made 
in the claim statement with regard to the validity of the 
enquiry proceedings conducted by it and requested this 
tribunal to reject the reference. 

4. Based on the respective contentions.of the parties 
with regard to the validity and fairness or otherwise of the 
enquiry proceedings, this tribunal on 09-07-1999 framed 
the following preliminary issue:— 

‘ Whether the second party proves that the Domestic 
Enquiry conducted against the first party7 was in 
accordance with the settled principle of law, Bipatite 
Settlement and principles of natural justice” ? 

5. It would appear from the records that during the 
course of trial of the said issue, the management examined 
one witness as MW 1 and got marked 13 documents at Ex. 
Ml to M13. As a rebuttal, the first party also gave the 
evidence and my learned Predecessor after having heard 

the learned counsels for the respective parties, by order 
dated 13-08-2002, answered the said issue against the 
management holding that the enquiry held against the first 
is not fair and proper. Thereupon, the management was 
called upon to prove the charge of misconduct levelled 
against the first party and the management examined four 
witnesses as MW2 to MW5 and got marked documents at 
Ex. M14 to M25. The first party examined himself as WW1. 
The statement of MW2 which appears very much relevant 
for the purpose and with reference to the documents 
produced, in his examination chief is as follows :— 

“During 19951 was working as Manager at Tumkur. 
First party was working as cashier incharge at 
Tumkur. On 11-12-1995 at about 1.30 P.M. HO, 
Inspector had come to our branch for inspection. He 
came from Bombay. He wanted to check die cash. He 
kept the cash in safe. We opened the safe. Myself 
and first party opened the strong room and made 
available the cash for checking. I came out. Since 
first party was in the strong room. There was cash 
shortage of Rs. 100 pocket in five row. There was 
cash pockets. There was shortage—10 pieces in each 
pocket. In another packet there was shortage of 10 
pieces in each packets of Rs. 50 denomination and 
total were 15 packets. This is the cash kept on 
9-12-1995. He kept all the cash in sealed pockets and 
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signed myielf and Inspecting Staff Ex. M14 is the 
seal cover. I Myself, Inspecting Officer and the first 

1M14 as M 14(a), M 14(b) is the signature 
party. We closed the day’s cash. There 
shortage of Rs. 7000. Spot Mahajar was 
rding shortage in the presence of all the 
>ers. First party confessed that he was 
loitage cash and he will make good of it. 
the Mahajar drawn at the spot. First party 
:bit vouchers on 11-12-1995 and released 
995. He has signed (first party) vouchers 
X) and second are for Rs. 7,000. Ex. M16 is 
r for Rs. 12,500. It is signed by the first 
Ex. M 16(a). Next day first party' deposited 
n 12-12-1995 as per Ex. M17 voucher, 
he signature of the first party. Ex. M18 is 
iven by the first party. Ex. Ml8(a) is his 
He said he wants letter so that he will 
a nee amount. Thereafter he did not turn 
:. MI 9 is the cash book of that period. Ex. 
te entry of9-12-1995. M19(b) is the entry 
95. They were signatures of first party. Ex. 
ic signature. Ex. M 19(d) is my signature 
s the signature of first party. M 19(a)(2) is 
re. Ex. MI9(a)(3) is the remarks of the 
Officer. Ex. M 19(a)(4) is his (officer's 
Ex. Ml9(e) is the endorsement of the 

9(1) is his signature (officer). Ex. M20 is 
copy sent to the first party to deposit 

ount. Ex. M20 (a) is my signature. Ncxi 
arty sent leave (siek) application. On 
> first party' wrote letter denying every 
l Ex. M21. First party’s signature is at Ex. 
n 11-12-1995 I reported matter to the 
fice. Hyderabad as per Ex. M2 2. M22(a) 
ure. Ex. M23 is the special report. Coving 
M24.24(a) is the signature of inspecting 
reversed the suspense entry of Ex. M17 
ifter depositing Rs. 7000. Ex. M25 is the 
file consisting of all the material of this 
ng notices etc. First party was kept under 
He was dismissed after the enquiry. His 

so dismissed.” 

witness whose evidence relevant for the 
ind his statement in examination chief is 

Efl 

vas posted at Bombay as Senior Inspector 
1995. I visited Tumkur Branch for 
I checked cash at 1,30 P.M. after reaching 
. First party was cashier in charge. There 
ial c#sh balance of two lakh seventy 
;rtaining to 09-12-.1995. 10th was not a 
ly for the branch. I counted the cash 
5 packets of 100 rupees denomination 
shortage of 10 pieces in each packets. 

• to Rs. 5,000. In 15 packets of Rs. 50 
an there was shortage of 10 pieces in each 
regating to Rs. 7,500. Total shortage was 
By that time it was2.30 p.m. After 3 30 
nted cash at the counter dealt bv the 

workman. There was shortage of Rs. 7000 in the 
counter. I made enquiry with the first party and told 
him that he has to deposit the shortage. He promised 
that he would deposit on that day. We sealed all the 
bundle packets in the strong room in the cover 
obtaining the signature of the party’ Ex. M14 is that 
cover. It is signed by me and also by.the first party’. 
Ex. M14(c) is my signature. I party' has signed at Ex. 
Ml4(b) and Manager at Ml4(a). On 12-12-1995 at 
12.30 P.M. first party7 deposited only Rs. 7,000 under 
Ex. M17. Ex. M 17(a) is die signature of the first party: 
Ex. M18 is the letter given by the workman duly' signed 
by him. Ex. Ml8(a) is the signature. We prepared a 
debit voucher against the workman as per Ex. M16.1 
have given my report as per Ex. M10. My signature 
is at Ex. M 10(a). First party was charge sheeted. Ex. 
Ml9 (a)(5) is my signature on the cash book. On 
11-12-1995 also I have signed the cash book as per 
Ex. M 19(0. Cash book is also signed by the workman. 
Ex. M19 (a)(6) is the signature of first party'. Ex. M19 
(g) is also signature of the workman.” 

7. The testimony of other three witnesses not 
relevant for the purpose need not be brought on record. 1 
would like to come to the statements of MW2 & MW5 in 
their cross examination as and when found relevant and 
necessary'. The statement of first party workman by way of 
affidavit evidence and his statement in cross examination 
will be referred to hereinafter, if found necessary. 

8. The first and foremost argument advanced for the 
first party workman by learned Counsel, Shri V. S. Naik was 
that the oral and documentary evidence produced by the 
management before this tribunal after this tribunal set aside 
the Domestic Enquiry proceedings held against the first 
party cannot be found basis for any charge of misconduct 
said to be alleged by way of suspension order at Ex. M3 
later on converted by way of charge sheet vide letter at Ex. 
M4 He contended that as per Clause 19.12 Chapter 19 of 
the Bipartite Settlement 1966, disciplinary action to be 
proposed against the delinquent shall proceed the charge 
sheet and not subsequent to the charge sheet. He 
contended that in the instant ease first of all suspension 
order should not have been converted into the charge sheet 
and secondly, letter at Ex. M4 converting the same as a 
charge sheet should not have been issued after the 
disciplinary action was already proposed and initiated as 
has been done in the present case. He submitted that unless 
the charge sheet was issued giving the details along with 
the statement of imputation and the documents as well as 
list of the witnesses and explanation was obtained from 
the first party, disciplinary proceedings should not have 
been initiated. He submitted that in the instant case, first of 
all. the suspension order is very’ much vague with regard 
to the allegations of misconduct levelled against the first 
party and secondly, no explanation was called from him 
even after the suspension order was converted into charge 
sheet. He submitted that this tribunal while passing the 
orders on domestic enquiry issue, in no uncertain terms 
observed that the suspension order is not a charge sheet 
and therefore, the enquiiy conducted against the first party’ 
in the absence of the charge sheet and the explanation 
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obtained from trim was bctd in law. He submitted that despite 
the above said observation the management has not come 
forward with any charge sheet so as to disclose what 
misconduct actually has been committed by the first party, 
as suspension order just disclosed the fact of shortage of 
certain amount which was being handled by the first party 
as a Cashier. On the point that any such suspension order 
or any show cause notice cannot be converted into charge 
sheet and that disciplinary action based on such charge 
sheet cannot be sustained in the eye of law, learned counsel 
relied upon the principle laid down by their Lordship of 
Supreme Court in a decision reported in 1993(11) LLJ page 
303—Delhi Development Authority Vs. H. C. Khurana, 1989 
(I) LLJ 573 of Andhra Pradesh High Court, 2000(7) SC 112 
and a decision reported in 1989(4) SLR 763 of Rajasthan 
High Court and Clause 19.12(a) of the aforesaid Bipartite 
Settlement. On merits of the case the learned counsel 
submitted that as on 09-12-1995 the total cash balance at 
the end of the day was Rs. 5,08,866.01 and the first party 
and the Manager has jointly signed the relevant registers 
without there being any remark in the column concerned 
about the shortage of the amount. Therefore, any shortage 
or excess amount is found on the subsequent date the first 
part)' cannot be held responsible for the said shortage and 
ev en otherwise he cannot be held responsible alone as the 
Manager was equally responsible for such a shortage. With 
regard to the shortage of Rs. 7,000, learned counsel 
submitted that during the course of inspection of cash 
made on 11-12-1995 undisputedly cash transactions were 
being handled by some other staff namely Shri VRV 
Krishnan who handed over the cash back to the first party 
and therefore, for this shortage also the first party cannot 
be responsible. 

9 Learned counsel for the management 
Sh ri Venkatesh representing Shri R N. Vehemently argued 
that charges of shortage of the amount in question have 
been proved in the statements of MW2 & MW5 and the 
statement of the first party in his cross examination would 
make it abundantly clear that the cash in question was 
being handled by him as a cashier and during the course of 
inspection done1 by MW5 shortage of Rs. 12,500 was 
detected in the first instance and at the dose of the business 
hours there was again shortage of Rs. 7,000 found. He 
contended that the first party, in fact, deposited a sum of 
Rs. 7.000 towards the shortage but failed to deposit the 
shortage amount of Rs. 12,500 despite a debit voucher was 
prepared against him. Learned counsel did not comment 
rather seriouly with regard to the suspension order 
converting into the charge sheet, his only contention was 
that suspension order itself disclosed the misconduct 
committed bv the first party and there was nothing more to 
be added by way of fresh charge sheet and therefore, it 
was thought unnecessary to issue a fresh charge sheet 
once again incorporating the very wordings incorporated 
in tire suspension order. He submitted that there was nothing 
wrong committed by the management in converting the 
suspension order into a charge sheet. 

10. After having gone through the records and the 
evidence brought on record as well as the decisions cited 
on behalf of the first party I find much substance in the 

arguments advanced for the first party that suspension 
order at Ex. M3 could not have been first of all converted 
into a charge sheet. Clause 19.12 of the Bipartite Settlement, 
1966 reads to the effect an employee against whom 
disciplinary action is proposed or likely to be taken shall 
be given a charge sheet. Their Lordship of Supreme Court 
in the aforesaid Delhi Development Authority’s case held 
the view that charge sheet in a consequence to the decision 
to initiate disciplinary proceedings and that the decision 
to initiate the disciplinary proceedings cannot be 
subsequent to the issue of the charge sheet. It is further 
held that service of the charge sheet on the delinquent 
follows the decision to initiate the disciplinary proceedings 
and it does not proceed or coincide with that decision. In 
the decision of Andhra Pradesh High Court referred to 
supra it was held that the rule must specify the misconduct 
with precision as otherwise it will expose to grey area not 
amenable to objective evaluation. Their Lordship of 
Supreme Court in the aforesaid Kumaon Mondal Vikas case 
reported in 2000 (7) SC 112 have held the view- that such an 
enquiry without issuing a charge sheet and holding the 
delinquent responsible is nothing but a method unknown 
to law in hottest of haste resulting into miscarriage of 
justice. Their Lordship further held that show cause notice 
which later came to be termed to be the chargesheet was 
prejudicial and biased resulting in total miscarriage of 
justice. Therefore, it is in the background of the principle 
laid down in the aforesaid decisions and clause 19.12 of 
the Bipartite Settlement one must appreciate the arguments 
advanced for the first party that Ex. 3, the suspension order 
before this court can never be read to be a charge sheet in 
the first instance and secondly, it is not in dispute that the 
suspension order came to be served upon the first party 
on 12-12-1995 and whereas, corrigendum was issued on 
12-02-1996 converting the said suspension order as a charge 
sheet. It is not in dispute that the disciplinary authority 
ordered a departmental enquiry against the first party by 
order dated 09-01-1996 itself. Therefore, undisputedly, there 
was no charge sheet issued against the first party nor any 
explanation was called for from the first party on the said 
charge sheet as on 09-01-1996 when the Disciplinary 
Authority ordered departmental enquiry against the first 
party. Assuming for a moment, that suspension order can 
be read as a charge sheet, the corrigendum’to the above 
effect admittedly was issued on 12-02-1996 i.e. long after 
the disciplinary action was initiated against the first party 
by order dated 09-01-1996. Therefore, first of all we cannot 
read the suspension order as a charge sheet as admittedly 
there was no opportunity given to the first party to give 
reply afresh after he was served with the said corrigendum. 
That apart, on the point as to whether the corrigendum 
should be read as a charge sheet or not, this tribunal while 
passing the order on Domestic Enquiry issue in no 
uncertain terms has recorded a finding to the effect that 
the suspension order at Ex. M3 cannot be termed as a 
charge sheet. The observation made by this tribunal at 
Para 10 of this order read as under 

"‘In order to appreciate this contention, let us 
consider the available material. Ex. M3 is the 
Suspension Order. It appears that workman has given 
was termed as Charge Sheet vide letter Ex. M4. 

3403 GI/2007—45 
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I have tq< d the decisions relied by the parties. It is 
well settle i that either Suspension Order or the Show 
cause noti x cannot be termed as Charge sheet. Apart 
from this, there is no proper explanation by the 
manageir ent as to why it has not issued separate 
charge sh set with imputation, list of documents and 
list of wi nesses that it was not satisfied with the 
explanati >n given by the workman. This is all the 
irregularity committed by the enquiry officer. 
Defmitel) this has caused prejudice to the workman. 
It is an ad nitted fact that the enquiry was completed 
in a span >f 3 days. Considering all this, 1 am of the 
opinion tl at the enquiry is not fair and proper. ” 

11. As not 2d above, their Lordship of Supreme Court 
in the aforesaid Delhi Development Authority case have 
made it abund antly clear that a decision to initiate 
disciplinary pro ^edings cannot be subsequent to the issue 
of the charge si eet as the charge sheet is a consequence 
to the decision 15 initiate disciplinary proceedings. In the 
instant case as noted above, before the aforesaid 
suspension ordc r could have been converted into charge 
sheet by order d< ted 12-02-1996, the disciplinary authority 
ordered DE against the first party on 09-01-1996 itself. 
Therefore, view ;d from any angle the suspension order at 
Ex. M3 before t lis tribunal cannot be termed as a charge 
sheet first of al I and secondly, the poceedings initiated 
against the first party by the disciplinary authority cannot 
be sustained in the eye of law they being earlier to the 
issue of the cha ge sheet. The law requires that a charge 
sheet first be ser ^ed upon the delinquent concerned calling 
upon him to submit his explanation and in case his 
explanation is lot found satisfactory, the Disciplinary 
Authority will te obliged rather justified in proceedings 
ahead in holding a departmental enquiry. In the instant 
case undisputed y, it was not done. Therefore, the present 
proceedings bef )re this tribunal being in continuance of 
the proceedings conducted by the Disciplinary Authority 
cannot be first oi all sustained in the eve of law* in the light 
of the aforesaid Clause 19.12 of the Bipartite Settlement 
1966 and in view of the principle laid down by their 
Lordships in th( decisions quoted above. 

12. Now; assuming for a moment that above said 
suspension order at Ex. M3 can be read to be a charge 
sheet at Ex. M4. let us find out what is the misconduct as 
such committed by the first party workman. Suspension 
Order dated 12-12-1995 reads as under:— 

It has b;en reported that while posted and 
functioning; as C.l.C. "C category of Tumkur Branch 
you have c mimitted the following acts of omission/ 
conmussio a. 

On 11-12- [995 at about 1.30 P.M. when the branch 
officials cl ecked the cash of previous day’s balance 
they found cash shortage of Rs. 12,000 in the 
following c enominations: 

Denominat ion No. of 
Sections 

Pieces of 
Shortage 

Total 
Amount 

Rs. 100 5 10 each Rs. 5,000 
Rs. 50 15 10 each Rs. 7,500 

Total ai nount of shortage Rs. 12,500 

All the above sections were signed, stitched and 
sealed by you. Also when the branch officials 
checked the closing cash balance of 11 -12-1995 they 
found also a cash shortage of Rs. 7,000. Hence 
altogether there was a cash shortage of Rs. 19,500. 
Your aforesaid acts of omission and commission 
constitute gross misconduct in terms of clause 19.5(j) 
of Bipartite Settlement and attract disciplinary action 
against you and your continuance of the branch is 
not considered in the interest of the bank and 
therefore, pending enquiry into the acts of omission 
and commissions on your part. You are hereby placed 
under suspension with immediate effect. You are 
advised to send your explanation, if any, within 7 
days of receipt of this letter. 

Please note that no leave shall be granted to you 
during the period of your suspension. You shall not 
leave the station without prior permission of the 
competent authority/disciplinary authority. You will 
also not enter the Tumkur Branch without written 
permission of the Branch Manager. 

During the period of your suspension, you will be 
paid subsistence allowance in terms of Regulations 
of Bipartite Settlement. Please acknowledge receipt.” 

13. Therefore, from the reading of the above said 
suspension order the allegation made against the first party 
appears to be that as a Cashier he signed the relevant 
documents stitched and sealed the currency notes. With 
regard to the closing cash balance as on 09-12-1995 and 
that when the said cash balance was checked on 
11-12-1995, there was a shortage of Rs. 19,500, it is alleged 
that when the inspection was done at about 1.30 p.m. of 
the cash of the previous day’s balance i.e. of 09-12-1995 
the Inspector (MW5) who checked the balance, found cash 
shortage of Rs. 12,500 in the denomination of Rs. 100 and 
Rs. 50 and when the closing cash balance of 11-12-1995 
was checked there was a cash shortage of Rs. 7,000. The 
fact that the first party was working as a cashier on 
09-12-1995 and then on 11-12-1995 (10-12-1995 was Sunday) 
has not been disputed by the first party and cannot be 
disputed by him as the stand taken by him is only to the 
effect that for the closing cash balance as on 09-12-1995, 
he alone cannot be held responsible as the relevant 
registers and documents speaking to the said cash balance 
have not only been signed by him but also have been 
signed by the then Manager after due verification of the 
cash balance on hand as on that day. With regard to the 
shortage of Rs. 7,000 at the close of the day on 11-12-1995 
he took the stand to say that during the course of inspection 
being done by MW5, he was kept away from cash dealing 
and cash transactions were being dealt with some other 
staff of the bank and therefore,$he cannot be held 
responsible for the shortage also. It is to be noted that not 
a single suggestion was made to MW5 in his cross 
examination disputing the fact of shortage amount of 
Rs. 12,500 found with respect of the closing balance 
recorded on 09-12-1995. He also did not dispute the fact of 
the checking of the cash by MW5 and the fact that there 
was shortage of Rs. 12,500. There is again no suggestion 
made to MW5 to the effect that at the close of the day. 
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11-12-1995 once again the cash was checked and there was 
a shortage of Rs. 7,000 found. In fact it is on record that the 
first party deposited a sum of Rs. 7,000 as per the chalian 
dated 12-12-1995 marked before this tribunal at Ex. M17(a). 
With respect of the shortage of Rs. 12,500 there was debit 
voucher passed in the name of the first party as per Ex. 
M16 and signed by him at Ex. M16(a) onapromise made by 
him that he will make good of the said shortage amount on 
the next day but he did not do so. The first party, in fact, in 
his claim statement has never referred and disputed the 
fact of shortage of Rs. 7,000 found at the close of the 
business hours on 11-12-1995. With regard to the shortage 
of Rs. 12,500 the first party in his cross examination was 
unable to say if during the course of inspection 10 notes of 
100 rupees denomination were found missing from the five 
packets of 100 rupees denomination and likewise 10 notes 
ofRs. 50 denomination were found missing from each of 15 
packets. He admitted that in his presence those notes were 
counted and were kept in separate cover and the cover 
was sealed. Therefore, the factum of shortage of sum of 
Rs. 19.500 found during the course of inspection made by 
M W5 in fact has not been disputed by the first party either 
in positive words or by way of denial to suggestion made 
to him in his cross examination. The arguments advanced 
for the first party that he alone cannot be made responsible 
for the shortage of Rs. 12,500 with respect to the closing of 
cash balance on 09-12-1995, as the manager was also in 
joint custody of the cash balance and signatory to all the 
relevant registers speaking to the fact that the cash balance 
at the close of the business hours on 09-12-1995 kept in the 
safe was true and correct as per the actual verification 
done by both of them. It may be that the Manager who is 
undisputedly, the joint custodian of the cash balance, along 
with the first party was also negligent or responsible for 
the shortage of Rs. 12,500 took place when the case was 
checked on 11-12-1995 pertaining to the closing cash 
balance on 09-12-1995 but only because the manager is 
also responsible for such a shortage, the first party cannot 
disown or shirk his responsibility with regard to the said 
shortage when he was the cashier mainly responsible for 
the cash custody as on 09-12-1995 and as on 11-12-1995. 
Whether the manager is also held responsible, or not, or 
any action has been taken against him by the management, 
is of no concern for this tribunal. We have to only see 
whether the first party can be held responsible for the 
shortage found during the course of inspection done by 
MW5 as on 11-12-1995 and as noted above, this fact not 
only has not been disputed by the first party but also has 
been proved by way of the various documents and the 
statement of MW2 more particularly, in the statement of 
MW5. the Inspector who checked and inspected the cash 
balance in question. 

14. Now, going by the wordings of suspension order, 
so to say the charge sheet. There is no specific allegation 
made against- the first party to the effect that he 
misappropriated atleast, temporarily the aforesaid amount 
of Rs 19,500. The allegation is that it was a grave 
misconduct in terms of Clause 19.5(j) of the Bipartite 

Settlement under which his continuance was not 
considered in the interest ofthe bank. Article 41 of Manual 
of Security & Fire Fighting reads as under: 

“Any shortage in the cash balance, however 
occasioned, should be recovered the same day, if 
possible. Failing recovery the same day, the amount 
must be debited to Suspense Account under advice 
to Head Office” 

15. Therefore, from the reading ofthe said provision 
it gets very much clear that if any shortage in the cash 
balance is occasioned for any reason whatsoever, that 
shortage amount has to be recovered on the same day, if 
possible, and in case, it was not recovered on the same day 
the amount must be debited to the suspense account under 
advice to head office. As noted above, the first party had 
already deposited a sum of Rs.7000 towards the shortage 
and passed debit voucher with respect to the shortage of 
Rs. 12,500 but failed to remit the said amount. Therefore, 
keeping in view the evidence brought on record, there 
cannot be any hesitation in the mind of this tribunal to 
come to the conclusion that the shortage of Rs. 19,500 
found during the course of inspection by M W5 with respect 
to the closing of cash balance on 09-12-1995 and shortage 
of Rs.7000 found with respect to the cash balance at the 
close of the day on 12-12-1995 was as a result of the 
negligence on the part of the first party. As noted above, 
there is no allegation in the said suspension order that the 
first party misappropriated the amount and therefore, he 
can at the most be held responsible for an act of negligence 
in dealing with the cash which was in his custody as on 
09-12-1995 and as on 11-12-1995. If we hold the first party 
responsible for the act of negligence, then the punishment 
imposed by the management removing him from service 
for such a misconduct appears to be highly excessive and 
disproportionate to the gravity of the misconduct 
committed by him. In the result, having regard to the facts 
and circumstances of the case, it appears to me that ends 
of justice will be met, if the first party is imposed with the 
punishment of withholding of his four annual increments 
from the date of punishment order denying him 50 per cent 
of the back wages from the date of the punishment order 
till the date of his reinstatement. Hence the following 
Award: 

AWARD 

The Management is directed to reinstate the first 
party workman into its services with 50 per cent ofthe back 
wages withholding his four annual increments with 
cumulative effect from the date of the punishment order. 
The amount already paid to the first party workman by way 
of Interim Relief shall be taken into consideration while 
making payment of 50 per cent of the back wages to the 
first party. No costs 

(Dictated to PA transcribed by her corrected and 
signed by me on 18th July, 2007) 

A. R SIDDIQUl Presiding Officer 
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New Delhi, the 30th July, 2007 

S.O; 2) 52.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government^ ^reby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 140/ 
2004) of the Ce ntral Government Industrial Tribunal-cum- 
Labour Court) Chennai as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industrial Disp ate between the management of State Bank 
of India and ti teir workmen, which was received by the 
Central Govern ment on 30-7-2007. 

,r [No. L-12012/402/1998-IR(B-1)] 
AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFOR £ THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAI, TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

We inesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

K. Jayai am an. Presiding Officer 

In lustrial Dispute No. 140/2004 

(Princii al Labour Court CG1D No. 138/99) 

[in the matter < >f the dispute for adjudication under clause 
(d) of Sub-sect Lon (1) and Sub-section 2(A) of Section 10 
of the Industry 1 Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), between 
the Manageme it of State Bank of India and their workmen] 

BETWEEN 

SriR Al phones : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Ass: stant General : II Party/Management 
Manage!, 
State Ba ik of India, 
Region-I 
Trichiraf alb. 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioi let : Sri V S. Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative 

For the Management : M/s, K. S. Sundar, Advocates 

AWARD 

The Central Government, Ministry of Labour vide 
Order No. L-12012/402/98-IR(B-I) dated 11-2-1999 has 
referred this dispute earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court, Chennai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its file as CGID No: 138/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement apd Counter Statement respectively. 
Afterthe constitution of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court, the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal 
for adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 
ID. No. 140/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows:— 

“Whether the demand of the workman Shri R. 
Alphones wait list No. 646 for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of State 
Bank of India and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified ? If 
so, to what relief the said workman is entitled T 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre 
in State Bank of India and he was given appointment 
as messenger after an interview and medical 
examination. He was appointed on temporary basis 
at Tennur branch from 6-9-1982. The Petitioner was 
orally informed that his services were no more 
required. The non-employment of the Petitioner and 
others became subject matter before Supreme Court 
in the form of Writ Petition filed by State Bank 
Employees ’ Union in Writ Petition No. 542/87 which 
was taken up by the Supreme Court. The 
Respondent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed a 
copy of settlement under Section 18(1) reached 
between management of State Bank of India and All 
India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV 
temporary workmen who were denied employment 
after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement was 
under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B 
and C. Though the classification was unreasonable, 
the Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the 
Petitioner about the interview to be held through 
advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of the Tennur branch. He was called for an 
interview by a Committee appointed by Respondent/ 
Bank in this regard. But, they have not informed the 
result of interview and also with regard to 

’appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed orally 
to join at the branch where he initially worked as a 
class JV employee. From 6-9-1982, the Petitioner has 
been, working as a temporary messenger and some 
times performing work in other brandies also. While 
working on temporary basis in Kamarajapuram 
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branch, another advertisement by the Respondent/ 
Bank was made regarding casual workers who were 
reported to be in service during the same period. 
While the Petitioner was working as such, the 
Manager of the branch informed the Petitioner orally 
on 31 >3 -97 that his services are not required any more 
and he need not attend the office from 1 -4-97. Hence, 
the Petitioner raised a dispute with regard to his non¬ 
employment. Since the conciliation ended in failure, 
the matter was referred to this Tribunal for 
adjudication. Though reference was sent to this 
Tribunal, the reference framed did not satisfy the 
grievance of the Petitioner, he has made a fresh 
representation to Govt, to reconsider the reference 
and the Petitioner requested the Respondent/Bank 
to continue to engage him in service as obtained 
prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise him in service in 
due course. The Respondent/Bank took up an 
unreasonable stand that the service and the number 
of days worked by Petitioner were treated as of no 
consequence, since according to the Respondent/ 
Bank, it engaged the Petitioner only in temporary 
services after the settlement. The Petitioner was not 
aware of settlement by which his serv ices and number 
of days worked by him after interview' do not merit 
consideration. The Petitioner was not a party to the 
settlement mentioned by the Respondent/Bank 
before the conciliation officer. Therefore, the 
Respondent’s action in not absorbing him in regular 
service is unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements 
are repugnant to Section 25G and 25H of the I D. 
Act. The termination of the Petitioner is against the 
provisions of para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 
though the settlement speaks about three categories 
only a single wait list has been prepared and the 
Respondent/Bank has been regularising according 
to their whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank 
has also not observed the instructions regarding 
grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. to 
the temporary workmen which amounts to violation 
of relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the Petitioner and extracted the same 
work either by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to work under assumed name or by both which 
^mounts to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers 
'serious infirmities and it is not based .on strict 
seniority and without any rationale. Hence, for all 
these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant relief of 
regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I. D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law. retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 

The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-87,16-7-88, 7-10-88,9-1-91 and 30-7-96. The said 
settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I.D. Act In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 646 in wait list 
of Zonal Office, Trichy. So far 212 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of652 waitlisted temporary employees were 
permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is false to 
allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary messenger. 
The Petitioner was engaged only in leave vacancies as and 
when it arose. When the Petitioner having submitted to 
selection process in terms of settlements drawn as per 
retrenchment provisions referred to above, cannot turn 
around and claim appointment. Such of those temporary 
employees who were appointed were engaged for more 
number of days and hence, they were appointed. Under 
the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B and C. 
Considering their temporary service and subject to other 
eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 
employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under category (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category (C) the temporary employees 
who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per Clause 7, 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended upto 31-3 -97 for filling up vacancies which were 
to arise upto 31-12-94. The Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent had 
implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements, out of 652 wait listed candidates, 212 temporary 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
wait listed at 646 he was not appointed. The said settlements 
were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped 
from questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and 
his claim is liable to be rejected. Further, fire said settlements 
were not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 
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of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 
country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 
(Conferment of Pe rmanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to 1 lespondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 
no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 
say that documents and identity of Petitioner was verified 
before the Petitioi er was engaged. It i^also not correct to 
say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 
permanent messei iger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
31-12-94 were filli d up against the waited list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait hi t drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Furt rer, for circle of Chennai wait list of daily 
wages was not fin; ilized and hence not published and there 
is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 
employees. After i he expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 
no claim for pern lanent absorption. Hence, for all these 
reasons, the Resp indent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs. 

5. In the adlitional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the I ’etitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondei it/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in tl e post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the C institution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner he engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bark imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Evei i though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delay sd in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed workmen wi th ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitraril;r filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait li: ited workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Henc$, the Petitioner prays that an awrard may 
be passed in his f ivour. 

6. Again, th<: Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation i rere under Section 18( 1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
rules of the Resj ondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV 
staff in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank Even in the Writ Petition before t he High 
Court in W. P. No 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner questioned 
the settlement daU d 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is false to allege 
that the settlements are contrary to the rights of the 
Petitioner. Hence the Petitioner prays that an award may 
b^passed in his 1 avour. 

7. In these circumstances, the points for my 
consideration arc:— 

(i) “Whether the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 646 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messengers in the Respondent/Bank 
and consequential appointment thereupon as 
temporary messenger is justified V 

(ii) “To w hat relief the Petitioner is entitled ?” 

Point No. 1: 

8. In this case, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
contended that the Petitioner in this case and the Petitioners 
in the connected industrial disputes have been sponsored 
by Employment Exchange and they having been called for 
interview and having been selected and wait listed in terms 
of the relevant guidelines/circulars of the Respondent/Bank 
in permanent vacancies in subordinate cadre on temporary 
basis After engaging them intermittently for some years, 
the Petitioner in this case and other Petitioners in the 
connected disputes were terminated without any notice. 
Since the Respondent/Bank terminated several temporary 
employees in the year 1985, the State Bank Employees 
Union had filed a Writ Petition before the Supreme Court to 
protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter waspending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly entered 
into a settlement on the issue of absorption of temporary 
employees and filed it before the Supreme Court at the time 
of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This settlement has 
become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank and has been 
marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case and the 
Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this settlement 
as it is not binding on them on the ground that they have 
been interviewed and selected in the permanent vacancy 
and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or notice 
denied an opportunity to wrork in the bank after 31-3-1997 
and therefore, they have raised the dispute in the year 1997 
before the labour authorities and they questioned the 
retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they further prayed 
for reinstatement with back wages and other attendant 
benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any 
case, the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 
Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They fiirther contended 
that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 
continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 
valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
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working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB and IC 2248 
Central Bank of India Vs. S. Satyam and Others the Supreme 
Court has held that Chapter V-A of the ID. Act providing 
for retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 
workmen to whom Section 25F applies but for all cases of 
retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 
cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 
workmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 
Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right 
for appointment is untenable. It is further contended that 
on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex. W2, W3 and W8 as well 
as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the circular 
instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from time to 
time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex. Ml and the 
averments of MW1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross-examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into A, B and C\ but this categorization of ‘A, 
B and C is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come— 
first go’ or first come—last go’ and therefore, the 
categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1(a) of Ex. Ml 
provides an opportunity to persons who were engaged on 
casual basis and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 
of messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is marked as Ex. W8. Further, the appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
,vho were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment in the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
prepared only one wait list for each module as per Ex. M10 
in this case. Those candidates under Ex. M10 were found 
suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers. Even 
MW 1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex. M10 was 
prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex. M10 that it was prepared 
based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 
9-1-91 which are marked as Ex. Ml, M3 andM4 respectively. 
But, when MW1 has spoken about the settlements, he 

deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included 
in the Madras circle since the High Court order is there, but 
he has not produced any document in support of the so- 
called non-inclusion except his bald statement. Further, 
according to MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared 
on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in the Counter Statement 
with regard to this wait list. Further the Hon’ble High Court 
has held in its order dated 23-7-99 in W. P.No. 7872 ofl991, 
which is marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is 
clear that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the 
temporary class IV employ ees who were paid scale wages 
as per Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt 
with daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India. ’ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW 1 wait list under Ex. Ml 0 comprises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 
While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 and 16 
of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner 
contended that preparation of Ex. M10 namely wait list is 
not in conformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non- 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released/published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W. P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under Ex. 
M10 does not carry particulars about the candidates date 
of initial appointment and the number of days put in by 
them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all these 
things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in violation 
of instructions and ceased to have the credibility attached 
to the wait list. Above all. Ex. Ml was not produced at the 
time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list 
Ex. M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
Petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
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after the settlement < in absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a devi :e to take them out of the principal 
clause 2(oo) of the I. D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respor dent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has pe [formed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated 
Further, the represe ntative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1 >85 4 SCO 201H. D, Singh Vs. Reserve 
Bank of India and C thers wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that "to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ casuals or 
temporaries and to :ontinue them as such for many years 
with the object oi depriving them of the status and 
privileges of permment workmen is illegal." Learned 
representative furth ;r contended that Ex. M10 wait list has 
not been prepared ii accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 
longest service shot Id have priority over those who joined 
the service later anc therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
which has been drat m up is contrary to law and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respc ndent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and tl e spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in bre ich of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 
states that candicates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will U offered appointment against existing/ 
future vacancy any\ rtiere in module or circle and in case, a 
ca ndidate foils to ac :ept the offer of appointment or posting 
within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective panel ai d he shall have no further claim for 
being considered fc r permanent appointment in the bank 
The Respondent/Bi ink has not produced any document to 
show how he has ai rived at the seniority and till date, it is 
a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidei ice in support of the averment and also 
for the averment of] 4W1. Therefore, the termination of the 
Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arbitrary, m ila fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on absor Dtion of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent/Ba; lk has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regi mal Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is r either a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claim :d by the Respondent/Bank which says 
only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Ex. M6. T tough the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and Ml 1 ii iterim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP N< >. 11932/91 in W. P. No.' 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevant e when the main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Manag ement has examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of mar agement witnesses during the cross 
examination had oecome apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. fi bove all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 
Respondent/Bank i was implemented only in the year 2001 
and it constitutes p ist reference period and hence evidence 

of Respondent/Bank has no application to the Petitioner’s 
case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined under section 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, therefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and against the mandatory previsions of Section 25 
and therefore, they are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisions of I. D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petitioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I. Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitioners have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 Workmen of American Express International 
Banking Corporation Vs. Management of American Express 
International Banking Corporation wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that the expression ‘ actually worked under 
the employer’ cannot mean that those days only when the 
workmen worked with hammer, sickle or pen but must 
necessarily comprehend all those days during which they 
were in the employment of the employer and for which he 
had been paid wages either under express or implied 
contract of service or by compulsion of statute, standing 
orders etc. It is further argued that call letters produced by 
the Petitioner will clearly prove that the Respondent/Bank 
has conducted the interview and selected the temporary 
employees who have reported to have submitted their 
application for absorption as per the bank’s circular and 
therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, 
tte Petitioners were in employment as sub-staff in early 
1980s but were denied further engagement on account of 
settlements/lapsing of wait lists and out of these Petitioners 
some of them have completed 240 days and more in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and they are in 
age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they 
find themselves stranded in life midstream. They have also 
not gainfully employed. In such circumstances, this 
Tribunal has to pass an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned Senior Counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the (acts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the I.D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
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Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
E mployment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 19911LLJ 323 Associated Glass 
Industries Ltd. Vs. Industrial Tribunal A.P. and Others 
wherein under Section 12(3) the union entered into a 
settlement with the management settling the claim of 11 
workmen and the workmen resigned from the job and 
received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised a plea 
before the Tribunal that they did not resign voluntarily. 
But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held that “in the 
absence of plea that the settlement reached in the course 
of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, misrepresentation or 
coercion, the settlement is binding on the workmen.” 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997II LLJ 1189 Ashok and Others Vs. 
Maharashtra State Transport Corporation and Others 
wherein the Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has 
held that "therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of 
the conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 
union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 
even those who belong to the minority union which had 
objected to the same. To that extent, it departs from the 
ordinary law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 
the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 
assistance of the conciliation officer and to discourage an 
i ndividual empk^ee or a minority union from scuttling the 
settlement.” It further held that “there may be exceptional 
cases, where there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud 
or even corruption or other inducements. But, in the 
obsence of such allegations, a settlement in the course of 
collective bargaining is entitled to due weight and 
consideration.” Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
relied on the rulings reported in 19971 LLJ 308 K.C.P Ltd. 
Vs Presiding Officer and Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that "settlement are divided into two categories 
namely (i) those arrived at outside the conciliation 
proceedings under Section 18(1) of the I.D. Act and (ii) 
those arrived at in the course of conciliation proceedings 
under Section 18(3). A settlement of the first category has 
limited application and binds merely parties to it and 
settlement of the second category made with a recognised 
majority union has extended application as it will be binding 
on all workmen of the establishment. Even in case of the 
first category, if the settlement was reached with a 
representative union of which the contesting workmen were 
members and if there was nothing unreasonable or unfair 
in the terms of the settlement, it must be binding on the 
contesting workmen also.” He further relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 National Engineering 
Industries Ltd. Vs. State of Rajasthan and Others wherein 
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the Supreme Court has held that “settlement is arrived at 
by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
good will between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent comended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 

same. 

'll. Learned Counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified ?’ The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner's 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether the 
restoration of wait list can be made as contended by the 
Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the Petitioner 
in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it 
is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 Secretary, KoIlamJilla 
Hotel and Shop Workers Union Vs. Industrial Tribunal, 
Kollam wherein the Kerala High Court has held that "mere 
wording of reference is not decisive in the matter of 
tenability of a reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot 
go beyond the order of reference, if points of difference are 
discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 
and that is to decide the points on merits and not to find 
out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 
subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 
moving the machinery again.” It further held that "the 
Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 
exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to find out the 
exact nature of dispute instead of refiising to answer the 
reference on merits.” Further, he argued that the Tribunal 
has got power to go into the question whether the Petitioner 
is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 Van Sagnathan 
Orient Paper Mills Vs. Industrial Tribunal & Ors. wherein 
the Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 

3403 
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mean that it cam ot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. 
Sambanthan Vs. Presiding Officer, Labour Court, Madras, 
wherein it has be en held that “it has been repeatedly held 
that the Labour < /ourt should not attempt to consider the 
order under refei ence in a technical manner or a pedantic 
manner, but shoi Id consider the order of reference in a fair 
and reasonable manner.” He also argued that in Express 
Newspapers P. L id. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the 
Supreme Court h as held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction 
to consider all i ncidental matters also and the order of 
reference shoulc not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong th; industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to d< cide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and v ith that object in view, it should consider 
the order of ref< rence in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the orde: of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it framed to 1 he high expectation of the Labour Court.” 
Relying on all ti lese decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that' vhether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadin gs it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
T ribunal can loo ic into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whetl er the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in service as all< ged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages a s alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on th€ side of the Respondent that it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative far the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed foi by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not ? But, I find 1 hat the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Res jondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questionei 1 by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that s ince the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted, now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinst tted in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 Union oflndia and Others Vs. 
K. V. Vijeesh wl erein the Supreme Court has held that “the 
only question w lich falls for determination in this appeal 
is whether a candidate whose name appears in the select 
list on the basis c f competitive examination acquires a right 
of appointment n Govt. Service in an existing or a future 
vacancy ". In th< t case. Pruning of select list on reduction 
in number of vac ancies was made in view of the impending 
absorption of si earn surplus staff and a policy decision 
has been taken to reduce the number of vacancies and 
consequently, a certain number of bottom persons were 
removed from t le select list and the remaining selectees 
were given appointments according to their comparative 
merits In which, the Supreme Court has held that “in such 
circumstances, denial of appointment to the persons 
removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He further relied on the rulings reported in 

1997 6 SCC 584 Syndicate Bank&Ors. Vs. Shankar Paul 
and Others wherein the Supreme Court has held that “by 
its letter dated 7-2-87 the bank informed the Respondents 
that the panel was valid for one year only and that inclusion 
of their names in the panel was not to confer on them any 
right to seek permanent appointment in the services of the 
bank. Considering the object with which the panel was 
prepared and the feet that it was a yearly panel expiring on 
6-2-98, we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not 
get any right because of inclusion of their names in the 
said panel for permanent absorption in the services of the 
bank. Whatever conditional right they had come to an end 
with the expiry of the panel. The claim of the Respondents 
as contained in the W.P. was thus misconceived and 
therefore, the learned Single Judge and the Division Bench, 
when it first decided the appeal were right in dismissing 
the Writ Petition and the appeal respectively.” He further 
relied on the rulings reported in 19913 SCC 47 Shankarsan 
Dash Vs. Union oflndia wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “candidates included in merit list has no 
indefeasible right to appointment even if a vacancy exists” 
and relying on all these decisions, learned counsel for the 
Respondent contended that since the Petitioner has no 
right to question the wait list and since there is no mala fide 
on the part of the Respondent/Bank in preparing the wait 
list, it cannot be said that preparation of wait list was made 
with mala fide motive. Under such circumstances, after the 
expiry of the date namely 31-3-1997, the Petitioner cannot 
plead for restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alleged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1992 LAB IC 2168 State of Haryana and 
Ors. Vs. Piara Singh and Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “now coming to the direction that all those 
ad hoc temporary employees who have continued for more 
than a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to 
sustain it. The direction has been given without reference 
to the existence of a vacancy. The direction in effect means 
that every ad hoc/temporaty employee who has been 
continued for one year should be regularised even though 
(a) no vacancy is available for him which means creation of 
a vacancy; (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
notification calling for applications which means he had 
entered by aback door; (c) he was not eligible and qualified 
for the post at the time of his appointment; (d) his record of 
service since his appointment is not satisfactory. These 
are tte additional problems indicated by us in para 12 which 
would arise from giving of such blanket orders. None of 
the decisions relied upon by the High Court justify such 
wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an ad hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that there is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such matters. Conditions and Circumstances of 
one unit may not be the same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a direction was given to regularise employees 
who have put in one year’s service as far as possible and 
subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
irrespective of and without taking into account the other 
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relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 
be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of.that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
unsustainable.” Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the 
orders of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision 
reported in 1997IISCC 1 Ashwani Kumar and Others Vs. 
State of Bihar and Others wherein the hill Bench of the 
Supreme Court has considered the above regulansation of 
appointment in excess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the 
question of confirmation of these employees whose entry 
itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted 
that question of confirmation or regularisation of an 
irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the candidate 
concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or on , 
ad hoc basis against an available vacancy which is already 
sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is unauthorised 
and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, question of 
regularising the incumbent on such a non-existing vacancy 
would never survive for consideration and even if such 
purported regularisation or confirmation is given, it would 
be an exercise in futility. It would amount to decorating a 
still born baby. Under these circumstances, there was no 
occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 
confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming these 
employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 Himanshu Kumar Vidyaithi 
& Ors. Vs. State df Bihar and Ors. wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that A;they are temporary employees working 
on daily wages. Under these circumstances, their 
disengagement from,service cannot be construed to be a 
retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The concept of 
retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to such an 
extent as to cover these employees. Since they are only 
daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, their 
disengagement is not arbitraiy.” He further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 
the I D. Act retrenchment procedurefollowing principle of 
last come—first go’ is not mandatoiy but only directoiy, 

on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors.” Though inthis case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Anyhow, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days than the Petitioner. 
I n such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 
sen ices of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 
costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 Secretary, 
State of Karnataka Vs. Uma Devi, the Supreme Court has 
held that “merely because a temporary employee or a casual 
wage worker is continued for a time beyond the term of his 
appointment, he would not be entitled to be absorbed in 
regular service or made permanent merely on the strength 
of such continuance, if the original appointment was not 
made by following a due process of selection as envisaged 
by relevant rules. It is not open to the Court to prevent 
regular recruitment at the instance of temporary employees 
whose period of employment has come to an end or of 
ad hoc employees who by the very nature of their 
appointment, do not acquire any right.” Further, it has also 
held that “it is not as if, the person who accepts an 
engagement either temporary or casual in nature is not 
aware of his employment. He accepts the employment with 
open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain—not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.It has to be clarified that merely because 
a temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 National Fertilizers Ltd. and 
Others Vs. Somvir Singh, wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 
confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 Municipal Council, Sujanpur Vs. Surinder Kumar, 
the Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 
appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. 
Being a ‘State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of the 
Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 
recruiting its employees was bound to follow the recruitment 
rules. Any recruitment made in violation of such rules as 
also in violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under 
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be 
void in law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 Madhya Pradesh 
State Agro Industries Development Corporation Vs. S .C. 
Pandey wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
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sions of this Court probably having regard 
in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
riling market economy, globalisation, 
ad outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
sition, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

ng on all these decisions, learned counsel 
lent contended that since the Petitioner 
jpointed for regular post nor has he been 
egular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
>t entitled to claim regularisation of his 
r, when they have not been questioned the 
entered into between the Respondent/Bank 

l and since they have not questioned the 
red by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
nte the same and they are estopped from 
6t, their prayer before the labour authorities 
tore the wait list and also for appointment 
porary messenger as per wait list. Under 
nces, after expiry of the period mentioned 
nts which were subsequently amended by 
e Petitioners cannot now question either 
of wait list or number allotted to them Under 
lances, it cannot be questioned by the 

1 much force in the contention of the learned 
xmdent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
e made so many allegations with regard 

>f wait list and also settlements entered into 
spondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
ey have not questioned the settlement nor 
cited to each individual in the wait list, 
titioners have not questioned the settlement 
t not alleged that settlement was not a 
ture or it has been arrived at on account of 
representation, fraud or even corruption or 
ents. Under such circumstances, I find the 
mot now question the settlements at this 
e they ate only temporary employees and 
t shown before this Tribunal that the 
ink has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
)e absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
tatement or regularisation in services of the 
ink. 

her, the representative for the Petitioner 
in a similar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
int with back wages and these disputes are 
lature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
lief. 

I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
Dloyees are not entitled to claim any rights 
ion, merely because they have completed 
ntinuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
le Supreme Court has also held that each 
)nside red on its own merit and the changes 
by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
i having regard to the changes in the policy 
le Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
lalisation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
d the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 

regularisation or reinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, 1 find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this cash is to what 
relief the Petitioner is entitled ? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a temporary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entitled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to the P. A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronounced by me in the open Court on this 
day the 31st January, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner : WW1 Sri R. Alphonse 

WW2 Sri V S. Ekambaiam 

For the Respondent : MW I Sri C Ma#%ppan 

MW2 Sri T. L. Selvaraj 

Documents Marked: 

Ex. No. Date 

WI 01-08-88 

W2 20-04-88 

W3 24-04-91 

W4 01-05-91 

W5 20-08-91 

W6 15-03-97 

W7 25-03-97 

Description 

W8 Nil 

Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based onEx. Ml. 

Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. MI. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of messenger posts. 

Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding identification of messenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97. 

Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 
do messengerial work. 
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Ex. No. 

W9 

W10 

wn 

W12 

W13 

W14 

W15 

W16 

W17 

W18 

W19 

W20 

W21 

W22 

W23 

W24 

W25 

W26 

W27 

W28 

Date Description 

23-08-88 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Tennur branch. 

26-08-92 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Kamarajapuram branch. 

18-6-93 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Tennur branch 

29-09-93 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Ramalinga Nagar branch. 

18-08-94 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Ramalinga Nagar branch. 

09-02-98 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Kamarajapuram branch. 

09-02-98 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Kamarajapuram branch. 

16- 02-98 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
^ issued by Palakkarai branch. 

18-02-98 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Tennur branch. 

Nil Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding recruitment to subordinate 
care and service conditions. 

Ml Xerox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 
book on Staff matters upto 31-12-95. 

06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office. For interview of messenger 
post—V. Muralikannan. 

06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office. For interview of messenger 
post—K. Subburaj. 

06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office. For interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

17- 03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. \fehnurugan. 

26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
. selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi. 

Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar for 
the month of February, 2005 wait list No. 
395 of Madurai Circle. 

13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
circular letter about engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 
No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

Ex. No. Date Description v 

W29 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

W30 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 
part time general attendants. 

W31 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

W32 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about appointment of temporary 
employees in subordinate cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management: 

Ex. Na Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 164)7-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 154)5-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 104)7-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
JiSLPNo. 3082/99. 

M10 Ml Xerox copy of the wait list of Trichy 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
Nos. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. No. 
1893/99. 

30^rri 2007 

■3>T.3ff. 2353. —aflsilPMi srfafwr, 1947 (1947 

14) 17 %3TPF 

%‘^N, 

3 '■*1^1** 

^rfawi, 18/2004) ^ wfaRT 

wt t, TKSK ^ 30-7- 2007 «TT I 

[R. 12012/294/1998-3!^ 3TR ( ^t-I) 3 

New Delhi, the 30th July, 2007 

S.O. 2353.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 18/2004) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour 
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» 

Court, Chennai as s tiown in the Annexure, in the Industrial 
Dispute between t le management of State Bank of India 
and their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 30- L2007. 

[No. L-12012/294/1998-IR (B-I)] 
A JAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE TI IE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TF JBUNAL -CUM -LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednej day, the 31st Januaiy, 2007 

PRESENT 

K. Jayarum i n, Presiding Officer 

Indus rial Dispute No. 18/2004 

(Principal 1 ,abour Court CGID No. 36/99) 

(In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under 
clause (d) of Sub-section (1) and Sub-section 2(A) of 
Section 10 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947). 
betw een the Manaj; ement of State Bank of India and their 
workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri P. Jayabal : I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

Tile Assistant General : II Party/Management 
Manager. 
State Bank of India, 
Zonal Office, 
Coimbatore 

APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner : Sri V S. Ekambaram 
Authorised Representative 

For the Mariageme it : M/s. K. S. Sundar. Advocates 

AWARD 

The Central Government, Ministry of Labour vide 
Order No. L-12012/294/98-IR(B-I) dated 2-2-1999 has 
referred this dispuie earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court Cher nai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its fil; as CGID No. 36/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Both sides entered appearance and filed 
their claim statement and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constitute in of this CGIT-cum-Labour Court the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal 
for adjudication as id this Tribunal has numbered it as 
1. D. No. 18/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 
follows:— 

"Whether the demand of the workman Shn P. Jayabal 
wait list No. 2 75 for restoring the wait list of temporary 
messengers i n the establishment of State Bank of 
India and coi isequential appointment thereupon as 
temporary m< ssenger is justified ? If so, to w hat relief 
the said work man is entitled ?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 
Statement are briefly as follows:— 

The Petitioner was sponsored by Employment 
Exchange for the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre 
in State Bank of India and he was given appointment 
as messenger after an interview and medical 
examination. He was appointed on temporary basis 
at Ammapettai branch from 22-2-1982. During 1985- 
86, the Petitioner was orally informed that his 
services were no more required. The non-employment 
of the Petitioner and others became subject matter 
before Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition 
filed by State Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition 
No. 542/87 which was taken up by the Supreme Court. 
The Respondent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed 
a copy of settlement under Section 18(1) reached 
between management of State Bank of India and All 
India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV 
temporary workmen who were denied Employment 
after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement was 
under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B 
and C. Though the classification was unreasonable, 
(he Respondent/Bank brought to the notice of the 
Petitioner about the interview to be held through 
advertisements. The Petitioner also subriiitted his 
application in the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of the Ammapettai branch. He was.called 
for an interview by a Committee appointed by 
Respondent/Bank in this regard. But, they have not 
informed the result of interview and also with regard 
to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 
orally to join at the branch where he initially worked 
as a class IVemployee. From 22-2-1982, the Petitioner 
has been working as a temporary messenger and 
some times performing work in other branches also. 
While working as such, another advertisement by 
the Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual 
workers who were reported to be in serv ice during 
the same period. While the Petitioner was working at 
Bhavani branch, the Manager of the branch informed 
the Petitioner orally on 31 -3-97 that his serv ices are 
not required any more and he need not attend the 
office from 1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner raised a 
dispute with regard to his non-employment. Since 
the conciliation ended in failure, the matter was 
referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. Though 
reference was sent to this Tribunal, the reference 
framed did not satisfy the grievance of the Petitioner, 
he has made a fresh representation to Govt.,to 
reconsider the reference and the Petitioner requested 
the Respondent/Bank to continue to engage him in 
service as obtained prior to 31-3-97 and to regularise 
him in service in due course. The Respondent/Bank 
took up an unreasonable stand that the servicennd 
the number of days worked by Petitioner were treated 
as of no consequence, since according to the 
Respondent/Bank, it engaged the Petitioner only in 
temporary services after the settlement. The Petitioner 
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was not aware of settlement by which his services 
and number of days worked by him after interview 
do not merit consideration. The Petitioner was not a 
party to the settlement mentioned by the 
Respondent/Bank before the conciliation officer. 
Therefore, the Respondent’s action in not absorbing 
him in regular service is unjust and illegal. Further, 
the settlements are repugnant to Section 25G and 
25HoftheI. D. Act. The termination of the Petitioner 
is against the provisions of para 522(4) of Sastiy 
Award. Even though the settlement speaks about 
three categories only a single wait list has been 
prepared and the Respondent/Bank has been 
regularising according to their whims and fancies. 
The Respondent/Bank has also not observed the 
instructions regarding grant of increments, leave, 
medical benefits etc. to the temporary workmen which 
amounts to violation of relevant provisions of 
circular. The Respondent/Bank engaged the 
Petitioner and extracted the same work either by 
payment of petty cash or by directing him to work 
under assumed name or by both which amounts to 
unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers serious 
infirmities and it is not based on strict seniority and 
without any rationale. Hence, for all these reasons 
the Petitioner prays to grant relief of regular 
employment in Respondent/Bank with all attendant 
benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I. D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law. retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was wait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
when their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-87, 16-7-88,7-10-88,9-1-91 and 30-7-96. The said 
settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under Section 18(3) 
of I D. Act. In terms thereof, the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was wait listed as candidate No. 285 in waitlist of 
Zonal Office, Coimbatore. So far 211 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of705 waitlisted temporary employees were 
permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is false to 
allege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary messenger. 

The Petitioner was engaged only in leave vacancies as ami 
when it arose. When the Petitioner having submitted to 
selection process in terms of settlements drawn as per 
retrenchment provisions referred to above, cannot turn 
around and claim appointment. Such of those temporary 
employees who were appointed were engaged for more 
number of days and hence, they were appointed. Under 
the settlement, employees were categorised as A, B and C. 
Considering their temporary service and subject to other 
eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 
employees who were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under category (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category (C) the temporary employees 
who have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per Clause 7, 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to lapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended upto 31-3-97 for filling up vacancies which were 
to arise upto 31-12-94. The Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent had 
implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees were working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements, out of705 wait listed candidates, 211 temporary 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
wait listed at 285, he was not appointed. The said 
settlements were bona fide which were the only workable 
solution and is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is 
estopped from questioning the settlements directly or 
indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. Further, the 
said settlements were not questioned by any union so far 
and the settlements of bank level settlements and operated 
throughout the country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial 
Establishment (Conferment of Permanent Status to 
Workmen) Act, 1981 does not apply to Respondent/Bank 
and this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. 
It is not correct to say that documents and identity of 
Petitioner was verified before the Petitioner was engaged. 
It is also not correct to say that the Petitioner was 
discharging the work of permanent messenger. As per 
settlements, vacancies upto 31-12-94 were filled up against 
the waited list of temporary employees and vacancies for 
1995-96 has to be filled up against the wait list drawn for 
appointment of daily wages/casual labour. Further, for circle 
of Chennai wait list of daily wages was not finalized and 
hence not published and there is only one wait list for the 
appointment of temporary employees. After the expiry of 
wait list, the Petitioner has no claim for permanent 
absorption. Hence, for all these reasons, the Respondent 
prays to dismiss the claim with costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
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employment exchar ge and having undergone medical 
examination, the Peti tioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/ lank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the ] ost of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre ol the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is duty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Con ititution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank h; is issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engage d even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even t tough there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class iV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed 
listed workman with 

in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
ilterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 

has been arbitrarily fi lling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait liste 1 workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, t he Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his fav< mr. 

fe 
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S raff Federation we: 
not under Section 
rules of the Respond 
in the Responden 
instructions laid d<[ 
Respondent/Bank. 
Court in W. P. No. 
the settlement dated 
that the settlements 
Petitioner. Hence, 
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ititionerfileda rejoinder to the Counter 
espondent, wherein it is stated all the 

the bank with the State Bank of India 
under Section 18( 1) of the Act and 

18(3) of the Act. As per recruitment 
:nt/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
/Bank is in accordance with the 
wn under codified circulars of the 
en in the Writ Petition before the High 
72 of 1991, the Petitioner questioned 
7-10-88 and 9-1 -91. It is false to allege 

are contrary to the rights of the 
e Petitioner prays that an award may 
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7. In these 
consideration are 

Circumstances, the points for my 

t 
Exdl 

Paint No. 1: 

8 In this 
contended that the 
in the connected ii 
by Employment 
interview and havi 
of t he relevant guidejl 
in permanent vacar 
basis. After engagi 
the Petitioner in 
connected disputes! 
Since the Responded 
employees in the y 
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th 

(i) ‘Whethej- the demand of the Petitioner in Wait 
List No. 275 for restoring the wait list of 
temporary messenger in the Respondent/Bank 
and consequential appointment thereupon as 
temporary messenger is justified ?’ 

(ii) "To what relief the Petitioner is entitled T 

e, on behalf of the Petitioner it is 
titioner in this case and the Petitioners 

i^ustrial disputes have been sponsored 
range and they having been called for 

rfe been selected and wait listed in terms 
incs/circulars of the Respondent/Bank ties in subordinate cadre on temporary' 
g them intermittently for sonic years, 
is case and other Petitioners in the 
were terminated without any notice. 
t/Bank terminated several temporary 

[ear 1985, the State Bank Employees 
t Petition before the Supreme Court to 

protect the legal and constitutional rights of the workmen 
concerned and while the matter was pending in Writ Petition 
No. 542 (civil) 1987, the Respondent/Bank hurriedly entered 
into a settlement on the issue of absorption of temporary 
employees and filed it before the Supreme Court at the time 
of final hearing of the Writ Petition. This settlement has 
become an exhibit of the Respondent/Bank and has been 
marked as Ex. Ml. The Petitioner in this case and the 
Petitioners in the connected cases attacked this settlement 
as it is not binding on them on the ground that they have 
been interviewed and selected in the permanent vacancy 
and Respondent/Bank without any intimation or notice 
denied an opportunity to work in the bank after 31 -3-199' 
and therefore, they have raised the dispute in the year 1997 
before the labour authorities and they questioned the 
retrenchment as unjust and illegal and they further prayed 
for reinstatement with back wages and other attendant 
benefits. 

9. On behalf of the Petitioner, it is contended that 
these Petitioners were recruited as temporary employees 
in the Respondent/Bank under the guidelines and circulars 
issued by the Respondent/Bank from time to time and 
further, the same guidelines carry the procedure for 
regularisation of service of the temporary employees and 
any settlement in this regard is redundant and in any 
case, the Petitioner is not bound by settlement under 
Section 18(1) entered into between the alleged Federation 
and the Respondent/Management. They further contended 
that though the Respondent/Bank has stated that the 
Petitioner has not worked for more than 240 days in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and was not in 
continuous service on 17-11-1987, therefore, they have no 
valid and enforceable right for appointment, in the wake of 
strict instructions and circulars/guidelines issued by the 
Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are veiy much 
applicable to the Petitioners w ho are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB and IC 2248 
Central Bank of India Vs. S. Satyam and Others the Supreme 
Court has held that Chapter V-A of the I.D. Act providing 
for retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 
workmen to whom Section 25F applies but for all cases of 
retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 
cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 
w orkmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 
Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right 
for appointment is untenable. It is further contended that 
on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex. W2, W3 and W8 as well 
as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the circular 
instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from time to 
time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex. M1 and the 
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averments of MW 1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into A, B and C’, but this categorization of ‘A, 
B and C’ is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last come— 
first go’ or first come—last go’ and therefore, the 
categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1(a) of Ex. Ml 
provides an opportunity to persons who were engaged on 
casual basis and allowed to work in leave/casual vacancies 
of messengers, far ashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is marted as Ex. W8. Further, the appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment in the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
prepared only one wait list for each module as per Ex. Ml 0 
in this case. Those candidates under Ex. M10 were found 
suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers. Even 
M W1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex. M10 was 
prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex. M10 that it was prepared 
based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and 
9-1-91 which are marked as Ex. Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. 
But. when MW1 has spoken about the settlements, he 
deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included 
in the Madras circle since the High Court order is there, but 
he has not produced any document in support of the so- 
called non-inclusion except his bald statement. Further, 
according to MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared 
on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in the Counter Statement 
with regard to this wait list. Further the HonTrie High Court 
has held in its order dated 23-7-99 inW. P. No. 7872 of 1991, 
which is marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘it is 
clear that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the 
temporary class IV employees who were paid scale wages 
as per Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt 
with daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
class and their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India. ’ Further, the averment 
of MW1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 

by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MWl wait list under Ex. M10 comprises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 
While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industiywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belongs to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Article 14 and 16 
of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner 
contended that preparation of Ex. M10 namely wait list is 
not in conformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non¬ 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released/published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 in W. P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1 -8-88. Furthermore, wait list under Ex. 
M10 does not carry particulars about the candidates date 
of initial appointment and the number of days put in by 
them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all these 
things, it is clear that Ex. M10 has been prepared in violation 
of instructions and ceased to have the credibility attached 
to the wait list. Above all, Ex. Ml was not produced at the 
time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list 
Ex. MIO before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 
Petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expression that they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device to take them out of the principal 
clause 2(oo) ofthe I. D. Act, 1947. Though the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201H. D. Singh Vs. Reserve 
Bank of India and Other wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “to employ workmen as ‘badlies’ casuals or 
temporaries and to continue them as such for many years 
with the object of depriving them of the status and 
privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex. MIO wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 
longest service should have priority over those who joined 
the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. MIO 
which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
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violation and inbreach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 
states that car didates found suitable for permanent 
appointment wi 1 be offered appointment against existing/ 
future vacancy £ nywhere in module or circle and in case, a 
candidate fails t< i accept the offer of appointment or posting 
within the pres bribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective pane l and he shall have no further claim for 
being considere i for permanent appointment in the bank. 
The Responden /Bank has not produced any document to 
show how he ha s arrived at the seniority and till date, it is 
a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary ev idence in support of the averment and also 
for the avermenl of MW 1. Therefore, the termination of the 
Petitioner who ’ vas in regular service of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
Bank has not icted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on at sorption of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copy of i ninutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before R egional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as cl< imed by the Respondent/Bank which says 
only with regarc to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and Ml 1 interim orders passed bv High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 and W. P. No*. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relev ance when the main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the c ase of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Ma lagement has examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of n lanagement witnesses during the cross 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowle Ige about the settlements which are marked 
as Ex. Ml to Mi. Above all, though the Respondent/Bank 
has referred tc voluntary retirement scheme, in the 
Respondent/Bar k. it was implemented only in the year 2001 
and it constitute) post reference period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/I ank has no application to the Petitioner’s 
case. The Petiti rners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in a continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined un ler section 25 B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, th srefore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and agair st the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, th ey are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Responder t/Bank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provis: ons of I. D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Pet tioner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected I. Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/ Bank has not taken into consideration and 
not included th<; Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitio tiers have actually worked and hence, they 
have also completed 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also relied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 Workr ten of American Express International 
Banking Corpora ion Vs. Management of American Express 
International Ba nking Corporation wherein the Supreme 
Court has held th at “the expression ‘actually worked under 
the employer’ ca nnot mean that those days only when the 
workmen worke i with hammer, sickle or pen but must 
necessarily com] irehend all those days during which they 

were in the employment of the employer and for which he 
had been paid wages either under express or implied 
contract of service or by compulsion of statute, standing 
orders etc”. It is further argued that call letters produced 
by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the Respondent/ 
Bank has conducted the interview and selected the 
temporary employees who have reported to have submitted 
their application for absorption as per the bank’s circular 
and therefore, their retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, 
the Petitioners were in employment as sub-staff in early 
1980s but were denied further engagement on account of 
settlements/lapsing of wait lists ami out of these Petitioners 
some of them have completed 240 days and more in a 
continuous period of 12 calendar months and they are in 
age group of 40 to 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they 
find themselves stranded in life midstream. They have also 
not gainfully employed. In such circumstances, this 
Tribunal has to pass an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned Senior counsel 
for the Respondent/Bank contended that the reference 
made by the Government itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and circumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and the Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in continuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are estopped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under the provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of the l.D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of law and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the claim of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 
are made with ulterior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material facts that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his engagement and could not be absorbed as he 
was positioned down in the seniority: The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the Federation 
were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1991 I LLJ 323 Associated Glass 
Industries Ltd. Vs. Industrial Tribunal A.P. and Others 
wherein under Section 12(3) the union entered into a 
settlement with the management settling the claim of 11 
workmen and the workmen resigned from the job and 
received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised a plea 
oefore the Tribunal that they did not resign voluntarily. 
But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held that “in the 
absence of plea that the settlement reached in the course 
of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, misrepresentation or 
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coercion, the settlement is binding on the workmen.” 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997IILU1189 Ashok and Others Vs. 
Maharashtra State Transport Corporation and Others 
wherein the Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has 
held that therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of 
the conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 
union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 
even those who belong to the minority union which had 
objected to the same. To that extent, it departs from the 
ordinary law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 
the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 
assistance of the conciliation officer and to discourage an 
individual employee or a minority union from scuttling the 
settlement.” It further held that “there may be exceptional 
cases, where there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud 
or even corruption or other inducements. But, in the 
absence of such allegations, a settlement in the course of 
collective bargaining is entitled to due weight and 
consideration ” Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
relied on the rulings reported in 19971LLJ 308 K.C.P. Ltd. 
Vs. Presiding Officer and Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that "settlement are divided into two categories 
namely (i) those arrived at outside the conciliation 
proceedings under Section 18( 1) of the ID. Act and (ii) those 
arrived at in the course of conciliation proceedings 
under Section 18(3). A settlement ofthe first category has 
limited application and binds merely parties to it and 
settlement of the second category made with a recognised 
majority union has extended application as it will be binding 
on all w orkmen of the establishment. Even in case of the 
first category, if the settlement was reached with a 
representative union of which the contesting workmen were 
members and if there was nothing unreasonable or unfair 
in tiie terms of the settlement, it must be binding on the 
contesting workmen also.” He further relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 National Engineering 
industries Ltd. Vs. State of Rajasthan and Others wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that "settlement is arrived at 
by tlie free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
good wilt between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Gbvt. may refer for 
ad judication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable." Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned Counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 

other connected disputes is "whether the demand of the. 
workman with wait list No given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified V The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made byihe 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in service with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner's 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether the 
restoration of wait list can be made as contended by the 
Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the Petitioner 
in the Claim Statement. 

12. But, as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it 
is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 345 Secretary, KollamJilla 
Hotel and Shop Workers Union Vs. Industrial Tribunal, 
Kollam wherein the Kerala High Court has held that “mere 
wording of reference is not decisive in the' matter of 
tenability of a reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot 
go beyond the order of reference, if points of difference are 
discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 
and that is to decide the points on merits and not to find 
out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 
subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 
moving the machinery again.” It further held that “the 
Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 
exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to find out the 
exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to answer the 
reference on merits.” Further, he argued that the Tribunal 
has got power to go into the question whether the Petitioner 
is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1998 LAB 1C 1664 Van Sagnathan 
Orient Paper Mills Vs. Industrial Tribunal & Ors. wherein 
the Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. 
Sambanthan Vs Presiding Officer, Labour Court, Madras', 
wherein it has been held that “it has been repeatedly held 
that the Labour Court should not attempt to consider the 
order under reference in a technical manner or a pedantic 
manner, but should consider the order of reference in a fair 
and reasonable manner.” He also argued that in Express 
Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the 
Supreme Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction 
to consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 
the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court” 
Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
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siiJJ born baby. Under these circumstances, there was no 
occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 
confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming these 
employees, therefore, remained a nullity.” Therefore, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657Himanshi Kumar Vidvarthi 
& Ors. Vs. State of Bihar and Ors. wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “they are temporary employees working 
on daily wages. Under these circumstances, their 
disengagement from service cannot be construed to be a 
retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The concept of 
rctfenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to such an 
extent as to cover these employees. Since they are only 
daily w age employees and have no right to the posts, their 
disengagement is not arbitrary.” He fiirther relied on the 
rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25 G of 
t he I. D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
' last come—first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors.” Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking sendee, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Anyhow, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has worked more days then the Petitioner. 
In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 
sendees of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
Petitioner and therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 
costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 Secretary, 
Slate of Karnataka Vs. Uma Devi, the Supreme Court has 
held that "merely because a temporary employee or a casual 
wage worker is continued for a time beyond the term of his 
appointment, he would not be entitled to be absorbed in 
regular sendee or made permanent merely on the strength 
of such continuance, if the original appointment was not 
made by following a due process of selection as envisaged 
by relevant rules. It is not open to the Court to prevent 
regular recruitment at the instance of temporary employees 
whose period of employment has come to an end or of 
ad hoc employees who by the very nature of their 
appointment, do not acquire any right.” Further, it has also 
held that "it is not ns if. the person who accepts an 
engagement either temporary or casual in nature is not 
aware of his employment. He accepts the employment with 
open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain—not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and .accepts w'hatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 

and to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that “unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.it has to be clarified that merely because 
a temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 National Fertilizers Ltd. and 
Others Vs. Somvir Singh, wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 
confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 Municipal Council, Sujanpur Vs. Surinder Kumar, 
the Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 
appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. 
Being a ‘State’ within the meaning of Article 12 of the 
Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 
recruiting its employees was bound to follow the recruitment 
rules. Any recruitment made in violation of such rules as 
also in violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under 
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be 
void in law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 Madhya Pradesh 
State Agro Industries Development Corporation Vs. S.C. 
Pandey wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
because an employee had worked for more than 240 days 
of serv ice by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service.” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this Court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decision, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not heen appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his 
service. Further, when they have not been questioned the 
five settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list: Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
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such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17. I find muc h force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respc ndent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations with regard 
to preparation of wa t list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respon lent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they hj ive not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allottee to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petition :rs have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a 
bona fide in nature < ir it has been arrived at on account of 
mala fide, misrepre: entation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot i tow question the settlements at this 
stage and since the; r are only temporary employees and 
since it is not she wn before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank h is got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatem snt or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, he representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a s milar cases, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement wi th back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in natur* and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employe* s are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of conti nu< ius service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Su] ireme Court has also held that each 
case must be consid* red on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably havi ig regard to the changes in the policy 
decisions of the Go rt. in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globalisat on, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or reii statement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. Therefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next point to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petitioner i s entitled ? 

20. In view if my foregoing findings that the 
Petitioner is a tempo -ary' employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in regul ir service or made permanent merely 
on the strength of s uch continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not entit led to any relief as claimed by him. No 
costs. 

21. Thus, the reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated to tl e P. A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pronoi inced by me in the open Court on this 
day t he 31 st January' 2007.) 

Witnesses Examined: 

For the Petitioner : WW1 Sri P Jayapal 

WW2 Sri Y S. Ekambaram 

For the Respondent : MW I Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

Documents Marked: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

WI 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. M1. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. MI. 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of messenger posts. 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding identification of messenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97. 

W8 Nil Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 
do messengerial work. 

W9 Nil Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Ammapettai branch. 

W10 14-10-97 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Bhavani branch. 

Wll Ml Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines in reference book on staff 
matters issued by Respondent/Bank 
regarding recruitment to subordinate 
care and service conditions. 

W12 Ml Xerox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 
book on Staff matters up to 31-12-95 

Wl 3 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office. For interview of messenger 
post—V Muralikannan. 

W14 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office. For interview of messenger 
post—K. Subburaj. K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 
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Ex. No. Date Description 

WI5 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
Zonal Office. For interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

W16 17-03-97 Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan. 

W17 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

W18 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi. 

W19 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy ofthe pay slip ofT. Sekarfor 
the month of February, 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W20 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about Engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list. 

W21 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office circular 
No. 28 regarding Norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

W23 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India Staff 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 
part time general attendants. 

W24 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about Conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 

W25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular abput Appointment of 
temporary employees in subordinate 
cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M2 16-07-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 09-01-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 3007-% Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 28-05-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91. 

M8 15-05-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.R 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 1007-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
inSLPNo. 3082/99. 

Ex. Na Date Description 

M10 Ml Xerox copy of the wait list of Coimbatore 
Module. 

Ml 1 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No. 16289 and 16290/99 in W.A. 
No. 1893/99. 

30*^TT£ 2007 

^T. 3ff. 2354.— dMPlcfc Rmk 1947 (1947 

Trt14) m\ 17 3TTT 

^fs^l <51^5 cf>4<*l0 

aifwnr, %rw (wf wm 17/2004) wftra 

ctKfll 30-7-2007 "3>l W<T ^3Tt *TT I 

[ft. T^-12012/296/1998-3Hf3nT («ft-I)] 

3T3PT<prR, 

New Delhi, the 30th July, 2007 

S. O. 2354.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 17/2004) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour 
Court, Chennai as shown in the Annexure, in the Industrial 
Dispute between the management of State Bank of India 
and their workmen, which was received by the Central 
Government on 30-7-2007. 

[No. L-l2012/296/ 1998-IR (B-I)] 
AJAY KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 
INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM-LABOUR COURT, 

CHENNAI 

Wednesday, the 31st January, 2007 

PRESENT 

K. Jayaraman, Presiding Officer 

Industrial Dispute No. 17/2004 

(Principal Labour Court CGID No. 35/99) 

[In the matter of the dispute for adjudication under 
clause (d) of Sub-section (1) and Sub-section 2(A) of 
Section 10 of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), 
between the Management of State Bank of India and their 
workmen] 

BETWEEN 

Sri P. Jayakannan * I Party/Petitioner 

AND 

The Assistant General : II Party/Management 
Manager, 
State Bank of India, 
Zonal Office, 
Coimbatore. 
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APPEARANCE 

For the Petitioner SriVS.Ekambaram, 
Authorised Representative. 

For the Management : M/s. K. S. Sundar, Advocates 

AWARD 

The Central government, Ministrv of Labour vide 

Order No. L-12012/296/98-IR(B-I) dated 2-2-1999 has 

referred this dispu :e earlier to the Tamil Nadu Principal 
Labour Court Chei nai and the said Labour Court has taken 
the dispute on its fil e as CGID No. 35/99 and issued notices 
to both parties. Beth sides entered appearance and filed 

their claim statemc nt and Counter Statement respectively. 
After the constituti )n of this CGIT-oim-Labour Court the 
said dispute has been transferred to this Tribunal 

for adjudication and this Tribunal has numbered it as 

1. D. No. 17/2004. 

2. The Schedule mentioned in that order is as 

follows:— 

"Whether tie demand of the workman Shri P. 
Jayakannan. wait list No. 411 for restoring the wait 

list of tempo ary7 messengers in the establishment of 

State Bank of India and consequential appointment 

thereupon a:; temporary messenger is justified ? If 

so. to what ri :lief the said workman is entitled ?” 

3. The allegations of the Petitioner in the Claim 

Statement are brie: ly as follows :— 

The Petitioier was sponsored by Employment 

Exchange fo r the post of sub-staff in Class IV cadre 
in State Banl: of India and he was given appointment 
as messenger after an interview and medical 
examination He was appointed on temporary basis at 
Mettupalaya n branch from 23-8-80. During 1985-86 
the Petitions r was orally informed that his services 
were no mor 2 required. The non-employment of the 

Petitioner ai d others became subject matter before 
Supreme Court in the form of Writ Petition filed by 
State Bank Employees’ Union in Writ Petition No. 
542/87 which was taken up by the Supreme Court. 
The Responc ent/Bank, in addition to its counter, filed 

a copy of settlement under section 18(1) reached 
betw een ma lagement of State Bank of India and All 
India State Bank of India Staff Federation and the 
settlement is with regard to absorption of Class IV 

temporary v orkinen who were denied employment 
after 1985-86 were classified in the settlement was 
under consideration once again and they classified 
the workmen under three categories namely A, B 

and C. Thou gh the classification was unreasonable, 
the Responc ent/Bank brought to the notice of the 
Petitioner a >out the interview to be held through 
advertisements. The Petitioner also submitted his 
application i n the prescribed format through Branch 
Manager of vlettupalavambranch. He was called for 

an interview by a Committee appointed by 
Respondent Bank in this regard. But, they hav e not 
i nformed th<: result of interview and also with regard 
to appointment. But, the Petitioner was informed 

orally to join at the branch where he initially worked 
as a class IV employee. From 23-8-1980, the Petitioner 
has been working as a temporary messenger and 
some times performing work in other branches also. 

While working as such, another advertisement by 

the Respondent/Bank was made regarding casual 
workers who were reported to be in service during 

the same period. While the Petitioner was working at 

Mettupalayam branch, the Manager of the branch 

informed the Petitioner orally on 31-3-97 that his 

services are not required any more and he need not 
attend the office from 1-4-97. Hence, the Petitioner 

raised a dispute with regard to his non-employment. 

Since the conciliation ended in failure, the matter 

was referred to this Tribunal for adjudication. 
Though reference was sent to this Tribunal, the 
reference framed did not satisfy the grievance of the 

Petitioner, he has made a fresh representation to 
Govt, to reconsider the reference and the Petitioner 

requested the Respondent/Bank to continue to 
engage him in service as obtained prior to 31-3-97 

and to regularise him in service in due course. The 
Respondent/Bank took up an unreasonable stand 

that the service and the number of days worked by 

Petitioner were treated as of no consequence, since 
according to the Respondent/Bank, it engaged the 

Petitioner only in temporary7 services after the 
settlement. The Petitioner was not aware of settlement 
by which his services and number of days worked 
by him after interview do not merit consideration. 

The Petitioner was not a party to the settlement 

mentioned by the Respondent/Bank before the 
conciliation officer. Therefore, the Respondent’s 
action in not absorbing him in regular service is 
unjust and illegal. Further, the settlements are 
repugnant to Section 25G and 25H of the I. D. Act. 
The termination of the Petitioner is against the 
provisions of para 522(4) of Sastry Award. Even 
though the settlement speaks about three categories 
only a single wait list has been prepared and the 
Respondent/Bank has been regularising according 
to their whims and fancies. The Respondent/Bank 
has also not observed the instructions regarding 
grant of increments, leave, medical benefits etc. to 
the temporary workmen which amounts to violation 
of relevant provisions of circular. The Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the Petitioner and extracted the same 

work either by payment of petty cash or by directing 
him to w ork under assumed name or by both w hich 
amounts to unfair labour practice. The wait list suffers 
serious infirmities and it is not based on strict 
seniority and without any rationale. Hence, for all 
these reasons the Petitioner prays to grant relief of 
regular employment in Respondent/Bank with all 
attendant benefits. 

4. As against this, the Respondent in its Counter 
Statement alleged that reference made by the Govt, for 
adjudication by this Tribunal itself is not maintainable. The 
Petitioner was not in continuous service. Hence, the 
question of regular appointment/absorption does not arise. 
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The engagement of Petitioner was not authorised. The 
Petitioner is estopped from making claim as per Claim 
Statement. The settlement drawn under provisions of 
Section 18(1) and 18(3) of I. D. Act in lieu of provisions of 
law. retrenchment and implemented by Respondent/Bank. 
The claim of the Petitioner is not bona fide and made with 
ulterior motive. The Petitioner concealed the material facts 
that he was w ait listed as per his length of engagement and 
could not be absorbed as he was positioned down in 
seniority. Due to the business exigency, the Respondent/ 
Bank engaged the temporary employees for performance 
of duties as messenger and such engagements were 
prevailing from the year 1970 onwards. Such of those 
employees who are claiming permanent absorption and 
w hen their case was espoused by State Bank of India Staff 
Federation which resulted in five settlements dated 
17-11-87, 16-7-88,7-10-88,9-1-91 and 30-7-96. The said 
settlements became subject matter of conciliation 
proceedings and minutes were drawn under section 18(3) 
of I. D. Act. In terms thereof the Petitioner was considered 
for permanent appointment as per his eligibility along with 
similarly placed other temporary employees and the 
Petitioner was w aitlisted as candidate No. 410 in waitlist of 
Zonal Office, Coimbatore So far 211 wait listed temporary 
candidates, out of705 waitlisted temporary employees were 
permanently appointed by Respondent/Bank. It is false to 
al lege that the Petitioner worked as a temporary messenger. 
The Petitioner was engaged only in leave vacancies as and 
w hen it arose. When the Petitioner having submitted to 
selection process in terms of settlements drawn as per 
retrenchment provisions referred to above, cannot turn 
around and claim appointment. Such of those temporary 
employees who were appointed were engaged for more 
number of days and hence, they were appointed. Under 
the settlement, employees were categorized as A, B and C. 
Considering their temporary service and subject to other 
eligibility criteria, under category (A) the temporary 
employees w'ho were engaged for 240 days were to be 
considered and under category (B) the temporary 
employees who have completed 270 days aggregate 
temporary service in any continuous block of 36 calendar 
months and under category (C) the temporary employees 
w ho have completed 30 days aggregate temporary service 
in any calendar year after 1-7-75 or minimum 70 days 
aggregate temporary service in any continuous block of 36 
calendar months were to be considered. As per Clause 7, 
the length of temporary service was to be considered for 
seniority in the wait list and it was also agreed that wait list 
was to iapse in December, 1991 and the cut off date was 
extended upto 31-3-97 for filling up vacancies which were 
to arise upto 31-12-94. The Petitioner has no valid and 
enforceable right for appointment. The Respondent had 
implemented the voluntary retirement scheme and even 
the permanent vacancies stand substantially reduced. 
There were no regular vacancies available. The peculiar 
problem was due to the facts that all the aforesaid temporary 
employees w'ere working in leave vacancies and not in 
regular permanent vacancies. In terms of aforesaid 
settlements out of 705 wait listed candidates, 211 temporary 
employees were appointed and since the Petitioner was 
w ait listed at 410, he was not appointed. The said setdements 

were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner is estopped 
from questioning the settlements directly or indirectly and 
his Haim is liable to be rejected. Further, die said settlements 
were not questioned by any union so far and the settlements 
of bank level settlements and operated throughout the 
country. The Tamil Nadu Industrial Establishment 
(Conferment of Permanent Status to Workmen) Act, 1981 
does not apply to Respondent/Bank and this Tribunal has 
no jurisdiction to entertain such plea. It is not correct to 
say that documents and identity of Petitioner w as verified 
before the Petitioner was engaged. It is also not correct to 
say that the Petitioner was discharging the work of 
permanent messenger. As per settlements, vacancies upto 
31-12-94 were filled up against the waited list of temporary 
employees and vacancies for 1995-96 has to be filled up 
against the wait list drawn for appointment of daily wages/ 
casual labour. Further, for circle of Chennai wait list of daily 
wages was not finalized and hence not published and there 
is only one wait list for the appointment of temporary 
employees. After the expiry of wait list, the Petitioner has 
no claim for permanent absorption. Hence, for all these 
reasons, the Respondent prays to dismiss the claim with 
costs. 

5. In the additional claim statement, the Petitioner 
contended that he was having been sponsored by 
employment exchange and having undergone medical 
examination, the Petitioner has fulfilled the criteria set out 
by the Respondent/Bank for selection of candidate for 
appointment in the post of messenger and other class IV 
post. He was engaged in the messenger post in the 
subordinate cadre of the Respondent/Bank continuously 
with deliberate and artificial breaks. Therefore, the 
Respondent/Bank is cjuty bound to regularise the services 
of the Petitioner as he has acquired the valuable right 
enshrined in the Constitution of India. In the year 1998, the 
Respondent/Bank has issued a circular to the effect that 
under no circumstances, wait listed persons like the 
Petitioner be engaged even in menial category, thus, the 
Respondent/Bank imposed total ban for his future 
employment. Even though there were sufficient number of 
vacancies in class IV category, the Respondent/Bank 
deliberately delayed in filling up the vacancies by the wait 
listed w orkmen w ith ulterior motive. The Respondent/Bank 
has been arbitrarily filling up the vacancies with the persons 
other than wait listed workmen according to their whims 
and fancies. Hence, the Petitioner prays that an award may 
be passed in his favour. , 

6. Again, the Petitioner filed a rejoinder to the Counter 
Statement of the Respondent, wherein it is stated all the 
settlements made’by the bank with the State Bank of India 
Staff Federation were under Section 18(1) of the Act and 
not under Section 18(3) of the Act As per recruitment 
rules of the Respondent/Bank, recruitment of class IV staff 
in the Respondent/Bank is in accordance with the 
instructions laid down under codified circulars of the 
Respondent/Bank. Even in the Writ Petition before the High 
Court in W P No. 7872 of 1991, the Petitioner questioned 
the settlement dated 27-10-88 and 9-1-91. It is false toaUege 
that the settlements are contrary to the rights of the 
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-1987, therefore, they have no valid and 

for appointment, in the wake of strict 
circulars/guidelines issued by the rid 

Respondent/Bank to the effect that temporary employees 
at branches/offices are not allowed to be in service 
exceeding 200 days, hence the question of Petitioner 
working for 240 days does not arise at all. Further, they 
have invoked the relevant provisions of Chapter V-A of 
the I D. Act and it is preposterous to contend that the 
Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right for 
appointment as Section 25G and 25H are very much 
applicable to the Petitioners who are retrenched messengers 
and are eligible to be reinstated. Learned representative for 
the Petitioner contended that in 1996 LAB and IC 2248 
Central Bank of India Vs. S. Satyam and Others the Supreme 
Court has held that Chapter V-A of the I. D. Act providing 
for retrenchment is not enacted only for the benefit of the 
workmen to whom Section 25F applies but for all cases of 
retrenchment. Therefore, the application of Section 25H 
cannot be restricted only to one category of retrenched 
workmen. Therefore, the contention of the Respondent/ 
Bank that the Petitioner has no valid and enforceable right 
for appointment is untenable. It is further contended that 
on behalf of the Petitioner that Ex. W2, W3 and W8 as well 
as Ex. M8 which constitute/relate to the circular 
instructions of the Respondent/Bank issued from time to 
time in connection with the implementation of the 
settlements on absorption and which are statutory in 
character. Further, a combined study of Ex. Ml and the 
averments of MW1 and MW2 and their testimonies during 
the cross examination will clearly show how the bank has 
given a raw deal to the Petitioner from the beginning linking 
his future with the settlements. Further, Clause 1 of Ex. Ml 
deals with categorization of retrenched temporary 
employees into ‘A, B and C\ but this categorization of 
A, B and C’ is quite opposed to the doctrine of ‘last 

come—first go' or ‘first come—last go’ and therefore, the 
categorization in Clause 1 is illegal. Clause 1(a) of Ex. Ml 
provides an opportunity to persons who were engaged on 
casual basis and allowed to woik in leave/casual vacancies 
of messengers, farashes, cash coolies, water boys, sweepers 
etc. for absorption along with the other eligible categories 
of temporary employees is not valid. Further, engaging 
casuals to do messengerial work is in contravention of the 
guidelines mentioned in Reference Book on Staff matters, 
copy of which is marked as Ex. W8. Further, file appointment 
of daily wage basis for regular messengerial jobs etc. are 
strictly prohibited as per bank’s circulars/instructions. In 
such circumstances, the absorption of casuals along with 
the eligible categories is not valid. Therefore, these persons 
who were engaged by the Respondent/Bank on casual 
basis should not be given permanent appointment in the 
bank service. Those casuals were given more beneficial 
treatment in the matter of arriving at qualifying service for 
interview and selection. But, temporary employees have 
not been informed about this amendment which includes 
casuals affecting their interest and chance. Further, as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 four types of waiting lists have to be 
prepared. But the Respondent/Bank has alleged to have 
prepared only one wait list for each module as per Ex. M10 
in this case. Those candidates under Ex. M10 were found 
suitable for appointment as messengers and sweepers. Even 
MW1 is unable to say as to when the wait list Ex. M10 was 
prepared, but it is mentioned in Ex. M10 that it was prepared 
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based on the settlement dated 17-11-87, 27-10-88 and' 
9-1-91 which are marked as Ex. Ml, M3 and M4 respectively. 
But, when MW1 has spoken about the settlements, lie 
deposed that settlement dated 27-10-88 was not included 
in the Madras circle sincere High Court order is there, but 
he has not produced any document in support of the so 
called non-inclusion except his bald statement. Further, 
according to MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 was prepared 
on 2-5-92 but there is no pleading in the Counter Statement 
with regard to this wait list Further the Hon’ble High Court 
has held in its order dated 23-7-99 in W. P. No. 7872 of 1991, 
which is marked as an exhibit, in which it is stated that ‘ it is 
clear that the 1987 settlement was concerned with the 
temporary class IV employees who were paid scale wages 
as per Bipartite Settlement while the 1988 settlement dealt 
with daily wager in Class IV category who were paid wages 
daily on mutual agreement basis. In such circumstances, 
as rightly contended the Respondent are not justified and 
combined the list of candidates covered under 1987 
settlement and 1988 settlement since they formed two 
distinct and separate classes and they cannot treat one 
classand their action undoubtedly amounts to violation of 
Article 14 of Constitution of India. ’ Further, the averment 
of MW 1 and the statements in Counter Statement are 
contrary to the above and it is nothing but a desperate 
attempt to wriggle out the illegality committed or perpetrated 
by the Respondent/Bank by combing equals with unequals. 
It is further contended on behalf of the Petitioner that as 
per deposition of MW1 wait list under Ex. M10 comprises 
of both messengerial and non-messengerial candidates. 
While the temporary employees were appointed after due 
process of selection and were paid wages on the basis of 
industrywise settlement, it is not so in the case of casuals. 
Therefore, both belong to two different and distinct 
categories. But, Ex. M3 provides for the same norms to the 
casuals as in the case of temporary employees in the matter 
of absorption. Therefore, it is violative of Articles 14 and 
16 of Constitution of India. Therefore, the Petitioner 
contended that preparation of Ex. M10 namely wait list is 
not in conformity with the instructions of Ex. M2 and non- 
preparation of separate panels amounts to violation of 
circular. Secondly, it has not been prepared as per 
instructions in Ex. W2 circular regarding projected 
vacancies for the period from 1987 to 1994. Furthermore, 
no wait list was released/published even after the Court 
order in WMP No. 11932/91 and W. P. No. 7872/91 directing 
the Respondent/Bank to release the list of successful 
candidates pursuant to the first advertisement published 
in The Hindu dated 1-8-88. Furthermore, wait list under 
Ex. M10 does not carry particulars about the candidates 
date of initial appointment and the number of days put in 
by them to arrive at their respective seniority. From all these 
things, it is clear that Ex. M10 hasbeen prepared in violation 
of instructions and ceased to have the credibility attached 
to the wait list. Above all, Ex. Ml was not produced at the 
time of conciliation proceedings held during the year 
1997-98 held at Chennai and Madurai and only during the 
year 2003 the Respondent/Bank produced the wait list 
Ex. M10 before this Tribunal marking it as a confidential 
document. It is further contended to behalf of the Petitioner 
that though the Respondent/Bank has alleged that these 

petitioners were engaged in leave vacancy, they have not 
been told at the time of initial appointment that their 
appointment was in leave vacancy. Further, even before or 
after the settlement on absorption of temporary employees, 
the expressiomthat they were engaged in leave vacancy 
was used as a device'to fake them out of the principal 
clause 2(oo) of the I. D. Act, 1947. Jhough the Petitioner’s 
work in the Respondent/Bank is continuous and though 
the Petitioner has performed the duties continuously which 
is still in existence, the categorisation as such is not valid 
and the provisions of Sastry Award are also violated. 
Further, the representative of the Petitioner relied on the 
rulings reported in 1985 4 SCC 201H. D. Singh Vs. Reserve 
Bank of India and Others wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “to employ workmen as ‘badges’ casuals or 
temporaries and to continue them as such for many years 
with the object of depriving them of the status and 
privileges of permanent workmen is illegal.” Learned 
representative further contended that Ex. M10 wait list has 
not been prepared in accordance with principle of seniority 
in the legal sense, since the selected candidates with 
longest service should have priority over those who joined 
the service later and therefore, the wait list under Ex. M10 
which has been drawn up is contrary to law and also bad in 
law. Thus, the Respondent/Bank has not acted in accordance 
with the law and the spirit of the settlement, but in utter 
violation and in breach of it. Though clause 2(e) of Ex. M4 
states that candidates found suitable for permanent 
appointment will be offered appointment against existing/ 
future vacancy anywhere in module or circle and in case, a 
candidate fails to accept the offer of appointment or posting 
within the prescribed period, he will be deemed to have 
refused it and the name shall stand deleted from the 
respective panel and he shall have no further claim for 
being considered for permanent appointment in the bank. 
The Respondent/Bank has not produced any document to 
show how he has arrived at the seniority and till date, it is 
a mystery as to who that senior was and there is no 
documentary evidence in support of the averment and also 
for the averment of MW1. Therefore, the termination of the 
Petitioner who was in regular service of the Respondent/ 
Bank is arbitrary, mala fide and illegal and the Respondent/ 
Bank has not acted in accordance with the terms of 
settlement on absorption of temporary employees. Though 
the Respondent/Bank has produced Ex. M6 which alleged 
to be a copy of minutes of conciliation proceedings dated 
9-6-75 before Regional Labour Commissioner (Central), 
Hyderabad, it is neither a 18(3) settlement nor 12(3) 
settlement as claimed by the Respondent/Bank which says 
only with regard to modification of Ex. Ml to M4 made in 
terms of Ex. M6. Though the Respondent/Bank produced 
Ex. M7 and Ml 1 interim orders passed by High Court of 
Madras in WMP No. 11932/91 and W.P. No. 7872/91 ceased 
to have any relevance when the main writ has been disposed 
of in the year 1999 and therefore, they do not have any 
bearing in the case of the Petitioner. Further, though the 
Respondent/Management Las examined two witnesses, the 
deposition of management witnesses during the cross- 
examination had become apparent that they have no 
personal knowledge about the settlements w hich arc marked 
as Ex. Ml to M5. Above all, though the Resp» ..lueni/Bank 
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has referred to voluntary retirement scheme, in the 
Respondent/Bank it was implemented only in the year 2001 
and it constitutes 3 >ost reference period and hence evidence 
of Respondent/Bj nk has no application to the Petitioner’s 
case. The Petitioners have completed the service of 240 
days and more in z continuous period of 12 calendar months 
as enshrined und< r Sections 25B and 25F of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, thei efore, their retrenchment from service is 
illegal and agains t the mandatory provisions of Section 25 
and therefore, the y are deemed to be in continuous service 
of the Respondent TSank and they are entitled to the benefits 
under the provisit ns of I. D. Act. It is further contended on 
behalf of the Petit oner that though some of the Petitioners 
in the connected 1. Ds have not completed 240 days, since 
the Respondent/E ank has not taken into consideration and 
not included the Sundays and paid holidays as days on 
which the Petitior ers have actually worked and hence, they 
have also comple ted 240 days in a period of 12 calendar 
months. He also i elied on the rulings reported in 1985 II 
LLJ 539 Workmen of American Express International 
Banking Corporat on Vs. Management of American Express 
International Bar king Corporation wherein the Supreme 
Court has held th; it “tire expression ‘actually worked under 
the employer’ cai mot mean that those days only when the 
workmen worket with hammer, sickle or pen but must 
necessarily comp 'ehend all those days during which they 
were in the emplv yment of the employer and for which he 
had been paid vrages either under express or implied 
contract of servic e or by compulsion of statute, standing 
orders etc.”. It is further argued that call letters produced 
by the Petitioner will clearly prove that the Respondent/ 
Bank has conducted the interview and selected the 
temporary employ ;ees who have reported to have submitted 
their application for absorption as per the bank’s circular 
and therefore, thei r retrenchment is illegal. In all these cases, 
the Petitioners were in employment as sub-staff in early 
1980s but were d ;nied further engagement on account of 
settlements/lapsii Lg of wait lists and out of these Petitioners 
some of them hi ve completed 240 days and more in a 
continuous perio 1 of 12 calendar months and they are in 
age group of 40 t) 50 years and for no fault of theirs, they 
find themselves s randed in life midstream. They have also 
not gainfully employed. In such circumstances, this 
Tribunal has to p iss an award in their favour. 

10. But, as against this, the learned Senior Counsel 
for the Respond mt/Bank contended that tire reference 
made by the Gove rnment itself is not maintainable in view 
of the facts and c ircumstances of the case. The Petitioner 
in this case and t he Petitioners in the connected disputes 
were not in coni inuous service. Hence, the question of 
regular appointment/absorption does not arise at all and 
their engagement was not authorised. Further, the 
Petitioners are e; topped from making claim as they had 
accepted the settlements drawn under tire provisions of 
Sections 18(1) a id 18(3) of the I. D. Act, in lieu of the 
provisions of lav / and implemented by the Respondent/ 
Bank and the clai m of the Petitioners are not bona fide and 
are made withult ;rior motive. Further, they have concealed 
the material fact: that the Petitioner was wait listed as per 
length of his eng igement and could not be absorbed as he 

was positioned down in the seniority. The Respondent/ 
Bank was engaging temporary employees due to business 
exigency for the performance of duties as messenger. 
Further, the allegation that he was sponsored by 
Employment Exchange is incorrect and the allegation that 
he worked as temporary messenger is also incorrect, they 
were engaged against leave vacancies. The settlement 
entered into by the Respondent/Bank and the federation 
were bona fide which were the only workable solution and 
is binding on the Petitioner. The Petitioner accepted the 
settlement and accordingly he was wait listed and therefore, 
the Petitioner is estopped from questioning the settlement 
directly or indirectly and his claim is liable to be rejected. 
Furthermore, the said settlements were not questioned by 
any union and the settlements were bank level settlements 
and operate throughout the country. Further, he relied on 
the rulings reported in 19911 LLJ 323 Associated Glass 
Industries Ltd. Vs. Industrial Tribunal A.P. and others 
wherein under Section 12(3) the union entered into a 
settlement with the management settling the claim of 11 
workmen and the workmen resigned from the job and 
received terminal benefits, but the workmen raised a plea 
before the Tribunal that they did not resign voluntarily. 
But the Andhra Pradesh High Court has held that “in the 
absence of plea that the settlement reached in the course 
of conciliation is vitiated by fraud, misrepresentation or 
coercion, the settlement is binding on the workmen.' 
Learned counsel for the Respondent further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1997II LLJ 1189 Ashok and Others Vs. 
Maharashtra State Transport Corporation and Others 
wherein tire Division Bench of the Bombay High Court has 
held that “therefore a settlement arrived at in the course of 
the conciliation proceedings with a recognised majority 
union will be binding on all workmen of the establishment, 
even those who belong to the minority union which had 
objected to tire same. To that extent, it departs from tire 
ordinary law of contracts, the object obviously is to uphold 
the sanctity of settlements reached with the active 
assistance of the conciliation officer and to discourage an 
individual employee or a minority from scuttling the 
settlement.” It further held that “there may be exceptional 
cases, where there may be allegations of mala fides, fraud 
or even corruption or other inducements. But, in the 
absence of such allegations, a settlement in the course of 
collective bargaining is entitled to due weight and 
consideration.” Learned counsel for tire Respondent further 
relied on tlte rulings reported in 19971 LLJ 308 K.C.P. Ltd. 
Vs. Presiding Officer and Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that “settlements are divided into two categories 
namely (i) those arrived at outside the conciliation 
proceedings under Section 18(1) of the I.D. Act and 
(ii) tliose arrived at in the course of conciliation proceedings 
under Section 18(3). A settlement of the first category has 
limited application and binds merely parties to it and 
settlement of tire second category made with a recognised 
majority union has extended application as it will be binding 
on all workmen of tire establishment. Even in case of the 
first category, if the settlement was reached with a 
representative union of which the contesting workmen were 
members and if there was nothing unreasonable or unfair 
in tire terms of the settlement, it must be binding on the 
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contesting workmen also.” He further relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 2000 SC 469 National Engineering 
Industries Ltd. Vs. State of Rajasthan and Others wherein 
the Supreme Court has held that ‘‘settlement is arrived at 
by the free will of the parties and is a pointer to there being 
goodwill between them. When there is a dispute that the 
settlement is not bona fide in nature or that it has been 
arrived at on account of fraud, misrepresentation or 
concealment of facts or even corruption and other 
inducements, it could be subject matter of yet another 
industrial dispute which an appropriate Govt, may refer for 
adjudication after examining the allegations as there is an 
underlying assumption that the settlement reached with 
the help of the conciliation officer must be fair and 
reasonable.” Relying on all these decisions, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that though it is alleged 
that they are not parties to the settlement, since the 
federation in which the Petitioner is also one among them, 
they have entered into settlement with the bank and 
therefore, it is binding on the Petitioner. Further, he argued 
that no union of the bank has questioned the settlement 
and in such circumstances, it cannot be said that it is not 
binding on them and he is estopped from disputing the 
same. 

11. Learned counsel for the Respondent further 
contended that though the reference made in this case and 
other connected disputes is ‘whether the demand of the 
workman with wait list No. given for restoring the wait list 
of temporary messengers in the establishment of 
Respondent/Bank and consequential appointment 
thereupon as temporary messenger is justified V The 
Petitioner contended that the retrenchment made by the 
Respondent/Bank is not valid and he has to be reinstated 
in sen ice with full back wages etc. Hence, the Petitioner's 
contention against the reference made by the Govt, is not 
valid. Further, in this case, the Court has to see whether the 
restoration of wait list can be made as contended by the 
Petitioner and not reinstatement as alleged by the Petitioner 
in the Claim Statement. 

12. But. as against this on behalf of the Petitioner it 
is contended that mere wording of reference is not decisive 
in the matter of tenability of a reference and he relied on the 
rulings reported in 1998 LAB 1C 345 Secretary, Kollam Jilla 
Hotel and Shop Workers Union Vs. Industrial Tribunal, 
Kollam wherein the Kerala High Court has held that “mere 
wording of reference is not decisive in the matter of 
tenability of a reference. Even though the Tribunal cannot 
go beyond the order of reference, if points of difference are 
discernible from the material before it, it has only on duty 
and that is to decide the points on merits and not to find 
out some technical defects in the wording of reference, 
subjecting the poor workman to hardship involved in 
moving the machinery again.” It further held that “the 
Tribunal should look into the pleading and find out the 
exact nature of pleading of the Petitioner to find out the 
exact nature of dispute instead of refusing to answer the 
reference on merits.” Further, he argued that the Tribunal 
lias got power to go into the question whether the Petitioner 
is to be reinstated in service or not for which he relied on 
the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1664 Van Sagnathan 

Orient Paper Mills Vs. Industrial Tribunal & Ors. wherein 
the Madhya Pradesh High Court has held that “the Tribunal 
cannot go behind the terms of reference, but that does not 
mean that it cannot look into the pleadings of parties.” He 
also relied on the rulings reported in 1998 LAB IC 1507 A. 
Sambanthan Vs. Presiding Officer, Labour Court, Madras, 
wherein it has been held that “it has been repeatedly held 
that the Labour Court should not attempt to consider the 
order under reference in a technical manner or a pedantic 
manner, but should consider the order of reference in a fair 
and reasonable manner.” He also argued that in Express 
Newspapers P. Ltd. case reported in AIR 1993 SC 569 the 
Supreme Court has held that “the Tribunal has jurisdiction 
to consider all incidental matters also and the order of 
reference should not be construed in the manner which 
would prolong the industrial adjudication. The Labour Court 
is expected to decide the real nature of disputes between 
the parties and with that object in view, it should consider 
the order of reference in a fair and reasonable manner, 
though the order of reference is not happily framed nor 
was it framed to the high expectation of the Labour Court.” 
Relying on all these decisions, the representative for the 
Petitioner argued that though in the reference, it is not 
mentioned that whether the retrenchment is valid or not, 
from the pleadings it is clear that the Petitioners have been 
retrenched from the Respondent/Bank and therefore, this 
Tribunal can look into the pleadings of the Petitioners and 
can decide whether the Petitioner is entitled to be reinstated 
in sendee as alleged by him and whether he is entitled to 
the back wages as alleged by him. Therefore, the argument 
advanced on the side of the Respondent that it is beyond 
the scope of reference is without any substance. 

13. I find some force in the contention of the 
representative for the Petitioner. Therefore, I find this 
Tribunal is entitled to go into the question whether the 
relief prayed for by the Petitioner can be given to him or 
not ? But, I find that the settlement was validly entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation and since it 
is not questioned by any of the unions of the Respondent/ 
Bank, I find the Petitioner is not entitled to question the 
settlement. 

14. Then the learned counsel for the Respondent 
contended that since the Petitioner mentioned that he has 
been kept in the wait list and the time of wait list has been 
exhausted now the Petitioner cannot question that he 
should be reinstated in service and he relied on the rulings 
reported in 1996 3 SCC 139 Union of India and Others Vs. 
K. V. Vijeesh wherein the Supreme Court has held that “the 
only question which falls for determination in this appeal 
is whether a candidate whose name appears in the select 
list on the basis of competitive examination acquires a right 
of appointment in Govt, service in an existing or a future 
vacancy. In that case, pruning of select list on reduction in 
number of vacancies was made in view of the impending 
absorption of steam surplus staff and a policy decision 
has been taken to reduce the number of vacancies and 
consequently, a certain number of bottom persons were 
removed from the select list and the remaining selectees 
were given appointments according to their comparative 
merits. In which, the Supreme Court has held that “in such 
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circumstances, dei ial of appointment to the persons 
removed from the select list is not arbitrary and 
discriminatory.” He 1 urther relied on the rulings reported in 
19976 SCC 584 Syi dicate Bank & Ors. Vs. Shankar Paul 
and Others wherein the Supreme Court has held that “by 
its letter dated 7-2-8 7 the bank informed the Respondents 
that the panel was va lid for one year only and that inclusion 
of their names in thi: panel was not to confer on them any 
right to seek permar ent appointment in the services of the 
bank. Considering he object with which the panel was 
prepared and the fac t that it was a yearly panel expiring on 
6-2-98, we are of the opinion that the Respondents did not 
get any right becau ;e of inclusion of their names in the 
said panel for perm; nent absorption in the services of the 
bank. Whatever con litional right they had come to an end 
with the expiry of th: panel. The claim of the Respondents 
as contained in thi: W.P, was thus misconceived and 
therefore, the leamec Single Judge and the Division Bench, 
when it first decide<! the appeal were right in dismissing 
the Writ Petition an 1 the appeal respectively.” He further 
relied on the rulings leported in 1991 3SCC47Shankarsan 
Dash Vs. Union of I ndia wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that “candidates included in merit list has no 
indefeasible right to appointment even if a vacancy exists” 
and relying on all th;se decisions, learned counsel for the 
Respondent content ed that since the Petitioner has no 
right to question the vait list and since there is no mala fide 
on the part of the Re spondent/Bank in preparing the wait 
list, it cannot be said that preparation of wait list was made 
with mala fide motive Under such circumstances, after the 
expiry' of the date na nely 31 -3-1997, the Petitioner cannot 
plead for restoration of the wait list and he cannot pray for 
reinstatement as alls ged by him. Further, he relied on the 
rulmgs reported in U 92 LAB IC 2168 State of Hary ana and 
Ors. Vs. Piara Singh md Others wherein the Supreme Court 
has held that "now coming to the direction that all those 
ad hoc temporary' en ployees who have continued for more 
than a year should be regularised, we find it difficult to 
sustain it. The direct ion has been given without reference 
to the existence of a > acancy. The direction in effect means 
that everyr ad hoc/temporary employee who has been 
continued for one ye ar should be regularised even though 
(a) no vacancy is ava lable for him which means creation of 
a vacancy: (b) he was not sponsored by Employment 
Exchange nor was he appointed in pursuance of a 
notification calling : ‘or applications which means he had 
entered by a back doc r; (c) he was not eligible and qualified 
for tlic post at thetim e of his appointment; (d) his record of 
sen ice since his ap aointment is not satisfactory'. These 
are the additional pro ?lems indicated by us in para 12 which 
would arise from gi' ing of such blanket orders. None of 
the decisions relied upon by the High Court justify such 
wholesale, unconditional orders. Moreover, from the mere 
continuation of an a< l hoc employee for one year, it cannot 
be presumed that th ere is need for regular post. Such a 
presumption may be justified only when such continuance 
extends to several years. Further, there can be no rule of 
thumb in such matters. Conditions and circumstances of 
one unit may not be he same as of the other. Just because 
in one case, a directi m was giveii to regularise employees 
who have put in one year's service as far as possible and 

subject to fulfilling the qualifications, it cannot be held 
that in each and every case, such a direction must follow 
ir respective of and without taking into account the other 
relevant circumstances and considerations. The relief must 
be moulded in each case having regard to all the relevant 
facts and circumstances of that case. It cannot be a 
mechanical act but a judicious one. From this, the impugned 
directions must be held to be totally untenable and 
unsustainable. Thus, the Supreme Court set aside the orders 
of lower Courts. He further relied on the decision reported 
in 1997II SCC 1 Ashwani Kumar and Others Vs. State of 
Bihar and Others wherein the full Bench of the Supreme 
Court has considered the above regularisation of 
appointment in excess of sanctioned posts. “So far as the 
question of confirmation of these employees whose entiy 
itself was illegal and void is concerned, it is to be noted 
that question of confirmation or regularisation of an 
irregularly appointed candidate would arise, if the candidate 
concerned is appointed in an irregular manner or on 
ad hoc basis against an available vacancy which is already 
sanctioned. But, if the initial entry itself is unauthorised 
and is not against any sanctioned vacancy, question of 
regularising the incumbent on such a non-existing vacancy' 
would never survive for consideration and even if such 
purported regularisation or confirmation is given, it would 
be an exercise in futility. It would amount to decorating a 
still born baby. Under these circumstances, there was no 
occasion to regularise them or to give them valid 
confirmation. The so called exercise of confirming these 
employees, therefore, remaineda nullity” Therefore, learned 
counsel for the Respondent contended that these 
temporary employees were appointed only due to 
exigencies and they have not appointed against any regular 
vacancy and they have only appointed in leave vacancies 
and therefore, they are not entitled to claim any absorption 
in the Respondent/Bank. Further, he relied on the rulings 
reported in AIR 1997 SCC 3657 Himanshu Kumar Vidyarthi 
& Ors. Vs. State of Bihar and Ors. wherein the Supreme 
Court has held that “they are temporary employees working 
on daily wages. Under these circumstances, their 
disengagement from service cannot be construed to be a 
retrenchment under the I.D. Act. The concept of 
retrenchment therefore, cannot be stretched to such an 
extent as to cover these employees. Since they are only 
daily wage employees and have no right to the posts, their 
disengagement is not arbitrary.” He further relied on the 
rulings reported in 1994 3 LLJ (Supp) 754 wherein the 
Rajasthan High Court has held that “Under Section 25G of 
the I D. Act retrenchment procedure following principle of 
‘last come—first go’ is not mandatory but only directory, 
on sufficient grounds shown, the employer is permitted to 
depart‘from the said principle retrenching seniors and 
retaining juniors.” Though in this case, the Petitioner has 
alleged that his juniors have been made permanent in 
banking service, he has not established with any evidence 
that his juniors were made permanent by the Respondent/ 
Bank. Anyhow, if the Petitioner has shown anything, the 
Respondent/Bank is ready to establish the fact before this 
Tribunal that he has w orked more days than the Petitioner. 
In such circumstances, the prayer for reinstatement in the 
services of Respondent/Bank cannot be given to the 
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Petitioner and therefore, the claim is to be dismissed with 
costs. 

15. Learned Senior Advocate further argued that 
even in recent decision reported in 2006 4 SCC 1 Secretary, 
State of Karnataka Vs. Uma Devi, the Supreme Court has 
held that “merely because a temporary employee or a casual 
wage worker is continued for a time beyond the term of his 
appointment, he would not be entitled to be absorbed in 
regular service or made permanent merely on the strength 
of such continuance, if the original appointment was not 
made by following a due process of selection as envisaged 
by relevant rules, It is not open to the Court to prevent 
regular recruitment at the instance of temporary employees 
whose period of employment has come to an end or of 
ad hoc employees who by the very- nature of their 
appointment, do not acquire any right.” Further, it has also 
held that "it is not as if, the person who accepts an 
engagement either temporary or casual in nature is not 
aware of his employment. He accepts theemploynient with 
open eyes. It may be true that he is not in a position to 
bargain not at arms length since he might have been 
searching for some employment so as to eke out his 
livelihood and accepts whatever he gets. But on that ground 
alone, it would not be appropriate to jettison the 
constitutional scheme of appointment, perpetuate illegalities 
ai)d to take the view that a person who has temporarily or 
casually got employed should be directed to be continued 
permanently. By doing so, it will be creating another mode 
of public appointment which is not permissible.” Further, 
the Supreme Court while laying down the law, has clearly 
held that "unless the appointment is in terms of the relevant 
rules and after a proper competition among qualified 
persons, the same would not confer any right on the 
appointee.it has to be .clarified that merely because 
a temporary employee or a casual wage worker is continued 
for a time beyond the term of his appointment, he would 
not be entitled to be absorbed in regular service or made 
permanent merely on the strength of such continuance, if 
the original appointment was not made by following a due 
process of selection as envisaged by relevant rules.” 
Further, in CDJ 2006 SC 443 National Fertilizers Ltd. and 
Others Vs. Somvir Singh, wherein the Supreme Court has 
held that "regularisation furthermore, is not a mode of 
appointment and if appointment is made without following 
the rules, the same being a nullity, the question of 
confirmation of an employee upon the expiry of purported 
period of probation would not arise.” Further, in CDJ 2006 
SC 395 Municipal Council, Sujanpur Vs. Surinder Kumar, 
the Supreme Court has held that “it is not disputed that the 
appointment of the Respondent was not in sanctioned post. 
Being a State' within the meaning of Article 12 of the 
Constitution of India, the Appellant for the purpose of 
recruiting its employees was bound to follow' the recruitment 
rules. Any recruitment made in violation of such rules as 
also in violation of constitutional scheme enshrined under 
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution of India would be 
voi^lin law.” Further, in 2006 2 LLN 89 Madhya Pradesh 
StalqXgro Industries Development Corporation Vs. S.C. 
Pandev wherein the Supreme Court has held that “only 
bemuse an employee had worked for more than 240 days 

of service by that itself would not confer any legal right 
upon him to be regularised in service. ” The Supreme Court 
also held that “the changes brought about by the 
subsequent decisions of this Court probably having regard 
to the changes in the policy decisions of the Govt, in the 
wake of prevailing market economy, globalisation, 
privatisation and outsourcing is evident, in view of the 
settled legal position, as noticed hereinbefore.” 

16. Relying on all these decision, learned counsel 
for the Respondent contended that since the Petitioner 
has not been appointed for regular post nor has he been 
appointed in regular vacancy or sanctioned post, the 
Petitioner is not entitled to claim regularisation of his service. 
Further, when they have not been questioned the five 
settlements entered into between the Respondent/Bank 
and Federation and since they have not questioned the 
wait list prepared by the Respondent/Bank, they are not 
entitled to dispute the same and they are estopped from 
doing so. Further, their prayer before the labour authorities 
was only to restore the wait list and also for appointment 
thereon as temporary messenger as per wait list. Under 
such circumstances, after expiry of the period mentioned 
in the settlements which were subsequently amended by 
settlements, the Petitioners cannot now question either 
the preparation of wait list or number allotted to them. Under 
such circumstances, it cannot be questioned by the 
Petitioner. 

17. I find much force in the contention of the learned 
counsel for the Respondent. Though in the Claim Statement, 
the Petitioners have made so many allegations withregard 
to preparation of wait list and also settlements entered into 
between the Respondent/Bank and Federation, at the time 
of reference, they have not questioned the settlement nor 
the number allotted to each individual in the wait list. 
Further, the Petitioners have not questioned the settlement 
and they have not alleged that settlement was not a 
bona fide in nature or it has been arrived at on account of 
mala fide, misrepresentation, fraud or even corruption or 
other inducements. Under such circumstances, I find the 
Petitioners cannot now question the settlements at this 
stage and since they are only temporary employees and 
since it is not shown before this Tribunal that the 
Respondent/Bank has got sanctioned posts for temporary 
employees to be absorbed, I find the Petitioners cannot 
claim for reinstatement or regularisation in services of the 
Respondent/Bank. 

18. Further, the representative for the Petitioner 
contended that in a similar case, this Tribunal had ordered 
for reinstatement with back wages and these disputes are 
also similar in nature and hence, the Petitioners are entitled 
for the same relief. 

19. But, I find since the Supreme Court has held that 
temporary employees are not entitled to claim any rights 
for regularisation, merely because they have completed 
240 days of continuous service in a period of 12 calendar 
months and the Supreme Court has also held that each 
case must be considered on its own merit and the changes 
brought about by the subsequent decisions of the Supreme 
Court probably having regard to the changes in the policy 
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decisions of the Govt, in the wake of prevailing market 
economy, globali: ation, privatisation and outsourcing is 
evident, I find t le Petitioner is not entitled to claim 
regularisation or i sinstatement in the Respondent/Bank as 
alleged by him. r 'herefore, I find this point against the 
Petitioner. 

Point No. 2: 

The next pc int to be decided in this case is to what 
relief the Petition* r is entitled ? 

20. In view of my foregoing findings that the 
petitioner is a tern xirary employee and he is not entitled to 
be absorbed in rej ular service or made permanent merely 
on the strength c f such continuance of work, I find the 
Petitioner is not ei titled to any relief as claimed by him. No 
costs. 

21. Thus, t tie reference is answered accordingly. 

(Dictated tc the P. A., transcribed and typed by him, 
corrected and pro aounced by me in the open court on this 
day the 31st Janu< ry, 2007.) 

K. JAYARAMAN, Presiding Officer 

Witnesses Ex ami aed: 

For the Petitioner : WW1 Sri P. Jayakannan 

WW2 Sri V S. Ekambaram 

For the Respond* nt : MW1 Sri C. Mariappan 

MW2 Sri S. Srinivasan 

Documents Mari' ed: 

Ex. Na Date Description 

W1 01-08-88 Xerox copy of the paper publication in 
daily Thanthi based on Ex. Ml. 

W2 20-04-88 Xerox copy of the administrative 
guidelines issued by Respondent/Bank 
for implementation of Ex. M1. 

W3 24-04-91 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding absorption of daily wagers in 
Messenger vacancies. 

W4 01-05-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu on daily wages based on Ex. W4. 

W5 20-08-91 Xerox copy of the advertisement in The 
Hindu extending period of qualifying 
service to daily wagers. 

W6 15-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular letter of Zonal 
Office, Chennai about filling up of 
vacancies of messengers posts. 

W7 25-03-97 Xerox copy of the circular of 
Respondent/Bank to all Branches 
regarding identification of messenger 
vacancies and filling them before 
31-3-97. 

Ex. Na Date Description 

W8 Ml Xerox copy of the instruction in 
Reference book on staff about casuals 
not to be engaged at office/branches to 
do messengerial work. 

W9 10-03-81 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Mettupalayam branch. 

W10 22-08-&8 Xerox copy of the service certificate 
issued by Mettupalayam branch. 

W11 Ml Xerox copy of administrative guidelines 
in reference bode on staff matters issued 
by Respon^ent/Bank regarding 
recruitment to subordinate care & 
service conditions. 

W12 Ml Xerox copy of the Vol. Ill of Reference 
book on Staff matters upto 31-12-95. 

W13 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 
post—V. Muralikannan. 

W14 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 
post—K. Subburaj. 

W15 06-03-97 Xerox copy of the call letter from Madurai 
zonal office for interview of messenger 
post—J. Velmurugan. 

W16 17-03-97 . Xerox copy of the service particulars— 
J. Velmurugan. 

W17 26-03-97 Xerox copy of the letter advising 
selection of part time Menial—G. Pandi. 

W18 31-03-97 Xerox copy of the appointment order to 
Sri G. Pandi. 

W19 Feb. 2005 Xerox copy of the pay slip of T. Sekar 
for the month of February, 2005 wait list 
No. 395 of Madurai Circle. 

W20 13-02-95 Xerox copy of the Madurai Module 
Circular letter about engaging temporary 
employees from the panel of wait list.- 

W21 09-11-92 Xerox copy of the Head Office Circular 
No. 28 regarding norms for sanction of 
messenger staff. 

W22 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the minutes of the Bipartite 
meeting. 

W23 09-07-92 Xerox copy of the settlement between 
Respondent/Bank and All India State 
Bank of India Staff Federation for 
implementation of norms—creation of 
part time general attendants. 

W24 07-02-06 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about conversion of part time 
employees and redesignate them as 
general attendants. 
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Ex. No, Date Description 

W25 31-12-85 Xerox copy of the local Head Office 
circular about appointment of temporary 

employees in subordinate cadre. 

For the Respondent/Management: 

Ex. No. Date Description 

Ml 17-11-87 Xerox copy of tire settlement. 

M2 164)7-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M3 27-10-88 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M4 094)1-91 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M5 30-07-96 Xerox copy of the settlement. 

M6 09-06-95 Xerox copy of the minutes of conciliation 
proceedings. 

M7 284)5-91 Xerox copy of the order in W.P. 
No. 7872/91, 

MS 154)5-98 Xerox copy of the order in O.P. 
No. 2787/97 of High Court of Orissa. 

M9 104)7-99 Xerox copy of the order of Supreme Court 
in SLP No. 3082/99. 

M10 Nil Xeroxxopy of the wait list of Coimbatore 
Module. 

Mil 25-10-99 Xerox copy of the order passed in CMP 
No. 16289 & 16290/99 in W.A. No. 
1893/99, 

31 2007 
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[%. TRT-12011 /24/2005-3fff 3TR (%- II) ] 

IJrHK, o4t) 

New Delhi, the 31st July, 2007 

S. O. 2355.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award (Ref. No. 40/2005) 
of the Central Government Industrial Tribunal-cum-Labour 
Court No. 2, New Delhi as shown in the Annexure, in the 
Industri al Dispute between the management of Bank of 
Baroda and their workmen, w'hich was received by the 
Central Government on 27-7-2007. 

[No. L-12011/24/2005-TR (B-T.I)] 
RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

3 Vo3 &Tl°7- ti ? 

ANNEXURE 

BEFORE THE PRESIDING OFFICER, CENTRAL 
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL-CUM- 

LABOUR COURT-n, NEW DELHI 

Shri R. N. Rai, Presiding Officer 

I. D. No. 40/2005 

PRESENT 

Shri T. B. Singh : 1st Party 

Shn T. C. Gupta : 2nd Party 

In the matter of: 

Shri Pawan Kumar, 
Mil and Post: Pali, 
Tehsil: Dadri, 

District: Gautambudh Nagar, 
Uttar Pradesh-203 207. 

Versus 

The Dy. General Manager, 
Bank of Baroda, 

Regional Office : 13, Mahatma Gandhi Road, 
Agra(UP)-282001. 

AWARD 

The Ministry of Labour by its Letter No. L-12011/24/ 
2005 [IR (B-II)J Central Government dt. 28-4-2005 has 
referred the following point for adjudication. 

The point runs as hereunder: 

“Whether the action of the management of Bank of 
Baroda in imposing the punishment of dismissal 

without notice from service w.e.f. 5-8-2003 on Shri 
Pawan Kumar, Peon, Clock Tower Branch, Ghaziabad 
on the alleged charges of misconduct leveled against 
him vide chargesheet No. UPWM/21/A&1/DSPRO: 
1732 dated 20-10-2001 is legal and justified ? If not, 
to what relief the concerned workman is entitled/’ 

The w'orkman applicant has tiled statement of claim. 
In the claim statement it lias been stated that he was posted 
as Cash Peon at Clock Tower Branch ’ Ghaziabad of Bank of 
Baroda (hereinafter referred to as the Bank). That while in 
service of the Bank the workman was placed under 
suspension by the Regional Manager/Disciplinary 
Authority, Regional Office : Moradabad of the Bank vide 
order No. UPWM/21/A&T/21 dated 12-1-2001. 

That thereafter the workman concerned was- served 
with an illegal chargesheet No. UPWM/2 l/A&l/DISPRO: 
1732 dated 20-10-2001 bythe opposite party' No. 1. 

That in the chargesheet itself, Shri R. C. Sharma, 
Sr. Manager, Ghaziabad (Main) Branch was appointed as 
Inquiry Officer thereby the workman was deprived of the 
opportunity to submit his explanation to the chargesheet. 
The charges are not in accordance with the allegation in 
the chargesheet rather general nature of charges have been 
levelled which are no charge. 
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That the Inquiry Officer commenced the inquiry on 
7-12-2001 and concluded the same on 12-10-2002 whereafter 
submitted hh report dated 16-1-2007 to the Assistant 
General Mam.ger/Disciplinaiy Authority, Regional Office, 

Agra. 

That the prosecution closed its evidence on 

12-10-2001. The workman submitted list of 3 witnesses 
namely (1) MMunna Lai Gupta, General Secretary' oi the 

applicant uni >n. The workman had written various letters 
to Shri Mum a Lai Gupta which was to be proved by him 
but the Ld. nquiry Officer rejected the request of the 

workman alte ging that the witness was not relevant without 

any valid reason. (2) The next proposed witness of the 
workman was Shri J. C. Bedwaria. He was posted in the 
same branch where the workman was posted at tile time ot 

alleged incident. He was able to disclose the facts of the 
case" The Inquiry Officer has denied to call the defence 
witness on the ground that this witness at this stage will 
have no tiling new to add in the inquiry record and therefore, 
considered not relevant. The Inquiry Officer has failed to 
give any reason as to how he has come to the conclusion 

that the proposed witness would not add in the inquiry. 
Tins was pro-determined altitude of the Inquiry Officer. 

The denial of calling witness prejudices the case of the 
workman as the defence case starts only after close oi 

prosecution case. (3) The third witness proposed by 
the workmai was Shn N. K. Jain. The prosecution cited 

Shri N K. J; rn as its own witness and his examination-in¬ 
chief was ret orded in the inquiry but the cross-examination 

could not he done on that day because the defence 
representative of the workman was not present. The witness 

was then never produced for cross-examination and the 
prosecution requested for discarding his evidence. It is 
undisputed that a witness of case is relevant for prosecution 

as well as fer defence as the witness is the witness of fact. 
The denial of calling Shri Jain is violative of principles of 

natural just ice. 

That non-calling these three witnesses prejudiced 

the case of t ic workman and denied reasonable opportunity 
of defence. That the workman submitted n list of defence 
documents for summoning from the bank but most uf the 
documents were not made available which is denial of 

reasonable opportunity to defence. 

That it has been alleged in the chargesheet that the 
workman his withdrawn certain amounts fraudulently from 
S B. A/e. No. 5840 of Shri Bhanwar Singh who allegedly 

made complaint but the said complainant lias not been 
produced who happen to be the most relevant and material 
witness. The inquiry without material witness is liable to 

be vitiated. 

That the Ex. ME-7, the complaint of Shri Bhanwar 

Singh has not been proved as per law. Hence, this document 
could not t e relied upon but the Inquiry Officer has read it 

in evidence. 

Thai the findings of the Inquiry Officer are perverse 

m law and facts both. 

' i ba M W-VR and MW- VI11 imvc sped fical 1 y suited 

during the inquiry that they had passed the cheques/ 
withdraw:Is in question after duly verifying the signature 

of the account holder of A/c. No. 5840. Hence, the basis of 

the allegation of payment oil forged signature of the 
workman are away from the evidence on record. 

The management has filed wntten statement. In the 

written statement it has been stated that in the tacts and 
circumstances on record and the association s admission 

thereof die instant order of reference, in the terms specified 
for adjudication of this Hon ble Tribunal, is incompetent 
and invalid inasmuch as the order dated 5-8-2003 

terminating the workman’s service could not lawfully form 
the basis of the instant reference by virtue of doctrine of 

merger. 

That the government has arbitrarily drawn the terms 

of reference and made the instant reference order by 

baselessly assuming that the management terminated the 
workman’s services (vide order dated 5-8-2003) without 

notice to and hearing him when, as matter of admitted fact 
on record, lie was given full opportunity to defend turn 
against the charges by the Inquiry Officer, Disciplinary 

and Appellant Authority. 

That the existence of industrial dispute within the 

meaning and scope of Section 2(k) ot the ID Act, 194, 
could not have been assumed by the government because 
neither the workman Pawan Kumar was a member of the 

association nor did the association ever espouse the cause 
of Shn Pawan Kumar transforming his individual industrial 
dispute as envisaged uls 2A of the ID Act, 1947 into a 
collective industrial dispute within the ambit and scope of 

Section 2(k) of the Act. 

That the statement of claim which the association 

has filed is liable to be expunged and deleted as it is guilty 
of committing fraud on law by arbitrarily on its own without 

cither leave of the Hon'ble Court or without getting the 
reference amended accordingly, impleading the Regional 
Manager as O. P. No. 1 when the Government has not so 

arrayed O. P. No. i as a party to the order of reference. 

Without prejudice to the foregoing contention, the 

management of the bank begs to submit its reply of 
paragraphs ot the association s statement of claim as to 

the merits of the case. 

11 is. however, reiterated that the order of reference is 
incompetent and invalid for the reasons mentioned 

hereinabove. 

it is. however, stated with relevance that the workman 
Pawan Kumar was appointed as a Peon in the bank on 
compassionate grounds on account ot his father s death 

in a train accident. 

That the truth of the matter is that while working as a 
Peon in the bank's Clock Tower Branch at Ghaziabad, Pawan 
Kumar fraudulently withdrew a sum of Rs. 11,800 on 
different dates fro in, the Savings Bank A/c. No. 5840 of 
bank’s customer, Mr. Bhanwar Singh. On the complaint of 
bank’s above name account holder the management 
advisedly and lawfully issued a chargesheet to which the 
union has referred to in para under reply of its SC O. It is, 
therefore, misconceived on the union's part that the 
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chargesheet issued to the workman Pawan Kumar was 
illegal or uncalled for. 

That ShriR. C. Sharma, Sr. Manager, GhaziabadMain 
Branch was simultaneously appointed as the Inquiry Officer 
so that the inquiry proceedings may be included as early 
as possible without undue delay and in doing so the 
management committed no wrong. All other averments of 
the union in para under reply are based on ignorance of 
mandate and pronouncements of law. It is stated that 
appointment of Inquiry Officer was not illegal nor any 
prejudice had been caused to the workman in the 
appointment ofShri R. C. Sharma as an Inquiry Officer The 
union s averments that the workman, Pawan Kumar was 
deprived of an opportunity to submit his explanation to 
the memo of charges, is totally false because the workman 
had, in fact, submitted his explanation dated 29-11-2001 to 
the chargesheet addressed to the Disciplinary Authority 
before the commencement of the inquiry proceedings. 
Additionally, the charges levelled against the workman were 
specific and no allegation of vagueness of the same was 
ever made by the workman at any relevant point of time 
earlier than now with mala fide. 

The workman applicant has filed rejoinder. In his 
rejoinder he has reiterated the averments of his claim 
statement and has denied most of the paras of the written 
statement. The management has also denied most of the 
paras of the claim statement. 

It transpires from perusal of the order sheet that on 
13-11-2006 the evidence of the workman was concluded 
and the management was directed to file affidavit. Affidavit 
of the management was not filed on 18-12-2006 and 
9-1 -2007. On 20-2-2007 the Ld. Counsel of the management 
stated that there is no need of any evidence of the 
management. 

It w as also submitted that award may be finally sent 
after argument. On 12-3-2007 the argument of both the 
parties was heard and the case w as reserved for award. 

It further transpires from perusal of the record that 
the records of the inquiry proceedings were not filed on 
the record. So notices were issued to both the parties for 
filing the record of the inquiry proceedings. Adjournment 
was sought on 3 occasions. On 19th July, 2007 it was stated 
by the management that the inquiry record is not traceable. 
Argument was advanced previously. So the case was 
posted for award. 

From the perusal of the pleadings of the parties the 
following issues arise for determination: 

1. Whether the reference is bad on the principles of 
merger of the orders and this Tribunal is not 
competent to adjudicate the matter ? 

2. Whether the instant dispute is an Industrial 
Dispute ? 

3. Whether the management has followed the 
principles of natural justice in the conduct of the 

inquiry ? 

4. To what amount of back wages the workman is 
entitled ? <. 

5. Relief if any? 

ISSUE NO. 1: 

It was submitted from the side of the management 
that the Central Government has sent the reference 
regarding the action of the management of the Bank of 
Baroda iii imposing the punishment of dismissal without 
notice from service w.e.f. 5-8-2003 onShri PawanKumar, 
the workman. The workman filed an appeal and his appeal 
was decided by order dated 18-9-2004 The order of 
Disciplinary Authority dated 5-8-2003 merged in the order 
of Appellate Authority dated 18-9-2004. So the impropriate 
government should have sent reference mentioning the 
date of dismissal as 18-9-2004 arid not 5-8-2003, so the 
reference is not competent. 

My attention was drawn from the side of the 
management to 1969 (19) 135. It has been held that the 
original decision merges in the appellate decision alone 
which is subsisting and capable of enforcement. In the 
instant case there is no question of enforcement. It is for 
declaring tfie order of the Disciplinary Authority invalid. 
The law of merger is not applicable in such circumstances. 

It was submitted from the side of the workman that 
he was actually dismissed on 5-8-2003. It is the only date of 
his dismissal and principles of merger is not applicable in 
such circumstances. The appropriate government has sent 
the reference for deciding the legality or illegality of the 
dismissal The workman was dismissed by the Disciplinary 
Authority by order dated 5-8-2003. It is in fact true that this 
dismissal order merged in the order of the Appellate 
Authority dated 18-9-2004 but the cause of action arose on 
5-8-2003 when the Disciplinary Authority passed the order 
of dismissal that is why the appropriate government has 
referred the date of dismissal as 5-8-2003. 

The substantial question to be decided in this 
reference is whether the dismissal is illegal or legal. The 
date of dismissal is not very much material. 

It has been held in IILLJ 1967 Syndicate Bank Vs. 
Ram Nath page 1 that the date of order of dismissal is the 
date of the original order and not appellate order. In view of 
this judgment of the Hon’ble Apex Court, the date of the 
original order is the date of dismissal. The reference has 
been sent regarding dismissal on 5-8-2003. The original 
order is 5-8-2003, so the reference is competent. 

It was further submitted that it has been held in AIR 
1961 SC 857 AIR 1957 SS 804 that inview of the provisions 
of Section 7(A) and lOOftheED Act, 1947 the Tribunal m 
law is under statutory obligation to adjudicate the disputes 
referred to it by the appropriate government. The Tribunal 
is under statutory obligation to decide this matter. 

The law of merger is not applicable in this case. 

The substantial point is as to when the workman 
was dismissed. The workman was initially disnussed on 
5-8-2003 and not on the date of the appellate order, so the 

3403 Gl/2007—50 
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•etcnt and the Tribunal has jurisdiction to 
itter. This issue is decided accordingly. 

niitted from the side of the management 
>roper espousal. There is no espousal and 
iri Pawan Kumar is not a member of the 
the association never espoused the cause 
umar. The Industrial Dispute has not been 
3 individual dispute under Section 2A of 
7. The contention of the management is 
nder Section 2(A) the workman can alone 
e. There is no need of espousal in view of 
lection 2A. The matter relates to dismissal 
covered u/s 2A. However, the case has 
iy the Union of the applicant. 

i an un-registered union can raise the 
abstantial number of workmen can raise 
the instant case a registered union has 
spute. Even the workman himself was 
se the dispute as the dispute is regarding 
lispute has been properly espoused. This 
accordingly. 

•mitted from the side of the workman in 
iim statement that he submitted a list of 3 

V S/Shri M. L. Gupta, G. S. of the applicant 
hvaria, an employee of the branch where 
as posted and the 3rd witness Shri N. K. 
iloyee of the management. 

nitted that the Inquiry' Officer rejected the 
orkman alleging that the witnesses were 

Bedwaria was posted in the same branch 
:nt took place. He was a material witness, 
se the facts of the case, but the Inquiry' 
the request of the workman and held that 
us stage will have nothing new to add in 
d and considered this witness not relevant. 

ry Officer refused to cross-examination of 
n employee of the bank. ShriN. K. Jain was 
management as his own witness. The cross 
his witness could not be done on that day. 
squested to produce the witness for cross- 
the Inquiry Officer rejected the request of 
i held that the prosecution will discard liis 
itness is a witness of fact. He may disclose 
lind the embezzlement and he may also 
; really involved in tne embezzlement. The 
ot permitted to produce Shri Munna Lai 
Secretary of the applicant union. He w as 
ted to examine Shri J. C. Bedwaria, an 
t branch and posted in that branch during 
;ged incident. He was of course a material 
:ident. His non-examination has prejudiced 
orkman. 

Jain was also an employee of the branch 
ted in that branch at the time of alleged 

incident. He was also a material witness. The management 
may discard his evidence and give finding without 
considering the evidence of this witness but the workman 
has every' right to cross-examine this witness. It appears 
that this witness was not ready to depose the version of 
the prosecution, so this witness was illegally withheld. 

The management has filed reply to Para-7 of the claim 
and the averments of Para-7 of the claim has not been 
refuted by the management. It has been stated ip reply that 
it is a matter of record and the same can be decided from 
the record of the inquiry' proceedings. It has not been 
specifically stated that Para-7 of the claim is absolutely 
wrong. So it is found proved that the Inquiry' Officer did 
not allow the 3 witnesses to be examined by the workman 
during the course of inquiry'. 

The workman has also filed affidavit and in his 
evidence also he has alleged in Para-9 that he was not 
permitted to examine these three witnesses. 

I have perused the cross-examination of the 
workman, no question has been asked from the workman 
regarding these 3 witnesses. So it stands established from 
the claim, written statement and the evidence of the 
workman that the management did not permit the workman 
to produce the 3 witnesses, two of whom were posted as 
employee of the bank in that branch itself. Thus, the 
management has not given opportunity to adduce the 
evidence in his defence. 

It was submitted from the side of the management 
that the workman has deposited Rs. 11,800. Photocopy of 
the deposit slip has been filed. The workman on 10-1-2001 
has sent letter to th£ Regional Manager and he has alleged 
in that letter that the Branch Manager, Shri B. C. Gupta on 
9-1-2001 called him to his cabin and told him that he has 
embezzled Rs. 11,800 and an FIR can be lodged against 
him. He may be dismissed. The workman replied, that FIR 
may be registered against him but the Branch Manager 
compelled him to write on a plain paper what he dictated 
and he got his signature on deposit slip in w hich the amount 
ofRs. 11,800 was mentioned. 

This complaint of the workman has been sent by 
registered post on 10-1-2001 and it has been stated that the 
Branch Manager, Shri B. C. Gupta compelled him to put his 
signature on the deposit slip of Rs. 11,800, so the 
contention of the management that the workman deposited 
the amount is absolutely wrong. 

The deposit slip filed by the management appears to 
be false. Photocopy of statement of account no. 5840, paper 
no. B-155 has not been denied by the management. So 
paper no. B-155 is the correct account statement of account 
no. 5840 of Shri Bhanwar Singh. From perusal of this 
statement it becomes obvious that on 16-1-2001 by credit 
transaction Rs. 11,800 was deposited in the account of 
Shri Bhanwar Singh. The management has not explained 
as to why the amount of Rs. 11,800 was deposited through 
credit transaction in case the workman signed the deposit 
slip of Rs. 11,800, it appears that the deposit slip was got 
signed by the workman but the management came to know 
of the complaint of the workman, so the money was 
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deposited through cheque. The management could have 
ascertained who deposited Rs, 11,800 by cheque on 
16-1-2001 in the account of Shri Bhanwar Singh. From 
whose account the mpney is said to be embezzled. This 
also discloses that there was some person behind this 
forgery and to avoid further inquiry he deposited Rs. 11,800 
through cheque and the workman was falsely implicated in 
this case. 

It was submitted that in Para-13 of the claim it has 
been specifically stated1 that during the inquiry MW-7 and 
MW-8 have deposed that they had passed the cheques/ 
withdrawals in question after duly verifying the signature 
of the account holdcrofaccount.no. 5840. Hence, the basis 
of the allegation of the payment for forged signature of the 
workman are away from the evidence on the record. 

The management has filed reply to Para-13 and this 
para has not been denied, so it is found proved that 
MW-7 and MW-8, the Passing and Verifying Officers have 
deposed in the inquiry that they passed the cheques/ 
withdrawals in question after verifying the signature. So 
the case of the management that the workman forged the 
cheques/withdrawals becomes absolutely false. The 
management was required to file the inquiry proceedings 
on the record so that the evidence of the witnesses may be 
perused but it has been stated that the inquiry records are 
not traceable. 

The matter relates to 2001. The inquiry record is a 
valuable document. The management has dismissed the 
workman on the basis of the inquiry conducted by the 
management It cannot be said that the workman stole the 
documents of inquiry as he was not in service. He was 
under suspension and the record of the inquiry proceedings 
are out of his reach. This also indicates that some material 
and grave irregularities have been committed by the Inquiry 
Officer in the course of the inquiry and to conceal these 
illegalities and irregularities, the inquiry record has not been 
produced for my perusal. I have based my findings on the 
claim statement and its admission in the written statement 
and the evidence of the workman. The management was 
given ample opportunity to adduce evidence but the 
management did not avail of that opportunity. This also 
indicates that conspiracy has been hatched against the 
workman to save the real culprit and the management has 
deliberately concealed the entire evidence from the 
approach of the Tribunal. 

Thus, it is vivid that the Inquiry Officer has not 
permitted the workman to adduce his evidence in defence. 
2 of the witnesses proposed to be examined by the workman 
are material witnesses. They were posted at the time of 
incident in that branch. The Inquiry Officer should not 
have rejected their evidence. The workman was not 
permitted to examine material witnesses in his defence. 
Thus, the principles of natural justice have not been 
followed by the Inquiry Officer. 

The management relied on the inquiry proceedings. 
The inquiry records have not been filed. In the absence of 
the inquiry records the mahagement cannot justify that 

adequate opportunity has been given to the workman to 
examine his own witness. Inquiry records are very much 
material for deciding whether the principles of natural justice 
have been followed or not. The inquiry records are to be 
produced by the management. The management has stated 
that inquiry records are lost. This also indicates that the 
Inquiry Officer held the inquiry in suspicious circumstances. 

It has been held in AIR 1964 SC 708 that reluctance 
of the Inquiry Officer to enable the delinquent employee to 
adduce evidence also vitiates the principles of natural 
justice. In the instant case the workman has been denied 
the opportunity to produce material witnesses and so the 
principles of natural justice have been violated by the 
Inquiry Officer. 

In the facts and circumstances of the case it is held 
that principles of natural justice have not been observed 
by the Inquiry Officer. He has deprived the workman from 
adducing his evidence. The inquiry is not empty formality. 
The chargesheeted employee has a right to adduce his 
defence evidence. In the circumstances the inquiry stands 
vitiated. This issue is decided accordingly. 

ISSUE NO. 4: 

It was submitted from the side of the workman that 
he has been illegally involved in the embezzlement, This is 
an act of some other official but this workman has been 
made victim. He should be reinstated with full back wages. 

It is true that reinstatement does not follow full back 
wages as consequence. It is not the natural course of 
reinstatement. No hard and fast rules have been laid for 
awarding back wages. It depends upon the facts and 
circumstances of the particular case. There is no straight 
jacket formula for awarding back wages. In the instant case 
it appears that the workman has been falsely implicated, so 
he is entitled to get full back wages. This issue is decided 
accordingly. 

ISSUE NO. 5: 

The workman is entitled to reinstatement with full 
back wages and continuity of service and all the 
consequential benefits w.e.f. 5-8-2003. 

The reference is replied thus: 

The action of the management of Bank of Baroda in 
imposing the punishment of dismissal without notice from 
service w.e.f. 5-8-2003 on Shri Pawan Kumar, Peon, Clock 
Tower Branch ; Ghaziabad on the alleged charges of 
misconduct leveled against him vide chargesheet 
No.UPWM/2 l/A&l/DSPRO : 1732 dated 20-10-2001 is 
neither legal nor justified. The management should reinstate 
the workman along with 100 per cent back wages and 
continuity of service and all the consequential benefits 
wiihin two months from the date of publication of award. 

The award is given accordingly. 

Date: 20-7-2007 

R. M. RAL PrC''\* <7^ OSca 
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Nevr Delhi, the 31st July, 2007 

S. O. 2355.—In pursuance of Section 17 of the 
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 (14 of 1947), the Central 
Government hereby publishes the Award, (Ref. No. 34/ 
2006 & 35/2006; of the Central Government Industrial 
Tribunal-cum-La bour Court, Emakulam as shown in the 
Annexure, in t ie Industrial Dispute between the 
management of (:anara Bank and their workmen, w hich 
was received by tl e Central Government on 31-7-2007. 

[No. L-12011/292/2003-IR (B-II)] 
[No. L-12011/287/2003-IR (B-II)] 

RAJINDER KUMAR, Desk Officer 

ANNEXURE 

IN THE CENT RAL GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL 
TRIBUNAL -CU VI -LABOUR COURT, ERNAKULAM 

PRESENT 

Shri P. L. Noi bert, B.A, LL.B., Presiding Officer 

(Monday the 23rd day of July, 2007/1st Sravana, 1929) 

LD. Nos. 34/2006 & 35/2006 

I.D. No. 34/2006 

(LD. No. 7/2004 of Labour Court, Emakulam) 

Workman/Union : The Assistant Secretary 
Canaia Bank Staff Union 
Kerala Regional Committee 
41/2201, Emakulam North, 
Emakulam 

Adv. Shri Ashok B. Shenoy 

Management : The Deputy General Manager 
Canara Bank, Staff Section (W) 
Circle Office, 
Thiruvananthapuram 

Adv. Shri R. S. Kalkura 

LD. No. 35/2006 

(LD. No. 8/2004 of Labour Court, Emakulam) 

Workman/Union : The Assistant Secretary 
Canara Bank Staff Union 
Kerala Regional Committee 
41/2201, Emakulam North, 
Emakulam 

Adv. Shri Ashok B. Shenoy 

Management : The Deputy General Manager 
Canara Bank, Staff Section (W), 
Circle Office, 
Thiruvananthapuram. 

Adv. Shri R. S. Kalkura 

AWARD 

These are reference made by Central Government 
under Section 10(1 )(d) of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 for 
adjudication- The reference are common and the schedule 
of the reference is as follows : 

"Whether the action of the management of 
M/s. Canara Bank in not regularizing the serv ices of 
Smt.is legal and justified ? If not. what 
relief Smt.is entitled to T 

2. Since the facts and evidence are common these 
cases are tried together and Evidence is adduced in I.D. 
No. 34/2006. The facts in brie f are as follows:— 

The cause of workers. Si nt. T. A. Kanchana and Smt. 
K.N. Sindhu, is espoused by he union. According to the 
union, Smt. Kanchana was woiking in Chentrapinni Branch 
of Canara Bank since 28-5 -1987 in leave vacancy of 
permanent part-time sweepel\ The permanent part-time 
sweeper retired on 1-9-2001. Smt. Kanchana continued to 
work as part-time sweeper in the permanent vacancy and 
she continues even now. The management however did 
not absorb her in the permanent vacancy. She has worked 
continuously for more than 240 days and rendered service 
to the satisfaction of the management. She is entitled to be 
absorbed in the permanent vacancy. Smt. Sindhu was 
working in Foreign Department of the Bank at Emakulam 
as part-time sweeper in leave vacancy since 1992. The 
permanent part-time sweeper retired on lr7-2000. Smt. 
Sindhu continued to work in the permanent vacancy till 
22-11-2001 in Foreign Department and thereafter she was 
transferred to Eroor Branch and she continues as part-time 
sweeper even now. She is not absorbed. She has put in 
more than 240 days' continuous service in the permanent 
vacancy and is entitled for absorption. 

3. According to the management both part-time 
sweepers were working in leave vacancy That arrangement 
was made between permanent part-time sweepers and their 
substitutes. It is the stipulation of the bank that permanent 
part-time sweepers whenever they are on leave will have to 
make alternate arrangement. Even after permanent vacancy 
arose the claimants in these cases were working as casual 
PTEs. Since they' did not conform to the norms they could 
not be absorbed. They were over-aged and over-qualified 
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for the purpose of absorption. Whenever these two part- 
time sweepers worked they were paid wages as well as 
bonus. However they are not eligible to be absorbed in the 
permanent post of PTEs. 

4. In the light of the above contentions the only 
point that arises for consideration is : 

"Are the claimants eligible for absorption ?” 

The evidence consists of the oral testimony of WW1 
to 3 and documentary evidence ofExts. W1 to W9 on the 
side of union and MW1 and Exts. Ml to 3 on the side of 
management. 

5. The Point: 

It is an admitted fact that Smt. Kanchana and Sindhu 
were working as part-time sweepers initially in leave vacancy 
in Chcntrapinni Branch and Foreign Department Emakulam 
respectively. The permanent part-time sweepers, Smt. 
Kurumbakutty and Smt. Janu are mothers of respective 
claimants. They retired on 1-9-2001 and 1-7-2000 
respectively from their respective Branches. The claimants 
continued to work in the permanent vacancy thereafter as 
casual PTEs. However Smt. Sindhu was transferred to Eroor 
Branch on 22-11-2001 while another part-time sweeper 
employed in another branch was transferred to Foreign 
Department. Ext. W2 is a reply statement submitted before 
ALC (C) by Canara Bank with details of engagement of 
Smt. Kanchana. It shows that Smt. Kanchana worked in 
the permanent vacancy continuously without break from 
September. 2001 to September, 2002. It means, she had 
worked for more than 240 days continuously or for 12 
calendar months continuously in a year in permanent 
vacancy. Ext. W6 is a reply statement of management bank 
submitted to ALC with details of engagement of Smt. 
Smdhu. It reveals that Smt. Sindhu worked m the permanent 
v acancy from July 2000 to July, 2001 continuously and 
without break. She too did work more than 240 days 
continuously or 12 calendar months continuously in a 
year. Both of them are thus 'workmen’ felling within S-2(s) 
of Industrial Disputes Act. They are still continuing as 
casual part-time sweepers. However the question referred 
is. whether their demand for absorption is proper and 
justified ? 

6. The 1st contention of the management is that by 
virtue of continuous service as casual labourers, whether 
in leav e vacancy or in permanent vacancy, they do not 
acquire any right for absorption. The Bank has recruitment 
process and norms for selection to permanent posts. The 
workers in these cases did not conform to the norms for 
selection to the post of PTE. Ext Ml is copy of Minutes of 
the Joint Conference between the representatives of 
management and union regarding filling up of permanent 
vacancies of a sub-staff and PTEs. In Para 2 it is mentioned 
that management will work out modalities regarding filling 
up of the posts of PTEs in different scale wages. Ext. M2 is 
a circular of bank dated 5-10-2000 regarding revised 
procedure for upward movement of part-time employees in 
scale wages. Page 2, Clauses (a) to (c) refer to upward 
movement from 1/3 scale wage to Vi scale wage and then to 
-% scale wage The consequential vacancy that arises in 

1/3 scale wage is to be filled up by regular recruitment 
process; Ext. M3 is circular dated 23-12-1993 containing 
recruitment norms for PTEs. Separate norms are prescribed 
for PTEs on daily wage basis and for absorption of PTEs in 
scale wages. The age and qualification are prescribed in 
Ext. M3. For absorption in scale wages generally candidates 
should be between 18—26 years and SC/ST candidates 
are eligible for 10 years’ age relaxation. Educational 
qualification is 5th standard and maximum 9th standard 
but should not have passed 9th standard. According to 
the management when the vacancy arose in Chentrapinni 
Branch as well as Foreign Department, Emakulam on 
1-9-2001 and 1-7-2000 respectively Smt Kanchana, an SC 
candidate was aged 34 years and Smt. Sindhu. an OBC 26 
years. So far as Snu. Sindhu is concerned, her educational 
qualification was 11th standard. Thus Smt.Kanchana was 
over-aged and Smt. Sindhu was over-qualified at the 
relevant time. Therefore it is contended by the management 
that both of them did not conform to the norms. Ext. M3 
norms also specify that the Deputy General Manager of 
the management Bank has discretion to relax norms with 
regard to age. However, as rightly pointed out by the 
learned counsel for the management, with regard to 
educational qualification no such power is given to DGM 
or any other officer of the bank. Smt. Kanchana had studied 
upto 8th standard and that is in accordance with norms. 
But she was aged 34 years at the time when permanent 
vacancy arose and she was eligible to get 5 years’ relaxation 
being an SC candidate. However, even then age limit would 
have been 31 years. She was over-aged. The management 
did not think it necessary to relax age limit so far as 
Smt. Kanchana was concerned. Smt Sindhu was aged only 
26 years, within the limit. But hear educational qualification 
was higher (11th standard) which could not be relaxed by 
the management. Going by the norms in Ext. M3, the 
management cannot be found fault with for not selecting 
the claimants. 

7. However it was argued by the learned counsel for 
the claimant that Ext M2 & 3 are only circulars and they do 
not have the force of Rules. As per Ext. 1 Minutes of Joint 
Conference between the representatives of management 
and union, they had agreed that the management could 
work out modalities for recruitment of PTEs. It is in 
pursuance to the said decision in the conference of 
8-6-2000 that Ext. M2 circular was issued. Though Ext. M3 
is dated 23-12-1993 no deviation with regard to norms in 
Ext M3 is made in Ext M2 circular of2000, while revising 
the procedure for filling up the vacancies of PTEs. It is on 
the basis of the consent between the parties that Ext. M2 
was issued by the bank. Therefore even if Ext. M2 & M3 
are not Rules framed by the bank they have the binding 
force in view of the agreement between the parties in 
Ext. Ml and the authority given to the management to 
draw up modalities for recruitment. 

8. The vacancy in Chentrapinni Branch is not filled 
up by regular recruitment so far. But the vacancy in Foreign 
Department, Emakulam was substituted by another 
candidate from another branch while Smt. Sindhu was 
transferred to Eroor Branch. But in Eroor Branch there is a 
permanent part-time sweeper. Hence there is no permanent 
vacancy in that Branch. The claim of Smt. Sindhu, therefore, 
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pertains to the perm inent vacancy in Foreign Department. 

That arose when she was in Foreign Department. However, 

as already mentione 1 unless the claimants conform to the 
norms prescribed by the Bank their candidature cannot be 
considered by the b ink. 

9. However it was argued by the learned counsel for 

the union that the ba nk was not strictly following norms in 
Ext. M3 and there ai e instances when temporary part-time 
sweepers were absorbed in permanent vacancy. To 
substantiate this contention the learned counsel relies on 

;ui award of this Cour in C.R 3 & 4 of2004dated 30-11-2005. 
Ext. W9 is copy of the award. No doubt in that case 

instances of absorp ion of temporary part-time sweepers 
arc pointed out as proved, deviating from the norms for 

recruitment of PTE s. But it is submitted by the learned 
counsel for the management that the award is under 

challenge in Writ Petition before Hon'ble High Court. 
Therefore no part of the award has become final so as to 
accept it in evidenc; in the present cases. That apart, it is 

the duty of the union to plead and prove any custom or 
practice that is folbwed by the bank deviating from the 
norms in circular. Th ere is no such plea in the claim statement 

nor is there proof cf such practice or custom. No doubt, 
the union had calle i for files relating to appointments of 

PTEs in different br; inches. But they7 were neither produced 

nor an affidavit was f led by the management. By I. A. 41/2006 

daily wage register;; and files relating to appointments of 

permanent part-tin e employees of so many branches in 

Kerala were called for. Despite the fact that the Bank did 
not file an affidavi it is self-evident that the union had 
called for too many registers from too many branches 

without specifying the period. It is not an easy task to 

trace out records of Daily Wage Registers of all times and 
files of appointmen ts of all times in several branches and 
produce them. In the circumstances, therefore, no adverse 
inference can be d awn against the management. If the 

union was certain a xmt the branches where appointments 
were made deviating from the norms they could have alleged 
in the claim statement specific instances of absorption of 
such temporary PTI Is in specific branches and call for only 
those records relating to only those branches and of the 
relevant penod. The union, thus, failed to prove the practice 
or custom that they put forward during evidence stage and 
argument. The workers in these cases by reason only of 
w orking in pennant :nt vacancies, do not acquire a right for 
absorption. The dec ision in Secretary State of Karnataka v. 
Uma Devi (2006) 4! ICC 1 (paragraph 53) refers to a position 
when temporary' e nployees are working in permanent 
v acancies for a v ;ry long time (10 years or so), for 
consideration as oiie time absorption. But that is not the 

case in these refere ices. At the time of raising the dispute 
they had put in abmt 3 years’ service in the permanent 
vacancies. On th* other hand the decision says that 
generally7 no temporary or ad hoc or casual employee is 
entitled for absontion however long they have been 
working as such. T lerefore Uma Devi’s case will not come 
to the aid of worke rs in lhese cases. 

10 I n the re: ult. an award is passed findi ng that the 
actron of the man; igement in not absorbing Smt. T. A. 
Kanchana and Smt K. N. Sindhu in the post of permanent 

PTEs is legal and justified. No cost. The award will take 
effect one month after its publication in the official Gazette. 

Dictated to the Personal Assistant, transcribed and 
typed by her, corrected and passed by me on this the 23rd 
day of July, 2007. 

P. L. NORBERT, Presiding Officer 

APPENDIX 

Witness for the Workman/Union: 

WW1- Smt T.A. Kanchana—15-12-2006. 

WW2- Smt K.N. Sindhu—16-3-2007. 

WW3- ShriK.V George—16-3-2007. 

Witness for the Management: 

MW1 - Shn B. Hari—6-6-2007. 

Exhibits for the Workman/Union: 

W1 - Copy of reply statement dated 23-8-2003 
submitted by management before ALC(C). 

W2 - Reply statement dated 27-10-2003 submitted by 
management before ALC(C). 

W3 - Photostat copy of Minutes of Conciliation 
Meeting before ALC(C) dated 28-10-2003. 

W4 - Copy of Failure of Conciliation Report dated 
18-11-2003 sent to M/o Labour by ALC(C). 

W5- Copy of reply statement dated 23-8-2003 
submitted by management before ALC(C). 

W6 - Reply statement dated 27-10-2003 submitted by 
management before ALC(C). 

W7 - Photostat copy of Minutes of Conciliation 
Meeting before ALC(C) dated 28-10-2003. 

W8 - Copy of Failure of Conciliation Report dated 
11-11-2003 sent to M/o Labour by ALC(C). 

W9 - Photostat copy of common award passed in C.R. 
3 & 4 of CGIT-cum-Labour Court, Emakulam. 

Exhibits for the Management: 

Ml - Photostat copy of Minutes of Joint Conference 
between unions and management, dated 8-6-2000. 

M2 - Photostat copy of letter No. PWPM ; 6099 : 38.: 
NKB dated 5-10-2000 regarding upward 
movement of PTEs in scale wages. 

M3 - Photostat copy of letter No. PWPM 94923 8 MGO 
reg. recruitment norms for PTEs and related 
guidelines. 
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(¥& isfortfora) nrcri7 ^ 

^r-vm ( D %7gn^(^r) % after writer fter 
ti 

2. 3TR *1^%, *U«bK % fteTC 3 3T7T^H te % 

^ mRimm % ter*r frrfa fim, ^r arfafter 

^ 6 ^ Write ^ ^TTT ^ % fte 

^ f afKwte, ^ffr arf¥tei% after 3fq?nte'5ra^% 
ftert sr? ■aften if tete^ % tete tera frrfa 

1952 (57f%w^73ft*r%^ ft’■3fctea<T)% after 

ar^terafr^^rmf ^thIw^i adittt t 

3. 3RT:, ara, te\ 7RW33KT arfrrfter^fft <1RT 17 

^r-qrcr(i) %73to(^) ^‘^terte^rtentef^tT 

■wi 'm ri^nft' terrfte tef % srtzpffa ter 

FR^'fl M.n<^SKi 3%i afn^n 10-8-1997 ft api^afttrejg^j 

^ "3^rt Fsfa % mft % TrgR^r ft 11 

C^fr^tt i^r-35oi s/8/2006--q?r.-q?r. -n ] 

Wst %fte, $m Trftre 

New Delhi, the 27th July. 2007 

S.O. 2357.—Whereas M/s Siemens Public 
Communications Network Limited, Bangalore (under Code 
No KN/23 3 36 in Karnataka region) (hereinafter referred to 
as the establishment) has applied for exemption under 
clause (a) of sub-section (1) of Section 17 of the Employees’ 
Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 
(19 of 1952) (hereinafter referred to as the Act). 

2. And whereas in the opinion of the Central 
Government, the rules of the provident fund of the said 
establishment with respect to the rates of contribution are 
not less favourable to employees therein than those 
specified in Section 6 of the said Act and the employees 
are also in enjoyment of other provident fund benefits 
provided under the said Act or under the Employees’ 
Provident Funds Scheme, 1952 (hereinafter referred to as 
the Scheme) in relation to the employees in any other 
establishment of similar character. 

3 Now; therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 
by clause (a) of sub-section (1) of Section 17 of the said 
Act and subject to the conditions specified in this regard 
from time to time, the Central Government, hereby, exempts 
the said establishment from the operation of all the 
provisions of the said Scheme with effect from 10-8-1997, 
until further notification. 

[No. S-35015/8/2006-S S-ffj 
S. D. XAVIER, Under Secy. 
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fciTn^s, wnt (Tprcm ft ftt^TT "aft ft/40551 % 

WcT) (^r^ Tiftem % ft tevrfte) % teter 

*rfte? fte te w«hM ‘3^U tetfwr, 1952 (1952 ^TT19) 

(5te tetem %^ft -sftriRaci) wt frm 17 ^ 
(1) % (^>) % after % fte; aten 

fterti 
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^ 6 ft ftefte ^ ^vTTT ft teteftf %1te ^ a^crl 

^ t te arfitew % orter 3?«t5tr % 

fteft 3rt 3TfteFrft % ftftn ft tetei *rfter fte 

Wfrf, 1952 (5^TT^7^%^fttete3Rr)% after 

fte ^ ^ 31^ 'ifte frrffr W*if WTO 11 

3. 3RT:, -3R, <H<*K arfaftet frRT 17 

:3TT-frra(i)%i3r^(^) tetter ten tetgTT 

te wi-wm nr: ftte ft' tetesra tef % arsten 

yn^&K) 1-4-2001 fr 3THcfr 

TRF ^ % FRt •steti! % TTOvR ^ 11 

[7^^-35015/22/2007-^.^.^] 

New Delhi, the 31st July, 2007 

S.O. 2358.—Whereas M/s Reliance Group Support 
Services Ltd., Jamnagar (under Code No. GJ/40551 in Gujarat 
region) (hereinafter referred to as the establishment) has 
applied for exemption under clause (a) of sub-section (1) of 
Section 17 of the Employees’ Provident Funds and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 (19 of 1952) (hereinafter 
referred to as the Act). 

2. And whereas in the opinion of the Central 
Government, the rules of the provident fund of the said 
establishment with respect to the rates of contribution are 
not less favourable to employees therein than those 
specified in Section 6 of the said Act and the employees 
are also in enjoyment of other provident fund benefits 
provided under the said Act or under the Employees’ 
Provident Funds Scheme, 1952 (hereinafter referred to as 
the Scheme) in relation to the employees in any other 
establishment of similar character. 

3. Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 
by clause (a) of sub-section (1) of Section 17 of the said 
Act and subject to the conditions specified in this regard 
from time to time, the Central Government, hereby, exempts 
the said establishment from the operation of all the 
provisions of the said Scheme with effect from I -4-2001,' 
until further notification. 

[No. S-35015/22/2007-SS-U] 
S. D. XAVIER, Under Secy. 
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^TT. 3TF. 23: >9.—TTT^K 7^ t 3 

f^Tf^ srfalWT, 1947 (1947 14) WT 3^^ ^ 

TTf^6%a^TTk'¥^%^TTFTlt, M3#m%yW 

m: sr, s hatfr^j srfafwt, 1947 (1947^1 

14) t£\ %TRT 2 %'3^-75T^(6)^nT3^^lFw4) 

THTtn ^ w wk srfaf^m 

% 7%jHf % %T' r^TcT Tt'TFS ^ W. ^ ^ % %TT 

<jm<4ijI) ■fctr t rfatr i?1 

[^ m 1^-11017/5/91-3TT£ 3TR. (-qt. T^eT.) ] 

cbl<, 

New Delhi, the 31st July, 2007 

S.O. 2359.—Whereas the Central Government is 
satisfied that the public interest requires that the services 
in the Food Corporation of India (FCI) which is covered by 
item 6 of the First Schedule to the Industrial Disputes Act, 
1947 (14 of 1947), should be declared to be a Public Utility 
Service for the purposes of the said Act. 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred 
by sub-clause (vi) of clause (n) of Section 2 of the Industrial 
Disputes Act, 1947, the Central Government hereby 
declares with immediate effect the said industry to be a 
Public Utility Service for the purpose of the said Act for a 
period of six months. 

INo.S-l 1017/5/91-IR(PL)1 
GURJOT KAUR, Jt. Secy. 

* ... 1 
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